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PREFACE

The i992 international Conference on Plasma Physics is held as a joint

conference of the 9Th Kiev international Conference on Plasma Theory and the
9th international Congress on Waves and instabilities in Plasmas with the i9!h EPS
Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics in Innsbruck, Austria, from
29 June to 3 July T992. The conference is organized by the institute of ion Physics

of the University of innsbruck.
The programme, format and schedule of the Conference were determined by
the international Programme Committee, which also selected the plenary and

topical invited lectures based on suggestions from the international Advisory
Committee of the |CPP and from other members of the scientific community.

Some topical invited lectures were selected from among the contributed

papers. The programme included i2 plenary, 35 topical invited lectures

presented orally, and 532 poster contributions

innsbruck, May 1992 The Editors
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MODULATIONAL INSTABILITY 0F LOWER HYBRID WAVE IN A

CYLINDRICAL PLASMA

S.K. SHARMA and A. SUDARSHAN
Department of Physics

I.I.T. Delhi , New Delhi - 110016, INDIA

1. Introduction: A number of workers/l-S/ have studied the Modulational instablity (Ml)

because of its relevnce to plasma heating, laser plasma interaction and ionosphere experiments.
Recently Konar et al/6/ have investigated MI of lower hybrid wave (LHW) in a plasma slab

taking into account non - local effects. For the purpose of direct experimental verification,

however, it is more useful to study M.I. of LHW in a realistic geometry. In this paper, we

develop a non local theory of modulational instability in a cylindrical plasma.
To calculate the electron density fluctuation, it is most convenient to use the

ponderomotive force, The non-linear currents produced by the coupling of the pump to the

density perturbation generates mixed electromagnetic-electrostatic modes at
(o i m“ and k i kn. These side bands in turn, beat with the pump field to generate a

slowly varying envelope of the electric field which gives rise to a ponderomotive bunching force

that ampLifies the original perturtbation.
In Section II, we derive the mode structure equation of the LHW pump and the

side-bands and obtain their solution. In Section III, we derive the non linear dispersion relation
for modulational instability and then us it to obtain an analytic expression for its growth rate.

The explicit expression for y is used to study its variation with o) and too for a typical

cylindrical plasma.

ll. Mode Structure for LHW pump and side hands
We consider a cylindrical plasma which is infinite in the z-direction and confined within

a radius ‘a’. The plasma is immersed in a static magnetic field B = B02. Following Liu and
Tripathi/5/, the mode structure equation for the LHW is given by the equation

U2
~ 2 (£02 + (92-) [(02 — 1

Viq)“ + K0¢u = 0 (1) where K() = km P“ P‘ ° (2)1 + Q2 lwz _ (02- /( 2_Qz)
pe ce p1 o c

and mp1 , (up: and (one are the ion plasma, elctron plasma and electron cyclotron frequencies
respectively. In a cylindrical plasma. «bu (z,r) may be written as

‘ —lu l 4 l4b., = ¢.,(r) e‘ ° km"
Substituting the above expression for (3)0 in Eq(1) and introducing a new variable R: Kor, we
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obtain:-
dlzpu/dR2 + Rdoo/dR + qbo = 0 (3)

Eq(3) is a standard equation whose solution is J°(R) - a zeroth order Bessel function of the first
kind and may be written as

the = ¢m = Am JOCR) = Am JOUKO) (4)
where Ku =ju'm /a and ju,m represents the mth zero of the zeroth order/7/ Bessel function of
the first kind. Similarly, the mode structure equation for the lower and upper side bands can be

written as

d14>j /dR2 + Rd¢j ldR + cpj = o (5.)

The solution to Eq(5) is given by

¢j = «bi,- = An 10(e (6)
Equation for Kj may be obtained from Ko i.e. eqn (1) by substituting to]. for (no

III. Nonlinear coupling and Dispersion Relation
The linear response ofthe electron to the high frequency modes i.e. (no, to) and c.)2 is

given by the EXB drift and may be written as

v} = e645 xou / mew: ; voz = — ek 4% may)“ (7)

(Where subscriptj = 0, 1, 2.)

Using Eq (7), one can write the expression for the ponderomotive potential asp as

¢,, = — [ski I2mw2] (clam:2 + (9042,) (8)

The non-linear response of the electrons is given by

nu = [0); [Meal] V“ (q) + to?) (9)

Obtaining the side band density perturbation from equations of continuty and substituting them
in the poisson equation we obtain the following mode structure equations for the two side bands:

Vida + Kiln = — [ezlatzk2 I4m3mieP] x.(1+x,) nose + m) (10a)
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and V1445 + K2245 = _ [521(3s [4m303eP] Xe(1*X-l) ¢n(¢;¢2 + ‘i’n‘l’fl (10b)

where 8 =1+ la +xi and P =1 + «oi/mi, — wit/(mi — a”)C

To find the solution to Eq. (10a) and Eq. (10b), we expand $1 and (1)2 in terms of a complete

set of orthonormal functions in terms of $1,, and (pm respectively as

2¢1 = 2: Af,” (1)1“ (Klr) and ¢2 = 2: A}; ¢2m (K219 (11)
n In

As indicated in Eq. (4) and (6), these orthonormal functions are zeroth order Bessel functions

of the first kind. Subtracting Eq. (10a) from corresponding linear mode structure equation and

multiplying the resulting equation by rqbl and integrating over r we obtain:

{Ki—Kim rem; mm; dr)A.‘," = nEAfi) r¢$¢§¢h¢tdr (12)

where n = — [621(2118 /4m:w:eP] L (1 + Xi) (13)

Similarly for ¢2 , we have

(K22 - Ki... - n rm; «and»; dr)Af.?) = n§A§”fr¢;¢;¢ln¢;mdr (14)
Multiplying Eq. (12) and Eq. (14), and taking the mode numbers for the upper and lower
sidebands to be equal (m=n), we obtain the following dispersion relation

[K12 — Kin - A1] [K22 - Kin — A2] = u (15)

where A1= n f¢o¢J¢h¢gndr; A, = n f¢°¢g¢m¢tdr (16)
and u = n2 f¢§¢g¢h¢t d: f¢g¢g¢m¢§n dr (17)
Using Taylor’s expension for K,2 and K22 and assuming m to be complex we obtain from
equtions (15) to (17) the following expression for (or and growth rate 1 :

w, = [lgwi IkmA] [A103 — 1] (13)

r = 1/D{|1 — AIAZ + (Al + A2) [ZwIAkZl la): + 3m? Akfl la): + kins. /m§-1)]}

+219s (Nwi'll-Az) -8w:A’k§; In): +4wiA’k; Imi —(AIm§—1)2 [k; 41:3i

{— (Altai-l) [wAIiki Ia»: + smelt: m3] }‘” (I?)
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where D = {4A2k‘31/m: — 36w12A2k31/wg pa and A = to]: + to?“

In evaluating the integrals occuring in A1 and A2 we have taken n=7. We have also assumed

in our calculations that p. H AIAZ.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Equation (19) gives the expression for growth rate of modulation instability of a lower

hybrid pump in a cylindrical plasma. To obtain numerical appreciation of the growth rate of

M>1. of lower hybrid wave, we assume the following values for a typical cylindrical plasma

:1x10l2 5’1 , k = 0.025 cm” , km 2 5018 , 5 : 8x10,7.
u, n

to
CE

0) : 2.5X0) ; radius of cylinder a = 3 cm.pc u

Fig (1) and Fig (2) shows the Variation of y of M.I. in a cylindrical plasma as a function of

perturbation frequency (or and the pump wave of frequency (00 respectively. It is seen from

Fig] and Fig.2 that Y increases monotonically with increasing values of (or and (no.
5

10 i’
5 9 cu, : 5x107

[,J : X 10 4 ..
8 O

3 _., e 2:a 3
3 \
\4 >- 2'
>.

2 “l—

00 I I l I 1 J O l J l I u u
2 lo 6 B 10 12 O 1 2 3 4 5

wrx10‘7 ‘Oox10‘9
Fig.1 Variation of 'y/mPc with a)r Fig.2 Variation of y/mpe with mo
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INTERACTION OF A MAGNETIZED PLASMA STREAM WITH
AN IMMOBILE ION CLOUD

K. Baumgartel ,K. Sauer
Max—Planck—Institut ffir extraterrestrische Physik

Aussenstelle Berlin, 0—1199 Berlin, Germany

The interaction between a magnetized plasma and a localized
ensemble of 'heavy' ions in relative motion arises in a variety
of situations in space plasmas (Critical ionization velocity
experiments /1/; neutral gas releases in the solar wind:
experiment AMPTE /2/; interaction of the solar wind with a
charged cloud of dust particles /3/; encounter of the solar wind
with the ionosphere of an unmagnetized body or its interaction
with the atmosphere of a comet). Common features of these
situations are (1) an unspecified orientation of the magnetic
field to the flow direction; (2) both electron cyclotron radius
and Debyelength are small compared to interesting scale lengths,
while the ion gyroradius is in general not; (3) the relative
kinetic energy of flow ions in the cloud frame is large compared
to their thermal energy; (4) the cloud ion mass is large
compared to the mass of the ions in the plasma stream; and (5)
collisions between ions are largely neglegible. Conventional MHD
theory does not apply here, but a different treatment of
electrons and ions and the inclusion of a second ion species is
required. Several simulations in this context (mainly to model
the AMPTE experiment) have been carried out, most of them based
on hybrid code simulations /4—7/. We use a lower level of
description, and our interest is primarily in basic phenomena of
the collisionless coupling that survive even when the plasma
model is rigorously simplified /8/.

Characteristic features of the plasma model are (1) 1-D
geometry, i.e., the ion cloud degenerates to a plane~layered
slab (Fig.1); (2) Cloud ions are assumed immobile, i e. mass
loading, cloud expansion and ion production are ignored; (3)
electrons are treated as masseless, strongly magnetized,
isothermal flow; (4) ions are considered as weakly magnetized
cold fluid, (5) quasineutrality is assumed throughout. Thus,
Debyelength and lower hybrid frequency are excluded, but the
model produces ion dominated low frequency phenomena (ion
acoustic waves, compressive and shear Alfvén waves). The basic
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Subscripts e, i, c denote electrons, flow ions and cloud ions,

respectively. Our general strategy is to look for the steady—

state response of the plasma flow to the ion layer. To this end

we solve the ordinary differential equations which result from

the basic system by cancelling time derivatives

(a) Magnetic field aligned to the flow: Fig. 2 illustrates

the response of the plasma stream to an ion layer with Gaussian

shape and a peak density nclmax=0.2nO for two ion acoustic Mach

numbers. A fairly supersonic flow penetrates the layer with

almost no effects on the ions (layer charge balanced by

electrons, weak electric field). In a fairly subsonic flow,

however, charge neutrality at the layer is maintained by an ion

density depletion and a much stronger electric DC field with

opposite sign is established. Electrons are too 'stiff' to react

and are almost unaffected. In gasdynamic terms, the model

obstacle acts on the plasma flow like a nozzle. If the peak

layer density exceeds a (Mach number—dependent) critical value,
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the plasma stream cannot longer penetrate the layer. In a
three—dimensional situation, the ion cloud would then act like
a 'rigid' obstacle to the flow. The critical density tends to
zero when the flow becomes sonic.

(b) Magnetic field perpendicular to the flow: In this case,
the electron temperature does not enter the analysis and the
Alfven Mach number is the relevant quantity. Unlike the former
case, however, the layer size comes into play. One can
distinguish between a 'small' and a 'large' column density case.
In the first one typical features of the magnetic field—free
interaction are reproduced. In the latter case, the flow
distortion is no longer confined to the area covered by the
obstacle but a super—Alfvenic (sub—Alfvenic) flow undergoes a
pronounced compression (expansion) when passing the ion layer.
In both cases the flow is significantly deflected in
y—direction. Consequently, even a low—density ion ensemble may
become impenetrable in case of a large enough size. These
results are largely consistent with hybrid code simulations /7/.

(c) Magnetic field inclined to the flow: The most interesting
feature in this case is the excitation of stationary waves
(waves with m=0 in the layer rest frame, i.e., phase velocity in
the plasma frame equal but opposite to the flow velocity). They
are absent for Boflvo, BolVo because of the acoustic—like
dispersion of the relevant modes. Stationary waves develop
either downstream or upstream of the layer according to whether
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the component of the associated group velocity in flow direction

is smaller or greater than vO (Fig. 3). While the downstream

wave is basically electrostatic in nature, the upstream waves is

a fast Alfven mode. The layer does not admit a steady—state

penetration of the plasma stream for flow velocities ranging

between the smallest and greatest group velocity of the three

low—frequency modes.
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RayleighATaylor Instability favoured Drift Turbulence in a Spread F
Simulation Experiment

G. Prasad, D. Bora and Y. C. Saxeua
Institute for Plasma Research, India

In bottom side of Firegion of the ionosphere, the density gradient (Vn) and electric
field are antiparallel to gravity (g), the Vn is perpendicular to magnetic field (B), ions
and electrons are magnetised (inn/Q,- << 1.1/.~_n/f2,._ << 1) and the crossfleld term (En/B0)
is less effective than gravity i.e., E.,/B,, < g/um. In this region the long wavelength
modes (km << 01) are found to have power spectral form of S(k) or k" with n = — 2
to a 2.5. Rayleigh — Taylor instability mechanism has been invoked to explain the k‘2
spectrum ( Chaturvedi and Kaw, 1976; Sudan and Keskinen, 1984; Zargham et al., 1987).
Inthe short wavelength regimes (0.1 < km < 1) the experimental observations exhibit a
spectral index n : — 4 t0 — 5 in density fluctuations and electric field fluctuations have
n : —2 to —3 ( Singh and Szuszczewicz (1984), LaBelle et al., 1986 ). Drift waves, with
spectral index in range of 44.5 to 75.0, are favoured as good candidate for the generation
of short wavelength fluctuations ( Hasegawa and Mirna, 1978; Fyfe and Montgomery,1979;
Hasegawa et al., 1979; Tchen et al.,1980; Pécseli st 211., 1980; LaBelle et al., 1986). The
theory of Chaturvedi and Kaw (1977) predicts R — T instability as the primary source
of irregularity which is effective at wavelengths of the order of vertical density gradient
scale lengths, and the growth of R—T instability is followed by generation of short scale
length drift waves.

We have recently reported, for the first time, experiments on low frequency instabilities
in laboratory plasma simulating conditions obtained in the equatorial spread—F (Prasad
et al. 1992 a,b). The experiments satisfy the conditions on the dimensionless parameters
um/fl; << yen/(2,. << 1 for the F—region. The equilibrium plasma density and potential
profiles satisfy 13,, [[ VnJ. 1],, and gravity is simulated by the curvature of the magnetic
field. In this paper we report a study of Spectral characteristics of density and potential
fluctuations of plasma as a function of uin/Q- keeping um/fl << 1 in all cases. The
k- spectra obtained indicate dominance of R—T instability in long wavelength regime and
existence ofR T favoured Drift turbulence in shorter wavelength regime. The results are
compared with theoretical predictions, numerical simulations, experimental observations
of F region and laboratory studies.

The experiment is conducted in a toroidal device BETA, having toroidal magnetic
field, a major radius ( R ) of 45 cm and minor radius of 15 cm. A radially movable
cylindrical Langmuir probe with exposed tip of 2.5 mm in length and 0.75 mm in diameter
insulated with glass is used to measure equilibrium profiles of plasma density, floating
potential and electron temperature. A pair of probes placed at radial location of 6 cm
with angle of separation 5" is used to get wave number and frequency spectra using the
technique outlined by Beal] et a1 (1985) when the fluctuations are turbulent The data
is acquired on dual channel Lecroy oscilloscope with a sampling time of 20mm; of 8 hit
resolution with 32 kbyte of samples per channel.

The plasma has peak density ~ 10”/7:m3, with electron temperature in the region
where experiment is performed is ~ 4(1V with T,- = 0.23 i 0.06r'V. The eflect of gravity
is simulated by curved magnetic field, g _ 02/11: 2 x 10” cm/sec2 for Argon plasma.
Typical density and floating potential profiles measured are shown in figure 1 The
fluctuations have 77/71,, ~ (art/T The density gradient scale length Ln—— n/Vn ~ 187:7n.
During the experiment we varied the neutral Argon gas pressure from 10" Torr to 4x 10 4
Torr. Under these operating conditions Van/flu << 1 is satisfied and hence electrons
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Figure 1: Radial profiles for (a) density and (b) floating potential.

are magnetised. The R 7 spectra in density and potential fluctuations are obtained at

different magnetic fields and at diilerent pressure. Under most of these conditions the

power spectrum indicates turbulence. The density fluctuation spectrum ( figure 2) has a

shallower slope of n : —2.‘2 :l: 0.2 for kp; < 0.5 and has steeper slope of n : —4.2 :l: 0.5

for U.5<k[),’ < 2 whereas potential spectrum (figure 3) has only one slope n : - 4.5

for the variation of win/fl; from 0.04 to 0.1. The variation of k — spectral indices in

density and potential as a function of yin/0.; is shown in figure 4 and indicates that

the density spectrum has dual s10pe where as the potential spectrum has only one slope

for the variation of inn/Q; from 0.04 to 0.1. It is also clear from figure 4 that the

difference between the shallower slope of density spectrum and potential spectrum is~ 2

and steeper slope of density spectrum and potential spectrum are nearly similar. One of

the important tool used in identifying the nature of the instability is the spectral relation

between density and electric field (or potential) in different scale length regimes. The

relation between density and potential for R 7 T instability is given (Kelley, 1989) by

- 913) 77.
E k z —‘ — — 1( ) (u... n ( )

The spectral index for electric field fluctuations should, for this case,be similar to that of

density fluctuation implying that the density and potential spectral indices should differ

by ~ 2. The relation between density and potential spectral indices for drift waves for

which Boltzmann relation is valid and is given by

7- es);171(k) = — 73k

where K5 is the Boltzman constant. Electric field and density fluctuation Vspectra should

have Spectral indices differing by ~ 2 or the potential and density fluctuation spectra

should have a similar form. In our experiment, the observed spectral indices, of n :

—2.4 i 0.2, and 77, : —4.2 i 0.3, for density and potential fluctuations respectively for the

case of kp; < 0.5 is in agreement with equation (1), and the measurements of LaBelle et

al. (1986) in night time F 7 region. The theory of Chaturvedi and Kaw (1976) predicts
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similar spectral form. Sudan and Keskinen (1984) predict a spectral index ofn : — 5/3
for one dimensional case; however many numerical simulation studies and experimental
observations differ with this theoretical value . This theory is applicable when inertial

ranges are well developed and turbulence is strong, and is not applicable in present case.
The observed spectral indices ofn : ~ 4.5 £03 and n : 94.2i0.3 for density and potential
fluctuations respectively, in the range 0.5 Azp, < 1, are in close agreement with equation
(2), the drift wave spectral index measured in laboratory (Pécseli et al.,1980 ) and F 7
region (LaBelle er. al., 1986) experiments.

In conclusion we have observed density and potential fluctuations at low frequency
in a toroidal niagnetised plasma, simulating conditions of equatorial spread-F conditions.
The observed spectra are turbulent and indicate Rayleigh ~Taylor instability as dominant
mechanism for production of long wave length fluctuations while R-T induced Drift waves
appear to be responsible for the shorter wavelength turbulence.
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Abstract

We have developed a 3D electromagnetic and relativistic particle code in which
the fields are directly updated through current deposition of the particles, eliminating
Poisson’s equation and its time-consuming solution /l/, /2/. We have used this code to
invcstigate waves excited by a localized electron beam along the magnetic field (in the
:-direction). Periodic boundary conditions are applied along this direction, while in the
y- and :A directions we apply boundary conditions which allow radiation to escape freely
out of the Simulation domain without reflection /3/. Particles which hit the radiating
boundaries are arrested there and redistributed more uniformly by having the boundaries
slightly conducting: this allows electrons to recombine with ions and provides a realistic
way of eliminating escaping particles from the simulation system. The simulation results
using a mesh of dimension 85 X85 X160 with a few million particles show whistler emissions
and beam modes like those evidenced by wave data from the Spacelab 2 mission. The
modulation of the parallel current density, due to bunching of the beam electrons, is
responsible for the generation of whistler waves. The waves are saturated due to the
slowdown and heating of the beam electrons. The hodogram of the magnetic field in the
z — y plane shows a right-hand polarization, consistent with Whistler mode propagation.
In the initialisation of the beamvplasma system, “quiet start” conditions were approached
by including the poloidal magnetic field of the beam: thermal noise was the only cause of
the excitation of the growing modes.

Introduction

During the Spacelab 2 flight, which was launched on July 29, 1985, a spacecraft
called the Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) performed a fly—around of the shuttle at
distance of up to 300 meters while an electron beam was being ejected from the shuttle
in a steady (dc) mode. Gurnett at a]. /4/ have investigated the plasma waves observed
during a magnetic conjunction between the PDP and the shuttle while the electron gun
was being operated. A spectrogram of the plasma wave electric field intensities during a
30-minute period around the magnetic conjunction is shown in Figure 2 of the work by
Gurnett et a1. /4/. At higher frequencies a very well-defined funnel-shaped feature can
be seen extending up to about the electron cyclotron frequency, fC A“. 1 MHz, spreading
out at higher frequencies. At even higher frequencies, the intense narrowband emission
at about 3.1 MHZ is believed to be either the electron plasma frequency, fP or the upper
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hybrid resonance frequency, fUHR = (fc2 + f:)1/2, where f, :1 3.1 MHZ /4/
In this work we use a newly developed 3-d relativistic electromagnetic particle code

/1/. The mixed boundary conditions are developed in order to investigate the localized
electron beam. The periodic condition is used along the magnetic field (z-direction). The
radiating boundary conditions are used for m» and y-directions. A larger system than the
previous work /5/ is used with all components of the magnetic fields and the relativistic
effects.

Simulation model and results

The simulations are performed on the Cray—2 at National Center for Supercomputing
Applications (NCSA), The University of Illinois at Urbana—Champaign. The localized
electron beam is located in the middle of the simulation domain. The system size used
for simulations is LI = L,, = 85A,Lz 2 160A, where LI, Ly, and Lz are the lengths

of the system in three directions and A(= 1) is the grid size. The magnetic field is in

the e-direction. Along the z-direction, the fields and particles are periodic. On the other
hand, “radiating” boundaries, which allow radiation to escape freely out of the simulation

domain without reflection, are used for the boundaries perpendicular to the magnetic field.
We consider the column of electron beam in the middle of the system along the

2-direction, whose radius, rd, is 4.47A (its center is located at mm, = ya", = 43). The

beam electrons are randomly chosen in the column. The beam density in the column is
about the half (0.502) of the total electron density. The total number of beam electrons
in the column, Nd, is 4899. The drift velocity of beam electrons, Vd is 3.574,, where 1):, is

the electron thermal velocity. The temperature of the beam electrons, Teb is 0.097}, where

Ta is the temperature of the background electrons. In this study the ion drift velocity, V,-

is zero.
Based on the observed data, we chose a set of parameters. The parameters used

for the simulations are the following: m,~/mc = 64, TE/T, = 1, {ls/Lupe : 0.4, C/Uet =
10.67, wWAt : 0.10, ,8 = 0.111, where 771,-, 7n,,, Tg, 9,, Lupe, c, are the ion and electron

mass, the temperatures of the background ions, the electron cyclotron and plasma fre-
quencies, and the speed of light, respectively. The Debye length, ADC is 0.469A. The
simulation plasma is quasi-neutral all over the system. Other parameters used for the
simulation are the electron and ion gyro-radii, p: = 1.17, and p, = 9.38, skin depth,
c/wpt = 5.00.

Several simulations have been performed with different parameters. The most imv
portant development in this study is including the initial poloidal magnetic field (IPMF)
generated by the beam electrons which corresponds to a quiet start. In this way the
transient stage due to the instant onset of the parallel current was greatly reduced. For
the detailed simulation results see /6/ The hodogram shown in Fig. 1 is one of the new
unique results obtained by this 3vD electromagnetic code.

In order to examine the excited electromagnetic waves, the local magnetic fields
were sampled at the two different distance (a) at z : 16, (b) m = 43 from the electron
beam (at y = 43, z : 55). Figure 1 shows hodograms of the magnetic fields (BI ~ 8,) in
the :c —y plane. The value is plotted for every 5 time steps (wpcAt = 0.5). Figure 1a show
the hodogram at z = 16 for the time period 10 S mpgt S 30. The ambient magnetic field
is coming out of the surface. Due to the larger distance from the electron beam the signal
is mixed with thermal noise, however, the direction of the rotation is clearly seen and the
same direction as electron cyclotron motion, therefore the field is right-hand polarized.
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Fig 1: Hodograms of the magnetic field amplitude (relative) BI — By at 1 = 43, 3 : 55.
(a) at a: = 16
(b) at r = 43 (at the center of the beam)

At the middle of the electron beam (Fig. 1b) the hodogram (30 < Lapel < 50) shows a
clear rotation with larger amplitudes. This confirms that the whistler waves are emitted
from the electron beam and propagate obliquely.

Conclusion

We have investigated whistler and electrostatic waves driven by the electron beam
ejected from the shuttle. The simulations have been performed by using a newly developed
3—D electromagnetic and relativistic particle code.

The simulation results show a whistler emission and beam mode as shown by wave
data obtained from the Spacelab 2 mission. The wave analysis of the local electric and
magnetic fields show the growing whistler waves whose frequencies are less than the elec-
tron cyclotron frequency. The simulation results show that the frequencies of whistler
waves are depend on the distance from the electron beam. The more distant from the
beam, the frequencies become closer to the electron cyclotron frequency which is consistent
with the characteristics of the funnel shaped spectrum observed the PDP /7/. Besides
whistler waves electron plasma waves and/or upper hybrid waves are also excited. As
we expect, these simulation results are very similar to the previous results /8/, /9/7 /5/,
/10/~ /11/-

The detail analysis of the generation mechanism of the whistler wave conclude the
previous results by Pritchett et a1. /11/. The perturbed parallel current density due to
the bunching of beam electrons is responsible to the generation mechanism of the whistler
waves /12/, /13/, /14/. The electrostatic waves are saturated due to the slowdown and
heating of the beam electrons around wflt = 25. It should be noted that even at the stage
(after wpct = 25) where the electrostatic waves are decaying, the whistler waves are still
being excited. At this stage the bunching of beam electrons disappears in the phase space
2 — v2. The 3-dimensional spiral bunching structure of the beam electrons which is not
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well shown in the 27dimensional display may be responsible for this prolonged excitation

of whistler waves. The hodogram of the magnetic field amplitude (relative) in the :r — y
plane shows a rightvhand polarized wave which is consistent with a whistler wave.
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Night Time Equatorial Spread F Simulation in a Laboratory Plasma

G. Prasad, D. Bora and Y. C. Saxena
Institue for Plasma Research, Gandliinagar 382 424, INDIA

The night time equatorial F-region plasma has two distinct regions: The region I is well
known as bottom side of F region in which the density gradient (V71) is antiparallel to
gravity (g). In region H (above the F-region peak density) the density gradient parallel
to gravity. The numerical simulation and theoretical predictions suggest that Rayleigh
_ Taylor (R - T) instability plays crucial role in the generation of irregularities of the
order of density gradient scale length in the region I where cross field (E.,/B) and velocity
shear forces are less dominant. The in~situ observations exhibit power spectrum, S(k)
(x k " with index n 2 -2.0 for km << 1( Singh and Szuszczewicz 1984). In—situ and
rocket observations ( Kelley et £11., 1982) in the region ll exhibit similar features to that
of the region I. The theoretical prictions cannot explain this because gravity is ineffective
in good curvature region. The numerical simulations of R-T instability by Scannapieco
and Ossakow (1976) clearly exhibit the occurence of similar fluctuations in either sides.
Lu order to clarify some of these features of F-region plasma. we performed a laboratory
experiment in which the plasma has both regions similar to Fregion (region I and region
11) with yin/I2; << Luau/fl. << 1 at low operating pressures (1 ~ 5 10“4 torr).

The experiment is performed in device BETA (Bora 1984), which is toroidal in shape
having a major radius (R) of 45 cms and a minor radius of 15 cms. A variable toroidal
field upto 1 kG can be applied. A tungsten filament 2 mm in diameter and 21 cm in
length, is placed vertically at major radius of 45 cm. The plasma is produced by striking a
discharge between the cathode (incadescent tungsten filament ) and the anode ( vessel wall
). Gravity is simulated by the curvature of the toroidal magnetic field ( g = CZ/R where
C, is ion accoustic speed and R is major radius ofthe system). The density is measured by
ion saturation currents drawn by a low-impedance probe together with current to voltage
converter. The floating potential is measured by a high impedance probe terminated with
a voltage follower. The plasma produced has peak density ~ 1011mm“. The electron
temperature at the radial locations where these instability measurements are made (i5
to '28) varies from 5eV to 3eV, ion-temperature T,- 2 0.2011". The typical density and
potential profiles are shown in figure 1 which exhibits two regions i.e. between radial
locations 9 cm to 1 cm, the g is antiparallel to Vn and between — 1 cm to — 9 cm, g is
parallel to Vn. The value of local Er, 2 10 V/cm in the region :l: 4 to i 8 suggests that
effects of gravity is relatively strong. .

The fluctuations in density and floating potential are picked up by Langmuir probes
at different radial and azimuthal locations. Low pass filter with upper band limit of 25
kHz is used to avoid aliasing. The data is acquired on a PC based dual channel Lecroy
oscilloscope with a sampling time of 20 [LSEC . The signals are picked up by a pair of
probes whose distance of separation is 2 0.5 cm. The local wave number and frequency
spectrum S(k.w) are computed using probe pair technique (Beall et a1., 1984). A pair of
probes which are separated by 0.5 cm at radial locations :l: 6 in the azimuthal direction
is used to obtain S(k.w) spectrum both in region I and region II.

In the region I the gravity effects are relatively strong at ran/m << 1. The k-spectrum
of density and potential shown in figure 2 is obtained at Vin/Q; 2 0.04. The density
Spectrum has clearly two breaks with a spectral index n z - 2 for lip,- g 0.6 and n =
— 4.2 for km 2 0.6. The potential spectrum has only on spectral index with n = —4.2.
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Figure 1: Density and Potential profiles of the plasma simulating Region I and Region II
of night time F-region of equatorial Ionosphere.
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Figure 2: k-Spectra of density and potential in region I.
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Figure 3: k-Spectra of density and potential in region 11.

We also observe that the difference between density and potential spectral index ~ 2 for
km _<_ 0.6 have similar spectral nature for kn,- 2 0.6. The k — spectrum of density and
potential fluctuations obtained in region 11 are shown in figure 3 indicates that the spec;
tral nature is similar to that of the region I . The spectral index of density and electric
field fluctuations in both region I and region II for km 5 06 is ~ 2, which is consistent
with spectral relation for R — T instability (Kelley 1989 ). However the good curvature
region, in principle, is not conducive for excitation of R — T instability. As we have alA
ready mentioned, the numerical simulation studies of R — T instability (Scannapieco and
Ossakow, 1976) showed that the irregularities first excitied, in the region of the plasma
where g is antiparallel to Vn, by R — T instability then bubble to the top side of the
F region density peak by E X B polarization motion The in-situ obseration (Kelley et
al 1982) have confirmed the observation of similar spectra in density fluctuation above
the F‘region peak density. We observed similar spectra in region I and 11. However we
observe the fluctuations simultaneously in both regions. The observation of lag in the
onset of these fluctuations in region H as in the case of numerical simulation or in .
situ experiments is not possible in our case due to large growth rate and E,,XB motion
of the instabilities and geometrical constraint of the system. The polarisation drift in
our experiment is dominated by Ea drift. The steeper part of the k- sectrurn (n =
—4.5) in density and potential k - spectrum satisfy conditions of drift wave (Kelley 1989)
similar to other laboratory experiments on drift wave turbulence (e.g. Pecseli et a1. 1983).

Parametric studies have been conducted in the region I and II. The ratio i/.-,./('l,- is
varied in both regions. This is achieved by varying either the neutral ressure or the
ambient toroidal magnetic field. Thus we have varied the value tan/fl; from 0.04 to 0.1
which is still much smaller than unity. Therefore we have confined ourselves to the regime
when the efi'ectie gravity tennis dominant over the cross-field term in the bad curvature
region. The variation of spectral index in both region I and II with respect to Vin/9,;
is shown in figure 4. It is clear from figure 4 that the spectral index in density in both
region I and II have dual slope ofn 2 — 2 and n : — 4.5 where as the potential fluctuation
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Figure 4: Variation of Spectral index with ran/fl,- for density and potential in region I
and H.

has only one spectral index of n : , 4.5.
Thus in conclusion in a laboratory plasma, simulating the characterstics of night time

equatorial F region, electrostatic fluctuations are observed. The characteristics of the
fluctuations in density and potential are as follows:

i), the k - spectra of 1'7 exhibit two lpes with values of n: — 2 and 4.5, both in
regionl and in region 11;
ii). the potential fluctuation exhibits only one slope with index n: — 4,5 in these
regions.
The observed fluctuations satisfy the power spectral relation between 7‘1. and d; for

it , T and drift wave instabilities in different scale length regimes: The observations of
similar power spectral characteristics in the region of plasma where g is parallel toVn is
attributed to the fact that the fluctuations excited by H. - T instability in the region of
plasma. where g is antiparallel to Vn is carried by E,, ><B drift which is consistent with
direction of propagation of these waves. The results are in good agreement with in - sitn
experiments and nuemrical simulation studies.
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Powmfnl radio waves can be used for artificial modification of the Earth’s ionosphere
{mg 112], it is then well-known that the nonlinear interaction of an intense electromag»
netic wave with the background plasma can give rise to parametric instabilities involving
resonant three- wave. decay interactions, as well as modulations] and filamentation in—
Stabilities. in the threewvave interaction processes, the radio wave pump decays in most
cams into 2i liighefreqnency daugther wave and a low~frequency electrostatic wave, whereas
the modulational and filamentational instabilites involve both the upper— and lowereradio
sidebands as well as non~resonant static (or finite frequency) density fluctuations. In a
fully Louise-d collisional plasma, the latter are basically reinforced by the radiation pressure
and the differential Joule heating of the electrons.

The plasma in the lower part of the Earth’s ionosphere (viz, in the mesospherc or
in the E-region) is partially ionized and highly collisional. Here, the number density
of the neutrals is so high that it becomes essential to account for the collisions of the
charged particles with the neutral atoms, and to pay particular attention to electron
impact ionization and recombination processes that depend on the radio wave energy, as
Well as to accommodate the electron energy dependence of the frequency of the attachment
of the charged particles on the oxygen molecules. Some of these ettects have been included
in. a recent study [3] which, however, did not treat the differential heating nonlinearity in
the Earth’s ionosphere in a correct manner. Here we present an improved investigation
of the stiu'iulated attachment instability of radio waves in the ionosphere.

Let us consider the propagation of a high~frcquency radio wave (Lug, kg) in the lower
part (heights below 130 km) of the Earth’s ionosphere whose constituents electrons, ions,
and neutrals form a partially ionized plasma, The nonlinear interaction between this
pump wave and the ionospheric electron number density perturbation 711 gives rise to
radio wave sidebands which are governed by the equation

22iwa(6t+vg-v)E+c2v2E: Lime (1)no
Where E is the high-frequency electric field amplitude, v9 : hag/mo is the group velocity
of the pump, c is the speed of light, 72,, is the equilibrium density, and mm. is the electron
plasma frequency. For simplicity, we have assumed that mu m (1t2 + wiry/2 is much
larger than the electron gyrofrequency wee. The right-hand side of (1) represents the
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usual nonlinear electron current density arising from the coupling of the rapidly varying

electron quiver velocity of the pump electric field with the electron density perturbations

associated with the plasma slow motion,

We shall now derive the expressions for m in the presence of a strong radio wave in

a partially ionized collisional magnetoplasma. Combining the. electron continuity, mov

mentum and energy equations Ieg. ‘2], assuming that I at I<< (DEE/V5") I 82 I2<< l/re,

(where via is the electron thermal velocity, 1/6,, is the electronvneutral collision frequency

which is much larger than the electron ion collision frequency, the z— axis is defined

by the direction of the geomagnetic field Bgi, and T5 is the electron energy relaxation

time) and noting that the ponderomotive force as well as heat cliltusion can be neglected

because Tel/5,, >> 1, we obtain the approximate relation

2 lfenégj—IEIM (2)
where d: is the electrostatic potential, —e/me is the electron Charge to mass ratio, and

NOW) + 711 is the electron number density.

Next, combining the ion continuity and momentum equations, assuming that I a; I<<

we; and 1/“, where tum- is the ion gyroh‘equency which is assumed to be much larger than

the ioneneutral collision frequency 1/,,,, and where Va is the attachment frequency which is

a function of the radio wave intensity I E I2 [l], and assuming quasi—neutrality, we obtain

jin‘ ‘ BO '‘eviw 6am lvaflflaua/GIEOIZHEP], (3)
we: Vin C no

will

where I E, I2 is the mean value of I E [2, As we consider heights lower than 130 km, it

has here been possible to neglect ionization and recombination proesses I3]. Eliminating

(15 from (2) and (3), we have

n 31". 4627514,"
(Div?i + D203 — 1,0); :no [a | E 12 " signage: (DJ—v: + Dzaill IE l2, (4)

where Di 2 lanai/Lug,- and D2 : cg/um, and where c5 = (TED/may” is the ion sound

velocity.
We note that (4) is significantly different from the corresponding result in Ref. [3]

beause Tat/w generally is much larger than unity. In order to estimate the importance

of the (3141/?) I EU I2 term in (4), we now insert some numerical values in order to

compare the magnitudes of the two terms on the right-hand side of (4). Thus, choos-

ing E0 % 1V/m,7‘51/fl,, m 103,7ne/m, m 3 X 10'5,w0 = '2 X 1075—17,“ % 7005—1 and

I 3/82 I% 10‘5cm‘1, we find that the attachment nonlinearity dominates the Joule heat-

ing nonlinearity as (dun/8 | E0 2) I Ea I2> 5 X 10’53‘1 at the height 110 km [3]. Clearly,
(1) and (4) are basic for studies of the filamentation and self—focusing of intense radio

waves in the ionosphere.
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Long wavelength radar collective scattering is a continuous observation
means of the terrestrial plasma environment, especially in the northern
auroral zone. The radar pulsed emission, combined with programmed
delayed echo reception, provides several key informations: The (small scale)
delay time defines the echoing plasma distance. The signal mean square
amplitude is proportional to the plasma non-uniformity at that distance.
While the long time scale signal fluctuations provide a measurement of the
plasma motion.

Interpreting these fluctuations in term of plasma motion is far from
obvious. The most commonly accepted view is that of Doppler frequencies.
Indeed, a plasma collective scattering device is known1 to define a virtual
network of interference planes, characterized by a “scattering wavevector” k,
through which the spatial electron density distribution is analyzed. This k-
vector depends on the electromagnetic waves “incident” (ki), and “scattered”
(ks), wavevectors, as

k=k.- s (1)
Any density irregularity moving at a velocity v through this analysing

network, provokes a scattered signal fluctuation at the Doppler frequency
(1) = k ' V

Here we like to point out, that in the case of convection motion, the
resulting frequency spectrum is not the velocity probability distribution, but a
more elaborate, and more informative, statistical transform of the plasma
turbulent motion.

This point will be brought forwards by a brief theoretical analysis, and an
examination of significant auroral plasma scattered signal time
correlations.

11 (Eollectiye scattering out of a nonuniform, unsteady fl11i¢

The collectively scattered signal collected at time t, is a spatial Fourier
transform, at the scattering wavenumber k, of the plasma density distribution
n( r , t M

The signal time correlation is
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Orleans, France.

3 Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins Rd., Laurel, MD 20707, USA.
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<s(t)s‘(t+i:)>=i2 (e—iE-(fi—E)[n(fi,t)dr13][n(fi,t+t)dr23]>
flc

V V (2)
Since plasma motion is particle conserving, the integration over position

r2 at time ( t + t ) can be changed into an integration over the position (r’2 )

the same volume element occupied at time t . In the transformation, this

given volume element is moved by a vector A (r’2 , T) ,

A(?€,t):fi-?§ (3)
while its number of particules is kept constant.
Furthermore, in case of “frozzen-in” turbulence, the plasma motion A ( r’2

, t ) is statistically independant of the local density n ( r’2 , t ) . This

hypothesis is especially justified for incompressible fluid turbulent flows,
including the two dimentionnal MHD plasma motion.

In those cases, the averaging operator can be factorized, providing two

different statistical moments2,

<5(t)s‘(t+r)>:2(k)(eiE’X(EyT)> (4)

Where 2(k) is the “Form factor", a mean square of the electron density
space Fourier transform at wavenumber k. For statistically stationnary
fluctuations, the form factor is independant of time,

Let be P ( A , 1: ) the probability distribution of the plasma displacement A

during time T. The averaged term in Eq.(4) is the statistical
“characteristics”of this probability distribution. That is, the Fourier
transform (of argument the scattering wave vector k) of this probability
distribution.

The scattered signal intensity is thus proportionnal to the form factor,
while

“The collectively scattered signal time correlation is the statistical
characteristics of the fluctuating fluid motion probability distribution at the
same time.” The characteristics function argument is the scattering,
analyzing wave vector.

A non trivial relation thus exists between plasma motion probability and
signal time correlation. Its analysis requires some extent 3. Its result can be
sketched in Figure 1. It depends on the plasma motion correlation length Lc
compared to the scattering wavelength:

-For long correlation length, k LC >> 1, the plasma motion through the
scattering network is seen along almost straight lines. The plasma
displacement A(t) is proportionnal to the fluid velocity v, and its probability
distribution is a straightforward transform of the fluid velocity probability
distribution. The “characteristics” is (most likely, although not necessarily) a
gaussian function of time (Fig. 1 trace “a”, where k LC = 2). Whatever is this
characteristics, the frequency spectrum is readily shown to be exactly the
familiar “Doppler spectrum” of the fluid velocity probability distribution.
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-For short correlation length instead (k Lc << 1), the plasma motion is seen
as a random, brownian wandering through the scattering grid. The plasma
motion is of a (turbulent) diffusive type, its “characteristics” is a damped
exponential function of time (Fig. 1 trace “c”, where k Lc : 0.5). Its time
Fourier transform, the signal frequency spectrum, then becomes a
lorentzian.

-For intermediate scales, when 15 LC = 1, the correlation time argument is
to be compared to the plasma motion correlation time Tc . At short times, the
plasma motion is almost straight, the correlation function is nearly
gaussian. At long times, the plasma motion is random, the correlation is
exponential (Fig. 1 trace “b”, with k LC =1).

2Arrallsm ,r i ls,

The “SHERPA” HF radar is observing the high latitude ionosphere on the
North-eastern Canada. Bacliscattered echoes are obtained from regions
where the scattering wavevector (along the line-of—sight) is strictly
perpendicular to the earth magnetic field: the plasma densities irregularities
are “field aligned". The scattered signal time correlations have been
systematicaly monitored over long period of time, and recently analyzed3 in
order to find their dominant shape, whether gaussian, or damped
exponential.

A majority of these correlations were found of the exponential type,
corresponding to lorentzian frequency spectra, and a significant minority, of
the gaussian type. Some of them shows an interresting transition between
these two canonical shapes. An exemple of these transition type of
correlations, is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 is an analysis of the backseattered signal coming from the
ionospheric E—region, on May 22, 1991 at 06:07:53 UT, The probed plasma
distance was 600 Km, and its depth 30 Km. The radar frequency was 9.4
MHZ, corresponding to a scattering wavelength of 16 meters.
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The left part is the modulus of the time correlation function, obtained on
thirteen different delay times (open circles), from O to 48 ms. The data
integration time was 12 seconds.

The right part is the frequency spectrum, shown between --400 to +400 Hz.
It is calculated from the full (complex) correlation by a time Fourier
transform. The peak frequency is ~16? Hz (corresponding to a mean plasma
Velocity of 9673 iii/s, directed away from radar), and its standart deviation 20
HZ.

The two full lines shown in the correlation figure, are the best gaussian
and experiential fits. The gaussian is seen to fit the early times, while the
exponential fits the later times. This is a common experimental feature, in
agreement With our analysis and Fig. 1. From this observation, we are able to
obtain two significant parameters of the plasma fluctuations in the plasma
mean frame:

the transition time, between “Gauss” and “exponential”, is the correlation
time TC ,

-the correlation amplitude at transition is exp[—( k LC )32 / 2] , thus a
measurement of the correlation length LC ,

From the data of Fig. 2 we find successively TC = 22.5 ms, and LC = 3
metres. To our knowledge, these are the first experimental direct
measurements. To get some understanding or the auroral plasma
fluctuations, these parameters can then be compared to other
characteristics, like the ion gyroperiod and radius, or the ion-neutral
collision time and length, respectively.
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STIMULATED SCATTERING 0F EM WAVE BY [CW IN A
TWO ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PLASMA

A. Sudarshan and SK. Sharma
Department of Physics I.l.T. New Delhi, INDIA

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently Guha and Asthana/l/ and Sharma and Sudarshan/Z/ have studied stimulated
scattering of electromagnetic waves by hydrid waves in a two electron temperature plasma. In
this paper. we extend our previous work (Sharma and Sudarshun/2/) to derive the dispersion
relation of the electromagnetic wave scattered by the low frequency ion cyclotron wave
perturbation using the hydrodynamic equations for a plasma having three species - hot electrons,
cold electrons and ions. The dispersion relation is used to obtain an explicit expression for
growth rate using standard procedures and study the numerical variation of the growth rate with
nnh/nm‘

Il. DISPERSION RELATION

We assume that the ion-cyclotron wave propagates in plasma in a direction making a very
small angle with the x-direction (so that kZ < < k1) in a plasma in which magnetic field is present
in the z-direction. We consider a plasma having three species - hot electrons. cold electrons and
ions. We assume that both electrons and ions are magnetized. The equation which described the
behaviour of the plasma are:

“11% = - eE — e(v x 13) + ev¢gmjcj2§mj (Hui) (1)

mi 4 _. c 2 _.
”1t = “E J“ viXBo) " ev‘i’pi ‘ mici V(ni lna)i (2)

3—5 + V(n V.) = O (3)5t 01 .1

out ~ aTt + V. (nu vi) = 0 (4)

Vzcl) = 41126 (no + 11h — Di) (5)

Where the subscript j =h,c stands for hot and cold electrons respectively, ¢pc and (tapi are the
ponderomotive potentials for electrons and ions respectively and C} is the velocity of the
electrons.
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Linearizing eqns. (1) to (5) one can easily obtain the x and 2 Components of drift

velocities of electrons. Substituting these expressions in eqn (1) we get:

nu wens/Acme) (k3 IA + k3 W) it + 11>”) <6>
where A (ml — (oi); Ac =1 , cfk: [(0)2 — (1):) — 03k: [(1)2 (7)I]

The corresponding expression for the hot electrons is obtained by replacing the subscript

’c' by ’h’. The expression for ni may be obtained by proceeding exactly in the same manner as

for Cold electrons.

Thus one obtains the following expression for nI :

2 2 2ni = (enui lmAj) (1tx /A + kl [m ) ((1) + 4‘11) (8)

where A. = 1 — logo: [A/ e k120i2 [0)2 ; A, = (1)2 — Q: and DC is the ion-cyclotron
frequency.

Using Eq.(6) and Eq.(8) in the linearized expressionfor Poisson’s equation, we get:

k2 —(1 mm; [Ai(k: [A +192 M)«wt 2 <1) (9)
W kl—(m; me + to; M1) (k3 [A +192 #92) — (10:1 [Ailkf /A’+k: ml) P°

and ¢+¢pi=¢—6¢m

2 (mi IAC 1- wih M1) (k3 IA +k§ m2) (1+6) 7 1:26 43 (10)
pek2 —(m:c /Ac + to; lAh) (k: m +192 [(02) — a)?“ [Ai(k: mu k: m?)

Now we can express the number densities of cold electrons, hot electrons and ions in terms

of the ponderomotive potentials as

11]. = — [1.1; /(41re 119] [1:3 m +11: M] [A [G] q,” (11)

ni = [0:1 /(41te A9] [kj [A’ + k: [02] [B IG] 11);». (12)
where A = k2 — a; lAitl+61 [k3 /Al + k: will (Be)

B = (or; /AC + mfih M1) (k: [A +13 M) (1+5) — 11-26 (13b)

and G = tel—(m; mt”); M11) (k: [A +kf /mZ)—w:i Milk: /A’+kf #92) (13c)
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The electron and ion velocities varying as the pump wave (of frequency “’0 ) are given by

ieu) E — iew Evv=——°—°— (14) v, =h; (15)0) 2 2 ’ m 2 n21126((20o — mm) mi(m0 — c)

Maxwell’s equation give the following relation between nonlinear current density and the
electric vector of the waves:

2 " . —(a)? — k1c2)El = 47t1ll (16)

where I1 is the nonlinear current density and is given by

J = —ea71C — 6c0c — “101.9111 — enhvob + en ‘71 + eniv'ol (17)l D 1

Substituting for v0] , v0i etc. from Eqs. (14) and (15) into Eq. (16) we get the following dispersion
relation

2 2 2 z 2 2
2 _ kzcz _ (”pawl _ mpiwl = — e EDA x

(”1 1 2 2 2 Q2 4 2 2 2 G
((01 ‘ (out) ml _ 1: me (:30 _ mac)

2 2 2e EcmpiB[(0); /Ac + (9:1) mh) (kf [A +kf m1) ] + G [kf mukf ml] (18)
4mimi(w: _. 9:)Ai

The growth rate " y " of the coupled modes can now be obtained from Eq. (18) by substituting
(o = (or + iy and solving the resulting equation for y . Thus We get the following

expression for normalized growth rate y [yo

2 2 2
“oh (wr _ cekz)2/2:

Y Y° mere-ms) - 1 (19)

2 2 2 2 2 2
where y: = ifliki)

4m2w: (coo — wt) (9‘

III DISCUSSION

Equation (19) gives the dimensionless growth rate V Ho of the coupled waves i,e.
side-band and the ion-cyclotron wave as a consequence of the three wave interaction in a plasma
having two distinct species of electrons i.e. hot electrons and cold electrons. To have a numerical
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appreciation of our analytical results, we consider a typical Q»machine plasma having the
following parameters

(or = 107 s“, c: = 1.75x1015 cmzs'z, c: = 1.75x1017 cmzs‘z, k = 10 cm‘1

— _ 2 _ 20 72 _ 11 —1 _ —1kz=0.1 cm 1, Tw=1eV, Ten—100 eV, cope—10 s , (no—2x10 s , ko—6 cm

Using the above given parameters in Eq(19), we have calculated the dimensionless

growth rate Y ”a of the coupled waves as a function of nah/n05. Fig.(1) shows the variation of

dimensionless growth rate y no with nah/nod It is seen from Fig.(1) that the growth rate

increases with increasing population of hot electrons which is qualitatively similar to that of the

growth rate of lower and upper hybrid waves investigated by the authors in a recent paper/2/.

0 l | l l l l
0 1.0 BO 120

r"oh /"oc

Fig. 1 Variation of y [Yo with “uh/“0c
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Binding Energy and Triplet-Singlet Splitting for the Hydrogen Molecule in
Ultrahigh Magnetic Fields

A.V.Korolev and M.A.Liberman

Department of Technology, Uppsaia University,
Box 534, S-75121, Uppsala Sweden

The properties of the simplest hydrogen systems or hydrogen—like systems (exitons) are
changed dramatically in the strong magnetic field which exceeds the atomic magnitude:
I-l >> H: = m2e3c/ h3 for hydrogen atom, and H >> Hex = nigfle3c/ i1382 for exitons. We
perform analytical solution for the interaction of the hydrogen atoms in a strong magnetic
field H >> HC, and calculate the energy difference of the singlet and triplet states, the binding
energy and wave functions for the hydrogen molecule.

The Schrodinger equation for the electrons is (all quantities are expressed in atomic units
h:m=c=e=l)

(H(t,2)+é—8.-H+1§82.H)w =E‘i’, (1)

where

E‘i’,(H(1,2)+%31<H+1§32-H)LP

p? = y? + ( b + 21 )2, p% = y% + ( b — 12 )2 are the coordinates of motion for the electrons
1 and 2 in the plane perpendicular to H; the vector potential is A = i H x r,

81 andez are Pauli matrices, A, 2 V1 /H.
We will consider two energy levels, which are the singlet term and the triplet term Let ‘Ps

be the exact solution of the twoelectron coordinate wave equation that is symmetrical in the
coordinates of the two electrons. The singlet wave function is thus a product of ‘i‘s and an
appropriate spin function for the sum of electron spins S = 0. Thus, for the singlet wave
function ‘I’S , the Schrodinger equation is
H(l,2)‘I-’3 = Es‘i’s. (2)

The triplet wave function is the product of the exact solution of the two-electron wave
function that is antisymmetricitl in the coordinates of the two electrons and an appropriate
spin function for the sum of the electron spins S = 1. The lowest energy level corresponds to
spin projection — 1. Thus, the Schrodinger equation for the triplet tennis

(H<1.2>—Ll—Lzm = Ema. (3)
2K 27»

Using the new variable E51 = Es — L2, one can reduce Eq.(2) to the form ,
L
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(Httzt—LZ—sm=Esta‘rtt (4)
2?» 2%

Let us consider the functions W} = ( ‘1‘; + sin/2, and W; = (‘1’s — Tad/2 which are large

only when electron 1 is localized near proton a and electron 2 is near proton b. If the phases

of WI and W; are properly chosen, the function ‘lr'1 (r141) for r1 2: — R/Z, and r2 2 R/2

and ‘I’g (rhrz) for r1 => R12 and r2 2 — R/Z are the product of the two hydrogen single-

atom wave functions in an ultrahigh magnetic field.

We seek the wave function ‘1‘ 1 as the product of the two hydrogen—atom wave functions

/1,2/, for the first electron being near the first proton and the second electron near the second

protOn.

2 2+ 7

‘1’1 -= B2 x1€XP{%-]Wa.tlz é—(fi'l‘ X1+7~) (5)Wu,1/2[%(a — X2 + 7‘»)

where B2 = (1/0.) (1/21r7tz), and X1 is a slowly varying function compared with the

exponential decay. Substituting expression (5) in Eq.(3) we obtain equation for x12

t___ti_a _L 1_ :0 6(max, «an R12+r12+R)X1 . ()

The singlet—triplet energy splitting due to the exchange coupling of the spins for the

hydrogen molecule can be represented with the exponential accuracy in the following form

/3,4,5/:

Egret = 2%;(lP2V1‘Pl—w1v1‘rz-ds. (7)
S

where S is the hyperplane (x1 = xz) in the six-dimensional space {1-1, r2}.
Substituting the expression ‘1’] and ‘1’; and using the condition 0 < 0t << 1 , we obtain for

the part of the energy difference AE between the singlet and triplet states due to the excange

coupling of the spins of two atoms

_ 2 R ln2(H)
AE = (Es—H)—Efl =

cosz(9)
21n(H)cos( 8)+%R I-l 5119(9)}

, (8)
xexp —R 21n(H)cos( e) + 417R H sin2(9)}

For large distances R between the two hydrogen atoms in an ultrahigh magnetic field, the

atoms interact like two quadrupoles. Since the electron density distribution is \tI2(x) , and the
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quadrupolfi moment for the atoms is Q = 2 x2 = (12/2 , thus the energy of interaction of the
two quadrupoles at distance R is uq1 =(9/ 8 on“ H) R5) P4(cos( 9)),
where P4(cos( 9)) = (1/3) (35 6034(9) - 30 6052(9) + 3) is the Legendre polynomial.

Taking into account the quadrupole interaction as well as the exchange coupling of spins as
the singlet-triplet splitting, we can write the final expression for the energy levels of the
hydrogen molecule with the condition R >> — 0t . For the triplet term:

Us = Es-Eo = —%AE+H+UQQ,

and for triplet term:

UA = EAeEo = +%AE+U.H,

(9)

(10)

where E0 is the ground—state energy of the two isolated hydrogen atoms.

Since the energy of the quadrupole intemction has a deep negative minimum for 9 = 49°,
binding states are possible for both singlet and triplet states. However, for the condition H
>> 1, the triplet energy level lies much deeper than the singlet level, which means that the
triplet is the ground state for the hydrogen molecule in an ultrahigh magnetic field.

UA
R)

10
"U

,\(
R)

Qt u 1 . l
'0

The results of the numerical calculation /6/
according to Eqs. (9) and (10) are shown in
Fig. The curves in the figure correspond to
the singlet level (top) and the triplet level
(bottom), respectively; the numbering 1. 2,
3, on the curves correSponds to the values
of the magnetic field, 20, 50, 100,
respectively. At a very small distance RSot
the quadrupole interaction is replaced by
the Coulomb repulsion. For the distance
0t << R E 1the interaction energy has a
deep minimum for both singlet and triplet
terms, which may be the ground or exited
states of the hydrogen molecule. The
depths of the potential wells for the two
terms are increasing with increasing
magnetic fields. With increasing values of
the magnetic field the molecular size -
decreases. As long as the molecular size
remains comparable to or larger than the
atomic size in an ultrahigh magnetic field,
the solutions obtained above are
asymptotically exact. This result is correct
up to a value for magnetic field of about
1000, where the atomic size become
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approximately equal to the molecular size.

Thus, a substantial change in the physical properties of matter occurs in the presence of an

ultrahigh magnetic field. The interaction of the two hydrogen or hydrogen . like atoms means

that a hydrogen molecule or biexiton can form with a ground state that is a triplet state but not
a singlet state, as it is for a [-12 molecule in the absence of a magnetic field. If the pair

interaction occurs according to the triplet state than the transition into the superfluid state of

the hydrogen gas in the strong magnetic field is possible due to the very shallow potential

well in this state which means a weak pair interaction /7/. From the other hand the depth of
the potential well in the singlet state is extremly large. It is of order of a few hundred eV for
the hydrogen atoms. It means that the creation of spin-oriented molecules, long polymeric

chain or structures of the liquid crystal type in the metastable state would be possible.

Magnetic fields of the scale of order 1010 — 10120 exist on the surface of neutron stars and
pulsars and are significant interest for astrophysics The characteristic value of the "atomic“

magnetic field for a hydrogen—like systems (exitons) is available in laboratories. For

example, the value of a few kOe is an ”ultrahigh" field for lnSb.
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BEHAVIOUR OF TWO—DIMENSIONAL ION ACOUSTIC SOLITON

IN RELATIVISTIC PLASMAS 0F RADIATION BELTS

Sanjay Singh6 and Tadao Honzawa

Department of Electric and Electronic Engineering,

Utsunomiya University, Utsunomiya 32l, Japan

1, INTRODUCTION

In this paper we have made attempts to study the effects of ion temper-

ature, plasma density and streaming velocity of the ions on the propagation

of a two—dimensional ion acoustic soliton in a collisionless relativistic

plasma. For this purpose we consider a two-dimensional magnetic field—free,

collisionless and inhomogeneous plasma. It is assumed that the velocity of

ions is relativistic in only the x direction, and that the spatial and tem—

poral variations of the physical quantities associated with the nonlinear

evolution of the ion acoustic soliton are larger in x direction than in y

direction. Since the results of this theory are applied to the radiation

belt plasma, we choose in it a region where electron temperature kTe = l20

keV. The effect of terrestrial field (B : l0“7 T) on the plasma particles

is assumed to be negligible. The two—dimensional Korteweg-de Vries (KdV)

equation is obtained and a few limiting cases are presented.

2. THE KdV EQUATION AND ITS SOLUTION

The two—dimensional normalized fluid equations can be written as]—3

nt + nuX + nvy +unX + vny = 0, ‘ (1)

(Mt + UM)x + V(YU)y + q + pX/n = 0, (2)
vt + uvX + vvy + oy + py/n = 0, (3)
pt + upX + vpy + 3puX +3pvy = O, (4)

(oxx + ¢yy) - ne + n = O, (5)

Mew; ne=exM¢M y=(i+lfi/R2L
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In the above equations n and ne are respectively the ion and electron

density. u and v are respectively the streaming velocities in x and y direc-

tions. c is the speed of light. ¢ and p are respectively the electrostatic

potential and ionic pressure. Now we expand the physical quantities about

equilibrium a52’3
' . k+v = g ij , J = 0.1.2,--- ; v = E E 1l2Vk+i ’ k = 0’1’2""

(6)
where w E (n,u,¢,p). The stretched co-ordinates can be written as under]’3

a : a1/2['fdx'/A0(x') - t ]; X = Es/ZX ; i = 5y 5 (7)

where he is the phase velocity and e is a small (0 < 5 << l) expansion para—

meter. The use of eqs. (6) and (7) in eqs. (l)-(5) gives the following first

order equations in s

' ”lg + (”o/Ao)nlg + (no/Ao)ulg + noT + (nouo)x : 0’ (8)

_ noulg + nououoX + ("Duo/Ao)ulg + p0X + (1/Ao)plg + no¢oX

+ (no/low1g — (3noug/2c2)u1g + (3n0ug/2koc2)uTE + (3n0ug/2c2)u0X = O,

(9)

_ plg + (Uo/Ao)pl€ + (Spo/Ao)ulg + uopoX + 3pouoX + 3p0V1T = 0’ (10)

— ”o¢l + n1 = 0. (ll)

Integration of eqs. (8)-(ll) with appropriate boundary conditions (n0 = 1,

U0 = 0, $0 = 0, p0 = l as E + f w) yields the following relation for soliton

phase velocity:

A0 = He + “o/Yl’ 1/2 (12)

where; 110 = (l + 2po/n0)”2; y] = (l + 3ug/2c2). (13)
Now we write the second—order equations in e as under:

— n2g + (l/AOHnou2 + n1u1 + uonz)g + (nouI + nluo)X

+ n v T + alT + vln1T = 0, (14)

_ "ouzg ' nlull: + (nouO/A0)u2€ + nououlX +[("o“l + n1u0)/A;y]g

+ (n u1 + n1u0)uox +(l/A0)(n0¢2€ + Whig) + (”o¢1x + "1¢ox)
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2 2 3 2 2 2+ (l/A0)p2€ + p1X - (3n0uo/2c )UZE + (3nou0/2Aoc )u25 — (3uo/2c )n1u1g
2 3 2 2 2 3 2_(3n0u0/c )u1u1g + (3uo/2A0c )n1u1E + (9n0 u00/2A c )u1E +2(3n0uO/2c )u1X

2 2+(3ug/2c2)n1uox + (9nou0/2c )u1u0X + n ov1u 1 +(3no u5/26 2)v1u1T = 0,

(l5)

- 92E + (l/AOHUODZg + “1915) + u0p1x + u1pox + (3/Ao)(p0uzE + p1u1E)
+ 3(poulX + Piuox) + VipiT + 3(pOV2T + p11) = 0’ (15)

2 2 _
(l/AONn " ”0‘32 ‘ (no/2M3] + n2 ' 0- (17)

Using eqs. (12), (l3) and eqs. (8)—(ll) in the second-order equations, one

can obtain the following two—dimensional KdV equation:

+(1/n2/2 O)[(2u§ — i)/u§A§ + u (1 - Y1)/UMA2Y“1““
4 _+ (l/2n0p0v1AOWEgg + “0A1 w — 0, (l8)

where w= n1/2A0u1 and A1 = ZVIAZW .The one- soliton solution of eq. (l8)

is,

w = w sech2(E/Z), (19)o
where g = g + (B/A)T - (C/A)X. B/A and C/A are the velocities of the sta—

tionary wave in two dimensions. The peak soliton amplitude NO and the soli—

ton width 1 are:

2 -l 2 l 2=(6uMy1i n /a) ; z = (286 /uOY1A0n0) / . (20)
Here, 6 : constant and a and B are respectively the coefficients of non-

linearity and dispersion. Using w = n;/%\0u1 in eq. (l9) we can obtain the

following expressions3.
3 n3/2nm = (6y1n 0 é/a); ¢m = (Syn 3/23 l/21n 0 d/o, (2])d/a);p = 6Y](U§ - l)no

where nm, om and pm are respectively the peak ion density, peak potential

and peak pressure of the two-dimensional soliton.

3. APPLICATION TO RADIATION BELTS AND LIMITING CASES

We choose a typical region in the radiation belt plasma with kTe = l20
-7keV. The effect of earth's magnetic field (B = l0 T) is assumed to be

negligible on the motion of plasma particles. Three values of plasma densi-
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ty n0 = 0.l, 0.5 and 0.9 are chosen. We fix the temperature ratio Ti/Te : T0

= 0.03. For kTe = 120 keV, kTi = 3.6 keV. In addition to this three values

for the streaming velocity of ions, i.e, uO/c = 0.06, 0.08 and 0.l0 are

chosen.

It is evident from the phase velocity relation [eq. (l2)] that A0 in—

creases continuously with uO/c for fixed To. The effect of ion temperature

on A0 is, however, negligible as is evident from eq. (12). This is because

the ratio of the ion thermal speed and speed of light uth/C (= 0.002 for T0

= 0.03) is much smaller compared with even the minimum value uO/c (= 0.06).

The propagation of the soliton is influenced by the plasma density also. A

careful observation of eqs. (20) and (El) reveals that while NO, nm, pm and

pm increase, soliton width Z decreases with increasing uO/c for all the

values of no. In brief we can say that propagation of two-dimensional soli—

ton is influenced both by the plasma density and streaming velocity of ions.

However, since “tn/C << uO/c, the thermal effects are almost negligible.

For a one-dimensional non-relativistic plasma (uO/c + 0, TO : finite),

our KdV equation reduces to equation (44) of Singh and Dahiya3. And for one-

dimensional non—relativistic cold plasma (uo/c, TO + 0), our equation at—

tains the form of the KdV equation of Kuehl]. Thus, we see that our two-

dimensional KdV equation has few interesting limiting cases.
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1. Introduction

The RayleighrTaylor (RT) instability arises when two fluids of different density
are in contact, and the denser fluid is accelerated towards the lighter. Such a si-
tuation is present in a variety of physical scenarios and has important implications.
In Inertial Confinement Fusion applications the RT instability, which appears due to
inhomogeneous heating of the target pellet, leads to a deformation of the imploding
shock front and to the degradation of its convergence. In stellar evolution, the RT
instability plays a crucial role in the propagation of the combustion wave in Type
Ia supernovae (Woosley 1986). It is therefore important to account for this effect in
simulations in order to explain observations.

Combustion flames in supernovae are thought to propagate as deflagration waves
especially in the early phases of combustion near the center of the star. Through the
subsonic dcflagration front the pressure is continuous and thus the incinerated hot
material must be less dense than the cold fuel on top of it. The density inversion in the
strong gravitational field of the star produces RT instability. The propagation of the
combustion passes through at least two distinct phases. Near the center the instability
hasn’t enough time to develop and the combustion advances exclusively by conduction
(conductive propagation of the burning front). After a while, the instability is capable
of mixing the hot material in the front with the fuel, and thus increases the speed of
the burning wave.

To date numerical simulations of supernovae explosion have relied on analytical
parametrizations of the mixing or of the deflagration velocity, and results therefore
depend largely on the approximation adopted (Woosley 1986, Nomoto et a1 1984, Bravo
et al 1992). Much effort has been devoted to the calculation of the conductive velocity
of the laminar flame (Woosley 1986, Timmes and Woosley 1992, Garcia et al 1990,
Khokhlov 1992). Timmes and Woosley have fitted an analytical expression to the
conductive velocity in a white dwarf star composed of 12C' and 16O :

0.839 12 1-12
vcond = 80.2 ( p ) (fl) km/s2 109 0.5

where p is the density in g cm ‘3 (typical values are 108 - 1010 g cm ‘3 ),
and X (120) is the relative abundance of 12C by number. The same authors have
proposed a treatment of the propagation in the turbulent phase. The deformation of
the front surface produced by RT instability is responsible for the increasing efficiency
of heat transport through the burning front. In this approximation the rate of the
turbulent velocity of the burning front to the conductive velocity is the same as the
rate of the front surface to the non—deformed spherical surface at the position of the
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front. Various authors have pointed out that the RT front has a fractal geometry and
therefore can be described by only 3 parameters, the fractal dimension 1/ , and the

two length scales ’\rnin and Amax , between which the flow is self-similar (Peters

and Franke 1990, and references therein). The effective velocity of the deflagration is
then given by (Woosley 1990)

Amax "72
”eff : vcond (T)min

The aim of this study is to propose a method of analysis of the unknown pa:

rameters of the structure of the burning front that determine the velocity of the defla-

gration wave, i.e., v , Amin and Amax , for the physical conditions characteristic

of supernovae arising from white dwarf stars. In this astrophysical context Amin is
the minimum flame deformation compatible with the conductive advance of the front,
and Arnax is of the order of the size of the burnt zone. The fractal dimension has

been found on the basis of theoretical arguments for turbulence, in the limit of large
Reynolds numbers, to be 1/ = 7/3 (Peters and Franke 1990, and references therein);
The approach proposed here is to simulate RT instability with a hydrodynamical par4

ticle code, SPH, and to study the scaling properties of the frontier between ashes and

fuel. In section 2 the numerical treatment of the hydrodynamic equations as well as

the physics involved is described. In section 3 the processing procedure of the outputs

in order to obtain the fractal parameters of the front surface is presented.

2. Niethod of calculation

The growth of RT instabilities in the star plasma is an inherent tridimensional
phenomenon. To follow its evolution and to extract the main parameters without an
excessive use of too much computer time a simple, but robust hydrocode is needed;

Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a Lagrangian particle method which has
been specially devised for astrophysical problems when large departures from spherical

geometry are expected. In this method fluid properties are concentrated in a set of
imaginary particles with mass m which move according to the hydrodynamic equa~
tions. An accurate interpolation procedure allows the reconstruction of the continuous

properties of the fluid from the calculated particle positions. SPH has the advantage of
not requiring a grid.

As a first approximation in order to evaluate )‘min , Amax , and 1/ values

neither nuclear nor transport processes are included and a relatively simple equation
of state is used. With this hypothesis the equations which govern the evolution are

(Monaghan 1985):

N
p.- : ZVVUmj

j=1

(117.- N P,- P- aha.“ he," 2 —. __
dt 2—217” (7+ 7>l:1——CJ—+fi(—ci):lViWIj—gg‘7P; P,‘
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Nde- P- _. a ..
d—tl=;21 E mJ-(v;—~vj)~V,-W,~j

where N is the number of particles which transport mechanical as well as thermody-
namical properties, Wij is a smoothing interpolant kernel, ff; is the gravitational
anuclei-anon, 03-,- is the artificial viscosity, and a , 3 are constants of order unity.
The other quantities have their usual meaning.

The equation of state which is used is that of an ideal gas of ions plus radia-
tion plus totally degenerate electrons with a first order temperature correction (Chane
drasekhar, 1939).

We start the Calculation by constructing an initial model in hydrostatic equi—
librium with a central density according to that expected for a Type Ia supernova
explosion. The equilibrium configuration is reached after letting the initial random
particle distribution evolve with a dissipative term. Then, a selected quantity of mass
is incinerated and a set of perturbations, of‘ different size and wavelength is introduced
which modifies the initial equilibrium configuration. The subsequent instability evolu-
tion will be followed with the SPH code, and the results analyzed as described in the
next section.

3. Analysis of the results

The results of the hydrodynamic computation provide a distribution of particles
of both the incinerated fluid and the fuel fluid. The following information is extracted
from this distribution, fractal dimension of the front surface 1/ , maximum wavelength
of the perturbation Amax , and minimum wavelength ”\min . The fractal nature of
the front surface implies that it is self—similar, at least over some significant length scales.
A method of computation of the fractal dimension 1/ from Viecelli (1988) is adopted.
In this method, the fractal dimension is approximated by the correlation dimension of
the sample of points defining the solution (Grassberger and Procaccia 1983). First,
one must choose randomly distributed points as centers for sets of spherical surfaces of
decreasing radius. Then one must count the number of particles inside each sphere for
a given radius and sum over all the centers. The correlation dimension is then obtained
as

1/: lim Iimln—"fl
N—voor-d] 1111‘

When plotted on a graph of n(r) vs. T the data are distributed on a straight line,
where self»similarity is present. The maximum length scale Amax can be derived from
this plot, as the larger scale at which self—similarity is lost.

The correlation dimension is strictly a lower bound to the fractal dimension, and
one of its various possible estimators. The correlation dimension has been shown tq
provide a good determination of the fractal dimension, within the error limits, for somq'
dynamical systems (Grassberger and Procaccia 1983). It is also a relatively straightfor-t
Ward method to use. In this case, the results of the hydrocode must be sorted in ordeii
to extract the front surface geometry. The particle—counting algorithm is restricted td
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particles near the front surface, to avoid calculating the correlation dimension of the
whole figure inside the front instead of the front itself.

By limiting the calculation to the frontier another problem is avoided that would
have arisen in the interpretation of the results. The correlation dimension of a dyna,‘i
mical system measures the geometry of a sample of points weighting them according
to the frequency at which the diHerent parts of the figure are visited as the system
evolves. It is important to note that a geometrical measure of the front is only taken
into account. If this measure were carried out on the whole figure, then the weighting
of the different points would have taken place as a result of the different density of th
fluid, caused by a variable accumulation of particles. For instance, a lower density near
the front surface would have produced a steeper dependence of 12(1‘) on r , and thus
an artificially enhanced correlation dimension.

As to the minimum length scale of self-similarity Amin , it will be the greatest of
various quantities: "min , d , Ac . rmin isthe lower length scale of self—similarity
in the plot of 71(r) vs. 7' . AC is the minimum wavelength that grows without being
absorbed by the advance of the conductive front, and is determined from the results of
the hydrocode in a straightforward way.

This work is part ofthe project Numerical Simulation ondrodynamics and Nu-
clear Processes in Dense Plasmas, of the Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya, and the
EASI—CESCA project Hydrodynamics, Radiative Transfer and Thermonuclear Burning
in Astrophysics.
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The electron? temperature- gradient drift wave instability involving low»frequency long
wavelength electrostatic waves in fully ionized collisional magnetoplasmas with equilib-
rium density and electron temperature gradients has been investigated by many authors
/13/. Here consideration of the electron energy equation is very essential. In the long
mean free path limit in which the wave motion is sufficiently slower than the electron
diffusion along the external magnetic field lines, there exists a phase difference between
the wave potential and the density and electron temperature perturbations. We thus have
the possibility of the collisional temperature gradient drift instability.

However, most of the plasma in radio-frequency discharges, in the E-region of the
Earth’s ionosphere, in cometary tails, and in the ionosphere of the Venus are weakly ion—
ized and inhomogeneous. In partially ionized plasmas, collisions between charged particles
and neutrals play a dominant role and wave activities can occur provided that there exists
free source of energy in the system. For example, during strong auroral activities in the
E-region of the Earth’s ionosphere, one /4/ encounters low—frequency electrostatic turbu-
lence and strong n8 due to the heating of the background plasma electrons. Furthermore,
recent experiments /5/ in fiybys of comet Giacobini and comet Halley have observed small
scale density and temperature fluctuations in the transition and sheath regions around the
comets. Drift-like activities have also been seen in a partially ionized laboratory plasma
/6/. Since fluctuations are seen to exist in the regions where there are equilibrium den—
sity and electron temperature gradients, it is of practical interest to enquire whether free
energy stored in plasma inhomogeneities could be coupled to low—frequency fluctuations
in a weakly ionized magnetoplasma which is dominated by neutrals.

In this paper, we present new instabilities of low-frequency (Lu << I/.-,, ) and long
wavelength ( A >> pj, Am ) electrostatic modes in a weakly ionized magnetoplasrna with
equilibrium density and electron temperature inhomogeneities. Here, 1/," denotes the ion-
neutral collision frequency, which is usually much smaller than a)“: ; and p; and AD]-
are , respectively, the gyroradius and the Debye length of the particle species j (equals
e for electrons and i for ions). We consider the dynamics of both the electron and ion
fluids, but assume the neutral fluid to be at rest. For wave frequencies of our interest, the
charged particles are magnetized and collisional.

Consider a nonuniform partially ionized magnetoplasma consisting of electrons (e),
ions (i), and neutrals (n). The plasma is embedded in a uniform magnetic field B0 which
is along the z axis, and has the equilibrium density and electron temperature gradients
along the x axis: i.e., n5].- 2 no(:z;) and TB 2 Ten). In the presence of low~frequency (viz.
l 5: l<< 121‘" << wea : eBo/mec) electrostatic potential 9!), the perpendicular (to B0)
component of the electron fluid velocity is given by

VLLRVE-I-VD, (1)
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where vE = (c/Bg)i X V¢ and VD = —(c/eBgng)i x V(neT=) are the E x B0 and the
diamagnetic drift velocities, respectively. The parallel component of the electron fluid

velocity is determined by

U“ z (C/mel/e)52[¢ —‘ (Tao/en0)nel — Tel/Cl) (2)

where ya : 1/5" + ye; m 1/” , n51 = 12C — 710(1) << no , and T“ = Te — T5003) << Tao.

For matter/m; << 11,-" , the perpendicular component of the ion fluid velocity is

Vii *4 [Mi/(WE: + V3n)l(C/Bo)li X W5 — (urn/wcawml, (3)
where NC; = eBo/mu: is the ion gyrofrequency. The parallel component of the ion fluid

velocity is given by
viz % ‘(e/mivx‘nlazqt (4)

Letting nJ : no(m) —|— "1'1 and Ta = 7150(as)+ T51 , assuming the perturbations (denoted

by the subscript 1) to be small in comparison with the equilibrium quantities (denoted by
the subscript O), and inserting (1) and (2) into the continuity and the energy equations
of the electron fluid, we obtain, respectively,

(at +11}; — Dabnn — (c/Bofi >< Vno . V¢ + (enoD/TEOWEM V Tel/c) = O, (5)

and

[a —(1/n)+ (2mm — DHag — DvL1Ter(c/BO)2 x wen . W
Harm/anon x Vin no , W A (2Teo/3nolatne1 = 0, (6)

where D : Ufa/VE,D|| = 2C’wi/3umDi = QCrvue/Ewgeme = nomn/Znameum, and

of: = (Tea/me)”2 is the electron thermal velocity. The recombination rate is denoted by
I/R.

On the other hand, substituting for v; from (3) and (4) into the ion continuity equation,
we obtain

(<9: + ann — [CWZi/BOW; + allli X Vno ‘ V¢ + (um/dno ' villi]

~(cno/Bo)l(wcwm/(wfi + ViDVfl + (wc;/u.-n)6i]¢ = 0, (7)
Thus, (5)7 (6), and (7) together with me] = nu constitute a coupled set for studying
electrostatic instabilities in nonuniform partially ionized magnetoplasmas.

We now derive a general local dispersion relation assuming that the wavelength of the
electrostatic waves is much smaller than the scale lengths of the density and electron terne
perature gradients. Supposing that the perturbed quantities ¢S and T51 are proportional

to exp(ik - r 7 iwt) , where a) and k are the frequency and the wave vector, we can Fourier

analyze (5), (6) and (7) and combine them assuming n51 : ml. The result is

(A, + iA;)w2 + (Br + iB.)w + G, + 20; = 0, (8)

where A,'= w.[1+ frog/(wil- + ufn)],w. = —(cT50/eBono)lcyd,nn,f = 1 +(kz/ky)(1/m/wc.-),

A; : Dkf — [1+ Vita/(‘03; + alkillWCE/Vin) E (MD — F: B, = wD(wL + VR) + (”L +
(03 + 2wD/3)F,B; = (wL + LUR + 2WD/3)(Ar — w.) — w.(z/R + UJL +'wD(17¢ — 2/3)),0, =

uRw.[wL — Leno]: — 2/3)] —— (A, —w.)wnwb, and Gi = wL(uRwD + n). We have denoted
Lon = UH +L/JD and wL = (1/713) + 275x/3 + Dllkf + Diki
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Some useful analytical results can be obtained in three limiting cases. Firstly, for
w |>> I/RawLawD’ the relevant dispersion relation is solved letting w = u), + i7 . We

obtain for the real part of the frequency

w, = #(wnwcr/wnHfla/Blmi - k)(ak1 + k3) + (m — 2mm) . k
Mali + kH/IaZML-KV + (wa/mfihfl +6192)“. (9)

and an expression for the growth rate

7 : opting - mm — 2an’n/3) - k _ (yawn/mama + k3)
xwfi + Mill/[first - k)2 + (wee/Vin)z(ak1 + bkffl- (10)

where K; = It“ — (£4a‘c,-/IJ,'")Vlnno> is" = i x Vin no, 57‘ = i x Vin Tama = II?” (a); + 11?"),
and b : 1+ filil/gn/mzl/e.

For tau/Vin << Icy/k1, it is seen that there is a growth when ne(= dln Tau/dln 17.0 E
[In/LT) is greater than flu/3. However, it is of particular interest to note that for
Lung/Vin >> lay/Is:r the instability occurs when 775 is negative and I 175 |> (2a/3)(wC;/ui,1)
(hi/lay), otherwise for drln Tao > 0 and dim no > 0 there is no instability. The resistive
instability in a partially ionized plasma arises provided that

(a; - mm 7 2an’fl/3) . k > (2/3a)(wc;/I/;n)2(aki + bkf)(aki + kg). (11)

Secondly, we consider the limit VR <<| w |<< up and assume that the magnetic
field~aligned electron thermal diffusion rate dominates over cross-field difiusion rate, the
electron energy relaxation rate, as well as the heat exchange loss. This case, which is
of significant interest to a. recent laboratory experiment /6/ puts a restriction on the
parallel wavelength A: = 27r/lcz, viz. 4w2DH/A3 >> Diki +(1/re)+(2/3)'yez. Hcrc, the
dispersion relation is of the form

w + i(w/wp){(l + D/Dll)w — w.[1+(D/D”)—(3D/2D”)778]}

—lw-(1 + krVin/kywcil/(l + Vizn/wfifl + “T = 0- (12)

Letting w = w, + 2'7 in (12), and assuming 7 << w, , we obtain for the real part of
the frequency

wr R w*(1+ kmn/kywc-‘l/(l + ”En/Wig), (13)
and an expression for the growth rate

‘1 W [will + krVin/kywci)/WD(1+ Vin/ellla
+(D/D”)(a — 3175/2) — krl/I'n/kywcg(1+l/3"/UJZ‘~)] — l". (14)

Tliirdly, in order to illuminate the effect of recombinational damping, we consider a
simple case in which i w lN l/R << wD,wL. Here the growth rate is found to be

7 = [mm —w.)/<1 +02» — — r/(l +02). (15)
where Q = (w./wL)[17,, — (2/3) #wL/wD]. The growth rate is positive provided that 0 > 0
and the first term is larger than the last two terms on the right-hand side of (15). The
effect of recombination is stabilizing.
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As an illustration, we apply our result to the E—region of the Earth’s ionosphere at
heights below 130 km where during strong auroral activities a strong 7}e(2 7') has been
observed /4/, and where the recombinational effect is negligibly small. Accordingly, we
take some typical plasma parameters: no : 1056171‘3, B0 = 0.5 G, Tau : 600 K, m,/m, :
16 X 1836 Ln : 36 km, and LT = 5 km. We thus have «ope/wee % 2,wm‘ m 3005'”,
e, = 4.72 x 10“ cm/s, via 2 8 ><10G cm/s, 1m : 0.0015‘1,1/m- : 2300 .9”, um : 9.2 x
10“ 34,13,l : 36 km, and LT = 5 lrm. For ICE/Icy = 0.001, Arr/Icy : 0.1, and k,, :
10'3cm'1, we analyze (10) and (11) numerically. Our results show that the present
instability, which involves modes with kLLn, kiLT >> 1 , can rapidly generate the
auroral E—region irregularities whose transverse scale size (vi2.)\y 2 r)7r/1cy) is of the
order of 63 in.

To summarize, we have presented new electrostatic instabilities that are driven by the
combined effect of the equilibrium density and electron temperature inhomogeneities in
partially ionized magnetoplasmas in which collisions of charged particles with neutrals
play an important role. Physically, plasma nonuniformities in conjunction with charged
pai‘ticleseneutral atom collisions provide a proper phase difference between the electro-
static potential, the density and electron temperature perturbations, so that electrostatic
perturbations grow. The growth rates of the instabilities critically depend on 176 as well
as electron-neutral and ioneneutral collision frequencies. The unstable modes may cause
anomalous resistivity, thereby changing the transport properties of the weakly ionized
plasma.

Our results could have relevance to the understanding of the origin of nonthermal
electrostatic fluctuations in space and laboratory plasmas. For example, the European
Incoherent Scattering (EISCAT) observations show a strong enhancement of the electron
temperature and a strong electron temperature gradient during strong auroral activities in
the E-region of the Earth’s ionosphere, The free energy stored in the equilibrium density
and electron temperature inhomogeneities is then coupled to electrostatic fluctuations by
the instability mechanism discussed here.
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(I) Introduction:

Evolutionary arguments given by Kantrowitz and Petschek (1967) purport that the
intermediate Shock is an extraneous solution of the Rankine~Hugoniot relation and hence

cannot exist in nature‘. In the pioneer work of CC. Wu (1987), the intermediate shock
was found to form under a special initial conditionz. A large-amplitude slow wave was
initially set up to let evolve. The leading edges of the wave steepen and finally a train
of intermediate shocks form. As the transverse magnetic field, in Wu’s calculation, has
already reversed the signs in the initial slow wave, it does not strike as such a great
surprise to find that the transverse magnetic field has different signs across the shock in

the final configuration. (Note that the sign change of the transverse magnetic field is an
important characteristic of the intermediate shock.) The suspicion raised by Kantrowitz
and Petschek that the presence of an initial intermediate wave may make the intermediate
shock unstable is found, in Wu’s simulation, not to occur. Despite that Wu’s result shows
the intermediate shock appearing stable, this model can be vulnerable to a criticism that
the intermediate shock results merely from a special arrangement of the initial condition.
That is, as the intermediate shock has already been demonstrated to exist, at issue is not
wheteher the intermediate shock can exist, but Whether the intermediate shock can appear
in a more natural setting and a more natural initial condition.

lWe confront this issue with the following line of consideration. If a slow shock prop—
agates into a medium of increasing density, for which both the Alfven speed and sound
speed decrease, the shock can be slowed down (in response to the decreasing characteristic
speeds of the background plasma). However, the shock speed may not decrease as rapidly
as the Alfven speed. Therefore, the longitudinal Alfven Mach number may increase as
the shock evolves, to such an extent that it exceeds. unity, and the slow shock can he-
come an intermediate shock. During this process, a rotational discontinuity should appear
downstream of the intermediate shock. The appearance of the rotational discontinuity is
to rc-reverse the downstream transverse magnetic field to attain the original sign in the
region far downstream.

It is known that switch—off shocks occur only for the slow shocks], where a finite
upstream transverse magnetic field dissappears in the downstream region. As far as the
parameter space, such as the plasmafi or the upstream field angle, is concerned, the switch,
off shock marks the boundary between the slow shock and the intermediate shock, where
the downstream transverse magnetic field just begins to change sign. We find that for those
slow shocks that are near the switch-off shock in the parameter space, it is easier to convert
them into intermediate shocks. In fact, there exists a second boundary in the parameter
space, outside which the slow shocks can no longer be converted into intermediate shocks
(cf. Table l).
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(II) Numerical Simulation: We computed the following results with a one-dimensional
resistive/viscous MHD code, which uses the two-step Lax—Wendroif scheme to advance the
calculation in time. The background plasma has a density ramp within a finite region of
the computation domain. At t=0, we send in a slow shock from the left boundary toward
the ramp. The shock will eventually come out of the ramp, either with or without its
character changed to become an intermediate shock. Figure 1 shows a time sequence of
the evolution, when a slow shock runs into a density ramp. The physical quantities shown
from the top are the density, the normal component of velocity, the transverse component
of magnetic field and the gas pressure, respectively. The upstream parameters for the
initial slow shock are: the slow-wave Mach number M. : 1.76, the upstream magnetic

field angle 9 = 45, fl = .42 and the density ratio across the ramp :3. The width of the
ramp can be much larger than that in Figure 1, but the outcome has no noticeable change.
Although it is not so clearly shown in Figure 1, we note that the reversal of the transverse
magnetic field has already occurred while the shock is still within the ramp. Upon coming
out ofthe ramp, the intermediate shock is not steady, but can gradually settle into a steady
one, whose Mach number can, at this stage, be accurately determined. The steadiness of
the intermediate shock depends on the width of the ramp; the smoother the ramp is the
more steady the shock is. As is obvious from Figure 1, the by~products in company with
the intermediate shock are a 180 degree rotational discontinuity, where B, changes sign
but the total pressure is continuous, a fast shock which leads the intermediate shock and
a rebounced fast shock of small upstream field angle, moving backwards into the high [3
plasma and behaving like a gas dynamic shock.

For a given longitudinal Alfven Mach number M14, the success of the conversion de-
pends on the plasma {3, the incident angle with respect to the magnetic field 0, the amount
of dissipation and the height of the density ramp. The latter two factors are in fact interi
correlated. For a shock conversion to occur, we find that the larger the resistivity is the
higher the ramp must be; however, with a fixed resistivity, the height of the density ramp
can hardly aflect the final Alfven Mach number. This implies that whether the conversion
can successfully occur depends weakly on the height of the ramp, as long as the height
exceeds some value. This also suggests that some kind of dynamical conservation law
prevails during the interaction, in such a way that the final Alfven Mach number remains
unchanged regardless of the height and the width of the density ramp.

Another interesting finding of our results is that when measured by the range of the
upstream plasma fl, a slow shock with a larger slow-wave Mach number has a narrower
range of .6 for a successful conversion to occur. This is shown in Table 1, where several
slow-wave Mach numbers are examined for three different upstream field angles separately.
The upper limit of [‘1 marks the initial shock’s being a switch-off shock and the lower limit
marks the boundary, below which no slow shock can be converted into intermediate shocks.
The tendancy of the outcome clearly depends on the strength of the slow shock. The details
of our results will be published elsewhere.

Reference: 7

1. Kantrowitz, A.R. and Petschek, H.E., in Plasma Physics in Theory and Applica-
tion, ed. by W.B. Kunkel, McGraw-Hill, New York, (1967).
2. Wu, 0.0., Geophys. Res. Lett., 14, 668~671 (1987).
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0:20
Ms 1 25 1.50 1.75 2.0 2.5

Max 5 0.927 0.58 0.41 0.31 0.19
Min 0 0.700 0.45 0.30 0.21 0.13

0:45“
Ms 1.25 1.50 1.7625 2.0 2.5 3

Max 6* 1.450 077% 0.477 0.349 021
Min 73 p.170 0507 0.343 0.2213i 0.140

0:7
Ms 1£5____1 50 1.75 2.0 2.5

Max 3 1.9771711— 0.55 0.38 022—
Min 13 1.01 0.72 0.43 0.29 0.17

Table 1: Limits of the p1asma beta for variofis
upstream f1e1d angles and slow—wave
Mach numbers.
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SPECTRUM OF MHD WAVES IN
COMETARY TAILS

O. T. Matsuura, C. A. Azevedo’, A. S. sis”, H. ShigueokaS,
and P. H. Salmnalm‘

Institute Astronomico e Geofi'sico, Universidade de Sin Paulo,
01061 C.P. 9635, $3.0 Paulo, SP, Brazil,

Abstract. The wave structure of rays from cometary plasma tails is modeled

using the MHD formulation. Since cometary rays are essentially of cylindrical
shape, the model will be constructed using the simple cylindrical geometry. The

observational data concerning the dynamical behaviour of rays are very scarce in
certain cases there is an ambiguity between wave phenomena and the motion of

matter. However, we have searched the available data in the literature, compris-

ing ground based and satellite observations to show that the spectrum of MHD
waves might explain some features of the plasma. dynamics of cometary rays.
Based on our theoretical results, we have also proposed cometary observations
combining morphological and spectrosopic techniques attempting to disentangle
wave phenomena from mass motions.

Introduction. Usually the Type I (or plasma) tail of comets exhibits time
varying fine structures in the light of ions 00+ (A = 3500 — 55003) and H20+
(A = 5500 — 75003). Such fine strutures consist on rays, kinks, helical strutures
and bright condensations/1/ Rays are narrow, long and straight strutures with
typical thickness 3 2000 km and length usually reaching over 107 km. What
will be modeled using the MHD approach is the individual struture of one ray.
The time evolution of rays can be found in references /2,3,4/. Helical features,
ldnks, undulations and bright knots appear affecting the rays. All these afiections
can exhibit apparent downstreaming velocity ranging from 20 to 300 [cm/s. This
velocity tends to be larger far away from the nucleus, and far from the axis of the
We.)E‘stado do Rio de Janeiro, 20550, Rio de Janeiro, m,
BrtzIflnlstituto de Matemética, Universidade Federal Fluminenee, 24024, Niteréi, RJ, Brazil.

8Instituto de Ffsica, Universidade Federal Fluminense, 24024, Niteroi, RJ, Brazil.
‘Instituto de Flsica, Univeraidsde Estadnal de Campinas, 13081, Campinas, SP, Brazil.
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plasma tail /5,6/. It is still unclear weather such apparent motions correspond to

motions or simply to MHD perturbations/7/ . An ion number density of 103 cm—3

can be assumed according to /8,9,10/, but the abundance ratio H20+/CO+ is

highly variable from one comet to other, and even for one same comet at difierent

times/11/. The ICE data /12/ from the tail of the Comet P/ Giacobini—Zinner

indicated that two lateral lobes of high intensity magnetic field (6 x 10"G) were

confining in between a plasma sheet with a field of only 5 X 10-50. This last

number will be assumed for the magnetic field of the rays. This means that rays

are magnetic struture with high [9 value (2 4). As a consequence the MHD wave

spectrum will show the usually property to be described below. In the following

sections we will present the model, the results and the conclusions.

The Model. From the first order perturbation MHD equation we obtain a

second order differential equation (Hain-Liist equation) on E, (r-component of

the plasma displacement) derived in /13/ by taking the perturbation quantities

as f(r)ezp(—iwt + ik,2 + im9). In /14/ a stability code has been developed to

solve the Hain-Lfist equation using the shooting method and the discrete slow

wave modes have been obtained in the region of stable spectrum.

The eigenirequency w and the corresponding eigenmode E” for a given and m,

can be obtained by solving the Hain—Liist equation with the following boundary

conditions: TE, = 0 at r = D and r = a/l4/.
The profiles for p, 3,, and Bo obey the equilibrium equation for the total

pressure d 32 32

50’ + 7) + 7’4 = 0
where B2 = B? + 33- From three, two profiles can be chosen arbitrarily. We

assume that the gas pressure profile is constant. The Be profile is obtained by

solving the Ampére’s law with a given J, profile. For the sake of simplicity,

we choose profile of the equilibrium current as J,(r) = Jo{l —(r/a)’}2 and
density profile p(r) = po {1 —- 0.95(r/a)2}. The constant Jo is determined from
the condition that the safety factor at the axis, q(0) (q = 21m B,/L 39, where L

denotes the length of the tube), is greater than 1. The shooting method is used

to obtain the normalized eigenvalue c.)2 which satisfies the boundary conditions
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at ,- = 0 and r = a. We choose the normalized quantities such that, B,” = 1,
pa” :1, and (m =1. Also we choose m = 1, k, = 0.606 and ,8 = 4. The effect

of the high fl is that 05 > VA, where 05 and VA are the sonic and the Alfvén

velocities, respectively.

Results. The numerical solution has been carried out varying ,8 and the

normalized current density JON. When [3 > 1 discrete Alfvén modes can overlap

onto the continuum of slow modes. As a consequence the discrete Alfvén modes

are expected to sufl'er a mode conversion into slow modes. Also some discrete

Alfvén modes may oscillate at the same frequency of discrete slow modes.
For typical observational values; ion number density = 1000 crri'3, B =

5 x IO'BG and tail disturbance length scale = loekm, aperiod of the Alfvén

wave is obtained of about 1.7 day.

Conclusions. This analysis on the MHD spectrum of cometary rays opens inter—
esting possibilities for modeling and observationally testing the unusual character

of the discrete Alfvén modes in high [i plasmas. With regards to the observational
efforts, the indication of surviving alfvenic and sonic modes in cometary rays is

auspiciuos. However the future experiments should pay attention to the fact that
both discrete modes have the same frequency. Therefore a way to distinguish one
mode from the other is crucial for testing our results. This distinction seems to
be viable in practice, since the sonic modes can show up as brightness variations,
while alfvenic modes can appear as morphological variations. Based on such a

knowledge the task of disentangling mass motions from wave phenomena may
become easier.

Acknowledgements. This work was partially suported by CAPES - Coor—
denagio de Aperfeicoamento do Pessoal de Ensino Superior, CNPq - Brasilian
National Research Council, and FAPESP - Fundagfio de Amparo a Pesquisa do
Estado de 530 Paulo for financial support.
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LOW—FREQUENCY RESONANT ION—BEAM TURBULENCE
IN COMETARY PLASMAS

Frank Verheest
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G.S. Lakhina
Indian Institute of Geomagnetism, Colaba, Bombay 400 005, India

A theoretical framework is established, based upon Fowler's theorem for unstable plasmas, for estimating

er bound on magnetic field fluctuations produced in ion-beam systems, due to the excitation of low—
the UPP . _

y resonant mode5. In the reglon upstream of the cometary bow shock such modes can be exmted due
frequent: _ .
to pickup of cometary ions. at Doppler-shifted frequencres equal to the cometary IOI'I gyrofrequencies. The

estimates of the present theory show that [SB/Bo is fairly small. in agreement with observational evidence

faraway from the cometary nucleus.

INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In previous papers /1,2/ we used a version of Fowler’s theorem for unstable plasmas /3/

to estimate the magnetic field turbulence levels for low-frequency nonresonant unstable modes

in a multibeam plasma. Here we apply the same formalism to resonant modes excited due to

pickup of cometary ions in the region upstream of the cometary bow shock. For such modes the

Doppler-shifted frequencies equal the cometary ion gyrofrequencies.

We start with a homogeneous, charge neutral beam-plasma system immersed in a uniform

magnetic field. Both beam and plasma constituents can in principle have parallel drift velocities,

“perpendicular equilibrium drifts are eliminated by going to a deHofi'mann-Teller frame. We

assume charge and current neutrality for both beams, consisting of ions with a given set of

characteristics (N,, 8,, m., U.) plus the electrons necessary to provide the return current. Then in

the context of cometary environments, by resonant ion- ion modes one means that the Doppler-

shifted wave frequency w — kUm- resonates with the gyrofrequency 9:,- of the pickup ions of

cometary origin. Let us start from equation (6) of Lakhina and Verheest /4/ , written as

((w 7 kW + k2(W — V,§))(w — we,» i on) : p(w — sud)? (1)

This dispersion law is valid for frequencies small compared with the proton gyrofrequencies

(w << (2,, : Q”), and the line of reasoning followed is specifically for cometary environments,

where the cometary ions of the water group have 16 to 17 times the proton mass /5,6/. In (1),

V is the mean bulk velocity of the plasma as a whole, VA the global Alfvén velocity,

Nmmmlmw-7V+N;mnug—UV
Nmmsu: ‘l' Noimd

W: =pU-PW§ (%

the normalized kinetic energy in the relative drift motions /1/, and p = Ndmd/(Nmmm +

Name.) the dimensionless mass density of the energetic cometary ion beam, viewed in the solar

wind frame (where UN 2 0). We can now put

w=w—kUm-ifld, (3)
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use the abbreviations

A : 1w; r on, B = k2(Vj — W) E #53,, (4:,

and get a. compact form for the dispersion law:

F0?) 3 W((w + AV - B) = We r 9:03- (5)
For resonant modes w 2 O and the dominant terms in F(w) are either (A2 7 B)w or 2Aw2, and
on the r.h.s. of (5), 42/70:. This supposes p small enough, so that the roots of the full dispersion
law (5) are close to the roots of F(w) /7/. From the choices for the dominant terms one sees
that unstable modes need at least A2 A B m 0, in other words when W < Vi. Then

2 _ P92; \
w _ :F 2/1 (6;

leads to unstable solutions provided A = i|A|, depending on whether we deal with the right.
hand (RH) or left~hand (LH) polarized mode. Now from A2 z B and (4) we find that

AEkUéQZQL-(ZSL‘CA, (7:

with s : i1 but not yet related to the RH/LH polarized modes and CA defined as the positive
root w/Vj — W. Hence the wavenumber is given by

“as“im- (8]
In the solar wind frame the cometary ions form a sunward beam upstream of the nucleus, and it
is their velocity component parallel to the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) which is denoted
by Ud. Hence a positive (negative) value for c means that the IMF has a parallel (antiparallel)
component, in other words pointing towards (away from) the Sun. Keeping the sign of He; in
mind, the different quantities can be expressed as follows:

7 = We UL; : (l - p)Ua' 631 = (1 ~ P)(l - pMzWim, (9)
where M is the Alvénic Mach number with the solar wind Alfvén velocity as the reference,
M : lUdI/VA__,.,,, VA,” being taken as a positive quantity.

Starting from .5 : +1, (7) shows that k = ilk], since for instability A : i|Al. In (8) this
means that U; — CA has to be positive, in other words only the choice U;- > CA > 0 is possible
and the IMF has a parallel component. In the opposite case where s : ~1, (7) imposes k 2 34k]
and from (8) there follows that U; + CA should be negative. This means that U;- < icA < 0,
leading to an antiparallel component for the IMF. As one can check, [U34 > CA in both cases,
implying M > 1, From (6) and (7) we get for the unstable waves that

[7| +cA p IU;I — cRaw 2 ifldm, Im7:Qm- %A~l (10)
ct .

Note that in both cases (.9 : +1 and s = —1) the RH mode has Rea) > 0 and k directed along
the sunward direction. whereas the LH mode has Rem < 0 and k directed in the antisnnward
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dilation Hence how the RH “(LLH ”40‘1“ always prepagate sunward, viewed in the solar

wind frame, with phase velocities |U| + 6.4.

Lu 0111‘“ t0 COmPute 3-11 upper estimate for the ultimate levels of magnetic turbulence in the

°f “Stable mOdes' we wm make “53 °f Fowler’s equip-artisan ideas /3/. Performing the
353 . .

c as when deriving the dispersion law (1), one getssame approximations

Rew —2 Res) 2 Imw 2

iv§+w+(T‘”) ’Pi 1: we) “WI—WT)
lw— kUa-IZ og+og|w—kUa-12 E <

+ P k2 [9; — (w # kUa-fl [93,. _ (m _ was] 35 —

Here F represents the normalized free energy associated with the unstable modes. The most

unstable mode will grow fastest and use up the available free energy, so that P will be equal to

72/]:2, as shown more clearly in the case of nonresonant modes /l/. Using (10) we can rework

(11) and get
2 k2 263 < {2 VA (12)94(292' _ 72) '1

— l v + a 5' .
BS ‘ 72 + p p l“(403.- + 72)

COMETARY APPLICATIONS

In an 8 nT field one finds that 03, : 0.046/5 << 9,, << |Q,|, so that the restrictions inherent in

our theory will be obeyed provided Rew and 7 do not exceed 9:,- Very much. At an angle oi

about 45° between the solar Wind flow and the IMF we have a. Alfvénic Mach number of about

3.5, keeping in mind that VA!“ : 80 km/S and assuming a mean solar wind flow with V”, 2 400

km/s: Table I then shows the relevant quantities computed for those parameters, namely P.

Rem, 7 : Imw, /\ : 21/]: and 632/133.

TABLEI The maximum levels of magnetic turbulence
21r 15132 given in Table I are in good agreement with

P Rew hm“ : 7 793‘ in situ observations near comet P/Halley /8‘
(5—1) (5—1) (103 km) 10/. We may point out that computer simu—

0-1 0.018 0005 27.7 0.020 lations of cometary-ion resonant instabilities as

0.2 0.017 0.008 28.1 0.046 reported by Gary et al. /1l,12/ predict satura-

0-4 0015 0-013 291 0.128 tion amplitudes which Show good overall agree»

0.6 0.012 0.019 30.5 0.302 ment with the estimates given in Table I. How-

0.8 0.006 0.044 33.7 0.866 ever, at strong injection of free energy, Gary 6!
al. /11,12/ found that a single Fourier mode

emerges from the noise to exhibit exponential growth. The peak value of the fluctuating magnetic

field amplitude associated with this mode can be quite large (61-? ~ Bo) but the energy decays

within a few hundred proton gyroperiods to a much smaller value. Our formalism deals with the
saturated amplitudes and we cannot predict what happens in the intermediate regime. Also,

we consider the cometary ion density as given, whereas in the computer simulations / 11,12/
cometary ions were continuously injected. These subtle differences must be kept in mind while
making any comparison between our theory and the computer simulations!
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CONCLUSIONS

Since the observed ULF turbulence at both comets P/Giacobinivzmner and P/Halley is trans.
verse and characterized by a spectral peak near 0.01 Hz and since water~group ions dominate the
pickup ions, it is natural to investigate whether the water-group ions and waves are in gyrores_
onance and to compute the contribution of such resonant modes to the observed turbulence.
However, in order to discriminate between resonant and nonresonant modes as being more im.
portant, one would need wavelength measurements, but these are not (yet) available. So the
case for the resonant modes, as advanced by a majority of the researchers in the field and 3,5
investigated here, rests for the time being solely on frequency measurements, only half of the
criterion.

Importantly7 the linear polarization of the MHD turbulence observed closer to comets is
explained naturally by nonresonant modes rather than by resonant modes which predict RH or
LH polarization. However, farther away from the cometary nucleus the cometary ion density
is lower and one would expect the resonant modes to dominate. It is thus clear that the last
word has not been said yet on the identification of the modes responsible for MHD turbulence.
Perhaps future cometary missions might shed more light on this aspect.

Acknowledgments. FV thanks the (Belgian) National Fund for Scientific Research for research
and travel grants, and the Indian Institute of Geomagnetism for their kind hospitality during a
stay in which the work was initiated.
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Abstract .
Mr wave processes at the lower»hybrid frequency are extremely important in trans-

ferring energy between different particle populations and fields in both astrophysical and
laboratory plasmas. In this paper we describe a new acceleration model for auroral and

solar flare particles based on free energy in the form of ion anisotropies or plasma inho~
mogeneities generating lower»hybrid turbulencewhich undergoes collapse producing cavi‘

tons within which particles are accelerated. We have identified a number of free energy
sources in the aurora and solar flares for the generation of these wave modes, examples are

anisotropic ion distribution functions such as loss cones produced by magnetic mirrors,

ring distributions produced in shocks and gradients in temperature and density. Analyt-

ical studies reveal that a possible saturation mechanism for lower-hybrid wave growth is

the modulational instability, which ultimately leads to wave collapse and caviton forma-

tion. Numerical simulations of ion comics and ion ring relaxation processes using a 2%7D
fully electromagnetic, relativistic particle in cell code are described. The results indicate
strong collapse at the lower—hybrid resonance resulting in simultaneous acceleration of
both electrons and ions, together with electromagnetic wave generation at the electron
cyclotron frequency. Arrest of wave collapse is due to particle acceleration. Comparison
of theory and Simulations with observations of measured electron and ion distributions in
the aurora and inferred from X-ray and 7—ray emission from solar flares indicate that the
acceleration model is in good agreement.

Introduction
The detailed model of the solar flare shock acceleration model is well described by Mc-
Clements et al.“) This paper assumed that unstable ion ring distributions are formed
due to shock formation. Reconnectionm can also produce such ion distribution functions,
making the model much more general. In this paper we will show that not only electron
acceleration takes place but also simultaneously ion acceleration to MeV energies. This
result dispels the View that there are two different types of flares ie. electron or proton
flares, we show that the accelerated electrons and ions have a common mechanism. Par—
ticle simulations were carried out using a fully electromagnetic, relativistic particle-in-cell
code. There are two space dimensions and three velocity dimensions with the possibility
of the magnetic field lying in or out of the coordinate plane. The ratio of proton mass
m,- to electrons mass m,, is taken to be either 100 or 400. This choice of mass ratio is
sufficiently small that significant electron and ion acceleration can occur within a compu-
tationally convenient interval of simulated time. The initial ion distribution consisted of
a monoenergetic perpendicular [to B0) ring and a Maxwellian core, the ratio of the
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density of ring ions 11,. to core ions 11c being 3:7. This is close to density ratios observed at
the Earth’s bow shock”) In the absence of in sitii measurements, it is not possible to say
with certainty that ring densities as high as this could occur in the solar case. However:
our plasma parameters were chosen such that gyrating ions constituted only a smal]
fraction (~ 4%) of the energy potentially available in the downstream magnetic field“)
The electron gyrofrequency ww was taken to be twice the electron plasma frequency “pee
this condition being satisfied in a flaring loop with, for example 71,. = 6 X 109cm‘3 and
Ba : 300G.

Ion ring distributions have been shown by Mikhailovskiii‘l to excite waves in the Iowa
hybrid frequency range

. k2 2_ ‘2 '2 Til _ ”Paw — “Jul (1 +1» R + me k2 kzcz) (1)

with a growth rate
717‘

’Ya 2’ —wLH (2)no

L
where w”; is the lower hybrid frequency oil,” 2 (um/(1+ mil/Luge) 2 , R = (mi—”Im—

LH I
l

w: 7 i . . .+—2—€L—L ,wp; is the ion plasma frequency and Te..‘ is electron, ion temperature.W23": (wtdwig)
The last term in equation (1) is the electromagnetic correction to the frequency. Resonant
oscillations grow for w = k.v.. where vr is the velocity of the ion ring.

The initial ion distribution is given by

n v2 + U2 nrfi (”Haul = We” (_ “2v: l) + EEMMU' _ vi) (3) '
where 6 is the Dirac delta function, vC the core ion thermal speed, i), the ring speed. As
stated rir/nc :1 3/7 and v, 2 201)“ with me/m; = 100 this means 22, : 2ve and with
Inc/m,- = 400,1)r : v5 where '06 is the electron thermal speed The ion ring speeds are
easily computed from knowledge of the Alfven speed in the solar Hate“). The core ion
temperature, which is assumed equal to the initial electron temperature, was set equal to
SUOCV.

The results of the simulation are shown in figures 13. Figure 1 depicts the time evolution
of the wave spectral density as a function of the parallel phase velocity, the lower-hybrid
waves appear at the low phase velocity and are seen to grow then fall to a saturated value
level determined by particle absorption. Figure 2a represents the time evolution of the
electron distribution as a function of v“ with the final electron distribution is represented
in figure 2b. The flux of electrons with energy above 20keV, for a bimaxwellian plasma,
is given by
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F(> ZOkeV) 2211'] dvll/ vife(v“,vi)dvi
U" 0

ing a plasma density of 10mcm‘3 we find from our simulations
us

F(> ZOkeV) ~ lfliselectrons cm'zsec‘1

ie. a typical “thick target flux”. Figure 3 depicts the initial and final ion core distribu~
tion function showing significant energization in the perpendlcular plane. Protons with

energies in the MCV range are observed to be produced Within distances of the order of
10’s of meters and within a few ion-gyroperiods, both electrons and ions are observed
to be accelerated in localized regions of space indicating the presence of cavitons. The
acceleration of electrons and ions takes place simultaneously indicating that it is not a two

stage process but is due to a similar mechanism in this case due to the waves generated
at the lower-hybrid resonance frequency. This is in agreement with the simultaneous ob-

servations of x-rays and 7—rays by Forrest and Chuppis). Detailed studies of the electron

distribution function reveal the presence of beams with +ve slopes in f8 ie. fife/8v > 0.
This cannot be due to a simple quasi—linear diffusion process which at best can only pro-
duce a plateau in fig. We find that at the end of the simulations approximately 10% of
the ring energy has been transferred to the background electrons and ions while less than
1% of the energy is stored in all the waves generated.

Simulations show the transfer of perpendicular ion energy to energetic electrons via the
process described above. The results have shown perpendicular shocks, such as might
be associated with coronal mass ejection, or reconnection processes which produce ion
ring distributions that can give rise to 1018 electrons cm‘2 sec'1 at hard x—ray emitting
energies. Protons are accelerated to MeV energies in the same time scale. Therefore this
mechanism for particle acceleration can account for both the nonthermal hard x—ray and
'y-ray emission observed in solar flares“). A similar mechanism is also responsible for
auroral electron acceleration”).
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Solar Flare Mechanism Based on MHD Relaxation Model

kanya Kusano, Hiroko Kubo, Teruo ’l‘mnano1 and Tctsuya Sam2It‘—
Dwurtmcnt of Materials Science, Faculty of Science, Hires/1mm tt’uz'vrrsitgL

Higashi- Hiros/zim a 724‘ Japan

in order to reveal the solar flare mechanism, the dynamics of a solar coronal mag—

netic arcade are investigated by modeling it as an MHD relaxation process, Our work

i< mlnpmpd of the following two parts: the equilibrium analysis and the dynamic sim»

ulatiuns.

Equilibrium Analysis

i\rmrding, to Taylor’s conjecture [1], the minimum energy state for the magnetized

plasma is described by

l‘OiB = rrB. (1)

in [he two dimemiunal system which has a translational symmetry along saxis. ill"

magnetic field Bean be written by using the flux function u‘r,

B : (Gilt/éiy‘cl‘ifii/UI‘ Hz).

The equation (1) is modified to

7 OH,
~‘/, : — A ‘ '3V i, 31;“ y ( )

B2 = mt-‘+c, (3)

where the coefficients a and c are constant. By numerically solving the equation (‘2) and

(3) in the rectangular domain of the coronal region, We obtain the minimum energy

state for the magnetic arcade. The boundary condition for z/i is given as following:

I!) : ti“u(l — cos Zvraz)/2 at y = 0, i/r = 0 at. y = Ly and at .1: : 0 and LI, where the

bottom boundary (y = 0) corresponds to the photospherc. The solution is calculated

as a function of the magnetic helicity K 2 f5 A » B115 and the magnetic flux across

lPlasmu Research Center, University of Taukuba, Tsukuba 305‘ Japan

L'Nuiiaual Institute for Fusiau Scicncc, Nagoya 164-01, Japan
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the domain <13 : f5 B - (15. As a result. we find that the Taylor’s minimum energy

state for the magnetic arcade has three different types of solution, which have dillererit

topology each together; a simple arcade (type 1), an arcade plus an island above the

arcade (type ‘3), and an arcade plus an island within the arcade (type 3). respectively.

The typical solution is presented in Fig.1 for each type. What type of solution appears

depends on the parameters It and (I). In the space of the helicity Ii' vs. the flux (1). the

solution of type 1 occupies the low helicity region. The solution of type 1 changes to

the types '2 and/or 3, as the magnetic helicity It becomes larger than a critical amount.

The critical helicity, above which the type 2 or 3 appears, depends on the magnetic

flux across the arcade. When the lielicity is sufficiently large‘ the solution has both

features of type '3 and 3. having the islands above and also within the arcade. From the

fact that the topology of the magnetic arcade is changed by the change of the helicity,

the magnetic reconnection process is expected when the magnetic helicity is injected

into the arcade by a certain mechanism.

Dynamic Simulation

Secondly‘ we directly carry out the dynamic simulations of the magnetic arcade‘

where the magnetic helicity is injected by the shearing motion on photospliere (y : 0)

into the arcade. The basic equations are given by the lollowing,

d—‘iir B 4PW —- >< , ( J

0B
W~~rotE, (a)

E+VxB=77J, (6)

J:rotB. (7)

where the pressure gradient force is neglected. The simulation box is same as the do»

main rising in the equilibrium analysis, and the translational symmetry is also assumed.

The boundary conditions are given by the impermeable and the perfectly conductive

condition. Only for the photospheric boundary (y : 0), however, the plasma velocity

v: is given by the analytic function of z to model the shearing motion. Two different
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shearing motions are considered, those being given by

U: = no sin 27-1/1,I for case 1,

v: 2 v0 similar/LI for case 2.

The characteristic diflererice between these cases is that the firm injection rate (l) =

foL‘ “Hyde? is given by Tr'Uo‘llJD/2LI for case 1, but is vanished for the case 2. On the

other hand, the helicity injection rate is positive for both cases. ln the case '3, hence,

only the magnetic helicity is injected and the magnetic flux across the domain is kept

to be zero, AS a result of it, the resultant orbit for the case 1 in the K A (I) space

remains in the region for the type 1 of the minimum energy state considered in the

equilibium analysis. However, the orbit for the case ‘2 progresses in the region [or the

type '2 and 3 of it.

Figure 2 shows the resultant magnetic field lines of force from the simulation for the

case 1, By investigation about the evolution of the total magnetic energy W : f BlldS

for this simulation, we find that the energy W from the simulation well agrees with the

Taylor’s minimum energy On the other hand, the simulation result in the case 2 has

a large excess energy compared to the Taylor’s minimum energy. From these results,

we can conclude that Taylor’s minimum energy state can be obtained by 2D dynamics,

if the helicity and the flux remains in the region where the minimum energy state is

given by the type 1 of solution. However, if the parameters are in the region [or types 2

and 3, 2D dynamics no longer generate Taylor’s minimum energy state spontaneously.

The accumulation of the excess energy suggests the presence of three dimensional

dynamics to release itself. Such an energy relaxation process is discussed as a possible

mechanism of solar flare. We are now developing the three-dimensional simulation in

order to confirm the relaxation model for solar flare. The details will be reported in

the conference.
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FIG. Ii The contour of the flux funclion ol the Taylor’s minimum energy state for

three different, types of solutions.

FIG. '3. The three dimensional structure of the magnetic field lines of force, which is

generated by the simulation with the case 1 of shearing; motiun.



NONLINEAR MHD SURFACE WAVES ON PLASMA INTERFACES AND

IHEIR EVOLUTION EQUATION IN SOLAR AND HAGNETOSPHERIC

CONDITIONS

Pi Nenovski, I. Zhelyazkovy and K. NurawskiT

Spare Research Institute, BG~IOOU Sofia, Bulgaria
‘ Faculty of Physics, Sofia University, BG‘ll26 Sofia, Bulgaria

T Department of Applied Mathematics, University of SL Andre's
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Nonlinear [NL) MHD waves have been studied in connection with various

plasma protessus in magnetically structurod solar almosphero and solar wind
The prgpdgaiiofi of MhD surface waves, supported by plasmamplasma or plasmas
magncLAC Fauld boundaries has been also a subject of intense study. Duxing
1ast dccndu some aspects of NL MHD surface waves have been consideled.
R0be!ts and Mangeney /1/ have proposed that the nonlinear behaviour of

surface waves in a magnetic slab is governed by the BenjaminiOno equation
The rcll 3y Roberts /2/ on dispersive NHD surface waves has been
generalliwd by Merzlyakov and Rudorman /3/ for stratified plasmas. On thr
other hand, the selfsmodulation of NL HHD waves is examined by Hasegawa ffl/,
Mio t: al. /5/ using perturbation method /6/ as a generalized scheme for
deriving NL Schroudinger equation. It was shown that long—time behaviour of
the complex amplitude of the HHD wave Irain is governed by modified. or
derivative NL Schroedinger equation (NLSEl. The problem of stabiliiy of NL
MUD surface waves against a modulation was firstly examined by Moralyakov
/7/ and Sahyouni at al. /8/. It was shown that the behaviour of NL HHD
surfaCu waves in a magnetic slab depends on both parameters n = p ”p and
K = VUXU, where n is the ratio of plasma densities and K is the normalired
with FLEDuCL to the slab halfithickness x0 wavenumbor. Merziyakov’s result
yields a solitonilike propagation at great enough K's. hi Sahvouni at al.
/8/ hv USIng the pondoromotive forces approach a usual NLSE whith governs
the propagation of magnetosonic waves is derived. The analysis yields that
only dark soliton solution are possible. This analysis was however perform<
ed under assumption that the folding of the slab interface is neglected. In
the prosent study we use free boundary approach and consider modulation only
along the MHD surface wave propagation.

Let us consider a magnetic slab of thickness x0 surrounded by plasmas
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Fig. 1 Neutral curves [B(K,n) = 0] for NL MHD surface waves

regions. Hence, the dark soliton solution could be dominating either when

the plasma and wave parameters n. x0, VA, k0 : kotwo) are such that we are

away from the neutral curves, or as the soliton lengths are large enough in

order the effects of the derivative NL term to be diminished.

The second neutral curve reduces the region of stability of the NL MHD

surface waves. Merzlyakov's assumption for modulation in the form of a

localized perturbation (with an evanescent amplitude) /7/ has a stabilizing

rather than a destabilizing effect. In the usual modulation treatment (in z

direction only) the region of stability is as follows:

_ t _0. 1X 1 < kroo < k < kroot < X 1.

0 01 O 02 0

Here krDOL are the roots of the equation B(n,K,v ,v ,k V) = 0.
01,2 g A 0

Which form of the evolution equation for the NL MHD surface waves is

operative depends strongly on the plasma geometry and parameters, namely xd

pa, p, VA. In the limit K ea 0 the MHD surface waves are dispersive and

their evolution is governed by the Benjamin-Ono equation /1/. For large K’s

the dispersion goes to zero (Fig. 2) and when the amplitude is small (but

finite) a bright soliton solution is possible. In the intermediate case

0.1 < kgrnxo < K < k2§fix0 < 1 the hybrid character of the MHD surface

waves is most pronounced and the wave evolution is more sensitive to NL

term conditions

Finally, we mention that in our present analvsis a one—dimensional
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tatiC magnetic field in the slab is oriented along the z axis. The xThe 5
Coordinate is normal to the interfaces x = i x0. Following the derivative

“Sign method /6/ and Merzlyakov’s /7/ notation we get the following NLSEeXPa
2 2 2 2 2 _1 afll/ar + 0.5 a wo/ak0 a fit/ac + B|f11l £11 — o.

H re f is the complex amplitude of a sausage MHD surface—wave train along
5 11 . . . . . .the slab, 1: is the slow time var1able, (DD — 000(0) is the linear dispersmn

relation- C = 21 — t 18 the slow spatial variable (V being equal to the
wave group velocity vg = awe/61(0) and B is

- k;(1 + n tanhKJ"{o.5n tanhK[1 + 9cosh2K + 4.55inh2K + 4cosh2K sinhZK

+ ZsinhZZK] + 2.5n sinh2K(1 — tanhK) + 8n sint tanhK + 2n(1 — vj)‘1

x[tanhK(—3 + koV/mo + wO/kOV) —Zcosh2K(1 — koV/wolz]

(1 — kOV/wo)(i — v:)'1(k:v:/w: — 1)“[8n tanhK sinh2K(l + kOV/wo

_ 2k3Vi/ws) + 2(1 — koV/wo)[2(koV/uo)(1 + n tanhK) — 2 — n tanhKJ]}/wo

{ere Vg E vg/vA is the normalized wave group velocity, vA being the Alfven

Ielocity.

This coefficient differs, of coarse, from that of Merzlyakov /7/i

Examining it we obtain two roots instead of one as in Merzlyakov case.

Surprisingly, one of the root coincides precisely with that of Merzlyakov’s
(see Fig. 1). It is seen that in the region of K > 1 (above Merzlyakov
curve) there exist compressive (bright) solitons whose parameters (velocity,
amplitude, etc.) are given by

f = A sech[A(B/0L)1/211 (q — HT)]exp[iAZBr/2 + i[C — Wt/Z)W/u],

where A is the soliton amplitude, H its velocity, cc 2 BZwO/ak: is the wave
group velocity dispersion. Between the neutral curves, defined by B = 0
(Fig. 1), we observe a wide region of stable waves. In this region, where

0.1 < K < 1 and n > 1 only dark solitons are possible which resemble the
magnetosonic case in the plasma slab (see /B/). Near the neutral curves the
NL term is however small and there a fourth order approximation should be
adopted, i.e. a derivative NLSE should govern the wave evolution in those
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Fig. 2 Normalized wave frequency 0 (= UO/XDVA), wave group Velocity

V = v /vA and its derivative V, as functions of K at n = 6.75
q 9 a

modulation has been assumed. Further studies have to be performed in order

to account for the twee and/or three-dimensional feature of the NL. MHD

surface—wave problem. The latter includes two—dimensional modulation (in

arbitrary form) and a propagation at arbitrary angles to the ambient static

magnetic field. Such an analysis is in progress

Acknowledgements: This work was supported by the Ministry of Education and

Science under grant F-50/91
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GENERATION OF LARGE AMPLITUDE PLASMA WAVES

IN SPACE PHENOMENA

G‘I.Dudnikova. V‘A.Vshivkov

Institute of Computational Technologies. Russia Academy

of Sciences. Novosibirsk 630090. Russia

Nonstationary astrophysical phenomena as Supernova burst

and solar flares are accompanied by generation of waves and

The problems of the generation are connected withshocks.

collisionless interaction of the high- speed plasma flows. In

general form this problem may be expressed as the

collisionless expansion of the plasma cloud in the magnetized

background. As a result of such expansion the energy of the

plasma cloud is transformed into the directed heat energy of

medium fast particles flows that allow the character or the

formed disturbance. The energy change mechanism of the

cloudebackground interaction connected with the action of the

curl electric field EW has been investigated in [1.2]. The

physical model of such interaction Ccalled magnetic lamdnar

mechanism-MLM £113 is based on the displacement of the

magnetic field E; by the cloud. and a moving compressed

magnetic field formed on its boundary. and generating

EPHEEVD]. To supply the effective energy change of cloud

-background system it is necessary to fulfill the requirement
N2 *

for magnitude of MLM—parameter é=R /RHRH2 1. That is the

requirement for the ions magnetization at the scale fi=$fifi7ZEfiz
of the gasdynamic deceleration of the cloud by the background.

There N is number of particles on the cloud n* is the

background density RH.R; —Larmor radius of the cloud and

background respectively (calculated according to the initial

velocity of the cloud expansion 5;),

This paper will discuss the character of background

disturbance generated by the expanding cloud with large MAES.
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there M = M~¢V is Mach—Alfve number ,V,=, R /V1flh¢m i;
A D A A D "-»' 1

Alfven velocity. Let's consider the problem of interaction or

laser-produced plasma cloud with ionized magnetized

background. The condition oi collisionless interaction at

various Alfven-Mach numbers have to take into account a finite

Larmor radius of ions and magnetized electron. Hybrid

fluid—particle model is based on kinetic description of the

ion plasma comp'nent and the hydrodynsmdc approximation to

electrons. The original set of the simulation equations

includes Vlasov's equation for ions. motion equations and

II» :7 m d v change equation for electrons and Maxwell‘s equations

:3]. Let us discuss the following problem. At the initial

moment of time t=0 in the center of the cylindrical chamber

with the uniform magnetic field E=CO.O.BOD filled up the

background plasma with density nQ there is the spherical dense

plasma cloud with the directed movement energy 1E"J and total

particles number N. In the case of axisymmutrical
3 0 3

two—dimensional flow {A— #0. I f “ 5; :0] we studied theLdr a“ "'
cloud expansion in uniform background with density ng and

non-uniform background: n¥=nCzJ. We use the standard PIC~

method for determination coordinates and average velocities of

particles and finite-difference splitting up scheme for

definition of temperature.electric and magnetic fields. On the

scales of gasdynamic radius of deceleration E=(smv4nn*gha

asymmetric interaction of the expanding cloud with background

was observed. The perpendicular to go flow was decelerated by

most intensity.and displacement of the field. and formation of

magnetic cavity took place. The magnetic cavity is

asymmetrical in the case of the plasma expansion in

non-uniform background. The calculations show that formation

of large amplitude waves takes place for the region of Angie;

6 z QOOCFig.lD. The amplitude of the wave at distance R ~ E is

/n* x 4 CMA=lOD. The disturbance of density is propagdted for

various angles with different velocity and within a some time

difference of velocity disappears at distance R > am in the
a.whole region of angles 8:900—260. As it was shown in [o]
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the initial disturbances

of magnetic field

formed at small MA < 3

are decayed into a

wave packet at the

distance R z 2%. In

the calculations the

disturbances structure

is determined by the

positive dispersion

due to which the

short wavelength one

run forward. The

oscillator disturban-

ces on the profile of

magnetic field for

large MA D 5 are not

observed. The vector

of transverse magnetic

field was polarized

linearly. The altera —

tion of circular

polarization of trans—

verse magnetic field

vector to the linear

one with the increase

of MA means a change

possibility of the

wave generation condi-

tions and it is likely

may be connected

with the total decrea-

sing of Hall currents

with the growth of MA.

In Figure 2 we show the distribution of cloud ions and

beckground ions in the phase space at three times for MA>>1.
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PARAMETEIC INSTABILITIES or LANGMUIR WAVES IN DUSTY
’ PLASMAS

P. K. Shulda, and G. Fcix
FakultAt fiir Physik und Astronomie, Ruhr-Universitat Bochum

D4630 Bochum 1, F. R. Germany

N. N. Rao
Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmcdabad 380009, lndia

RcCc'I-ltly‘ there has been a growing interest in dust plasma physics. A dusty plasma
may contain electrons, ions, and a large number of charged dust grains of micrometer or
Subgiiicromcter size. Such a plasma is usually found in many low—temperature laboratory
dCVlCLS‘ as well as in Space and Astrophysical environments.

Collvctive cilects in dusty plasmas are of great importance. The presence of charged
dust grains can affect low—frequency wave motions in an electron~ion plasmas. For exam-
ple, recently it has been shown [1—3] that the presence of stationary charged dust grains

changes the quasieneutrality condition, thereby modifying considerably the existing wave
spectra, On the other hand, a novel dust acoustic wave [4] arises in a uniform plasma
with mobile charged dust fluid and Boltzmann distributed electron and ion fluids.

in the paper, we consider parametric instabilities [3] of a large amplitude Langmuir
wave with new types of low—frequency electrostatic oscillations in an unmagnetized dusty
plasma. The latter consists of singly charged positive ions, electrons, and negatively
charged dust grains. We assume that the dust grains all have uniform size and that they
neither break up nor coalesce. When the grain size is much smaller than the inter—partiCle
distance and the wavelength of any perturbations, then the dust grains can be treated as
negatively charged point masses.

The nonlinear interaction of finite amplitude Langmuir waves with dusty plasmas is
governed by

3m + V ' (71.:l : 0, (1)

(3: + Vj ' Vl"; = —(qJ/mjlv¢> — (Will/"Ljnilvnj, (3)
and

qi = —47r Z qjnj, (3)
J

where n], vj, and Tj are, respectively, the total particle number density, the fluid velocity,
and the constant temperature of the particle specicsj (equals e for electrons, i for ions,
and d {or dust grains). Furthermore, qz.(q;) = —c(e),Qd = —e, e is the magnitude of the
electron charge, 2,; refers to the number of electrons that reside on a dust grain, m,- is
the minus, and Ze.i : 1. The electrostatic potential is denoted by (f). The ratio of specific
heats 7, takes the value 1(3) for isothermal (adiabatic) compression.
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In order to investigate the nonlinear interaction of high-frequency Langmuir WaVes Wit-l]

lowefrequency oscillations in dusty plasmas, we decompose all the physical quantities as:

n] : 713-0 + 211195] + 21-1131,“- : V? + v9, and g6 : gt" + (13‘, where 72i is the unperturbed

particle number density (“‘50 + Zdnd; = mg), and the superscript h (1) denotes the high.
(low-) frequency plasma motion. Thus, the equation for the Langmuir sidebands7 which
is derived from (l) to (3), reads

(LU: — to; 7 likiiibEi m(ri7re2/rnr)n:1Eai , (4)

where E : —Vg5h is the electric field vector, mi : w :‘cwm ki : k .4; kc, and the subscript

i(o;l:) denotes the sidebands (pump). The plasma frequency and the thermal velocity of
the electron fluid are denoted by wpfl : (tlrrnegez/me)1/2 and U16 : (TE/may”, respectively

The plasma frequency of the electron fluid is much larger than those of the ion and dust

fluids, Note that sidebands are created due to the coupling of the pump (tamko) With

lowd‘requenoy (to: k) plasma motions
Assuming that the phase velocity at the dusty plasma slow motion is much smaller

than Ute, we find that the electron number density perturbation n21 is given by

”:11 :(kfl/L1W€)Xc(¢lli ¢pc)/T67 (5)

where Xe : 1/1c2A2De and (tips a c I Vzp'h ‘2 Hymnal; is the low-frequency electron sus-
ceptibility and the ponderomotivo potential, respectively. The electron Debye length is

denoted by ADE : ('I‘e/47rn6082)1/2. The ion number density perturbation is given by

nt sc~ik2/4rc)xafli (@
where x,- : flu; (wife/glaze” is the low-frequency ion susceptibility, mm = Mammy/mi)!”

and v“ : (7}/1n,)1/2 are, respectively the plasma frequency and the thermal velocity of

the warm ion fluid. On the other hand, the number density perturbation of the cold dust

fluid is
”in % (li'2/417ee)xL1g13l , (7)

where M : vwgd/Lu2 is the low-frequency dust susceptibility and mpd : (4%?“t eZ/md)1/2

is the dust plasma frequency The ponderomotive force acting on the dust fluid is negli-

gibly small as dC << 7nd.
Inserting (6) and (7) into (3), we obtain

#=—mfiu+m+mi o
Eliminating (it! from (5) an (8), we have

1
”61 = "7150(1Jr xi ‘+ Xd)e(fipc/TSE y (9)

where E = l + Xe + X! + Xdi

The dispersion relation for parametric. instabilities in dusty plasmas is obtained by

eliminating nél from (4) and (9) The result is

e = _k2Xe(1+ X‘- + alztka - vJUtiwicb (10)
:t:
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here 5' f l 4’ (‘3/(J:)(1Al-3ki/\QDL) and "a : CEO/"newn-w 1 *‘
VVE coxlsld

51?!t so that Xd : 0. For Ina/€35 << 17 (10) takes the form

(w2 s 013,) z the; Zflci - Va)2/kiDi. (11)

J two types of plasma slow response. Firstly7 we assume that the dust

grail'l'5 are

.7 .'fl.?' 22.. . 1.,1._, N
where 213.; : NC: 'N’ei + (”ta/"eolcslvcs * TE/mn Di m flown; 1‘ "5 IF r5),vg N

n vu‘ l \ ~‘ 31W)? /'2w .mug/up” ' .1 v . 1»
For ”1L. {tn-ecu wave resonant interaction, the upper- sldeband is off—resonant (viz.

D~ 1’ O)_ and the maximum growth rate found from (11) is

7 w tum]: | k, -vo |/2(u1p5w55)1/2_ (12)

It follows that the presence of static charged dust grains reduces the growth rate because
the dusi MOI‘stic frequency w“ is larger than Mlle; + 091/2" which is the frequency of the

ion sound wave when the dust grains are absent.
For tln’ vnorlulational instability, the uppeiu and lower— side-bands are resonant. For

quasistatic modulations (w << ugh”); : 1), (it) becomes

(2' — k - v.3) = 52 {1 — with -var/Ma:[ant/nu.) + mm} . <13)
It, emerges that the growth rate. of the modulational instability is also reduced in dusty

plasma. .
Next, we consider the dynamics of the dust grains and concentrate in the frequency

regime u <<: 1m”. Accordingly, we have Xe : UNVDE and x,- : Miami)“ where AD,- :
(Ti/"tmzmglll/Z is the ion Dehye length. Here the dispersion relation for k2/\2Dj << 1 is of

the {Orin

w — wt) : 1W, tun/ital gas . volz/crkifli. (M)
where up : i’cAUwpd E lacuna” = cop/J; E cc”, and a 2 1+ into/Tunic, E 1+ T.

"II-e giowth rate of the three-wave decay interaction for this case is

7 m own/am I 12, mm | /21DE[(1+ T)wpuw,.3a]1/"’. (15)
’l‘hc modulational instabilities invloving extremely low‘frequency dust-acoustic per-

turbations are likewise investigated by analyzing (14). For example, for Lt) << mp, we
have

(w — k - vgy 2 63h -— (12,. . voi’l/i2 M56]. (16)
Equation (16) admits an oscillatory instability.

We now present the relevant equations governing the dynamics of the modulated
Langmuir wave packets. For the Langmuir wave envelope, we have

21(0, + vg - VJE + (Safe/2w”)s — wpc(IL;l/2nCD)E = 0. (in

On the other hand7 low-frequency density responses are given by

(d? - CZBVZMLI : (1/2)(nmeZ/772un1.,w:ju)v2 I E I2, (18)
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for the case in whiCh the dust grains are static, and

(83 — civzinex : 7(1/4rTeail03 ~ 62w?) IE ['3‘ (19)

for the case in which the dust grains are mobile and the electron and ion fluids haw: the
Boltzmann distribution. Equations (17) to (15)) can he used for the study of envelope
soliton formation, wave collapse, etc.

To summarize, we have investigated parametric instnblities of a. finite amplitude Lang.

rnuir wave in a uniform unmagnctized dusty plasma... It is found that the growth 1'21t of

the three-wave decay as well as the modulational instabilities arc. reduced as compared

with those cases without the dust grains. Also presumed are the dynamical equations

that govern the spatio—temporal evolution of the modulated Langmuir wave packets in

dusty plasma. Our results should be useful for the understanding of the nonlinear wax/e
pliPDDHISIl‘d. in dusty plasmas, such as those in cometary Connie Ltlld tails7 in interstullar

Clouds. as well as in noctilucont ClOlldS on the night sky of the Earth’s north pole during
the summer season.
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\I AGNE'IIC RECONNECTION IN THE PLASMA WITHIN CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES*

Luiz C. Jafclice'
Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge,
hiladingley Road, Cambridge CB3 OHA, England

Ainéncio C. S. Friaga.
Institute Astronénlico e Geoffsico (la Universidadc do 5510 Paulo;

C.P. 9638, CEP 01065 - Séo Paulo, Brazil

Abstract: The pros-:35 of magnetic reconnection (MR) can be responsible for the liberation of magnetic

“wrat- in th closure of the medium within clusters of galaxies in 1; ml: N 10” erg s“1 in tile more central5. .
reglflll‘ (LB, < 10:3 cm) of clusters. Such u proca: can work as a Innchnninm of ionization and heating of th:

gas in
if MR i~ cousidr rvd as an exciting source, :5 suggested by some “Cent olisrrvttionnl studio. In thi: work

”dd-“nut, and certain observations of filaments with optical unnnion lineS can purh" % bu explain-d

we use hydrodynmniCul time-dependent calculations: 1) To follow the evolution of cooling condensutions
until th- plume of opticnl line emission; and 2) To study the mild: of MR as a muchenism of LXCll-lktlull of

filaments in cooling flows in clusters of galaxies, We treat the cast: in which Lllc magnetic field is: a) Null,;

b) Pr-‘(nt and pa},
lh;uugh [hf MR procccs Our results clearly indicate that the agreernruit betWren thAorcticr—l and observational

Vr: lie, acting just :5 magnetic prissnre); and c) Present nnd contributing energetically

usults (omz'rr‘ins; emission line intensities and line ratios is much better when the vffrct of MR is includzd.

The ripproech propoecd here ha sever-fl implications related to important plasma physics proce « s of wide

inter ,t and which deserve further studies in those plasmas as, for example, provost: of particle acetitution,

generation of plasma wax/c modes, and transport.

1 Optical Filaments and Magnetic Reconnection (MR)

eay observations (in the range 1 — 10 kev) of clusters of galaxies Show that in many cases
the. gas in the centre of the Cluster presents n cooling timeless than the age of the system.
This leads to the formation of a pressure—driven mass flow (called “cooling flow“) towards
the centre of the cluster (e.g., /1/). Moreover, in some cooling flows optical filaments are
observed around the central dominant galaxy associated with these flows. Such filaments
are expected to he a phase of the evolution of thermal instabilities taking place within the
cooling flow. The flux ratio of the emission lines allows us to divide the filaments into two
classes, namely: Class I, when <{NII]/Ho>=2.0, and Class II when <[NH]/Ho>=0.9 /2/.

What are the mechanisms which ionize and heat the gas of the filament? Several models
considrr different kind of such mechanisms; it is beyond the scope of this work to discuss
them: mechanisms here. The present work belongs to a series where time dependent models
are developed for these optical filaments. In previous works of the series the effects of shock

'To be preaentcd in the 1992 International Conference on Plasma Physics, Innsbruck, Auztrin7 29 Junc~3
July.

ISupported by a grant from the Brazilian agency CNPq. Work partially done while on leave from the
Faculdude de Ciéncins Matcméticns e Fi’sicas da PUG-SP, 55.0 Paulo, Brazilv Presently at the Departamento
d6 Ffsicu, Universidade Federal do Rio Grandc do Nor-to: (UFRN), 59072 Natal, RN, Brazil.
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as well as those of photoionization (by soft X—rays produced within the cooling flow or by an
OD stellar population formed within the filaments) have been included /3/. In the present
work we consider the process of magnetic reconnection as a source of ionization and excitation
of the gas of the filament.

The magnetic reconnection (MR) is a well known process of conversion of magnetic energy
into other forms of energy (e.g., /4/) What characterizes the process of MR is the topological
change it causes in the magnetic field. This aspect is very important in the treatment of
transport processes in magnetized plasmas, particularly for collisionless plasmas as those
observed in the intracluster medium of galaxies.

The possibility of MR as source of excitation for such filaments was generically suggested
by Soker and Sarazin 1990 /5/. There have been some observations /6, 2/ which seem to
support that suggestion. Here we treat the process of MR in those filaments in greater detail
through a quantitative approach and the results are compared with observational ones.

2 Evolutive Models for the Optical Filaments

The evolution of the density perturbations which will give rise to the optical filaments is
obtained by the resolution of the hydrodynamic equations of mass, momentum and energy
conservation.

We assume here that: a) The perturbations are self-gravitating; b) The thermal con-
ductivity is reduced by a factor of 10“ in comparison with the classical (Spitzer) value, in
order not to inhibit the growth of the thermal instabilities; c) The cooling function used is a
non-equilibrium isochoric one, in order to take into account the fact that the recombination
time of important ions is longer than the cooling time for temperatures below 10‘5 K; d) The
initial density (p) perturbations are of the form 6p/p : A sinx/x, where :r = e T/L, with
A standing for a characteristic amplitude and L a typical dimension (see below); e) The

. geometry is plane-parallel; and f) The perturbations are isobaric and non-linear (.4 = l).
\Ve analyse two regimes for the cooling flow, namely: 1. For the outer regions: r 2 ‘20 kpc;

p0 : 5 X 10‘26 g cm’c‘; and To = 2.5 X 107 K; and 2. For the inner regions: 7 z 3 kpc;
p0 : 5 x 10‘25 g cm‘a; and To : 10T K. These values were obtained from a time dependent
modeling applied to the cooling flows of the clusters A496 and A1795 /T/.

We study six models, namely: A. For extended filaments far from the centre of the cooling
flow: L : 10 kpc and regime l; B. For inner filaments: L = 1.5 ltpc and regime 2; C. Model
B including magnetic pressure (i.e., including a passive participation of the magnetic field),
where the initial value adopted for the plasma beta, fipl. is 100, as suggested by radio and
X—Iay observations of the central regions in cooling flows (cg, references in /5/); D. Model C
with the parameter A E (MR/lg = 1. The parameters [MR and 13 stand, respectively, for the
length scale of the region where the MR takes place (i.e., the scale over which the magnetic
field changes its direction) and the width of the region where the magnetic pressure becomes
important (i.e., ,6»; S 1); both length scales are usually << L; E. Model D with A = 0.5; F.
Model D with A = 0.2. ‘

3 ADiscussion and Results

The properties of our models are presented in Table 1: tm; is the time {or the collapse,
i.e., the time interval between the beginning of the collapse until the moment in which the
temperature reaches 105 K; top is the duration of the phase of emission of optical lines; and
LHa,ma: is the maximum luminosity in Ho. We consider top as the time interval between the
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instant in Which T is less than-105 K and that in which LHa is reduced to LHaMDI/B. The

luminosities have been normalized to M = 109 MG yr", where the rate of mass deposition

through cooling, M, is estimated from the ratio between the filament mass and its time of
collapse (where one solar mass A10 '1 ‘2 x 1033 g).

For model A, as soon as the. temperature decreases below 3 x 10‘ K a shock is created.
For t 5 104 years the shock velocity is 122 km s“, and it is dissipated in t : 9 x 10“I years. A

similar scenario takes place with model B, with the only difference that in this case the time

scales involved are about 2.5 times longer than those in model A. This fact added to that

the time for Collapse in model B is much shorter than that of model A implies that model B

spends a much greater fraction of its life in the phase of optical emission than model A.
As there is no ionization equilibrium for T < 106 K, the state of ionization of the gas is

obtained by solving the ionization equations during each temporal step by using the program
311n (see /8/). ln model A the line of [01], and possibly of [SH] are more intense than those

observed, and Lyn is too faint [Table 2). On the other hand, model B presents values of LHu
which are adequate for Class I filaments. The line ratios, however, are still in disagreement
with observations (Figure 1). Therefore, aparently the models including only shock are not

consistent with observations.

It remains to be investigated ifrnagnetic fields can offer a solution for such difficulties. We

will restrict this investigation only to models from regime 2, because they are those presenting
a higher optical luminosity. We consider then model C. As one can see from Table 1 and from
Figure 1 the effect of the magnetic pressure is nearly negligible. The term including such an
additional pressure just contributes to slow down the collapse and to reduce the intensity of

the emission, although always by very small amounts. The line ratios also remain practically
unchanged.

On the other hand, While the kinetic energy of the gas is lost through radiative cooling,
which occurs almost completely out of the optical range, the magnetic field represents an
energy reservoir which remains available for processing the optical emission. This can occur
thanks to the MR.

A In fact, as the gas compression evolves the magnetic energy density increases proportion-
ally to p2, While the gas is cooling radiatively. As a consequence, soon lip; will become << 1.
In this regime there are a series of mechanisms of fast reconnection which proceed at a rate
2 0.1 UA/IMR (/5/; where vA is the Alfve’n velocity in the considered region). As previously
mentioned, here we consider that the MR takes place only in the region where [3P1 S 1; such
a region has its half-width given by 13 (~ (MR << L).

From models D to P we have an increasingly greater efliciency of the process of MR.
Although these models are not much different from model B in what concerns the Ho lu-
minosity and the time for collapse, the line ratios in these models become much nearer to
observed ones. What happens is that in the case of models D, E and F the ratios [OH/Ho: and
[NIH/Ho increase, in comparison with the model including only shock. This occurs because
the Ho line is produced by recombination but the forbidden lines are produced by collisional
excitation. When one has a heating source, it contributes more effectively to the rate of
collisional excitation rather than to the ionization rate.

One of the main conclusions from this work, therefore, is that the MR can be an important
mechanism of heating and ionization of optical filaments in cooling flows (see Figure 1).

The future development of this work involves to extend the parameter space studied, i.e.,
the regime of the cooling flow, the thickness of the perturbation, the value of fipl, and the
efficiency of the MR. Besides that, a further improvement of this work is concerned with
the inclusion of other processes associated with the MR, as the production of suprathermal
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particles and the interference in the transpon processes in the plasma.
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF COSMIC NOISE
COMMING FROM PLASMA JETS OF QUASAR

N Tanizuka. N.Kawaguchi*. H.Mikoshiba*. M.lnoue*
Integrated Arts & Sciences, University of Osaka Prefecture

Gakuen—cho 1—1, Sakai, 595 Japan

*Nobeyama Radio Observatory. Nobeyama. Minamisaku,

Nagano, 384-13 Japan

1, INTRODUCTION
This is an article of taking cosmic plasmas of quasar by

means of cosmic noise and a measure of information entropy. We

take microwave noise from quasars of the band width:®.@1gfgl@@

GHz (wave lengthzfimmEZESGm). A quasar emits strong microwave
from its plasma jets by an interaction with magnetic flux. The

microwave noise is a superposition of noise from multiple jets
(microwave sources). Since a quasar is distributed at the edge
of the universe and the farthest galaxy (and very active). we

observe microwave noise from it by a parabolic antenna as if it

is from a point source. Observations of microwave from a quasar
by VLBI show complexity in structure of its microwave sources.

Let X(t) be the intensity of microwave with L the time and
P(f) the power spectral density with f the frequency of
microwave. respectively. In x(t), information on the energy or

something of the quasar's gravity or the jets, relating tc
physical events is contained. The frequency f in the spectral
density are very probable to have a concern with the energy,
reflecting a structure of from where (or which level of the
gravity) in the quasar the plasma jets spout out.

2. MEASURE OF STRUCTURE
An information entropy is defined as a measure of structure

of plasma jets. It needs an object of event. Let p(s) being the
joint probability distribution of a time series x(t):t=@,1,--.m
of an event, then the entropy for the time series is

H=—[p(s)logp(s)dv.

If p(s) follows Gaussian distribution, the entropy rate
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h=firm mEf is defined. Let fk being Nyquist frequency, h is/l/
m>00

+f1 l 1h:3figfif;lcgp(f)df+§log2fk. (1)

Eq.(l) is a transformation of the spectral density P(f) into

the entropy rate h. The author obtained h for a continuous

spectral density function the n-th domain of which is af'fln

with an being the spectral index (fn_1<f§fn)/2/. We take im—

portant terms in h for our problem and call them as Ah. It is

Ah=%(un+l'”n)logfn- (2)

Eq.(2) is the entropy rate of noise event in a needed frequency

band. The measure Ah is a summation of the product of the dif~

ference between adjacent indices and the logarithm of the fre—

quency the index changes. If “n+1>fln- then the measure is posi—

tive and if an>an+1, the measure is negative (provided that log

fn>®). Usually an event is considered to create a structure for

the negative entropy (Ah<@). Higher the frequency fn and

sharper an angle the adjacent lines make, the absolute value of

Ah is larger. A radiospectral index reflects a physical

process of event; a different index means a different physical

or locational (because of gravitation energy) process. The

frequency fn corresponds to the energy of quasar (velocity and

density of plasma jets, magnetic flux density). As a whole, the

measure Ah intuitively fits a measure of complexity in

structure of the microwave sources.

The microwave frequency fn at a quasar is different from

the observation frequency fn' at an antenna by the red shift a

of the quasar. By substituting fn=(l+z)fn' into eq.(2), we have

Ah:1.66§Aa{1og,orn‘+1og,o(1+z)) bit. (3)

Aa=an+1-an

We use the unit ’bit‘ (amount of information) for Ah the

measure of structure.
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3 MEASURE OF QUASAR PLASMA JETS
. In many radio—observatories on the earth. they have

obseFVed microwave flux densities of quasars at their

respective band widths according to the ability of antennas.
observatiOH data were collected and dotted for the flux density
and frequency. for example, shown in Fig.1. The lines in the

figure were drawn by the author so as to fit on the dots. with
slope index a. The dimensions of the flux density and the power

Spectral density are em'gHz‘1 and WHZ‘I. respectively; however.
it does not prevent for our discussion to apply eq.(3) to each

diagram of Fig.1. We obtained the measure Ah for each plasma
jets of eight quasars and two radio garaxies in the frquency
band @.@1§f§1@@Gs for quasars, 3C273(z=@.16,a=®.59.0,f‘=@.6

GHZ;Ah=—8.7bit).3C48(z=0.37,u:0,0.78.f'=@.2GHz;Ah=11bit). 3C279
(z:@.54,a=0.57,*0.16,0.41,f‘=@.6,IQGHZ;Ah=-1.Zbit), 5C545
(z:@.595,a=@.4@,-@.1@,f'=1.5GHZ;Ah=-7.7bit),3C216(Z:@.57,a=@.79
,0.33.f'=3.5GHZ;Ah=-7.4bit),3C380(Z=0.592,a=0.67;Ah=@), 3C454.3
(z=0.88,a=0.77,—@.64,0.27.f'=@.2,@.SGHz;Ah=—B.5bit) and 3C448
(z=1.40,a=0.63,—@.15,f’=2.5GHz;Ah=—12.7bit):for radio garaxies,

3C274:M87(z=@.@045,a=@.82;Ah:0) and 3C84:Seyfert(z=@.@17,a=l.4,
-0.37,@,f'=@.5.1&GHZ;Ah=719.5bit). In Fig.2 we show the measure
AhV of the quasars and radio garaxies, with the abscissa being

the red shift 2 in logarithmic scale. Their optical magnitudes
are shown as well/5/. The Ah is a meaningful measure in a sense

3C448(—12.7bit) is a very active body; 3C454.3(—8.5bit) is an
active body; 3C380(0bit) is a little active body; a structure
of 3C279(—1.2bit) has not yet been found; a pair of jets of
3C273(~8.7bit) have not been yet found but one jet/4/. Now we
can not give Ah a systematic meaning as the measure of
structure by only such few examples. It depends on our future
research. The red shift 2 reflects each age of the galaxy and
if we find a systematic distribution in the red shift 2 and the
measure Ah. we will discover an observational cosgomony.

We are thankfull to Professor M. Morimoto for his comments
and encouragement, to S.Kameno(under doctorate) and Dr.R. Kato
for their advices, and to Professor H. Tabara for the data
edited by him.
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A Theory on the Evolution Process of
the Fine Structure in Space

Yasunori Nejoh

Department of Physics, Hhcbinohe Institute of Technologyn
88—1, Obiraki, lye, Hhcbiuobe, 031, Japan

I, Introduction
High speed and energetic streaming ions with the energies from

0.1MeV to 100MeV are frequently observed in solar atmosphere and inter-
planetary space. Hhen we assume that the ion energy depends only on the
kinetic energy, such plasma ions have to attain relativistic speeds. By
considering relativistic effects where the ion velocity is about 0.1a
we can describe the relativistic motion of such ions in the study of
nonlinear interaction. In this situation, ion temperature and relativ—
istic effects are important for energetic ion acoustic waves propagating
in space. It has been suggested that relativistic double layers occur
in space plasmas. However, little attention has been given to relatiVA
istic ion acoustic double layers. Interesting features such as the form-
ation of the precursor of the ion acoustic waves and the long wavelength
ion wave modes‘ are discussed as astrophysical phenomena. Although the
relativistic ion acoustic solitary waves in space are described by the
nonlinear evolution equationz, the effect of the ion temperature is an
indispensable factor”. It is recognized that,in the recent astrophysical
observations, the fine structure is important‘ to understand the proper—
ties of spaceplasmas. Double layers and spiky solitary waves form the
fine structure. We show a new point of view with respect to both waves.
The object ofthis paper is to show the formation of relativistic double
layers, spiky solitary waves and explosive modes in a plasma.

H. A mixed MKdV equation
We consider small but finite amplitude ion acoustic waves propagating

in a relativistic plasma. The plasma is quasineutral. It is assumed
that the velocity distribution of each species is Maxwellian everywhere
and the relativistic plasma is composed of a mixed fluid with hot and
isothermal electrons and hot ion species. We assume that the ion flow
velocity is relativistic. The basic equations are described by the fully
relativistic ion fluid equations;

a a
—at (7") +75: (7" U) = 0 . (La)

_6 _6 L2 6_¢_
[ at 4— 0 8x ] 7 v 4— n ax 4- ax _- 0 ’ (l‘b)
i .1 2 i A _3 _

i at i— u ax ] p 4- 37 p or i_ c2 u at v _— 0 ' (1'0)
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where the Lorentz factor is 7 = [1—(0/c)2] "/2 . The system of equa-
tions is closed with the help of the Poisson's equation

62

M? —ne+n=0 , (1.d)

with "B = exp(¢) . (Le)
We assume 1>v/c . The densities, the velocities, the pressure, the po-
tential, the time and the distance are normalized. The parameter 0 is
the ratio of the positive ion temperature to the electron temperature.
In order to solve eqs.(l.a)—(1.e), we expand the quantities n, v, p,
<13 and flu as power series in terms of the small parameter 5:

00 m 00 00

n=l'il-8 ”1/, ”=Uo‘i’155 19/; P=1+155 [P1, ¢=0+155 1‘1) l1 (2)

We introduce the stretching coordinates : s l/2(:IC~.'5't ), 1: = e 3”t,
where 5 refers to the phase velocity. We substitute (2), E and 7: into
(1.a)—(l.e). To the lowest order of e, we represent in, v), p, by
¢1 and obtain the phase velocity. To the second order of e , we have
the K-dV equation. In order to take into account the higher-order non—
linearity, we use the modified coordinates E: e (ac—st), r 2 e “t. (3)
Substitution (2) and (3) into (1.a)—(1.e) yields a mixed MK—dV equation

64b 29¢ 1 1 63¢ _ .
r+a¢a—§-+ 23 2 age *0. {4)

wherer05 is positive and fl is negative. Here Q5 = 11> ..

llI. Stationary solutions of eq. (17)
We introduce a variable 77 = E —m: in a stationary frame, where u

is a constant velocity. Inserting 1] into (4). we obtain
(d95/d71)2 + 11? =0 and WE(B/6)¢‘+(2a/3)¢“FZU¢2, (5)

under the boundary conditions Q5, 6“¢/617“—’0 at in |-+00, when n=l,2.
M—A. We consider that W has two double roots. In order to obtain so—
lutions, we transform eq. (5) to W =(fl/6)¢2(¢ i¢m)2 , (6)
where ¢m=—2a/(3, U="‘0’.2/3B. Here. ¢.., denotes the maximum po—
tential. Integrating eq. (5) with eq. (6), we have a solution

¢=%¢m{1—tanh[%l[—§]W Dry—720]}, (7)

m

[0/
___.___._i_._i

O‘L—' U (10' an 0.03 (X314 005 (106
G 001 0020 003 006 005

he 1potential Fig. 2 The double tlllflrayer thickness
e layer on as /a :fgngtion o e ratio a, or
C=0. 2. ”0/C:

Fi 1 D endenc
drgpA fpof heydoub
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for o<¢<¢w We regard eq. (7) as a relativistic compressive double
layer- The dependency of the potential drop 41¢ on the ion temperature
ratio a is shown in Fig. 1 and the double layer thickness L is shown in
Fig. 2 For the condition ¢>¢m or ¢<0, we obtain an explosive mode.
m——.B We consider the case where ‘1’ has one double root. Then W of eq.
(5) requires I1’"=(l9/6)¢ (¢— 91’. )(¢— ¢b ), (8)
with ¢nb -—(Z/B) (—0; i(o:2 +3flu)‘/"]. Here when we put u=
:a2/4B>0 ¢a and $15» take a form of ¢ =—a/fl>0, ¢b=—3a/6>
0, provided that ¢ <¢b. Equation (5) with eq. (8) has a solution

¢(a,B.'v;¢m) W
3a sech2[.M(a,B:¢m)—‘O€[2:g] -i(’7—’70)]

T1+3V2 tanh[w(a,5;¢m)—la [2:31] V7 —77..)

for W. E¢2+(4a/B)¢+(12a2/132)] 1”I § —2-3'”0A/B. and

. (9)l
¢(a,fl,77;¢m) 1/2

cosech2[%(a.fl;¢m)+ia[zl 2(77“770)]
:34! 2’3 (10)

B 1+3‘”coth[%‘(a,3;¢m)+‘a [1;]W (117711)]

for q—[¢"+(4a/B)¢+(12a2/B“)] ”I >—23"2a/fi,
where

afi(a'fl;¢M)=arCtanhl2-_3£—ZE [¢m_[¢m“Li-T45““+1—213a' 1/2] }.

12012@(a,fi;¢m)=arccoth{—2'—3—lfl7—z—a [¢m_ [¢Iazi‘%q¢m+ 32 ]1/2] },

respectively. Here «75.. denotes the peak amplitude of the potential. Equa
tions (9) and (10) are a spiky solitary wave solution and an explosive
solution, respectively. When ¢m=0.75, we illustrate the spiky solitary
wave in Fig.3. We show the dependency of the amplitude of the solitary
wave on the ion temperature effect in Fig. 4. '—

2D—

O0 00‘ 002 003 004 005

3 Th profile of the relativ- gig. 4 Dependency of the amplitude
is ic 1ysvo}it_a6y wav , in 8118 m of the spilfgyrsolitarjow ve on
case 11 ere c= 2 an 0= 3. the ratio a
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The dispersion relation in this system is obtained as

Li): k {00+ [(71+307n)/7o7i] 1/2

1[1+”o[ 707i ]l/fl]307u7a+(2/3)72 _0 72
2 71+307o 7u7| 71

_L [7071(S—Uo)+(1/3)72+ 07072 [1+(“o/C)2] ]71k2}
2 71_(2/3)72S

V. D i s c u s s i o n
The author has derived the mixed HK-dv equation and has shown the new

nonlinear wave modes. that is, the relativistic double layer, the spiky
solitary wave and the explosive solutions. We have shown the peculiar
feature that the amplitude of the double layer grows as the relativistic
and the ion temperature effects increase, and its thickness narrows with
both effects increasing. The potential drop of the double layer grows
as the ion temperature increases. These are shown for the first time
for the relativistic double layers. It is clarified that the amplitude
of the spiky solitary wave grow as the ion temperature increases. Both
the modes also exist complimentarily; if spiky solitary waves exist
explosive modes disappear and vice versa. This is proved by the bound-
ary condition. As is seen in space and computer simulations, the soli—
tary waves are not bell-shaped but spikyishaped. The author think that
the formation of the double layer is essentially associated with strong
nonlinearity, Hence, the solitary waves which contribute to the gener—
ation and the disappearance between solitary waves and double layers
need to be spikyeshaped and need to possess the same order of nonlin-
earity as the order of nonlinearity of the double layer. Recently, the
existence of the streaming ion flux is worthy of notice as the condition
of the formation of spiky solitary waves and double layers‘. This is an
idea associated with the thought that high speed streaming ions form
solitary waves and double layers. The present investigation presents a
point of View that not only spiky solitary waves and double layers but
also explosive events are generated by the high speed streaming ions“.
This investigation finds the peculiar feature concerning the evolution
process of the nonlinear wave structure in which the relativistic double
layer, the spiky solitary wave and the explosive modes form the fine
structure in space.
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THE EFFECTS OF SLIGHTLY OBLIQUE PROPAGATION

0N NONLINEAR ALFVEN WAVES

SR. Spangler and BB. Plapp
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa 52242 USA

The region of space adjacent to the Earth‘s bow shock, as well as other shock waves in

the solar wind, is filled with largeeamplitude magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves, here gener-

ically referred to as Alfvén waves. The theory presented in this paper is addressed toward an

understanding of these waves. These waves show a number of properties which are generally

supposed to be the result of nonlinear wave evolutions. These properties become more pro-

nounced as one goes deeper into the “foreshock” (the term for the region upstream of the bow

shock), corresponding to more advanced nonlinear development. The characteristics of inter-

est are as follows, First, the initially sinusoidal waveforms become steepened. Second, there

appears a shorter wavelength wavepacket near the front of the initial wavepacket. These short

wavelength wavepackets are referred to as “shockiets,” and presumably are generated from the

initial wavepacket by nonlinear processes. Third, there is an evolution in the polarization of

the Alfvén waves, from circular at shallow depths in the foreshock to elliptical/linear at greater

depths, where nonlinear effects have become pronounced.

For some time we have been interested in interpreting these waves in terms of the Deriva»

tive Nonlinear Schro'dinger Equation (DNLS), a nonlinear wave equation for Alfvén and Fast

Magnetosonic waves /1/, /2/. For the simplest case of wave propagation parallel to the large

scale magnetic field (the case considered in the aforementioned papers), the equation may be
written as follows,

a 1 1 a .V2 02
FiWiSwovAu—mia—zi‘lal'z‘l’glll’fiaz (1)

Equation (1) describes one—dimensional waves propagating in the a: direction. The wave field is

D

¢ E by+ib:, where by and b2 are the components of the wave field in directions perpendicular to
the mean field. The plasma through which the wave propagates is characterized by the plasma
density p0, Alfvén speed VA, ion-cyclotron frequency 9;, and plasma [3. In equation (2) the
second term describes wave nonlinearity, and the third term describes dispersion due to right-
or left-hand polarized waves.

As discussed in /1/ and /2/, equation (1) yields solutions which reproduce some of the
properties of the observed upstream waves. For the case ofleft-hand polarized waves and ,6 < 1,
or right-hand polarized waves with fl > 1, an amplitude—modulated wavepacket will steepen
and produce an associated wavepacket with a much smaller Wavelength. These requirements
regarding [3 and the sense of polarization are the same as for the occurrence of a modulational
instability of a plane MHD wave.
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The aforementioned conditions for the occurrence of wavepacket steepening, as well 3.5

equation (1) from which they are derived, are based on fluid theory which will be 2. p001.

description of the plasma when fl 2 1. A treatment based on kinetic theory /3/ has shown

that substantial changes will occur in the structure of (l) in that the coefficient in the nonlinEar

term is not Such a strong function of fl, and that an additional term is introduced in the

equation. It has been pointed out /4/ that. this has serious ramifications for interpreting the

nonlinear evolution of foreshock waves in terms of (1), since right-hand polarized waves Will

not readily undergo steepening. The observed waves are predominantly right-hand polarized,

We are presently considering the possibility that other physical processes, not included in

(l) for the simple case of parallel propagation, actually cause the observed properties summa.

rized at the beginning of the paper. I

This paper is concerned with the effect of slightly oblique wave propagation. The waves

are observed to be propagating at slight angles with respect to the large-scale magnetic field.

Propagation angles of 5°—15° are typical. A nonlinear wave equation can be simply derived

in the case IbW| ': Bo sin 0 E Bro << Bo, where 130 is the large-scale field and O is the angle

of propagation with respect to the field /5/. A rigorous but more complex derivation is 3150

available in. the literature /6/.

The novel features introduced by oblique propagation may be illustrated by the equation

for the y component of the magnetic field /5/.

0by+1[ 1 ]3{by(b:+b§)}, Boy 6 6b,,
a? 5 ammo—n) 01: T4Trp0VA(l—fl) ”a?

Boy 6b., at: Bay aby___. b _ ,_ .” =+ smut/Au —,o) l 1’ (9x + ‘ 6:1: ammo—n) 0:1: 0 (2)

In equation (2) we have not written terms describing the effect of dispersion on the equation

of motion for by. The convention employed in equation (2) is that by is the component of

the wave field which lies in the plane determined by the largewscale magnetic field B} and the

direction of wave propagation (i).
There are two important features about equation (2). First, the underlined terms represent

Kortewcg—del’ries like nonlinearities which vanish in the limit of parallel propagation (Bye -v

0). In view of the welleknown proclivity of the Korteweg»deVries equation for wave steepenlng,

this result immediately suggests that a slight degree of oblique propagation might be important

for the steepening of nonlinear MHD waves. The second important fact is that the equation

for b1 (the component of the wave field perpendicular to the plane containing 1?.) and 5:) differs

from (2) in that it does not contain Korteweg~deVries like nonlinearities. Since the diflerential

equations for by and b, rlifi'er in the case of oblique propagation, polarization evolution is an

inevitable consequence of nonlinear evolution.
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While equation (2) appears to be much more complicated than the DNLS, it has been

shown in /3/. /6/ that obliquely propagating nonlinear waves also obey the DNLS, provided

that the field is redefined as

¢>= by+ibz+Byo (3)

in other words, the real part of the field now has a constant part. The results presented in this

paper concern analytic and numerical solutions to (1), given (3) as a field variable.
We have explored stationary solutions to (1), i.e., solutions of the form ¢(z,t) = (M: —

V52) Sucll solutions were considered at length in /7/; but our Work has consisted mainly of a
detailed inspection of the solutions. We solve the equation using the pseudopotential method

/5/.

possible- An example of our results is shown in Fig. 1. The left panel represents by as a

function of the comoving coordinate E = z — VEt, and the right panel bz. The dashed line
shoWS a circularly polarized wave (a stationary solution in the case of parallel propagation)
but with a constant term added to 3/ component. Such a wave train might be considered a

zerothvorder model for an obliquely propagating Alfvén wave. The solid line displays a true
stationary solution for the case of very small obliquity. A comparison of the two waveforms

yields two conclusions of immediate interest. First, the noncircular polarization is obvious. The
stationary waveforms in by and b: differ. It will be noticed that the stationary solution for by is
more rounded near maximum than the circularly polarized wave. The solution for (72 shows a
continual decrease at the position Where the circularly polarized wave is at maximum. Second,
the waveform in b, shows a more rapid increase to maximum than the circularly polarized
wave, a tendency which may be considered incipient steepening of the wavepacket.

In the case of more pronounced oblique propagation, analytic solutions for the stationary
waves exist, but they are not of such simple functional form as those shown in Fig. 1. However,
the properties noted in Fig. 1 persist and become more pronounced /5/.

We do not expect waves in real space plasmas to be formed as stationary wave trains, so
the question arises as to the relation between these stationary solutions and more arbitrary,
obliquely propagating wavepackets. To explore this, we have carried out numerical solutions
to the DNLS, using circularly polarized, oblique wavepackets of the sort shown in Fig. 1 as
initial conditions. We expect that if the initial wave train does not differ significantly from a
stationary solution wave, subsequent evolution will be relatively minor, whereas if the initial
wave train differs markedly from any stationary solution, substantial evolution will occur.
Criteria for assessing similarity of an initial condition to a stationary wave train are presented
in /5/.

An example of a case in which substantial evolution occurred is shown in Fig. 2. The four
rows show the wave intensity, components of the wave field, and spatial power spectrum at
t = 0 (initial condition, top row) and three subsequent times. The calculation shows strong
evolution of the initial wave train, as expected from the remarks above. The evolved wave train
Show some of the properties of the stationary solutions, as may be seen by comparing the by

For extremely small angles of obliquity, simple analytic expressions for the wave field are
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and 1)., waveforms at t = 40 and 80 in Fig. 2 with those in Fig. 1. This may be interpreted 35

a tendency of the initial wave train to evolve towards a stationary solution wave train.
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Fig. 1: Comparison of waveforms for circu- Fig. 2: Example of strong evolution of an ini-

larly polarized wave and stationary, oblique tial wave train. Shown are the wave intensity,

solution to DNLS both field components, and the spatial power
spectrum at dimensionless times of 0, 40, 80,

and 100

The most striking feature of the calculation in Fig. 2 is the development of short wavelength

wavepackets late in the evolution. This development is most clearly illustrated in the plots

of b: + b: at t : 80 and 100. These wavepackets closely resemble the Shocklets observed in

spacecraft data.
We conclude that oblique propagation of nonlinear Alfvén and Fast Magnetosonic waves

is an important effect which can account for several observed characteristics of MIID waves in

space plasmas.
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MATHEMATICAL THEORIES 0F RESONANT ABSORPTION OF ALFVéN WAVES IN

SPACE PLASMAS: TIHE DEPENDENT SOLUTION

C. Uberoi
Department of Mathematics, Indian Institute of Science

7 Bangalore - 560 012, INDIA

The Alfvén wave equation governing the dynamics of an ideal

MHD system in the presence of inhomogeneous magnetic fields has

been extensively studied both by normal mode analysis and as an

initial value problem. The time-dependent solutions, however, have

been either found asymptotically or for very specific initial condi

tions. Recently, Uberoi and SedlaEek /l/ have given an integro-

differential formulation for this equation and constructed a time—

dependent solution for very general smooth initial conditions.

The aim of this note is to discuss this solution, firstly, to

understand the phase mixing as current sheets crossover phenomena

and secondly, with relevance to earlier studies especially those

which were made to understand some of the magnetospheric phenomena.

Considering an incompressible medium with density p and the

magnetic field Bo(x) : [0,B (x),B02(x)] the linearized ideal MHD
ol

equations give the Alfvén wave equation:

32 (Bo.k)2
V- {QD[ 2 - #——————-— ] V U } : 0 (1)

3t 4npo Xk

where k(x,k,t) is the Fourier transform in y and z of the pertur—

bed velocity component vx(x,y,z,t). The wave number k=(o,ky,kz).

The integro—differential formulation of eqn.(l) as given in /l/ is:

32 32 3m2(x) x
( ‘ k2) ( + w2(x)) e (x t) = A f e (s t) ds (2)

2 A k ' k ’
3x at 3x ‘m

/l/ C. Uberoi, Z. Sedlacek, Phys. Fluids B. Feb., (1992).
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Eqn.(2) is to be solved with boundary conditions and initial

conditions: ek(x,t) + o as ‘xl+m and ek(x,o) = ¢(x,k) and ek(x,o)

= ¢(x,k) where |¢(x,k)| and ‘w(x,k) + o as |x‘+a:. Here ek(x,t) 1
e _ 2.i .2agxk/ox where vx a (agx/Bt) and mA(x) — (B0(x).k) /47IQO.

The left side of eqn.(2) shows the coupling of surface waves

to the local Alfvén oscillations arising due to the inhomogeneouS

Alfvén frequency mA(x) as seen on the right hand side of the eqn.

The solution of (2) is

BEX sin t [UA(X)
ek(x,t) : = $(x,k) cos tuh(x) + fl)(x,k) ——————-——~———

ax Lu (x)
A

t sin(t—T)
+ f “K(X,T,k) dr, (3)

b mA(X)

h , k w 7 1 _17*T_l”T_lz+ ) e (x ) ( t) ‘ thw ere K(x,1, ) e a( +T a. a -.. k0 ,T . eko x, is e

first two terms of the solution in (3). Z is an integral operator

with kernel Q(s,t) /l/.T is the operator [32/8t2+m:(x)].

. . —kx V —kx .ConSidering $(x,k) = Ae and w(x,k) : Be we get dominant

asymptotic terms for Ex by integrating (3) and taking the limit

t4+w. For mA(x) as a linear function of x:

Sin wA(x)t cos mA(x)t l

t t t2

This value corresponds to the asymptotic solution obtained by

Barston /2/. Also we note that £2 «a gx/ax does not show decay

with time whereas Ex decays as l/t. Hence, eventually for large t

the wave becomes a longitudinal wave. This result was arrived at

by numerical simulation of the Alfvén wave equation /3/.

/2/ E.M. Barston, Ann. Phys. 29, 282 (1964).

/3/ R.S. Steinoltson, Phys. Fluids, 27, 781 (1984).
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To understand the phase—mixing we take Bo(x).k:BO(x)kz,

calculation oi the current density J shows that
1/2

(4m) ) ¢(x,k)cosmA(x)t
4N = _,9—— wA(x)tw'A(x){—\)J(x,k) sin wA(X)t + ———}

Y k m (X)
z A

+ terms showing no increase with t. (4)

From (4) we see that Jy has terms which show that the

amplitude increases linearly with time. This is the manifestation

of the cross—over phenomena of current sheets. Each current sheet

oscillates with its local Alfvén frequency uh(x) but after time t>

T the current sheets begin to cross—over and get phase mixed. The

phase mixing time T E k/(dmA/dx) as obtained from eqn.(4) is same

as calculated by initial value problem /4/. The eqn.(4) shows that

J increases at every point in space and not just near the neutral

sheet /5/. The implication of this result on the surface wave

induced magnetic reconnection is discussed by Uberoi /6/.

Now we consider an initial perturbation of the type ¢(x,k) :

Ae_ kxei(kxx+kyy+kzz) with U0 = kx/ky as an inclination oi the

surface 'wavelet'. For simplicity W(x,k) : 0. Taking a linear

function for the magnetic field, mA(x):(vAkz+vAkyx/a). Integrating

2)l/2
(3) and taking A = (k:+ky , we have

2
= [ 1+uO 11/2

)2 exp i[kyy+kz(z—vAt)+ikyx(uO—vAt/a)] (5)x l.(uO—vAt/a

+ other terms.

/4/ L. Chen and A. Hasegawa, J. Geophys. Res. 79, 1033 (1974).

/5/ T.S. Hahm and R.M. Kulsrud, Phys. Fluids 28, 2418 (1985).

/6/ C. Uberoi, Proc. Basic Plasma Processes in the Sun, 9AU (1990)
Eds. E.R. Priest and V. Krishan, Netherlands.
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The first part of eqn.(5) gives the amplification of the amplitude

for t < auO/vA, the other terms do not add to the amplification.

This transient amplification was first noted by Lau /7/ by solving

the eqn.(l) approximately and using numerical analysis technique_

The application of this to understand the excitation of resonant

Alfvén waves by sudden impulse in magnetoplasma was discussed by

Uberoi /8/. The solution (3), however, points that such a

transient amplification can be experienced by a general class of

perturbations which are like a surface ‘wavelet‘ when released on

to the shear hydromagnetic flow.

In order to explain certain observations of magnetic

pulsations a time—dependent solution oE eqn.(l) was discussed in

the presence of a wide—band source /9/. The solution given by

eqn.(2) in this paper can be shown to correspond to the solution in

/9/, thus suggesting that the presence of an external wide band

source is not necessary for driving the local field line

oscillations in the magnetosphere but as discussed in our earlier

paper /lO/ with the approximate solution of the Alfven wave

equation, any surface perturbation caused by K—H instability, for

example, can be responsible for driving these oscillations.

/7/ Y.Y. Lau, Phys. Rev. Lett., 42, 779 (1979)

/8/ C. Uberoi, J. Geophys. Res. 93, 7595 (1988)

/9/ A. Hasegawa, H.T. King and A.S. Assis, Geophys. Res. Lett. l0,
765 (1983)

/10/ C. Uberoi, J. Geophys. Res. 93, 295 (1988).
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RUNAWAY ELECTRONS IN THE PRESENCE OF
KINETIC ALFVEN WAVES

A. S. de Assis: and C. Leubner
Institute for Theoretical Physics

University of Innsbruck, A—6020 Innsbruck, Austria
.permanent address: Institute de Matematica, Universidade Federal Fluminense,

24020 Nitenoi, RJ, Brazil

ABSTRACT

It is shown by the quasilinear Fokker — Planck approach that the shear kinetic Alfvén
wave KAW) cannot by itself produce runaway electrons, although it carries an electric
field igned with the ambient magnetic field. However, it can enhance the runaway
production rate if it propagates in the presence of a background DC electric field.

1 .. INTRODUCTION . . _ _ .
It is well known that when an uniform electric field is acting on an uniform plasma, a
certain fraction of the electrons wrll run away, that is, they Will gain an energy such
that the electric force acting on them exceeds the colhsronal drag force (Kulsrud et. al.
1973 and references therein!) 4 . ‘

In this work we consr er the runway production by a DC electric field when th
KWA is present. This is a relevant and open problem in space plasma, physics, mainly
in solar, magnetospheric and extragalactic plasmas, where there 15 observational
evidence of energetic particles (electrons/ions) being enerated when the KWA or/and a
DC electric field is/are present in that plasmas (Ja elice and Opher 1999; Hasegawa
1987; Borovsky 1986; Otani and Silberstein 1991; Melrose 1980). Also, there are still
questions on how the KAW affects the runaway production rate and the nonthermal
emission (Hollweg 1981).

The KWA was introduced by Hasegawa and Chen 1975 in the context of plasma
heating: it is the shear Alfvén wave with a finite perpendicular wavelength, and its
name was chosen because of its kinetic properties. Along the direction of the
backgmund magnetic field its scale length is that of MHD waves, whereas in thedirection perpendicular to the background magnetic field, its scale length is that of theion Larmor radius. It can be excited by an MHD surface wave through linear resonantmode conversion, or by a drift wave instability (Hasegawa and Mima 1978). Thekinetic nature makes it possible that the KWA can be damped via Cherenkovinteraction (CHD), that is the Landau damping (LD) and Transit Time MagneticPumping (TTMP). Here, only Landau damping will be considered since the KWA has noTTMP due to its vanishing parallel wave magnetic field. The Landau damping of theKWA can affect the runaway production rate via the wave particle interaction (de Assisand Tsui 1991).

To determine this runaway production rate, which is the main goal here, it isnecessary to use the Fokker—Planck quasilinear approach.

2 L FOKKER — PLANCK QUASILINEAR EQUATIONS
For simplicity, we consider a homogeneous, uniformly magnetized, singly ionizedplasma situated in a constant uniform background DC electric field Also, as a firstapproach, we restrict ourselves to the one—dimensional case. Therefore, we can write:

6F 6F 6F 5FHt—zfit—KAW+HTC01+BT , +5 (1)
E—field

and,
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(9U—uk KAW *
HT = 2[Imwi — Vco1/2]Ui + (V - 13);. (2)

The quasilinear operator can be written as (Tsui and de Assis 1989),

0F d dF: D v 3
at— KAW 6;” ( H) a?” ( )

with

D(v”) = 1r(e/me)JIE”.1:| 26wE — knvumak, (4)

The collision Operator is

8F d dF
HT (301: VIIV(V‘I)[VHF(V”) + VEhaVHZL (5)

where

Vee + 3Vei/4. V” << Vth

24v”) = (6)
u0(2 + Z)/vl3l, vII >> vth

with 1/0 = veivéh. um is the rate at which the electrons collide with particles of species

a, (a = e,i): um = 4mnA(eeu)2nQ/(3fieT83/2); lnA is the Coulomb logarithm and Z is

the ion charge state [Trubinikov 1965]. This collision operator is appropriate to
describe collisions between particles with velocities much smaller than the electron
thermal velocity (first case), and much larger than the thermal velocity (second case).
This term is linear and models the situation where the dissipated energy goes into a
thermal reservoir [Kulsrud et a1. 1973]. It is suitable to model the relaxation of the
perturbed distribution function towards a Maxwellian.

The DC electric field term is

5F dE.. =E - (7)
a? E—field a?“

Finally, S is the necessary particle source term, since a stationary distribution function

involving a loss of particles at + tn implies an equivalent source at v" = 0, and l3 is the

Poynting vector Assuming the steady — state situation BF/dt = 0, Eq. (1) can be
rewritten as

agenhouhvnflvu) + veg—”1] + %H[D(v..)§%] + 533% + A6(v”) = 0.
(8)

On introducing the Heaviside function in the source term of (8), all terms are total
derivatives with respect to v”, and can immediately be integrated to yield,
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gig—[mm + D(v”)'[+ F(v“)[u(v”)v” + 1%]: c — AH(v”), (9)

where a convenient regrouping has been carried out.

In order to determine the constant of integration C, we consider the limit vll _. oo,
. . dFwhere H(v”) 15 equal to unity, and av—H as well as V(V”) are equal to zero. Hence, (9)

becomes

F(oo)—e—— = C — A (10)

The first term is the flux 0f the runaway 619mm“; which in the steady—state must be
equal to the source term constant A. Therefore, consistency requires that the
integration constant C is taken to be eQUal to zero. As a consequence. the general
solution of Eq. (9) 15

VII
ugu! u eEEm

F(vll) = F(O) exp[—'{ 1/ 11 V + + 1‘: du]
0 th

{-VII
11 w w + eE me

vuexp{—} 21%“;n + {Hwiiwl—A,{ W “1 d
1/(u)vm2 + D(u)

u. (11)
0

Notethat the result (11) remains valid if 11(v”) and D(v”) are taken to be generalized
functions,

m = VenHtvm —v..) + +31%“ we], (12)
D(v”) = D0[H(vll —v”l) —H(vll —v;l2)].

(13)
In order to gain information about the runaway production rate A, we let Vu" 00,

with the result

+eErne u]uuu
exP[_f1/uv + ua th
ocex_°°uww+eE 1ne

Pf VWV + W
I 11 th (in m

u(u)m2 + D(u) “275

A = F(O) , (14)

0

Aghire use has been made of Eq. (14) (with C = 0) in order to eliminate F(oo) in favoro .
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In Figure 1, we plot Eq. (14) for low phase velocity, taking v1“ and v2”. we see

that the KAW cannot by itself generate runaway electrons, but can only enhance the
production rate. Also this enhancement is not so strong as in the case of lower hybrid
waves (An et a1. 1982 , the discrepancy stemming from different velocity dependence of
the diffusion coefficient of these two modes. The high phase velocity case was also
investigated, but is not shown here for it does not show any new features over the law
phase velocity one.

Flux
1 E=/2/,,_,_’7"raga/fr" —

0.1 .

= .2 7{_,_7_70.01 :VE/O/

__._... D
0.1 .. 000 0.1 1 10 100

FIGURE 1: Normalized runaway flux A/nz/ versus normalized diffusion

coefficient D0 = DKAW/wghe for three different electric fields E in units
of the critical field EC.
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POLARIZATION CHANGES THROUGH STIMULATED
RAMAN SCATTERING

V. Krishan and RT. Gangadhara
Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Bangalore 560 034, India

Change of polarization of electromagnetic radiation due to its propagation in a
magnetized plasma (Faraday rotation) and due to electron scattering is well known.

In this paper, the change in the polarization due to the coherent scattering of the

electromagnetic wave of? the electron plasma wave (stimulated Raman scattering
(SR8) ) is investigated /1/, /2/. It is found that some of the observed polarization
properties of the pulsar and quasar radio radiation, not accountable by Faraday

rotation and electron scattering, can be explained by the SR8.

Consider a large amplitude elliptically polarized electromagnetic wave

in = €10[c0.s(l:02 — wotfi + accosfloz — wot + (50);}l, (1)

where 010 = 520/510, which can be thought of as the superposition of two linearly po-
larized waves1 El : Elocos(kaz—wat)zi and E; : egocos(koz—wot+6o)fi, propagating
in a plasma of density no and temperature T. Let E1 induces density perturbation
611‘“ = 6n,c0.s(kz — wt) and E“; induces 6712,E : 6712cos(kz — wt + 6,3).

The scattered wave

is : e]5[cos(ksz — 1.05033 + ascos(ksz a Wat + 65W]: (2)

where a, = 529/613, satisfies the wave equation

a? 1 62 H _ 47r 0f (3)
822 02 (it? 5 g c2 at '

The current density is given by f: —enefl'c, where 176 is the velocity of oscillation
of electrons in the radiation field We obtain 17,: from the equation:

6122
at : —£[Eo + Eslv

7n

where e and m are the charge and the mass of an electron.
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D5513 - 7 5711‘ (4)m

4950. :“lrz-Vi 65D5523 : futil$$l , (5)
m (:()s(l.‘: ~ wt + be -‘ bx)

where DV9 :16c — wg +wg; ws 2 mo — w, k5 = 1:0 — Is.

The density fluctuations 6771 and 677;; can be determined using the standard

procedure /3/:
, Slain ,2 X

Smmug ‘ (1+ \)l

520523 2 \ sin(1\';’—‘ ‘t+bo r69)
5 . :~ I" ’ _ "

”2 Snow: (1 + \‘l sinU“: ~ wt + (35) ’ (I)

6771: (6)

where \' is the electron susceptibility.

We find the dispersion relation from equations (4) and (5‘):

1 1 l 91‘” 1 + l (S)
' — : ~v“ " ———4 —

T \ s U D_ 13+

1) = 6773/6211. 05 = p/n‘m of: : Rafi/many: andwith (50 7 65 : 65, (13' : 1,
Di : (k0 z}: @262 — (tun j: w)2 +wfi.

Stokes Parameters: For the incident wave (on = i1), the Stokes purzuneters

are/4U: ID : 25%, Q” : 0, U0 = 25¥ocos(6u), V" = 25%031'1460)

The angle ,6 describing the sense of rotation of the electric field is given by

.si7L(‘2/3D) = VU/Io : Stowe) or [30 : 60/2. The magnitudes of the principle axes of

the ellipse are an : VT; lcos(/’lu)| and b0 2 fl: |5m(;‘30)| . The orientation of the

axes of the ellipse relative to .r and y axes, is given by t(171(2X0) : UU/Qa, so that

M : 7r/4 for U S (50 < w/‘Z.
The corresponding parameters for the scattered wave arc: I9 = Eitl +112)‘

Q5 : ELO —p2), US : Qafspcodds), V3 2 Zs‘fspsirdég), sin.(2fifl) = IQ/L. :

2psin(6g)/(1 +p2), a3 = J]: lcosws) I, by : fl

2pcos(6,,)/(1 7112)
From the condition, 50 — (53 = 66 we find: (1) for «50 »— (5‘, = U; 63 : 0, the

incident Clliptically polarized wave scatters into IL linearly polarized wave; (2) for

singH and tuna“) :

6,, : 0; 63 + 65 = U, the linearly polarized wave scatters into an elliptically polarized
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mm, (3) for a,“ : 0; 50 = 63, there is no change in polarization; (4) for 60 — 6,: : 63,
v . '
in general for 5,) # 0, 6g 75 0 and 6; yé 0 elliptically polarized wave scatters into

another elliptically polarized wave with or Without change in the sense of rotation.

When to! >> lave, Us is the thermal velocity of electrons, the electrostatic modes

are relatively Well defined since they are not heavily damped on electrons. In this

limit the expression for growth rate, obtained from (8), is given by

no1 1 , 1 '27 : -§(r,. + r_) i fl/(Pp ~ r42 + 5 (7) wowp 0037(9), (9)

where 6 is the angle between [:0 and I", Pp and IL are the Landau and collisional

‘ 17 rates, and w is the )lasma freniencv. The t ' ical lasmn )araineters ofdafllplflo P ~
at a distance of 0.01 pc from the central engine are: no 2 1010 cm”, T :

10“ K. The luminosity of radiation in the radio hand All < 1010 H: is 10“erg sec—1.

For these parameters, the value of the growth rate of the SRS is A, : 7.5 X 105 see”.

a quas at

Which shows that changes in the polarization can occur extremely rapidly with a

characteristic time as small as a few micro seconds. Reversal in the sense of po-

larization over a few milli to micro seconds has been observed in some pulsars/5/.

We conclude that SRS may provide a possible explanation for such a. fast change in

polarization.

/1/ V. Krishan, P.J. VViita, Mon. Not. R. astr. Soc. 246, 597 (1990)

/2/ RT. Gangadhara, V. Krishan, Mon. Not. R. astr. Soc. (Accepted) (1991)

/3/ (7.8. Lin. Pili. Kaw, Advances in Plasma Phys. 6, 83 (1976)

/4/ GB. Ryhicki, AP, Lightman, Radiative Processes in Astrophysics, A W'ileyi

lntcrscience Publication, (1979)
/5/ RN. Manchester, J.H. Taylor, Pulsars, \‘VHi Freeman and Company,

San Francisco, (1977)
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TRANSITION TO CHAOS IN PERIODICALLY DRIVEN
THERMIONIC DIODES AT LOW PRESSURE

T. Klinger, R. Timm, A. Pie]
Institut fiir Experimentalphysik, Universitat Kiel

D—2300 Kiel, Germany

1. Introduction. The static I(U) characteristic of thermionic diodes at mbar pressures
sham a large hysteresis, which describes the transition from the ’anode—glow—mode’ (AGh/I),
with essentially negative plasma potential, to the ’temperature—hrnited-mode’ (TLM), With

ositiVB plague. potential.1 Many features of these modes are also found in magnetic-box
gischuges with filament cathodes at pressures of 10‘2 — .10‘1 Pa. Although these two
[assure regimes are basically different concerning the transport properties (difi‘usion vs.

gee streaming), the elementary processes that establish the AGM in the low pressure
”gum: are very similar to the high pressure regime. Ions are produced in that part of the
anode sheath where the potential exceeds the ionisation energy. The production rate is
enhanced by multiple reflections of electrons between the magnetic fields of the permanent
magnet array at the anode and the repulsive potential of the cathode plasma. Although
the mean free path for charge exchange or elastic collisions substantially exceeds the anode—
cathode distance, some few ions are stopped and trapped within the potential well of the
virtual cathode. This accumulation of ions forms a cathodic plasma, which is essentially
at cathode potential. Plasma. formation in the anode sheath is suppressed as long as the
ion production time is larger than the ion transit time through the sheath. These model
ideas are supported by 1d-Particle—in—cell simulations2 using a modified PDPl-code.3 The
AGM is attractive for studies of nonlinear dynamics because of its feedback processes and
oscillations, which occur close to the hysteresis point.

When the static point of operation is chosen in the AGM, and the system is periodically
forced to attain the TLM transiently, two diiferent routes to chaos have been observed.
Cheung et al.‘ reported the appearance of intermittency for a diode with superimposed
sine-modulation, when the selfspiking was suppressed by a suitable choice of the system’s
length. In the opposite case the same authors“ found mode-locking, Arnol’d tongues,
and a quasi-periodic way to chaos. Timm and Piele, by applying sine-waves, observed a
truncated period-doubling sequencefor the case, in which selfspiking was not excited. The
system attained a ’chsotic’ state, which could be characterized by short laminar sequences
of periods 4, 2, and 1. Apparently the system was hopping between different stages of a
period doubling sequence.

2. Period doubling. For sine-modulation it is not distinguishable, whether the mod-
ulation amplitude or an effective width of the sine-wave, for which the hysteresis threshold
is exceeded, acts as control parameter. We have therefore changed the modulation to
pulse—trains of independently controllable width and height (Fig. 1(a)). Our experiments
are performed in a stainless steel vessel of 325mm die. and 330mm height, which acts as
anode. The cathode is a. single straight tungsten filament (0.2mm dis.., 160mm length, 4.0-
4.5A) in the center of the vessel. The outer wall is covered by rows of permanent magnets
(10x20x15, 0.12T) that form a. set of line cusps of alternating polarity with a separation of
meal. The discharge is operated in Argon at p = 10'2 — 10'1 Pa. Figure 1(b) shows the
typical hysteresis of the I(U) characteristic. The part A-B represents the AGM, whereas
E-D is the TLM. In the interval B5B selfspiking is observed. In comparing the voltage
of the hysteresis point B with the ionisation energy ‘I’mm = 15.6V, one must take the
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voltage drop along the cathode filament (UN = 15V) into consideration, which raises the
starting potential of primary electrons.

A period doubling sequence is observed, when the discharge is periodically pulsed from
a stable state in the AGM (U = 27V) to an unstable state (U = 41V), and when the
pulse repetition frequency is chosen between 2.5kHz and 3kHz. An optimum choice is
2.82 kHz and the pulse width is varied from 60 — 90px;. Figure 2(a) shows the tibia
series of current pulses, Fig. 2(b) gives the corresponding bifurcation diagram of the
stroboscopically sampled current pulses, taken at the end of the driving pulse. Period 1 2
4, and chaos are clearly distinguishable A nearly identical bifurcation diagram'is huh:
when the pulse frequency is varied for constant pulse width. The choice of the pulse height
in the regime 40—60V has only a minor influence. It may therefore be concluded that the
pulse-Width, i.e., the rate of ions produced in the anode sheath is the control Para-mate]-
for the dynamics, whereas the pulse height is unimportant, because the associated electmn
energy corresponds to the maximum of the ionisation cross—section.

The return map for the chaotic state (D) is displayed in Fig. 2(c). Evidently, the
, chaotic dynamics is given by a non-invertible quadratic map. The correlation dimension

at this point is D; = (0.68i02), which has to be compared with the dimensionality of the
stand logistic mapping at the accumulation point D; = 0.5. We attribute the slightly
increased dimensionality to the influence of the noise in the system. The logistic mapping
with a noisy control parameter: 13.1.” = (A + AA - rnd(n))xn(1 — 1-,.) yields a. very simfla;
bifurcation diagram for AA = 0.03, that only consists of periods 1, 2, 4, and chaos Without
windows.

3. Mode locking. Operating the discharge in the regime B’-B of the characteristic,
unstable selfspiking occurs, which becomes nearly periodic close to B. The formation of a
current spike is initiated by a Buneman—instability of the cathodic plasma, formation of an
electron hole, and reduction of negative space charge by ions streaming to the cathode.2
Two time scales are involved, the removal of ions from the cathodic plasma. by a double
layer type field, and the refilling and expansion of the cathodic plasma by trapping of
new ions. Similar processes have recently been suggested for oscillations in thermionic
converters and Q-ma.chines.7

A small sinusoidal signal applied to the cathode is found considerably amplified on the
plasma potential halfway betWeen anode and cathode. This amplification is indicative of
the inherent plasma instability. The selfspiking can be mode-locked even by weak signals
(i.e. a few per—cent of the tic-voltage). Figure 3 gives a measured phase diagram for the
mode-locked states. A typical pattern of Arnol’d tongues is found. The arrangement of
mode-locked states gives the expected F‘arey sequence. Within the Arnol’d tongues, period
doubling transitions to chaos are observed. Outside the mode~locked states quasi—periodic
states are observed. For strong modulation various transition to chaos can be observed.
Especially for the period-doubling route within the mode—lock-Z state, the reconstructed
phase space attractor has a. simple unimodal shape similar to Fig. 2(c). This finding hints
at close relationships between the period-doubling sequence reported above and the period-
doubling observed in the mode—lock-Z state. The Arnol’d tongues observed in Ref.5 are in
two respects rather different from our case. They are extremely narrow for low modulation
voltage, and overlap of the tongues is only observed for modulation voltages in excess of
30V. In our case the modulation index is typically an order of magnitude smaller.

For the case of suppressed selfspiking, it is justified to represent the internal oscillator
by a complex frequency, whose imaginary part changes sign at point B’. In addition it
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. nable to assume only a small change of the real part when crossing B’. Hence,
m Wcompare the frequency of selfspiking with that value of the modulation frequency

can lds the period—doubling route. This fiequency is typically twice the natural spiking
that yiec Therefore, the period—doubling route may be interpreted as mode-locking of a

we; fiscillation, which is destabilized by the modulation.
dwconciusions. We have demonstrated how period doubling and mode-locking phenom-

in thermionic diodes are connected with selfspiking instabilities of the cathodic plasma
lathe AGM. The internal control parameter of the nonlinear dynamics is the number of
in er driver period produced in the anode sheath, which can be varied by altering either
Eisgulse-width or repetition frequency. Similar shapes of phase space attractors with a.

simple quadratic extremum Were found at the accumulation point of the period- doubling

sequence and at chaos-onset inside the period-2 Arnol’d tongue.

AcknOWIGdSement- We gratefully a"Skilm‘fledge financial support from Deutsche
Fomchungsgemeinschaft under contract Pi185/2—1.
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Fig.1(e) Thermionic diode with pulse modulation (left), (b) static hysteresis curve. A—B:
anode-glow—mode, B’-B: selfspiking regime, E—D: temperature-limited-mode (right)
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EQUILIBRIUM DOUBLE LAYERS IN EXTENDED PIERCE DIODES

Carmen Iuliana Ciubotariu—Jassy*

Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas

Universite Paris Sud, Bat 212

91405 Drsay Cedex, France

1. Introduction

The extended Pierce diode is similar to the standard (or

++____ l __~_¢+ classical) Pierce diode, but has pa—

ssive circuit elements (R, L, C) in

_ FELFEfiCPEF, place of the short circuit between

‘ » * * ions the electrodes (Fig.1)/1//2/. This

(comoving) device is important as an approxima-

tion to real bounded plasma systems.

It consists of two parallel plane e—

OO—nfivovfi lectrodes(an emitter located at x=0

L R C and a collector located at x=£) and

Fig.1. Extended Pierce a collisionless cold electron beam

diode model traveling between them. The electro-

ns are neutralized by a background of comoving massive ions.

This situation is analysed in this paper and new equilibri-

um double layer (DL) plasma structures are obtained.

2. Basic Equations

He introduce the adimensional quantities:

w = mp/w (Pierce prameter), p'=p/p°, v'=v/vo, x’=x/A
t

E’=q£ E/mvff i=qp/mvf¥ X=wx', 3=E'lw, E2{w=e, r=p'—1,

where w =(n e2/s m)1/25(qp la m)1/2 is the electron plasmap o o o o

(requency of the beam, m=electron mass, po=-eno, p=the elec—

tron charge density, n°=both the ion background density and

electron emission density, wee vO/l = the transit frequency.

The electron: leave the emitter with velocity v0, and are

absorbed when hitting either electrode.

*Permanent address: Phyl. Dept., Btr. Sllntu Lazar 21,
F4-15, 6600 lasi, Romania
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The equilibrium equations are

p'v'=1, v’(dv'/dx')=E’, dE'Idx’=w2(p'—l) (2.1)

with the boundary conditions
1

p'(0)=i, v'(dv'/dx’)=l, I E'(x')dx’=-§ (2.2)
O

t,

where fit is the (tran51t) potential drop across the system.

To solve these equations, we define t' (orbit variable /3/)

such that
x’ v'(x') E'(x’)

dx’ dv' dE'
V‘JT'TI'TEJ' WEI W- ‘2-3’

, 0) "V
0 1 EO

This time represents the time it took a fluid element (or

particle) to arrive at position x' from its time of injec—

tion at emitter, that is, t' is a local transit time. It is

not an independent variable in the usual sense, but rather

a parameter of which x', v’, E' and Q depend on. From the

equations (2.1)-(2.3) we find

X = T + 6(1 - cosr), (2.4)

v'= 1 + e sinT E V, (2.5)

t = e cost, ' (2.6)

5(7) = 6 sin? (1 + 0.5 e sinT), (2.7)

r = (dE'/dx')/(w2) E —1 + (i/v') a —1 + (1+esin'r)_1, (2.8)

where e is the "extended Pierce parameter", T=uk', r is the

charge density, and
T

dx’= I r__§(T) + E dT d? (2.9)

is the locaICequilibriumo potential drop. It is interesting

to note that the equations (2.5)-(2.7) describe a curve in

three-dimensional phase space (V,$,§), and T is some parame

meter along the curve. A set of neighboring curves, forming

a congruence, may be obtained by the variation of the para-

meter 6. For example, in the 2D phase space (l,3) we have

the diagrams indicated in Fig.2.Theee phase space plots can

be related to the presence of DLs, but we shall not be con-

cerned with this method here (see /4/).
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é := 0.5 u := 0.2
3. Double Layers t := 0.0.05 ..2-n

he equilibrium of classical and Q T 3: 010-05 --2'WT y y _ ___._~——-—~,N_ 0.7extended Pierce diodes is describ- #fs’ “ken
.d by the local behavior of func- K; (x,e———~EH EN
tion Vyly§r and r given by the eq— 3‘ 555_ _sw;? 0 J
uations (2.5)—(2.B). These quanti- ‘-c_ _,,=G1
ties, as functi‘ms °f x, are diag' —o.5 E'cc-s(~r),a'cos(t) 0.5
rammEd in Fig.3 for e = 0'5' The Fig.2.0uasi~Phase space
curves enable us to conclude the plots (§,E).

following:Ca)The appearance in a collisionless cold electron

beam of the Pierce diode of potential drops corresponding to

those of DLs can be correlated with the energy conservation

law. An electron of the beam, coupled to the electric field

of the plasma, has an energy (mv2/2)+qp = constant,and forms

an electrostatic structure which we call “spatial plasmon"
or "spatial quantum".The electrons lose and gain their kine-
tic energy in interaction with the essentially changing ele—

ctric field, but the energy of spatial plasmon remains con—

stant. (b) As in the case of a collisional plasma /5/, the

generation of DLs can be correlated with certain quantum pr-
ocesses (spatial plasmon «a electron+photon). Although the

VDLs discussed in this work refer to a state of equilibrium,
these remain essentially dynamical in nature. The electrons
in DLs are continuously changed. The electrons passing the
potential minimum form a beam accelerated by the potential
difference pDL on the high potential side. Hence we have the
characteristcs of "strong" DLs /5/.

4. An Example: New Methods of UHF Generation

For the case of vozlolocm/sec, bw.1cm, m corresponds tot
cm-range which may be of interest in developing of new met-
hods of UHF generation. If the diode works as a classical
one the electrons will hit the collector with V=1, that is
the device is a passive element of circuit,and X=w=lohllwp=
=2nn, so that p 0. If the diode works as an exten-collector=
ded Pierce diode with positive (or negative) resistance,the
ellctrons will hit the collector with V < 1 (or V > 1 ).
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T := 0,0.05 ..6'W E = 0.5

0 0.5‘(1 + W) 2'“ 4'" 6'" 0.5'n

fl; . V ‘f \y J/ EV

. ,t' 1’ '\
-

sf \ « x
f I n f f '

a x 5w '5 r! , | 2’ \x . 1
r Y Y I

a f ‘ q R J
J \flr \” f H j -

3 (fl 5f ”V Q I L ,_ g 1 0-65

J! x” “*3 YV‘I v \ ‘1 U, V /" ‘3 1l 0.5
U. K I E “\f \ J ‘ " I I
Hg \ . r N K s

i) x. x] I' - K g . lr

F v". '5 . I a" \‘h 1 I V \ s t’
0 I‘ll 2%. If] '11.: K l1" I'll ‘ K I}; 3| 0

. 5: I 3 K1 ‘ 2‘ I I
‘37 |'-. If" 5'. ll II| \: \. JfA I} III \YI’ \/_¢"I \c J I},

\ - HEY; 3L1; fl" -_,—' l XVI. “~_.-r" '. 5s "‘0 . 35

i." /"g \ x I; a‘. *2 “0 ' 4
‘ ' - ‘ ‘ ~0.5

D T + E'(1 — coe(T)) 6‘"

Flial'vflmmr, and ‘T as fqgétions of “kn-{c7} 510:5: >

An interesting, and to my knowledge unreported, result

is noticeablezA Pierce diode can work as a classical (or an

extended) one even if there 15(or there is not) an external

c1rcu1t);the condition is to realize plOCor p¢03 at X - w.
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NEW RESULTS ON WEAKLY NONLINEAR DRIVEN OSCILLATIONS
IN THE PIERCE DIODE

M. Horhager and S.Kuhn
Plasma and Energy Physics Group, Institute for Theoretical Physics

University of Innsbruck, A—6020 Innsbruck, Austria

Introduction and Model. The simplest and most fundamental model of a bounded plas~
ma system is the "classical" Pierce diode,“5 in which a collisionless cold electron beam
is injected into the plasma region with constant density no and velocity v0 at the
{emitter surface (x = 0) and the electrons are absorbed on impact on either the emitter
or the collector (located at x = d), the two electrodes being externally shorted. The
ions form an immobile neutralizing background of uniform density 110.

In the present paper, however, we consider an "extended" Pierce—diode model
including nontrivial (RLC) external—circuit elements and an ac source in the external
circuit (Fig. 1). In particular, we study small—amplitude, steady—state, driven
oscillations about the uniform dc (”equilibrium") state (in which the electrons have
constant density no and velocity v0, and the electric field vanishes everywhere inside
the diode gap). The linear stability behavior of this system, including the influence of
external—circuit elements, was discussed in Refs. 2 and 3, and weakly nonlinear
steady—state oscillations of the undn‘uen system were studied in Refs. 4 and 5.

An analytical theory of weakly nonlinear, steady—state driven oscillations was first
presented by us in Ref. 6, where the basic principles and assumptions were outlined
and first results were presented. The driving ac ge‘nerator produces a small—amplitude
periodic signal with fundamental frequency w. This theory is applicable to situations
where (i) linear theory yields no unstable eigenmodes and (ii) we are far away from
"resonance", e.g. we must avoid the case to : Ream“, where rum, is the dominant linear
eigenfrequency. As in the undriven case5, all perturbation quantities are expanded in
time Fourier series with fundamental frequency w; the n—th harmonic is assumed to be
small of n—th order, and the time—averaged perturbation is assumed to be of second
order. All quantities of higher than third order are neglected.

In Ref. 6, some dependencies of the nonlinear current amplitudes on the driving
frequency in the short—circuit case were given. In this paper, we present new results for
a different short—circuit case and for a diode with a purely inductive external circuit.
These analytic results are compared with particle simulations performed with the code
PDP1.7

Basic Euations. The basic equations governing the extended Pierce—diode model of
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Fig, 1 area

3%+%;<nv> = 0 <1) (twat = —%E <2)
3% = goon—n) (a) eoérlfiwp = J (4)
1v —3E -LdIRI’%UUV(,t)— (0,t)——J0x (m)- ER+ + + B+ gm, (5)

with v(x,t) the electron velocity, E(x,t) the electrostatic field, n(x,t) the electron num-

ber density, fig“) the periodic, small—amplitude driving ac voltage, jp(x,t) = —env the

plasma current density, and J(t) = I(t)/A the total, or external—circuit, current,

density. 1(t) is the total external—circuit current and A the electrode area; R, L and C

are the external—circuit resistance, inductance and capacitance, respectively, and Q(t)

is the electric charge on the right—hand plate of the capacitor C. The latter is

short—circuited dc—wise by the (large) inductance LC. The external dc battery has to

compensate the dc—potential drop across the resistance R, so that U1, = — TR, with l

the dc Current. In addition, the following particle boundary conditions must be

satisfied at the emitter surface:
n(0,t) = no (6) V(0,t) = v0. (7)

Nonlinear Perturbation Theorv and Fourier Analysis. We now write any physical

quantity involved in the form

u(x,t) = n + fi(x,t) l (3)

with n the constant equilibrium value (f1 : no, 7/ = v0, E = D, 3 = —en0vo, Q : 0) and

u the (small) perturbation. Inserting (8) into the basic equations (1)—(7) and expres~

sing E and ii in terms of \7 results in the integro—differential System

- 2~ ~ 2' ~ ~ 2' ~ 2
gg+2x7mv + wgv+vzgfi+gg¥+2vma V +v [gr—c]

2" ‘ 2 2- -+2W§§+v[gfl +v2§;§:—IfE—DJ, (9)

— Ex new = % [3, [Ex om) + mat) + %[v(d,t)]2]

d3 - 1 ‘ ~ ' 0 ~= A [LEE + R] + CI? no] + 9&1 + Ugo), (10)

with the boundary conditions for v and It now expressed in the form

(40;) = o (11) a(0,t) = %2[% + v 3% + [gflpo : 0. (12)

Since we are only interested in periodic steady—state oscillations, we expand all per—
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turbation quantities in Fourier series of the form

. —inwtamt) = EUZwun(x)e . (13)

since all perturbations and the driving frequency w are assumed to be real, each spatial

profile function must satisfy the relation (1,,(x) = [fi_,,(x)]t, Inserting (13) into

(9)_‘(12) and collecting terms belonging to the same harmonic orders, we obtain rela—

tionS between the velocity profile functions fin(x), external—circuit current amplitudes

jn and dIiving— voltage amplitudes Ugm. These relations are given in Eqs. (35)—(38)
I

of Ref, 5. As already mentioned above, all quantities with |n| > 3 are neglected here

("a—harmonic approximation").

Numerical Results. la Short~circuit—case: In this section we present results for the

Special short—circuit case characterized by the normalized length a = 2.957r (where a
E wpd/Vo, with tap the electron plasma frequency). The current history for a sinusoidal
driving voltage with amplitudes Ug,1 = 0.01 vozm/e and U3” = Ug,3 = 0 and a driving

frequency w : 2.5 vo/d is shown in Figs. 2a (theoryfl) and 2b (simulation7). From the
Table, where the theoretical current amplitudes are quantitatively compared with
those obtained from the simulations, we see that the agreement is very good. This

becomes plausible because the dominant linear eigenfrequency is mind/v0 = 1.95082
—0.23902i, which means that we are quite far away from resonance and are dealing
with a strongly damped eigenmode, as required by the theory.

(b) Inductive case: Figures 3a (theory) and 3b (simulation) show the current histo—
ry for 3 Pierce diode having normalized length ar/rr = 0.55 and a purely inductive ex—
ternal circuit with normalized inductance Lnd = w]§(eoA/d)L = 0.1/7r, for which linear
theory yields a damped dominant eigenmode with round/v0 = 9.74478 — 0.058958i. The

driving voltage amplitudes are Ug,1 = 0.1 vn2m/e and fig” = Ug,3 = 0, and the dri—
ving frequency is chosen to be w = 5 vo/d, i.e., far away from resonance. According to
the Table, the agreement between theory and simulation is good again.

In the cases shown here the resulting oscillations are clearly regular, but simula—
tions show that for larger amplitudes and/or weaker damping the system seems to
undergo subharmonic bifurcations and finally becomes chaotic. It would thus be desir—
able to have a predominantly analytic theory of such dynamic phenomena as well, and
pertinent efforts are under way.

Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the Austrian Research Association
(Project 09/0018) and the Austrian Science Foundation (Project P8405—PHY).
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Table
i. :t :k :I:

Figure cz/n Lnd Rnd C,}.} J 5 1m J_‘3r11_ J31: — J 9 in

o D IJ s in: I

2a, 2b 2.95 0 0 ‘ 0 £0103 10105 2% ‘

311,313 0.5 0.1/7r 0 0 i323 -331] 4%
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LABORATORY STUDY OF COLLISIONLESS INTERACTION PROCESSES

BETWEEN SUPERNOVA—LIKE EJECTAS AND MAGNETIZED BACKGROUND

UNDER CONDITIONS OF LASER—PRODUCED-PLASMA EXPERIMENTS

Yu.P. Zakharov, A.M. Orishich, A.G. Ponomarenko____.__________
V.N. Snytnikov

stitute of Laser Physics, Siberian Division of the Russian
In _ Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia

I Introduction
Recently in astrophysics and geophysics one can see a

eat interest in plasma collisionless effects in the inter—
action processes between expandedplasma cloxlan ionized mag—
netized background. Possible processesft2]deceleration of
such clouds by the backgrgund plasma (with concentrationiix)
or by the magnetic field Bcgare being under consideration as
well as the-generation [3] of shock waves atW%>>1 and at
last global effects similar to the influenceUfl of SN explosi—
ons with high energyéi and massfi1 upon the structure and evo—
lution of diffuse galactic medium.

The same processes must play the determinable role in the
dynamics of some geoeffective phenomena connected to the in—
jection of space plasma clouds of the different scale. Such
clouds expanding with large velocity Zg~10 — 1000nvs in rare—
fied interplanetary (coronal mass ejections) or near—Earth
plasma (active experiments of the AMPTE, CRPES or "Starfish"
type) may not experience pronounced collisipnsflgnzfipale 9) of
their eceleration by the background (®~R; 3M/4fi ) or field
(®~RB;%35;/BE ). Under such conditions (non—adequately de—
scribed by the known MED—models) with allowance for the prob—
lems of natural measurements of such seldom—repeated explosi—
on phenomena (as a rule, having the global and 3 D—character)
the application of laboratory simulation methods allows us to
obtain detailed and even unique data about the character of
early—not investigated processes of the cloud—background in—
teraction.

II "KI-1" Simulation Facility
I. ll

In the table one can see the basic parameters of the KI—1
facility (in the Institute of Laser Physics), created at the
end of the 70-s and designed for the simulation of a wide ra—
nge of non—stationary processes of the explosion character in
space plasmaIS] . The experimental opportunities of the faci—
lity supply the generation with the controlled delay of seve—
ral clouds of spherical laser plasma with different energy

€5‘O,1 # 300 J) by the two-side radiation methodfel of the
spherical carbon—hydrogen targets. This allows us to investi’
gate the processes 0f the interaction:
- between the clouds;
- between the clouds and neutral gas in the magnetic field;
- between the clouds and surrounding magnetized background
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(including inhomogeneous in density: VH*HEbor VR*LBO);
— between the clouds and magnetospherical plasma configurati-
on, created by the background flow ineanonuniform field an of
the magnetic dipole.

"KI-1" chamber scales 1,2mX5m

background pressure P 10—7 Torr
axial magnetic field BO 1 kG

magnetic moment of
the dipole (E 20 cm) 7” 1O7 G-cm3
background_plasma _
density (H:.....) n* 1014 cm 3
output energy of the
pulsed CO —lasers
( 0.1—3 fies duration) Q 2 kJ
laser—target diameter wt 0,1 + 6 mm
expansion velocity of
the laser—produced— + 7
plasma cloud (C , H ) V (1 +3)'1O cm/s

The facility is supplied with different systems of plasma
diagnosttics to measure space distributions of n ,T ,B,....
with high time—resolution (5 SOns), namely: double Electric
and 3D—magnetic probes, calorimetr and ion collectors, mass-
analysers, interferometrs in a visible, infrared and micro—
wave ranges as well as frame/streak camera and various spec—
tral methods.

III Collisionless interaction processes.

The main advantage of the simulation experiments carried
out at the "KI—1" facility consists in the fact that at dif—
ferent regimes of the cloud—background interaction we have
managed for the first time to realize the laboratory conditi-
ons sufficiently close to space ones in such important simi—
larity criterion as Larmor parameter E . it describes the de-
gree of ion magnetization E l and defines as €=RH/Q , where
Rfidhmq@?&is a directed ion Larmor radius in cloud.

a)In particular, in regime of super-Alfvenic cloud expansi—
on (vsmmz. 69):!) it has been established[7]that its decele-
ration by the ackground at Q~Ry may be effectively fulfilled
owing to the Magnetic Laminar Mechanism (MLM) connected j tk
action on ions of the transverse electric fieLiEeitfaoXUb ,
coused by the effect of magnetic field exclusion from the
high-‘5 cloud interior.The necessar condition for collision—
less MLM—interaction is namely 6*: H/R¥<$1

b)In the opposite, "vacuum" case ( A4g<zi ) we have provedfifl
the important role of anomalous magnetic field diffusion
( with]¢~5b) in the processes of cloud—field interaction and
established the similarity criterion6g=m%%$1,determing them.
Only at €5€1 the cloud may be effectively decelerated by fiéd
up tol$d%b at radius R~Rg, but it does not stop there and
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ates futherlfi in the form of separate jets(flutes),
prop"g led in the direction of ion Larmor rotation [91.
beingncgie tranSition regime (MAZ'mz/mi’a) the effect of the

sing influence of the background plasma upon the deve-
nt ofthe flute and lower-hybrid instabilityes of the

loPIrlce1 boundaryfiolhas been revealed for the first time.
lot;with the interaction of the clouds of sufficiently large

0 with real inhomogeneous space medium the so—called
eneggi :ffects may play the crucial role, when the Scales
giothe cloud deceleration region reaches the scales of medium
ghomogeneitb“ z,” lm/vnu or LB~lB/vBl.
in preliminary data of experimentsETOIin the uniform field
fig‘elvm have shown, that in this case also (at the initial

{Age of the asymmetrical cloud decelerationgtégugvb) one can
a "sectorial" approximation the described above con-
use in the . . .
formityes! obtained under homogeneous conditions.

IV Simulation results for some cosmophysical phenomena.
_..———

To analyse the statement and results of the ”KI—1" simu—
lation experiments we applyf5,91the similarity criteria methfl,
based upongI—theorem of the dimension analysis.Besides given

above determinable criteria of processes ( M and E ), we are
carrying out the comparison with the cosmoph sical conditions
upon the set of such criteria as: Re , Kn: uq/D, m/m*, z/z*, l
zm /m, VO/c,...and,at last, in the sTmplest inhomogeneous
cages- X=D/L. The relations between laboratory and space tem—
oral and spatial scales one can establish. according the con—

dition of the maintenance the next dimensionless variables:
matv /D and s=R/D.

a)°Collisionless deceleration of Supernova Remnants(SNR)Mas
simulated for the first timef91at the "KI—1" facility namely
owing to realization the necessaryé’fii condition for MLM—inte«
raction, in contrast to experimentsll1lat "HELIOS" and"PHAROS"
facilityes with negative results. The comparison of our simu— I
lation deceleration low of cloud front with corresponding data
0f the histirical SNR allow us to speculate about initialgnon—
l'Sedov" phase of their deceleration, characterized byfigxdvalue

b) Evolution of the Ba-clouds in magnetosphere atfi4adbondi— {
tion(typical for modern active experiments) was simu ated in 1
our experiments without background plasmaf9,12], where it was 1
mmdicted for the AMPTE or CERES class releases (withéb~i) the ‘
development of flute—type instability with mode—numbeI'K=J%7E& b
This dependence was confirmed later on in computerf131and re—
cent laboratoryf14]experiments with symmetrical plasma clouds.

c) The development of global pertubations of the magnetos— ‘
phere it is very possible while realizing the some projects ‘
of the Earths protection against collisions with asteroids by ;
Super—high energy explosions of the "Starfish" class. Indeed
the modern level of energy£L~1O J in such kind of phenomenajn
geoplasma are comparable with the proper energy of geomagnetic
fieldf =7né/3R3 . To investigate the plasma processes connec—
ted wit this pertubations we begun the new class of simulati—
on experimentsf151devoted the reseach of global dynamics of‘
plasma clouds, injected at the distance P from the center of
magnetic dipole, imbedded in vacuum or background plasma flow.

supres

r
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This experiments are carried out for the first time under 00n~
ditions rather strong magnetization of cloud ions( 6g < ) and

at the different values of the similarity criterion of the pn,
blem B€=X3=fo/£ 9 0.01140. For example on Fig.it is shown the

3 frame foto result of”vacuumn
dipole experiment withé%:1oJ
at Y‘=22 cm and moment t=2,%w
after laser—produced—plasma
ejections in the equatorial
plane(at point denote by as-
terisk). One can See the fil-
ling of the "first" and "Se-
cond“ artificial Van Allen
belts by the cloud ions, with
their precipitation on both
poles ( top and bottom enligg
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TOTAL ENERGY CONSERVATION AND MANLEYvROWE RELATIONS
FOR PLASMA-MASER INTERACTION

Mitsuhiro NAMBU
Department of Physics, College of General Education
Kyushu University, Ropponmatsu, Fukuoka 810, JAPAN

ABSTRACT
The total energy conservation relation between particles

kinetic energy and wave energy is satisfied for the
lasma—maser process. The Manley—Rowe relation among plasma

saves 15 violated and as a result an efficient energy

up—conversion from the low—frequency mode to the
high-frequency mode is possible even for a normal unreversed
electrons population in plasma turbulence.

since the prediction of the plasmas—maser[1,21 which is an

intersting mode—coupling process in plasma turbulence[3], it
has been subJected to careful scrutiny regarding its validity
and probable limitations as an energy up-conversion process in
plasma turbulence. Let us first define the plasmaemaser

interaction. We consider the nonlinear mode—mode coupling
between two kinds of plasma waves. The first type is the
low—frequency waves with the frequency w and the wavevector k.
These waves satisfy the Landau resonance condition [m - kv =
o] with the resonant electrons. The second type of the plasma
wave is the nonresonant mode with the frequency Q and the
wavevector K which do not obey the Landau resonance [9 — Kv i
0] and nor the nonlinear Landau resonance [Q — w — (K - k)v i
o].‘ This paper reports on the total energy conservation
relation and the violation of the ManleyeRowe relation for the
plasma-maser process.

According to the standard results[l—3]. the nonlinear
dielectric constant of the Langmuir wave in the presence of
the ion—sound turbulence which causes plasma—maser is

lw 2
(Kt) = ($2 JE E IEQ(k,m)|2 ag b—x

h K k,w Q — Kv 8v

1 la a
4* 5; f dv, (l)

[e — w —(K—k)v ] 3V to — kv — iO 0‘5
where Q,K and o,k are frequency, wavenumber for the Langmuir
and ion sound wave, respectively. E (k.m), f are the
electric field of the ion sound wave. the elecggon
distribution function, respectively, +10 shows small imaginary
part, ~e and m are charge and mass for electrons. The
p1asma~maser contribution comes from the condition m = kv
Which produces high frequency nonlinear forces for electrons
[4]. It should be stressed that the plasma—maser contribution
is always accompanied by the reverse absorption process due to
the slow time Change of medium due to the quasilinear
interaction between ion—sound wave and resonant electrons.
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For closed system, the both processes cancell out each other

exactly and the upeconversion does not occur. Here, we

consider the plasmaemaser process for open system where the

electron distribution function is fixed by external agent.

The growth rate of the Langmuir wave [Th(K.Q)] due to the

plasma-maser for open system is

I s (K.Q)
Th(K.Q) = _L V (2)

580(K.Q)

80
where a (K.Q) is the linear dielectric constant of the
Langmuir wave. thus we get 850(K,Q)/BQ 2 2/9. and I shows the

imaginary part. Inserting Eq.(l) into Eq.(2), we gbtain the
total energy change 2f the Langmuir wave energy density

[Wh(K.Q) E IEh(K.Q)| /4n] as
4a Iel n 2

—— Z w = 2 E r (K.n) w = n 2 -—IE (k.w)l IE (K,n)fl
at K h K h h m3 K,k K Q h

l la a a
X -— —— 5(m — kv) -— f dv.(3)

Q A Kv 3V [0 7 m -(K—k)v 1 av av 09
In deriving Eq.(3). we put im[(m — kv — 10)]!1 = n 6(m — kv).

According to the linear response theory of a turbulent

plasma, the inverse of the plasma-maser effect. j.e., the

nonlinear effect of resonant and nonresonant waves
simultaneously on the electron distribution reduces to

af 4__9e _ lei : 2 y 2at — 1[ m ] K2 ILQ(k,m)I IEh(K,0)l x

a 1' a 1 a 1 a f (4)
3V 9 — Kv 3V [9 — w —(K—k)v 1 3V w — kv — 10 3V Ce

From Eq.(4). the rate of change of total electron kinetic

energy density [a/at E] may be expressed as

lm E dv . (5)

Q) t 2 at

Inserting Eq.(4) into Eq.(5), we get
43L _ igi_ _Q. r 2 ‘ 2at E — n 3 E K IEQ(k.w)| IEh(K,Q)| x

m K,k

1 1
EL iL _ ELav 8v 6(m kv) av foe dv

fl — KV [Q — w -(K—k)v ]
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EL 2 W (K.Q) . (6)
atKh

simply states that the total energy density is conserved
whiifie plasma-maser interaction between Langmuir waves and
by s.
eleCtign we consider the rate of decrease of ion—sound wave

Ne ' esponding to the plasma—maser emission of Langmuircorr . .
energy The most dominant imaginary part contribution to the
Yaxeéound waves comes from the polarization term aso _

e 2 4 lEh(K'Q)'2 2
— (k,w) = - (-) w --—--444—- X I [A ] , (7)

1m 1“ W K 50(k—K.w—Q) "‘

where 1 a

A : a; foe dV

(m a kv +iO)(Q - KV)[w -Q ' (k — K)v]

l [ 1 a (
2 _ 77— e——————————— —~ f dv . 8)

92 w - kv + 10 av 0e

The plasma—maser interaction is effective even without the

electron population inversion. Here, we assume the Maxwell
distribution function for foe and obtain

e 2 mpe 4 2m2n cs m 1/2 IEh(K,Q)I2
1 s (k,w) = - (*) ——— —————44* ——T f———:———:—— .(9)

m a m 0 klkITZ a K 50(k K.w Q)

where c = (2T/M)1/2 is the phase velocity for ion—sound wave,

T and ms is the temperature and plasma frequency for

electro s, M is the mass for the ion. Accordingly, the
damping rate of the ion—sound wave due to the plasma—maser is

2
_ k ke 2cm 1/2 lEh(K'Q)]

TQ(k.m) — - n w TET‘(7;) (M) _ —-——————— . (10)
K 4n N T

here ke and N are electron Debye wavenumber and electron
number density, respecEively. In deriving Eq.(lO), we put
a (k—K,w—Q) = — (k/k ) . Accordingly, the rate of the c ange
o? the ign sound wavs energy density [WQ(k,w) E IEQ(k,w)I /4n
x (ke/k) ] reduces to

k 2a 2n m 1/2 e k__ = V = — —— s V ——at Z we 2 ~ 79 we NT (M) U (1c) M k we Wh'(1l)
k k K,k

The Manley—Rowe relation [5] is widely believed to hold in
nonlinear plasma wave phenomena. It is true that the
relation is valid to the standard mode—mode couplings, viz.
the three waves resonance and the nonlinear Landau resonance.
One may think that the Manley—Rowe relation or the
conservation of the total plasmon number is satisfied for the
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plasmaimaser process. However. as is shown below. it is

violated and as a result an efficient energy upsconversion
from the ion sound to Langmuir wave is possible. The plaSmoI1

number for ion sound [NQ (k,m)] and for Langmuir wave [Nh(K,QH

is defined as
WQ(k,m)

NQ(k.w) — _______1, .
Lu

Wh(K.Q)
Nh(K,Q) -——————-* (12)

Q

From Eq.(3), for the Maxwell electron distribution function,
the rate of increase of the Langmuir wave energy density for
mode (K.Q) reduces to

W (k,w)
iL _ 3% g 1/2 y Q i; 2
at Wh(K.Q) 7 NT (M) K 9 Wh(K,Q) E _—TET__ (ke) .. (13)

Inserting Eqs.(ll) and (13) into Eq.(12). we obtain the rate
of change of the plasmon number for ion—sound wave(k0,m0) and
Langmuir wave(KO.QO)

k 2 k
i - a m 1/2 .2 0 ,at NQ (k0.w )- NT (M) (k0) Wg(k0.mo) W E shuns)

W (k m)
i - fl 12 1/2 9 ’ _k_'at Nh(K0,QO) - NT (M) KO wh(Ko.§20) Ejm— (ke) .(14)

If We put w (K.Q) = w (K.Q) 6(K—K ) aim—n ), WQ(k,u)) = Wp(k,u))
X 5(k—kq; 6 memo) in ‘q.(14), then we fin for Ko << k0 < kg

47 N k
{if 9 e >> 1 . (15)
‘— N k 3 Kat h o 0

Accordingly, we may conclude that. the Manley—Rowe relation is
violated for the plasma—maser interaction and as a result an
efficient energy up conversion from the low— frequency mode to
the high— frequency mode is possible even for a normal
unreversed electrons population. This is markedly different
from the standard nonlinear Landau resonance where the
Manley-Rowe relation is satisfied and the energy up-conversion
is possible only for a reversed electrons population.
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PHASE—SPACE TOPOLOGY IN THE DYNAMICS OF
CYCLOTRON-MASERS

R. PAKTER, R. S. SCHNEIDER and F. B. RIZZATO
Instituto de Fisica - Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul

Caixa Postal 15051
91500 Porto Alegre RS Brasil

With the advent of radiation generating systems like free-electron lasers, cyclotron

autoresonance Inasers, gymtrons. ion-channel lasers and others, a good deal of efiort has

been directed toward the analysis of the nonlinear interaction of relativistic particles and

large amplitude electromagnetic waves. In most of the cases, quantities olinterest like energy

gain or energy exchange are obtained by considering the electron dynamics in given external

wave fields. This kind of approximation can be fairly justified if one considers either waves

with large enough amplitudes or beams with very tenuous densities, so that particles do not

appreciably react back on the electromagnetic fluctuations On the other hand, when these

conditions are not satisfied, a self-Consistent analysis is necessary where particles and fields

are to be simultaneously treated as dynamical entities [l],[2]. The purpose of the present
paper is to analyze cyclotron masers systems. To do so we consider a model in which a

beam of homogeneously magnetized electrons propagating along a z axis coexists with an

electromagnetic wave polarized along the x axis with the fast wave~vector lying along 2.
With that model We basically intend to show that the topology of the phase space in those
cases where we disregard the dynamics of the fluctuating field may be very different from the
one corresponding to the self-consistent situation where fields are also treated as dynamical
entities. To begin with, let us write the Hamiltonian that governs the electron dynamics. if
one writes the vector potential of the electromagnetic field as

6 AI E —% pel" elk“) + cc. (1)

where p and U have a slow time dependence, e is the electron charge and where time and

space have been normalized tow and w/c z k with w and k respectively as the wave frequency
and wave—vector, one obtains

mc2

H: [1+[Pz+ficos(z—t+a)]2+(r+ Py)2+ PEP/'1, (,2)
with 71/c A 'H and P/mc a P, and where we assume CB:.L‘qu|Hbrrum/mc z w. The
simpler form

@‘Ié—icoflqfi‘l-U) (3)

is obtained if new one performs a power series expansion in J?) considering only the leading
order contribution and introduces new canonical variables defined by the relationships

PI : \/2—Icos¢,

PI 2 Pz’,

H:*I+l‘+
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x:APy+\/2—Isin¢>
¢2+z—-t-—>¢,

P2~P2+L
Iiafli-I

and

z : z'

with I E 17;, ct) E :c’. Besides, we hate used the cyclotron approximation [[t((z¢)+ (t) it) -~'(]
d1; (l/dt and

Pa l+2[+(Pz+[)2.

Were our interest to study the dynamics of electrons in given electromagnetic fields, we
could stop with the calculations at the present stage. However, as said before, we wish to
understand what happens when the dynamics of the fluctuational wave field is taken into
consideration. In order to do that one has to derive the equations for the fields and then to
analyze the whole set of dynamical laws on the same basis. So, let us proceed to see what
can be done with those fields and how to derive all the relevant dynamical equations from a

generalized Hamiltonian principle. From the Maxwell equation for the laser vector potential
and the usual expressions for the current densities, considering eq.(1), assuming the radiation
field to be slowly [modulated in time and making use of the cyclotron and macroparticle [3]
approximations, one can write

. ['0 62193 m _{ .. _

”WEE i=‘ml’ifif W” ‘L (4)
where N[ is the total number of electrons over the periodicity length. Splitting eq.(4) into
real and imaginary parts and noticing that the factor ti) + 2(t) 7 t is to be considered as the
new canonical 95 co-ordinate, leads to

dip 7 72wp%fisin((45 + a) (5)

and

where

Now, if one re-scales p according to

p = Ap’,
/\ E flag,

the interesting and final Conclusion is that all the relevant. dynamical equations for both
particles and fields can be derived from one generalized Hamiltonian given by

x/APM__ 1 ____ , _/H- I+I+ 21" cash!) 0'), (7)
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h re p iq the "momentum" corresponding to the wave field and a’ (2 —U) is the canon-e _ . . . . .'wallv conjugated coordinate. If one drops the primes once again, the followmg canonical1c .
transformation

9’) — U a (g,

P A p — 1,

educes the dEgrees of freedom (/1 is now a constant of motion) and allows to write a finalr

\//\(p - INTI?cos (f), (8)

\vhiCh js the function we shall analyze next. The key point of this paper is to compare the
overall characteristics of the system with and without wave dynamics included. When such
a dynamics is considered, the Hamiltonian is given by eq.(8) and when it is not, what one is
reall‘v’ doing is to assume p >> I, approximating therefore the factor 0— I of H simply by p.
So, by assuming small values of p, I and /\ as to represent usual experimental conditions, from
now one let us proceed with the comparative study focusing our atention on the calculation
of fixed points for the dynamics in the following physically relevant situations; 1’; : 0 and
P.— >> 1.

effective Hamiltonian as

H:—I+F+

(a) P: :0

In that case the fixed point equations indicate that sinqfifp = O and that the two values
01'p (one for each value of coagéfp) are to be calculated approximately from the. relation

”‘20P : 0, (9)
which yields 1],, = p/2 in both cases. One can not satisfy eq.(9) under the assumption of
absence of wave dynamics (in that case one should set If” ~— 0 in eq.(9)) from which it is
possible to conclude that there is a dramatic change of phase space topology between the two
cases. These topological changes can he better appreciated from figs.1 and 2, where we plot
the phase space corresponding to the cases without and with wave dynamics respectively.
From fig.(1), it is particularly seen that. some particles that have small initial energies may be
accelerated to large final values of this quantity, for the curves of constant H with amt-m, =
7r/2(mod 271‘) are open upwards. This process, known as the autoresonance one, is seen to be
saturated for large values of I, when the dynamics of the wave field is included.

(b) PZ—‘OO

In this case, the fixed point is approximately determined by
A (p T ‘21”)?

: 0, (10)
2P: 2’\I./P(P ’ (in)

where S E cosrph, : i1. From this equation it is possible to notice the following variety of
situations: 1) 3 : +1 with wave dynamics :> In z p; ii) 5 = +1 without wave dynamics
2> no possible 1“,; iii) .5' : —l with wave dynamics :> 1],, z 0; iv) 5' = ~l without wave
dynamics :> If? u 0. In other words, in the cases of large values of P2, there exists a. root
{or "large” values of I which is not present when wave dynamics is not taken into account.
Once again, like in the previous cases of small values of the momentum, a dramatic change
in the topology of the phase space takes place. Such a change can be observed with help
of figs.3 and 4, where once again we plot the phase space without and with wave dynamics
respectively.
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RF PRODUCTION OF LONG, DENSE PLASMA COLUMNS
Francis F. Chen and Gaétan Chevalier
Electrical Engineering Department and
Institute of Plasma and Fusion Research

University of California, Los Angeles, CA 900244594, U.S.A.

Novel accelerator concepts /1/ such as wake-field accelerators, plasma lenses, and inverse
.electrofl lasers, often call for uniform plasma sources of high, controllable densities of order

{“3184 cm'3 or above. The beat-wave concept, which needs the order of 1017 cm”, falls in
iodifierent category /‘2/. To produce 10H cm“3 plasmas, we have been studying the use of
helicou waves, which themselves are accelerators, in this case bringing primary electrons to
their optimum energy by Landau damping /3/. Evidence for this absorption mechanism has
been given previously /4/. Measurements on 4~ and 2-cm diameter tubes /5/ showed that a
right-hand helical antenna is more efficient than others, and that densities of order 1014 cm"3
can be attained at 60 mTorr of A and a field of 1.2 kG, using 2 kW of rf power at 27.12 MHz.

Creation of a plasma of 10H crn‘3 density is facilitated by experimental techniques not
easily foreseen from theory. Ions are confined in a radial potential well but escape freely along
the axial magnetic field B at the acoustic speed c5 . Electrons are confined by an axial potential
well and are scattered out radially. To supply the ion losses, neutral gas must be injected into
the discharge at a fast enough rate. We have previously found /5/ that a 4-cm diam tube
housing a 24cm diam plasma acts as a reservoir of gas which can feed radially into the plasma.
The constriction of the plasma can be accomplished in three ways. An antenna wound helically
in a direction to launch a rightvhand polarized wave toward the midplane tends to produce a
peaked density profile /5/. By reversing the endcoils and producing a cusp field at the antenna,
we can produce a magnetic aperture limiter which is very effective in narrowing the column.
We can also insert a carbon limiter into the tube to constrict the plasma directly. To optimize
these effects, the apparatus was configured as shown in Fig. l.

Langmuir probes
l \ main coils

l
to pumping system

quartz tube ‘
gas feed

end coils gas feeds

right helical antenna

Fig. 1

Argon gas was fed in at four places along the tube. The endcoils near the antenna were
controlled independently to shape the magnetic field there. To avoid overheating, both the field
and the rfpower were pulsed for 100-150 msec, with less than 5% duty factor. At these densities,
the sputtering of tungsten probe tips would change the collection area during a run. This was
remedied by using carbon tips (0.3 mm pencil lead), 1.5 mm long, centered in an alumina tube of
1.6 mm o.d. The probe was biased at —l30 V with floating batteries, and it was made to follow
potential fluctuations at the If frequency by an rf choke with a resonance frequency around 30
MHz, connected within 5 cm of the probe tip. The probe was thus effectively terminated in 200
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Kfl at rf frequencies, and in 50 Q at low frequencies. Though the ion saturation Current, Was

calibrated against the density measured by microwave interferometry, the densities repurted

here are uncertain by i10%, mainly due to variations in probe area.

The effect of varying the magnetic field shape is shown in Fig. 2, which gives the deflsity

on axis vs. voltage on the end coils for two antennas 7 a rightehand helical (Rd-l.) and a Plane.

polarized Nagoya Type III. The standard conditions were B : 600 G, p : 5.5 mTorr of “go“.

and Pr; = 1.9 kW at 27.12 Mllz. A voltage of +40 gives a nearly uniform field; and ‘40, a

strongly cusped field. The density from a plane-polarized antenna increases about a factor 01-5

with a. cusp field. Fig. 3 shows the density profiles with a uniform field, with the end coils off,

and with the end coils reversed. At least part of the density increase is due to the peaking of

the profile with cusped fields. The density increase is smaller with the RH. antenna (Fig, 2).

because this gives a peaked profile even in a uniform field.

LA

.. TTVT’.{the! v"!

,g». . T or,. 93tiii 0 t.
3 ya ‘ ~\ ‘2’ 0.4 ,.

_,\ «a _‘ . _‘ ,
‘ ’ —‘> 0.2

_l O

,40 -20 0 20 40

Endcoil voltage (V) Radius (cm)

Fig. 2
Fig. 3

We next investigated the effect of material limiters, carbon disks with holes of l2 and 2,0

cm. The density profiles with the 1.2-cm limiter are shown in Fig. 4 for a uniform Bvfield, and

in Fig. 5 for a cusped Bifield (end coils reversed). Other conditions were the same as above,

Fig. 4 shows that the density was sensitive to the position of the limiter; a large increase in

density occurred when the limiter was located just under- the rear loop of the antenna, at —6

cm from the midplane of the antenna. When a cusped field was added (Fig. 5), the profile

was more sharply peaked, and the density further increased, showing that a magnetic limiter

is more effective. In this case, the position of the limiter was not important, except when it

is located well downstream, near the probe (+22 cm). Restricting the column at that point

decreased the density.

Uifm“ field cm from n'idde Cusp field

of antennig .

n(
10

-13
cm

-B
l
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The combined effect of magnetic and material limiters is shown in Fig. 6, which shows
d nsity on axis under standard conditions for difierent positions of the 1.2-crn limiter asthe ed il voltage is varied- Since the limiter is effective at the rear end of the antenna (—6the enhzfe is relatively little improvement with a cusp field. When the limiter is at the frontcm)I l; the antenna, however, there is a great improvement with a cusped field, because the

litgfoimance in a uniform field is so poor. These observations are not yet understood.

cm from rn'dde
. of ant

-50 730 - l O 10 30 50

End coil voltage

Fig. 6

Even a solid carbon block has an eflect on the density, depending on its position. Fig. 7
shows density profiles with the block at the rear end of the antenna (76 cm), far back near
the pump (#22 cm), and in between (—12 cm). There is an increase in density at the —6 cm
position. Possible explanations include image currents in the limiter, reflection of helicon waves
by the limiter, and the recirculation of neutral atoms formed by recombination of ions on the
surface. By comparison, Fig. 8 shows the performance of the limiter with a 2-cm diam hole.
These data were for a uniform Befleldi

O. 8

17? 0.6

-3 —2 -l 0 1 2 ii
radus (cm) Position (cm) 7

Fig. 7 Fig. 8
To obtain the highest density with the available rf power, we operated at 1 kG with a cusped

field, with no limiter, using a helical antenna and a probe located near it. The importance of
gas feed is shown in the pressure scan of Fig. 9. The density pulse had a peak of about 5 msec,
hallowed by a plateau for the remainder of the 100-msec pulse. The peak density did not vary
with pmuure above a few mTorr, but the plateau density fell off at low pressures, indicating a
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deficiency in neutral gas. Apparently, unless the flow rate is very high, densities of order 1014

cut—3 are sustained only by the gas stored inside the tube, feeding radially into the Plasma,

Fig. 10 shows radial profiles at the peak and the plateau for the upstream probe, as Well as

for the downstream probe, which does not show a density spike at the beginning of the Pulse,

The field was increased to 1.2 kG. There was a large axial density gradient because of the high

pressure of 20-30 lnTorr. At normal operating pressure, the plasma is much more uniform alrmg

the axis.

8 — 9

p? 7 ' i 3
i 6 fr? 7
g S 41‘ g 6. 7i 2

c5 3 i} E, 3
L: 3 4 c 2
C

_3O ,7 , 113.; .1 2,
o 20 40 60 80 100 72.5 45 -0.5 0.5 1.5 25

p (mTorr) Radius (cm)

Fig. 9 Fig. 10

Since there is no need for internal electrodes in this device, it should be possible to produce

arbitrarily long plasma columns of density 101“ CIR—3 by adding antennas periodically. This

paper has shown the importance of magnetic field shaping near the antenna and of arranging

for radial gas feed. Other investigators /6//7/ have found that, above a. power threshold of 2.3

kW, the helicon discharge can burn out all the neutral atoms near the axis and constrict itself

to a narrow, fully ionized column. We hope to add enough power to see this in the near future.

This work was supported by the National Science Foundation, Grant No. Pics-55901249.
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PLASMA POTENTIAL FORMATION IN THE PRESENCE OF

LOCALIZED RADIO—FREQUENCY ELECTRIC FIELDS

N.Y.Sato,(a) R.Hatakeyama, and N.Sato

Department of Electronic Engineering, Tohoku University

Sendai 980, Japan

Researches on plasma potential formation have recently attracted consid—

arable attention in basic plasma, space plasma and fusion plasma physics.

Electrostatic potential formations as a result of interaction between radio

frequency (rf) fields and plasmas are of particular interest concerning
effective plasma heating and confinement. Experiments on rf sustained
electrostatic potential barrier like thermal barrier /1/ and rf plugging /2/

have been performed in open ended machines, resulting in reducing and

plasma losses. In this connection it is basically significant to experimentally

clarify the potential formation process in the presence of spatially localized
pf fields. Here we demonstrate a clear potential formation along the magnet—
ized plasma flow when externally-excited nonlinear electron plasma waves
are generated.

A collisionless plasma, 5.0 cm in diameter, is produced in a sing1e~ended

Q machine, as shown in Fig.1. The plasma of density n0=(5—50)X106 cm—3

(electron plasma frequency wpe/ZTI=ZO—64 MHZ) and electron temperature

T8030} eV is confined radially by a uniform axial magnetic field B=2.3 kG.

An electron plasma wave is excited by applying an external rf potential VRF
of a frequency w/ZII (=10—100 MHz) to a 5—cm-diam ring antenna, which is
axisymmetrically set near the center of the plasma column (2:0 cm). The
plasma with a speed V032.7X105 cm/sec flows downstream almost without
being disturbed by the antenna when VRF=O V.

The electron Wave is ob—

s rv d t t ‘ 1 t Ze e o symme rica ly propaga e /HOT PLATE 8
from the exciter toward the , . ,7 , , , , i
upstream (2(0) and downstream a :- V 7, , . I
z>0 'd H V ‘( l 51 es along the plasma / ENDPLATE/

column, satisfying the linear .. . RING EXCITERdispersmn relation for VRF3 50 I I
luv («Tea/e" With an increase
in VRF over T80/3, well—known Fig.1: Schematic of experimental
nonlinear phenomena such as SBtuP.
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amplitude oscillation appear /3/, and asymmetric propagations simultaneously

occur. For much larger values of VRF’ the wave is measured to damp eyen

more strongly near the exciter and the wavelength at z>0 becomes shorter

than at z<0, as typically shown at the top of Fig.2. When (0/2“ and "0 are

changed, this nonlinear behavior of the wave is typically observed under

the condition that Rm/wpe<l.

Measurements of the plasma potential 9) profile for the case of P<1 Show

that as at z>0 is varied to be deeply negative and {6 around z=0 becomes a

positive maximum in spite of almost no change of p at Z<0{ as given in Fig;

A large—scale potential drop. A¢=¢(z<O)—¢(z>0):20Teo/e, is formed in the

result. A drastic increase of the electron temperature Te is also observEd

on the downstream side

[A T :1" (2)0)«T z<O):30T ]. A interferometer
'9 e 6( 6° Pattern

density dropA 1130,2110 arises “.7“

around 2:0 in addition to a 2 — [V]
plasma loss over the whole col—

umn. Here, the characteristic

scale length of Asa observed is

several ten times the Debye

length, which is nearly equal to

the theoretical width of classical A12— [ev]

electric double layer. 38

In the case of P)1, no partic— l-m 8 _ . .

ular changes of both {25 and Te :- 4- o

are recognized even for l—w

VRF>>2Teo/e on the upstream and 1: —

downstream sides except a region 0 [X107Cm'3]

near the exciter, where'¢ and Te :5: 5 _ O o O

are increased to a positive and a .

high value, respectively, as E 0 M -4 - ._

shown in Fig.3. Instead. I: at z<O ‘60 ‘30 0 30 60

becomes larger than no and the Zlcm]

resultant density drop is formed, Fig.2: Spatial profiles of the electro—

indicating a clear plugging effect static potential, electron temperature

for the plasma flow along the B— and plasma density. VRF=8 V, and

field. It is to be noted that the the subscript "0" refers to a value

electron wave can not propagate with VRF=0 V. 110:5X107 tun—3.

over the exciter because of the w/2n=45 MHz (P=0.71).
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g Landau damping for P>1 [seen at the top of Fig.3].
stran

TY
of P0 in Fig.4.

d with the profile symmetrical up to :60 H5 (a few tens of ion plasma

pical temporal evolutions of the p profile are presented for the case

Applying VRF (t>0)I ¢ at both z>0 and z<0 are positively

raise

period);

ease over the exciter suggests that electrons are axially repelled by the
while gs near the exciter almost keeps constant. This potential

inCY' .
t ong damping of the nonlinear electron wave. However, {15 near the exciter

5 r
. creases to a positive value up to :150 115 during the whole decrease of
in
¢ At the second stage (t=150—m us), 93 at z>0 becomes deeply negative and

¢ at z(O approaches the value before applying VRF with $23 near the exciter

positively constant. Not only electrons but also ions can be reflected near

the excitel‘ under such a potential structure. For P>1, o and Te near the

excite? monotonously increase as a function of time. Independently of P,

the potential profile attains to a station—

ary state around 700 us, which is of the Integgfigfleter

order of the plasma relaxation time

(plasma—length/VO). According to time- A 7

resolved measurements of electron energy 36 8 h [V]

distributions, the high—temperature Max— '9: 4 _

wellian distribution yielding ATe and also 3

An is formed within 100—200 115 well 9 0
before the Asa generation. A

. 0 8 — [6V]
In our experiment, the large—amplitude ‘é

localized rf electric fields are present in "'_ 4 _

the magnetized collisionless plasma flowing 3 ,

toward the endplate. Since plasma param— l—m 0

star variations near the exciter are almost

independent of the frequency applied (or

P), near fields of the antenna are expect—

ed to predominantly determine the phe—

nomenon in the vicinity of the exciter. 0

The localized rf field with the axial gradi— '40 '20 o 20 40
ent provides a ponderomotive force repel— Z’lcm]

ling electrons. Thus there should appear Fig.3: Spatial profiles of the

a potential increase in‘this region of the I plasma parameters. (la/21:95

localized rf field. A part of the ions are MHz (P=1.49). Other parame—
reflected by this local increase in 123. As a ters are same as those of

result, 11 decreases in the downstream Fig.2.
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region. As shown in Fig.3,

however, a large A¢ (>)Teo/e) is

not generated by only the plug—

ging effect due to the pondero—

motive force. On the other hand

(P<1), the enhanced wave damp—

ing gives rise to a number of

detrapped electrons /3/. All

electrons passed through z=0 are

largely accelerated and heated in

the region of z>0, while the

electron reflected at z=0 are not

heated in the hot plate side

because of the high electron

thermal conductivity. The elec~

tron energy increase implies a

decrease of the electron density

in the region of z)O because the

electron flux is conserved. Since

the ion density must decrease at Fig.4: Temporal evolution of poten—

z>0 to satisfy the charge neutral- tial profile 325 at 110:5X107 cm_3,

ity, the potential becomes nega— w/2H=45 MHz (P=0.71), and VRfB V.

tive at z>0 to accelerate ions,

yielding the A55. The A9) generation is essentially ascribed to the nonlinear

electron acceleration (or heating) by waves in the downstream region.

In summary, a potential structure with local hill and large drop has

been observed across a localized rf electric field in a collisionless plasma
flow. The electrostatic potential formation is considered to result from the

electron acceleration due to the highly nonlinear electron wave in addition

to the ponderomotive force.
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INWARD AND OUTWARD PLASMA MOTION INDUCED BY AXISYMMETRIC

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AROUND THE ION CYCLOTRON FREQUENCY

R Hatakeyama, S. Miyakuni, N. Y. Sato,* and N. Sato
.;..-——»——-7——

Department of Electronic Engineering, Tohoku University,

Sendai 980, Japan

ABSTRACT: Large-scale plasma motions across a magnetic

field are observed in the vicinity of an antenna which induc—

tively generates axisymmetric radio-frequency fields. The

phenomenon is due to the ion cyclotron resonance under the

antenna near—zone nonuniform electromagnetic fields.

To understand mechanisms of impurity production during rf'

plasma heating is a topic of considerable contemporary inter—

est.1 An ion—Berstein-wave heating is observed to result in

a peaked density profile and plasma—confinement improvement,

although the mechanism is not elucidated.2 It is basically

important to clarify rf induced plasma—transport processes in

the vicinity of powered antennas. Here we present a signifi—

cant finding of inward and outward plasma motion induced by

akisymmetric rf fields around the ion cyclotron frequency.

Experiments are carried out in a single—ended Q machine,

where a potassium plasma of n=l0lo cm-3 and Te=0.2 eV is prod—

uced on a hot tungsten plate in a uniform magnetic field B0:

1.5—3.5 kG. The plasma (4 cm in diameter) flows toward a

negatively biased endplate at a distance of 142 cm from the

hot plate. An antenna consisting of a l.2-cm-long solenoid

(6.9 cm in average diameter, 4X5 turns) is set at distance 54

cm from the hot plate. Faraday shields (4.6 cm in innerdia—

meter) are mounted on the antenna to allow magnetic coupling

and excitation of cylindrically symmetric rf mode. The fre-

quency ratio m/wci to the ion cyclotron frequency wCi/ZW is

varied by changing the B-field (m/2n=0.l MHz: applied frequen-

cy)“ Profiles of near-zone electromagnetic fields are calcu—
lated by using the exact dyadic Green‘s function for the cy-
lindrical structure3 in case of a typical antenna rf current
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TA=60 A (amplitude). The oscillating axial magnetic field

just under the antenna (2:0) is almost constant (fi2230 G)

within the plasma radius (r52 cm), and the azimuthal electric
field simply increases from the center (§S=O V/cm) toward the
antenna edge (1 V/cm at rel.5 cm). They rapidly damps in the
axial direction, almost disappearing beyond laj=lO cm (z>0: On
the downstream side toward the endplate.

Langmuir probe measurements in the vicinity Of the anten-
na show that small density perturbations are induced for the
case of w/mci<l or >l even when large—amplitude rf fields are
applied to the plasma. However, a large—scale density modi—
fication is caused as w/wci approaches to unity. The maximum
modulation on the order of lOO % is observed for 0.95<m/mcig
1.05 and IA360 A. Typical density profiles at 2:0 are pre—

sented as a functiOn
—3 of time in Fig.1 for1A(A) ne(cm ) ‘

the case of m/wci=l.05
and EA=60 A. Thell

/ profile is periodical—
Add ly modified to be

(Mfi’rfi‘ largely peaked and
hollow in strict cor-
respondence with the

applied rf period ZH/w
(=10 psec). An ion

temperature Tiirper-

pendicular to the B-
F‘ field at 2:0 is oh-/.4 \x

\I' ‘\
“ma. ll!“

‘Qflhflfi
served to oscillate

strongly with the rf

ci ap-
proaches to unity, as

period when w/w

,a’e/ila |\
«llama shown in Fig.2(a) for

t 3A=60 A. Here Til,is

estimated from e-fold-
Fig.1. A temporal evolution of
plasma density profile at z=2 cm.
A profile without rf is also shown. energy ditribution

ing slope of the ion
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measured by a grided energy analyzer. Radial profiles of Til

f r typical phases are given in Fig.2(b). High-energy ions
0
ncentrate near the center of the plasma cross section at a

co
haser while they come up to the antenna edge after half a pe—

P
riodv Time—averaged TiJ_radially increases a little bit to—

ward
(:0 3 ev), The result implies that ions strike the antenna,

the antenna edge, while Tii»for lA=O A is almost constant

leading to the impurity generation.

It is observed that the electrostatic potential becomes

positive in the antenna region, the difference of which (0.5—1

V) is comparable to the ion flow energy. Since the estimated

ponderomotive potential at m/wcisl is also comparable to the

flow energy, the plasma potential increase may be attributed

to the ion deceleration by the axial ponderomotive force.

Ion trajectories around the
A 2 |

cyclotron resonance are computed :) F=O CW1 (O)

by numerically solving the equa—

tion of motion in order to clar—

ify a mechanism for the phenome—

non observed. Figure 3 depicts

the trajectory for the typical

electromagnetic field profile at

z=0 (fi/B020.09) as described pre-

viously, where the ion drifts

from an initial position toward

the antenna edge with its Larmor

radius increasing. More impor-

tantly, the ion at the typical

initial position never overshoots

the axisymmetry center. These

ion behaviors are insensitive to

initial phase of the ion velocity

for larger rf fields. In our r(crn)
experiments most of the ions

Fig. 2L A temporal change
flowing along the B—field are . of perpendicular ion tem—

perature at 2:2 cm (a),
_ and radial profiles for

times between the column center typical phases (b).

considered to circulate several
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and edge due to the cyclo—
tron resonance during pasS-
ing through the antenna re-
gion (=50 usec), where the
ion-flow speed is greatly
reduced by the axial ponder-
omotive force. Since elec-
trons can neutralize ions by
crossing the B-field at the

conducting end (:4 usec),
strong radial motions arise
in the plasma near the an-
tenna, as if a collective
mechanism acts.

In summary, nonuniform
Fig 3 axisymmetric—fields around
Ion trajectories computed for the ion cyclotron frequency
various initial phases of a
speed 1 2x105 cm/sec(arrows). induce a large-scale plasma

motion across the B—field
with the rf period. Our

results imply an important rf—induced plasma transport, being
instructive for understanding impurity generation mechanisms
or peaking phenomena in ion-cyclotron heating experiments.

We acknowledge technical assistances from H. Ishida.
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The Exact and Drift Hamiltonian

Q, Yao Department of Physics, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va 23187

Max-Planck-lustitut fi'u Plasmaphysik, D8046 Garching bei Munchen, Germany

Abstract The Hamiltonian of the exact trajectory and first order corrections to the standard
dfiftHamiltonian are given in the Boozer coordinates for vacuum magnetic field with magnetic

surfaces. The exact Hamiltonian depends on both the field strength and the shape of the
magnetic surfaces while the standard drift Hamiltonian depends only on the field strength.

The first order correction, in gyroradius to system size, to the standard drift Hamiltonian ‘

l
l

l

M Department of Physics, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va 23187 i

l

1

depends in a generic way on the metric tensor of the magnetic coordinates, as does the exact

Hamiltonian.

The speed and efficiency with which the drift equations can be integrated has mandated

their use for studying the trajectories of charged particles in complicated magnetic fields. An

extreme example of such a study is the effect of toroidal asymmetries on the confinement of

fusion (X‘s. Fusion ot's have a slowing down time that is of order (E'Qr with .Q the 1

gyrofrequency and E the ratio of their gyroradius to the system size, 6 ~ p/a. ‘

Unfortunately, the standard derivation of the drift equations, which is due to Aifvén,l is only

guaranteed to be valid for a time (6.0)". Despite the obvious importance, there has been little 1

study of the accuracy with which the drift trajectories approximate the exact particle J

trajectories, which is the subject of this paper.

We call the Hamiltonian that most accurately describes the guiding center motion using

only four canonical coordinates the guiding center Hamiltonian, Hg. The exact Hamiltonian

He for the particle trajectories, which has six canonical coordinates, can be written as the sum

of the guiding center Hamiltonian Hg and a perturbation Hg, which is chosen to be as small as

possible,

flamenco):Hgtu,P,Q)+H;(u.0g,P,Q).
The four canonical coordinates of the guiding center Hamiltonian are (P,Q), the magnetic

moment is u = moi/28, and the canonically conjugate gyrophase is 93. As a field becomes
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spatially uniform e ——> 0, the evolution of the magnetic moment goes to zero faster than 5 to
any power,2.3 which implies, using du/dt = —3H;/868, that the perturbation H; scales as
exp(—c0/£) with Co a positive constant.

The standard drift Hamiltonian Hd, which is equivalent to the drift equations of Alfvén.
differs from the guiding center Hamiltonian H1g by Hg,

awe): mercenary).
The perturbation Hg, has a magnitude of order eHd.

The importance of the term Hg is made clearer if one uses the magnetic coordinates

(VI, 6,(p) that were introduced by Boozer 4-5 to study particle drift motion. Boozer found that
in these coordinates the standard drift Hamiltonian Hd depends on the complexity of the

magnetic field structure only through the magnetic field strength B(u/, 9, (p) .6 We find that
both the exact Hamiltonian He and the lowest order in 6 expansion of Hg, depend on the
metric tensor gij of the transformation from the ordinary spatial coordinates x to the magnetic

coordinates (1,11, 6, £0)- The importance of this property of the drift equations is manifest for
the quasi~helically symmetric stellarator in which the field strength has the form B( yr, 0 — Mp]
with N an integer but the metric tensor g‘j depends in a complicated way on all three spatial

coordinates.7-8 For quasi-helical symmetry, the standard drift Hamiltonian Hd has an exact
symmetry, and a conserved canonical momentum Ph, that does not exist for either the exact

Hamiltonian H2 or the guiding center Hamiltonian Hg. Indeed, we find that the lowest order
in 8 expansion of H; depends on the metric tensor gij in a generic way and breaks the the

invariance of Ph. Although quasi»he1ical symmetry is broken by terms of order a in the

Hamiltonian, the primary effect is an oscillation in value of the canonical momentum P], rather

than a total loss of this invariant.

To explain these results in more detail we assume a curl—free magnetic field that is
written in the forms B = Vy/ x V6 + 10;!)t x Va} and B = ,qOVp given by Boozer.4

One can show that wis the toroidal flux, —1 is the poloidal flux, 9 is the poloidal angle, to
is the toroidal angle, and G0 is the current, in ampere-tums, flowing in the external coils. The

rotational transform is r: dZ/dW- It is useful to define ex = VG- lV(p, so B: we,.
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The metric tensor gij can be given in terms of gW =Vyl-Vyl, g‘ =eJ-e5, g” = Vw-ex, the
field strength 32, and the external current Go. It is a general result of the canonical

transformation theory that if the position x is given as a function of coordinates 6‘,
r=x(§1'€2’§3)’ the canonical coordinates x,p of a Hamiltonian can be canonically

msfomed to 6‘, pg: by letting pi; = p - (it/8?. The theory of coordinate transformations
implies Vfii-ax/Béj = 61'. The linear momentum mv can be written in a covariant
representation

mv = muHB/B + eses ~ pSVyI,

With the particle charge e, and the canonical momentum p = mv + (2/1 with the vector potential
A = VVQ—tp. One can then show that the exact Hamiltonian, H,Z =mU2/2, has
canonical coordinates (5,694)) and canonical momentua p5, P9 : eh": e(I;/+s), and
p9 = (#000 /B)mv” —ex —ezs. In these canonical coordinates, the exact Hamiltonian is

1 2
B ‘ 2 IH,(p5,s;P9,8;p¢,(p) = ELI—00;] [17¢ +ez+ert] +E ezgss2 —2egcsps +gwpsz].

If the magnetic field is uniform in space, one can easily show that ‘I’and 9 are constants of
the motion and are the coonfinates of the center of the circle about which a particle located at
(ll/:9) gyrates, the coordinate (p advances due to the motion along the field lines, and the
canonical coordinates p: and s oscillate at the gyrofrequency.

To obtain Hamiltonians that are in the forms that were discussed earlier, we use a
generating function to effect a transformation from the (175,5) coordinate pair to'the 01,03)
pair. This canonical transformation makes changes of order 62 to the (P9,8,'p¢,(p)
canonical coordinates, which become the (P,Q) coordinates. If one is retaining only the
lowest order in 5 expansion of Hg, one need not make a distinction between (P,Q) and
(P9. 9,124,, (,0). The expressions that we obtain for Hd and the lowest order expansién of H;
are

8(5)
2

1 2 _Ha =Z[m] [P93 +€Z(‘P)] 4113(5)»
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andHé= [p +ex(()‘{’)]AEwMui5=(‘{’,6,go),‘f’=P6/eand

__ nets) W) = _a_ i .Lgns) a _
A‘ 2e(p,a,)2[ w gW‘“)+[‘ae+acp]g M .8 mi 86 1w4

One of the biggest differences between the exact Hamiltonian and the standard drift

Hamiltonian is that the exact Hamiltonian depends on the metric tensor elements while the

standard drift Hamiltonian does not. The first order correction is of great interest becausC it

depends on the metric tensor elements in a generic way. The generic dependence follows

from the fact that the elements of the metric tensor must be periodic functions of (94;).

Whenever the symmetry of the exact Hamiltonian H, is broken by the metric, the symmetry of

the guiding center Hamiltonian Hg is also broken.
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coLLISIONLESS DBJTTWAVES 1N ANISOTRDPIC CYLINDRICAL PLASMAS

J. Kern and H. Schamel
Physikalisches Institut, Universit'at Bayreuth
W 8580 Bayreuth, Germany F. R.

An integral formulation for the normal mode structure of electrostatic drift waves in
cylindriml and slab geometry is developed. No drift ordering is assumed nor is the mode
Mummy «.2 assumed to be ordered compared with the ion gymfrequency 0‘. Two exten-
sians are presented, namely anisotropic temperatures and arbitrary density and tempera-
ture profiles. A local analysis of the m-mode is performed yielding a dispersion relation.
It is evaluated by means of a four-pole approximation of the plasma dispersion function
to get growth mics. Fhrthermore a Nyquist technique is applied resulting in a stability
criterion for 0;“. As an application, the concept of marginal stability combined with the
yequimmsnt ofa minimum critical threshold is used for profile determination. Finally for
the isotropic case, the absolute and convective character of unstable modes is discussed.

I. General Integral Foundation for Collisionless Drift Waves

We consider the stability of an infinitely long azimuthally symmetric collisionleas cylindrical plasma
imbedded in an uniform axial magnetic field Hg. The equilibrium distribution functions for the ions
and electrons are chosen to be of the form:

_ in gfl’L _& vi ”Ii
f'°_(2"l Tam)T...(Rowl 2 (Tu(R>+T-II<R))l' (I)

They are exact solutions of the VLASOV—equation since 0;, v" and R are constants of motion, where
R represents the radial coordinate of the guiding center. It is a generalization of MARCHAND et al.
/1/ due to the anisotropy and the R—dependenoe of the temperatum in (1).
We aesmne electrostatic perturbations of the form

¢= «WP-KM (m9+k-Itz- )] (2)
with the azimuthal mode number m, wave number Ir,3 and wave frequency w. Linearizing the perturbed
VLASOVvequation, we get the mponse L; of the system by integrating along the unperturbed helical
particle trajectories. In this solution the rather complicated time-dependence of the integrand can be
handled by writing (2) as a superposition of plane waves, an idea suggested by /1/. This means that
any perturbed quantity yl is written in the form:

91 = 570‘. 9) exp [i (k - Will
1 00 Zn ‘ ‘ _g(r, 9) = g [0 dim f0 doG(kJ_) exp (.111 -r) (3)

0(a) = 50:1) exp (ima)
where"r, In. are the position and wave vectors in a plane perpendicular to the cylinder axis. a is the
azimuth of kl. The solution reads, dropping subscripts:

f = —°—f°¢——f_;n’/ dk1k1/ da'¢(k1)-
-exp[i(mal+FJ_-fi+lc1-sxn—u(tl)+[k,(z(tI)—z)—w(tI—t)]>]-

.{wlf_ HT)? (1— 19.)" — filo-[clam (a‘ —e) 3%} (4)
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In (4), 8 is the azimuth of the position vector of the guiding center 151'. Making use of (3) and

integrating over the velocity, the FOURIER—transform N(hr) of the perturbed density is obtained

1‘7(a) = - fwdRRfo dk’ik’iq‘sa’ilzJmiilkialJm+i(k;R)9T"_f.

-I‘,-{ (121,122) [1 + (02((j) + (1 ~ —)(1_gz(§:))]_

i
___ -Zi

_qToIk IBOREIETIMTII ZiCj)Fj((51152)}exp[i((ma)] (5)

with
J“ (z) BESSEL—function of first kind and n-th order, In (9:) modified BESSEIrfunction offirst kind and
n——th order, ,,'(z,y) .: I (1'1)exp(—(—fi1:), Z(z)._- 2iex‘p(—z2)J':m dtexp(——i2) plasma dispersion

function, Ugh“. J_ := iii—TE— parallel and perpendicular thermal velocity, (j := Fifi-3%, b1 :: Baa-[u]

52-: my
Inserting N(k1) into the FOURIER-transformed POISSON’9 equation we obtain the integral for-mu.
lation of the normal mode spectrum.

(11+ k3) mi) = 52mm exp <—«'ma) (s)

with MEL) given by (5).

It generalizes previous expressions by

0 R dependent temperature profiles

0 anisotropic temperstum.

We also note that no drift ordering is assumed and that the mode frequency w is arbitrary and not,

assumed to be small against the ion gyrofi‘equency 9". It is also possible to get the corresponding

slab version /2/.

11. Local Analysis

Assuming an adiabatic electron response, quaaineutrslity, drift approximation and the following or-

dering of the frequencim

M M ~
ikzvthzl Ikzvthuil

M, lkzuchflil << 91 (7)

we get the local dispersion relation for the m-mode in slab geometry (ct E c“):

D(o,£) 1: 1+ri[1+socz(C)— (lvc)(1+CZ(C))Su]

—c*su[--ntbG(b)Z(C)+nu <2 — —) Z(C)+C'1|| +Z(C)]=0 (8)
with
So 2 So(b)._-— e"’10(b); e := 77'}. n := Till; b 2= 5&%‘n C E Co = m. “*6 == 3%. (in! 1:

_91 TI ,- '
kn)“.- ' GUJ)‘:1—I;b ‘ "ll L'_9nlnn:- 'r" ‘: Bit'

For isotropic systems, C"— 1, (8) reduces to the dispersion relation of ANTONSEN et 8.1. /3/. Making
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of the NYQUIST technique /3/ it is possible to find a criterion for instability, namely ( p := $3,
“Be

“'mll)m1= 1
011 > ”1+2(1+p)ba‘

2

-{1+\J1+ L:“{—(”Eli +(1—So)+-So£]}[1+2(1+fl)bc]}

v (9)
1 ."II < 1+2(1+u)bG

.{1—J1+%{—é+%[i+(1—So)+ £595] }[1+2(1+;A)bGl}

(10)
A typical example of the threshold as a function of b for (9) 1s given in Fig. 1 for three values of the
parameters 1: r". It shows that there exists a minimum critical threshold for b of order unity.
We have also solved the dispersion relation (8) numeiically by using a four-poleapproximation for the
Z function /4/, suggested by HAMMETT and PERKINS Some results are shown in Fig 2

Imw)
(3:: k.on... ,-ll= k-Wm.-

o ‘e-osfpo 5:4 5:611:- if
21:1,, '1‘“ ‘1‘] L“ C'

kzrn :11 0-6

.311 3&2 in ’7‘ 0.2.

Fig.1 : The stability criterion (9) Fig. 2 : Numerical solution of the dispersion
relation (8)

III. Marginal Stability Concept for Profile Determination

As an application of the local dispersion relation (8) and of the instability criterion((9) for the r}. mode
it is possible to present a unique method for profile determination. The lattm' requires that the plasma
persists in an marginal stable state and that locally that value of bis adopted which corresponds to
the above mentioned minimum threshold. With other words, the plasma has 811i a state in
which the most dangerous mode has just bemmelmarginslly stable. In the case of equal isotropic
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temperaturea,r : 1, T“; = T“, the recipe can be formulated as follows:
For a given density profile n(z) and for a given position 1, (9) is used to get the values ofb and "a“
corresponding to the minimum tlueehold. These values are then umd to get the temperature profile
by an x-integration: z .

”Ia-1'! m1n(=c )
T a: = T 0 / d2+ 11() ”mic mil <>

Formula (11) follows from the definition of the m-parameter‘ The result T(z) for a GAUSSian density
profile (dashed line) is shown for two different values of k,L, where L in the inhomogenity length, in
Fig. 3.

mm mu

Fig. 3 : Calculated temperature profiles

As one notices, the obtained temperature profile has the qualitative feature of meaauied profiles with.

out singularities or negative values. A similar concept can be developed for anisotropic plasmas with
n = g; e 1 /2/.

IV. The Convective and Absolute Character of Unstable ITG—Modee

In the isotropic limit Te : T”,- = Tl.- the local dispersion relation (8) becomes:

w ‘ ._ ._ 1+T(1+SoCZ(C))—Z(C)C*So _
W ’k) ‘— "‘ (*So[C+(C2- §)Z(c)—bGZ(q)] ‘

An inspection of the second term shows that it is independent of 6:7}. This implies that m can be
regarded as a free parameter which is a necessary requisite to apply the criterion of BEES-BRIGGS
/5/ for absolute instability in the modified form of MCCUNE and CALLEN /6/. Hence, it is expected
that an upper threshold for n.- exita characterizing the transition from convective to absolute instability.

(12)

/1/ R. Mai-chand, or. Zhang, v.0. Lee, Phys. Fluids 26, 194 (1983)
/2/ J. Kom, Diplomarheit, Universitiit Bayreuth (1992)
/3/ T. Antonsen, B. Coppi, R. Englade, Nucl. Fusion 19, 641 (1979)
/4/ ow. Hammett, F.W. Perkins, Phys, Rev. L211. 64, 3019 (1991)
/5/ A. Bets, 11.1. Briggs, Bull. Am. phys. Soc. 9. 304 (1964)
/6/ J.E. McCune, 1D. Callen, Plaama Physics 12, 305 (1970)
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Instabilities of Gyro-Kinetic Plasmas with a
Guiding Center Density Gradient, Finite Larmor

Radius and Polarization Drift

G. Knorrl, M. Shoucri

Centre Canadien de Fusion Magnétique
Varennes, Quebec, Canada, .IBX 131

1 Introduction

Experimental and theoretical studies have revealed the importance of turbulence in the
physics of the plasma edge in tokarnaks. The theoretical research has concentrated on linking
this turbulence to instabilities which involves a motion of the plasma along the field line
as well as a gradient and a drift perpendicular to 1;, such as the ion-temperature gradient

instability [1,2] or possibly other drift-wave instabilities [3].
In this work we show that a twoAdirnensional plasma with a. guiding center density gradient

and no variation along the magnetic field lines is already unstable with regard to disturbances
located only in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, if the charge separation between
ions and electron due to the finite ion Larmor orbits in E X E drifts is taken into account,
and if the polarization drift (which gives rise to an additional charge separation in a time
varying electric field) is also taken into account [4].

2 The Guiding Center Model

For simplicity, we consider a straight and constant magnetic field, leaving the treatment of a
plasma in a sheared magnetic field to a later publication. In the finite Larmor radius guiding
center, equations, the finite Larmor radius of the ions is taken into account by a filtering
operation [5]. It has been shown [5] that this system possesses three “rugged" invariants",
with the consequence that charges of equal sign tend to concentrate and form large vortices
under certain conditons. In the present work, we extend these models by including the
polarization drift, which has a different sign for ions and electrons and thus give rise to
a charge separation in a time varying electric field. These equations have been recently
presented [4] and are written as follows:

(971,,at + (VD+VPE)'V"e+neV'VPe=O (1)
V3 = —Vq§xe‘z/B (2)

67;? + (VD+Vpi)'Vni+niV‘f/Pi=01 (3)

VD 2 govpz—Vaxa/B; Vp§=g®VPi (4)
W = fiat—us) (5)

1Department of Physics, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242, USA
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<25 = 96W, fi;:g®nr (6)
. ¥ 1 q dE _ l q dE

VP‘ _ 0,? F, dz VP” — '93 m, dz (7)
dE 6E

and E — W + VD.VE (8)

As described in [4,5], g is a. convolution integral operator, so that we have, for instance

fi.’=g®m=/9(F* owe) drdy ‘ (9)
In the Fourier k-space, it becomes a filter operation, which is easily incorporated in

the different Fourier modes. Each coefiicient at of the mode e‘k'? is multiplied by a factor
9 : exp(—%k27?), where k is total wave vector and r,-, is the ion Larmor radius. We emphasizg
that the densities are not particle but guiding center densities and this explains the absence
of any pressure gradient terms in the present model.

3 Linear Stability Analysis

We will show now that as soon as there is a spatial gradient of the guiding center density
in a neutral plasma, there will be an instability. It follows that a magnetized plasma with
a guiding center gradient can never be in a stationary state, but rather it goes over into a
turbulent state.

We consider a geometry of experimental interest, namely a plasma between two conducting
plates, in the z direction at is the separation between the two plates. As boundary conditions
we take n,(d)\: n.2(d) = N = const, n;(0) : nc(0) : 0, and for the potential ¢(d) :
¢>mq>(0) = 0. Initially we let the guiding center densities depend on at only. The system is
periodic in the y direction, and is initially charge neutral, but we allow a potential diflerence
across the plasma. Then the zeroth order potential becomes (170(1) = fidig. We linearize the
equations by expanding around a steady state and assuming only small deviations from it,
tie. gfi = (170(1) + 5¢(z,y,t),n,‘e : ngcw) + fing‘e(z,y,t), etc. The result is a linear sytern:

326% - ”Ilsafiwzn? * M0: + %0:¢06y)8z6¢616n2+ % Kz¢uay6n5

— rig/34a + %az¢oay)vza¢ = 0 ,
3,511.- 7 fiaygwazn? — Iii-(8t + %azg¢03y)arg6¢01n?+ % ”soaps”,

- flit-(6: + é—mgqsuayvzgm = 0 _
WM = -i(g6ng _ bug) , (,0)

where 7‘1,- = 912, etc. and q : q, :| q,3 |.
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order gradients are constant; 112 = n9 = am, with ad 2 N. Note further thatAll zero 0 .. . . ' I= —Eo : BnD. As the equilibrium equations do not depend on y or t, we make the l
drsatl MORE/vi) = 646(2) exp (ikyy — fut), solve for the guiding center densities and insert i
Elem into Poisson‘s equation. The resulting equation for the potential is given by i

_ 2 vV76¢> : .1 {Wins + (my? — Bananas + ”(a-92 — fie)V25¢}- <11)50 14.55%:03

m. '

"on polarization drift is negligible. The coefficient of the last term in (11) can be written
, 2 .lax/3&9? = §(%?)2g2, where a); = $3- and f2; = g. If «vii/Q? << 1, this term can be

gigglected because it is smalli (This is tantamount to neglecting the divergence of the po-

larization drift.) In the opposite case the coefficient of V2695 becomes dependant on I, but

remains always positive, so that our results derived with (11) are still qualitatively valid.

Note that I tic/,5} |= 3‘ which justifies to drop fie in (11). In other words, the elec— ‘

With these approximations (11) can be written

files/(1 _ 92)
new—tflg “:0 0%I

2 “in" 2 2 71 20I6¢+ E gd drfigb— ky—

2
The term (131) gzd‘larfio originates from the polarization drift (12) is an ODE of second i

order with constant coefficients, which is solved by 85¢: ~ 6'7“”. The boundary conditions i
Mix : 0) : 6¢(1 = d) = 0 are satisfied for l

kxznwm nzlflfl”. um I

From Eq (12) follows the dispersion relation E

7,E

i+ at i

: v0D+Q
. “1—; kyd_1 1

ED
IE to

k d"
—— 1 — g2) (14) ‘k2 w . 4 d_1k 2 ( i
1 + (rt) (7‘)

with g : exp(~%k21‘?)z 1—%k2r?

Without the finite Larmor radius correction, Le. for g : 1, (14) describes a drift wave.
The ion polarization drift is responsible for the imaginary term. Thus without the polarization
drift but with finite Larmor radius correction, we would have a small correction to the drift
wave only. It is the combination of both, finite Larmor radius and polarization drift which
makes the plasma unstable. With w = w, + 2'7 we obtain

7 wpl' 4 kzky rig/d2

WC?) Tm
0.
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The Sign of k: and ky are arbitrary, so that there is always an instability. The thicknesa
of the. plasma sheath, (1, is a measure of the density gradient which supplies the free energy
for the instability. For a numerical example we take k1 : Icy : rrd‘lJc2 = 27911—2, and
n/d : 10*. Then

(3” 40- 1

”1 1+ (sf (2—1.)? 2|

The choice $l = % results in n; =1 56- 10”. Within 100 ion gyrations the amplitude
increases by 10%. This ls a weak instability The choice TIL—- 1 violates an approximation
in our derivation however we may still expect qualitative results The amplitude grow in
100 periods by a factor of 23.
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HE LAUNCHING AND PROPAGATION OF DRIFT WAVES IN ASTEADY—STAI E PLASMAT

J Sandeman, J A Elliott, M Sutcliffe and M G Rusbridge
Physics Department, UMIST, Manchester M60 100, UK.

The UMIST linear quadrupole GOLUX is a steady-state device in which
hydrogen plasma is continuously injected axially, at one end, from an external
duoplasmatron source [1]. The; magnetic field configuration is shown in cross—
section in figure 1. The electron temperature in the drift wave region is about 1
9V, and the density about 10‘5 m3. Self-excited intrinsic drift modes are observed
In the shared flux region of GOLUX, forming a broad band between 30 and 50 kHz.
A typical power spectrum is shown in fig. 2.

Drift waves may also be launched into the system [2], by passing an AC
current through the plasma between the two flag antennae shown in fig. 1. A
typical launched wave at 60 kHz is shown superimposed on the intrinsic modes in
fig, 2. These coherent launched waves present a powerful means of studying drift
wave phenomena.

We obtain information about the launched wave by detecting both density
and potential fluctuations, using a small cylindrical Langmuir probe and lock-in
amplifier techniques. Scanning the probe in the longitudinal (z) direction yields the
spatial variation of amplitude and phase with respect to the launching signal; the
ratio of the wave potential, extrapolated back to the probe, to the launching
current gives the launching impedance, a measure of the effectiveness of the
launching process.

Waves can be launched in the frequency range 10 — 60 kHz. The upper
frequency marks a sharp cut—off above which waves cannot be launched: the
theory presented below shows that this is because the wavelength has become
comparable with the z scale~length of the effective launching antenna, which is set
by the disturbance in the plasma, not by the flag thickness. There appears to be
no lower cut-off, and waves can be launched well below the frequency band of the
intrinsic modes.

When waves are launched within the intrinsic band, we observe an
exponential decay in z, the decay length being about 1.0 m. Below the intrinsic
band, the observed wave exhibits strong interference effects, which we interpret
as due to the simultaneous launching of the expected wave and also the second
tadial harmonic, which has a different wave-number [3]. The dispersion curves for
bath modes are shown in fig. 3. We have investigated the frequency dependence
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of the launching impedance by measuring the wave potential amplitude as a

function of distance 2 from the flags, with a constant amplitude of the launching

current. Results for two values of 2, shown in fig. (4), clearly show the existence

of two windows of good propagation. The upper one corresponds to the intrinsic

band of unstable drift waves, while the lower one, corresponding to a mOde

apparently stable under present operating conditions, may be identified with the

second radial harmonic [4].
This mode can be positively identified by measuring its radial co—variance in

relation to its maximum radial amplitude. Figure 5 shows such results for both the

observed modes. The covariance of the second harmonic changes sign showing

the presence of a radial node, in contrast with the fundamental mode. The

additional evidence from the dispersion curve (fig. 3), which matches that

predicted by theory [4], confirms the identification. We have performed a

theoretical analysis of the wave launching mechanism, using the formulation

introduced by Ashraf and Flusbridge [5]. The plasma response is given by

5,090)
-k,m = ——
M ) kze(k,w)e,,

where w is the wave potential, p, is the externally induced charge density, and e

the dielectric function. The charge density p,a is determined from the potential

distribution in the plasma arising from the flow of current between the two

launching electrodes. Although the two electrodes are linked by a common flux-

tube, this is not capable of carrying the whole current, and the current channel

therefore expands; the resulting cross-field current flow leads to a j x E force which

drives the wave as suggested by Tessema et al [2]. The potential distribution in

the current channel is given by the equation d3V/d23, = ik V, with the acceptable

solution

2 2
V = V09): [-[§+li}u] where K is defined by x3 =L

2 2 2m,m,RLDv

where R is the mirror ratio, L is the length of a quadrant of a field line he from

minimum to maximum field points), D is the probe length, vD the plasma drift

speed, and w the launching frequency. V0 is determined by the impedance of the

‘current channel. From the potential distribution we obtain p, using Poisson's

equation; this is then Fourier transformed to determine p, . For the dielectric

function we use a model form suggested by that of a drift wave in the "slab

model", given by
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e 1[1_fl§2+il)
kit: w Q

where ()(k) is the observed dispersion relation and y the damping rate. For light

dampingr leading to a narrow resonance, we may approximate the dispersion curve

by its tangent at the launching frequency, giving 0(k) = kvg + C where v,3 is the
group velocity and C is a constant. Then, using eq.(1) and back transforming to

obtain the wave potential (p in physical space, we finally obtain the launching

impedance ZL = (p/l in the form

2 _112;BZK2F[2k2—1—i‘/§k2)
2Anm,vg x‘ e kzxz + k‘

Which may be expressed as a function of 0/ using the dispersion curve. This
expression shows that K represents the upper limit on the wave number that can

be launched effectively; ZL has a maximum at k = K/l/2, and becomes constant in

the limit k < K. In this expression F represents the overlap integral between the

potential distribution and the eigenfunction of the drift mode [3]. An approximate
calculation gives F = 1 and we may ignore this factor. The dependence of ZL on

frequency (derived from ZL(k) above) is shown in fig.(6). We use the following
data: B = 14'mT; n = 1.0 x 10‘5 m'3 ; probe dimensions 2 cm by 3 cm; To = 1.4
(W; Va = 1500 m/sec. The largest uncertainty is in the density, about i: 30%.

Then the predicted value of ZL in the limit k < K is 10 Q :l: 50%. To estimate K,

we also need the mirror ratio R z 7, and the plasma drift speed vD = 1000 m/sec,
giving it = 480 m" at 60 kHz. Note that there are no fitted parameters in these
estimates.

The experimental results for lw) are also shown in fig 6. In the intrinsic
drift band, the observed value of z 15 Q is within the theoretical limits of
uncertainty; however, there is no maximum in the impedance, and the high-
frequency cut—off occurs at k z 120 m‘1 , much less than the predicted value k z
x = 400 m . The observed rise of ZL at low frequencies does not appear in our
theory, and has not yet been explained. Nevertheless, there is qualitative, and to
some extent quantitative, agreement between theory and experiment.

References:
H1] Phillips, Flusbridge and Young, Plas.Phys. 20, 653 (1978)
(2] Tessema, Elliott and Rusbridge, Plas.Phys.Cont.Fus. 31, 2177 (1989)
fl3lCaneretaL Phs.Phys.23,819(1981)
(14] Edwards and Rusbridge, Plas.Phys. 24, 789 (1982)
E5] Ashraf and Rusbridge, Plas.Phys.Cont.Fus. 29, (1987)
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sTUDIES OF NON-LINEAR INTERACTIONS OF DRIFT WAVES IN THE
UHIST QUADRUPOLE "GOLUX"

P.J.Duncan, D.Chekroud, and M.G.Rusbridge
physics Department, UHIST, Manchester M60 1QD, U.K.

The UHIST linear quadrupole GOLUX is a steady—state plasma
confinement system in which the plasma is injected along the
null-line of the magnetic field and drifts along the vacuum
vessel in the field; a detailed desciption is given in [1],
and a cross-section of the magnetic field configuration is
shown in [2]. Drift waves are spontaneously excited in the
system: covering the frequency range 30 — 50 kHz:
Propagation is parallel1 to the symmetry axis, with
wave—number about 100 m at 40 kHz. It has been shown [3]
that the dispersion curve agrees well with theory. In
previous work two possible non~linear saturation mechanisms
have been considered: (1) the "frequency—doubling" process
in which a basic drift wave (m,k) drives another, the "f.d."
mode at (2w,2k), on a different branch of the dispersion
curve, and (2) a cascade mechanism in which energy flows
through the drift wave spectrum towards smaller k, mediated
by the low frequency (t 5 kHz) flute-like mode which is also
present [3]. Greb and Rusbridge [4.5] developed the theory
of process (1) and showed experimentally that the energy
flow in the process is insignificant, while Crossley et a1
[6] introduced a new approach to the analysis of
experimental results, that of "amplitude correlations", and
used it to confirm that process (2) is the dominant
saturation mechanism.

In introducing the amplitude—correlation method,
Crossley et a1 [6] did not give a rigorous justification,
but relied on its coherence with other evidence to provide
confirmation. In this paper, we extend the work of Greb and
Rusbridge [4] to provide a rigorous derivation of the method
for the frequency—doubling process, and show that it can
give estimates of the damping rate of the driven mode and of
the rate of energy flowing into it through non—linear
interactions.

The basic equation is that for the slow time variation
of the potential amplitude $3 of a mode (wa,k3) driven by

the non—linear interaction of modes 1 and 2:
. as B¢31 R 73—“;— + c¢a = A¢1¢26(w3-w1-w2)25 (kg—k1_k2) (1)

where A is the coupling constant, a = €(w3,ké) is the

dielectric response function of the driven mode, and the
6—functions enshrine the selection rules. We formally expand
¢ = ¢ + ¢31(t), where $30 is the steady state solution.3 3C!

Multiplying eq.(1) by ¢:, substituting $3; for ¢: in the
r.h.s. and dropping the subscript 1, we obtain

Xm» . MM65 a t

1m We + “53¢; =
x k

¢>¢¢
’1“ (2)
E
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where the delta—functions have been absorbed into A for
convenience. By taking the complex conjugate of this
equation and separating out the reak and imaginary parts we

can obtain an equation for W3 = ¢3¢3 in the form

awa ‘ 2AA*W2W1
_ + 2H3 = —————;—— (3)

__ _ r at as
[°r 6w 51 3a;

To proceed further we need an explicit form for e, and we

use one modelled on that for drift waves in the slab model:
a (k) r

52—21—2[1‘%—+1¢T] (4)
k"n .

where wD(k) is the dispersion relation and y the damping

rate. From this it is straightforward to obtain the final
equation in the form

aw ZAZFWW
3 + ZFW = —i (5

at a £2 )

where F = uzf/(m02+r2), or for light damping F : r(m/mo)2.

The steady state solution to this equation leads to2 the
power ratio [4]; it is governed by the quantity (A/e) , so
that neither A nor a can be determined separately from it.
In the time—dependent form above, the equation describes the
response to fluctuations in W12; we see that the response

I

always lags the driving terms, and from the phase shift we
can determine F and thus obtain additional information
specifically about the damping rate of the driven mode.
Thus, if the product ”1W2 oscillates at a frequency 0, the

phase lag is a where tan 6 = n/ZF, and 0 < S < n/Z.
The experiments are carried out by recording a series

of records of the fluctuating density signal from GOLUX,
using a transient recorder. Individual records are 1024 usec
in length, digitised at 2 ysec intervals. Records are
Fourier—transformed using an FFT routine; the resulting

power spectrum is shown in fig.(1). Frequency bands around
the drift peak (2 40 kHz) and the frequency doubled peak (z
89 kHz) are isolated, squared, and again filtered to pass
identical low—frequency (LF) bands, typically 1 - 10 kHz.
The resulting signals are then correlated in the usual way.
The use of 50 a 100 independent records is sufficient to
give a random level of correlation of i 0.1, as can be seen
at large time delay in the result shown in fig.(2).

It can be seen that this result agrees qualitatively
with the theory presented. The maximum correlation is
positive, and the phase lag is less than n/z. In
quantitative terms, the average frequency determined from
the number of visible maxima is 6.9 kHz, consistent with the
1 — 10 kHz LF band limits: we identify this with Q/Zn. The
delay of the maximum is 21 ysec, equivalent to a phase lag
of 0.93 rad and leading to F = 1.6 x 10 sec .
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with LU./2rz = 80 kHz we obtain F/w = 0.032, consistent with
weak damping of the f.d. mode; in fact, if the interaction
is no more than 20% off resonance, i.e. 0.8 < wo[w < 1.2,

then 0.020 < r/m < 0.046.
The maximum correlation is consistent with the level of

background shown in fig.(1). We estimate the background by
interpolation between the power levels above the f.d. band
and below the drift band. as shown by the dashed curve;
averaging over the upper frequency band, we obtain the
signa1rt0—background ratio S/N k 1.62. Assuming that the
background is unrelated to the drift waves, we find that the
maximum possible value of the correlation is S/(S+N) = 0.62
The maximum observed correlation shown in figl(2) is almost
as large as this; we interpret this as confirming that the
f.d. mode is completely driven by the non—linear coupling

from the drift mode [5]. The high value also effectively
rules out the possibility that the apparent correlation

could be due to the modulation of both drift and f.d. modes
by the same signal (e.g. the low frequency flute mode which
is also seen in the system).

For greater precision, we need to determine
experimentally the f.d. mode dispersion curve mo(k). We

expect to do this through an application of the wave
launching technique described in refs [2,3]. With this
information available, we expect to be able to determine the
dielectric function and thus obtain an experimental
measurement of the coupling constant for comparison with
theory.

In conclusion, we have shown that the intuitively
appealing approach of the amplitude correlation method can
be rigorously justified for the case of a non—linear
interaction of the "frequency—doubling" type, and we have
shown that the theory agrees well with observations made in
the GOLUX Quadrupole. The results give a direct experimental
measurement of a quantity related to the damping rate of the
driven mode; we now require only a determination of the
driven mode dispersion curve to obtain complete information
about the interaction including a measurement of the
coupling constant.
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Excitation of Electron Cyclotron Waves and Related Physics Experiments

Masayoshi Tanaka, Makoto Tamaoki, Hiroaki Shoyama, Keisuke Nagao
__F_______

Akio Komori and Yoshinobu Kawai

Department of High energy Engineering Science, Kyushu University
Kasuga, Fukuoka 816, JAPAN

Abstract Experiments on electron cyclotron Wave excitation are carried out.

Mode conversion of a left»hand polarized wave into an electron cyclotron wave is ex—

amined in detail. When small inhomogeneity exists in the magnetic field, the trapped

electrons chaotically accelerated to a few tens of KeV range. The experimental results
on the onset of chaos are presented.

1. Introduction

Excitation of electron cyclotron wave (ECW) /1/ is experimentally studied with a
2,45GHz microwave. The TElo rectangular mode is converted into the TE“ circular
mode, and launched from an open end of the field line. By controlling the microwave

polarization, we excite a ECW (R—wave).

One of the most important application of ECW is to produce overdense plasmas. In

the case of R~polarized microwave injection, ECW generates a plasma density 1 X1013
cm‘3 at 5 KW input. While, we use the lrpolarized microwave, mode conversion
process occurs; a L-wave is excited in the initial traveling distance and converted into a
ECW as it propagates. The detailed results on the mode conversion process including
the wave form and the polarization are presented.

When there is small inhomogeneity in the applied magnetic field, some of electrons
(initially z 20 eV) are accelerated up to a few tens of KeV range. To examine the
mechanism of acceleration to such the high energy region, we have measured the wave
propagation and the soft X-ray emission from the accelerated electrons. It is found
that this phenomenon is understood as a Hamilton chaos of mirror trapped electrons
interacting with ECW.
2. Experimental Apparatus

The experiments are carried out in a cylindrical chamber with 8 magnetic coils. The
chamber dimension is 16 in diameter, and 150 cm in axial length. Microwave source
with a frequency 2.45 GHz and 5KW output is used to excite ECW. Magnetic fields
are applied to satisfy the high field side injection at the launching point, LUV/wee < 1.0,
where Luce is the electron cyclotron frequency and w the microwave frequency. The TEm
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rectangular mode from a magnetron oscillator is transformed into the circular TE”

mode, and then polarized by a dielectric—platetype polarizer. The rotation direction

of the electric field is selected by the polarizer. The circularly polarized microwave ls

introduced from an open end of the field line through a tapered waveguide and a quartz
window. Filling gas is Argon, and the operation pressure is 1 X 10‘4 e 1 x 10‘2 10”..

The electron temperature and density measured with a Langmuir probe inserted from a.

radial port are 4 - 20 eV and 5 x 10H — 1 x 1013 cm”, respectively. An axially mOVable

dipole-antenna, covered with ceramic for thermal insulation, is introduced for the Wave

detection. A Si(Ge) solid state detector is connected to the radial port located between

the third» and the fourth coil, and the output signal is processed by a Multichannel

Analyzer. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup.

SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTER LANGMUIH F'RDIJE

\ n in on W in
[Hanging—— """"""""""""""""" l .

EJ'GH /
Muénoiiwws MIHM IM I N \ LOOP ANTENNA

PUNCHING METAL

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of experimental setup.

3. Mode Conversion of L-wave into ECW

In our experimental condition, two wave modes can propagate in a plasma along

the magnetic field line. Right—hand wave (ECW) is accessible to any high dense plasmas

and strongly interacts with electrons through the electron cyclotron resonance, while

left—hand wave is only accessible to low density cases, whose interaction is negligible.

When we use the R-polarized microwave to produce a plasma, an ECW is excited
in the plasma and a density 1 X 1013cm‘3 is achieved at 5 KW microwave input /2/.

This is 140‘times higher than the cutofl" density for the ordinary wave of the same

frequency. When the L—polarized microwave is injected into the evanescent plasma,

mode conversion process is observed. Figure 2 shows the perpendicular component of

the electric field, Ey, detected by the dipole antenna. As seen in this figure, a long-

wavelength mode is excited in the initial propagation distance (broken line) and decays

within the one period of oscillation. During this process, a short-wavelength mode grows

from z z 5 cm, and dominates after 2 z 15 cm, showing the mode conversion.

Rotating the dipole antenna by 90 degrees, we have measured the Ex component

to determine the polarization of the long— and the short-wavelength modes. Figure 3

shows the polar plot of the observed electric fields. It is found that the long-wavelength

mode is a left-hand polarized wave (Fig.3(a)), and the short—wavelength mode a right-
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d polarized one (Fig.3(b)). These waves are identified as the L—wave and the ECW,11ha actively SinCe the conversion into ECW is complete, the plasma density achieved ins . . . , . '
re P almost the same as obtained with the R—polarlzed microwave. It is interestingthis case 15

tha
t in the growing phase, the ECW is almost linearly polarized.

I

T

M
20 cm

Fig.2 Interferometer trace of Ey component (upper
left).

Fig.3(a) Polar plot of Ei for long—wavelength mode
indicating left-hand polarization (upper right).

Fig.3(b) Polar plot of E; for short—wavelength mode
indicating right—hand polarization (lower right).

4. Hamilton Chaos of Electrons Interacting with ECW

It is well known that an oscillating particle kicked by a force exhibits chaos. Such
the situation is realized in a plasma with trapped ions moving in the potential well
of an electrostatic wave /3/. We present another example of chaos in a plasma; elec-
trons trapped in the weak inhomogeneity of the applied magnetic field suffer chaotic
acceleration by an electromagnetic wave (ECW), reaching a few tens of KeV range.

The mirror ratio is less than 1.3, and the field intensity at the bottom of the mirror
is kept constant to provide the constant interaction with the ECW. The accelerated
electrons radiate soft X-rays through the bremsstrahlung, which is measured with a
Si(Ge) solid state detector. Changing the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field and the
input microwave power, we have carefully measured the onset of X»ray emission.

The X—ray emission doesn’t occur with the straight magnetic field, but, at a finite
mirror ratio, it does /4,5/. The observed spectrum is shown in Fig.4. The energy covers
from 2 KeV, the lower limit of the detector, to 15 KeV, and the peak at 3 KeV is the
Characteristic X-ray form Argon (K-shell). This means that electrons are accelerated to
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the same range of energy. The count rate rises with increasing the field inhomogeneity,
indicating that the mirror trapped electrons are responsible for the X—ray radiation
Figure 5 shows the X-ray total count as a function of mirror ratio. The onset of emissioll
is so sudden that only a 3% change in mirror ratio triggers this phenomenon. The X43],
emission is also sensitive to the input microwave power. Beyond the threshold value
between 1 KW and 2 KW, the total count rapidly increases. These results strongly

suggest that the mirror trapped electrons are chaotically accelerated by the ECW, and

that our system is equivalent to a harmonic oscillator(trapped electron) periodically
kicked by an external force (ECW).
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Fig.4 Soft X-ray energy spectrum. Input power: 3
KW; mirror ratio: 1.08 (upper left). 01.0 1,1 iiz—{J—

Fig.5 X—ray total count as a function of mirror ratio.
Input power: 3 KW (upper right).
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1 INTRODUCTION
A number of papers have been devoted during the last years to the nonlinear

saturation of various instabilities. One proposed mechanism is the formation of vortices in
phase-space. P.I.C. simulations have shown [2], [3] the occurence of such structures in the

nonlinear saturation regime of the ion beam driven acoustic instability. The need of a a low
noise level and a very good phase—space resolution to study the long time behaviour of these

structures leads us toprefer an eulerian Vlasov simulation code. Thus we have modified a

unedimensional electron Vlasov code [1] to model ion beam«plasma systems.

In this paper we shall discuss the first results obtained with this code. Namely we shall report

detailed comparisons between the P.I.C. and the eulerian Vlasov simulation approaches.

2 THE THEORETICAL MODEL AND SIMULATION METHODS

We consider a one-dimensional collisionless unmagnetized plasma in which ions are
.described by the Vlasov equation and electrons are assumed to be in a Boltzmann

equilibrium. The ion distribution function F{x,v,t) and the normalized self-consistent

electrostatic potential @(xJ) are thus described by the following dimensionless Vlasov-

Poisson system:

3_F+v3_F_é§3_F_
a: 81 axau‘

2

;?=—1d+exp((b/T)

Here T = T, /T,. and x e [0,L], v E (~ao,+oa) and I are the space, velocity and time variables

respectively measured in units of ion Debye length, ion thermal velocity and inverse plasma
period. Periodic boundary conditions are used.

Eulerian Vlasov simulation code: This code is based on the splitting scheme
algorithm described by Cheng & Knorr (1976) [4], or Gagné & Shoucri (1977) [5]. It
consists of alternately integrating the free streaming term and the acceleration term in Vlasov
equation, using cubic spline interpolations.

But, contrary to the problem of electron dynamics in a background of static ions, our
Poisson equation is nonlinear. To solve it, a regular grid with grid spacing AX and NG grid
points is introduced. Thus the Poisson equation can be written:

d>l~+l—2d)i+d>j_,=(exp(d>j/T)—pJ-)AX2, where p(x)=jF(x,v)dv is the ion charge
density. The resulting set of equation in matrix form, i.e. Ad) = B + C(<I>), can be solved
iteratively by the formula AW“) = B + C(¢(“-‘)).
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The x-v phase-space is discretized as a 256x 128 grid.

P.I.C. simulation code: The ion distribution function is discretized using
NP=512000 superparticles and the leap~frog scheme is chosen for the solution of the
simulation particle trajectories. The selfrconsistent electric field is obtained from the Poissm.
equation solved with the same iterative method as above, with a grid of NG=256 points. The
ion charge density at a grid point is calculated according to the formula:

NP

pl.(Xj) = EfiWOC‘. - X1) where W(x) is the quadratic spline interpolation functiOn,
{:1

3 RESULTS

Initial data: We consider the following initial distribution function: F(x, v,t = O) =

(2n)"[a(ljb / 7")“ exp(—M]+(l—a)exp[—fi]]x[1+2an sin(k,,x+tp )]
2 Tm / T, 2 ,, "

where an (resp. tpn) is the amplitude (respl phase) of the initial perturbation of the mode with

wavevector k“ . with k" = "(271' / L), and Vb is the beam velocity.

The following plasma parameters are chosen: T = 30, 7,7,, / 7: = 0. 05, vb = 6, a = 01
For this data set the n=4 mode (four wavelengths in a box of length L=150) is the most
linearly unstable, as predicted by the linear dispersion relation [2].
All the simulations are run with a time step AI = 025.
P.I.C. simulations need no initial perturbation and thus a” =0,\7’n. On the contrary the

intrinsically noiseless Vlasov code needs some an # 0. We will discuss the results obtained
with the following data sets:

ViflSOV1101=CI2 =10’5,a3 210’3
V1asov2: all modes initially excited with amplitudes an distributed according to the

thermal levels in a maxwellian plasma and randomly dism’buted q)“.

IODO Ir, a)

E_5 J#.# . 41 ' l l 1 J
o 100 200 300 “,0 500 0 too zoo 309 400 500

Fig. 1 Time evolution of the first Fourier modes for P.I.C. a) and Vlasov2 b) simulations

In the corresponding simulations we have observed the growth and the nonlinear saturation
of the ion acoustic instability. The growth rates for the various Fourier modes supported by
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box have been obtained from their time evolution (fig. 1) and the main results aree
mmmarized in the following table:
su growth rates

YZ Y3 7/4 yS 7,105

linear theory 0081 0.101 0.103 0.048 :0
P.I.C. 0.079 0.100 0.102 0.044 =02
Vlasovl 0.081 0.101 0.18 0.19 :02
Vlasov2 0.081 0.101 0.103 0.044 :02

T: 1256“” It is seen that in Vlasov simulations

GD DD 120 150
x

Fig. 2 Phase—space plot showing the formation of
vortices (P.I.C. simulation)

only the growth rates of the modes
initially excited are in agreement
with the predictions of the linear
theory. Now the number of vortices
observed in the early saturated
regime is fixed by the dominant
mode. Thus, four vortices are
observed in the P.I.C. (see fig. 2) and
in the VlasovZ simulations, instead of
three in the Vlasovl simulation.
Nonetheless the modes not present in
the initial perturbation are excited by
nonlinear coupling processes taking
place before the saturation is reached.
Thus higher growth rates are
observed (see table). The great

efficiency of this mode coupling process can be explained by the nearly linear (o—k
dependance for the ion beam-plasma system, so that the resonance condition is satisfied for
the excited modes.

Finally it appears that the actual evolution of the system depends strongly on the
choice of the initial perturbation.

T= 1200f};

3.8

5.8

SD 40 50x
Fig. 3 Phase-space plot showing detrapped

particles above the separatrix

0 I II I I
0 200 409 600 300 1000

Fig. 4 Time evolution of E, showing large
amplitude side-bands
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Finally the excellent phase-space resolution of the Vlasov simulation code enables to study
the long time behaviour of the trapped particles. It has been observed (fig. 3 and 4) as
previously reported for the electron beam—plasma instability [6] that growing side-bands can
destroy the trapped particle oscillations which follow the saturation of the ion acoustic
instability. The phase velocity of the side-bands oscillations is in agreement with the velocity
detrapped particles.

4 CONCLUSION

A one-dimensional eulerian Vlasov simulation code has been developped to mOdel
ion beam-plasma systems. The simulations are performed using spatial boundary conditions.
The results obtained on unstable ion beam-plasma systems exhibit the ion phase—space
vortices formation previously observed in P.I.C. simulations. Moreover careful comparisons
of the Fourier modes in the two approaches has been done. This allows to point out the
crucial importance of the choice of the initial perturbation, particularly in the case of linearly
unstable systems. Indeed, in the case of P.I.C. sitnulations, unstable modes grow

spontaneously from the numerical noise, while Vlasov simulations are noiseless and then

require some initial perturbation. When this initial perturbation is distributed among the

different modes according to the thermal levels in a maxwellian plasma the results obtained
with Vlasov simulations are in close agreement with those of P.I.C. simulations. Howevu
the Vlasov code displays more complex phase-space correlations and permit to observe the
long time behaviour of trapped particle structures. We thus have observed that the trapped
particle oscillations which follow the saturation of the ion acoustic instability can be.
destroyed by growing side-bands.
Improvements of this code are under way and, will permit to study the long time behaviour of
more realistic non periodic ion beam»plasma systems.
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An Eulerian Code for the Study of the
Gyro—Averaged Kinetic Vlasov Equation

A. Ghjzzol, P. Bertrand1 M1 Shoucri, E. Fijalkowl, M. Feix2

Centre Canadien de Fusion Magnétique
Varennes, Quebec, Canada, JBX 131

1 Introduction

Strong magnetic fields are commonly used for plasma confinement in large devices In many
of these devices electric field E exists which results 111 an E X B drift. Any inhomogeneity in
these electric fields results 111 a shear 1n the plasma flow and can lead to the appearance of
low—frequency instabilities The basic equation to describe such a system 15 the gyro-averaged
kinetic Vlasov equation which couples the E X B motion across a magnetic field to the motion
parallel to the magnetic field. We also note the recent interest in ion temperaturegradient
instabilities also known as 17,- modes [1], coupled with E x B shear. An important problem
in the study of these instabilities 15 their small growth rate and the relatively low saturation
level of their potential, which makes their simulation using particle codes difficult [1]. An
obvious way to improve the understanding of these instabilities is to use an eulerian Vlasov
model where, unlike particles in cell codes, we have a good description of vortex structures
and phase space resolution and very low numerical noise.

2 The drift-kinetic Vlasov model

2.1 \The basic equations and the numerical code

The basic equations that govern the plasma dynamics in the case of a uniform magnetic
field B = (Br, 0, B2) tilted in the mz plane have been previously presented [2]. We use
the guiding center drift approximation. The electron and ion velocity can be written in the
following form

_ i n _ 4 E x E
“09‘; 2 UN“; + 11 With 7a. :T (l)

The drift—kinetic Vl'asov equation is written:

afie <- afre EXE afie ‘3 1, Offs_' __1_. _ r _L _..__’ : 2at + ”H as” 132 as + mm “ 0v” 0 ( )
The electron and ion distributions functions are reduced to a 3D phase space function

fa (1,1 ,vug) and fi (I,y,v“,-) where v” is the velocity variable along the magnetic field. We
assume periodic boundary condition in the z-direction and finite-boundary in yidirection.
Thus we perform the numerical experiment in a rectangular domain with 0 g m 5 L;r and
_Ly S y S Ly-

Physique Théorique, Université de Nancy, France
2PMMS/CNRS- Université d'Orleans, France
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The electric field are then given by:

E‘ = —W (3)
where the electric potential (p obeys Poissons’s equation:

82 0250 +__‘P_
322 By2

where 77c and n; denote respectively the electron and ion density given by

+i [7141.14.07 mint/,0] (4)

(m y.) =//..( z y.v.|..)dv.t.~ (5)

The numerical integration of Eq. 2 is performed by using a splitting scheme in which We

separate the integration in both directions successively according to the sequence of operators

‘1 )2: p “1- were the operators lg" 11> and VA“ denote the shift in 1' y, and DH direction for

both particle species and over a full time step At. (The teim 1/? denotes that the shift'15
effected over a half time step)[)[.2] The shifts are calculated using a cubic spline interpolation

This sequence allows us to compute the electron distribution function fa (or f; in a similar
way) at each grid points at time in“ from the known values of f5 (or f;), and this scheme is

correct in the second order in At.

3 The ion temperature gradient instabilities

These are basically very low frequency electrostatic waves, which can become destabilized
when the parameter 7;,- : d(lnTi)/d(lnni) exceeds a critical value. The Vlasov code presents a
powerful tool for the investigation of these instabilities, because of their very low noise levels.
We present in this section the result of a simulation with the following initial equilibrium
profiles:

1} = Tm (0.2+0.8 x (”H“) with T.- = 1

C! _ 2
na: —e"y

V7r

with a = 0.025, [3 : 7a. This corresponds to a maximum value 17,- : 5.2.
The. initial ion distribution function is then given by

"D
f,‘ (m,y,v“,t = 0) : me

where we have introduced a perturbation term with 5 : 0.001 to start up the instability. In

this simulation the space variables a: and y are normalized to p, _ C, /wp. where C, is the

ion acoustic velocity, the velocity v“ is normalized to C, and the time is normalized to the

“.fil (1+esinkaz+esin2kaz+asin3koz)

inverse ion plasma frequency w; .The electrons are taken to follow an adiabatic law [1]:

My) = nae!) (”6%)
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we take Ta = Tin and we assume at each time step At the quasivneutrality of plasma
< n, > = < n.- > by computing the value of the potential constant. We note that the
ion gyroradius effects are neglected in the present drift kinetic approximation. (Work is in
progress to include the gyro-averaging effect in the previous equations.) The simulation was
effected with wag/wp; 2 0.50. Figure 1 shows on a logarithmic scale the growth and saturation
ofthe potential (growth rate EL. = 7X10”) at the center of the plasma for the mode ko : ~24;
Contours plots of the potential at a time twp; : 9100 and twp.- = 9500 at saturation are shown
in Figs. 2 and 3. They show vortices traveling at what appears to be the phase velocity of
the wave. Figure 4 and figure 5 show the corresponding E X B flow at the same time.

The present results are effected with a time step of Atwpi = 1 and we use a mesh of
Nfv” : 64 x 128 X 32 which is equivalent to 262144 particles. This simulation took
about 4 hours (CPU time) on the CRAY - 2 computer for 10“ time steps. The present results
Show how the solutions obtained from a Vlasov code are noiseless, and an instability with
weak growth rate is described untill saturation.
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Introduction
The behavior of laboratory plasma containment devices is often modelled by so-called
magnetic solutions of the Vlasov—Maxwell system (describing. a colliSionless plasma).
For these magnetic. solutions charge neutrality prevails at all times implying that elec-
triC fields are negligible or even completely absent. In the present contribution we
investigate Why charge neutrality prevails in a confined plasma and under v'vliich con«
ditions the Charge-separation electric field is indeed negligible. More speCifically we
demonstrate that with fully—relativistic anisotropic plasmas, equilibria can be realized
only if the distribution functions of the electrons and ions are related to each other in a
special manner prOVided that their dependence on the constants of motion is separable.
This relation is non—local in momentum space and reduces to a local one in the non—
rglativistic limit. Furthermore, as an example we analyze a relativistic model for the
plasma-magnetic field boundary and demonstrate how to choose distribution functions
that lead to neutral steady states in which electric fields are completely absent.

Basics
Consider a one-dimensional static configuration that consists of a plasma, which is
inhomogeneous in the az—direction and is permeated by a static magnetic field in the
z-direction (laboratory—frame). In this case the electric and the magnetic fields can be
derived from the potentials V and A respectively, in the following manner:

— dV .. - dA
E0 = —E€=, Bo = Ea. (1)

The relativistic Vlasov-Maxwell system for this stationary situation is given by

CPI 6f: 5 " 0,5 ~__ _ __ _ , = 27 an: mac (130+ 7 A30) fg 0, ( a)
6 i .' ~ " ~”la—f+—L(EO+EABO).vpf.-=o, (2b)

7 a: m.c ”y
d2A

_dz—2=#°(J‘" +Jiv), (3a)
dQV 1

__d:c—2 = gtqiNx‘ — eNel- (31’)

Here, f, and f, denote the distribution function and the current density respectively,
of particles of species a and

_. 7 _.p = 3”“ 7(9) = v1+p2. (4)
The other symbols have their usual meaning. The relation between the particle density
N, and J. = Lye}, on the one hand and f, on the other hand is given by

N6“) = N50 dap fa(zaP)» Jay(1') = NBqc/d3p7?;)fl(x1p)5 (5)
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where N,o is the density of particles of species .9 when there are no fields. F01- the
equilibrium distribution functions f, we choose the following functions of the constants
of motion that resemble relativistic Maxwellians (and that coincide with them when
A E 0):

Jittner—Synge distribution function /1/
,——J\—_—

_ m _ MaHa
f! — 47rK2(;t,) €Xp( m5C2) Xha{Sgn(qa)Pa,}a (6)

where the Hamiltonians H, and the canonical momenta in the y—direction PM are SiVen
by

H: = HAPJ) = (V122 +1 — 1)m_,c2 + 43V”)!
‘1:

7

Pat = Pad/1.x) = py + mac/1(1) ()

and where #3 = mscz/kBT, K2 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and
of order 2. The functions h, are Ineant to model the departure from global thermody.
namic equilibrium (if one ignores the gyro-radiation field) due to the presence of the
inhomogeneous (confining) magnetic field.

Analysis
If we introduce the kernel function

K‘(p”)=K22(—:,)( 1+p§+%) EXP(-uu/1+pf,l (8)

and the parameters

then, from (5), (6) and (7) we can deduce

New) = Neg exp{‘1>e(w)}ge{\11(x)},N.-(r) : Ni, exp{—§¢e(z)}gi{m>}, (10)
Mo) = ”8°“ exp{¢e(x)}gé{‘1'(z)}. Jive) = fl1%9exp{—§¢e<z)}géiw(x)i,(n)

e

where the functions 9E and g; are defined by

game} = /_ dpy momma) — pg}, (12a)
°° Zgame} = [d1, Kiowa-{firm +py} (12b)

and 'IJe and \I/ are dimensionless potentials according to

m) = [52?) W) = 719 (13)
The primes in equations (11) denote differentiation with respect to \11. Finally upon
introducing

1 Z Z — a .. 9e + 91‘ 9e _ 9iQ _-— _ + _ Q = = = 4
(IE) 2 (1 ) All), 6 Z i g 2 1 gd 2 ) (1 )
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“mall’s equations (3) may be written as follows:
A

1;; :(1 + 9mexp{-6¢’(€)}[sinh{‘I>(E)}§{‘lJ(€)} + coshmemnwon. (15a)
fl 2 s 3 3 tam—m»d6? [16 Z

x [coshwo + mime} +sinh{<1>(c) + tighten]. (15b)
where

2a6 = arctanh(6), §=1l%—a (16)
In the electrostatic situation ‘11 E O) the functions ha and h; become identically one
The equations (15a) and (15b then reduce to a single equation for <1) only, i.e.

:27? = (1+ 9texp{—e<o}sinh{<b<o}. (17)
This situation essentially reviews the solutions of the pure Vlasov—Poisson problem for
the Ansatz (6) (a homogeneous magnetic field may still be present).
The coupled second—order equations (15a) and (15b) may be combined into a single
differential equation of fourth order. The highest derivative of this fourth—order equa—
tion is multiplied by l/pe. For the fusion-relevant case of a. weakly—relativistic plasma,1/“e << 1. This means that (15) is a candidate for boundary-layer theory. A bound-ary layer is a narrow region where the solution of (15) changes far more rapidly than
outside of it By definition, the thickness of such a boundary layer must approachzero as pa —+ 00. Outside these isolated regions of rapid variations it is justified to
neglect the second derivative of the potential ‘13 (divided by he) in (153.) which is infact tantamount to the commonly employed quasi-neutrality approximation. Thus we
arrive at the conclusion that the quasi-neutrality assumption is closely related to thenon-relativistic limit relevant to fusion plasmas.
In the absence of an electric potential (II) E 0) the plasma must be locally neutral. Inthat case equation (15a) is necessarily trivial which leads to the condition that gd = 0.So the functions hE and h.- must satisfy the equation

/: dpy momma) — pg} = /_:dpy Krona-{gnu +py}. (18)
The integrals in this expression are of the convolution type. This fact offers the pos-sibility to obtain the following integral relation between the functions h,3 and h,- byemploying the Fourier transform:

W) = /_: dy Ken-{gm — 31)}: (19)
where

2 no 2 2 2 ,K(y) = kiwidgfu dlc Maggi“?W) (20)
#3K2 041‘
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In the non—relativistic limit (c —’ oo) K(y) reduces to the Dirac delta function and
relation (19) then becomes a local one in momentum space.

Application
The previous results may be employed to simulate various relativistic equilibria in

which the plasma is everywhere exactly neutral (11> E 0; deviations from exact neutra1.
ity due to finite gyro-radius effects are ignored). More specifically we will now use Our
approach to construct a fully-relativistic steady—state model for the plasrna-magnetjC
field boundary in which the plasma is free of charge separation and becomes relativistic
Maxwellian for |z| —> 00 where the confining magnetic field becomes homogeneous. To
that end we prescribe §{\II(£)} as follows:

dg _ 1 L
E _ cosh2(§)l (21)

Since we assume exact neutrality everywhere in the plasma, equation (15b) reduces to

(12‘? 2 oz dg
__ — —cosh(¢55)fi, (22)
de "a z

from which we easily deduce

W) = c: 313 gcoshwnlogicoshen. (23)
where C' is an arbitrary integration constant to be determined by the boundary con-
ditions. The function g (and herewith the particle density profile N = NC = N.) is
established by using (21) and (22) and integrating. This yields

_ 5 Che — 2 01/2 cosh(¢5) tanh(n) «oz/Z cosh(q55)
: d f—= C anh —— ‘“5) (so ” tacosmn) t (E) + WSW) his

The Fourier transform of this expression and of the convolution integrals (12a) and
(12b) finally leads to the following result for the function h;:

a __ 4p? 2 mfisin‘ exp{ik‘/oz/Zcosh(¢6)log(4)/ua}

h‘iawl‘ mom/If, k (W) WWW/7+7?)
>< (521:2 + a?)3{1+ik(%/7—cosh(¢sl+ E),1+ik(—“/::Zcosh(<;$,;)— %)}a

Z 2 (25)
where B is the beta function. Finally we note that he is found with (19) after which
the particle and current densities may be found with (10), (11) and (12).
Note that the steady-state model of the plasma~magnetic field boundary considered
above is by no way unique. Different choices of g in (21) are possible. Moreover the
problem at hand is non-unique because of the presence of trapped particles somewhere
in the plasma, which could never reach the relativistic Maxwellian part of it.
For further details and references see /1/ where we treated the special case of Z = 1 =
a.

/1/ Leon P.J. kamp, M.J. Kerkhof, F.W. Sluijter, M.P.H. Weenink, Phys. Fluids B:
Plasma Phys. 4, 521 (1992).
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A NEW ACTION PRINCIPLE FOR THE VLASOV—MAXWELL SYSTEM

Jonas Larsson
Department of plasma physics. University of Umeé

5—901 87 Umea, Sweden

Abstract: Everyone interested in action principles for the Vlasov~
Maxwell system has probably noticed the difficulty to use the particle
distribution function as a field to be independently varied. A solution
to this old problem is presented in this paper.

imm
The purpose of this paper is to present new action principles for the VP
equation (i.e. the Vlasov—Foisson equation) and the VM system (i.e. the
Vlasov'Maxwell system). These results will be useful for perfoming
standard reduction procedures (like linearization, geometric optics,
gyro—kinetics) in a manifestely Hamiltonian structure preserving way. In
this short paper we will however concentrate on the relations to
previous theory on the Lagrangian«Hamiltonian structure of these
equations and more details will be published elsewhere.1

The VP equation and the VM system have the structure of a Lagrangian
field theory found by Low (1958).2 The corresponding Hamiltonian
structure follows in the usual way using the Legendre transformation. Wethen have field theories in the material (i.e. Lagrangian) coordinaters
such that the solutions monitors the motion of each particle. One would
like use Eulerian coordinates instead so that all this redundant
information is eliminated and thus the particle distribution function
give all information about the plasma particles. The needed reduction
procedures make necessary generalizations of standard Hamiltonian
mecanics. It is instructive to consider the relation to standard
formulations of classical mecanics. We have

(a) Lagrangian action principle: 61(q) = O, I(q) = I L(q,&) dt
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(b) Hamilton’s canonical equations: é,= aH/ap. p : —aH/aq

(c) Poisson‘bracket formulation: dA(q)/dt = {A,H}(q,p)
‘__________———~

(d) Hamiltonian action Ericipl : 61(q.P) = 0, 1(q,p) = I [p-&~H(q.p)] at

This reduction program have been carried out on the level (c) for the VP

. .4.5 . .
equation and the VM system.3 The necessary generalization to

noncanonical field variables results in new Poisson—brackets which still

possess the usual algebraic properties including the Jacobi identity.

The corresponding results on the other levels. i.e. (a). (b) and (d),

seems to be lacking. An underlying reason for the difficulties is the

singular structure of the non»canonical Poisson brackets (i.e. the

existence of Casimirs).

A basic novel feature underlying the new theory is that we consider the

dynamics of extended systems so that the VP equation or the VM system

are "embedded” in larger systems. The results are generalizations on the

levels (b) and (d).

2. The Vlasov—Poisson equation

For notational brevity we now consider the VP equation. Let f : f(t.r.v)

denote the particle distribution function. As discussed in the

Introduction there is no known action principle 1(f) such that éi(f) = 0

produces the VP equation. A startingpoint for finding the new action

principle presented below was the idea that it might be possible to find

an phase—space action principle of the form l(f,5) where the function 5

= S(t,[,v) is a canonically conjugate field to f. This approach was

further modified by the introduction of a continous parameter 8. 0 fl 5 k

i. such that 5 : 0 corresponds to a reference state of the particles and

6 = 1 to the true physical state. We then consider functions f =

f(c.t.;,g) and S = S(6.t.g.1) and an action principle I(f.S). The

function S is the Hamiltonian for the e motion of the particles from
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their reference position in (5.!) space to their physical position in

this space. The new action principle is

- — , “ ‘ 3 3 ‘ ‘I(f. 5) = J [I f ats dc d r d v — H(f.S)] dt (1)

where

. ~ 1 2 ‘ ‘ 3 3 1 ‘ “ 2 3 ,H(fy5) = - f i g {f.S)rv d5 d r d v + f I [§T¢(f,s)] d r (A)

with { , )rv as the Poisson—bracket for the plasma particle

motion in (£.g)—cocrdinates and with ¢(f,S) defined from

2 ‘ ‘ ‘ 3 ‘ ‘ ‘ 3§r¢(f,s) = — I f(5=1) d v + I a (35f + {F.S}) d5 d v (3)

The Euler-Lagrange equations from (1) are Hamilton's field equations

at? = — 6H/6S . ats = aH/af (4)

The following diagram displays the relation between (4) and the VP

equation:

VP equation
f(t0) ————> tr-Ht)

sue) f = E<a=n

_ . eq. (4) e i
[f(t0).5(to)] -——-—————————-*9 t n [f(t).5(t)]
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In the upper left of the diagram an initial condition for the VP

equation is given. The upper arrow towards the right shows that the

VP equation together with the initial condition determine a solution.

The arrow pointing downwards indicate that a corresponding initial

condition [f(t0).S(t0)] for (4) may be found for an arbitrary choice of

é(t0): i(t0) is determined by the requirements (a) f(5=l.t=t0) = f(t0)

and (b) a: f(t0) + [f(t0).S(tO)}rV = O. The lower arrow towards the

right shows that eq. (4) have a unique solution with this initial

condition. Finally by the upward arrow in the diagram we again get the

solution to the VP equation

3. The Vlasov—Haxwell szstem

A corresponding action principle for the VM system is

3
C,§,g> = f [r fCBtSC d5 dsp + g-atg ) d r — H<f°,sc.g.g))1 dt1(r°,s

where the superscript c indicates the use of canonical coordinates and

H<rc.§c.§.i) :

I [— ic{}c.é°}rp + rcaeuc] de dar d3p e I [

where Hc(£,t,£,p) = % [E — 5&(t,[)]2 and fl : 3 x A (but __t E = — B A

since this relation is now obtained as a dynamical equation).
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Negative—Energy Waves in an Inhomogeneous
Force—Free Vlasov Plasma with

Sheared Magnetic Field

Dario Correa—Restrepo and Dieter Pfirsch
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EUI‘ATOM Association

D—8046 Garching bei Munchen, Federal Republic of Germany

I. Introductkni

Considering arbitrary perturbations of general Vlasov‘Maxwell equilibria, Morri—
son and Pfirsch [1, 2] derived expressions for the second variation of the free energy

and concluded that negativeenergy perturbations (which are potentially dangerous
because they may become nonlinearly unstable and cause anomalous transport. [4, 3])
exist in any Vlasov—Macll equilibrium whenever the unperturbed distribution func-
tion f5”) of any particle species 1/ deviates from monotonicity and/or isotropy in the

. . . ()
vicinity of a single point, i.e. whenever the condltlon (V - k) (k - 9%) > 0 holds for

any particle species 1/ for some position vector x and velocity V and for some vector
k. The proof of this result is based on infinitely strongly localized perturbations. This
raises the question of the degree of localization actually required for negative-energy
modes to exist in a certain equilibrium. Studying a. homogeneous Vlasov-Maxwell
plasma with constant magnetic field, CorreaeRestrepo and Pfirsch [5] showed that
negative-energy waves exist for any deviation of the equilibrium distribution function
of any of the species from monotonicity and/or isotropy, without having to impose any
restricting conditions on the perpendicular wave number L1, i.e. without requiring
large 15;. These investigations are extended in the present paper to the more inter-
esting case of an inhomogeneous, forceefree equilibrium with a sheared, y-dependent
magnetic field. The method of investigation consists in evaluating the general expres—
sion for the second-order wave energy derived by Morrison and Pfirsch [1, 2] in the form
given by Correa~Restrepo and Pfirsch [5]. Although the calculations are considerably
more involved than in the case of the homogeneous magnetic field, substantial simpli-
fication of the problem is achieved by the introduction of appropriate coordinates in
v — y space and by a convenient representation of the perturbations. It is concluded
that negative~energy modes exist in the inhomogeneous configuration as well when-
ever any of the equilibrium distribution functions deviates from monotonicity and/or
isotropy (in fact, owing to the inhomogeneity, the equilibrium distribution function
for at least one particle species must be anisotropic!), and that large perpendicular
wave numbers are not required in this case either. If there is only anisotropy, the pres-
ence of shear merely requires tli it the perturbations have a characteristic variation
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length in the direction perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field 3(0) smaller
than (or of the order of) the shear length a‘l, which is not an important restriction)
i.e. negative-energy modes persist without any major modification in the presenCe of
shear, a feature which enhances their importance.

II. Equilibrium Electromagnetic Field
and Distribution Functions

It is assumed that there is no equilibrium electric field, and that the equilibrium
magnetic field has constant magnitude and straight field lines which twist as one pro-
ceeds in a given direction. In Cartesian coordinates I,y,z with unit basis emewez7

the equilibrium magnetic field is given by Biol 2 BloleB : Bl0)(sin ay ex + cos ay e2).
111 this case, there is an electric current parallel to the magnetic field, and the charged
particles of any species belong (according to the values of their constants of the mo
tion) to either one of two essentially different groups, either to the group of gyrating
particles (the overwhelming majority in all cases of interest), which move around the
field lines. their motion being confined to a certain y—region around 3/ = y”, where
3),, is a constant of the motion, or to the group of swinging particles, which move
freely in the y-direction. The two groups of particles must be investigated sepa-
rately. Owing to the presence of the electric current associated with nonvanishing
a, the equilibrium distribution function of at least one particle species 1/ must be
anisotropic, unlike in the homogeneous case. For the inhomogeneous, force—free equi-
librium, the distribution functions for particles of charge EU and mass m., are of the

form fill) = filo) (Hy : %(.'r2 + y” + £2), [1,, — fig? + rt sin ay + 2' cos (Ly) , where
V

euBlol
. The energy 711, and the velocity 11., are constants of the motion.

III. Second-Order Wave Energy

Within the framework of Maxwell-Vlasov theory, Morrison and Pfirsch [1, 2] de-
rived expressions for the free energy 62H available upon arbitrary perturbations of an
arbitrary equilibrium. For electrostatic perturbations with 5B = U, and in the absence
of an equilibrium electric field, 62H can be expressed as [5]

, ([310 (i311 aflol 0G 3G 3G
2 . — V . _ . " _" _ (0) . __"

6 H _ 2—; / 2111,, i av { <v (9x ) 8X (3" (9v )

(LBW) x @ +206”) + 5v G”, x 3 (13(0). 3%)}
muc (7v 8x myc 6v 6x

a ”H +8i7r/d31‘(6E2), (1)tiff). _ 8GU_@ C
(9v6x 8_x 0v ) v + (ill/G")

where 0,,(x7 v) is a generating function for the perturbation of the particle position and
velocity, and 6E2/87r is the perturbation in the electric energy density. The operator

d,, is the equilibrium Vlasov operator, i.e. d” = v - — + as” - #, a5”) = fly—v x BM
6x muc
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nce of an equilibrium electric field). Since the equilibrium is independent
(in the abse . . . ,

an appropriate ansatz for the generating function Gu(x,v) is Gu(x,v) =
0‘ I and Z" —'k . . .
l [g (y v)elkr: ' X +g;[y,v)e Z I: X]7 With k“ = krer + kzez. Setting gu(y,v) :
2 " ’ . .

.1, (y v)eirvly"’). where ‘11., and 1“,, are real functions, d” = d” + 5:14.26— pflgo) :
Br (93’

(0) [0)
171 952 + 1% * 28g; , W = V — yey, s = 4W2/kxkz, the second-order wave

V 37-1“ to“ u y
energy can be expressed as

52H 2 2 3:7 / (1% dy{- [13150)] [@e + w [an + (v . any]

(”(0)
2 u+‘I’u an, [53“, _ e5] -km [guru + (v . kn)” + 8—17: [(133652 ’ (-2)

Wth is the general expression [or the second-order energy of electrostatic perturba—
tionS of the equilibrium considered. Note that EQHAis a functional of \Ilu, which appears
as \y‘, and dull”, and of I), which appears only as duFu. Taking ‘11“ as a function of the

constants of the motion only (which can be shown to have no influence on the results),

and carrying out the minimization with respect to Pu, which is straightforward, yields

52H : — g 117:: / dsv dy(u7,,)2\llg [Df§°)] [NqaukHo cos aJ/V] [Nu'i'bykng cos ayu] (3)

Here, L5,, # 0 is a certain frequency, and the angles represent mean values along the

particle orbits. by = <15||> / (LJH), with <w~||> a mean value of a parallel velocity if)”,
(0)

and a“ = —_1im <e5(y,,) - EVA) with e3(y,,) a unit vector in the direction of

. (W) W” l 8"
Bl“) at the plane 3/ : 37y. NV is an arbitrary integer (positive or negative) for gyrating
particles7 and it is a completely arbitrary quantity for swinging particles. kIIO = k: if

one sets k“ = kzez, which can be done without restriction. The electrostatic energy

term (1/87r)fd3276E2 has been dropped since the perturbed charge density can be
made zero by appropriate choice of the signs of \Ilu, which do not influence (3).

If kilo = 0, there is wave propagation only in the yvdirection, perpendicular to Biol.
(0

Then, 62H < 0 if ’Dfllul : 2% > 0 for some Huo,u,,0. It suflices to localize \IIV

to the region in Hwy" where Dfsol > 0. Outside this region Q!” vanishes. All other
\IlM are set equal to zero. The sign of 62H is then determined only by the sign of the
integrand in the region of localization.

If klIU 75 0 and Dféo) > 0 for some 'HVOJJVO, one again localizes \II, around these
values and sets all other III“ equal to zero. It is easy to show that N, can be chosen
such that 62H < 0 without imposing any conditions on either knu or the spatial
dependence of \11, perpendicular to 3“”. This is also the case if kIIO 35 07 Dflo) < 0

_ (a)
but <wll> <e3(y,,) ‘ %> > 0.

If klIO ¢ 0: and bow 'to) and (113”) <eB(yu) ' 25%» < 0, 62H can also be made

negative in a way similar to that in the preceding cases, localizing in, in v space and
exploiting the freedom in the choice of N". Here, however, the possible values of km,
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are limited to a certain interval (as is also the case for a homogeneous equilibrium
with a = 0), and the spatial variation of ‘11., perpendicular to Big) is not completely

—1arbitrary, but has a characteristic length £4 a , which is not an important restriction_

IV. Conclusions

In the case of an inhomogeneous, forceefree Vlasov-Maxwell plasma with sheared
magnetic field, waves of negative energy (62H < 0) exist for any local deviation from

an”) a 6ft“) 20ft“)
m“ an. 0?. 8H,, ‘ By?

any wave number k, irrespective of its magnitude and orientation.

monotonicity (i.e. if Pf?) :: > 0 for some 'lju) for

(D) .
If 86;“: < 0, only the waves with a component kuo of k in the direction Bung/D)

y
can possess negative energy.

3,40) 2 ~ afw) .
ll 05, < 0, but kllu <10“) e5(yo)- a: > 0, negativeeenergy waves also exist,

with no restriction imposed on either kIID (other than km) 75 U) or the spatial variation of
the perturbation perpendicular to Bio). This result agrees with, and closely resembles,
that obtained [or a homogeneous plasma by Pfirsch and Morrison [6], Eq.(144.b),
within the frame of driftekinetic theory.

. 3ft”ll both 6322
afw)

< 0 and kfiu <15”) <e3(y0)- a; > < D, negative‘energy modes also

exist. In this case, the characteristic length for the variation of the perturbation ‘11,,
perpendicular to B“) is of the order of the shear length a—1 (or smaller), and there is
generally a restriction on the possible parallel wave numbers, which are limited to a
certain interval, this also being so in the homogeneous case. The results of that case
are of course regained by taking the limit of vanishing shear, a —> 0. The new results
show that large perpendicular wave numbers are not necessary for the existence of
negative-energy waves in the system under consideration, a feature which enhances
the relevance of these modes.
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Erid are widely used in plasma experiments for various

PurpDSES. For example, the various plasma waves are either E31;—

cited /1/ or detected /2/ by grids. Grids of different mesh

size are also used as electromagnetic screen of an electron

plasma, wave Exciter /3/. In electrostatic energy analyzers

and ion sources grids serve also for the separation of

charge carrier species from the other.ln both double /5/

triple /6/ plasma devices the grids are used in order to

out the electron coupling between the chambers.

/4/

one

and

cut

Usually it is assumed that a negatively biased grid re-

flects all electrons if two conditions are fulfilled: (i) the

mesh size is smaller than Debye length and (ii) the potential

gf the grid (Va) has to be enough negative so that: [Val - E/e,

where E is the kinetic energy of the most energetic electron in

the system.

In this paper, experimental results are presented which

show that a considerable number of electrons is able to pass

through a grid in spite of both of the above conditions being

fulfilled.

The experiments were performed in both the Innsbruck /7/

and the Iasi DP—machines
G

(Fig.1). In both cases

only in one chamber

driver) with a density

less than 10‘5 cm“3

rature larger than about

Fig.1 eVJ i.e. the Debye length

/8/

an

argon plasma was produced

(the

[:1 f

and

effective electron tempe—

1.5

W35
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larger than about 0.7 mm. The most energetic electron was

considered to have a = eVd where Va is the cathode potential

with respect to the anode. The argon pressure was 10—“ mbarh

The separation grids CE) between two chambers of the Dpu

machines have a transparency of 81 Z and a mesh width of 90 NM

for Innsbruck DP—machine and a transparency of 60% and a

meshwidth of 70 pm for Iasi DPcmachine. The plasma paramete‘r5

were measured using plane probes CLP) and electrostatn

analyzers (EA) with two grids. Plasma density Cn) in the drivEr

chamber and bias of the separation grid (Um) were used as

parameters.

a) Driver chamber grounded.

In this case target chamber (T) is used as a large

l l T ”collector" of an electrostatic

m /fg—‘_——_¥__~T:&§' analyzer and the grid (E) of the
1‘ - .

l I F Uw+mm machine as first grid of the
_~l

- - -m) ‘ i’if Umdnv analyser (f1g.1). Flasma was ngt

—“——*—*‘_“’ I Um$fiv produced in this chamber. In
.

<3 fig.2.a the current volta e
(C) M“ U0: irony _ g

characteristic of the ”collector"

E7//’ is presented . As long as the

w ”collector” is biased CUE)

negatively with respect to plasma

potential of the driver chamber

lad
zm

im
W

(D) (where n = 2.107 cm‘?;

plasma potential Vp = 1.5 V; Va =

Fig.2 —55 V), an ion beam is passing the

E into the T chamber. When the U: is positive with respect to

the driver plasma a small electron current is still present in

the T chamber. A clear hysteresis of the characteristic is

present when the ion beam has to be formed. Thus, the ion beam

is still flowing towards the T chamber until the Uc is close

but still negative with respect to driver plasma, while this

beam is set—up only then when the U< becomes a few volts

negative with respect to the driver plasma potential. The

hysteresis might be related with a process of space charge

forming around the grid which regulate the flux of particles

between the chambers. Moreover strong oscillations of both
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ent5 of the grid and of the ”collector” and oscillations of

cur?
ma parameters into the driver are registered as long as the

5
?1a are reflected into the driver.

,on5 The presence of the electrons in the target chamber in

wit? of the negative bias of the grid (U5 =&.—7S V and i 55

2V) but when ion beam is there, could be proved by saturation

amrent of the probe. Thus when the Langmuir probe is biased

negatiVE With respect to the ”collector“ C —10 V curve b and

—O-5 V curve C, Fig.2) the probe current (19) versus US shows

a 51milaV dependence as that of the I: (curve a, Fig The ID

is an ion current which preservse also the hysteresis as the I;

tically does not depend on the probe potential. Hut,
and prac
when the probe is biased positive with respect to the

'wolleCtDV" (4 V and 10 V for curves d and e, Fig.2) then con-

stant and rather large electron current is measured as soon as

ions penetrate into the target chamber but are reflected by the

positive bias of the probe (limit A of the curves d and e of

“9.2). When the probe potential becomes also negative with

respect to the plasma potential of the driver chamber (limit B

0f the curves d and e, fig.?} then the probe collects also

ions. Moreover, probe characteristics registered in the target

chamber for fixed U: value are pre—

E:E:=:::::::::::f;= sented in fig.3. They show that as

long as the ion beam penetrates in

the T chamber, then rather large

number of electrons is present

i“?

(curves a and d registered for Ucl

WW) m ‘ bias indicated in fig.E.a).

Fig.3 when ions are reflected into the D

chamber, then probe characteristics registered in fig.3 (curves

c and b) show that very few electrons are present in the T

chamber. This result shows that in spite of the very negative

bias of the grid (—75 V) comparing with the most energetic

electron produced in the driver chamber ( E. = 55 eV), the

electrons could pass that grid mainly when ions could also

penetrate in the T chamber.

b) Target chamber grounded.

In that case the T chamber is used as a "collector” of the
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electrostatic analyzer (ER) with a fixed bias. The G remains
also as the first grid of the EA. By anode biasing of then
chamber with respect to the ground, an ion beam could be Push
into the T chamber as long as the potential (VP) of the D
plasma is positive with respect to the ground.

, The probe characteristics recordEd h
the target chambers are presentEd m
fig.4 for U.3 =— 80 V, Vp = +5 V, Vu=60
V, p = 10—“ mbarr, and plasma density

- b/ in the driver chambers as parameter‘A
i large electron current is also meaSUred
E1 by the probe as long as probe bias k

2ymmJ __ positive with respect to the DQtEntiM
5%fl:___;7 of the D chamber which gives the Energy
Efi%§"—f:AJb//—._¥Ai of the ion beam. The electron CUYYent
iflgfinooJ‘ne’/f‘ggfi__- increases with both the plasma density
4% 60 DWMEC ma ‘W and the Um because in both cases more

Fig.4 electrons could penetrate the grid.
It must also be stress that PEI—like instabilities /9/ are

excited when probe bias exceed a positive value so that a
decreasing of the electron saturation current is registered.
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EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF A LOW FREQUENCY
INSTABILITY IN A MAGNETIZED DISCHARGE

PLASMA

T. Gyergyek, M. Ceréek, N. Jelié and M. Stanojevié
J. Stefan Institute, University of Ljubljana,

Jamova 39, 61111 Ljubljana, Slovenia

1 Introduction

The potential Relaxation Instability (PR1) [1], [3] appears in a laboratory plasma if an electrode
is inserted into the magnetized plasma column perpendiculary to the axis and electron current

is drawn to the electrode. The diameter of the electrode must be comparable to the diameter of

the plasma column The instability appears as a moving double layer that travells in the axial

direction along the plasma column from the plasma source towards the electrode. Travelling

double layer is followed by a potential depression on the low potential side that limits electron

current to the electrode. The instability is accompanied by coherent oscillations of the electrode

current. The frequency v of the instability is proportional to II o: (3/ L. Here I, is the distance
between the plasma source and the electrode. The ion sound velocity (3, is given by Ca :
m, where k is Boltzmann's constant Ta is electron temperature and m; is the ion mass.
The frequency of the PR] described above is determined only by the axial motion of the positive
ions so that it can be called l-D PR1.

In this paper we report the observation of a low-frequency (30 - 100 kHz) instability in
a weakly magnetized discharge plasma. The instability is excited by a disc electrode that is

immersed in the magnetized plasma column perpendiculary to the axis. Coherent oscillations of
the current In collected by the electrode appear when the electrode is bias Ua is just above the
plasma potential V,. It is found that the frequency of the observed instability is determined by
the axial and radial motion of the ions. In section 2 the experimental procedure is described. In
section 3 the experimental results are presented. In the final section the observed phenomenon
is tentatively discussed as a 2-D PR1 type of oscillations and some conclusions are given.

2 Experimental procedure

The experiments were performed in a linear magnetized plasma device 1.5 m long 18 cm inner
diameter. The basic pressure in the vacuum chamber is below 10—4 Pa. Working pressure
of argon is between 10'5 and 10”1 Pa. The plasma is produced by a discharge from hot
tungsten filaments. The electron temperature in our plasma machine is lcTc : 1 7 3 eV and
ion temperature is approximately kT; a: 01 eV.

The magnetic field density is B 2 0.02 T so that the Larmor radius for ions is approximately
m- H lcm and for electrons about 1'“ as 0.2mm. If we compare this to the diameter of the
plasma column which is about 7 cm we can conclude that electrons are strongly magnetized,
While ions are weakly magnetized.
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For the plasma diagnostics Langmuir and emissive probes are used. The plasma density is
proportional to the ion saturation current 1.3, collected by a negatively biased cylindrical ([115
mm diameter, 5 mm lenght) Langmuir probe. The plasma potential V, is determined as the
floating potential V,- of an emissive probe.

The instability is excited by a disc electrode. The diameters of the exciter electrodes range
from 2r : 2.5 mm to 2r = 35 mm so that Q, is always much smaller than the €16Ctrode
diameter, while rm is comparable to the electrode diameter. Time resolved measurements are
performed using the boxcar sampling and averaging technique. The data are analyzed by a
computer.

Periodic signal from the collector is used as a trigger for the boxcar integrator ($11250
Stanford Research Systems) for the time resolved measurements. When the electrode potential
U"1 exceeds the plasma potential V, the electrode current In starts to oscillate periodiCaly_
Frequency 1/ of these oscillations is usually between 30 and 100 kHz. The amplitude of the
oscillations can achieve up to 30 % of the DC value of the anode current In,

3 Experimental results

Dependence of the frequency 1/ on various parameters was measured. The oscillations appear
just after the electrode bias Ufl exceeds the plasma potential V,. If Ul1 is further increased,
the frequency 1/ at first increases and when UL1 exceeds V, for roughly 2 V 1’ becomes constant
(figure 1 a).

The frequency 1/ is inversely proportional to the electrode diameter [figure 1 b). It does
not depend much on the plasma density and on neutral gas pressure. It is interesting that
the frequency clm‘rl‘nfil‘s with increasing magnetic field density 13. In figure 2 axial (figures b
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Figure 1: Dependence of the frequency 1/ and amplitude A of the electrode current oscillations
on the electrode bins U,1 (slThe very sudden onset of the oscillations at U“ : V, can be
observed. In figure (b) the frequency 1/ versus the inverse value of the electrode diameter is
shown.

and c) and radial (figures d and e) profiles of the plasma potential V, and plasma density that
is proportional to the ion saturation current I.-, to a Langmuir probe in different phases of
the electrode current oscillation are shown. Different phases are marked by numbers that are
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l ined in figure 2 a. It can be observed that during the phase of the current decrease (phases
exp 53 and 9 in figure a) a potential hill of the height {DH folowed by a potential depression
6’ 71,13 depth in; travels towards the electrode in the axial direction. The travelling potential

oft figure is followed by a plasma with higher density that penetrates into a region with lower
Struity- During the phase of current increase (phases 2, 3 and 4 in figure a) the plasma. potential
den! n the whole experimental region. The phase of current increase is followed byincrefle’ rapidly i

ml IMMIKI’IH
a n u

la
in

u

Figure 2: Axial (b and c) and radial (d and e) profiles of the plasma potential (b and d) and
density (c and e) in different phases of the electrode current oscillations. Phases are marked
by numbers that are explained in figure a

a phase of almost constant electrode currenti During that phase the plasma density decreases
while the plasma. potential still increases. Then the potential structure that limits the electrode
Current is formed again and the whole cycle repeats.
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The plasma density was measured by a Langmuir probe and the plasma potential by an

emissive probe. In both cases the probe was fixed in the center of the electrode while the
electrode was moved in the axial direction away from the probe and from the source. It muat

be emphasized that the axial distance between the electrode and the source does not affect the
frequency.

In figures 2 d and e radial profiles of the plasma potential and density are shown. The
electrode was fixed at the distance 4 cm from the probe while the probe was moved in the
radial direction On the density profiles one can see that during the phases of the current
increase and of the constant current the ions are pushed out of the current channel in the radial
direction. In the same time the plasma potential in the current channel increases rapidly

4 Conclusions

We observed a low frequency instability excited by a positive electrode in a magnetized dis
charge plasma. The oscillation of the electrode current is caused by a travelling potential hill

followed by a potential dip that limits the electron current to the electrode. The double layer
is formed a few cm from the electrode. We assume that the position of the potential structure
formation is determined by the collection lenght L of the electrode. This distance is proper.
tional to the diameter of the electrode and it increases with increasing magnetic field [4]) [5]
A more detailed presentation of the model that explains the observed phenomenon as a 2.D
PR1 will be given elsewhere [6].

The plasma in front of the electrode oscillates between two quasisteady states. In the phase
of maximum electrode current the plasma is in the state of high potential and low density and
in the pillar of minimum r‘lm’l.rmln rurrenl (lw plasma is in the state of low potential and high
density,

The observed phenomenon can be explained as a relaxation type of oscillation similar to
the PR1 observed in a Q machine [1], [3] or in a double plasma machine [2]. But there are
two important differences. First in our experiment the distance L that the double layer has to
travel is determined by the diameter of the exciter electrode and the magnetic field and not
by the position of the plasma source [1], [3] or separation grid [2]. Second the radial motion of
the ions is also important for the determination of the frequency as the axial motion.
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ION cyCLOTRON OSCILLATIONS INDUCED BY AN EMISSIVE ELECTRODE

FLOATING IN A MAGNETIZED COLLISIONLESS PLASMA COLUMN

W' R. Hatakeyama, K. Aoyama, and w. X. Ding’<

Department of Electronic Engineering,

Tohoku University, Sendai 980, Japan

*Modern Physics Department, University
of Science and Technology of China,

Hefei, Anhui 230026, P. R. of China

Measurements have been performed on ion cyclotronAbstract
fl. . - - ;oscillations induced by a small emiSSive electrode (electron :

gun) floating in a magnetized collisionless plasma column. The

C,5cillations are observed only when the emission is so large

that the electrode potential becomes higher than the plasma po— 1
1

tential- This means that the oscillations are induced without

dc electric Current passing through the plasma column if the

electrode potential is positive with respect to the plasma po—

tential. Main features of the oscillations are the same as

those of well—known electrostatic ion cyclotron oscillations

induced by applying positive potentials to a small cold disc

electrode immersed in a magnetized collisionless plasma column.

1. Introduction

The first clear—cut observation of electrostatic ion cyclo~

tron oscillations in a laboratory plasma was reported by D'Angelo

and Motley in 1962 /l/. In their experiment, the electrostatic

ion cyclotron oscillations were driven by applying positive po—

tentials to a small cold disc electrode inunersed in a single—

ended Q machine with uniform magnetic field. Under this con-

figuration, an electric current is generated in the plasma along

the magnetic field. Thus, the oscillations observed were a-

scribed to current—driven electrostatic ion cyclotron instabilirty

predicted by Drummond and Rosenbruth /2/. Many subsequent

measurements of the electrostatic ion cyclotron oscillations and

related phenomena, which were made under almost the same con—
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figuration, were discussed also on the basis on this "current-

driven" mechanism.

On the other hand, Hatakeyama et al./3/ made measurements

on the electrostatic ion cyclotron oscillations in nonuniform

magnetic fields under the same configuration as in Ref./l/

except the axial profile of the magnetic field. The oscillation

frequency was observed around the ion cyclotron frequency dtmd

by a local magnetic field near the position of the electrode

biased positively to drive the oscillations. According to the

observation, Sato and Hatakeyama pointed out an importance of

two—dimensional potential structure near the electrode and haVe

proposed a new mechanism for the generation of these oscillatimm

/4/. The mechanism is based on a direct plasma response to the

applied potential, which gives rise to a two—dimensional relax-

ation oscillation in a magnetized plasma column. Details of

the related investigations on the electrostatic ion cyclotron

oscillations were reviewed by Rasmussen and Schrittwieser /5/

although there was no clear conclusion for genaration mechanism‘

In this report, the ion cyclotron oscillations are induced

by a small emissive electrode (electrOn gun) floating in a

magnetized plasma column. Under this configuration, there is

no dc electric current passing through the plasma column. The

oscillations are observed when the emission is so large that the

electrode potential becomes higher than the plasma potential,

being consistent with the "potential—driven” mechanism proposed

by Sato and Hatakeyama.

2. Experimental Methods and Results

The experiment has been performed on a single-ended Q

machine at Tohoku University,

which is schematically shown K
. . . //7
in Fig. l. A potaSSium

plasma column of 150 cm long

[density=(5—lO)Xl08cm_3, e—

lectron temperature10.2 eV
ELECTRON GUN

(zion temperature)] is pro—

duced by surface ionization

at a hot tungsten plate of Fig. l.
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2 mm in diameter and is terminated by an endplate of 80 mm in5.8meter under a strong magnetic field B. A background gasd1
ressure is about l><lO_6 Torr. Under our experimental condition,Pwe can neglect particle collisions.

An electron gun of 10 mm in diameter, consisting of oxide
cathOde and acceleration grid (50 mesh/inch) , is set at a dis-
tanCe of about 110 cm from the hot plate as shown in Fig. l.
The cathode can provide high electron emission, the amount of
which is larger than the plasma electron flux. But, in our
experiment, the gun is kept floating electrically and then there
is no dc electric current between the gun and the plasma. The
gun emits electrons into the plasma just to cancel out the
electric current from the plasma into the gun. With an increase
in the acceleration potential applied between the grid and
cathode of the gun, the grid potential increases and becomes
positive with respect to the plasma in order to prevent the
excess electron emission into the plasma. Thus, we can make
the grid potential positive with respect to the plasma without
dc electric current passing through the plasma column, being
in contrast with the situation where the positive dc potential
is externally applied to the cold electrode in the plasma.

According to the measurements, only when the grid potential
is higher than the plasma potential, there appears a coherent
oscillation a little above the ion cyclotron frequency in the
plasma column. The measured
spectra of the oscillations are B: 3.‘
shown with the magnetic field B 2.5 kG
as a parameter in Fig.2. A
dependence of the frequency on 3.6
B is shown in Fig.3 which also 4‘0
includes the oscillation fre—
quencies measured when the po-
sitive potentials are applied
to the grid without heating of
the cathode just as in case of __L_____4______L[00 ISO 200

f(kHz)
Fig. 2.

cold disc plate, where the grid
is biased at the same positive
potentials as the gun Lgrid)
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floating potentials. We can 200

‘ a t b tw enfind a good greemen e e GUNFLOAHNG .

the frequencies obtained under GRu)mAS o 0'

different situations. The '50” (GRHJPOTENHAL
=30V)

oscillation amplitudes are

smaller by an order of magni— guoo
tude in case of the electron f

gun than in case of the cold *

plate. When the magnetic 50

field is changed only in the

region around the gun, the O
. O l 2 3 4

frequency 15 observed to B(kG]

follow the ion cyclotron

frequency near the gun po—

sition as in case of the cold plate.

4. Summary

Measurements have been performed on ion cyclotron oscil—

lations induced by using a small emissive electrode (electron

gun) kept floating electrically in a magnetized collisionless

plasma column. There appear the oscillations only when the

electrode potential is positive with respect to the plasma.

This means that the oscillations are generated even if there

is no electric current passing through the plasma column. The

result is consistent with the "potential—driven" model of Sato

and Hatakeyama. Even if electron and ion velocity distributimw

are taken into account under our experimental situation, we can

find no ion cyclotron instability based on nonequilibrium vel-

ocity distributions.
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ON THE DOUBLE LAYER PHENOMENOLOGY

MSandu/ovr'cr'u and ELozneanu

Plasma Physics Department 'Al.l.Cuza' University
RO—GBUD lasi, Rumania

Space charge double layer (0L) appears trequently both in collisional and in

collisionless considered plasmas {1]. As a consequence. the up—today dominant theoretical

explanations startwith the assertion that elementary processes like excitations and ionizations

are not essential tor understanding of the DL phenomenology. However, many experimental

physicists {2/ evidence the tact that ionizations within the DL are the dominant processes in

spite of the tact that the typical ionization mean tree path tor electrons is much greater than the

thickness otthe DL.

In this paper we present experimental results that evidence the essential role played

both bythe excitation and the ionization processes in the DL phenomenology. To investigate

the causes which determine the profile of the electron concentration and also ot their energy

distribution lunction. we have performed spedral measurements in the region where the BL is

formed (figsJ and 2)

Moiito'ziorrlflfi "- ArtlttiaTorr) n2 Figsl and 2
.._._.. x We! FIE! tto°<m'3 Spectral lines which evidence the

-| I 1" HE) 'V5 PEA—‘12 direct connection between the excitation

VDLIZW' .— ,' -%-a processes and the alure of the eledron

n PE) 2 A" FIE) ‘ concentration n3 and at the energy

c. '—~ . ‘- ‘ deMbmmn mnamn Fag we
fit}? Isomuuggw will? 3 m consequently otthe DL potential profile
Whirnil.) UJUJQNSIVI (oi-hunt” ABB795A|15ALIVl

i. /\ i. fitflfiéhllkfle‘fl The results presented in figsJ

and 2 prove that the BL is formed and

maintained only in a region where electrons are accelerated so that they achieve kinetic

energies forwhich the excitation cross section increases suddenly. Such a situation is present

near a positive electrode immersed in a plasma [3/ or in a constricted region at a current

carrying plasma column. The DL formation process is usually started near the positive

electrode but in certain condition N, in the turther evolution, the BL is shelling oft train the

positive eledrode and fixed at a certain distance from this (electrode tree DLs). In such

situations the space diarge layer termed at positive ions in the high potential side at the DL

plays the role 01 a virtual anode ['5 [which locally assures the eledric field necessary to
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maintain the electron acceleration inside the DL Evidently in the region where the kinetic
energy ofthe electrons, accelerated inside the DL has values for which the neutral emitatio"

cross section increases suddenly, the intensity of spectral lines is maximal and, as a

consequence of inelastic collisions, a great number of the electrons are accumulated

Because of their Maxwellian distribution, atfrrst are accumulated the electrons with high kineijc
energies and afterwards the electrons with small energies are trapped atthe negative barrier

already formed. In aflrst phase the profile cfthe electron concentration which corresponds to

a negative potential barrier is determined by both phenomena The part of electrons with
sufficiently high energy, able to penetrate the negative potential barrier so formed. gain by

acceleration in the present electric field, a kinetic energy sufficient to produce positive ions.

Taking into consideration the energy dependence of the ionization cross sedion, “is
maximum rate of the ion production occurs at a certain distance from the well localized

negative space charge, Because of their high mobility, the electrons producing ionization and
the resulting electrons are quickly collected by the anode so that between the negative

space charge and the anode, a plasma enriched with positive ions appears. The potential

drop VDL developed between the plasma enriched with electrons (placed atthe low potential
side of the DL) and that enriched with positive ions (placed atthe high potential side ofthe BL)
is maintained by the current by a dynamical equilibrium between the accumulation of

electrons after excitation processes and different electron loosing processes as

recombinations and diffusion The final arrangement of the negative and positive space

charges inside of a BL strongly depends by a self-confination mechanism determined bythe
electrostatic forces which out between the well localized negative space charge and the

positive ions These forces determine the formation and the maintenance of two adjacent

layers with opposite electric sign , having properties similar to cell membranes. Since the

electrostatic forces also determine an important increase of the local concentration of
electrons and positive ions, the recombination probability is very high in this region so that the

neutral concentration necessaryto assure the excitation and ionization rate required for the DL

maintenance is locally also present in collisionless considered plasmas. The well localized
light phenomena observed for example in Tokamaks [6/ confirm that the neutral concentration

in the region where a BL is formed is different from those existent in the region where usually

this is measured. This assertion is confirmed by the experimental results presented in fig.3
which evidence that inside a globular DL (plasmoid) the neutral pressure is higherthan in the

surrounding plasma

As it was shown [4,7], the DL becomes unstable when the DL potential drop VDL is

equal with the ionization potential of the gas Vi- We have already discussed [7/ the
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dion between difterent time sequences of an unstable DL and diflerent elementarygonna
pmoesses.

5 Fig.3.
. I” g. The ditterenoe behveen the

:3, :t’m- Pw " inside and outside pressures (pm
and pw) in a plasmoid tor different

2 . . gas pressure.r..‘

' 4‘“t " ‘ .' _ \I— Here we mention only the
1 2 3 ‘ 5‘ 6 ma 1°" fact that a direct connection
*A# between V; and the VDL exists only

under conditions tor which the ionization rate at the high potential side ol the BL is sufficiently

high to determine an important increase of the positive ion concentration so that the DL turns
into a moving one and finally dismpts. When this condition is not satisfied the VDL is not

related with V; and depends only on the external imposed potential difierences although the
DL generation mechanism does not differ qualitoth/ely from those above described. In this

case the DL disruptions process does not appear.
The described salt-organization process (sustained bythe current) during at which the

spatial non uniform distributions at electrons and positive ions themselves assure the
necessary rates of the mentioned quantum processes ( local potential drop and neutral
concentration) explains the property at a BL to act as an autonomous body/[11}. Such bodies
initially appear in the region 01 a gaseous conductor where external imposed causes
determine a local acceleration otthermalized electrons.

Time resolved measurements [4.7] prove that the DL becomes movable (expands)
when VDL - Vi. This is a consequence ot the increase of the positive ion concentration at the
high potential side of the DL so that this region ads as a virtual anode with increasing
potential. Under such conditions the region where the electrons are accumulated after
(irradiation processes and , consequentty, also the adjacent sheath of positive ions is shifted
toward the plasma enriched in electrons. This moving phase at the DL takes place as long as
the production rate at the positive ions is suflicientto locally assure the conditions required tor
the DL maintenance. When such conditions are present along the entire plasma column. the
observed phenomenon is known as soliton. When the positive ion production rate decreases
during at the DL displacement atter covering at a certain distance, this disrupts. In this case an
internal triggering mechanism [4.5.7] assures the periodical lonnation and disruption ot the
movable DLs. The described phenomenology explains the ability at DLs to act as stimulators
tor difterent instabilities and chaotic phenomena usually present in all plasma devices 19/.
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A very interesting phenomenon is the appearance in low voltage arcs of electrode-

lree globular space charge structures (fireballs FEI) sunounded by a spherical DL [101‘ More

trequently the FB behaves in a pulsatory state [4.10] during of which the potential inside it in

resped oi the surrounding plasma. reaches Vi Pulsatory FBs were also observed in

thermionic converters, so that very probably. their maintenance can be assured , Without

external dc power supply, only bythennal energy/‘1 0/.

The knowledge at the phenomenology implied in the DL dynamics can contribute to

solve problems related with diflerent instabilities observed in modern applications of the

plasma physics (Fokamaks, plasma locus, etc) and also to understand the phenomena

taking place in the high region of the polar Earth atmosphere and also in extraten'estria]

plasmas. The described phenomenology is, in our opinion, also able to explain the

appearance of ordered structures in semiconductors and eledrolyles (wandering domains)

and the transition from a disordered to an ordered (cellular) state at the matter, in general

[3,11]. Evidently, spectral investigations are able to give essential inlormation on the role

played by quantum processes in the DL phenomenology. Because DLs appear in all plasma

devices as visible images 16/. the results at such investigations are decisive answers whether

a collisionless plasma theory is appropriate to describe such phenomena

[14' RSchritlwieser, SASP 92 Symposium on Atomic and Surface Physics,ltaly1332 25
[21.RPlamandon, I.Teichmann and STorven, JPhysD Appl. Phys. (1988) 21 288
[Bi Bin Song N. D'Angelor and RMerlino, J,Phys.D.Appl.Pj\hys (1391) 211789
[41. MSanduloviciu (1987) Int Conl.P|asma Phys. Kiev Proc. Invited Papers.
[5]. MSanduloviciu and G.Popa, (1988)An.St.Univ.lasi, XXXN 93
[BL B.J.Zweben and S.S.Medley(1989) Phys. Fluids Bi (1 U) 2058
[7}. DAlexandroaei and M.Sanduloviciu (1 987) Phys. Lett 5122173
['8]. HAllven (1986) DL in Astrophys. Symp. Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Alabama
{9]. MSanduloviciu (1 991) Int.Workshop on Plasma Phys. PichlAustria
I1 [JIMSandulovioiu (1391))“ Int Cont. Phen. Ionized Gases Pisa. ltaly 265
/11/.M.Sanduloviciu (1989) The B-th ISSOL Meeting and Q-th Int Cont. on the Origin of Lite
Prague Ckeohoslovakia, 802.
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A PROBE SHEATH INSTABILITY IN A DOUBLE PLASMA DEVICE ‘

C.A. Dempersl), P. Krumml), R. Schrittwieser ‘

Institute for Ion Physics, University of Innsbruck, A—6020 Innsbruck, Austria

WIDE ‘
It is well known that the sheath regions of a plasma can generate electrostatic instabili— 1

ties [1,2], One such ion—beam driven instability at a disc probe has been investigated re- ‘

cently in a Double Plasma (DP) device [3]; it appears to be related to the formation of a

double layer in front of the probe when the probe potential exceeds the beam energy. ‘

This double layer is also understood to be reSponsible for the appearance of a second

knee in the probe characteristic: its presence increases the effective collecting area of the ‘

probe and thus leads to a further increase in electron saturation current. 1

Here we report on an instability that is observed, as in [3], at frequencies somewhat

less than the ion plasma frequency [wpi = 660 kHz, ape : 180MHz) when an ion beam is

directed at a positively biased disc probe. However, in our case, it is destabilized at

much lower beam energies (VIJ r: ItTe), for certain values of grid potential. In particular

we investigate how the onset of the instability depends on beam energy, probe bias and

the negative potential of the separator grid of the DP.

Fig. 1: Experimental set
up. Dimensions and para—

meters of the Innsbruck
05 (Durban) machine: LE :

40 cm (30 cm), it = 50 cm
PC (60 cm), 0 = 44 cm
XY (60 cm), d = 1 cm

(1.8 cm). Typical range of
variables: Vb = 2 — 10 V
(4.5— 20V), V3: —40~
—100 v (—40 — —60 V),
Vp = —10 — 30 v (—10 d
50 V).

Egerimental set—up:
Experiments were performed in DP devices at the University of Innsbruck (Austria) and
the University of Natal, Durban (South Africa). Fig. 1 shows the experimental set up,
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Fig.2: Set of probe characteristics
_10 V g VP 5 50 V for values of4.5§ yb<
14Vat=—30V. ”

which is essentially the same in both ma~
chines, the main difference being the size
of the tungsten disc used (d = 1 Cm
diam. in Innsbruck, 1.8 cm diam. in Duh
ban) and the availability of a weak ma~
gnetic field perpendicular to the ion
beam in the Durban machine. In both

experiments fast or arbitrarily 510w
Langmuir sweep traces were captured on
a digital oscilloscope or displayed on 3,“
XY recorder. Thus the onset and
quenching of probe current oscillations

Fig. 3: The same as Fig.2 but with 5.35
Vb520Vandrg=—4ov.

could be detected and the shape of the
probe characteristics checked for changes
due to the formation of a double layer in
front of the disc. The disc position could
be altered between 2 = 0 cm and z =
40 cm from the grid.

Experimental Results:
Fig. 2 shows a set of Langmuir sweeps

(—10 to +50 V) for variable beam energy
(source chamber bias 4.5 V < Vb < 14 V)
and a grid bias l’ = —30 V. Note that the
zero of probe current has been shifted for

clarity. The two curves marked 11 V and 14 V show the formation and shifting of the

"second knee" discussed in [3]. However, there is no instability for a probe bias Well

above this kneeI and the electron saturation current increases with the ion beam voltage

for all curves.
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Fig- 3 shows some similar traces for V = —40 V, with a certain value of Vb resulting

, the occurrence of oscillations (typical f z 100 kHz) without visible change of the (time
“1 shape 0f the characteristics. The subsequent quenching of the instability for
averaged) .

.values is also apparent. This behav10ur was more noticeable when time
hi 116‘ Vb
“gagged Langmuir traces were plotted on the XY recorder, in the presence oi

oscillations as displayed on the digital oscilloscope. For particular values of beam energy

and probe bias different modes could be observed, as displayed in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 (a) shows
a mode destabilized at low probe bias, while Fig. 4 (b) shows a mode that is quenched

[or low probe potential VP < l’b. Although captured separately both modes appeared in

ccession, i.e. the system could switch between them intermittently.
[apid 511

3 3

A Q is 2' e 2
'2 E
t 3(3 u

0é , ‘E 1»a 1 a

0 0
-'l0 0 ‘0 20 30 4O 50 ~10 0 10 20 30 40 50

Voltage Voltage

Fig. 4: Two modes at Vb = 7.2V, destabilized at low and high VP respectively. Although cap-
tured separately, the system continously switched between both modes intermittently.

Discussion:

In both (Innsbruck and Durban) experiments, although for different grid bias and disa
charge parameters, the current oscillations reported here occurred long before a deforma~

tion of the disc probe characteristic became evident. Their frequency was sensitive to
changes in the beam voltage (it decreased with increasing beam energy) and, to a much
lesser degree, to probe bias. In both machines the onset (and quenching) of the instabili-
ty depended on grid and probe bias, ion beam energy and the potential of the separator
grid. This, together with the fact that a typical scale length computed from ADe 21
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(He/IQl/f is in the order of a few millimeters (ADE : 0.5 mm) makes us suspect, that We
are here, as in [3], dealing with a sheath instability, related to the sheath in front of the
disc (eg. a double layer) and in the vicinity of the grid. This is in agreement With the
observed quenching of the instability by an extremely weak magnetic field (B < 0_2 In'l‘)
perpendicular to the ion beam which affects the electron behavidur over a sheath Width
but should leave the ions unmagnetized.

In contrast to [3] there was no obvious frequency dependence on probe positicm in
the Innsbruck experiment, which was confirmed in the Durban machine. However, in
both machines a frequency dependence on plasma density, base pressure of the Argon
plasma (p : 10-4 mbar) and electron temperature (Me n 1 — 2 eV) was noticeable. The
formation of a double layer at low ion beam energies and its consequent Collapse at
higher beam energies would explain the destabilization and quenching of different mOdes,
the increase in electron saturation current for beam voltages Vb < He, and the
deformation of the characteristics for higher beam voltages, Vb ) ”2‘ We are thus led to
extend the explanation offered in [3] to lower beam energies: a double layer, forming in
front of the disc when the beam ions can no longer reach it, increases the effective
collecting area of the probe and may under certain conditions drive the electron current,
unstable.

Conclusion and Acknowledgements:
These experiments provide further evidence for the destabilization of low frequency
electron current oscillations, which we attribute to the presence of an ion beam, with
energies comparable to the probe bias, affecting the sheath conditions in front of the disc
and in the vicinity of the grid.

The work at the Innsbruck machine was undertaken while one of us (P.K.) was on
leave from the University of Natal, Durban. He would like to express his sincere grati~
tude for the warm hospitality experienced and the financial assistence rendered. Part of
this work was supported by the "Osterreichische Forschungsgemeinschaft" under rant
No. 06/1619, the "Auslandsabteilung der Universitéit Innsbruck", the "Jubil‘aums onds
der Universitat Innsbruck zur Forderung der Forschun und Lehre" and the "Fonds zur
Forderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung" (Austria? under project P8709—PHY. Fifi
nally, we wish to thank P.J. Barrett for stimulating an helpful discussions.
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ProgTeSS in the kinetic modeling of collisionless two—dimensional
bounded plasma systems

H. Pedit and S. Kuhn

Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Innsbruck
Technikerstrasse 25, A~6020 Innsbruck, Austria

1. Introduction and summary. In Ref. 1, a two—dimensional slab model was developed

for calculating self—consistent dc states of a collisionless single—ended Q—machine in

which the potential distribution decreases monotonically in the axial direction (i.e.,

the direction of the constant applied magnetic field). This method combines trajectory
integration of the Vlasov equation for each particle species (electrons and ions)2 and a

well—known Poisson solver3 into a numerical iteration scheme yielding the two—di—

mensional self—consistent potential and space—charge distributions. Typical results for

"short" systems (just a few Debye lengths) were presented in Refs. 1, 4 and 5.

In the present contribution, the method is used to calculate the dc states of a ‘
"long" system (i.e., several hundred Debye lengths), and typical potential and space— i

charge distributions are shown. In addition, related ion and electron velocity distri—

bution functions are presented for a 9
, y. 'cylindrlcal‘ wall ie-twi

position near the plasma—vacuum tran— Rw .

siti0n region, where the largest poten— [y. i
. ii

tial'and electric—field gradients occur. E I
. E —-03 .

These results demonstrate that our x Ix n a n

method is well capable of describing
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-the complex fine structure of the distri— l x£7
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bution functions. Finally, a comparison
is made between electron trajectories

obtained in the guiding—center approxi-

mation used by us and the numerically
enact electron trajectories, which shows w
that the approximation is good even in

the plasma—vacuum transition region.

2. Mod ‘ _ F' 1 1
d and assumptions lgure Fig. 1. A 2d—model of the single—

5110 s t o—di ' a1 dl fw our w mensron mo e o ended Q—machine
the single—ended Q~machine. Although
the model is still cartesian, the y—coordinate simulates to some extent the radial
coordinate of the cylindrical Q—machine geometry. Both the ions and the electrons
leave the emitter with half Maxwellian distribution functions corresponding to the '
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hot-plate temperature T, but their emission densities may be different. All particles
reaching the collector, the emitter or the surrounding wall are absorbed. A uniform
magnetic field B is applied in the x—direction, and the plasma is assumed to be sum-
ciently rarefied (np g 10B cm'3 for typical Q—machines) to be tractable as collisionle“.

The physical parameters are chosen such that the potential is monotonically decrea-
sing in the axial direction, but due to the vastly different particle Larmor radii and
our fairly realistic boundary conditions the potential changes in the normal direction
are still nontrivial. The system is specified by prescribing the following parameters;
axial length L, emitter “radius" RE, collector "radius" RC, wall "radius" Rw; Emitter
potential (be E U, collector potential in, wall potential cPW; emitter temperature T,

electron emission density néo, ion emission density nl’o (or, equivalently, the "neutrali-

zation parameter” or E nio/ngo).

3. Potential and space-charge distributions. Solving the time—independent VlasOV
equation for each particle species (a = e,i),

[v-V + £[E(x)+VXB] NV] fa(x,v) E %% fa(x,v) = 0, (1)

and Poisson’s equation,

vwm=—%§=%mm—mm. m
together with the boundary conditions

WMMQQ=“zmMMKmm0=%H%4MM%W®$J
©(L703lYlSRC) = ‘I’c, q’(L»Rc<lYISRw) : CI’c + (‘I’w—q’C) (lyl_RC)/(Rw—Rc) (3)

gene) = 0, @(X,Rw) = cw,
by a numerical—iterative scheme as described in Refs. 1 and 4, we find the self—consis-

tent dc potential distribution, the density distributions for both particle species and,

hence, also the space—charge distribution. In Fig. 2, the potential and space—charge

distributions are shown for a system of length L = 5 cm (which is short but still easily

realizable) and R8 = RC = 1.5 cm, RW = 6.5 cm, 4),; = @w = 0, (PC = —3 V, T = 2000

K, ngo = 5.12-1014 m'3, and a = 0.1. With these parameters we have a plasma den—

sity np = 1.3-1013 m'3 and the associated Debye length becomes AD : 8.8- 10-4 m, so

that the plasma region is about sixty ADP long. In the center of the plasma (y z 0),

the results are in good agreement with one—dimensional theory.2 The plasma region, .

which is determined by p(x) e 0, is seen to be much more extended than both the
emitter and the collector sheaths. In the normal direction, the potential and space-

charge distributions are flat near the center but jump quite sharply at the plasma—
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vacuum transition. This is where the largest potential gradients in the normal direc—

tion occur, and we will show that even in this region our method is able to resolve the

complex structure of the electron and ion distribution functions very well.

0
p [As/mu

.2 10‘

Fig. 2. Potential and space—charge distributions

4. Velocity distribution functions. Integrating the appropriate particle trajectory back
in time until it intersects with some boundary, we are able to calculate, from Eq. (1),

the ion and electron velocity distribution functions for a given phase—Space point.
Discretizing velocity space (ie., the parallel velocity vx, the normal velocity V“, and
the polar angle 19), we calculate the velocity distribution functions for each particle
species as a function of all three velocity coordinates. Due to the nontrivial structure
of the electric field and the boundary conditions, these distribution functions have a

<_\\‘\‘\‘\‘i§i€i€i0.15 ‘5‘“ (‘7) 0.002 “n “““u‘ ‘ (b)‘7 .\\\\\\\\\\~ \\\\ \\0 sweeten ‘ ‘Ii. A 4““ ‘%%%%§“\ 00m \HQ§§§§§“ ”q i
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0 lb. . 0 q§§§s§§§ ’
200 2vn [rule] 0 theta [rad]
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Fig. 3. Ion distribution function Fig. 4. Electron distribution function

for x 2 2.5 Cm and y 2 1.4995 cm for x = 2.5 cm and y = 1.4995 cm

(a)19 = 5,28 rad (a)19 = 3.27 rad
(b)vx = 2302 m/s (b)vx = 3.02-106 m/s

(c)vn = 885 m/s (c)vn = 1.48-105 m/s

complex form which cannot be calculated analytically. Figures 3 and 4 shOW typical

normalized electron and ion velocity distribution functions near the plasma—vacuum

transition for the above parameters at the position (x : 2.5 cm, y : 1.4995 cm). In

each of these plots one velocity variable is fixed, so that the velocity distribution

functions shown depend only on two velocity variables

5. Particle trajectories. In view of the high gyration frequency of the electrons and

practical limitations on computing time, we are treating electron motion in a gui-

ding—center approximation. To convince ourselves that this approximation is indeed

good we have made a comparison with the numerically exact guiding—center motion.

These calculations show that even in the plasma—vacuum transition region, where the

steepest field gradients are located, our approximation is excellent (cf. Ref. 6).
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ANISOTROPIC CONDUCTIVITY OF THE COLLISIONLESS
MAGNE’I‘IZED PLASMA AND ITS APPLICATION TO

THE CYLINDRICAL PLASMA COLUMN

S.Kiyama
Electrotechnical Laboratory,

1-1-4 Umezono, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki, Japan

1. INTRODUCTION
The effective conductivity perpendicular to the magnetic field of the collisionless plasma

is shown to be very low, by the classical macroscopic equation without adding any anomalous
effect and assumptions. This highly anisotropic conductivity is clearly understood also by the
microscopic picture of the individual particle motions in the magnetic fields and is the
common characteristic of the high temperature magnetized plasma in tnost of the nuclear
fusion devices such as in tokamaks. The consideration based on the anisotropic conductivity
may give the good explanation for the specific and common behavior of the plasma, such as
the self organization, the fast relaxation and the various anomalous transport phenomena
which have been considered to be the results of the various turbulences and instabilities.
2. EFFECTIVE TRANSVERSE CONDUCTIVITY

In the case where the stepped electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field is applied
abruptly to the magnetized uniform plasma, the electric currents can be analytically described
by the macroscopic equation derived from the Boltzmann equation. If the electron to ion
collision frequency is low as compared with the electron cyclotron frequency, the electron
current approaches rapidly to a steady value after a few electron cyclotron oscillations, and
the ion current which is carried by the ion accelerated directly to the electric field, becomes
dominant after a half period of the ion cyclotron motion. However, this ion current and the
Hall current may also vanish in a few ion cyclotron periods, and the transverse electron
conduction current parallel to the electric fields will remain after this phase.

The electron conduction current density ji perpendicular to the magnetic field and parallel
to the perpendicular electric field Ei, and the effective perpendicular electrical conductivity
01:17 parallel to El are expressed by [1],

. 1 V
11. = arifl'EJ ’ 01505 ~ 0: '(J)2 (1)’ 1+(w../ v..)2 on.

Here 6,, V“, a)“ are the Spitzer conductivity, the electron ion collision frequency and the
electron cyclotron frequency, respectively. In the final state both ions and electrons drift in
the same direction so as to eliminate the electric fields and all the transverse currents except
the diamagnetic current may vanish. However, if the particle diffusion speed is same as the
drift velocity, the steady density profiles might be sustained, as usual the case in most of the
experiments. In any case, the transverse conduction current should be less than the value
given by the equation (1). It should be noted that this relation may universally hold in the real
plasma with space and time variation of the electromagnetic field and the plasma pressure.
3. CONDITIONS FOR THE HIGHLY ANISOTROPIC CONDUCTIVITY

The highly anisotropic conductivity may realize, if (Va/(1)“)z is much less than unity. In
Fig.1, the criteria for the condition (Va-=03“) are shown as the function of T, and 72‘, for the
characteristic magnetic field B as a parameter. In the region below each line, the anisotropy
may appear more extremely as the distance from the line is longer. The typical experimental
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conditions in the common devices are also
shown. In the large tokarnak, (Va/(1)“)2 is less
than 10'16 and then the plasma may behave as
the dielectric substance. Even in most of the
small devices, (Vs/035,)2 is less than 103 and ‘0"
then the perpendicular conduction current can
be neglected. As for the diffusion of the to“
magnetic fields, the ideal anisotropic
conductivity approximation that the parallel
conductivity is infinite and the transverse
conductivity is zero, is applicable over the
very wide time scale. In the large tokamaks, ‘0"

10" —

n,
(m

") 5;

Screw Plnch

. . . . . . T

this approxrmatron may be valrd in the time mm“
- RFP

scale trorn O.ltts to Is. ‘0‘.

The highly anisotropic conductivity may
give the relaxation dominant character of the "
plasma, which is caused by the frequent '0 10-! , ,0 10- 1O: ,0.

reconnection process of the magnetic fields. Ta (6V)
The relaxation process combined with the
diamagnetic current provides the self-organized
configurations in high [3 regime. In the next two examples with very simple configuration, the
specific phenomena may be clearly explained by the consideration based on the anisotropy,

4. APPLICATION TO THE CYLINDRICAL PLASMA COLUMN
The highly anisotropic characteristics are applied to the implosion phase of the 9-pinch

and the force-free configuration in a cylindrical geometry, and the skin depth of the magnetic

fields and the flux generation mechanism are discussed, respectively.
(1) Magnetic Skin Depth in the Implosion Phase of G-pinch

In the cylindrical configuration of the fast 6—pinch geometry, the diffusion of the axial
magnetic field into the plasma is much faster than the value derived from the classical
isotropic conductivity. It has been observed that the skin depth of the axial magnetic field in
the implosion phase is about c/(nm-(c is the light speed and (up, is the ion plasma frequency).
and consequently the many theoretical considerations and computer simulations were devoted
to the subject [2]. These discussions mostly employed the anomalous transport which is

caused by the microscopic instabilities or turbulences to explain the high resistance in the skin
region. However, in the well preheated plasma of the fast 8—pinch devices, the condition
(veg/mafia was already satisfied and then the transverse resistance should be estimated to be
very high without any anomalous transport. In the ideal simplified process, the electrons
simply behave so as to keep the quasi-charge neutrality and cannot carry any conduction

current. In this situation, each ion moves as the individual particle in the induced electric
fields and the self-consistent magnetic fields. The fast ions which are accelerated by the
induced electric fields, carry the diamagnetic-like current. An ion particle simulation was
done on this simple model. The results well explain the whole structures in detail, which were
observed in the fast G-pinch experiment [3]. In Fig.2, the time dependent skin depth obtained
by the computer simulation (3) is compared with the experimental one (b). Here, (ppm is the
ion plasma frequency correspond to the initial ion density. In both experiment and simulation.

the skin depth is approximately c/mpm in the early stage and transits to (21200” after a few ionI
gyration. A slight discrepancy is recognized only in very early stage (<50ns), where the
electron conduction current mmmuflemfiemhmmmmamamefifi

Fig.1 Criteria for the anisotropy.
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Fig.2 Time dependnt magnetic skin depth. (a) Computer simulation by
the ion particle model, (b) Experimental results in the fast 6-pinch.

structure are also obtained by the analytical solution based on the reflected ion model together
With the anisotropic electron conductivity model. The analysis also shows that the skin depth
(‘c/mpto) CorreSponds to the ion lannor radius.
(H) Formation of Force-Free Configuration and Flux Generation in Stabilized Pinch

It is well known that the magnetic flux generation phenomena are widely observed in RFP
and Z—pinch geometry. The various mechanisms for the flux generation and dissipation,
including the dynamo effect and the modes coupling of the MHD instabilities, have been
proposed. However, this specific phenomena can be easily understood by the analysis based
on the anisotropic conductivity without any complicated mechanism.

The plasma of this specific character may be represented by the linear cylindrical plasma
column of radius a and the axi-symmetric magnetic field B, and Be. Here, we choose a force
free equilibrium configuration with the constant pitch magnetic field, which was used for the
screw pinch stability analysis [4] and given in the following form,

Bow) = Butt)4 , Been») = ago) i” (2)
1 + p2 r 2 1 + pzr 2

Here, 21t/p. is the pitch length and the pinch parameter B:p.a. This configuration is nearly
same as the bessel function model in the regime 6<0.3 and therefore belongs to the energy
minimum state [5]. This configuration is also similar to the low q tokamak configuration if
8 is small and tends to that of the stabilized pinch if 6 is large.

If the magnetic field changes keeping the similar profile as in the equation (2), it can be
verified that the electric field is everywhere perpendicular to the magnetic field and the
electric fields components E,(a) and E9(a) at the wall should he as,

dBDU) 1
, E (1,: =—

dt 8( ) ZPZa

In the ideal highly anisotropic conductor where the parallel conductivitv is infinitv while the

ln(l+p2a2) (3)1 dag“)E ,t =—1n1 Z 1 .—2(0 ) 2" (H10) d:
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perpendicular conductivity is zero, the
magnetic field can increase or decrease,
keeping the similar configuration just as the
equation (2) indicates, if the matched electric
field given by equation (3) are applied at the
wall. The condition for the matched electric
fields may expressed as Ez(a)/Ee(o)=tta=e.
There are two cases according to 6, in which
the interesting experimental results might be
explained by this fundamental mechanism.
(A) 6<1 52

The constant pitch screw pinch

B/e
O

configuration can be definitely established in a:
the range 8<0.3, if the magnetic fields are E 057
ramped up keeping the pitch at the wall ' EB
constant, that is, if the matched condition is
kept at the wall. This fact was found at the 0
early phase of the screw pinch research and it 0 '-° 2-3“ 3-0 4.0
has been understood by the frozen—1n magnetic Fig.3 Electromagnetic configuration of
fields and the compressmn of the highly . .

. the constant pitch force free model.
conductive plasma under the MHD
approximation. However, more recent experiment shows that the constant pitch configurations
are established even in the case where any compression effect cannot be observed both in
me last and slow screw pinch experiment [6]. Therefore, in any case the consideration based
on the anisotropic conductivity might be appropriate for the mechanism of the formation of
the constant pitch configuration.
(B) 9>>1

As 6 increases, the configuration tends to the stabilized z-pinch type in which the axial
magnetic fields is enhanced in the center, and the ratio Ez(a)/Ee(a)(:tla:9) become very
large. This means that the axial magnetic fields can be created by the axial electric field, that
is, the axial magnetic flux can be generated by increasing the axial current which is excited
by the axial electric field. This phenomena may be explained by the frozen—in magnetic field
and the compression of the plasma column under the MHD approximation or ExB/B2 drift
motion as well. However, in most experiment, the compression effects or the drift motions
are scarcely recognized. Therefore, in any case except in the extremely high density and low
temperature plasma, the mechanism based on the highly anisotropic conductivity might be
responsible for the flux generation in the configuration with high 6.
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1, Introduction and summary. In Ref. 1, an integral—equation method was developed

for solving the general linearized perturbation problem for a one—dimensional, uniform

collisionless plasma with thin sheaths, bounded by two planar electrodes. The underly—

ing system of equations consists of (i) the Vlasov equations for all particle species in—

volved, (ii) Poisson’s equation, (iii) the equation of total—current conservation, (iv) the

particle boundary conditions at the left— and right—hand electrodes, and (v) the exter—

nal—{innit equation. The method allows for very general equilibrium, boundary, and

external—circuit conditions. Using Laplace transformations in both time and space, it is

set up to handle the complete initial~value problem but also yields the solution to the

eigenmode problem as a by—product.

In the present paper, this method is used to study, in a general and predominantly

analytical manner, eigenmodes in a system modeling the negatively biased Qimachine.

This problem was already considered in Refs. 2 and 3, though only by purely numerical

means and in the "low—frequency approximation (LFA)", yielding discrepant results.

2. The collisionless plane—diode model and its linearized basic equations. We consider a

one—dimensional diode as shown in Fig. 1, where the surfaces of the (ideally conduct—

ing) electrodes are located at x = 0 ("left—hand electrode") and x = L ("right—hand

electrode"), and the electrodes are connected through an external circuit with specified

properties. The intervening space is filled with a collisionless plasma consisting of us

particle species, denoted by the species index a. Each physical quantity Q involved is

decomposed in the form Q(x,v,t) = Q(v) + Q(x,v,t), with Q the given dc part and Q

the sought—for small—amplitude perturbation.
The basic equations, listed at the beginning of Sec. 1 and given in full in Refs. 1

and 2, determine the evolution of the perturbations E(x,t) (electrostatic field),

ia(x,v,t) (velocity distribution function of species a), 33(t) (externakcircuit current
density), and the global goal is to solve them for given initial, injection and external—

circuit perturbations. To this end we follow the Laplace—transformation method formu—

lated in Ref. 1, to which the reader is here and henceforth referred for full details.

The first step consists in transforming the basic equations into a set of (2+2ns)

coupled linear integral equations for the (2+2ns) time Laplace transforms 3900),
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E(x,w), li(v>0,w), and i:(v<0,w), with ti and i: the injection distribution functiona
at the left— and right—hand electrodes, respectively. These "Laplace—transformed intec
gral equations" [Eqs (37)—(40) of Ref. 1] can be symbolically written in the form

9(X,Vy[X’],[V’],UJ) fi([X’],[V’].W) = 12(MGM) . (1)
where fi(x,v,w) E [5,9, E, ii, ..., ~31", irl, ..., i:S]T is the column vector of the unknoWu

perturbations, $(x,v,[x’],[v’],w) is a matrix of known linear operators acting on a
(with the variables of operation indicated by brackets), and k(x,v,w) E [—Veo, E3, Eio,

. -1 - . . . ~, krig, kw, , kilgf is the column vector of the known perturbations —Veo etc.1 The

specific form of the system (1) which is appropriate to the physical situation considered
here (Sec. 3) will be given in Sec. 4.

Basically, the solution of our linearized perturbation problem is found by solving
the system (1) for fi(x,v,w),

fi(xiv.w) = 9"(XN:[X’],[V’],M)11([X’].[V’],w)i (2)
(with 9‘1 the inverse to 9), and by then Laplace inverting the latter:

rim) 2 jg—ze-m a<x,v.w) = E“; e-iwt 9"(x,v,[x’].[v’l,w)11([x’],[v’],w) . (a)
where, as usual, the original path of integration in the complex w—plane is a straight
line with —m -3 Raw g +m and Jan) a "sufficiently large" positive number. In the pre—
sent context, we are only interested in the "natural eigenmodes” of the system, i.e., the
contributions of the poles of Q'1 to fi(x,v,t), cf. Sec. 4.

3. Special case: longitudinal oscillations in the negatively biased single—ended Q—ma~
chine. For Q—machines under a wide range of operating conditions, the sheath regions
are usually far less extended than the plasma region,4 so that the uniform—plasma,
thin—sheath approximation is applicable. Assuming half—~Maxwellian emission from the

hot plate (whose temperature is T), the injection distribution functions at the left—
hand plasma boundary are cut—off Maxwellians for both the electrons and the ions.4 At
the right—hand boundary plane (x = L-), on the other hand, all ions are absorbed,

while all electrons are specularly reflected due to the cold—plate sheath, cf. Fig. 1.
In the present, rather new approach to the linear perturbation problem, we try to

simplify our model as much as possible, while still keeping the essential physics. In par-

ticular, we approximate the electron velocity distribution function by the "waterbag"
le(v) = fip[U(v+vSW)—U(v—vgw)] /(2n) [with 1—1,, the equilibrium plasma density and
v3“, = fiSkT/mE) the waterbag cutoff velocity], and the ion distribution by the cold
beam ii(v) = fip6[v—vi) [with vi the ion average velocity]. It is assumed that the
only externally imposed perturbations are initial ones.
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4 Solving the eigenmode problem by means of the integralArquation method W:

the specifications of Sec. 3, the Laplace—transformed integral equations (cf Si:

yield the explicit relations f1(v>0 Lu) : {1(V >041) : f,(v<0, n1) u. U and the ”re-

duced" system of coLupled integral equations

Ze(uI)]e(ww)+ L:dx’ E(x’ ,w) = -Veo(w), [external—circuit equation] (4)

- k5(x,w)le(w) + E(X:w)++é‘6(X»[X’] 1w) E([X’] M)
+ 76$(x,[v< 0],w) i?(v,w) = k3(x,w) , [Poisson‘s equation] (5)

$9(v<0,[x’],w) E([x’],w) + Elfin!) = 0' [right—hand electron] (6)
boundary condition

from which the remaining unknowns 33(w), E(x,w) and l$(v,w) must be determined.
Here, 1(5) k8, 2,3, and Veg are known functions, #3 and J46 are known x—space opera—

tors, and 76g? is a known v—space Operator.l
By successively eliminating l? and E via Eqs. (6) and (5), respectively, the system

(11)-(6) can now be cast into a single equation for 360.1):

ie(w) = [Vdi(w)-Veo(W)]/Zm(w) (7)
Where Vdi and Van are expressions‘describing the effects of initial perturbations and

Zm(w) E Zd(w) + Z 9(a)) (8)

is the "total" impedance with Z ew( ) the external—circuit impedance and

idol): (051x :2- (x ,[x’ ’],w) k5([x”],w), (9)
the diode impedance. The Operator 3 is defined by

2mm) E([x'],w) = [1 + %(x,[x’]1w)—{ mumx'm) 173([X’11wl- (10)
According to the remarks following Eq. (3), the nth linear eigenfrequency is the nth

pole of the integrand of the Laplace integral, which from Eq. (8) is seen to be the nth
zero of Zm(w). Hence, we have the eigenfiequency equation

mm“) = 0. (11)
In the present paper we restrict ourselves to solving this equation. While 2401) is

usually given as a simple analytic function of w and can hence be evaluated easily,
Zd(w) is defined by the integral (9), whose evaluation has hitherto been possible only
by purely numerical means and only in the LFA?‘3 By contrast, we have now ob—
tained, without further approximations, the following analytic form of Zd(u):
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21t = 11(w)—fi%12(w) , (12)
L . L . ,

with 11(10):] dx/k5(x’,w) , 12(w) =J dx’k5(x’,w) sin[wri] ,
0 o 0 0 VEW

L, L‘ I

5.01.1) = H.0(LIJ)J dx’kfi(x’,—V73w,w) , A(w) = 710(k)) J dx’k5(x',—n,w) Sill. [(4)11]
0} 0i n ’

6

and ao(a)) : —imexp [i “L ] .
(‘7n n

The integrals occurring here can be represented by elementary functions, so that the

eigenfrequency equation (11) has now become an analytically explicit transcendental
equation which is valid for all frequency ranges.

5. Results and discussion. As previously,“ we consider the eigenmodes of a negatively
biased single—ended Q—machine characterized by the following parameters: elec_
tron—K‘ plasma; interelectrode distance L = 30cm; hot—plate temperature T = 2200

K, electron emission density 1160+ = 1010 cm'3, ion emission density nio‘ = 103 my:

(hence neutralization parameter a E nay/n50+ = 10*), plasma density fip = 2x107

cm'3, plasma potential 4)}; : —1.3 V, electron waterbag cutoff velocity vowe = 2.7.405

cm/s, electron plasma frequency mp9 : 2.5x103 5'1, ion—beam velocity vi = 2.71105
cm/s, ion plasma frequency wpi = 9.4::105 5'1, external short—circuit.

The eigenfrequencies corresponding to the first three eigenmodes are a)! = (1.5862 —
3.19501) . 104 s-l, 14.12 = (4.7975 — 3.21371) x 104 5'1, a; = (7.9967 — 3.20441) 4 104 5-1,
while in the "low—frequency approximation" the first two eigenfrequencies had been
found? to be an” : (3.2204x104 + 1.5235x103i) s~1 and 7112” = (6.2512x104 +
6.6399x102i) 5‘1. This discrepancy, which seems to indicate that the "low—frequency
approximation" is inappropriate for bounded plasmas, will need further study.
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A coLLISIONLESS E X B INSTABILITY WITH LARGE ION ORBITS
Francis F. Chen
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IntrodUCtion

A flute instability of a partially ionized, magnetized plasma with a transverse electric field was
shown by Simon /l/ and Hoh /2/ to be responsible for the violent instability of reflex

discharges which allows electron current to cross the magnetic field. The main cause of this
instability is the difference between the electron and ion E X B drifts due to ionsneutral drag.

This effect is not present in collisionless plasmas, but the instability is still found if the ion drift
is slowed by the finite Larinor radius efiect /3//4/. In a, recent experiment by Salrawa /5/,

_clear evidence of this collisionless instability was found in a plasma which was much smaller
than the ions‘ Larmor radii. The observed frequency was much higher than the ion cyclotron,
diamagnetic drift, and E X B frequencies, thus eliminating both the E X B and the drift

instabilities. The ions trapped in the potential well of the Effield had nearly Straight-line

orbits, with only a small curvature due to the Lorentz force. The ion fluid then has an E X B
drift much smaller than that of the electrons, even though there are no collisions.

It is easy to show that such a fluidisuffers from a strong flute (not drift) instability with a
phase velocity close to that of the slow ion drift, as observed. The equilibrium, however, has
to be treated kinetically, since the system is much smaller than the ion orbits; and it is the
equilibrium which is difficult to treat. A11 expansion in a small Larmor radius parameter would
not be suitable; rather, the curvature of the ion orbits is the small quantity. lily choosing a
particular functional form for the electric field profiles, we have found a simple way to model
the equilibrium in both plane and cylindrical geometries The cylindrical case is applicable
to beam-plasma experiments /5/, while the plane case can be used to devise experiments to
clarify the edge physics in tokamak Hamode boundary layers which are thinner than the ion
Larrnor radius.

Equilibrium: plane geometry

Consider a plasma confined between infinite planes at :r = iL . embedded in a. uniform magnetic
field B = 13.32. A jet-like E x B velocity distribution in the y direction in the slab can be
modeled by the following analytic functions:

(b = éutanhE (1)

E = —[N/L)¢>’2"e : —(N/L)qéosechz£.i: (2)
p : (N/LJEQE; : 250(N/L)2dusechzétanhf , (3)

where
.f E Nat/L , (4)

45 is the potential, p is the charge density, and N is a parameter for adjusting the sharpness
of the profile. These profiles are shown in Fig. 1 for N : 2. We take c150 > 0 , so that Er < 0 ,
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and ions are driven to the left. The magnetic field is so weak that the ions bounce bEtWeen
their birthplace and the left wall in nearly straight lines, but there is a small curvature to the
orbits. giving the ions a drift in the y direction. For a tokamak edge layer, the left boundary
would be the main plasma, and the right boundary would be the first wall. For a cylindrical
beam-plasma experiment, the left boundary would simulate the axis, and the right bOUndary
would be the wall.

We next construct a density profile that is consistent with this potential profile. Let ”($60)
be the velocity of an ion, located at é, which was born (at rest) at £0. lts kinetic. Energy
15M 02“, {0) is gained from the potential drop between 550 and E. Thus,

172%, fig) : (26¢0/Jl1')(tanhéo 7 tanhf) . (5)

The y component of the ion equation of motion reads

(Ivy/(1t = —(e/rl[) urB = —Slcu, , (6)

where DC is the ion cyclotron frequency. The Lorentz force accelerates the ions in the y
,direction at the rate

dug (Ivy (11' (Ivy _ (ii
a — 53‘ 5” ~ (1.7.- =41“ m

The velocity DU of an ion at .5 which was born at ED is thus

‘i57 50] = ‘cl‘ ‘10) = (L/Ai)0c(€0_‘£) - (8)

Note that this depends only on position; it is independent of the strength of the Esfield. Com-
bining Eqs. (7) and (10), we find for the :r velocity component,

vflf, £0) = 112 — v; : (Zed/M) ( tanhEo 7 tanhE) 7 (LOG/N)2 (£0 7 £12 . (9)

Let the ions be created at a rate 5(zco) rn"3 sec’l. Since the flux MT is conserved, the
density at :5 due to a source 5(a)) £1120 is proportional to l/ivr(:c, :50) i. The constant of
proportionality is 0, l, or 2, depending on whether the ion is turned around before reaching 1,
is absorbed at the left boundary, or is reflected at —L or turned around at a radius between 7L
and m . For simplicity we assume a reflecting boundary. Integrating over all source positions
upstream of :r and changing to the variable 5, we obtain

E Emu stiflidEO

Ne lvxtéiéoH

Here, Em“ is the smaller of N and that value of {0 beyond which vi, given by Eq. (9),
becomes negative, indicating that the ion turns around before 5. One needs only to end the
integration when 1);. becomes imaginary. The integrand is singular at two points: f : £0, and
u" = 115 , but these are obviously integrable singularities because the density physically has to
be finite if the source S is finite. The experimental density profile can be matched by choosing
a suitable function 5(69). Fig. 2 shows sample n] profiles which are consistent with Eq. (1).

”(E) = (10)

To obtain the ion fluid drift voy at any position x, we need only to sum over all source
positions the values of vy(f, fa) , given by Eq. (8), weighted by the source strength S'( 50) and
the residence time 1/ I vx I , and normalize:

_2_ 5(5)) r160
nté) lvz(E. em

The corresponding profiles of no are also shown in Fig. 2.

”0(5) = (11)
{max/ ate. 50)

€
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Fig.2

ibrium: cylindrical geometry
Equll

In the experiment in question /5/, a beam of electrons injected along the axis depresses the

potential there and gives rise to a nonuniform radial electrir field. The corresponding sheared

E X B drift is in the 9 direction and falls to zero at r : O and r = a. This situation can be

modelcd by a. consistent set of Bessel functions:

96 : —¢D[J0(Tr)7,lo(inl)] (1‘2)

0 0
L3. = 70—3? = <§06—;J0(T7‘) = ~¢0T.Il(1‘7v) (13)

a t t .p : {fa—grim : macrwrr) , on

where lt‘] is a zero of J. ; for instance, the first zero is w] : 3.83 That Eq. (16) is true can be

verilietl by substituting for E,- from Eq, {1.5), taking the inderivative of [7 in both parts of the

equation. and rcrognizing the difi'erential equation that defines J1 . Setting T : “Pi/(1. ensures

that both (5‘) and E,- vanish at T = (1. These profiles are. shown in Pig. 3.

The l{lll(‘t energg ll’IUZU‘, T0) of an ion at T which was born at rest r0 has been gained

from the potential drop between 7'0 and 7‘. Defining z = Tr, we can therefore write

23170
111

The Lorentz force curves the ion orbits, which would otherwise be straight. lines through the

axis, as the ions bounce in the dc potential well. The 6 component of velocity can be found

from llie conservation of canonical angular momentum:

[Jo(:) - Jo(:o)] - (15}v2(3,:0) :

I”; : llIrUg +1§eBor2 : %eBor5 , (10)

where l:BUr is the vector potential Ag in a uniform field, and we have taken (for the time

being) ['0 to be zero at r : 7‘0. Solving for 119, we have

QC :3 — :2vats, sq) : 2,1, m)
c»

Eqs (15) and (17) give

. i .2 J_ 2 2
73(320) : L371]; = qm l.lo(z)—Jo(:0)l— (3’76) (‘0 ~z ) ~ (18)
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To calculate the density, we again integrate over a source distribution 3(20), We'lghted by
the residence time i / l'l’ri and a geometrical compression factor 30/: due to the Cylindrical
geometry:

11(2) : 2/"

122Here, zmax is the smaller of 101 and the value of 30 at which ., , given by Eq. (18), is Zem‘
beyond that, the ions do not reach 2. Since all ions are “reflected”, they contribute twice td
the density at any radius. The factor 2 included for this is not important, since S(:;)) is to be
adjusted to fit the experiment anyway, The fluid drift no in the 9 direction is given by the
weighted average of Up, as given by Eq. (17):

2 :mx 2 5 3 Cl 0
00(2) 2 —)/: 179(5~30l 0L ' (20)71(2 ' :- IlI,-(Z,Zo)l

(19)

Examples of 72 and v0 profiles are given in Fig. 4.
03 1000
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.10 —-— i

71,: 0 ~ ,
0.0 0.2 0,4 0,5 0.8 1,0 0.0 0,2 0,4 r/a 0.6 0.8 m

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

Although the ions are born with very little energy, a small amount of angular momentum at
large radii could greatly affect the ions’ turnaround radius, and thus the density at small radii.
To examine this effect, we can add a thermal velocity l’oCTo) : in) . A term 1Tl1"vg(1‘(]) is then
added to Eq. (16), resulting in a term Wife) added to Eq. (17), with corresponding changes in
subsequent equations. The results, which we cannot show here, indicate that 110(7‘0) , has more
effect when it is in the same direction as the Lorentz force, but that the effect is small unless
%ll’[v§ is comparable to 6950.

The instability

Since the instability is basically a fluid effect, we use the fluid equations. We confine ourselves
here to plane perturbations of the form exp iUcy — wt) . For the ions, the linearized equations
are:

0111(7): + vo.vv+v.vv0) = e(E+vO) (21)
an
a+noV-v.+v-Vnn+nV-v0+vo-Vn:0. (‘22)

Here, 1’0($) is the averaged velocity computed above. From the electron equations, we obtain
the modified Boltzmann relation /6/ appropriate for It” : 0 and finite Vito and E0:

1 8"” _——°"(“ . (23)
no _ KTa w—wE(z)

Here, w. is the electron diarnaignetie drift frequency —k(KTe/eBu) 713/710, and Lug is the
E X B drift frequency vkEo/ Bo. Solving Eq. (21) for the first-order ion fluid velocity V,
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ing into Eq. (‘22), and eliminating n with Eq. (23), we obtain asecond-order differential
t‘tut

suzitlion for 45(35)- We keep all x-derivatives (') in both zero- and first-order quantities. The

fiance-11 be written in the form

¢II+f(I)¢5/+y($)¢ = 0 - (24)

Defining 5(1) = w — know) and

mm}, + QC L18
6(1) : "MM/710(1) l ”Ii-T) = m , (25)

we can write the coefficients as

fix) = 6($)4-7(IJ (26)

9.: 5+7 6 57—96(Qc—tv’)_ ~ 2 k2 —— ———— —-——————————JL "n1) 1+ 5 k -+k (Mm—wm , an

where all the quantities are medependent except k , OE, and to. Eq. (24) is to be integrated

between #L and L using the self-consistent profiles 01 no, ED. and no computed above

to obtain the eigenvalues of w. By eliminating the velocity shear terms, one can study the

Kelvin—Helmholtz effect on this instability.

The basic instability can be uncovered by making the local approximation g(.7;) : 0. This

yields a cubic equation for w:

D‘3+(k/6)QE(U2—wdw)iflgmd : 0 1 (28)

where
Led = Lag ~ k‘vg (29)

is the difference between the electron and ion E X B drifts. The unstable root can be seen by
taking the limit w}; > QC and small 00, so that 5% cod :3 up. The last term in Eq. ('28) can

then be neglected; and, for "In / no < O, the resulting quadratic equation yields

w = kvO+-toJ2|5|+irkocwd/|6|y/2 . cm)

The frequency is of order km), and the growth rate depends on the diilerence between electron
and ion drifts in the equilibrium.
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INFLUENCE OF THE THERMOIONIC EMISSION ON THE
CURRENT-DRIVEN ION-ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY

g. Donoso and P. Martin, Dpto. de Fisica, Universidad
‘§imofi—§3Tivar, Apdo. 89000, Caracas 1080A, Venezuela.

1, INTRODUCTION.
In this paper we analyze the conditions for the onset of

the instability in an electron emitter cathode and plasma
system in a DP machine. Three kinds of particles are

considered: plasma ions, electrons and thermoionic electrons.

The distribution functions of the first two species of
particles is considered to be maxwellians. The distribution

function of the thermoionic electrons is determined through

the following steps: The starting point is the Fermi—Dirac
distribution of the electrons inside the cathode. Then the

quantum reflexion of these particles is considered and a

suitable transmission coefficient found. This factor is

considered together with the transformed distribution function
originated by the electrons escaping from the metal to the

plasma.In this way we arrive to the thermoionic distribution
function. Now the dispersion relation for the ion acoustic
waves is analyzed using the well known Landau treatment. The
marginal stability is considered and a characteristic product
X? is found in terms of the critical density ratio x and drift
velocity 7. Finally using this density ratio, the critical
current for the onset of the instability is determined. The
theoretical values and compared with some experiments and good
agreement is found .

2. THEORY.

The dispersion relation for the ion—acoustic wave is
well known [1] .

__ £01220: afm/av'
60"”) _ 1 _ 2—2 d (l)a k L

where k, w are the wave number and frequency and upon, fa are
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the plasma frequency and distribution function for the specieS

a. L means the Landau contour of integration under the pole‘

We consider a plasma composed of no ions at rest plus two

kinds of electrons: (l-x) nu plasma electrons and c

thermoionic electrons. The temperatures are Ti 5 Te/E), Te,

and T5 2 'L'TE, respectively. a) Distribution function for the

thermoionic electrons. Inside the cathode the electrons have

a Fermi—Dirac distribution, which is approximated by a

maxwellian since (E - EF)/Tf is large,

71
F(E) = A (Exp((E—EF)/Tr) + l) s A Exp(— (E — EF)/Tf) (2)

where E = —i— m (v’)2 is the kinetic energy, EF the Fermi

energy and TE the cathode temperature. The quantum

transmission coefficient T(E) of a plane wave incident on a

potential barrier EB = EF + 4» (w is the work function) is

given by [2] .
2T(E) : 4kB / (k + B) (3)

where k = ( 2mE/ h2 )1,2 and 3 = (2m(E — Ea)/ r12)“ are the

propagation constants for the wave functions inside and

outside the cathode. Using % m v2 = E - Ea and EB E g m v:

we Obtain

T(v) : 2v<v2 + v: )“2/( v2 + g v: + v (v2 + v: )1”) (4)
Considering this transmission coefficient and the velocity

change across the potential barrier we arrive at the

distribution function g(v) for the thermoionic electrons just

outside the cathode surface,

gm = ca T(v) Emu—(:41 v2 + <1» )/ m (5)

where Co is the normalization constant.

b) Dispersion Relation

Using the distribution function Eq. (5) and the dispersion

relation Eq. (1) we obtain

2
E(k,w) = 1—(ke2/ k2) ((1—x)Z’ (5.11”) + x/I G’ (3pm) +

+ 92' (581/2))=0 (6)
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Here 5 = w/s is the phase velocity, c5 = (Te/rm)“2 is

the ion acoustic speed, u s nm/mi, a = Te/Ti and T = Tf/Te. Z’

‘s the derivative of the plasma dispersion function and G’ is1
defined by:

m 2 431(5) : A0 I a/au (T(u) exp(-u ))(u - s) du (7)
D

We consider the problem of spatial excitation with real w

and complex k. For marginal stability we compute the principal

part of the integral plus one half the residue from the pole.

The integrals are evaluated in the usual way [3]: We expand

the denominator of Z’(s) in powers of s/u « 1 for the plasma

electrons and in powers of u/s « l for the plasma ions. As for
9(5) we consider 8 « u where u is the mean velocity of the

thermoionic electrons and expand the denominator in powers of
(u — E)/ E. Separating the real and imaginary part of Eq.(@

we get

a (19:0) = 1 + (1 — x + ax/r) kez/ k2 — wpiz/ a? (8)

a (k,w) = (n/2)“2( k5 / k2)(Te/me)—1/2)[(l — x) w/k —

1/2 —— 3 2- 4(n/2) x v vTe / (A1 VB v ) +

+ (mLTeB/meTi3)1/2 (w/k) eXP(‘(w/k)2/(2Ti/mi))] (9)

here a = (vTi/V 2)(1—3(?—V 2H? 2— Aim—3? 6+2? 3)/ V 3)

From Eq.(8) we obtain the real part of the wave number

‘1/2k: = (macs) (1—w2/wpi2 ) a w/(aCs) (10)
where a E (l - x — ax/t)“uz.

The threshold condition for instability, 51 = 0, gives
the product xv of the critical density and drift velocity

xV/cs = (“mum/2)“) (VB/VT ) (mi/me)1/2®3/éxp(-oc2I/2) (11)
The term (1—x)o/k in Eq.(9) is small and has been

neglected.
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3. DISCUSSION.

Eq.(11) gives the critical value for the product x6,
which is a measure of the thermoionic current density from the
cathode. The instability develops when the thermoioniC

electron current interacts with the plasma some Debye lengths

from the cathode filament.

Consider the following Argon plasma a = 10; r = 0.2; w =

4.5 eV, E: = 8.9 eV ( for' a Tungsten filament) then VB/V

3.6; CD = 0.329 ; C1 = 0.264; a = 1.43 and we obtain xV/cs=
3. A simple model for plasma production in the DP machine has
been given in Ref.[4]: The total electron current Id of the

discharge is equal to the thermoionic current from the N

filaments: Id = e x Ho 3 N A0; A0 is the surface where the

beam impinges in the plasma. The loss ion current Ii to the DP
walls (area = A) is given by the Bohm diffusion: Ii = 0.8 8 ha

C: A. The ions are produced by electron collisions: I: : Nag
l Id (where N0 = neutral density, a = ionization crogs

section, 1: mean free path for ionization). From these
relations we obtain

(xV/cs) = (0.8/No cr 1) (A/N An) (12)
exp

For typical DP parameters we obtain (XV/cs)mp= 8, which
is close to our value.
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Modulational instability of
relativistic ion acoustic waves in a

plasma with trapped electrons

YASUNORI NEJOH L

88-1, Obiraki, Hyo, Hhchinobe, 031, Japan

L Introduction
Interplanetary space and the Earth's magnetosphere encompass a rich

variety of plasma physical processes and nonlinear wave phenomena. In a
' high speed solar wind and the magnetosphere, the phenomena of trapped

electrons are frequently observed [1] . When we consider such particles, i
the effect of trapped electrons has to be included in addition to the l
relativistic and ion temperature effects. Although the existence of the i
nonlinear modulation of electrostatic ion acoustic waves is suggested 9

I

Department of Physics, Hbcbinobe Institute of Techn010&n l

by space observations [2] , relativistic ion acoustic waves with trapped
electrons in space have not been so well investigated. The effect of
ion temperature and relativistic effect of ion acoustic waves have been
considered as energetic phenomena in space plasma [3] . Although the non-
linear modulation phenomenon due to trapped electrons has been considered l
by Deweret al. [4] , they have not shown the solution of the modified non—
linear Schrodinger equation. Moreover, nonlinear modulation of relativ- l
istic ion acoustic waves associated with trapped electrons have not yet
been investigated. The purpose of this investigation is to show the mod-
ulational instability due to trapped electrons in a relativistic plasma.

H. Relativistic solitary waves
We consider the small but finite amplitude ion acoustic wave propa-

gating in an unmagnetized plasma. The plasma is quasineutral. It is as-
sumed that the relativistic plasma is composed of a mixed fluid with non-
isothermal resonant electrons and hot and adiabatic ions. We assume that
there exist high speed streaming ions in equilibrium state and the ions
have a relativistic effect. The dynamics of the relativistic ion fluid
in non~dimensional form can be written as

at 4-? w = 0 , (La)

_3 i 22 6—95 _(8t +0 axh'v-l-n as: + a; —0 , (Lb)
3 3 a

(F+Ua—x)p +317?” = 0 , (1.0)

where the Lorentz factor is 7 [l-(v/c)2] "1’2. Poisson's equation is
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21W + n — n: =0 , (l.d)
with the electron density in the small amplitude limit,

n: = exp(¢)-%b¢“” . (Le)

The effect of trapped electrons is expressed in terms of b==n '1/2(1-» B),
b introduces the deviation from the isothermality due to the contribution
of nonlinear resonant electrons (both free and trapped) to the electron
density. fl is defined by H :=l§/T.. l} and ll are the free and trapped
electron temperature. We assume B >>0 and lk<:T.. We expand

n 1 "1 '12 ”a
2 =11“) +5 2; +83/2 2: +52 2: + ----- . (2)
<75 0 <15. 452 m

We introduce a scaling §=e‘/‘(z —lt), 13:53/4 t. (3)
where e and 1 refer to the smallness parameter and the velocity of the
moving frame, respectively. Inserting eqs.(2) and (3) into eqs.(l.a)——
(1.e)'. we easily obtain a tV equation

E“ ___b__ vafl _;___L¢ul
a 1: + Ev.<1+3o)1‘” ¢‘ 66 + 2 [v.(1+3a)1 W 6&3 (430'

With 1(0771)=”o+[(1+3U)/71] V2, and 71=1+3/2(Uu/0)2 .

m. Relativistic ion oscillation modes
and modulational instability

E.A Envelope solitary wave type of
oscillatory solution

iln order to seek the oscillatory wave solution in the small wavenumber
region. we apply the following expansion. ¢ 1 is to be expanded as

00 co

¢1= Eu“): ¢:‘“’(n,§)exp[¢1(kE—mr)1. (5.21)
n=0 I=-00

where the condition ¢ ,‘“’==¢ -,‘“" be satisfied. We select a scaling
77=¢t"‘(€-xr). §=#‘”I, (5.b)

and apply eqs.(5.a) and (5.b) to a MKdV equation (4). where u is the
smallness parameter. Substituting (5.a) and (5.b) into eq. (4), we
can obtain the corresponding sets of equations. To the third order
in lL the l:=l term implies a modified nonlinear Sohriidinger equation

ia¢l(l)_ 3k 62¢IH)

at; 2E71(1+30)J "2 6772

bk l¢1(”|1/2¢1H)=0, (6)
_ [71(l+3a)] "2

by using the first and second order equations in a. Although Dewer et aL
derived a similar type of (6) with the different coefficients, they didn't
find the solution. In order to obtain the solution of eq.(6), we simplify
the problem. We rewrite eq.(6) using the transformations
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¢fl”=¢/E“, TI=A‘”7)’. C: (76'. ('7)
where A: Sir/Z, B= bk, C= [’Yq(l+3U)] "’2.
Substitution of eq. (7) to eq. (6) yields

a w _ a? P _ m a{F a” ,2 Isl w — O . (8)

In order to obtain the solution of (8), we replace 6' by ¢=Ilf(v)exp
[1(K27 [#9. C ’)] , where W01) is a slowly varying real amplitude

and v: :7 ’—s( ’ . Substituting 71 into eq. (8) , we obtain
2:1)“: —( K2 + o )w + W's/2 : o , (9)

and (5+2K)6\lr/6v=0 , (10)
for the real and the imaginary part, respectively. We have

( :11)! )2 —( K2 + (2)11” + gm“? =0. (11)
When we set ®='llf‘” . eq.(ll) reduces to

E 2 __1_ 2 _(av)_ 5¢(¢ (Do). (12)

where Qu:5/4(.Q+K2). We note that <Do has to be positive for the
stable solution. Integrating eq.(12), we then get

W(v)=¢ozsech‘ [.;(£5°>1/2<v—v.>1 . (13)
Where 119 is the integration constant. Using 93 and eq. (13), and returning
to the original expressions, we obtain an envelope solitary wave

2 [/2 3k 1/2

xexplqfi) [Xx—i 27.(1+3cr)] QC] }
, (14)

Next. let us consider the velocity of this solution. Using <1)”,
eq.(12) for the imaginary part requires 5 =—2 [—Q+(4/5)llfa‘/2] V”.
In the low frequency limit, the linear dispersion relation is obtained as

w=k(l(0,71)_‘fi:+3—U)JT/2—l ' (15)

ELB The stability of the oscillatory
wave solution

In order to consider the stability of the envelope solitary wave.
we define the coefficients and the potential of the modified nonlinear
Schrodinger equation (8) as

p E—31r/(2 ['Y 1(1+30)] ”2). q E—(b!r/ [7 1(1+3U)l 1/”)11151‘” ‘1”.
and 96 E ¢1‘". We consider the sum of three waves, Le. a carrier
wave ¢D(C)=¢oexp(—£Qo{) and two small sidebands at 1! il and
wig . Then 95 is represented as
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¢=¢o(€;) (l+¢+ exp [Win-£20] +¢—‘exp [-¢(K77-Q'C)l ).

Substituting eq. (16) into eq. (8), we find (16)

Q”K%E—PK2—il¢oi§%r —4;I¢.I§f—g—;r «b. _
swag}??? Q—K%‘f—+pK2+i-I¢o|7%q—al— st- _0‘

We obtain the nonlinear dispersion relation

[9 -K(%1?)]Z=p[*l¢al—a?-¢q—or + pr]rz . (17)
When the nonlinearity is stronger than the dispersion, that is l¢nlaq
/6l¢o| > pK‘. pl ¢o|8q/8l (MI is positive. In this case, since the
right-hand side of eq.(l7) is negative, then sidebands turn out to be un—
stable. Hhen Kand Re(§2) satisfy the conditions K» = l l¢ul(aq/BI 4’0!)
><(1/Z;D I‘/’ and §2u==Kh(aa;/ak), the maximum growth rate is obtained
as Fu=(l/2)l ¢DI6q/(8| (.1101). where Ku and flu are the maximum wave
number and maximum frequency, respectively. The relativistic ion acoustic
envelope solitary wave is therefore modulationally unstable against the
nonlinear self—modulation.

N. Concluding discussion
We have found modulational instability due to trapped electrons

of relativistic ion acoustic waves. The following facts are found by
the present investigation. (i)We have shown for the first time that there
is a relation between a HKdV solitary wave and a modulationally unstable
envelope solitary wave of a modified nonlinear Schréidinger equation in
the long wavelength region. (ii)The amplitude of the solitary wave in-
creases as a number of trapped electrons decrease. The velocity of the
envelope solitary wave is proportional to the amplitude and is in inverse-
ly proportion to the relativistic and the ion temperature effects. Hence,
the velocity of the solitary wave decreases as the ion temperature and the
relativistic effects increase. Since these results are in quantitative
agreement with several features seen in the observations [5] . it appears
reasonable to assume that the modulational instability of relativistic
ion acoustic solitary waves can be described by the nonlinear selfainter—
action in the plasma. Therefore, these results are applicable to the
study of nonlinear modulation phenomena of energetic ion acoustic waves
associated with trapped electrons propagating in space.
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Cross—field ion acoustic instability and
turbulence in a weakly magnetized plasma

PJ. Barrett and GH. Popov

Plasma Physics Research Institute, University of Natal, Durban
South Africa

ABsTRACT
In a discharge plasma with a weak axial magnetic field the plasma conditions can be
appropriate for the generation of the cross-field ion acoustic instability by azimuthally

drifting electrons. This is observed either as a single mode near the lower hybrid fre

quency or as broadband turbulence up to the ion plasma frequency.

. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with the crossefield ion acoustic instability which occurs

When (i) the relative drift between ions and electrons exceeds the ion acoustic speed
c, ‘ and (ii) the electrons are magnetized whereas the ions are not (pa 5 /\ < p,- and
w“ > to >> tun.- ) /l,2/. In the present experiment the electron drift occurs as a combina-

tion of diamagnetic and EXB (and sometimes VTE XB) drift in the azimuthal direction.
When the magnetic field and electron temperature lie above certain onset values, the
instability appears either as a single mode or as broadband turbulence, or in both forms

simultaneously. It was observed during an attempt to set up the modified two»stream
instability, which likewise occurs at about the lower hybrid frequency but requires the
stringent condition k” /l<~ (me /m,-)”2 /1/. The present ion acoustic instability appears
to be the same as that reported recently by Stenzel /3/ who used similar plasma condi-
tions.

EXPERIMENTAL LAYAOUT
The experiment is performed in a cylindrical discharge plasma device of length 65 cm
and diameter 40 cm, shown in Fig 1. Two concentric arrays of hot filaments are located

at one end of the chamber and biased at -60V to form the cathode. A nearby grounded
grid A1 and similar grid A2 at the far end share duty as anodes and make the intervening

region almost free of axial electric field while allowing the existence of a weak radial field.
Large Helmholtz coils provide an axial magnetic field that is uniform to about 5 per cent.
Plasma and wave properties are measured with the usual electrostatic probes (including
an emissive probe EP) and energy analyzer EA. The latter receives ions either axially or
azimuthally but is not strongly directional. Particle drifts are obtained from differential
flux measurements with one-sided plane probes. The wave number of a given spectral l
component of the turbulence can be measured by correlating the signals from say P1 and
P2 in a spectrum analyzer as P; is rotated.

Typical plasma conditions are as follows: 11 S 5 x 109 cm'3 , Te ~ 2.5 eV (but can range
up to 8 eV), T.- ~ 0.4 eV, B S 30 G, p (argon) ~ 1 x10“ torr, with the electron gyroradius
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several mm and f” /fcs ranging from 3 to 30.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Steady state profiles: With two cathode filament arrays available, 01 and C2: the
radial profiles of n, Te , Vp (plasma potential) and electron drifts can be varied greatly,
In Fig 2 two sets of profiles are presented: in (a) the inner cathode ring C1 is dOminant‘
while in (b) both C1 and C2 are at high power. In order to obtain a. sufficiently large
value of Te , the argon pressure is set at 1 x 10'4 torr) which makes for a marked tail of
fast primary electrons. (At 2 x 10..) torr the instability is usually absent). The effectiVe
temperature T, of the tail is especially large at the radial locations I1 and r2 of C1 and
C; respectively; see Fig 2(b). It appears that the tail is responsible for the observed high
frequency electron turbulence (not shown) around r1 and r2, and that this in turn creates
the peaks in the bulk electron temperature Ts. Figure 2(b) also shows a particular pl'Ofile
of Vp for which Wu and E, (: -VVP) have the same Sign; opposite signs can, however.
be arranged. Generally, the combined effect of the gradients is to produce an azimuthal
electron drift Va of order 5 x 106 cm 5—1, which greatly exceeds the ion acoustic speed c,
(~25 x IO5 cm 3’1). The in profile in Fig 2(a) represents the relative amplitude of the
single mode, labelled S, and of the low level turbulence N in the region of Cg.

Single mode properties: At the lower values of the magnetic field (< 20 G) density
and potential oscillations are observed near the lower hybrid frequency, as in the similar
experimental conditions of /3/ In Fig 3 we show the dependence of the frequency 011
the magnetic field for a mode which has maximum amplitude at r = 6.5 cm, together
with the corresponding azimuthal mode number Hi. (There is some uncertainty about
the assignment m:5). There are discontinuities in kg (: m/r) as the mode maintains the
parameter kgpc fairly constant, within the range 0.2 to 0.3 , i.e. somewhat lower than the
theoretical value for maximum growth rate, 0.7 /4/. The frequency lies close to tab” at
the higher values. Also, throughout the frequency range the azimuthal phase velocity is
appreciably greater than c,. Phase measurements Show that the single mode propagates
in the direction of the azimuthal electron drift and is a standing wave axially, with A, 2

120 cm.

In Fig 4 the amplitude of a single mode is observed as a function of TC and B, where T,
is controlled by varying the argon pressure (between 0.2 and 0.08 mtorr). In both cases
the onset is sharp. As found in /3/, Te needs to be sufficiently large to avoid ion Landau
damping. Furthermore, it is clear from kinetic theory (see Fig 8 in [4/ for example) that
the growth rate falls rapidly as kgpe rises above the value for maximum growth rate.

Turbulence properties: The strongest noise occurs usually near the radial position of
the outer filament ring but becomes more widespread radially as the single mode gives
way to turbulence at the highest values of B (> 25 G). Typical outer region noise spectra
are shown in Fig 5. As B is increased there is a rise in amplitude and frequency width,
and in the frequency fm of the sharp peak at the low frequency end. From the inset, fm
is close to the lower hybrid frequency. Also, as found by Stenzel et al /5/ in an experi-
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ment on ExB driven turbulence, the spectrum extends from fLH to about the ion plasma
(N 2 MHz in this case). An initial noise correlation measurement at a very lowfrequency . . .
10 kHz, indicated an azrmuthal phase velocity of 0.4c,.frequency’

DISCUSSION
The above single mode propagates mainly in the azimuthal direction, with kll /k ranging
from 02 to (102,143. >> (ms/m1)”2 . This suggests that it is an ion acoustic rather than a
modified two-stream instability. The unduly high value of its phase velocity (several times
C!) may be due to the presence of an ion drift, but it is not clear what could create the
lattef- The question of electron heating by the turbulence is clouded by the presence of

axial electron drift and its efiects. Also, the energy analyzer shows no difference between

axial and azimuthal ion energies; there appears not to be any ion heating, in agreement
with /3/-
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Fig 2. Radial profiles for two cathode settings:
(a) plasma density nu and oscillation amplitude
m; typically nl/no S 10% for single mode S and
S 50% for noise N; (b) plasma potential VP; elec-
tron temperature T, (bulk) and T] (tail).
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Fig 5. Noise spectrum at different values of
magnetic field‘ The frequency f". of the low ire.L
quency peak is plotted in the inset where the
line represents (fufdyfl.
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NUMERICAL STUDY OF POTENTIAL FORMATION
AND NEGATIVE RESISTANCE

IN A CURRENT - CARRYING ION SHEATH

N. 0hno*, A. Komori, S. Takamura* and Y. Kawai

Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Engineering Sciences, Kyushu University,

Kasuga, Fukuoka 816, Japan

Potential formation of a current—carrying ion sheath on a negatively charged grid is

numerically Studied using the one»dimensional particle code. The imbalance of ion which are

injected into the sheath region from two plasmas divided by the grid, that is , the difference in

plasma density produces a potential difference between the two plasmas, which reflects some ions

injected from the high—density plasma. The thickness of the sheath facing low-density plasma is

obtained to be thinner than at the sheath facing the high density plasma. A negative resistance is

also numerically demonstrated by applying a perturbed voltage to the grid, and found to be

associated with the ion inertiain the ion sheath. These numerical results are in good agreementwith

those obtained experimentally.

1.1mm.dustifln
In our previous paper, the coherent instability has been observed in the current-carrying ion

sheath on the negatively charged grid/U. When the instability is excited, there are the density and

potential differences between two plasmas divided by the grid , and the sheath thickness on the

low-density plasmaside is thinner than that
. Insulator

on the high—density plasma Side. On the l I 1 r

basis of these experimental results, we have v i \U
proposed the physical model of the insta- Q I I P

bilit)’; the instability is excited when a H | I l i Probe <——>

negative rf resistance associated with the I

ion inertia in the ion sheath is coupled to an Grld +I

ion resonance caused by a positive feed» | MTarget

back due to the reflection of ions in the I Heater

sheath region. However, the experimental (\l I In
observations mentioned above are not
clearly understood and are still open to
studies of their physics.

The present paper gives a numerical
study of potential formation and negative FIG 1 Schematic of experimental apparatus.
resistance in a current-carrying ion sheath R 0:509
by using the one-dimensional particle code.
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The experiments are performed in a large, unmagnetized plasma device 70 cm in diameter and
120 cm in length, equipped with multidipole magnets for surface plasma confinements, as Shown

in Fig. l. The argon plasma produced by the dc discharge between the filaments and the Chamher
wall is divided by a fine-meshed grid. Typical plasma parameters in the region designated P are
ne = 107-103cm’3, Te~1 eV and Ti~0.leV. The density of the plasma Q is chosen to be less than
that of the plasma P by about one order ofmagnitude. The plasma densities are controlled by the

heater currents. A dc voltage is applied between the grid and a movable 12 cm diam target located
at a distance of4-6cm from the grid. Plane Langmuir probes 6 mm in diameter are used to meamm
the plasma parameters and their fluctua—
tions. The ion temperature and the plasma
potential are measured with Faraday cups
and emissive probes, respectively. The

time averaged value In and fluctuating
component of the current through the

plasma are obtained from the voltage drop

across the resistor R0. The gas pressure is

kept at about 2XlO4 tort.
Figure 2(a) shows the dependence of

the time-averaged current 10 on the ap-
plied dc voltage V“. The distance between
the grid and target is kept at 5 cm. This [0—
V0 curve is very similar to the current—

voltage characteristic of the Langmuir
probe. As shown in Fig. 2(b), a coherent
instability appears when 10 begins to
saturate. A typical example of the fre-
quency spectrum is illustrated in the inset.
The frequencn of the instability is found

to decrease with an increase in V0, and this
frequency change is explained by the de-

pendence off0 on the sheath thickness.
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the axial

profiles of space potential ¢ and ion satu-

ration current Iis. respectively. The ion
saturation current Iis is known to be pro‘

portional to us if Tc is constant. It is found
that p of the plasma Q is higher than that

2 u
(a)

2
E 1 — -

0 .
200 . 4

A (b) a a
N E a< - 3 —e s
‘; o 200 '
E 100 _ Freq.(kHz) _ 2 g

0 AA 0

2‘1 . 3t - 1 i
E

A <

0 ' 0
0 50 100

V0 (V)

FIG. 2. Dependences of time—averaged value It) and
fluctuating component I of the plasma current on
the applied dc voltage V0: (a) 10 - V0 characteristic;
(b) V0 dependence of the frequency and amplitude
of l. A typical example of the frequency spectrum
of I is illustrated in the inset at V0 = >60V.

of the plasma P and the sheath thickness in the plasma Q is thinner than that in the plasma P. The
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Saturation current [is is also shown to
ion

maximum at the sheath edge in the 4 I | ' I
have

plasma Q

3N rilPr dra 0 /

(l)
(V)

In order to study the formation
. . 2 —

mechanism of the current-carrying ron _

sheath: we have used the one—dimensional _ _ _

particle-code (P. l. C). The ion fluxes are
t

2

lis
(ar

b
un

its)
injected towards the grid from (1:10 and — 0

10 as shown in Fig. 3(a), where d is the

coordinate normalized by the Debye length. 3 o X(cm) 5
Basedon the experimental results,we make A Q 9'“ p (c) o A
mefonowing assumptions:(l)Atd=10and A 5" l 1'3 _5 §

. e . t, , l
’10,electrons obey the Boltzmann relation 35 2.0 - ". "t .10 if

1nd ions have the drifting Maxwellian dis» ._ _ 5 -. A 'r 45 g
‘ r . . " 1 ‘ ——4>r¥ a
tribution whose averaged ton velocrty is ’3 1.0 _ Ans (A l'_ _20 8

about the ion sound velocity and satisfies g :.<-— nl‘A‘A'n. & «Kar‘ i_ .25 5.}

[heBohm sheath criterion; (2)The electron 'f <— n.; [I - .30

density atd=-10is below one tenth ofthat at o “L . ' ' ’ -35

(1:10; (3) The potential (1) at d=10 and (120 “0 '5 3 5 ‘0
are kept at 0V and -30V, respectively and

the datd=-10 is determined to keep charge FIG. 3. Axial profiles of(a) potential and (b) ion

neutrality; (4) The transmission rate Ofme saturation current, obtained experimentally.

grid is O.71.The potentialprofile is obtained (”Axifll Profiles of 45: m and He, obtained
selfconsistantly from solving Poisson's numerically.

equation. Figure 3(c) shows the typical
profiles of potential q) , ion density [Xi and electron density he. The potential ¢> at d=-10 is found to

be larger than that at d=10, as expected. This potential difference results from the ambipolar

potential due to the imbalance between the ion fluxes in opposite directions. Some ions injected
from d=lO and passing through the grid are reflected by this potential difference back to d=lO.

The ion density has a maximum at the position where most ions are reflected. This makes the sheath

thickness at the lowwdensity plasma side thinner than that on the other side, although the plasma
density in the region of dSO is smaller than that in the region of (120.

In order to confirm the existence of the negative resistance in such a current-carrying ion

sheath, the relation between the current at grid and the sheath potential is obtained by applying

a perturbed potential ¢(t)=V0+Vtsintot to the grid. The phase difference between the fluctuating

components of current and potential, I(t) and (Mt), is obtained by using Fast Fourier Transforma-

tion. The frequency a) is normalized by the bounce frequency (0b, which is defined to be the inverse
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ofti me necessary for the ions to come back to

(1:0. Figures 4(a) and (b) show the time series

of11 and $1 at (0:0.7 . When the grid bias is
minimum (~29.9V). the ion flux is found to

be maximum, i.e., It and (151 are out of phase.

The (i) dependences of the phase difference
between It and (pi and the differential con—
ductance G (=3I/BV ) are shown in Fig. 4(c).

Here, G is calculated from the amplitudes of
It and 451. Both G and phase difference de-

pend strongly on the frequency a) and G is

negative at (D's below w~1.0. These results
indicate that such a current-carrying ion
sheath can be used as element of oscillator.
‘When this negative resistor cancels out all
less including the resistor of external elec-
tric circuit, the system oscillates spontane—

ously.

4. Summary
A potential profile and negative resist-

ance in a current-carryingion sheath , which

are strongly associated with ion-sheath in—

stabilities, are numerically analysed by us
ing the P. l. C. code. It is shown that the

density difference between two plasmas di-

vided by a negatively charged grid produces
the space potential difference which reflect

ions injected from the high-density plasma.
The current-carrying ion sheath is also
found to work as a negative resistor for a

certain frequency range.

*Permanent address: Department ofEiectr-ical Engineering, Faculty ofEngineering, Nagoya
University, Furoecho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-01, Japan.

Reference
/1/ N. Ohno, A. Komori. M. Tanaka and Y. Kawai Phys. Fluids B3 (199i) 228.
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Asynmietric E x B Equilibria and Diocotron Adiabatic Invariants

R. Chu and J.S. Wurtele, MIT
J. Notte and .l. Fajans, UCB

Recent results on theoretical and experimental studies of nonlinear collective modes and
asymmetric equilibria in pure electron plasmas Will be presented. The standard cylindrical
shape of a pure electron plasma can be distorted by applying-voltages on azrmuthal sections of
the confining cylindrical walls. Becausg ofthe applied perturbing electric fields, the asymmetric
equilibl‘la have guiding centers which E x B drift along non-circular closed paths. The resulting
plasma is asymmetric, but stationary in the lab frame. Some of the equilibria are dramatically
convoluted. The plasma is imaged in a single shot. The equipotential contours are found using
both a vortex-in-cell simulation and an analytical model. As expected, these contours are
in excellent agreement with the observed plasma shapes. By displacing the plasma off axis, a
diocotronlike mode is excited. The center of charge of the plasma follows a circular path when
there is no applied voltage on the azimuthal sections. Measurements indicate that the area
enclosed by the center of charge is an adiabatic invariant when the external applied electric
field is slowly varying. A simplified Hamiltonian model is used to study this phenomenon.

The pure electron plasma is confined inside a highly conducting cylinder. The radial
confinement is provided by a strong axial magnetic field of 172 kG. The axial confinement
is achieved by biassing the end caps with negative potentials. More extensive descriptions of
this type of setup can be found elsewhere /1/.The confining cylinder has a radius of1.9 cm and
alength of 5.0 cm. A typical electron column confined has density 2 5X107cm'3, temperature
3eV, and length ~3cm, while the radius can be chosen to suit the purpose of the experiments.
The experiments are performed in a repeated inject/manipulate/dump cycle. During the inject
phase, electrons from a hot tungsten filament are trapped inside the conducting cylinder. The
plasma is then manipulated and, finally, in the analyze phase, one of the negatively biased and
caps is grounded, allowing the electrons to rapidly dump out along the magnetic field lines
onto a phosphor screen. The resulting image is captured by a CCD camera. There are 3 50"
azimuthal sections on the wall, any of which can be biased to different potentials individually,
hence changing the boundary conditions of the cylinder. The changes in boundary conditions
can be used either to manipulate the equilibrium shapes of the column or to change the shapes
of the diocotron-like mode orbits.

Initially a circular electron column located on axis is created in the inject phase. The
asymmetric equilibria are then obtained by applying voltages to the azimuthal sectors on the
wall, hence changing the boundary conditions of the confining cylinder. The unperturbed
electron columns are ~l.0cm in radii. The applied voltages are turned on slowly (~lms)
compared to the 1:1 diocotron period (~ 10/15), so that no diocotron oscillations are excited
while the equilibrium shape of the column deforms slowly. Examples of the different shapes
that can be formed are shown in Figure 1.

For the time scales studied here, which are slow compared to the gyro-frequency and
fast compared to the plasma lifetime, the electrons can be described by their guiding center
coordinates. Furthermore, the motion along the axial magnetic field is fast compared to any
drift motions of the guiding centers. The electric field experienced by a particle can, therefore,
be approximated by the bounce-averaged field. Consequently, the dynamics of the system is
two-dimensional, being determined by the bounce averaged E X E drifts along the electrostatic
potential lines. The time scale for these experiments is short enough so that collisional effects
and any transport due to misalignment are negligible. In summary, the system is treated
analytically as a twodimensional system in which guiding centers drift along potential lines.
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For a uniform density plasma to be in equilibrium in the laboratory frame, the electrostatic
potential on its surface must be constant. In such a case, the guiding centers on the surface Will
drift along the surface, and the shape of the plasma column will, therefore, remain unchanged,

Hence, the condition for the plasma column to be in equilibrium is:

¢(rp(9), 9) = ¢p(rp(6),0) + ¢a(rp(0),9) : constant, (1)

where ”(0) specifies the shape of the uniform density plasma, on is the externally applied

sector potential, and 451: is the potential induced by the plasma itself, which can be found by

integrating the Green function for the cylindrical geometry with zero potential on the wall.

In general, the integral can only be evaluated numerically. Analytic insight can be gained by

replacing the field induced by an asymmetric plasma column with that of a circular column
with the same area as the asymmetric column and an appropriately calculated surface Charge

density. Thus, 0o
,.p(9) = To + mo) : m + El“? cos(19) + M; 511109)], (2)

1:1

where n; is the radius of the cylindrical plasma used in the approximation. The surface charge

density is 0(0) = n6r(0), where n is the density of the plasma. This approximation is valid

when 57' < To. The potential field, ¢p(r,9), can then be easily solved for, both inside and

outside of the cylindrical column. Gauss’s law relates the discontinuity of the electric field on
the surface with the surface charge:

r3 1116:) + 21°21Wit)”(§)’](5t)‘7'olérf605(l9l+ 6r? sin(19)l
for 1' > To,

é + T5l1n(i%)— il+ 2E1 ilfit)’ - (%)’l(fi)‘rolfirf 005W) + 6T?51n(19)]
for r < m,

¢P(r,9) : 27mm

(3)
where R is the radius of the confining wall (assumed to be at zero potential). The externally
applied electrostatic potential inside the confining cylinder, 450,6), which obeys the Laplace

equation, can be written as:

MW) : (Pun + its. casua) + a sinuofi)‘. (4)
(:1

where $110 and tbfi'f can be expressed in terms of the applied perturbation on the boundary,

MR, 0). The total field, (b : 45,, + dag, is now given by the applied perturbations, (3541110), and

by the parameters that specify the shape of the plasma column, 6n”. Since the potential is
constant on the plasma boundary in equilibrium configurations (Eq. 1), these parameters can

be calculated in terms of the externally applied perturbations. Substituting 1:5,, in Eq. 3 and

45a in Eq. 4 into Eq. 1 and keeping the lowest order term in 67‘ yields

27rem‘o{l — [1 — (To/Rlul/I}6T1” = 453)" (5)

The shape of the asymmetric plasma column can then be plotted out. Figure 2 shows the good

agreements between the analytic theory, simulations, and the experimental results shown in

Figure 1(a). The simulations are performed with a twodimensional vortex-in—cell electrostatic
code in which the plasma is represented by a finite number of line charges. Typically 4096 line

charges are used in the simulation. In one cycle of the simulation, the charges are weighted

to a. uniform polar grid, the Poisson equation is then solved, and the line charges are moved
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according to the E X E dynamics. The external applied field is also slowly turned on in the

simulatiODS- . ' . '
The preceding experiments were conducted in a manner so as not to excrte bull; motion of

the plasmEL The. well studied 1 = 1 diocotron mode /2/ is excited when a centered electron

column is diSplaced from the center of the grounded conducting cylinder. (The image charge
the cylindrical wall creates a radial electric field which causes the electron column to E x B

(Era in the azimuthal direction.) In a second set of experiments, the boundary conditions on

the cylinder wall are changed after a strong diocotron oscillation has been excited. Both the

shape of the diocotron orbit and the shape of the column are then distorted by the changes in

the boundary conditions. Measurements indicate that if the perturbations are applied slowly,

the area enclosed by the orbit of the center of charge of the column is invariant, even through

the shape of the orbit is substantially distorted.

For these experiments, a typical electron column has radius 0.5cm, length 3cm, density

5x10751114, and temperature 3eV. During the manipulate phase, the electron column is first

displaced from the cylinder center by growing an I : 1 diocotron mode orbit to about 1cm

01f center. The period measured is Bus. Perturbations are then applied to the boundary

conditions by ramping the voltage on one of the azimuthal sectors up to the value Vp over a

time T,. Finally, during the analyze phase, the shape of the orbit is ascertained. The plasma

is then dumped through one end so that its location can be determined. This cycle is repeated

fifty times, each time dumping the electron column at a slightly different orbital position,

thereby Obtaining a set of points which defines the diocotron orbit.
Figure 3 shows an undistorted orbit, and two diocotron orbits that have been distorted by

perturbations. Figure 4 shows the area, A¢., for a wide range of perturbation voltages. A4, is

an invariant for VP > 0. For Vp < 0, some electrons cross the separatrix and are lost to the

wall. In that case, the invariant no longer holds.
In order to understand the origin of the A4, adiabatic invariant, a Hamiltonian treatment

of the guiding Center system is necessary. The plasma can be modeled as a distribution of

line charges, each with charge per length, q, and mass per length, m. For the case in which
magnetic field, B, is constant the Hamiltonian is simply the total electrostatic energy per unit

length.
The dynamics described by an N particle Hamiltonian is in general quite complicated.

However the analysis is greatly simplified if the shape of the plasma is assumed. In the
simplest case we can model the plasma as being circularly shaped throughout its motion. This
assumption is appropriate when the plasma radius is small compared to the wall radius and
the diocotron orbit radius. Under these assumptions, the motion of the center of charge is
governed by

7.2

Hagen : -EnAp<pu(Tc,Oc) + (enAp)21n(1 — R4,), (6)

where the coordinates of the center of charge are (rm 95), with PE : (BE—glib? being conjugate
variable to 05. AF is the area of the plasma, and n is the density of the plasma. Since
the system is dynamically one-dimensional, the motion is always periodic in the phase space
(PDOC). Hence, the set of orbits is a nested set of non—intersecting loops, each with a unique
orbital area. and a total electrostatic energy associating with it. When the externally applied
perturbation is slowly varying, the area enclosed by the phase space orbit is an adiabatic
invariant /3/: '

2fpdq : (BenAp> g—‘MOC
C
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Thus, the area enclosed by the center of charge orbit is an adiabatic invariant in the circular
plasma approximation. A more realistic elliptical model has also been developed, where the
plasma shape is assumed to be elliptical but the aspect ratio and the orientation are 3110d

to change.
/1/ J. H. Malrnberg, C. F. Driscoll, B. Beck, D. L. Eggleston, J. Fajans, K. Fine, X-P

Huang and A.W. Hyatt, “Experiments with Pure Electron Plasmas," in Non-neutral Plum-m;
Physics (C. W. Roberson and C. F. Driscoll, editors), New York: AIP, 28 (1988).

/2/ R. C. Davidson, Physics of Nonneutral Plasmas (Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass.,
1990).

/3/ L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Mechanics (Pergamon Press, New York, 1976), P-156.

Fig. 1: (a) V1 2 V2 2 Va = —30V,
(b) V1 = V; = —30V, and V2 : 0V.

Fig. 2: (a) Analytic theory, (b) sim-
ulation.

ill ‘0 50H1 20

' v,,(volu)

Fig. 3: Orbits for perturbations V = Fig. 4: A¢ vs. Vp,for Tr 2 21m.

0,30,50V.
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Compression of multiple ion acoustic solitons at the plasma sheath edge

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering

Utunomiya University, Utunomiya, Tochigi 321, Japan

Behavior of multiple ion acoustic solitons at the plasma sheath

edge is experimentally investigated. We present experimental results

whiCh show the evidence of new mechanism for the compression phenomenon

of multiple ion acoustic solitons. These characteristics are similar

to the calculated results which emploied a particle model for the

pulse.

1. Introduction____._—__

l

T.Nagasaua and Y.Nishida

‘ When the multiple ion acoustic solitons propagate obliquely

towards the reflector which is biased deeply negative potential, the

velocity of each soliton is changed just before the plasma sheath edge

with smaller change of the first pulse, but with greater change of the

second and/or third pulse. In this result, the multiple solitons are

once compressed into one soliton at the sheath edge, and it breaks into

the multiple solitons again such as the incident ones after going

through certain sheath area. This phenomenon is similar to the recur-

rence phenomenon"3’ of the plane soliton. In the present experiment

recurrence seems to take place at the edge of the plasma sheath. The

velocity ratio of the second pulse of the transmitted solitons, which

goes through the plasma sheath edge, to that of the incident soliton

becomes smaller than unity. The change of this velocity ratio could

clarify the reflection and/or transmission phenomena4‘5’.

a.. Experimental set up and Results
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The experiments are carried out in a double plasma device With

multidipole magnets described elsewhere. The typical parameters in an

argon plasma at a pressure of B’fllO'd Torr are the plasma density N

=5Xl0a cm'g, the electron temperature Tg=2 eV, and the ion temperature

Ti=T9/(10"“12) eV. The reflector, (350%1300 mm, 6 mesh/cm), can be

rotated around its axis within an angle (0< 01(60'), and be biased at

the desired potential Vb with respect to the plasma potential (floating

potential=-25V<Vb<-500V). The ion acoustic solitons are picked up With

cylindrical probes (0.1mm diameter by lmn length). It was biased to

collect electron saturation current. The wave is excited by a double

plasma action by applying a positive pulse to the driver plasma uitha

typical pulse width AtZlOus.

The typical wave forms are shown in Fig.1(a), where an incident

(I), reflected (R1, R2), and transmitted (T) pulses are seen. The inci-

dent multiple solitons are compressed to be piled up near z=l.5 cm the

sheath edge, and mul-

tiple solitons become lTiAT- I - 60

a single soliton. 1%

After passing through
JL

Rx

. . . . 3.5

this paint, it again

separates into nul‘ 7_”4/m/\\\V/\\‘_23E Ta
.5 3

tiple solitons (T). —_——//\/\\/\\~”25 F

Loci of the max— ———.//flJ[\vq\¥'—_IS

imum amplitude of T L5

each pulse are - . ‘ 'éel ' ‘ ' ‘ ' IO
0 IO 20 30 40 50 6 4 2 O

- - . ripefigured in Fig.1(b). (a) (b) Z(cm)

From this figure, we Fig.1(a) Typical wave forms of the excited ion

can obtain the veloc- acoustic soliton. (b) Loci of the maximum an-

ity of each pulse. plitude of each pulse.

As also seen from
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this figure. the second (12) and/or third (13) pulses of the incident

solitons are accelerated more than the first pulse (1]) when the inci-

dent multiple'soliton goes to the sheath edge, and they are compressed

there- The reflected soliton (R1) is produced at this point. As the

second pulse goes towards the reflector with larger velocity, the re-

flected second pulse (R2) is produced near the reflector. Here, the ve-

locity of each pulse is observed to be u g:(2.7‘“3.1) X 10‘ cm/sec for

the initial soliton, and vp,=(0.94cv1.0)X u g, and Upg=(0.35cvo.4l)x

U, for reflected lst and 2nd pulse, respectively. The point z=0 corre—

sponds to the reflector position.

3. Discussions”ti——

An outline of the profile of the

space potential in front of the res

qb
(v)

flector, which is biased deep in negae

tive, is shown in Fig. 2(a), where D

is a typical soliton width of the

incident first soliton, ¢ is a space

potential, dotted line is a static

TK
ns

)

space potential p.5(z) which is pro-

duced by the reflector and ¢1(z) is

illustration of the fluctuating poten-
. . 543210

tial caused by the ion bunch of the 2(Cm)

first pulse going into the sheath edge. Fig.2(a) Outline of space po-

From these results the space potential tential (b)Loci of each pulse

could be given as follows,

¢(z)=¢g(z) + 1251(2). (1)

Now, we focus our discussions on the locus of the second pulse

from the point of View of the energy conservation law. By employing a

particle model for the pulse for the second pulse, we can obtain,
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“23:11? + Ze¢(z)/m, (2)

where, v12, v and ¢,(z)=5 ¢ are, respectively, the velocity of the

second pulse at z=°°, that in the area L, and the space potential. n is

an ion mass. From the experimental results on the amplitude of the

first pulse, we can obtain l 6 ¢ l=0.26v as 5 n/n=0.13=e 6 ¢ IKTe, with

the electron temperature KT,=2ev. Therefore, we may put 6 ¢ =-0.2651n(z

-1.5) n/D, at L]. The point z=1.5 corresponds to the sheath edge. From

Eq.(2), the ion velocity u in the area L1 is given as follows,

v/ v12=1f119753§3312f1737?;7E7. (l.5<2<2.0) (3)

Here, we put vlg=C,(l+0,4>(0.11) at 1.5<z with C5 the ion acoustic

speed and/or ¢‘)(z)=0. In the area L2 we can also put,

v/u:g=mm, (1.1<z<1.5) (4)
where, p.3(z)=0, and z=l.1 is the point of ¢ (z)=0. When we put ¢1(z)

<q¢o(zfl= 506‘“ in the area O<z<l.l,

u/vlg=W, (0<z<1.l) (5)

should be satisfied. In Fig.2(b), the calculated results of Eqs.(3)

through (5) for the locus of the second pulse are shown with solid

lines, and solid circles show the experimental results for 91:30' and

Vb=-50 v.

A present work is supported in Part by the Grant-in-Aid from the

Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, Japan.
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THE EFFECTS OF ELECTRON MASS ON
ION-ACOUSTIC SOLITONS

W.K.M. Rice, M.A. Hellberg, R.L. Mace, S. Baboolal‘

Plasma Physics Research Institute, Department of Physics, University of Natal, Durban,
South Africa

‘AlsO at Dept of Computer Science, University of Durbaaestville, Durban, South Africa

1 Introduction

It is usual in studies of solitons and double layers in fluid plasmas to make the assumption

of Boltzmann electrons, i.e. because of their high mobility, the electron mass is neglected1'5.

In a recent paper6 it has, however, been suggested that electron inertia effects on ioneaconstic

solitons may exceed relativistic effects.

The purpose of this study is to determine finite electron mass efl'ects on the amplitudes and ex-

istence domains of ion-acoustic solitons. We consider a. plasma consisting of cold hydrogen ions
and two isothermal electron fluids at different temperatures. The electron density distributions

are determined using the plasma fluid equations, thus introducing the electron mass.

Instead of using the smalleamplitude KdV equation we carry out arbitrary—amplitude calcula

tions from the fluid equations“? The existence of a soliton is deduced from the form of the

Sagdeev pseudopotential2'3.

Our main result is that particularly in the case of rarefactive solitons, the existence domain is
considerably over-estimated by the Boltzmann electron model.

2 Basic Equations

The plasma is assumed to be infinite, collisionless and unmagnetised. The normalised plasma
fluid equations are then given by

93 + 301119)
8t Bz : 0’ (1)

0n} ‘auj‘ 7i apj _ Zjej (E
at +1” 3x + mini 3:: _ mj 61" (2)

82¢
w=nh+nc—m, (3)

where standard normalisations have been used except for temperature which is normalised
with respect to an effective electron temperature given by T5” = Tt/(aiI + nhoTc). The
subscript-j = i, c, It refers to the ions, cold and hot electrons. Equation ( 2) explicitly introduces
the electron mass, with the isothermal electrons having 7a,}: = 1. The plasma is regarded as
being undisturbed at | a; la 00 and the following normalised boundary conditions hold there:

3¢
¢r 6:7 "hum uh _’ 0i ”is ”c1 nh _’ 11 "car nhai pi>PmPh _’ 01 ncoTca "hoTh- (4)

A
.a
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3 Arbitrary-amplitude theory

We present an outline of this approach here. Further details can be found elsewherel‘4. We

seek timeeindependent stable soliton solutions and transform into a frame that is stationary
with respect to the soliton using 5 = z—pt‘ where the Mach number [.t represents the “OTmaIiSed
soliton speed. This enables us to integrate ( 1) immediately‘ yielding

,_ _ EuJ 7 p(1 n (5)
J

for the velocities of both the electrons and the ions. With the aid of the equation of State

ping.” = pajnajy’, one finds
11; = 0; pct : Hall's,» (5)

Using equations ( 5) and ( 6) in equation ( 2) and integrating, we obtain the ion density
explicitly,

l
"i : —. 7(1 — is) ( ’

while the densities of the two electron species may be found by solving equations of the form

"C,2n
"ref?“ + 2Tc‘hln( h ): 2¢+ maul. (8)

c,h (0,10

Once ”£171: and in have been determined, equation ( 3) becomes

(12 d
d—gfznh+nc—ni=N(¢,p)=_%fl (9)

where 1,[.v(¢,p) is the Sagdeev potential, defined as

9”¢(¢,u) : , / mode. (10)
To obtain soliton solutions for fixed it, the following conditions must hold: 1M0) : 0di(0)/0¢ =
0, 211(qfia) = D for some (to and tb(¢) < 0 for 0 <| 9‘) |<| (in, |. Equation ( 9) can then be integrated
with initial value ¢(0) = $0 to yield a. soliton solution.

4 Results and discussion

We have studied both compressive (positive electrostatic potential) and rarefactive (negative
potential) solitons. In general we find that for compressive solitons the inclusion of finite
electron mass has a smaller effect on amplitude and existence criteria than is the case for
rarefactive solitons.

In all the figures below, the dashed line corresponds to the case where the electrons have a
Boltzmann density distribution and the solid line to that in which the electron mass is taken
into account. The former are essentially the results found by Baboolal, et (:13. The data
presented here are for a. temperature ratio Th/TC = 30, but they are typical of results for
other values of the temperature ratio. In Figure 1 we show the Sagdeev potential for a typical
rarefactive soliton (p. : 1.1mm = 0.2). The pseudopotential well is seen to be deeper in the
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10414

affinite electron mass than for the Boltzmann electrons, and it cuts the x-axis at a greater

case 've value of Electrostatic potential. Thus the corresponding soliton has a slightly larger
negfllliltude than one would deduce from a model neglecting the electron mass, as is shown in

27:21.9 2_ Our calculations for compressive solitons showed little effect on amplitude and are
a

not presented.

A more important consideration than the effect on soliton amplitude is the effect of finite elec-

troll mass on the existence domains of the solitons. Figure 3 shows a comparison between such

domains for compressive solitons. The parameter space we consider is the soliton amplitude

plotted against the normalised unperturbed cold electron density. The parameter labelling the

different Curves is the Mach number. As can be seen, in general the curves for the Boltzmann
and finite mass electron cases lie on top of one another, which indicates, as already mentioned,

that the soliton amplitude is well—represented by the ‘massless’ model. However, we do note

that solitons for a, particular Mach number exist for a larger range of cold electron density val-

ues in the Boltzmann case3 than when the electron mass is taken into account. The ‘massless’

electron model also admits soliton solutions for higher Mach numbers (e.g. ,u : 1.55), where

no solitons exist for finite electron mass.

In Figure 4 we present the existence domain for rarelactive solitons. As was seen earlier for a

particular value of n“), the maximum negative potential (amplitude) of a soliton is generally

found to be somewhat greater when the electron mass is considered than when it is neglected.

On the other hand, the Boltzmann electron model overestimates considerably the range of um

and on over which solitons will occur3. This result obviously has considerable importance in

that, guided by the ‘massless’ electrons model, one may seek solitons in a part of parameter

space which is totally inappropriate.

Using a temperature ratio value of 15, we sought double layers which were predicted by the
Boltzmann electrons model”, but were unable to find them when including finite electron

mass. A careful search did, however, reveal their existence for T;,/Tc 2 20. Details will be

presented elsewhere.

We should note that our calculations have dealt with the case of the smallest possible ion/elec-
tron mass ratio, viz. a hydrogen plasma. Clearly if one is dealing with more massive ions, the

neglect of electron mass is more easily justified.

In dealing with finite electron mass in this paper, we have nevertheless assumed that because
of their high mobility, both electron species are isothermal fluids. An alternative model for
higher temperature ratio is one in which the more sluggish cold electrons are assumed to form
an adiabatic fluid, while the hot electrons are isothermal. Results of these calculations will be

presented elsewhere.

5 References
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EFFECT OF SECOND ION SPECIES 0N ION-ACOUSTIC KAREFhCTlVE

SOLITON lN THO-ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PLASMA

V.K. Sayal, L.L. Yadav and 5.R. Sharma

Department at Physics, University of sasthan,

Jaipur — 302U04 (INDIA)

The theoretical studies using the tluid model show that,

in a two electron temperature plasma, the ion—acoustic

raretaCTive soliton LIARS) exists only for certain density and

temperature ratios ot the hot and cold electron species

ll’z/A This is in broad agreement with experimental

observations /J/. flowever, experimental study of the

propagation characteristics oi the lARS shows that there are

discrepanCies between the theoretical predictions and

experimental observations. Recently, Sayal and Sharma /A/ have

atudled IARS taking kinetic ettects of electrons and using

fluid equations tor coldiions. Their results are closer to the

experimental observations /J/ but some discrepancy in the

variation oi width with amplitude is still unexplained. Here,

we try to explAin this discrepancy assuming that there might

be a small traction oi impurity ions in the experiment /3/. it

is tound that the results are improved qualitatively as well

as quantitatively

we consider a plasma consisting of two cold ions having

densities N1, N2, masses m1, m2 and ionization 21, 22 and two

electron components having dltferent temperatures Tc, Th and

densities nc, nh. we assume that electrons follow the Kinetic

model while the ions are governed by the fluid equations.

The density ot the electrons can be given as rollows /A/:

= ' + ' 6 1
ng as A5 (1(95¢J 1/ Vlflsl Xkfis s¢)1 ( J

where s = c or h corresponds to cold or hot component

respectively. fl is an arbitrary number associated with
s

reflected electrons. w is amplitude of the potential p and —w

s g ‘ ' . a = , a = ” T
p U tor the raretactlve soliton s nos/nO a left’ 5,

¢ = w + p is normalized with left/e, Tetf' lt/(acl‘h + able)
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as = (llesw) + 1/ Vlfisl xcnseswr )“ ,
X(nsx) = exp(flsx) ert(¥Lfisx)) or V; U(v(vflsx)) for as: or <0

reapectively,

ULX) = exp(—x2J I: exp(t2) dt, l) = expLx) (1 ~ erf(Vx))_

Since long are assumed to be cold, the dynamics of the

long can be determlned by fluid equations

BN
1 0 _

at + 5; (Nlux) _ U (2)
a
“l + u aui : _ 2 8p

at 1 0x H; 1 5; L5)

where l = l and 2, p, = 1 and p. = m /m,. Ion density N
l a l A 1’

veIOClt u . x and t a n rml'zed b n , t '_1y 1 re 0 l y o ¥LTett/m1), ADeff

and “p1 respectively.

For the steady state solutlon of (2) and (3), we use the

transtormatlon 8 = x — fit and get,

_ 24 , 1/2 -
Ni - H dl/(H ZHizl (4)

uhELR—fi~E—1ELILIETTLmTJ4 QT a nonmelized gnperturbed density

or lth lon speCles.

ions and electrons densitlea are coupled with the

normalized Poisson's equation

29 Q

: nc+ nh— ll - ZZNZ"fl

Using the condltlons that as |E[ a m , p and p'+ D we

get trom (1), (4) and (5)

1 dp 2 _ _
E (a?) ” V(P) (b)

where
_ 2 _ 2_ , 1/2

VLF) - U (01 + mzls U(Ln 221p) 2 _ f 1/2+ (n Auzzz¢J )

— aCAC/ac tCLp) , ahAh/Qh fhlp) (VJ

2 ._ _
tstp) = 1L93lv+9)) - 1(95w) + v; (i llfisJ 165 (V(w+p) Vw) +

1/ fisvlflsl [XLHSBSLw+wJ) - XLHSBSWJ]

In order to get rarefactive solitary solution of {6),

Sagdeev potential (7) must satiety following conditions

2 2 2 <= n = — ' — ' _ 8.3at p 0, V (0) (21011 + 22 p2a2)/fl nc(0) nh(D) U ( J
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at p: -w, V'(—w) = Halal/(112+ Zzlwll/2+ flag/(“2+ Zuzzzwl”)
— otCAC- ahAh s 0 Lab) ‘

and VL—W) = U (8.c) ‘

where né(fl) = “SASGS 1(65W) i Vlfisl X(fl558W)J and + or ~ sign ‘

peter to Es) or (U.

The nonlinear dispersion relation for lARS obtained

(7) “fling condition (8.c) is

: 2 , 1/21 _H (a1 + azpz) nn(n + £21v)

_ clcAc/Qc tct‘w} + ahAh/ah

perturbation in bulk ion density Nl at E = U i.e. at p: -w is ;

6N1 = alum/(n2 + 2.2l1” — 1)
From (6) we can detine the

follows

D = {W 7%] (zwl — w/V'

where W1: 0.99 w.

Numerical analysis 15 performed with (9),

Along with the conditions (B.a&b)

charge multiplicity and concentration of impurity ions, taking

suitable values of no = 1.28 and flh

keeping Th/Tc= 14, ah/ac= 12.6 as in experiment /$/.

1.20
A2: 1, (stifle): (0.005;);

1 . 16 (9002) -2)

1.12
TZ 1.08

1.04

1.00
0.00 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20

l8Nfl—*

Fig 1: Variation of Mach number,

H with amplitude, 6N1 of IARS.

(0) experimental values /3/.

2 . 1
+ U1 + 61422v

(10)

width of the soliton as

. . —wi Z 1 d(“W)) I + f 7—(,§V(p))
~w1 '

ill)

(10) and [11)

tor ditferent values of

from

ll]

th(-w = U (9)

= 0.1 as in ret./4/ and

Flg.[l) ahowa the

variation oh number

(6N1)

flaan

with the amplitude

ot the 1ARS. Ue have

chosen suitable vaiuea of

z. and a. andz A
the

21, compare

With experimental

by

/3/
theoretical

D) /d/.

variation

values obtained

Nishida and

as

Nagaaawa

and erlier

a =reeulta (i.e. 2

in fig.(2) the
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126 of square of Width

141:1, @1,Zi)= @DDBf‘U Lemar-1) with the inverse of
80 _ u»@ the amplitude is

T @flaifl) shown tor the Bfime
in 40 4 sets of parameters

as in tig.(1)_ Ue

! I! 1 find that the
0 I I l .4 8 12 16 20 presence ot a Very

|8l"1 little concentration
Fig 2: Variation 0: square 0: width, of negative ion

D2 with inverse ot amplitude, |¢5Nl|‘1 impurity Laz=U.UUZ,

ot IAKS. (0) experimental values /$/. zz=~ZJ improves the

results qualitatively as well as quantitatively. 1n tig_ (2}

we see that in the absence of impurity ions Li.e. a2=0), the

width decreases as amplitude increases up to a certain value

or amplitude sites that the Width abruptly increases while in

the presence of a small traction of negative ion impurity

(aZ=U.UUZ, 22: -2) the width decreases as amplitude increases

and the graph is more nearer to the experimental values. He

also see, from £13. (1) that for aZ=D.UUZ, 22: —2 the curve is

seen to be in good agreement with experimental observations.

One of the authors (VKS) thanks CSIR, Government of India

for finanCiel support.
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TRANSPORT OF TIME—VARYING CURRENTS BY WHISTLER WAVES

J.M. Urrutia, R.L. Stenzel and CL. Rousculp,
Dept of Physics, University of California

Los Angeles. CA 90024-1547, USA

Time-varying Cmnts in magnetized plasmas are of fundamental interest as electromagnetic wave

phenomena and of importance in many applications such as plasma switches /1/. pulsed beams [‘21, and

elecflodyna-‘Dic tethers /3/. The present work addresses switched and pulsed plasma currents in the parameter

“gum of electron MRI) /4/, Le. magnetized electrons, unmagnetized ions. time scales mu" << t << tad",

spatial scales I“ << 1' << rd. Transient currents are established between electrodes immersed into a. uniform.

effectively unbounded magnetoplasma. it will be shown that the currents are not only due to particle collection

“emission but also induction by the insulated conductors connecting the two electrodes. The unique feature

of the present experiment is the capability to map with probes the vector magnetic field in three-dimensional

space and time _B_(5.t), from which the total cunent density (conduction + displacement) is calculated My) =

. V x Ella] for arbitrary (asymmetric) field topologies /5/. The major results include the observations that (i)

pulsed currents are dampened by whistler wave packets, (ii) the associated electromagnetic fields are

essentially force-free l x §+ pg - 0 such that large currents can be transported without pinching, kinking, etc.;

(iii) that cross-field current closure is established by Hall currents associated with space-charge fields; and (iv)

that moving dc current sources emit transient currents forming Chcrenkov-like structures.

The experiments are performed in a device schematically shown in Fig.1. Time-varying magnetic fields

associated with currents from biased electrodes are measured with a magnetic probe consisting of 3 orthogonal

loops movable throughout the central uniform plasthavolume. From many (> 105) highly reproducible pulses

the field topology EQJ) is assembled with the help of digital data storage and analysis

Lung Wire lm
1.5m Ange "a Cathode—

y
1m Magnem E l-ea e —-— ——zto )7 ram red ’56 x 11

ElectrodesAntenna

Alterglaw Plasma Column

2x 10"cm’3, as 715w

2.5m

Fig.1: Experimental setup. The present paper deals with pulsed currents from biased electrodes.

/1/ B.V. Weber et al, Appl. Phys. Len. fl, 1043 (1984).

[2/ R. Lee and R.N. Sudan, Phys. Fluids fl, 1213 (1971).

B/ Tethers in Space Handbook, ed by R.A. Penzo and RW. Ammann (NASA, Washington, DC, 1989) 2nd

edn., p. 119.
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Fig.2 shows contours of constant axial current densities Jz(y,z) at different times after switching On a

positive bias to a 5cm dia. disk electmde. The current from propagates at a speed v1 - 103 cm/s which exam}:

the electron thermal velocity. By modulating the current (0.5 sf 5 SMHz) and measuring the axial wavelengm‘

a dispersion (ti/<1)cc - (he/mpg: matching that of low frequency whistlers along 13‘, has been measured /5/. The

propagation speed is independent of the thermal speed of the collected particles, i.e. the same when collecfing

slow ions or emitting a fast electron beam [7]. The dashed contours in Fig.2 (ll < O) are due to induced Mum

currents providing a coaxial current closure to the chamber wall which is the negative electrode. In diu'on

to the axial current component there are azimuthal and radial currents to be shown next.

CONTOURS 0F ji/CVJ)
n ll.t|ilvnl‘ili HUM AllliilVI/‘ilill

13° (=
’5 G 0. 2 #5

solid.' positive )2
dashed negative

I|iii l-..yHHHr-.i..ytti.i i...
illililll‘K‘vlrIflil’il‘ll'll-i A. i

33
l

l
j.l1
2

--'- a V:=108t:m/5E041

is P.“ ...........

li
ii
li
\
ll

0.6

Fig.2: Current density contours ll(y,z) at different times after applying a positive bias between an electrode and

the chamber wall, The current front propagates in the whistler mode. Induced return currents (dashed

contours) flow coaxially back to the wall.

/4/ AS. Kingsep, K.V. Chukbar, and V.V. Yankev. "Electron MRI)", in Reviews of Plasma Physics, Vol.16,

ed. by BB. Kadomtsev (Consultants, N.Y., 1990) p. 243.

[5/ R.L. Stenzel and J. M. Urrutia, J. Geophys. Res. 2; 6209 (1990).

/6/ LM. Umttia and R.L. Stenzcl. Phys. Rev. Lett. 12,, 272 (1989).
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Fig.3 displays magnetic field components 3%!) produced by a current pulse rather than a current step

(Figll The duration of the pulse (At - 0.2ps) is shorter than the transit time through the device such that the

cunt“ pulse becomes detached from all boundaries, hence all fields and currents must close within the plasma.

The axial current 11 produces an azimuthal magnetic field Be shown as vectors (d) and field lines (c). A radial

space-Ch”? electric field produces an electron Hall current 19 which generates an axial magnetic field

componenl (a.b). Superimposing the solenoidal and toroidal field contributions schematically yields coaxial

belie“ (6) Both the time-varying magnetic field my) and 1(Lt) have similar topologies. A study of the

glccnomflgnedc force density j = 1 x g + pg (where a = 3(3) + g) has indicated a negligible force on the

c“ducting fluid. i.e. the electrons /8/. Large current pulses (I - 150A) with m approaching Bo exhibit the

sam5 field topologies as small pulses (0.05A).

(a) FIELD mes {3,5,1 1:) (5,3,)

t“g“ (a) firm 5 Ear»)

_,/

(7> / J /
.5 . (7% \\\V / /

m PRUJEEIED VECtORs tawa‘d x (cm) 60 {-1) View: (5,5,1

‘ "as” ' E rwhtsuer

Fig.3: Field topology mg) for a short current pulse detached from all boundaries. Based on field lines (a,c)

or vector fields (b.d) from orthogonal planes a simplified picture of the resulting field line is displayed

(e). The nearly force-free electromagnetic field propagates as a whistler wave packet along go.

In many situations. the two electrodes which feed current into the plasma are separated across go such

that plasma currents must also close across go. A typical example is an electrodynamic tether fjl, a laboratory

model of which is shown in Fig.4. The contour maps of the current density components Jy =19 and J1 indicate

that two field-aligned current channels propagate away from the electrodes. Since the total current must be

closed (V'JIM = V-(V x kl) = 0) there must be a cross-field current Jx. This current is induced by the insulated

wire connecting the two electrodes. Fig.4b shows magnetic field lines in a plane perpendicular to the tether

wire. One can see two induced image currents (V x 2); = palx flowing across 1;, and propagating in the

whistler mode along 20. The total current lldydz equals the current I, in the wire. hence the whistler wave

current provides for the cross—field closure between the field-aligned current channels. The wave current is

[7/ R.L. Stenzel and J.M. Un-utia, Geophys. Res. Lett. g, 797 (1986).

/3/ R.L. Stenzel and J.M. Urrutia, Phys. Rev. Lett. 6_5, 2011 (1990).

/9/ RL. Stenzel and J.M. Urrutia, Geophys. Res. Lett. 1_6, 361 (1989).
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(By-BZJWJJ

Fig.4: (a) Pulsed currents established by two tethered electrodes separated across £0. The current closure 3mm

ED is accomplished by wave currents ll induced by the insulated tether wire as evident from the {IBM

line map (By, Bl)(y.z) in (b).

essentially an electron Hall current due [0 a space charge electric field 13:, l _B_a. Polarization and displacement

currents are negligible in the electron MHD regime (a/a: << to”).

When a dc cut‘renbcarrying conductor such as the electrodynamjc tether moves with high velocity flcmss

go the stationary plasma carries a time-varying current due to the finite time the conductor spends in a flux tube

(At = d/v, where dis the conductor size and v the spacecraft velocity). By superimposing many delayed Current

pulses (lad-y = At) emitted at displaced electrode positions (Ay = d) one can obtain the approximate plasma

current distribution behind a moving dc current source [9]. Fig.5 presents contours of J}l in the y—z plane 1 to

the tether which moves with vy across go. Similar currents (1y, I) flow from each end electrode as whistler

"wings" which provide for the necessary current closure.

Currant Density Orthogonal lo Flano 3x
25 llllllll""ttt Mir-mum l I my, w. .

fig 10 m Acm'Z/Lanlour :
VEG

Fig.5: Cherenkov-like "eddy" currents

induced by an insulated tether wire with do

(cm) current moving at whistler wave speeds

across 30. A wave-supported current system

will be established by an electrodynamic

tether moving through space [3].

- 700
-55

In summary, time—varying currents are associated with electromagnetic waves which. in the electron

MHD regime, are low frequency whistlers. Besides establishing the basic physics through careful experiments

a practical model for an electrodynamic tether in space has been investigated
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EXCITATION OF LOW FREQUENCY WHISTLERS
BY MAGNETIC LOOPS

R.Li Stenzel, LM. Urrutia, C.L. Rousculp and G. Yn. Golubyatnikov,
Department of Physics, University of Califumia,

Los Angeles, CA 90024-154705, USA

The physics of wave excitation from magnetic loop antennas in magnetized plasmas is of general interest

in spam and fusion plasmas. In the former area, large scale structures such as electrodynamic tethers and

mill“6
PurpoSCS.

Fundamental questions deal with the coupling, often lumped into a single parameter, between the antenna and

a plasma cigenmode, the radiation resistance /3/. and the radiation patterns /4/. nonlinear effects at high power

cit: loops /1/ are useful for exciting very low frequency electromagnetic waves for communication

In the fusion area antennas are used for rf heating near ion cyclotron and hybrid frequencies IZI.

levels /5/, sheath resonances and instabilities /6/, motional effects [7/ and noise limits for receiving antennas /8/.

In an present work the excitation of low frequency whistlers (u)ci << u) << to“) by magnetic antennas is

investigated in a uniform. effectively unbounded magnetoplasma. In contrast to previous studies, the complete

wave magnetic field in space and time is measured. This yields a detailed picture of the three-dimensional field

topology between near-zone and far-zone, and it allows the calculation of plasma currents (V x g = p1) which

are often ignored in wave studies. The major findings are that spatial whistler wave packets generally assume

a 3.D magnetic field configuration (v By, B1 at 0) consisting of nested toroidal and solenoidal contributions.

The electric field is dominated by a radial space charge field while cross field currents are mainly Hall currents.

The coupling efficiency (Ewavc/Bant) increases with density. The real part of the antenna impedance is not only

due to the radiation resistance but predominantly due to transit-time electron damping. The latter also causes

efficient electron heating which can modify the plasma conductivity and modulate the radiation pattern /5/.

Moving an antenna across 110 causes a Cherenkov-like radiation pattern. consisting of whistler "wings" (7/.

The experiments are performed in a large (1m diam. x 2.5m length), magnetized (13‘J - 150) afterglow

plasma with parameters given in Fig.1. Timevvarying magnetic fields are detected with a magnetic probe

containing three orthogonal loops movable thoughout the central uniform plasma volume. From many (>105),

highly repeatable events, the field topology EQJ) is assembled with the help of digital data storage and

processing.
JUN 25”:

Anlgzxa (by) Q Fig.1 Experimental setup.

Afterglow Plasma

2acm‘3 , 059v
Ar 3x104 Turr3 D Magnetic From.-

/]/ Tethcrs in Space Handbook, ed. by P.A. Penzo and P.W Ammann (NASA, Washington DC, 1989) 2nd

edtn., p.119.
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Fig.2 displays magnetic "field lines" (By. B) in the y~z plane at different times after applying a Single

current pulse to the magnetic loop antenna which is sketched in the top panel. The normal magnetic field lines

pass at different angles through the y-z plane since there is also a 13x component (Fig.3). One can see both the

dipolar near-zone field of the loop as well as two induced image loops propagating in 1 z direction away from

the antenna. The propagation speed (vz - 103 cm/s) is that of low frequency whistlcrs. vg - vh - 2(c/mpcxm

Local/2' although the single pulse introduces a spread in frequencies (<f> - Atpulse‘l - 5 MHz). hence 3130 in

group and phase velocities. However. an advantage of the pulse excitation is the easy distinction bCIWeen

plasma response and imposed antenna fields, the latter vanishing after the end of the pulse (bottom two panels),

Fig.3 shows the magnetic fields and cunent densities in an x-y plane at a distance 2 = 30cm from :1 5cm

FIELD LINES IE’HBII xeo (BX,By) LINES (=U45IJS (Jan-7y} LINES 2:306”:. 13 , \ N , N \Vy@%®fif\\7 (V %/\\\Ogi%*hVA. \pégi/é
/

da fi\
Hwifififlfi {/1 5

(ex, 3,) Vectors (1x. 3y} Vectors

.,3 - IUmA/cmz
BI Contours J, Contours

’3 ZSmG/conl. \. '

-l3 iblunk:pmftive c ”i A dutlcc 'nega‘me . “J“
43 0 I3 ‘13 0 13

AXIAL DISTANCE FROM ANTENNA Item) X (Cm) X (cm)

Fig.2 Field lines connecting the (By. 131) com- Fig.3 Comparison of magnetic field lines and

ponents in the y-z. plane at different times t after current density lines for the transverse field

applying a current pulse to the loop antenna components in the x—y plane J. go. Field lines and

sketched in the top panel. Induced image vector fields show a toroidal topology, linked with

currentloops propagate in the whistler mode away the axial BZ and JZ components (bottom panels).

from the antenna.

[2/ E.A. Reno and GJ. Morales, IEEE Trans. Plasma Sc. 15. 142 (1990).

[3/ KG. Balmain. Radio Sci. 1. 771 (1972).

[4/ RL. Stenzel, Radio Sci. _1_], 1045 (1976).
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CONTOURS 31(n “‘7 Fig.4 Contours of the axial wave magnetic field component
0.5mE/confuur

WV [-011.15 Bz(y,z,t) showing the evolution of the wave from the near-zone

2752' into the far-zone. V»shaped contours arise from the higher

propagation speed along 30 than oblique to 30. Small wavelets

0.2 are due to dispersion of the whistler wave pulse.

Blank :pasltlve
dafted: negative 82/2” > 0.3t‘lpJ/em3 (t=0.5ILSeC)

Fig.5 Three-dimensional view of the loop excited whistler

wave packet The surface indicates a constant value of the wave
2 . . r ,
AXIAL msrANCE FROM ANTENNA 2:c magnetic energy densny 32/7410 at one instance of ume.

diam. loop antenna From the projected field lines or the vector fields one can identify a toroidal field topology

{or'both Q and 1. The sense of rotation reverses with radius. Likewise the axial field and current density

components which are shown as contour plots in the bottom panels also exhibit sign reversals as a result of

wave packet dispersion.

The transition of the wave packet from the near zone into the far-zone is shown in Fig.4. Contours of

axial wave magnetic field at different times Show the formation of V<shaped phase and amplitude profiles.

These arise from the higher wave propagation speed along 50 than oblique to £0- The major negative B2

distribution is the response to the antenna current rise, the subsequent positive Bl maximum is induced by the

antenna current drop. Several small wavelets near the wave front are created by dispersion or, alternatively,

by successive induction with sign reversals according to lenz's law. Note that the wave energy flows

predominantly along £0 while the phase normals are highly oblique to 20 A three-dimensional display of the

wave magnetic energy density isgiven in Fig.5. The surface 32/2110 = const. is azimuthally quite symmetric.

Note that this field distribution develops selfconsistently in a uniform plasma free of boundary effects. The

wave packets are neither plane waves nor column eigenmodes such as helicons.

/5/ LM. Urrutia and R.L. Stenzel. Phys. Rev. Len. fl. 1867 (1991).

/6/ R1... Stenzel, Phys. Fluids fl, 2273 (1989).

/7/ R.L. Stenzel and J.M. Urrutia, Geophys. Res. Lett. lg. 361 (1989).
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Fig.6 presents a physical model which explains the observed field topology in simple terms. During the

antenna current rise an inductive electric field E1 = - 95/31 anti-parallel to the antenna current is imposed on

the plasma. The response of the unmagnetized ions can be neglected compared with that of the electrons Which

undergo radial E x 20 (adiabatic compression). A negative space charge accumulates on axis near the antenna

while a positive charge remains off axis due to the loss of electrons. The excess space charge has two

consequences: (i) A radial space charge eiectric field ESE = - V4) drives an azimuthal Hall current .16 =

- negSC X B 02 which generates the axial "induced" magnetic field Bz(t) (see Fig.5). (ii) Field-aligned

currents i 12 are set up to neutralize the excess space charges. These generate the observed an'muthal magnmic

fields B90) (see Fig.4). The induced currents and fields are accelerated by 1 x E forces away from the antenna,

Far from the antenna near-zone they propagate at approximately constant speed as electromagnetically force-{me

fields. AXE-meg - 0 /9/. When the antenna current decreases in time. the sign of the induced fields, Chargcs’

and currents reverses. The space charge electric field in the whistler wave has been directly measured win, an

emissive dipole pmbc.

«g+++ ‘____‘7_Z__7_»

are/9., ‘ x
1 . \(U @fi'i—iaA/fit __

(51/500) 5 _ 89 ® 79‘ ”5'5c' 47¢ EEC/BOX
/

loop
Ant enna

v9+++++ —— — 35- —‘

Fig.6 Physical model explaining the observed fields and currents induced by a rising current in the magnetic

loop antenna.

"the near-zone fields are at least one order of magnitude larger than the wave magnetic fields. When

the antenna current is increased, significant electron acceleration and heating is observed As long as the plasma

is collisionless (V: << 0) << or“), the field topology and wave propagation are not significantly changed up to

Bwav: - BO. However. in an initially cold, Coulomb-collision dominated plasma the electron heating creates

a channel of highly conducting plasma in which the wave propagates without damping. Such conductivity

modifications produce nonlinear propagation effects similar to filamentation instabilities /5/.

in summary. a detailed study of the excitation of low frequency whistlers by magnetic antennas has been

performed. The plasma anisotropy and space charge effects in the regime of electron MED [10/ give rise to

complicated fields for even symmetric antenna geometries. Nonlinear effects need further investigations.

[8/ R.L. Stenzel, Phys. Fluids fl. 1369 (1989).

[9/ R. Stenzel and LM, Un'utia, Phys. Rev. Lett. Q. 2011 (1990).

[10/ A.S. Kingsep. K.V. Chukbar. and V.V. Yankev, "Electron Magnetohydrodynamics". in Reviews of

Plasma Physics. Vol.16, ed. by B.B. Kadomtsev (Consultants Bureau, N.Y., 1990) p. 243.
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NON-STATIONARY PROPAGATION 0F NONLINEAR ION ACOUSTIC WAVES

IN A PLASMA WITH NEGATIVE IONS

(Amt) and Homero S. Maciel‘b)Mituo Uehara

a. UNIVAP, Praca Candide D. Castejon, 116. S.J.Campos,SP, 12245, Brasil

1-,, Depto. de Fisica, ITA. SIJ.Campos, SP, 12225, Brasil

i,INTRODUCUON

It is well known that small amplitude ion acoustic waves in plasmas can be

described by Korteweg-deVries equation. However, the response of the plasma

to disturbances is drastically modified by the presence of negative ions.

In a plasma with electrons, one species of positive ions and one species of

negative ions, ion acoustic waves of small amplitude and weak nonlinearity

can be described, in terms of nondimensional quantities, by the equation“2

a (b 1 new “(so 545 1 a 3
+—(3—‘3—*l)¢aE—+ —Fr=0 (I)6 1: 2 V4 s4 2 6

where ()5 denotes the wave potential, normalized by kT/e, k being the

Boltzmann constant, and T the electron temperature. Q = m /ma is the3
ratio of the negative ion mass to the positive ion mass. The unperturbed

densities, note and n , of positive and negative ions are normalizedBo
by the electron density, so that the quasi-neutrality condition is new: 1

+ nBo . The time I is normalized by 'the ion plasma period if: and the
p

coordinate g normalized by the Debye length AD , in the frame moving

with the sound velocity V = ( now + 1150 /Q)U2
There is a critical density of the negative ions at which the

coefficient of the nonlinear term of the K—dV equation (1) vanishes.

Therefore, at the critical density. it is necessary to consider nonlinear

terms of higher orders to get, for example, the modified KAdV equation

derived by Watanabez.

In the present work the modified K—dV equation derived by Watanabe is

generalized to include cylindrical and spherical geometries, and similarity

analysis is applied in order to find non—stationary solutions.
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2. THE MODIFIED KORTEWEG-deVRIES EQUATION

Watanabez, considering a plasma with the negative ions at the critical

density and by assuming that the ions are cold, has derived the modified

K—dV equation

as» 26¢ 1 W
a: +a¢6€+2 ;EB=O' (2')

where
n n

u=%(15i:+15%6-l).
V QV

In the derivation of equation (2) Watanabe used the stretched variables E =

1/2 3/2
8 E(x — Vt} and 1: = Vt, where e is a small parameter , x is the

normalized oartesian coordinate, t is the normalized time. and V is the

normalized sound velocity V = ( nm0 + HBO/Q)”2 .

The equation (2) has been deduced for plane geometry, considering only

one cartesian coordinate, and can be generalized to include Cylindrical and

spherical geometries. Maciel and Sudanofl has derived a dV equation which

holds for the three geometries. A similar derivation to that one presented

by Maciel and Sudano yields, for the present case,

a it v .p a #52 6 ¢ 1 a ‘15
+ —— —+ — + —- —= 0 , (3)

6 T 2 'I.‘ 6 E 2 6 E3

where v = O, 1 and 2, respectively, for plane, cylindrical and spherical I

geometriesiThe second term represents the geometrical effect.

By writing 41! = T , equation (3) becomes

a 3
‘1,1 _v 2 a 411 1 6 .131

+ at 1: $1 —— + 7 ——3 = O . (4)
a r a g a 5

Following the similarity method, we Search for solutions of equation

(4) that are invariants under a one—parameter group of transformation

defined by

1: = R“? , g = R”? and ¢1 = 12231 . (5)
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where R, a, b and c are constants. The equation (4] is invariant under this

group if b/a = 1/3 and c/a = v/oL - 1/3 , and the group invariants

are
5 Meg)

= and fin) = "—— (6)
71 1/3 v/z — 1/3

1: 1:

The equations (4] and (6) yield

1 1 df 2 df 1 d3)"
‘V'Tmm‘77'fi ”Wild—n+7 dn3=0 (7)

Let us consider the case v = 0 (plane geometry). In this case equation (7)

reduces to

dzg 2 d g
fl-g ——g(C)=O. (8)

d C3 d C

where g = 31/32“ and g = (2/3)”% . (9)

Assuming that gz/C 4) 0 when Ca toe, the nonlinear term can be

neglected for large values of (Cl andrthe equation (8] reduces to the

linear equation

dag
_ C __ ._ = O 1 (10)d C3 %

which describes the asymptotic behaviour of the ion acoustic wave.

Integrating equation (10) and assuming that when C 4) too,

nL

(—2 — C%_ l—DO, we obtain
dC 2

dgL

‘Cg(§)=0, (11)
dcz L

which has a solution of the form

gL(C)= C Ai (Cl. (12)

where C is a constant and ARC) is the Airy function.
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The asymptotic solution (12) can be used to determine the initial

conditions for a numerical integration of the nonlinear equation (8). A

numerical integration has been carried out where C = 2 has been chosen as

the initial point for the integration, and C = l in the asymptotic form

(12). The results shows that the nonlinear wave has roughly the same

behaviour as the asymptotic solution but with smaller oscilation amplitude.

For the cylindrical and spherical geometries, similar derivations to

that one carried out for the plane geometry yield linearized equations

whose solutions diverge as Q —) too. However it is possible that part of

those solutions are physically meaningfull because similarity analysis

sometimes gives solutions which are not valid everywhere. This question

requires further analysis.

3. CONCLUSION

Similarity analysis was applied to modified K-dV equations which describe

small amplitude ion acoustic waves in a plasma with negative ions at the

critical density. In the case of the plane geometry, it was shown that the

asymptotic solution satisfies the Airy equation. Furthermore, through

numerical integration, it was shown that the nonlinear equation has

solutions which resembles an Airy function but with smaller amplitude of

oscillations In the case of cylindrical and spherical geometries, the

present method of analysis gives linearized equations which have divergent

solutions so that their physical meaning requires further discussion.
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RELAXATION AND SELF—ORGANIZATION OF A NONNEUTRAL PLASMA

H. Ramachandran, 9.51. Morales, and V.K. Decyk

Physics Department
University of California. Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90024—1547 USA

I. Overview

The properties of nonneutral systems have been elucidated in several
elegant experimentsll. As plasmas, these systems have the virtue of

' being confinable for long times, since conservation laws place strong

bounds on particle loss. Detailed experiments have explored the
uasistatic evolution of a well-confined configuration near equilibrium.

The transient, non—equilibrium phase during which the plasma achieves

its steady»state profile is difficult to probe experimentally. However.

because of the short-time scales involved this is a regime well suited to
article simulation. This paper discusses the results of a particle-

simulation code of a nonneutral plasma that is confined in a slab—

equivalent of a Penning trap. The early collisionless relaxation is
examined, and a time—dependent steady state is observed to result. In

this state. the system achieves the shape of a football. composed of a
fluid—like core and a kinetic halo. When this quasi—equilibrium is
externally cooled. it is found to develop spatial rings reminiscent of liquid
crystals. This crystalline structure is robust and ‘melts’ when it is heated.

lI.- Geometry

This study uses a bounded, 2—1/2 D magnetized particle—simulation code3.
The magnetic field lies along 2, and the plasma is spatially localized along
x. The y coordinate is ignorable. The charges are confined radially by the
magnetic field, and axial confinement is achieved by an external vacuum
potential

disk. 2) : the [z2 - x2]

Fig. 1 shows the initial configuration. A rectangular region of cold plasma
is placed in the confining external field. The dimensions are chosen such
that the self-repulsion is too weak to balance the axial compression of the
electric field. The cyclotron frequency is initially eight times the plasma
frequency.

[11. Collisionless Relaxation

As expected, the system in Fig. I initially contracts and thereafter
undergoes compression oscillations. A single global mode appears. with a
characteristic frequency, although the system is very nonlinear and
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strongly nonuniform. This oscillation frequency is about two to three
times the plasma frequency. and still several times below the cyclotron
frequency. After several oscillations. the system undergoes a spatial
decoupling. and the edge particles (in radius) start interacting resonanu
with the global mode. The edge particles are rapidly accelerated to large
energies, and the system arrives at a time—dependent steady state, as
seen in Fig. 2. Note that the core region relaxes to a ‘football' shape, even
in the absence of collisions. The state shown in Fig. 2 persists for a 10m
time, and external damping is required to achieve a stationary
equilibrium in a reasonable time—scale.

IV. Cooling and Crystallization

The time—dependent steady state previously described is subjected to
external cooling. Isotropic cooling is observed to yield expansion across
the magnetic field in addition to cooling. When external damping is
applied only in the x and 2 directions, the plasma is observed to c001
without expansion. Fig. 4a shows that the ‘halo' region disappears and the
edge particles lose energy. The core region shows the first signs of
organized structure; an outer spatial ring of particles separates out from
the rest of the plasma. Further cooling causes more rings to form as seen
in Fig. 4b.

Due to the strong magnetic field, charges are confined to the field lines
on which they were initially placed. Thus, the final configuration contains
the same line—integrated density profile as it started with. However,
varying the density profile does not affect the collisionless relaxation
process or the final ‘football' shape significantly.

When the external damping is removed the cooled system experiences a
slight rise in temperature. This heating is accompanied by a weak
acceleration of the edge particles, suggesting that the edge ‘halo‘ is a
universal feature in a time dependent system that attempts to match to
stationary external constraints.

The self-organizing state is quite robust. When the external electric field
is suddenly increased in strength by 10%. the temperature of the
particles rises only slightly and the crystalline structure remains
unaffected. Most of the energy goes into a global compression mode.
Heating the plasma progressively destroys the organization of the
particles, the outer ring being the last one to 'melt‘.
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Figure 1. Initial configuration of the slab Penning trap. The solid “
rectangle represents a nonneutral plasma. while the dashed lines ‘
represent the externally imposed electric field that produces axial
confinement. Radial confinement is achieved by a magnetic field.

Figure 2. t = 30/031): Time
dependent steady state
achieved through collision-
less processes. Most of the
plasma behaves as a core
fluid undergoing oscillations
in the external field. The low
density edge plasma becomes
a ‘halo‘ having a hot ring
distribution that encloses (in
phase space) the core
particles.
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Figure 3. t = 30/mp:
Configuration space. The
core region achieves the
‘football‘ shape that is
typical of the cold
equilibrium. The edge
‘halo‘ region is seen to be
spatially extended in 2. Its
function is to match the
time-dependent fields
generated by the
oscillating core plasma to
the external time-
independent confining
field.

Figure 4. Cooling and
crystallization: As the hot
system in Fig. 3 is cooled
by friction. the edge
region is quickly lost and
the plasma comes to a
stationary equilibrium.
Further cooling causes
radial structure to appear.
reminiscent of crystal
formation. Initially an
outer ring forms. but as
cooling is continued, a
sequence of rings appear
towards the center.
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10“,“,DIMENSIONAL A'l‘TRACTORS ARISING FROM THE INTERACTION OF
I DRIFT \\"'AVES WITH LO\V FREQUENCY INSTABILITIES

T. Klinger and A. Picl
Institut fiir Experimentalphysik,

Universitat Kiel. Germany

1 Introduction
V'onlinfiar interaction of plasma waves has been the. topic of many theoretical and expo:
rimenl‘al works, However, the theory of nonlinear dynamics of dissipative systems has
shed new light on several plasma wave phenomena. Theroretical investigations ”'3 predict
low_dimenbl0nfll phase space at tractors for interacting drift-waves and in the interaction of
drift-waves with ionisound-wavcs, respectively, Experimental evidence for such attractors
has been given in a magnetized double-plasma device“, where, under certain conditions,
interaction between ionesound-like waves and ion driftwaves is observed.

Tllt‘ present. contribution gives a classification of these ion-sound-like waves and Cliarace
terizes the interaction process. The phase space attractors are investigated using improved
numerical methods.
2_- Experiment
The l\'I\‘VI-experiment is a magnetized triple plasma device which consists of two indcpen»
dent plasma chambers (’magnetic box', 92 cm dia. x 90 cm) and a central tube section
(30 cm dia. x 200 cm) immersed in a set of 14 watericooled magnetic field coils. A dense,
quiet, and homogenous plasma (NF 3 lflllcm‘3,TE = 2eV) diffuses from the. magnetic
boxes into the magnetized tube section. The plasma chambers and the tube section are
separated by mesh grids with a transparency of about 50%, which can be biased for con—
trolled injection of electrons or ions. The (.lOUl)lf‘*pla.SI]1a mode is achieved by activating
one plasma chamber and using a grid at the far end of the tube section as a. plasma—loss
surface. By positively biasing the grid between the plasma chamber and the. tube section, a
suprathermal electron beam is injected into the plasma background. Langmuir-probes are
used for density, temperature and potential diagnostics. Both radially and axially movable
probes are available. Quantitative plasma potential measurements with emissive probes
are performed in the usual manner“. Dynamical measurements are performed by recording
time series of probe signal fluctuations, i.e., temporal changes of ion saturation current and
floating potential. Power spectra of potential and density fluctuations are calculated from
these high-resolution time series.
3. Experimental Results
An axial electron drift o< Id is well known to destabilize drift waves“. For this reason, the
axial drift voltage Ud along the magnetic field has been chosen as control parameter for
the dynamical state of the plasma. In the case of additional electron rich injection into the
background plasma, We observe as critical phenomenon anomalous resitivity (AR) in the
UAIfl-characteristic, the occurence of a low—frequency ion-sound-like instability and after
the onset of AR. a broad fluctuation power spectrum. In Figure I, the transition to AR is
Shown. The dashed line is a sketch of the discliargeilike resistivity characteristic. for weak or
no electron injection. From two selected corresponding power spectra, the transition from
single-mode to turbulent spectra is clearly observable. From measured density profiles, the
anomalous radial transport due to driftewave turbulence can be seen as mechanism for this
type of AR.

In order to understand this transition, a frequencyiwavenumbcr spectral analysis 7 and
the calculation of highiordered spectra8 has been carried out. We find a strong low-
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frequency instability ([ < 3kHz) coexistent with drift-waves. These two instabilities are
clearly distinguishable by their fluctuation profile. parameter dependence and propagation

properties. In case ol‘ a stable plasma, measurements of the stationary potential Profile
¢,,(:) have shown the existence of a stationary weak double layer (DL) with a “Ormalized

potential jump e‘l’u/kBTE x 1. This DL extends from the grid towards the tube section
over about 300mm. For the unstable case. however. a sawtoothshaped strong oscillation
of the plasma with small wavenuinbers 1:“ : OtODOlcm’l) is found. It propagates With a
phase velocity of (“2-3) times the ion-sound velocity C5. Hence, the observed low frequeflCy
oscillation can be interpreted as ”potential relaxation instability7 (PR1) of the unstable
DL. This phenomenon has often been described in the context of DLS and should not be
confused with ion—sound wavesg. in addition, for Tg/Tc : 1/10, as in the KlWl~devicg
Landau—damping suppresses the global propagation of ion—sound waves. '

. Besides the fundamental frequencies f0 and fp (drift-wave and FBI). the discrete power
spectra show combination frequencies fD :l: fp due to their interaction (Figure 1), For

more complicated situations, bispectral analysis has been applied to distinguish between
sell-excited modes and waves arising from nonlinear interaction. Figure ‘2 shows a typical
bicohcrency spectrum: Nonlinear coupling between the PR1, the drift wave and its higher
harmonics up to order three is clearly indicated by peaks at frequency resonance points

[1 i f2 : fig. The wavcnumber analysis of the data. however, shows that the analogrms
wavcnumber resonance‘condition k1 i k»; : k1? is not fulfilled. Therefore, the coupfing
process cannot be considered as resonant three-wave interaction. it rather appears to be a
nonresonant. parametric modulation of the drift-wave by low-frequency electron-pressure
and density oscillations.

Using 'l‘alten's theorem in, the phase space of a dynamical system can be reconstruc.

ted from a single observed observable. We have calculated the dimensionality of phase
space attractors for several different control parameter values Ud, where we have used the

correlation-integral algorithm 11 with N : 15000 vectors to ensure a small statistical error.
The resulting uncertainty is estimated with roughly AID-2 : 0.2. rl‘he final result, gives the
correlation dimension D; as a function of the drift voltage Ud as displayed in Figure 3. For

comparison, the earlier results“i are shown in the same figure. The onset of All is used as
reference point [or direct comparison. First, we find an excellent agreement between the
[)2-values up to the onset of AR. Even the dip just. before the onset of AR is reproduced.
After the onset of AR. the dimensionality increases rapidly in both cases. In conclusion,
the attractor in the coupling of PR1 and drift~waves approaches values lower than D; : 5
and seems to be independent from experimental boundary conditions.

To characterize the transition process more clearly7 slightly different discharge condition
have been chosen. A transition from monochromatic spectra with a single drift-mode to
complicated broadband spectra is found, again accompanied with AR. Figure 4 showa the

corresponding dimensionalities 1);. In addition. we have calculated the largest Lyapunov-

exponent A from our experimental time series 12. The monochromatic state appears as

one-dimensional with a Lyapunov-exponent close to zero, as expected. With increased

drift voltage, the PR1 is excited and again, the described interaction process has a low-
dimensional attractor (3 3 D2 S 5) with positive Lyapunov-exponents A. After the onset

of AR, both D2 and /\ diverge. For characteristic values of Ud, a threesdimensional recon-

struction of the attractors is also displayed in Figure 4.
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CoflCIUE‘ion . . . .
T11 KIWIvexperiments have shown that preksly observed low~d1mensmnal attractors ine

~ Leg-action of drift-waves and ionisoundilike waves are reproducable in the very details
the In em to be independent from the experimental arrangement. The ion-sound-like wave

anisitified as potentialirelaxation instability. Its interaction process with driftiwaves is a
Is Infesona’" parametric modulation and not a three-wave decay scheme.
:0 Acknowledgements
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Figure 1: Transition to AR with corresponding power spectra.
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Ion—Holes Associated with Rarefactive Ion Acoustic Pulse

A.K. Singh 8: YO. Saxena
Institute for Plasma Research
Gandhinagar, 382 424, India

The KdV equation for ion acoustic waves admits soliton—type of solutions. A com»

pressive perturbation is known to evolve into a soliton due to the balance between the
nonlinear steepening and dispersive effects [1—5]. The balance between nOn—linearity and

dispersion cannot be achieved for rarefactive perturbations and these perturbations do

not evolve into solitons. The present paper reports the observations on launching and evo-

lution of large amplitude rarefactive ion acoustic waves in a linear unmagnetised plasma.

omermtions on the ion velocity distribution associated with these large amplitude waves

are also presented. Particle trapping and modification of distribution function in the

presence of rarefactive pulse is observed. There are also indications of phase space vortex

formation in the wave train observed at the trailing end of the pulse.
The experiments were carried out in a linear, unmagnetised, uniform, plasma 50 cms

dig and 120 cm in length. The chamber was pumped to a base pressure of 10’5 arms and
operated at neutral argon pressure of 10’4 torr. The average plasma density obtained is
5 x105cm‘3,T,, ~ 4.0 eV, T,- ~ 0.2 eV and C, ~ 3.0 x 105cm/sec. Waves were launched

using a square pulse of rise time ~ wfj,‘ ~ l/mtc, applied to a circular grid of dia 20.0

ems, with a repetetion rate of 1 kHz.
In the experiment rarefactive pulses of different amplitudes were launched. The pulses

ofinitial amplitude (in/n. ~ 1.2% started out as symmetric pulse of width ~ 5.0AD close to
the launcher. The pulse broadened due to dispersion and damped as it moved away from

the launcher. The velocity of these pulses were found to be closer to 2.94 x 105cm/sec.

This is slightly smaller than the acoustic speeds. The pulses with amplitude 6% also
behaved in a similar fashion. But the pulses of 671/77, ~ 7.0% and more showed some

additional features. These pulses also started out as symmetric pulses very close to the
launcher and were dispersed and clamped as they moved away from the launcher. The
leading edge of the pulse becomes sharper than the trailing edge. At a distance about 25—-
30 AD the pulses start becoming asymmetric i.e. have shoulders of unequal amplitude.
Beyond this the pulse splitted into two separated by a local maxima. Fig. (1) shows
the traces of density variation for a wave with initial amplitude 9%. In this case the
split is observed very close to the launcher itself. The pulses after splitting moved at
different speeds, one moving at a. speed slightly lower than the acoustic Speed. A further
propagation beyond 55—60 An lead to a further split into three pulses. Higher initial
amplitude pulses split into even more pulses. For initial tin/n. ~ 9.0% one of the trough
was found to be moving with a speed ~ 0.90, and the other at ~ 1.20...

The splitting of the initial pulses into more than one pulses cannot be understood on
the basis of fluid theory. These are phenomenon occuring at large amplitude of refractive
pulses, having a negative potential structure, giving rise to the possibility of trapping of
ions moving with speeds closer to the C,. This would lead to wave particle interaction,
modifying the particle distribution function, in the phase space. In order to investigate
this phenonmenon, the ion energy distribution was measured at various positions in the
pulse, as shown in top trace in the in fig (2), using a boxcar integrator and a three grid
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Figure 1: The density signals showing the wave propagation for initial amplitude
611/71 ~ 9%. .

retarding potential energy analyser, with a resolution better than 0.1 eV. The output of
the RPA was averaged using the boxcar integrator and digitized. The collector current
l(zi)) as a function of the applied bias on the selector grid can be written as

[(05) : A?) .‘lr:71f(m.w,t)d1)

apart from a geometrical transparency factor. The dI/dV would be a measure of f(x,v,t).
The was calculated digitally and is shown in fig. (2). Different curves have been taken
at different time delays, as marked in the top trace in fig (2). The trace 1 to 6 in fig.
(2) show a strong modification of the energy distribution of ions near an energy of 0.8
eV from the center of the distribution. These modifications are similar to those obtained
in the numerical calculation of Sakanaka [8], where the trapping was observed in a beam
interaction.

In fig. (1), the first pulse is the main pulse of the rarefactive wave. This pulse is a
negative potential structure and its trailing edge resembles to a shock like structure. It

was found that alongwith this symmetric pulse a low frequency (w 30 kHz < f,,;) appears
in the trailling edge. These oscillations appear as a wave train in the trailing edge moving
with speed slightly slower than 0,. Once formed these structures travel in the system to
the end of the device, without any appreciable change in the width. These oscillations do
not agree to the usual Airy function type of response as reported by lirezi et a1. (1973),
The Airy response was seen at a frequency (~ cup—‘1). This is 300 kHz for the parameter
of our experiment. Also Drezi et a1. (1973) had demonstrated the period of Airy type of
oscillations increase with propogation distances. No change in the time period was seen
in the present experiment.

In an experiment by Saxena et a1. [6], a rarefactive pulse was found to fission into
several pulses. Lu this experiment the fissioning occured at a distance of about 65—70
An whereas in the present experiment the fissioning occured very close to the launcher
~ 25A,; and for higher amplitude pulses this occured even further closer to the launcher.
The rise time of the pulses were slow in the experiment of Sxaena et a1. [6].

The measurement of energy distribution of ions showed strOng modification near the
phase velocity of waves. This indicates the formation of phase space holes due to trapping
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of ion in the potential of the wave. These measurements are similar to those of Pécsefi
et a1. [9] in a double plasma device obtained for a shock wave formed by two bean]
interaction. The oscillations in the trailing edge and its propogation also indicate the
trapping of particle in the phase space. The launched perturbation is at the time Stale
~ mg]. Initial discontinuity in the density during the impulse leads to the formation of a
sharply peaked electric field. The electric field would accelerate ions from this region and
create a local depletion of ions. This situation is similar to one in numerical calculation by
Hasegawa and Sato [11) for two beam instability. In their case the electric field generated
by the initial discontinuity in density evolved into a shock followed by a hole in the
ion phase space. These holes appeared as regions of density depletions in front of the
shock very similar to the oscillations in trailing edge in our case. In the above mentioned
numerical calculation, stable holes with width ~ 100M; were observed. Widths observed
in present experiments are ~ 200M). Hasegawa and Sato [11] showed that a negative
potential structure in the presence of a current in the plasma evolved into a double layer,
which is known to be a BGK mode (Bernstein et a1. [7]). The formation of double laym-
is facilitated by reflection of electrons from the wave potential, This impedes the current
and leaves behind an ion rich region. In the absence of this current the region remains
depleted of ions and a hole in the phase space is formed. The measurement of {(v) in the
main pulse shows the modification of the ion distribution and provides a strong evidence
for the formation of a hole in ion phase space. This hole is asymmetric hole with shoulders
of unequal amplitude. A stable hole with width ~ 200M; is also observed in the trailing
edge of the perturbations. The behavior of these holes are similar to those obtained in the
calculations of Sakanaka [8]. In his case also Airy function type of oscillations were not
observed. This agrees quite well with our measurements. However there is no sustained
beam in our experiment.

In conclusion rarefactive ion acoustic waves investigated in the linear unmagnetised
plasma have shown several interesting characteristics of excitation and prepagation. The
waves with amplitude ~ 1.2% and more show several features which donot agree with the
KdV equation. The rarefactive perturbations excited by a fast step (a) m mpg, are found
to evolve into holes in ion phase space. Both asymmetric and symmetric holes, have been
observed in the presence of these large amplitude rarefactive ion acoustic waves.
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Recently, cascading bifurcations followed by the onset of chaos were observed
in a current—carrying plasma sheath when an external periodic oscillation was
applied to a fine—meshed grid which divided the plasma produced by dc discharge.
In this experimental setup, the potential at the grid is negatively biased to the
extent that electrons cannot penetrate up to the grid and, therefore, the resultant
sheath is an ion sheath which is detatched from the plasma by an ordinary sheath.
The ion sheath on both sides of the grid forms a potential well in which the ions
oscillate to induce a primary motion responding to the external oscillation.

The structure of the ion sheath can be studied based on an ion fluid:

(9n 8
E+Envim (1)
62) (9 e
E+vfiv= ME‘ (2)

(2—5 =47ren. (3)

For the stationary sheath, the flux is constant:

111) : ID. (4)
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From eqs. (2) and (3), we have

d I_g
(T2: 71 —81rM} # 0’ (5)

which gives

a _—"2_— 6‘ 1+ mam/Ea — 1)’ ( p)
where A = (wpiE0/41renovo)2. Substituting eq. (6) into the Poisson equation (3),

we have an implicit expression for E with respect to :1: as

a: — $0 = 11330 {(1 # A/2)(E/Eo — 1) + (A/6)( E3/Eg — 1)y} (7)
pi

The electric potential is expressed in terms of E as

1 BED
_2 w41 — «10 = (112/133 — 1111 +1A/4)()(EZ/ES — 1)} (8)

For a large electric field we have, from eqs. (7) and (8),

(Sm-mo 1/3
E 2 — .E/ o (A 1&5 ) , (9)

P,
1 19195 A E 4

95—050 — _§—Mw3iZ(E—o)’ (10)

which are combined to give an explicit expression of the Child—Langmuir law of

spacercharge limited current in a plane diode:

150—4: N WC—zo)4’3<4wenovo)2’3 (11)W15; — a fit wpggo '
P' ’“

It is worthwhile to note that for small values of current (47reng'uq < flwflEo)

density becomes singular, as is seen from eq.(6), and the electric field and the

potential are both multivalued‘ This reflects the fact that the Child-Langmuir ion

sheath is detached from the main part of the plasma by the sheath to which warm

electrons penetrate to some extent.



Now we consider the ion dynamics in the above ion sheath, which is described

by the following equations of motion:

da:
I = 'U, (12)

dz) 8

Difierentiating eq.(3) with respect to t, and invoking an introduction of a damping

term which ensures a well—defined attractor and E to be replaced by its asymptotic

value E 2 —:—g-J(J = 47renov) , we obtain

-:::—2J+ W+Vfié+QEemcosfllfl = U, (14)

where wpt, u/u.)p and Q/wp are replaced by t, V and 9, respectively. ‘Equation

(14) reduces to a form of Duffing’s equation by a simple transformation when A
is small and the second term can be expanded with respect to A, indicating
that eq.(14) exhibits rich varieties of dynamical behavior. Equation (14) is solved
numerically by changing E”; with All and Q fixed or changing Q with 14,11
and E”; fixed. In both cases we observe the cascading bifurcations to chaos.

Figure 1 shows trajectories in (J , J) space and the Fourier spectrum of J(t)
for various values of E”, with A : 1.6, 1/ = 0.25 and Q = 0.615. In this

case the period—doubling bifurcations are followed by the onset of chaos as E”,

increases. Further increase in E”; leads to period—tripling bifurcations to chaos.
Then the system reverts back to period doubling bifurcations.

A similar series of bifurcations is obtained in the case when the frequency
of the external oscillation is changed with the fixed amplitude Ea, : 3.0 for

A: 1.6 and 1/ =0.25.
The above scenario of bifurcations to chaos is also applicable in those cases

with different values of A and V. Which appears first, period—doubling or period-
tripling, depends on the value of the parameters A and V. For example, when

A and u are chosen as 1.0 and 0.1, respectively, with E“, = 5.2 fixed, period—
tripling appears first, and then period doubling follows as the frequency increases
as is shown in Fig.2.
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The bifurcation sequences revealed above agree well with the experimental

results by Komori et A]. Although we have not examined the mathematical struc-

ture of the chaos obtained under eq.(14), we may say that the underlying physics

of the observed chaos can be explained by our theory.

Fig . 1
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Abstrfld Cascading bifurcations to chaos are investigated experimentally and theo—
/ - s . .

reticall)’ in a current-carrying stable ion sheath. A dc plasma current is requ1red to

produce an electron-depleted thick sheath on a grid, which obeys the ChildALangmuir

law of space—charge-limited current in a diode. Bifurcation cascade and chaotic behavior

are exhibited when an external periodic oscillation is applied to the grid, and is in good
agreement for the first time with a theory, which describes ion dynamics in a nonlinear

potential Well, formed as an ion sheath on the both sides of the grid. A fractal dimension

predicted by the theory is verified by the experiment.

1. Introduction#—

It is of current interest to investigate nonlinear physical systems which exhibit

chaotic behavior. Universal characteristics of chaos have been observed in experiments

conducted on a variety of nonlinear media as well as in numerical simulations. Recently,

several experiments have been reported on chaotic behavior in plasma systems /1, 2/.

Two routes to chaos, period doubling and intermittent chaos, are demonstrated in these

experiments, and fine structures such as periodic windows are also observed. However,
to our knowledge, the experimental observations of chaotic behavior in plasmas are not
clearly understood and are still open to studies of their underlying physics.

The present paper gives an experimental study of cascading bifurcations to chaos

in a current-carrying stable plasma, and compares it with a theory which describes our
nonlinear system.

2. Experimental apparatus
The experiment is performed in a large, unmagnetized plasma device 70 cm in

diameter and 120 Cm in length, equipped with multidipole magnets for surface plasma
confinement, as shown in Fig. 1 /2, 3/. An argon plasma produced by a dc discharge ‘
between filaments and the chamber wall is divided by a fine—meshed grid made of 0.05 1
mm diam stainlessvsteel wires spaced 0.5 mm apart. Typical parameters of the plasma
designated T are no = (0.9 — 7) x 108 cm'a, Te 2 0.3 — 0.7 eV and T,- 2 0.1 eV,
Where no is the plasma density, and controlled by changing the heater currents. At first, ‘
the density of the plasma D, rum. is chosen to be less than no by about one order of i
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magnitude, so that the plasma space potential 450)) of the plasma D is higher than the

plasma space potential 450 of the plasma T by a few volt. The symbol Act) denotes the
potential difference between e501) and #10 (Ad = (2500 —q50). To drive a dc plasma CUFrem

a dc voltage V0 is applied between the grid and a 12 cm diam target, that is, the gm;

and target are negatively and positively biased, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1, Plain:

Langmuir probes 6 mm in diameter are used to measure the plasma parameters and their
fluctuations. The plasma space potentials are measured with emissive probes, and the
ion temperature in the two plasmas is obtained with Faraday cups. The gas pressure p
is usually kept at ~2 x 10"1 Torr, and is sometimes varied in the range of (1 — 4) x104
Torr. The time-averaged value 10 and fluctuating component I of the plasma Current

are observed from the voltage drop across the resistor R1.

Insulator

I I A 1 1
v : V

D : T Probe

as I g ‘ l H
1 | a
I I E

Grid ~—>l V
i LTarget v

Heater i,

m ' F1
C

R; R1
0 50 100 150

/ I / V0 (V)

Fig. 1: Schematic of experimental appa- Fig. 2: Dependence of d on V0.
ratus. R1 = R2 : 50 Q and C = 3.3 pF.

l. Experimental results and discussion
Figure 2 shows the V0 dependence of the sheath thickness d of the sheath SGT on the

grid, facing the plasma T. Circles, triangles, and squares are obtained at IO = 1, 1.5 and
2 mA, respectively, and solid lines represent the curves proportional to V03”. There is
good agreement between the solid lines and measured d’s. Thus, the potential profile in
the sheath SGT is confirmed to be described by the Child-Langmuir law of space-charge—
limited current in a plane diode: Io = (4fléo/l/9d2)(e/m.-)1/2V03/2, where A is the area
of the grid and m,- is the ion mass. The sheath thickness d obtained experimentally is
found to agree with the thickness given by this equation within a factor of 3. This factor
is associated with the reflection of ions from the plasma D to the plasma ’1‘ by A45 /3/.

If an extremely electron-depleted sheath SGT is formed on the grid, an coherent
instability, associated with an ion transit in the sheath, appears for wide parameter
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mes as shown in the top traces of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) /3/. An important point is

T93: there is a threshold A45 (= 450D — (#0) to excite the instability /3/7 and therefore,

the tabilize the plasma by decreasing 13¢, that is, by increasing 710D. Figure 3(3)
9 can 5 . _ . . .

ivdicates that 15¢ becomes small with an increase in noD- In this figure, n03 is varied
i,“ m 7 x 107 cm’3 to 5 X 103 cm'3, while no is kept at ~7 x 10'3 cm”. Apparently,
To ‘

the decrease in A¢ leads to the stabilization of the instability, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
The ion sheath SGT is found to be affected little by the change of 1201), so that there is
the extremely electron—depleted ion sheath on the grid, as before, whose potential profile

is described by the Child—Langmuir law. When an external periodic oscillation whose
amplitude is denoted by Vex; is applied to the grid under such a condition, a sinusoidal

Perturbation at the driving frequency f1 can be induced in the plasma current. Nonlinear
behaViOT is observed by gradually increasing f1 from 100 kHz and keeping Vext at ~4.7
V, The first subharmonic appears at f1 = 139 kHz, and a very clear period—doubling
sequence is obtained, as shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(c). Further period doublings are hardly
measured, possibly because the rapid convergence rate of the doubling sequence makes
it very difficult to observe them. Increasing [1 further produces chaotic behavior. This
state is characterized by broadband noise in the frequency spectrum, as shown in Fig.

(a) , r , .
_ MD=TXIOTA —10 — —

cm‘“

I

o | i i l
9‘. 2 » “‘ 4x103“ ‘10 ‘(b) ‘ ‘
s 1~ a, - if —30 7F4 g0 ' ' ,5 —50 l I i

5 108““1: . — a we l -l af"..— w:=
0 I I _: -30 _
_ 7 Q2 l O 1 2 E

<2:

E

E
x

G
3

.45 ' _i M
u —30 4 x it)8 4 ‘50 ‘ ' ‘E ‘ D 100 200
E —50 Frequency (kHz)
< ~30 — 5 x106 ‘ Fig. 4: Frequency spectra of I.

_5'0 flew . . r r" .
0 100 200 300 Fig. 3: Effects of "on on (a) the potential

Frequency (kHz) 96 around the grid and (b) on the instability.
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Md) /2/. The correlation dimension 1/ is obtained to be 1.54i0.22 in this chaotic regime,

suggesting that the number of degrees of freedom is small in our system. Further in.
creases in f1 cause period tripling [Fig 4(e)]. Thus, it is clearly demonstrated that

the bifurcation sequence leading to chaos in our system is the same as Feigenbaumws

period»doubling route to chaos.
Nonlinear behavior of the oscillations is also realized by increasing no with f1 and

Vex, fixed or increasing Vex, with f1 and no fixed. Although a set of cascading bifurca.
tions to chaos is obtained when p is changed in the range of 1 x 10—4 f, p f, 4 x 10~4

Torr, whether p itself is relevant to the nonlinear behavior is not clear since no is varied
with the change of p. These observations are confirmed to be reproducible in our ex-

periments. However, they are very sensitive to the parameters such as no, V9,“, and SD

forth. For example, which appears first, period doubling or period tripling, depends On

these parameters. Furthermore, a mixture of period doubling and period tripling bifur—

cations is sometimes observed. Thus, there are many scenarios of nonlinear behavior of

the oscillations, depending on the parameters.

A theory of cascading bifurcations to chaos in a current-carrying ion sheath has

been developed by Kono et a]. /4/. They have derived the differential equation with
three dimension, which governs ion dynamics in an ion sheath potential well formed
on the both sides of the grid. Bifurcations to chaos of I are obtained when an external

oscillating term is added to the equation. The correlation dimension in the chaotic regime

is found to be 1.55 :l: 0.2 which agrees with the experimental results 1/ = 1.54 :l: 0.22. A

rich variety of nonlinear behavior is also observed, depending on the parameters. Such

a good agreement between experiment and theory indicates that the nonlinear behavior
in our system is surely caused by the ion dynamics in an anharmonic potential well, that
is, in the Child—Langmuir sheath.

4. Conclusions
A set of cascading bifurcations and a chaotic state in the presence of an external

periodic oscillation are experimentally demonstrated in a stable plasma, and a physical

model explaining these experimental results is introduced briefly. The most important
point of this study is that the nonlinearity of a thick ion sheath on a grid causes a rich
variety of behavior in our system. The thick ion sheath on the grid is formed by driving
a dc plasma current, and described by the Child-Langmuir law of space-charge—limited
:urrent in a plane diode.
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Since the pioneer work on nonlinear phenomena of Langmuir
1)waves done by Zakharov' . considerable progress has been made

in this area2). There have been growing interestsJ)-7) in
nonlinear evolution of high frequency modes in an unstable

pJasma. The dispersion properties of unstable waves there are
7)quite different from those in a stable plasma. We have

experimentally investigated nonlinear wave phenomena of

unstable electron beam waves and briefly reported the

formation of a localized structure. in this paper, we will

present experimental results on one dimensional nonlinear
evolution of initial disturbance and generation or a solitoni
like excitation. and discussed these with the theory developed

beajima and Tanakas).

A target plasma is produced by a dc discharge in a so
called multi—dipole device. The working pressure of Ar gas for
the discharge is adjusted at about lxlOi5 Torr to reduce
collisional loss of beam electrons with neutral particles. We
used a pulsed electron beam with duration 7us. and injected it
into a target plasma along an external magnetic field (=ROG),
because a dc beam injection Strongly changes the initial
plasma parameters. Figure 1 BE 'agcwmwegmw
shows the experimental setup. / \ PUMPlat/Jamal 01

, 1'
The beam current passing . CHlWDE
through the plasma is moni—

=———: 117—~ CHTF'RGE:t . . a X t.Oled by a collector located /J\E§ Efl EQIEQ Efl
\ ‘ \\47MAGNETW cotsat the opposite side of the _ l_PLRMANENT MAGwaas

beam gun. Density fluctuations
Fig.1 Experimental setup.50 are picked up with plane
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probes (Mo—disks of 3mm in diameter), and captured by a fast

digitizing oscilloscope (HP54111D), whose bandwidth is up to

250MHz in the single shot mode and 500MHz in the repetitive

Typical conditions are as follows; plasma density

—3
mode.

n e:3><i08 cm beam density nll 8ne, beam velocity ub/ut:

SWG (normalized by the Ihemai velocit:y Ut' beam energy:

4OMBOeV).
When an

and wavelength A=ZCm (< beam diameter 4.5cm).

electron beam is injected into the plasma, the

plasma becomes unstable in a frequency range lower than the

plasma frequency and intense noises with fie/"eéo'l are

(z>20cm).
7.8)

observed along the beam path The noises are thought

to be electron beam instabilities in order to observe

evolution of unstable beam waves we repetitively inject a

pulsed electron beam and then a small rf signal as an initial

disturbance is applied to the control grid of the beam gun.

The spatial development of rf—induced unstable waves is

interferomei ry method with a boxcar integralormeasured by
fill,

ub/nP=0 . noon
I'y'“ .rryfifi .—y—17~y7n7.7

L:eéfifl£
\7: A, a? fi”fi \7,_ls.a_:sg,‘\,/riw

\/\/\/\/x/:::
V,/-'"'\ ill 11”“:

V \/\/\/v
1 1m: i "7CI k/kn 0‘Beam gun err

Fig.2 Spatial evolution of
rf— induced perturbations.
where n
=5.0. Then envelopes are

=0. 0008 and ub/u

Fig. 3 Dispersion relation of
unstable modes in the initial
stage of propagation (closed
circles) and the ca]culation

curves described by eq.(2). from eq (1).

Examples are shown in Fig. 2. In the initial stage of

propagation (2314cm),

that is.

the excited waves arc linearly unstable.

exponentially grow along the beam path. but are

stabilized in the nonlinear stage and attenuated, producing a

symmetric envelope. Dispersion data extracted from the linear

phase are plotted with closed circles in Fig. 3. The temporal

growth rate “1 is given by a product lkiugl' where k1 is the
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linear growth rate of unstable beam waves and ug the group

ve1001ty' Solid curves indicate the dispersion relation for an

electron—beam plasma systems):

1 = wpez[ ”(0)242” 2) + (nb/ne)/(w-kub)2 1 (1)t

quation has a pair of complex conjugate roots, wrijwi.The e
for a fixed wave number k less than the critical value kc:

(“pa/Ub)' One of these roots, mr+Jmi corresponds to unstable
a85- Experimental data agree very well with this unstable

mode- Another root. wr—jwi, is responsible for the attenuation
, r

re ion (2:20~30cm in Fig. 2).
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Fig.4 (a)The wave amplitude vs (b)the inverse of spatial
the linear growth rate k1 widths vs the linear growth

rate kl.

As the wave frequency increases from 144MHz to 152MHz

(critical frequency2154MHz), the growth rate k1 decreases and

the amplitude becomes small. On the other hand. the width of
the wave envelope A2 becomes broad. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show

—lthe amplitude vs ki and (A2)

that the envelope A(zJ is empirically described by

vs ki’ respectively. We found

A(2) « kisech[k1(z-20)J (2)

where z is the distance from the beam gun, z the position ofO
the maximum amplitude. Equation (2) shows the localized

Structure of unstable beam waves is characterized by the
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initial growth rate ki' Figure 5 fihfmmw
:91? .Scnshows that how a wave grows and ‘‘‘‘‘

lScn "propagates, when a wave packet with u

half width of loons is generated """
20:11

by applying a small perturbation. . """ 1
22.5w

where the digitizing oscilloscope is r1

used in an average mode to improve "Egr
the signal—to—noise ratio. The average

Was"
drift velocity ug=2.6x108cm/sec agrees

with the group velocity obtained from ‘ ‘ . V = = .

the data in Fig. 3. The amplitude of P1Eféiigiiéslnglggéfigtgf
the wave packet spatially changes according to the localiZed

structure given by eq (2). It is also interested that the ae

packet separates into fast and slow parts. and appears to

produce a new packet in the down stream region.

Yajima and TanakaB) investigated nonlinear evolution of

unstable electron beam waves with a synergetic approach. and

derived a coupled nonlinear Schrodinger equation with an

additional term of beam correction. They showed that localized

modes, to be called soiiton~like excitations, can exist in an
)electron—beam plasma. Yajima and WadatiG also showed solitons

arise as the competition betWeen instability and noniinearity.

The present observations are consistent with their results.
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Introduction

The problem of wave induced stochasticity in'plasmas is being studied extensively because
of its general interest in chaotic dynamics and of its pos51ble direct consequences in space and
laboratory plasmas, such as anomalous transport and non-linear heating and particle
acceleration [ll- . _ _ . . .

Several theoretical investigations have been performed in the recent past, based mainly on

hamiltonian single particle models, which'predict the transition to stochasticity in terms of the
wave amplitude and Spectrum [2]. The majority of these theories are non selficonSistent, that isI
do not take into account possible mutual interactions between wave and particles. Self-
consistency characterizes actual experiments, in which nonlinear wave-wave interactIons, in
me case of several modes in the plasma, are also naturally present.

It has been shown theoretically and experimentally [3,4], that in a magnetized plasma a
wave propagating at a finite angle with respect to the B-field can generate chaos in particle
orbits and, consequently, fast ion heating.

The case of two (or more) waves propagating at different phase velocities is predicted to be
more efficient for the heating: the threshold amplitude for the occurrence of chaos should be
lower, due to a large number of resonances in phase space.

In our experiment we investigate the interaction between ions and two propagating
electrostatic modes in a Q-machine plasma.

In particular, our aim is to perform and integrate observations of the collective ion response
(wave characteristics), of ion kinetic features (modification of the distribution functions, time
scale for heating) and of single particle orbit modifications (phase space transport).

Experimental set-up and diagnostics apparatus

The experiments are performed on the LMP barium Q—machine [5], a uniformly magnetized
plasma column characterized by ion and electron temperatures of the order of 0.2 eV and
densities in the range of 1034010 cm'3. The maximum axial B-field is 0.3 T (fCiE30 kHz).
Sheath acceleration at the hot plate causes a supersonic ion drift vD=105 cm/s. Low degrees of
spatial and temporal variations and fluctuations can be achieved in current operation (e.g.
fin/n<l%).

Electrostatic ion waves (fzfci) are launched by a capacitive antenna consisting of 4 rings
placed directly around the plasma column at variable relative distances and phase.

The diagnostic system is based on the technique of Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIP) [6],
which provides a direct measurement of ion distributions with good spatial and temporal
fisolution (the latter allows time resolved measurements of f(v) and synchronous detection for

(V))-
LIP can be extended to an optical tagging method, based on the spin polarization of ground

state ions [7]: sets of test~ions can thus be created and followed in their evolution in order to
infer the nature of particle orbits. A schematic of the LMP machine, including the electrostatic
patelnna and the geometry for the LIF laser beam injection and detection systems, is shown in
1g. .
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Fig.1: LMP experimental arrangement

Results and discussion

The wave spectrum excited by the 4 ring antenna in the plasma at one frequency f
(fci<f<2fci) is composed in the parallel plane by two modes with two different phase velocities,
and in the perpendicular plane by the two branches (forward and backward) of the ESICW
dispersion relation [8]. In fig.2 we see the k” spectrum at 25 kHz (f=1.lfcj), as directly
evinced from the observed form of the first order perturbed distribution function. Two distinct
peaks are clearly visible, corresponding to the two phase velocities v¢1, v¢2.(Av¢=5 104
cm/s).

The difference Avq; is such that on the parallel ion phase space one can consider, to a first
approximation, only primary resonances and neglect the multiple island structure introduced by
the non zero perpendicular wavenumbcr (natural cyclotron resonances should appear, spaced
by 27tfcj; it is indeed their interaction which generates chaos in the one wave case).

The hamiltonian models predict therefore a transition to a stochastic regime when the wave
amplitude is such that the two resonances start to overlap. A stochastici parameter can be
introduced: K = 2 (All/2 + A21”), where Ai=e<t)i/m(Av¢)2 is the amplitude of the modei
(i=l,2). K=1 is the threshold for the transition, in the frame of the single particle theory; in
macroscopic terms, K>1 should imply a fast ion heating.

In fig.3 we plot the parallel and perpendicular ion temperatures as functions of the
excitation amplitude. We notice that a threshold value exists, above which a significant heating
occurs. A calibration of the wave amplitude through the ion dielectric response [9] allows us to
compare the observed threshold to the theoretical prediction for the experimental wave
parameters. K=1 corresponds to the shaded region on the amplitude axis of the graph. We see
that, inside the error bar, mainly due to the wave amplitude calibration procedure, experiment
and single particle theory agree.
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By pulsing the Wave excitation generator, and observing the time resolved ion distribution
or the time t:O (when the RF is started) onwards, an accurate estimation of the heating time

o be achieved. More specifically, by plotting the increase in the ion temperature (or mean
can re ion velocity) vs. the time, if the dependence is linear, a direct estimation of the velocity
sq“: diffusion coefficient can be obtained. This is shown in fig. 4, for the case of 25 kHz and
. :t above threshold. The resulting v~space diffusion coefficient is more than one order of
1“ itude larger than the collisional coefficient
magI‘rhe mechanism responsible for the heating, therefore, is independent of collisional

sses and can be attributed to a transition to chaos in particle trajectories. An additional
roof of this mechanism comes from the tag measurements, whrch evrdentrate an exponential

Esparafion in time of initially close ron orbrtsnboth rn velocrty space and in real space. .
At frequencres for which only one mode in parallel can be exerted in the plasma, no heating

is observed, up to amplitudes where secular perturbations of the antenna and intrinsic non~
linearities (cg. harmonic generatron) become effective. The case of two waves is then
experimentally demonstrated to be more favorable tn the achievement of chaos and stochastrc

no.
heatlB; further increasing the amplitude of the wave(s) well above threshold, anotherregime is
observed: heating no longer takes place, and no more than one mode seems to be exerted 1n the
lasma. On the other hand, in the pulsed regime, by following time evolution further on after

the heating is reached, temperature is observed to decrease and eventually to return to its
unperturbed value (or even lower). . .

The two results can be interpreted as a manifestation of the feed—back action of the particles
on the waves. In fact, the ion orbits undergo a transition in their topology, from regular to
chaotic: the plasma oscillating fields, which are issued from collective motions of the charged
particles and therefore are derived explicitly from integration of the particle trajectories, are
necessarily modified. In particular, experimental observations close to the threshold for the
transition to the chaotic regime seem to indicate that of the two modes only one survives. The
conditions for the occurrence of chaos are then no longer satisfied, and the plasma tends to
relax to its unperturbed equilibrium.

IOC 3

Conclusions

<Stochasticity in ion dynamics originated by the interaction between particles and two
electrostatic propagating plasma waves has been observed in a magnetized plasma. Optical
measurements at different scales, from the single particle to the macroscopic, allowed a
determination of the wave features, the kinetic ion response and the plasma heating mechanism.

Chaos appears to be limited by self-consistent effects. More results on these effects, as
well as the modification ofion transport in the presence of the two waves will be discussed at
the presentation.

This work was partially supported by the Fonds Natt'onalpour la Recherche Scientr‘fiqrte.

+Laboratory for Plasma Research, Univ. of Maryland—College Park, USA.
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Observations of Intermittent Structures in association with Low Frequency
turbulence in Toroidal Magnetized Plasma

A.K. Singh & Y.C. Saxena
Institute for Plasma Research

Gandliinagar, Lndia

A plasma embedded in purely toroidal field is unstable due to free energy sources
available in the form of density gradients, curvature of the magnetic field, inhomogeneity
in the magnetic field, etc. The effective gravity antiparallel to density gradients favors
RAT type of instabilities in these regions. The density gradients itself can provide energy
for drift type of oscillations in the plasma. In the nonlinear limits these instabilities are
known to give rise to vortex structures in the plasma flow (Shukla, 1984, 1989 for a review
on this topic). In the present paper we report the study of resulting structures from a
turbulent state. A study of plasma turbulence under above mentioned conditions has
been made. The general behavior of plasma turbulence in the device have been reported
earlier by Bora (1989) and Prasad et a1. (1992). The turbulence was interpreted to be
due to R—T and drift waves, and a modification of these due to velocity shear.

The experiment was carried out in a toroidal device called BETA (inset in figure
(1))(PPP~report (1984)), major Radius 450 cm, minor radius 15.0 cm, having a plasma
column of diameter 18.0 cm, terminated by a limiter in the form of a poloidal annular
ring. The plasma is produced by electron impact ionization of Argon gas at a fill pressure
of 10“ Torr, base pressure 10‘6 Torr. The present experiments were performed at 1
toroidal magnetic field of 1 kGauss, plasma density nc ~ 1011cm‘3 and TH ~ 5.0 eV.

Figure (1) shows the radial profiles of plasma density and potential. Both density and
potential peak near the center and {all as we go radially outward or inward. The typical
density variation scale length (imam/(1:194 ~ 6 cm. The curvature on the magnetic

. field provides an effective 9 ~ 03/12. This g and V11, are antiparallel in the radially
outer locations, making this region unstable to R—T instability. Owing to these density
gradients and the potential gradients the plasma density and potential fluctuate and the
plasma is in a turbulent state. This turbulence has been reported earlier by Prasad et al.
[1992). The oscillation on plasma density and potential are of frequencies u) S LiJm'.

In the present paper we report the study of intermittent structures in the plasma
stream lines of flow. The evidence of presence of such structures comes from the probabil-
ity distribution functions of the fluctuation ofpotential and density. The PDF calculated
at r : +8.0 cm reveal that the distribution is non-Gaussian. The value of skewness pa
rameter is nonezero. Curtosis also deviates from a Gaussian value. For negative potentials
PDF falls slowly and then exists a sharp cutoff for the fluctuation beyond (afi/ KT” ~ 60%.
The deviation from non Gaussian PDF is more in the central region of plasma. The plasma
close to limiter ring has PDF very close to the Gaussian statistics. Figure (2) shows the
calculated PDF at different r & z in the poloidal cross-section. The noniGaussian PDF
is a signature of coherent states in the turbulence as discussed by (She, 1990, Kraich-
nan, 1990)). The statistics of small scale fluctuations in turbulence differ from Gaussian
by having large probabilities for events with higher amplitudes. This contributes to the
higher order moments of the PDF eg. Skewness and curtosis (She, 1990). Under such
situations secondary mechanism of energy cascade from larger wavelengths to shorter
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wavelengths have been suggested by Kuznetsov et a1. (1991). The bursty nature of dis-
tribution are suggestive of coherent structures in the system. Kraicluran (1990), Benzi &
Bilerale et al. (1991) also suggest that the higher order moments are related to strong
intermittent burst in the energy transfer to small scale.

In order to study the coherent structure we measured the plasma. floating potential
on a grid of 15x12 using a set of movable Langmuir probes. A fixed probe at r : +8.0 cm
was used as a reference probe. The auto correlations at each point was calculated. The
cross correlation between reference probes and the movable probes were also calculated
using FFT based techniques. On the basis of the correlation times at different positions
it was found that the fluctuations have different behavior in the regions of the plasma
radially. Typical correlation time varied between 150 [1.3 to 250 MS. The contours of equal
cross correlations < d)(t)rji(t + T) > plotted in a plasma perpendicular to the magnetic
field reveals the formation of a closed eddy in the inner central region of plasma between
r = -5.0 to r = 5.0 cms. There were no closed structures found in the radial outer location
in the plasma. The cross correlation are insensitive to the sign of actual potential and
hence can not represent the stream lines of flows. A more detailed information about
these closed structures can be obtained by the techniques of conditional averaging. This
technique is widely used in fluid dynamics (Blackwelder, 1977; Adrian, 1975) for the study
of two dimensional structures. This technique has also been used by Huld et al. (1988,
1990, 1991), Pécseli and Trulsen (1989) in the investigation of plasma eddies resulting .
from flute type ofinstabilities.

A time resolved contour plots of these conditionally averaged potential are obtained.
Figure (3) shows the contours obtained with a conditiOn ([2, : —1.5¢,m,. Different frames
are taken at a time interval of 25 ”sec. The centours at time t:0.0 secs, show the presence
ofa large (~ 6.0cm radially «4 Ln) closed structure in the central region of plasma. These
structures have negative polarity. There is also seen a positive structure in the inner side
of the plasma cross section vertically upward. As time progresses the negative structures
in the central region start shrinking in size and positive structures appear. At further
delays the entire central region is occupied by large positive structure. The negative
structure appear in the top left corner. This takes about loo/men. At; further delays
the bigger structure elongate in a direction perpendicular to the density gradient and
break into smaller structures. These contours have been plotted for several conditions as
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mentioned earlier, the basic observation remains the same.
In conclusion we have studied two dimensional features of low frequency turbulence

in a toroidal magnetized plasma. The fluctuations associated with the turbulence exilibit
non Gaussian statistics in certain region of plasma. Short lived coherent structures have
been observed in presence of turbulence, using the technique of conditional analysis On
the potential signal. This analysis shows that there exists large structure in the inner and
central region of plasma. Initially we see an structure having radial dimension as large as
the density scale length. This at a later time develops into elongated closed eddy with the
elongation in a direction perpendicular to the density gradient. At still later times the
structure breaks into smaller structures. These smaller eddies are found to merge With
the bigger ones of similar sign, at still longer times to form again a bigger structure. It is
also observed that initially the central region was filled with negative polarity structures
which disappears from this region at further time delays. These structures reappear again
in a different inner top region of the cross section. The centeral region gets filled up With
positive structures. This gives further signature of intermittency associated with mm
Gaussian statistics.
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LowER-HYBRID TURBULENCE EXCITED BY ELECTRON DIAMAGNE'I‘IC DRIFI‘S

Reiner Stenzel

Department of Physics. University of California

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1547, USA

A Variety of instabilities can be excited by cross-field drifts in magnetized plasmas. The present work

describes a sound-like cross-field instability near the lower—hybrid frequency (fsfu, - 100 kHz) in a large

plasma column (1m diam. x 2.5m length) immersed in a weak magnetic field ('80 - 150) /1/. The magnetized

chem-”,5 perform a diamagnetic drift yd = Vp x finlneBc,2 relative to the essentially stationary. unmagnetized ions

(Vt. > (9a)- When the relative drift exceeds the sound speed. v“ > CI = (kt/mi)“. unstable waves grow across

[in m. The experimental investigation includes the (0-; spectrum, saturation mechanisms, finite fl effects,

particle aCcelcration and transport.

Figure 1 summarizes the experimental arrangement. A pulsed dc discharge is created with parameters

as indicated. Plasma and wave properties are diagnosed with Langmuir probes. directional velocity analyzer,

electric and magnetic field probes. The latter are useful in this high-beta plasma [[3 = rtk'l‘E / (Bel/Zita) - 0.5]

because the density fluctuations of the predominantly electrostatic instability are coupled to magnetic

fluctuations, The net electron drift is obtained from V x Ell“ = neg, The measurement technique includes

conditional averaging /3/ using digital oscilloscopes. Here, a reference probe provides a conditional trigger

while a movable probe signal is ensemble-averaged to obtain coherence in time and space.

The strongest fluctuations are observed off-axis where the density gradients are largest. Fig.2a shows

the typical density fluctuations vs. time during the discharge pulse while Fig.2b displays its frequency spectrum.

(0) END (b) SIDE VIEW
IVIEW I I
E-Field Langmuir Velocity :

_____ Probe _ _ 7 7 Probes _.. ._ Analyzer_ _ _ _ I
l

7m¢ l
I ..__. Cothode'
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Fig.1 Schematic of the experimental set-up and plasma properties leading to the observed instability.

/l/ R.L. Stenzel. Phys. Rev. Lett. fl. 3001 (1990); Phys. Fluids E, 2568 (1991).

[2/ BB. Kadomtsev. Plasma Turbulence (Academic Press, London. 1965) p.94.

l3/ H. Johnsen. HL. Peeseli and J. Trulsen, Phys. Fluids fl, 2239 (1987).
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axis where the pressure gradient maximizes.

(b) Frequency spectrum of the fluctuations showing a peak near the lower hybrid frequency, rm . 120
kHz. and high frequency tail due to wave steepening of an“) shown on upper trace.

The peak in the spectrum is below the lower hybrid frequency. The higher frequency components are phase-
coherent and caused by wave steepening as visible in the temporal waveform of the density fluctuations,

By moving a probe axially, radially and azimuthally it is found that the fluctuations consist of waves
growing and propagating initially in the azimuthal direction along the electron diamagnetic drift (kl, 1:, << key
The phase velocity matches the sound speed (c‘ - 2.5 x 10’ cm/s - v15). The plasma column exhibits no radial
electric fields a; x fin - 0) but a small radial electron temperature gradient (in: / at < 0). Due to the
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Fig.3 Conditionally averaged density fluctuations and typical wave fa (a) <5nm> at different azimuthal

positions showing a constant velocity component (b) <8nm> at different radial positions showing a

decreasing radial velocity component (c) Transverse r - 9 plane with a curved phase from constructed

from the measured velocity components VP, = M = (vx'2 + v,“)"”. The curvature is due to wave
refraction by temperature gradients, V“, - C. - (RT/mi)“.
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mperamm aspendence of the sound speed the growing waves begin to refract radially outward /4/. Typical
t:

nditioflfll averages of density fluctuations in azimuthal and radial direction are shown in Fig.3a,b from which
co
the curved phase from of Fig.3c has been constructed. Due to the large size of the plasma column (average

circumference 2m), the waves retract radially outward and decay rather than forming azimuthal eigentnodes as.

ea" drifi waves do in small columns. As the waves refract from the azimuthal into the radial direction they

stabililfi since the drift no longer exceeds the azimuthal phase velocity component (vd < cosB). Thus,

“fraction prevides a saturation mechanism for the instability.

A second saturation process is nonlinear wave steepening which is observed here for wave propagation

$19-55 1.3» while earlier studies of sound wave steepening were done for 8:0 /5/. Fig.4 shows a typical

afar-m of a large amplitude density fluctuation (8 n/rt 2 25%). The steepened wave front has a temporal and
law

genial scale of - 2% of the wave period and wavelength. respectively. The shock thickness (As - 1.2 mm) is

between the Debye length (Ln - 0.02 mm) and the electron Larrnor radius (rm, - 4 mm). The latter condition

implies that finite Larmor radius effects modify the otherwise adiabatic electron dynamics. The spikey shock

electric field can accelerate the electrons directly across _Bo which leads to wave damping and saturation.

In addition to density fluctuations the perturbations in other physical parameters have been measured.

It is found that wave density and potential are positively correlated although the Boltzmann relation is not

quantitatively satisfied (Sn/n > cap/kn), possibly due to resistivity along 3,. Axial magnetic field fluctuations

are observed to be anti-correlated with density perturbations. However, the theoretical relation predicted by

WAVE STEEPENING

an“) \
l

t (IOus/div)

my,»

8n“)

an”
TIMEt {0.5trs/div)

Fig.4 Wave steepening of large amplitude sound wave propagating across ED. Expanded View indicates rise

time t, - 0.5ps << wave period 1,, - 20us. The corresponding shock thickness, As = c.t, - 1.2 mm is

smaller than the electron Lari-nor radius, r“ - 4 mm.

/4/ Y. Nishida and A. Hirose. Plasma Phys. $2. 447 (1977).

/5/ RJ. Taylor. D.R. Baker and H. Ikezi, Phys. Rev. Len. fi- 206 (1970).
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Fig.5 - Comparison of density and magnetic fluctuations showing that 5n and 5Bx are anti—correlated. The time
derivative of tlte magnetic fluctuations is proportional to the radial current density

51' = V x 5§,/|-‘a - —53_/(p0v). The current is caused by electron diamagnetic drifts Opposed by Hall
drifts a; x 1.3.] [13.].

pressure balance is quantitatively not fulfilled. ISBJB,| < (fin/n)B/2(l-B). The reason is that electmn
diamagnetic drifts set up by the wave 851‘, = k'l"e Vfin x EnlneBD2 are partly canceled by electron 5g x Mn:
drifts. If the Boltzmann relation wen: satisfied a; = (t /e) V 5n/n both drifts would exactly cancel (8131 =

0). From V x 511 = 1151 the net perturbed current density 31 = ne 5&1 has been quantitatively obtained (51“

- 100 mAIcmz). The radial elecuon drift in the wave (8vd - B x 105 cm/s) is as large as the azimuthal electron
drift due to the background pressure gradient Thus, the wave causes significant radial electron transpom

It is often assumed that large amplitude lower hybrid waves cause parallel electron acceleration and
heating. Using a Langmuir probe the rapidly swept (At - 3 ps) current~voltage characteristics have been traced
out at a wave maximum (8%“) and minimum (54)“). The temperature is found to be constant to within — 590‘

Since the electron pressure gradient provides the free energy for driving the instability. ion heating rather than

electron heating might be expected. Similar time-resolved ion velocity analyzer u’aces show small built ion

heating (AT/1} ~ 25%). Although the wave potential energy exceeds the ion kinetic energy (e5¢ - 0.6 eV >

ltTi - 0.4 eV) the shon interaction time between waves and particles (VP. > V”) prevents significant ion

acceleration. However, a bulk ion drift (Va/cI - 5%) in the direction of wave propagation has been observed

Steepened ion acoustic waves can cause a bulk ion flow /6/.

In summary, the basic properties of a pressure-gradient driven instability in a weakly magnetized plasma

column have been investigated. Although the instability grows to large amplitudes (Sn/rt 250%) it results in
little particle acceleration and heating. Numerous situations in laboratory and space plasmas exist where this
instability may occur.

[6/ F.F. Chen, Introduction to Plasma Physics (Plenum Press, New York, 1974) p.254.
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EXPERIMENTAL S'ruonas OF ANOMALOUS POTENTIAL DROPS DUE TO ION
‘ DENSITY INHOMOGENEITIES

I. Axna's, M. Bohm, and S. Torvén

Royal Institute of Technology, Alfvén Laboratory. Department of Plasma Physics
3—10044 Stockholm, Sweden

Doublfi layers mi in laboratory plasmas as the response to an applied or induced voltage
dt'OPv but the significant mechanisms in different processes for double layer formation are still
unclcftr- Itt a plasma maintained by local ionization of tire background gas due to electron
impacts: a double layer forms from an electrode sheath when a sufficiently large electron
current is drawn to an electrode. The significant mechanism for the formation of the double
lavct is in this case the generation of positive ions in the electrode sheath /l/. Ionization
phenomena also limit the voltage drop over steady dotible layers to relatively small valttes
which are related to the ionization potential of the background gas /2/. In contrast to this,
double layers with very large voltage drops have been Observed in the ”collisionless“ plasmas
that can be produced in Q—maclrines and differentially pumped triple plasma machines /3,4/.

In this paper we report experiments showing the dynamic plasma potential response when a
step voltage drop is applied along the plasma column in a differentially pumped triple plasma
machine. The time resolution in the potential measurements is 0.5 its which is close to the
electron transit time along the plasma column. Potential changes caused by essentially the
electron motion can therefore be detected. Similar investigations have been made iii the
axially homogeneous plasma column of a Q~machine, operated ”double-ended" in the
"electron rich” regime /5/. In this case, most of the potential drop first concentrates itt a
narrow region at the low potential end of the plasma column On the time scale of the ion
motion this potential drop begins to propagate into the plasma as a double layer. Here we shall
show that a quite different plasma potential response may be obtained when the initial ion
density is inhomogeneous attd has an ”ion density cavity”, that is, a local minimum with a
width of many Deb'ye lengths For a sufficiently low minimum density, the potential drop
becomes distributed over the cavity during the first few electron transit times, attd the profile
steepens slowly to a double layer on the time scale oftlte ion motion. Similar results have EilSL
been obtained in numerical simulations /6.7/ and been predicted by a theoretical model /7/. An
ion density cavity may also strongly modify the non-linear evolution of plasma waves /8/.

The dilferentially pumped triple plasma device (Fig. I) has a central chamber with a plasma
column which is maintained by a source on each side. There plasmas are produced by
discharges between filaments and the source chamber walls . The plasma column is radially
confined by art axial magnetic field (5 to 50 mT). The neutral atom (argon) density iii the
central chamber is kept mttclt lower than in the sources where a certain rninimttm neutral atom
density is required to get quiescent discharges. Circular apertures, which connect the
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Fig ]. Differentially pumped Lriplc plasma machine used in the experiments, A plasma column is maintained in
the central chamber by the two sources 51 and S 2. The plasma there is produced by separate discharges between

the arrays of filaments F1 and F2 and the source chamber walls.

sources and the central chamber, define the radius of the plasma column (3 cm). Potential

drops exist at the apertures. They reflect sortie of the source electrons back to the source and

accelerate source ions into the central chamber, similar to the ”electron rich” boundary

conditions at the plates in the Qemachine experiment. At the apertures, the density drops from

the value NS in the sources to the value N1 in the plasma column. For identical source

parameters, a density minimum, Nl-AN, can be produced halfway along the plasma column

which then forms a symmetric cavity with a width comparable to the length of the column

(Fig. 2). Asymmetric cavities can also be produced by having different source densities. The

cavity is due t'o radial ion losses, and the depth of the cavity can be varied (O.l< AN/N1<0,7)

by varying the magnetic field and the potential of the end plates of the central chamber. N1 is

close to 1015 in'3 and kBTc typically 10 eV. A step voltage (rise time 20:15) was applied

periodically between the plasma sources, and plasma potentials were sampled with emissive

probes. The good time resolution was obtained by reducing the distributed probe capacitance

to ground, and it was checked by direct measurements of rise and fall times. Fig. 3 shows the

plasma potential response for an asymmetric ion density cavity with a minimum at 1:20 cm,

Fig 2. Initial axial density profile at the symmetry axis.
Probe currents at plasma potential give a measure of the
ion densities. The machine was operated symmetrically
and only the variation between 3 and 30 cm is shown
(length of plasma column 60 cm). The relative cavity
depth, AN/Nl, can be varied (0.1< ANl <0.7). Close

to the low potential aperture (2:0), the density increases
sharply to the density N3 in the source. -—|v

EC} zrcml
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ADJ/N]: 0.7 and Ns/N1=10. Here Ns and N1 are the densities on the low potential side. The

corresponding values on the high potential side were slightly higher. Radial potential profiles

am given at t=1us and t=100 us for different axial positions. At [:1 us (about two electron

transit times) the profile varies linearly over most of the length of the plasma column, and the

his Dons

3km) 48 522‘“

36
33.

—>
:lzml

Fig. 3. Plasma potential response to a step voltage drop of 160V. An asymmetric density cztvity is present
initially. Radial potential profiles are shown for different axial positions at 1 us (left) and 100 tts. 2 denotes the
distance from the aperture on the low potential side.

electron emission from the low potential source is also limited by a potential minimum,
situated at about 2:7 cm (not shown in the diagrams). During the subsequent ion motion, the
axial profile steepens, and a double layer has formed between 2:48 cm and and 2:52 cm after
about 100 ps. Similar profiles were obtained for applied potential drops up to 400 V. Fig, 4

(left) shows potential profiles along the symmetry axis when again AN/NI 2 0.7 and

. \ l0 \‘ \ ‘
J i

0 l V l l r em 1
[2 7 30 40 “0 2t) 30 in it!

(“SIIHICL’fl'UHl 11w tutu/rotunda! npurnu-u term distance from luu potential aperture

Fig 4. Potential profiles along the symmetry axis showing the response to an applied step voltage for different
initial ion density distributions. (left) A density cavity is present initially as in the case shown in Fig. 3
(AN/N120i7, NS /N1=10). The potential drop is first (t=ltts) supported by an almost linearly varying potential
along the magnetic field. (right) The initial density profile kept as flat as possible (AN/N1<O.1) and the source
density is lower (NS/N1 = 3). Now most of the applied potential drop is first supported by a narrow region
near the low potential aperture, and the potential along the plasma column is approximately constant, Then the
potential drop propagates into the plasma on the time scale of the ion motion.
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NS/N1=10. Fig. 4 (right) shows profiles when the initial profile was kept as flat as POSSible

(AN/N1<0.l) and NS/N1 was reduced to 3. Now a quite different response is obtained. The

potential is approximately constant along the plasma column during the first few

microseconds, and most of the applied potential drop is concentrated to a narrow region close
to the low potential source. Then this drop begins to propagate into the plasma as a double

layer. This is the same type of response as observed in the Q-machine experiment.

We have shown that there are two different types of responses to a step voltage drop

depending on the initial ion density distribution. These do not only differ during the lirst

microsecond but the subsequent evolutions on the time scale of the 1011 motion are also

different. The ion density cavity can support very large potential drops tor several electron

transit times. In contrast to a double layer, where the Debye length is the spatial scaling

constant, the cavity potential drop is extended over the cavity width. The cavity potential that)

evolves slowly into a double layer on the time scale of the ion motion.

The results obtained are consistent with an analytical model and a particleain-cell simulation

/7/. Also these demonstrate the existence of two different states, similar to those observed

experimentally. The natural ion to electron mass ratio is used in the simulation which covers

about three electron transit times corresponding to about 1 ps in the experiment. Cavity

potential drops are obtained when the applied voltage drop falls below a critical voltage drop

which depends on only N0/((N1 -AN). Here N015 the density of the injected electrons at the

boundaries and N0> Nl 1n electron rich injection For larger voltage drops applied the

potential drop instead concentrates in a c”athode sheath”.

Ion density cavities may form due to nonlinear 1011 waves or due to the ponderomotive form:

from high frequency wave packets. Further investigations are required to decide whether such

cavities may modify the voltage supporting capability of the plasma and introduce a new type

of anomalous resistivity.
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ION RESONANCE CONES AND INTRINSIC DIFFRACTION
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BP 239 F-54506 Vandoeuvre Cedex FRANCE

n r i n:

The radiation of a point source antenna immersed in a hot magnetized plasma

has been studied during the past twenty years and is often related to the resonance cone

phenomenon (see the C.M.A. diagramm). Namely, the strong anisotropy of the medium

for the propagation of the electrostatic waves is the reason for the existence of a

narrow angular radiation of the antenna. In the low frequency range below the ion

cyclotron frequency, the ion resonance cones have been first introduced by H.H. Kuehl

/t/: the reason for the existence of this phenomenon is the specific shape of the

dispersion surface exhibiting a region of low damped wave—vectors with a mean group

velocity dependent on the frequency value.

This phenomenon has seldom been observed experimentally /2/ in not very suitable

plasma conditions. very close to the antenna and in a very limited plasma column. We_

are presenting here a numerical bidimensional study of the radiated potential near the

point source antenna below the ion cyclotron frequency and the corresponding

experimental records. The results are interpreted in terms at intrinsic diffraction in

relation with a model previously introduced in the case of the electron modes.

Ilinfhri nil:

The dispersion relation of the electrostatic modes in the hot magnetized plasma

expresses as:

+4»40:
Q 2 T Q 2 ,

a < r2 . KL . K” ) a i + 5:; $ 1 + 2.0 I..oae‘7tc»cmzrzna] + % 5:; 32% 1 + X; Incest-isms»

where Q: m/rnci K=k CS/mci , Ke=KL2mlM , Ki=Kl2 Ti/Te and
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Cne=(§2+ nM/m)/KztlE M/m , Qni:(Q+ nM/m)/KZJ§"M/m

The corresponding dispersion branches are related to the pure ion Berstein

mode when the wave vector is exactly perpendicular totthe B field, to the neutralized

ion Berstein mode when the wave vector departs from the perpendicular direction and 7

to the ion cyclotron mode. ie. the ion acoustic mode. The radiated potential is calculated

following Kuehl's method /t/:
+13:

i no Hgkkiri) exp(ik//r//)
(Mr) = “8"“— Z dk/l ‘—*-———

7‘ m=1 Dmtk/D

where D‘(k2)= 8% and H?) is the Hankel function
aki

Ntrmerigal res Its'

Keeping onlu the least damped root of the dispersion equation, the domain of

integration is truncated once the damping coefficient becomes large and there is no

longer a significant contribution to the integral.

The typical results obtained with Helium and (opt/mews. , m/wci=0.7 and

Te/Ti= 20 are diplayed on figure 1. ii is in fact necessary to choose a low mass gas in

order to obtain large values of the normalized distance to the antenna due to a small ion

gyroradius. The map shows the potential calculated in front of the point source antenna

up to a distance 50 cm in both radial and axial directions. The resonance cone is easily

seen along the dashed line and moreover an axial potential modulation is observed in

the axial direction. By varying the plasma parameters, this modulation has been shown

to be very dependent on the ion temperature: the modulation length is continously

decreasing with increasing the Te/Ti ratio.

This phenomenon has been related to the particular shape of the dispersion

surface. Figure 2 displays the dispersion curve k_L(kZ) tor m/mci=0.3, 0.5, 0.7 . The

main point is that the damping (dashed line) is increasing very rapidly at some

particular value of K2. This behaviour is similar to the case of the electron modes.

where this sharp-cut of the non~damped wave vectors has led to the intrinsic

diffraction model /3/: in this model the radiated potential is shown to be modulated in
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the same way as the optical intensity behind a screen with sharp edges. We show that

this model can be applied to the ion waves radiated by a point source antenna below the

cyclotron frequency, due to the existence of this rapid increase at some particular K2

value.
Moreover. the sensitivity of the modulation length to the ion temperature can

lead to the possible use of this phenomenon for the measurement of the Te/Ti ratio in a

magnetized plasma.

Ex rimnlr | n i in:

The theoretical results have been compared to the records obtained in a

magnetized double plasma device, in a helium plasma with a B-tield lower than 0.12

Tesla /4/. The diameter of the plasma column is 26 cm. The plasma is created by

electric discharge in each end chamber. The emitting antenna is fed by a signal

generator at the level +40 dBm, The potential radiated around the point source antenna

is recorded by a HF probe located on a X-Y table. The signal is recorded by a spectrum

analyzer and the results are stored on a PC for further processing.

Fig. 3 displays the map of the potential obtained at the frequency 100 KHz with

moi: 0.7 . ne= 1010 cm‘3 and Te=3 eV . A potential modulation along the direction
of the B-tield is easily seen, although the cone structure is not evident here. The value

of the modulation length has been found consistent with the expected temperature ratio

Te/Ti :60.

These preliminary results show that the measurement of the temperature ratio

by using this axial modulation of the potential radiated by a point source antenna below

the ion cyclotron frequency is easier than the estimation of this ratio by recording the

angle and width of the ion resonance cone. In tact, only an axial displacement of the

probe is needed. Moreover, only a rather simple experimental set-up and standard

equipment is necessary.
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REFLECTION OF A DIVERGENT RESONANCE CONE NEAR THE
PLASMA LAYER IN A MAGNETIZED INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMA

I. Boucher. T. Pierre and G. Leclert

Lab- Physique des Milieux Ionisés. URA CNRS 835, Université Nancy 1,
BP 239, F—54506 VANDOEUVRE CEDEX FRANCE

[— INTRODUCTION
The potential radiated by a small antenna in a magnetized plasma

exhibits very anisotropic features for two frequency ranges related to the lower
and higher hybrid frequencies, mm and muh. For the lower (can1 < to < min(mp,
01c» and upper (max(cop, 03c) < w < (Duh) branches, the energy flows along
resonance cones, having their summit on the antenna and their axis in the
magnetic field direction.

The theoretical description of electrostatic resonance cones for a warm
infinite homogeneous plasma has been given first by Kuehl/l/. Temperature
effects produce a secondary structure of cones of smaller amplitude

The basic properties of resonance cones have been verified in several
experiments/2,3/, namely the cone angle as a function of the frequency, plasma
density and magnetic field, and the structure associated to temperature effects.
However, whereas the potential amplitude has been accurately measured, there
are very few phase measurements. On the other hand, due to the finite size of a
real experiment, the resonance cone emitted by a point—source can undergo a
reflection at the surface where the frequency equals the local plasma frequency.
Only one paper/Lil deals with this problem.

We report in this paper experimental results on both amplitude and
phase of the potential. We find that, for a broad range of parameters, the phase
variation across a single resonance cone is lit, due to bounded plasma effects.
We also study the reflection of a resonance cone at the cut—off plasma layer and
give an estimate of the phase jump at the reflection.

II - EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Experiments have been done in a multipolar plasma device operating in

a magnetic field/5/. The maximum magnetic field strength is 800 gauss. The
magnetized plasma column is 1.4 m long and 26 cm in diameter. The plasma
density goes up to 1011 cm‘3 and the electron temperature is 3 eV.
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Figure 1 gives the overall view of the experimental set—up. The emitting
point-source antenna is located at the center of the plasma column. A HF

detection antenna is movable along two perpendicular directions by means of

step—motors. The detected signal is sent to a spectrum analyser, that records the

potential amplitude, and to a digital oscilloscope, triggered by a reference signal,

from which the phase evolution can be reconstructed. The data are stored and

processed by a personal computer.

:I HF generator

Resonance cone

Numerical oscilloscope
a ync, . b

3 3 35: CU
{2' C

Filter Am lii Spectral analyser 5; “'1
§

7

step motors Power supply
2D movable

detection probe

Figure l : Experimental set-up

Ill - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Divergent resonance cone
We present here results for a homogeneous plasma with the following

parameters: wave frequency f: 340 MHz, electron plasma frequency fpe=l.5 GHz

and e>1ectron gyrofrequency fce=675 MHz. Figure 2 shows 3D maps for the
{l point source b)

point source

Figure 2 : Spatial amplitude and phase variation of the potential

potential evolution. The usual evolution of the amplitude is shown on Figure

2a, where the principal peak of the resonance cone as well as the secondary
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thermal structure can be seen. Figure 2b displays for the first time a similar map
for the phase evolution. There is a phase jump across the main peak, followed

by a plateau in the inside region. Further analysis shows that equipotential

curves are also equiphase curves, in agreement with the fact that the phase

velocity is perpendicular to the group velocity.
The phase jump across the

resonance cone is better shown on E]: :2:

Figure 3, that displays the radial 5 300 I

dependence of the potential. The é 0,8 250

asymptotic value of the phase is 27:. g 0.6 200%

This value is found whenever the EM 150 5.:

plasma density is high enough (so a. 0.2 1005

that there are no electromagnetic l 0 50

corrections) if the perturbations 70.2 0 10 20 30 40 so 60 700

due to adjacent cones are negligible, center r(mm)

so that the cone can be considered Figure 3 : radial dependence of the potential

as "isolated“. As a numerical computation does not predict this behavior, the
phase value of 27: is probably due to bounded plasma effects: the phase
variation can be perturbed by the boundaries much more easily than the
amplitude.

Reflection at the plasma layer
We next study the resonance cone propagation in a linear density profile.

The parameters are now: f = 697 MHz, fpeo : 1.2 MHz and fce = 1.1 GHZ. Figure
4a displays the evolution of the amplitude of the incident and reflected
resonance cones versus the axial distance 2 for several radial distances r. The

2 ‘ __ r=14mm 6
_ _ r=%6mm

' , . , , r= mm A1.6 ‘ inculcm cone __- r:38mm a 5
7“ , :1

3 g 4
0 V 3g E -:: ‘5 '
‘3‘ '5 2 incident ; -
S g 1 cone] ,.; if?“ -""'

g V‘ J reflected
a. 0 * ‘ "If; n’ cone

l. v r *r
l4 28 42

2 (mm)

u. Ch \I o o28 112
2 (mm)

Figure it Amplitude and phase evolution of the potential near the cutoff plasma layer
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incident cone and its thermal structure are much better defined than the
reflected cone. This comes from the fact that the resonance cone is made 'Qf a
broadband spectrum of wavenumbers that is stongly perturbed by the reflection
process. Figure 4b shows the related phase evolution. The phase ips
associated to the incident and reflected cones are clearly seen. The total phase
variation across the incident cone is again 27:. A small periodic phase variatio“
related to the thermal peaks occurs, in good agreement with numerical
calculations. To determine the phase shift produced by the reflection process
itself, the phase difference between the incident and reflected peaks has begn

measured for various radial distances and is displayed on Figure 5.
This difference varies almost 1

linearly with the radius r. There 0.3
is obviously a phase shift 3.e 0
introduced by the reflection; due 5 0.6
to inhomogeneity effects and the 50,4 phase shift
uncertainty on the plasma layer q
position, only an upper bound of 0.2
the order of TE can be set.

. . 0 . .,_.
Theoretical arguments predict a 0 10 20 30 40 50

r(mm)
Figure 5: Phase variation between incident and

reflected cones.

value of 7t/2.

[V - CONCLUSIONS
The amplitude and phase of the potential radiated by a point-source

antenna in a magnetized plasma have been measured simultaneously for
various plasma conditions. Accurate phase measurements have been
performed on the resonance cone diverging from the antenna as well as on the
resonance cone reflected at the plasma layer. Phase variations associated to the
thermal structure have been measured. The phase shift due to the reflexion
process has been observed.
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—3A highly—ionized plasma with central density ~3 x 1013 cm is produced

by radio-frequency excttation of hellcon waves, and Landau damping lS experlmentally

demonstrated to cause ellicient transfer of wave energy to electrons that subsequently

suffer inelastic collisions, Nonthermal beamlike electron tails, which are considered to

be closely related to the plasma production, are also observed when a small—diameter

stainless-steel tube is used as a vacuum chamber.

1. mm
Recently, Boswell has presented a new plasma source which uses inductively coupled

radio frequency power to generate a high—density plasma at low pressure, and has shown

that wave properties are consistent with those expected of helicon waves /1/ In a
theoretical analysis, Chen has suggested that the rate of energy absorption by wave

damping may be due to Landau damping of the helicon wave which has an electric field

component parallel to the magnetic field /2/.
In the present paper detailed measurements are performed of the helicon wave and

the ellicient plasma production. Spatial variations of damping,r waves are measured by
interferometry to'obtain damping rates and wavelengths in the plasma along the magnetic
field. The damping rate of the helicon wave is consequently confirmed to have the
characteristics of Landau damping although the collisional damping is not negligible in
our experiments. The nonthermal beamlike electron tail is also studied to clarify its
effect on the plasma production.

2. Experimental apparatus
A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. I /3/ The argon

plasma produced with a helical antenna is confined in a uniform magnetic field B0 of
up to 3 M}. The antenna is located outside the plasma, that is, on the Pyrex tube with
an inner radius a of 2,5 cm and a length of 50 cm, which is connected to the end of the
stainless—steel vacuum chamber of 120 cm in length and 16 cm in diameter or that of I70
Cm in length and 46 cm in diameter. The stainlessesteel vacuum chamber is electrically
grounded.

The antenna consists of two copper ribbons of 2.5 cm in width, which are wound
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around the Pyrex tube and have half of a winding, in order to eXCite an m = 1 mode, ax
shown in Fig. 1(1)). The length of the antenna is chosen to be 25 cm. The rf POWer “7
MHZ, Prf, is supplied from an oscillator-amplifier system and is varied up to 2 kW, To
minimize damage to the rf circuit, the rf supply is pulsed at 83.3 Hz with a 161% duty
cycle '

Measurements of ne and T8 are performed with a Langmuir probe calibrated against
a microwave interferometer. The plasma density ne is measured at t = L5 I‘nsec me:

the oscillator is turned on at t = 0 mscc with a boxcar integrator with a gate Width of
0.1 mscc, while Ta is obtained in the afterglow plasma because T8 of 4-6 cV at t = 1.5
msec is considered to be affected by the rf wave. The electron temperature Te ”1115
obtained is found to be always 34 eV, and to depend little on such parameters as Bo.
Pd and neutral pressure p. The wavelength of the helicon wave, 27r/k, is measured by
interferometry with magnetic probes, which are located inside the stainlesssteel VaCuum
chamber, and are movable along the z axis. The magnetic probes consist of single layer
solenoidal coils of/l mm in diameter and 6 mm in length with 50 windings.

(“l 30 (HS)
2,,

/:7 \

_I_A_(.L__.i_l_;g_i_)
- o 5 o 0.5 l

1 (m)

Antenna

A 2

l—_ '5
Magnetic Probe ('1

k0

(b) ‘2 1
Copper Fail 3 ’/ 338““;

T
5 \0.48

3: -B o s \o.39
F— 25 cm '—'l r (cm )

Fig. 1: Schematic of experimental Fig. 2: Dependence of radial 11.9 profile
apparatus. on B0.

3. Experimental results
The radial ne profile is studied by changing B0 at Pr; = 1.4 kW, and the result

is shown in Fig. 2. When B0 is smaller than ~0.45 kG, the 71a profile around r = 0
cm has a concave shape and the distance between two ridges is almost equal to the
inner diameter of the Pyrex tube. By increasing Bo, the ne profile is varied drastically
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d becomes peaked at r = 0 cm. This dependence of the radial ne profile on Bo was

3“ by taking account of the confinement of the plasma /2, 3/. Basically, the
laifled , .

exp d ionization Wlll be localized near the walls, and so is the energy deposition.
heat ing 8.11
This causes

By increasing Bo, the energy confinement, which is determined by the end plate
the concave 'ne profile with the ridges at the inner-wall position of the Pyrex

tube-
sheaths an

ance of a dense core.
d the intenSity of B0, was considered to be better on the axis, leading to the

appear

when the smallidiameter stainless-steel tube is used as a vacuum chamber, nontlier-

mal beamlike electron tails /4/ are observed at the same time that the radial ne profile

is peaked,
most dens

with the peak position of the radial ne profile. The electron energy distribution

as shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows that the beam is restricted radially, is the

e, and there is no tail for 1' 3 1.5 cm, indicating that the beam position agrees

well
function shows that there is a bump in the range of 5070 eV, where the cross section

[or the electron-impact ionization is very large. Therefore, in addition to the improved

confinement of the plasma, the electron tails are considered to produce the peaked radial

"e profile, although the mechanism responsible for the nonthermal distribution tail is

not yet known. If the large—diameter vacuum chamber is used, the nonthermal beanie

like electron tail is not observed at a distance of ~50 cm from the antenna and the

half-width of the radial n9 profile is found to be much larger than that obtained in the

small—diameter vacuum chamber. The reason why the electron tail disappears is not

clear at this stage, but considered to be that since there is a large amount of neutral

argon atoms between the dense core and the chamber wall, compared with those in the

smali»diameter Chamber, the electron tail is exhausted for ionizing neutral atoms which

are fed radially.

The plasma density 118 is found to be proportional to p in the region of p f, 1 X 10'3

Torr, and to saturate in the high-p region when Bo = 1 kG and Fri 2 1.5 kW. The

2.5 o I l I
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Fig. 3: Probe characteristics when Fig. 4: Radial density profile of beamlike

beamlike electron tails are observed. electron tail.
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maximum He is N3 x 1013 CHI—3. Since the density an of neutral atoms at p :1 X 10‘3
Torr is ~36 x 1013 cm’3 at the room temperature of 300 It, it is confirmed that neutral
atoms are highly or completely ionized in the range of p j 1 x 10'3 Torr. In the high-p

region, it is cmisidered that there is not enough rl' power for all neutral atoms to be
ionized.

The phase and amplitude of the helicon wave as a function of axial position 3 are
obtained by intort'erometry with the magnetic probe. The wavelength is not determined

by the, antenna length, and is varied automatically to provide the best C011pling Or to

satisfy the dispersion relation which is given by w/k : 13.8380/aeizone. lndeed, there is
relatively good agreement between the experimentally and theoretically obtained disper.
sion relations. An important point is that C(: w/kurh, where v”, is the electron thermal
velocity) approaches fl as He is increased with 80 fixed, in other Words, n, has a maxi-
mum at (N fl where the Landau damping rate maximizes The variation of Bo makes
it possible to change 71., with keeping C at Nfi, as known from the dispersion relation.
Thus, the 71‘. dependence of damping rate liri(1c)/Re(k) is obtained with C~ fl. There
is a tendency for Iiii(k)/Re(k) to decrease with an increase in 719, This is characteristic
of Landau damping, and can not be explained by the collisional damping. However,
Landau damping is smaller than the collisional damping in the range of Hi. i 7.2 x ](]l2
cut—3, so that Landau damping and the collisional damping occur at» the same time in
our 728 range. It the Landau damping rate plus the collisional damping rate is used as

a theoretical damping rate. good agreement is found between the experimentally and

theoretically obtained damping rates. '

Experiments reported here demonstrate the excitation of a helicon wave in a cylin-
drical magnetoplasma and the production of a highly—ionized plasma. it is shown that
the density has a maximum at {N V? where the Landau damping rate maximizes, and
that both Landau damping and collisional damping occur at the same time in our den-

sity range. Nonthermal beamlike electron tails observed in the small—diameter vacuum
chamber are considered to play an irriportant role in producing a peaked radial density

profile.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SPIRAL STRUCTURES ON A ROTATING PLASMA
COLUMN WITH LARGE lON»CYRORADIUS

T. lite'nata and H
algiinrtmcm uf Tfl'rm‘: amf Flzrtrunir 'agi‘n

IHitnc/ii. ffmmkj Rln‘. ,‘I’a‘rmz
ring, Hmniki {Intensity

untrue structuring of an expanding plasma in a magnetic field has been vitally investigated in

space/‘1’ -x1iilatioratni_\/2,3/mperirnents as u ell as in analytical/2V and numerical ’ / Cc lculatiuns, as

inorganizing processes in continuous media in the AMPTE iitagnetotail barium releasean? of s:

expeginwnifil /, lllt" photoiunized barium plasma generated a diamagnetic cavity by exclusion ot the

amb‘k“nt; - emagnetir held and later developed a largeescale coherent structure on the surface. In

another l xhuratury experiment/IA an aluminum target was irradiated by laser in a strong magnetic

field (1,0 Trista), The expanding plasma gave rise to a robust Rayleigh-Taylorlike instability where the

plaid?“ lit'll-, was hlocked by the magnetic field but the flute tips continued tree-streaming at sulfi-

Alt'rvnii speeds, Ollt‘t‘t accompanying t‘ieldnligned striations. These observations have common

feature». such as, (1) an effective gravity directed Outward; t?) uninagnetized plasma inns, H) the rapid

inLLEbllll t' growth

he present paper reports an investigation on the tempura] evolution of a Rayleigh-Tayinr-[ike

instabilihy which has occurred in a rotating plasma With a large inn gyrm'adius [19,11 and a large

ratatiun 'iwiuency (3%]! during propagation along a uniform magnetic field, where t! is the plasma

core radius and Q“ is the ion gyrtitreqiielicy in particular, the development fit a coherent pattern at

"multiph- spiral filament" has been observed clearly on the plasma lmundary with use hi the end-tin

framing pliotugr‘aphy and the witness plate diagnostics

'l he arrangement of the experiment is shown in Fig 'l‘ A ratating plasma Dl Cit/Zn mixture is

li;i:n4 m

Man at mm ‘i'v‘ ‘ “"""“"

Fig 1: Experimental apparatus. nwmimmpum

C‘pnml “in

and diagnostics
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ejected from a coaxial plasma gun and propagates in a Pyrex vacuum chamber (10 cm in diamxfin Em

long) where a uniform magnetic field B: of up to 3.2 RC is applied. Vacuum is better than 4x104 Pa

before experiment. The plasma is produced from brass (Cu 60‘7/u/Zn 40%) 0f the inner cathode of the

gun through intense cross-field vacuum discharge while it is energized by a 40oF capacitor bank The

current waveform is approximated to a half sine with a peak of 13 kA and a quarter period of 8 its

when a charging voltage V59 kV and 82:25 kG. Axial and azimuthal velocities, v; and 1'21) result “0m

Lorentz forces 1:4,“) and F¢:},13_. (order ot103 N/m3) due to the radial current density L, where Be is

the a7imuthal magnetic field produced by I,.

Two diagnostic methods were used to monitor plasma behaviors 1 A fast framing camera (2x105

frames/s) investigated the temporal evolution in the plasma profile from both the end and Side of the

plasma gun, A witness plate (black Polaroid type 47 film) recorded a timevintegrated plasma profile

when it was exposed to the plasma flow between 2:] and 3:15 cm and the plasma flow was energetic

enough to blow off the film coating. Other diagnostics are: a fibeFUpt emission spectroscopy

coupled to an intensified OMA system to measure the ion species T, and 1‘“); an ion time—of-fligm

detector to measure to; electrostatic probes to measure T‘, and the plasma potential,

Typical plasma parameters for 1:13 kA and 31:25 H} are given in Table 1‘ m the

spectroscopic analysis, it was found that the plasma consists mainly of Cu and Zn although it contains

smaller amounts of H, C and 07 Although mass difference between Cu and Zn is negligible (~3 04.)’

they are, predicted to have singly and doubly charged ions from 71:9 t This means that the plasma

includes two groups of ions having, a factor of two different [)I and Oil We suppose that singly.

charged ions With greater 9/12 and (ii/Qx will be predominant for the instability growth.

A rotation frequency to was evaluated mainly from end»on framing photographs which indicated

a constant angular rotation of irregularities on the plasma boundary for each frame time, A radial

profile in u: was determined from space-resolved, spectroscopic doppler shift of C11146477 nm and

confirmed the rigid rotation of the plasma core. It is noted from Table I that the plasma has sub-

Alfvenic and supersonic speeds; u¢(r:2 crn):v:=2)<104 m/s =nA>>rb and that m/l, pl/HZl and

M‘vgvz/Z'fpfl apply Since a conventional MUD model is restricted to the low frequency plasma

response assuming w/O,<<l and p,/a<<1, it can not be applied to strongly nonlinear, nonequilibrium

plasmas licrel

Table 1: Typical plasma parameters for 1:13 kA and 82:25 kC

Rotation frequency to 1.1X105‘ rad/s lon gyrofrequency Qx O.8><1O6 rad/s

AXial VelOCit)’ v: 22‘10‘ m/s Alfven velocity HA 1310‘ m/s

lo“ density ”i #1015 cm'3 [on acoustic velocity :5 0.4K10‘ m/S

lon temperature T, 10 eV lon gyroradius P. 2-3 cm

Electron temperature Ti 9 EV Plasma core radius a :2 cm
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Fig 4; Change in the plasma profile during plates after exposure to the plasma flow Each
propagation along BZ‘ is obtained by a single shot.

Figure 2 shows to as a function of a variable 32/]. The frequency to increases linearly with 82/1 at

large Hall. This relation has been explained from a simplified model/6L The reason for 00:0 at

82/1510 may be that the plasma diamagnetism cancels EZ and as a result, the driving force P¢=L3r

Results of witness plate measurements are shown in Fig. 3‘ Each corresponds to a single exposure at

[:18 RA and 32:2.5 kG. Immediately after the ejection from the gun barrel, plasma particles are

transported outward due to the strong centrifugal force; the outer boundary expands to a radius of :2

cm from its initial value of 1.15 cm and at the same time, a cavity is formed inside; the expansion

appears to reach equilibrium at a downstream distance of 2:4—6 cm; the plasma finally has an annular

profile with an outer diameter of :4 cm and an inner diameter of =25 cm (Fig 4). We also recognize

that high—order density modulations (like spikes or bubbles) appear on the annular column at 2:5-6 cm

and often lead to the elliptical deformation of the whole column further downstream
Figure 5 shows end~on framing photographs taken for (a) 81/1217 (13 kA/1.5 163) and (b) Bz/I:43

(11 kA/3.2 kG), where w is (a)0.6><106 rad/s and (b)2.2x106 rad/s and the plasma density is of the order
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Fig 5: Endron framing photographs taken for (a) Bz/l=17(13 kA/275 kc)

and (b) BZ/I=43(l] kA/BVZ kG). The number shows the sequence of frames.

of 1015 cm‘? From the scaling relation u‘ixl 7/6/, the plasma density for (b) is estimated to be 70% of

(a). At the beginning, 8-10 pieces of thin filaments appear to grow radially in a time quite shorter than

the rotation period (Fig, 5(a)) The number of filament decreases with time through the nonlinear

interaction which includes coalescence or merging of filaments, to final 2-3 pieces of broader Spirals,

This scenario is more evident in Fig. 5 (b) where w is increased by a factor of 3,7 and the centrifugal

force by a factor of 13; strong spiral filaments are clearly observed; the interaction among filaments

appears to be rather turbulent; in the later stage, a low denSity halo is formed around the plasma core

since plasma particles are transported outward through filaments; A sheared rotation should occur

between the halo and plasma core; this drives a secondary instability (probably K-H instability)

generating fairly symmetrical, 2 or 3 pieces of spiral arms. This transition from short to long

wavelengths of instability waves has been observed also in the laser plasma experiment/3/ and in the

nonlinear plasma simulation/5L it may be' regarded as the inverse cascade process in the nonlinear

evolution of instability

In summary, the growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor like instability and the subsequent structuring

have been investigated for rotating plasmas with large ion-gyroradius with the framing photography,

The development of spiral filaments and their shift to longer wavelengths (lower modes) through the

mode coupling have been identified as typical nonlinear phenomena. A future investigation with

controlled in and njwill be essential to make detailed comparisons with theories and to understand the

physical picture of instability.
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WAVES DRIVEN BY STRONG TRANSVERSE POTENTIAL STRUCTURES“

M E K k , M. J. Alport, T. E. Sheridan, W. E. Amatucci, and I. J. Carroll 111
Department of Physics. West Virginia University

Morgantown, West Virginia 26506 USA

The mode Characteristics of waves being driven by magnetic-field-
aligned current and waves driven by strong transverse potential structures are
compared. Experiments are performed in a Q«machine /1/ plasma column (3-cm

radius and 90—cm length) with the following parameters: n = 108 em'3, B = 1.5
ML mi/me = 7.15 x 104, Ti a Tc = 0.2 eV. Experiments are aimed at producing

strong shear in azimuthal electron velocity inside a narrow (diameter =. 10 ion

gyroradii) Channel of axial electron current. The presence of a velocny shear
layer is predicted [2/ to affect the electrostatic ion-cyclotron waves that can be
excited by current drawn to the biased electrode. In this paper, measured mode
characteristics of the ion—cyclotron fluctuations as modified by adjustable

velocity shear are presented.

Gunguli. Lee. and Palmadesso /2/ developed a kinetic theory to investigate
[he electrostatic oscillations in a magnetized plasma containing a transverse. d.c.
electric field. In the fluid limit and for perpendicular propagation, they recover
the well known Kelvin-Helmholtz instability which explicitly depends on the
gradient of the shear, i.e., the second derivative of the transverse flow. It is
characterized by long wavelength (kiLs <1;L5 is the characteristic length

associated with the velocity shear) and low frequency (f << fct). In the short-
wavelength limit, the general nonlocal dispersion condition yields a new
branch of oscillation which is sustained by the inhomogeneity in the energy
density of the waves. The inhomogeneous energy-density driven (IEDD)
instability is generally a short-wavelength (kJ_L5 > 1) fluctuation with a

broadband frequency spectrum. Depending on ambient parameters, the
frequency of this instability may fall around the ion gyrofrequency and can be
mistaken for the current-driven electrostatic ion cyclotron (CDEIC) instability
/3/, especially when magnetie»field-aligned current is also present /4/.

Unlike the CDEIC instability, which grows by inverse Landau damping
onto the electrons that are resonant with the longitudinal component of the
wave phase velocity._the IEDD instability requires only that the Doppler shift in
frequency due to the E x fi/Bzrotation velocity VB makes (a) - kevE) < 0,21
nonrcsonant effect. The nonlinear spectra of the two instabilities are very

, distinct as demonstrated by Nishikawa et_a1./5/ While the spectrum of the CDEIC
instability is coherent around a single frequency. the spectrum of the IEDD
instability is spiky and broadband. 1n the general case where a combination of
both transverse. d.c. electric field and magnetic-field-aligned current are
present, the growth rate is larger than a linear combination of the two sources
of free energy would indicate. The interaction of this new branch of oscillation
with magnetic-field-aligned current is being used to explain the short—
wavelength broadband turbulence observed in the ionosphere, magnetosphere,
and the jump-region of the bow shock. and it is upon this interaction that the
investigation reported here is focused.

The radial structure of the electric potential in the plasma is controlled
using a disk electrode placed on the cylindrical axis of the plasma, 60 cm from
the plasma-source end. The disk /6/ is made of two coplanar. concentric circular
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segments that are heated to prevent surface contamination. The applied VOIlages
on the outer annular segment and on the inner button segment are
independently controlled with precision power supplies. The potential structure
in the plasma is inferred from the voltage of an electrically floating Langmuir
probe. Fig. 1 shows two examples from a specific sequence of radial potential
profiles. The reference case of this sequence for which all end electrodes are
electrically floating is included.

The features of the profiles that are relevant to plasma stability are
located on magnetic field lines that map to the 2-cm-diameter segmented disk
electrode. A positive potential within this region, with respect to the reference.I
profile, induces a magnetic—field-aligned electron current. Between regions of
different potential, an electric field transverse to the magnetic field existst
Potential structures representing the cases of (a) large field-aligned current
and (b) large transverse, localized electric field are shown in Fig. 1. This
categorization identifies one of these two aspects as that having the predominant
effect on plasma stability.

For the case of large magnetic—field-aligned current (FAC), waves are
observed within the region r S 1 cm (the current channel region) that are
identified /6/ with the current-driven electrostatic ion cyclotron (CDEIC)
instability /3/. The mode frequency of these waves is slightly larger than the
ion cyclotron frequency for potassium, f = 1.1 fci. The spectral feature associated
with the mode is narrow (2-3 kHz) as shown by the thick trace at the top in Fig,
2a. .

Fig. 1: Measured floating potential
across the diameter of plasma

(b) column, 2 cm in front of segmented
7 disk electrode. Profiles are displaced

\/ vertically for clarity. Annulus and
button voltages are a) 5.5 V and 5.5 V,
b) 10.5 V and 0.5 V, c) floating and
floating. respectively. Hashrnarks on
vertical axis are 0.5 V increments.

-2411)» '2
Radial Position (cm)
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For the case of large transverse, localized electric field (TLE), waves are
obserVCd that are distinctly different from the PAC-driven waves. Although the
TLE—dl'ivcn mode frequency is in the neighborhood of the FAG-driven mode
frequency, the spectral feature associated with the TLE—driven mode is broader
(~10 kHz) and spikier, as shown by the thick trace near the bottom in Fig. 2a.

, . . .
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Fig. 2: Sequence of spectra from fluctuations in current collected by annulus
segment of disk electrode. Spectra are displaced vertically for clarity. Thick—
line traces are referred to in the text. Annulus voltage is 9.5 V and (V;l — Vb) is
identified by a number next to each trace. a) Spectra are normalized to the same
maximum amplitude, b) spectra are left unnormalized.
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Two additional features that distinguish the two modes can he tecognimd
in the normalized spectra in Fig. 2a (normalizing emphasizes mode frequency)
and in the unnormalized Spectraein Fig. 2b (not normalizing emphasizes
relative mode amplitude). First, a shift in TLE~driven modc frequency is evident
in traces (4) through U0) in Fig, 2a, for which the applied voltage ditt'erencC
between the two circular segments of the disk electrode changes in oneAvolt
increments from 4 V to 10 V. Second, a sensitive dependence of the TLE--(lrivcn
mode amplitude on the transverse electric field strength is apparent in traces
(4) through tilt) in Fig. 2b. The 'l‘LE»driven mode power can be significantly
larger than the FAC~drivcn mode power. Since tlte channel—averaged field-
aligned current decreases as the bias on either segment is decreased, Fig. 2
implies that this mode is observed for cases in which the fieldiaiigncd current is
subcritical for exciting CDEIC waves. This is consistent with a report [6/ ot a
reduced critical electron drift velocity in the presence of this transverse,
localized, dc. electric field.

One further distinction between the two modes is that the FAC~driVen
waves are detected from the fluctuations in the current collected by both the
annulus and button segments, however the TliE—driven waves are detected only
on the annulus. This difference suggests that the TLE-driven waves are present
at radii where the transverse electric field is large and are absent at radii where
the transverse electric field is small.

The observed dependence of the TLE-driven mode characteristics (spectral
shape, mode frequency, mode amplitude, and radial mode structure) on the
transverse localized electric field conclusively eliminates the current-driven
electrostatic ion cyclotron instability as the mechanism responsible for this
mode. On the basis of the results presented here the inhomogeneous energy-
density driven instability /4/ is believed to be responsible. Van Niekerk L11
/7/ recently reported on azimuthally propagating TLE-(lriven waves, which they
attribute to the same instability, with a frequency 15% higher than CDEIC waves.
A complete characterization of this ’l‘LE-driven mode is presently underway.
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EXPERIMENTAL DvnAmcs or 2~D VORTICITY RINGS.
A.J. Peurrung and J. Fajans

Physics Department
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, California 94720 USA,

A direct analogy exists betiveen the dynamics of a 27D inviscid, income
pressible fluid, and a magnetized pure electron plasma, with the fluid vorticity
corresponding to the plasma density. Thus the U.C. Berkeley electron trap is a
powerful tool for controlling and measuring the “vorticity” of an evolving fiuid
system. Here we study the evolution of a hollow ring of vorticity. Through the
Kelvinillelmholtz instability of fluid mechanics, and the equivalent diocotron
instability1 of electron beam theory, a symmetric ring develops into individi
nal Vortices?’5 A sufficently asymmetric ring, however, undergoes a “winding"
instability, resulting in a spiral shape. We show various images detailing the
stages of the dynamics for various initial ring parameters.

Figure 1 contains a simplified side view of our experimental geometry.G A
magnetic field along the axis of the trap insures radial confinement of the plasma.
Axial confinement is obtained by applying negative voltages to the two end
cylinders. E X B drifts due to the applied magnetic field and the plasma's own
electric field govern the plasma dynamics. These drifts are slow compared to
the end to end electron bounce motion; therefore the behavior is largely twee
dimensional.

Grounding the right end cylinder forces the plasma to stream out along the
magnetic field lines, producing a visible image on the phosphor screen. Imaging
destroys the plasma; however, time sequenced images can be produced because
the plasmas are very reproducible. To obtain the asymmetric annular plasmas
used in this experiment, we first form a quiescent electron plasma (lengthzll
cm, temperature:2.0 eV, density:1.0 x we cm”) and then move it a known
distance ofl" center using feedback from a wall probe. Finally, we eject the central
plasma core by briefly reducing the voltage on one end cylinder.

Figure 2 shows the time history ofa typical symmetric hollow plasma. First,
well developed vortices form and then the vortices merge until only one central
vortex remains. The initial number of vortices (the mode number) is inversely
proportional to the ratio of the thickness of the ring to the ring radius. [n Fig 3
we show the results for a large number of ring thicknesses. In Fig. 4 we plot
the calculated1 and measured mode number vs. this ratio. The results are in
good agreement with theory for small mode numbers but are not in agreement
for large mode numbers. We have also measured the instability growth rate and
find that it is also far from the theoretically predicted rate for thin rings.“"5 We
suspect that these descrepancies are due to finite length effects.

For some asymmetric rings the dynamics are entirely different. As shown
in Fig. 5, asymmetric rings develop into spirals. ln this case the dynamics
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can be divided into an “active" and a “passive" phase. In the active phase,
superposition leads to a model ofa section of the asymmetric ring as two vortices
of opposite sign. Such a vortex pair will travel in the direction perpendicular
to the line connecting the pair centers—in this case towards the device center.
After the density clump gets to the center. the interaction is largely passive, with
the remaining plasma spiraling around the center because of the sheared velocity
fields. The number of spiral turns increases linearly with time. As shown in
Fig. 6, the plasma at radius r advances in angle roughly as rig/d! (X t/r. This
regular dependence implies that a mean field approximation can be used to
estimate the velocity shear. The winding process ends when the plasma smears.
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities are surpressed by adverse shear.

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research and by the National
Science Foundation.
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Fig. 1 Experimental schematic.
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Fig. 2 Hollow plasma time sequence.
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Dynamics of Non-Stationary Dipole Vortices
in the Hasegawa-Mima Equation.

Jan 5. Hesthaven, Jens-Peter Lynov and Jonas Nycander1
Association E(i‘lT0tlI‘Rl-SD National Laboratory,

Optics and Fluid Dynamics Dept, P.0,BO‘L‘ 4.9, 1)]{74000 Roskilde.

Abstrfid: The dynamics of tilted dipole vortices in the Hascgawa—Mima equation is studied.

A recent theory is Compared with numerical simulations and found to describe the short time

behaviour of dipole vortices well. In the long time limit the dipoles are found to either disine

tegl‘ate or relax toward a steady dipole vortex counter propagating relative to the linear drift

aGS- This relaxation is a. consequence of nonviscous enstrophy loss by the dipole vortex,

The Hasegawa-Mima equation can be derived for nonlinear drift waves in a low-[3 plasma

with a density gradient. In non—dimensional variables the equation is

1) . ,EEO . F—Vflbeei-dy . (1)

D ins]Dr’m ‘
where T is the potential vorticity which is conserved for each fluid element, qt) represents

the electrostatic fluctuations. [,] the ,lnrohian and B is proportional to the density gradient

directed along —y. The maximum phase velocity of the linear drift waves, propagating in

the electron diamagnetic drift direction, is —,B. it is well known that Eq.(1) conserves mass,

energy and enstrophy.
~Eq.(1) has a dipole vortex solution /l/, which is exact and stationary if co« or counter,

propagating relative to the linear waves. it is known that if it rotinterepropugating dipole

vortex is initially rotated slightly, it will execute regular oscillations around the steady state
magnetic flux surface /2/, i.e. the positive x-axis (cf. Fig.2). This behaviour may be

understood as a consequence of the Lagrancian conservation of potential vorticity. Recently
Nycander and Isichenko /3/ derived an approximate equation of motion for the velocity [7

of dipoles propagating in arbitrary directions §

fl = [I x éyflUi , fid : /(¢ — V2¢)Fd;rrly (2) 1
dl Pd

where S = 1m2 is the areaofthe dipole inside the separatrix, y is the y—coordinate ofthe centre
of the dipole vortex and P4 =| 13d | is the magnitude of the dipole moment, with F: 0 in the l
centre of the dipole vortex. Equation (2) is obtained by noting that the radius of curvature of ,
the trajectory is equal to the ratio between the dipole moment and the monopole moment of
the dipole vortex, and also that the monopole moment varies linearly with the y—coordinate
of the vortex. The latter is a consequence of the conservation of potential vorticity inside .
the separatrix. It is assumed that the internal structure of the dipole remains unchanged,

implying that .S' and Pd are constant, and that the radius of curvature of the trajectory is
much larger than the diameter of the dipole. This is justified iffl/U << 1. The theory doesn’t
take into account loss of enstrophy.

'Permanent address : Dept. of Technology, Uppsala University, Box 534. 5—75] 21 Uppsala, Sweden
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Equation (2) may be integrated, and the oscillation frequency, w, obtained

_ Un {35 1/7 1w - a (E) 7m , (3)
where K is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind with the argument I: 2] SlIl(Q/2) l,
a is the maximum angle between the trajectory and the x-axis. a = 0 for an exact dipole
vortex counter—propagating relative to the linear waves. -

The maximum displacement, 31,, along the density gradient is found to be

P 1/2
y: = i (3%) 25in(a/2) , (4)

and the displacement , Lw, along a magnetic flux surface during one full oscillation, hEI'e
referred to as the oscillation length, is

1/2Lw = 4031;) pom/memo] , (5)
where E is an elliptic integral of the second kind.

Fig.1 a) Oscillation frequency. b) Displacement along the density gradient.
c) Displacement along magnetic flux surface. (1) Blow up of 1a.
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These expressions have been evaluated by numerical simulations. The numerical scheme
is based on a. pseudospectral approximation in a periodic domain and a 3rd order Adam-

Bashforth predictor—corrector as time integration method. Zero-padding is used as de~aliasing.

All simulations are done with a resolution of 1‘282 modes. As initial conditions we used the

exact solution /1/ tilted at an angle a with propagation velocity U : 0.1 and size of separatrix
a = 10, Unless otherwise stated fi : 0.05. A special ”cutting-technique has been applied to

avoid effects caused by the periodicity of the domain /4/.
To test Eqs.(3)-(5), the dipole behaviour was simulated for different values of [i and or.

The three characteristic parameters w, 31,, Lw were determined at the first maximum of the

oscillation, and the estimated parameters were then found by extrapolation. The reason for

using only a quarter of a period is that the amplitude of the oscillations changes significantly

already during one or a few periods because of processes not included in the theory.
In Fig. 1a., the simulated oscillation frequency is compared with Eq.(3). We observe good

agreement betWeen theory and simulations for [B/U S 1 except for o 5 30°. The maximum

displacement along the density gradient is plotted and compared with the value from Eq.(4) in
Figlbi and comparison between simulations and the oscillation length from Eq.(5) is shown

in Fig. 1c. In the limit fl/U << 1, the figures show good correspondence between simulations

and theory even for a very large initial angle. However, there is some unexpected deviation for

small angles. In order to investigate this, a detailed study of this region has been performed.

The result is shown in Fig. 1d. One may speculate that the deviation is caused by some

internal transient process. It has been observed, that the internal reorganizing process has
a stronger effect when a is small, causing the functional dependency inside the separatrix

to become weakly nonelinear after a quarter of an oscillation. This idea is supported by the

fact that calculating the oscillation frequency of the dipole after several oscillations yields

increased agreement with the theory as marked in Fig.1d with ”*2
In the region fi/U > 1, the qualitative dependence of the oscillation frequency, w, as a

function of the angle is correct, but the exact value is seen to be too low. This may be
explained by energy loss causing the dipole vortex to decrease its propagation velocity. The
good agreement for y, and Lw supports this assumption.

Some of the dipoles disintegrate shortly after a. quarter of a period, as marked by large
circles in Fig.1. The large deviation for /3/U >> ] and large initial propagation angle are most
likely connected to the processes causing the disintegration.

As has been shown, the above theory seems to agree well within the given limits. However,
the nonviscous loss of energy and enstrophy by the vortex to the surrounding plasma have a
strong impact on the long time behaviour of the dipole, implying that the theory is only valid
for the first few oscillations. After these the dipole vortex has changed significantly, and the
theory fails to describe the trajectory of the oscillating dipole based on the initial conditions.

Simulations have been done with parameter scans in [3 and a in order to investigate
the long time evolution of counter-propagating dipoles launched at the angle 0:. Figure 2a
shows trajectories for dipoles at diiferent initial angles. The most interesting feature is that
the trajectory of the dipole after a sufiiciently long time seems independent of the initial
conditions, except for a phase shift.

For a large initial angle the trajectory is approximately sinusoidal, as one might expect.
However, for a smaller launch angles the initial part of the trajectory is rather irregular,
indicating that the dipole in this phase is affected by the internal reorganization process.

Simulations of dipoles with a very large initial launch angle are also shown in Fig. 2b.
We observe that if the angle is too large, the dipole soon disintegrates. Thus there seems to
be only two possible outcomes of a dipole vortex initially propagating at some angle. Either
the dipole ends up as a steady counter-propagating dipole or it disintegrates.
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The relaxation of the trajectories seen in Fig.2a can be explained as follows. If the VOI'tex
looses enstrophy, the amplitude (lb—V246 must decrease in magnitude. For a being positive this
implies, due to conservation of potential vorticity" that the cyclonic part must move a lime
down the gradient and the anticyclonic part. a little up the gradient. This induces a ClockwisE
torque around the centre of the dipole vortex and as a result we observe that the Propaga-
tion angle decreases. Similar arguments may be adopted to explain Why the coepropagafing
dipoles swing around and finally become a cminter—propagatiug dipole vortex. The CHStrophy
loss also causes the two dipole halves to be pulled slightly apart implyingr a small decrease in
the propagation velocity. This corresponds well with the speculations used in Fig. l to ex-
plain the deviation between the Nycanderelsichenko theory and the simulations for [3/11 > 1.

72ser__y.—,_fi_. . .
0 20 JD 60 BO 1 o

__
_<

CI 0 o S n. o m o A 0

Fig.2 a) Longtime behaviour for small launch angles.
b) Long time behaviour for large launch angles.

Concluding Remarks
it has been shown that the theory of Nycander and lsicheuko /3/ describes the short time
behaviour of the oscillating dipole vortex quite well. However, since the dynamics of the
non-stationary dipole is strongly altered by loss of energy and enstrophy, the theory fails to
describe the long time dynamics of the dipole vortexl it has also been shown. that ill part of
the parameter space the short time vortex behaviour is strongly affected by initial transient
effects, caused by an internal reorganizing process.

In the long time limit dipoles launched at some finite angle are found to either end up
as steady dipoles counter-propagating the linear drift waves or disintegrate shortly after the
initial period. Thus. the steady counter-propagating dipole vortex may be considered as
an attracting solution. Our explanation of this is that the counter-propagation state is the
minimum enstrophy state of the dipole vortex. The long; time behaviour can be. interpreted
as a relaxation toward this state, caused by enstrophy loss. However, no definite quantitative
confirmation of this has been obtained.
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Localized vortices in 77,- - modes

J. Nycanderl, J.P. Lynov, and J. Juul Rasmussen
Association EI/IZATOM-Hisa National Laboratory,

Optics and Fluid Dynamics Dept, Risa, DK~4000 Roskilde, Denmark

For a wide variety of nonlinear wave equations necessary conditions for the existence of
localized, Stationary structures can be found by applying a simple procedure, involving two
steps /1/: First the linear dispersion relation is obtained and the regions of the phase velocity
of linear waves found. Secondly, assuming that localized solutions exist, their velocities are
determined by using integral relations. The obtained velocity takes the form of a ”center of
mass velocity”. If this velocity falls outside the regions of phase velocities for linear waves then
nonlinear localized vortices may exist. Otherwise, the structure will couple to the linear waves
and gradually disperse. Applying this method we have shown that monopole vortex solutions
exist for drift waves driven by the ion temperature gradient in a magnetized plasma, the so,
called nymodes. Numerical solutions Show that such vortices are steadily propagating and
stable and they generally emerge from localized initial conditions. Our study is motivated by
recent high resolution simulations of 77,-lurbulence /2,3/, where it was observed that coherent
vortices developed spontaneously. These had a dominating influence on the evolution of the
turbulence, and the associated anomalous transport was found to be significantly reduced as
compared with the predictions from quasilinear theory /2/

The analysis is based on a simplified two-dimensional model of 7),-1nodes /3,4/:

61(1— WM) — [a vza] + (1 — 25,, + [Noam — 25.6,]; : 0 (1)

01P+l¢11’l+06y¢= 0. (2)
where 5,, : Ln/R, a = (1 + 7],)/T, 7], : L,,/LT, T : TB/T,, L;1 = Brno/no, no is the
background density, L711 = (”LE/Th TC and T,- are electron and ion temperatures, respectively,
while R accounts for the curvature of the magnetic field. The time is normalized with cs/Ln
and the spatial coordinates are normalized with p,(= c,/Q,), where c, : (Te/A1,)? and 9, is
the ion cyclotron frequency. The electrostatic potential, (f), and the ion pressure perturbation,
p, are normalized with (Te/c)(p,./L,,) and pgo(p,/L,,), respectively. Here Pet) is the zero-order
electron pressure. Finally, [fig] (: frgy — fygx) denotes the Poisson bracket In Eqs. 1-2 we
have omitted the effects of magnetic shear and thus the parallel dynamics. Curvature effects
are retained and the instability is reproduced by the equations for a certain critical value of
Ui~

The regions of linear wave propagation are found by deriving the dispersion relation in
the local approximation. Linearizing and Fourier transforming Eqs. 1-2 we obtain

w2(l + k2) — wkyU 7 25,, - ak2) + QkEHEn : 0. (3)

By examining Eq. 3 we find that the condition for instability, i.e. Imw > 0, is a > 0. To
obtain the localization condition we solve the dispersion relation for k2 in terms of u E w/ky:

2— 1—2 ,, 25,,t2=-‘" ( may” a (4)
The condition for the existence of propagating linear waves is k2 > 0, provided the phase
Velocity u is real. For a < 0 linear wave propagation is possible in a restricted regime of

1Permanent address: Deptr Technology, Uppsala University, 8-7512] Uppsala, Swaden
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u~values /4,5/, and localized vortex solutions may be possible both for positive and negative
nevalues. it has been shown that dipole vortices exist in these regions /4,6/. To See if

monopole vortices are also possible We derive the center of mass velocity V for any localized
solution. This is done by multiplying Eq. 1 with y and integrating over the (LED—Space:

,:d(¢5) . . ()V _y__1_25,,725.(:) (5)’ d1 (05) _

where we have introduced the notation (f) E I: ff; fdr dy. Thus the velocity of localized
coherent structures depends on the ratio (p)/(<p) It should be stressed that the local ratio
between p and d) can only be considered a free parameter inside the separatrix, separating
trapped fluid from free fluid. Outside the separatrix this ratio will be determined by the

incoming fluid and the upstream boundary condition at infinity, which gives p/(f) : a/V.

Clearly V can take any value by properly choosing p and (:5, thus localized solutions exist.
Explicit monopole solutions can be constructed /5/ by a perturbation analysis /1/

We have investigated the stability of the monopole solutions numerically. The set of
equations (1-2) is solved in a two dimensional domain with periodic boundary conditions. We
have employed a frilly de-aliased spectral method /7/ To facilitate the numerical SOlutions
we equipped Eqs. 1 2 with dissipative terms: eD1V4ai accounting for cross— field dissipation
in Eq. ] and D2V2p accounting for thermal conduction in Eq. 2. The initial value for QS is
obtained by solving the modified Poisson equation (1 — Vglrf: = S, where the source function

is a Gaussian S : SO eirp[—(;r2 + yzl/rg]. This ensures that the zeroth—order solution is stable
in the isotropic case. The initial value for p is equal to Qod. We have performed runs with

En = 0.25 and T0 2 l and various values of or and the initial amplitude ratio Q0.

Figure 1 shows a typical example of a steadily propagating, stable monopole vortex for
the case where the velocity is outside the region of linear waves and oz < D. After an
initial transient period with internal rearrangements to set up the proper solution, the vortex
is seen to propagate with a constant speed in the y-direction somewhat below V0, where
V0 E l — 25,1 — 2.31%. (See also Fig. ‘2). The vortex is very slowly decaying due to the
dissipative terms introduced. In all cases we found that the speed of the vertex is below
|V0|. (As was discussed in connection with Eq. 5 Q0 can only determine the ratio p/rf) inside
the separatrix, while this ratio outside the separatrix will be determined self—consistently
by the outer fluid. Thus. i/E) cannot be expected to give the final velocity exactly. The

discrepancy is inversely proportional to the amplitude of the vortex). From Fig. 2 it is
observed that although the vortex propagates mainly in the y-dircction, i.e. perpendicularly
to the gradients there is also a weak propagation along the gradient. in the present case the
propagation occurs up the density—gradient, but due to the symmetry of Eqs. 172 vortices with
opposite signs of p and :15 will propagate down the gradient. It is thus evident that the vortices
will transport trapped fluid much more effectively perpendicularly to the gradients (along the
magnetic flux surfaces) than along the gradients (across the magnetic flux surfaces), and the
presence oflong-lived vortices in the turbulence may actually reduce the cross field transport.
Results like those shown in Figs. 1 indicate that the monopole vortex is an attractor, at least
for circularly symmetric initial conditions. Evolutions similar to Fig. l were also observed

for moderately positive (ii—values when IVDI was sufficiently large. in the strongly unstable
regimes the flow was dominated by the linear instability of the wake field.

For values of V0 resulting in velocities inside the region of linear wave propagation a

propagating monopole vortex was still observed to form from the initial conditions. This
structure was found to radiate linear waves and gradually disperse as shown in Fig. 3.

Nevertheless it was suificiently longelived to propagate (with a velocity below V0) several
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T=0.D T: 5.0 T: 20.0

Figure 1: The evolution of a localized monopole vortex. Both the spatial structure ofp and d: are
shown. Positive values are shown with full lines, negative ones with dashed lines Parameters are
00 = —1‘67, t! : —0.2, 5,, : 025, D1 = 0.01, D2 = 0.02 and Va 2 1.3. The calculation was
performed spectrally with a resolution of128 x 128.
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Figure 2: The 2- and y-position of the maximum ofp (full line) and the minimum of¢ (dashed line).
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Figure 3: Evolution of a radiating monopole vortex for Q0 : 7032, i.e.. 1/1; = 0.6 and the othet
parameters are as in Fig. 1.

times its own width along the yedirection before it completely dispersed. Also for this c350
we observed a slight propagation in the x—direction.

The evolution of the single vortices as observed in the numerical studies is seen to be well
described by the phenomenological theory outlined in the introduction /1/. We have also
investigated the interaction among two vortices /5/. Due to the large freedom in choosing
the velocity of the vortives an interaction may be realized in a number of different ways.
For the head—on collision we found that after a strong interaction two vortices propagating
away from each other emerge. In addition some. fragments appear that may finally form a
new small vortex. This interaction is markedly different from what is observed for the vortex
interaction in one field models as for instance the Hasegawa—Mima model for drift waves [8/
There vortices of different sign will pair to form a dipole vortex and likeisigned vortices will
coalesce to form a larger vortex /8/.

In conclusion, we have revealed the existence of monopolar vortical structures in 1];—
modes. in the stable regime these vortices are steadily propagating and stable and may even
be attractors for a Class of initial conditions. Thus we imagine that they will appear in the
saturated stage of the mimode driven turbulence. They may then have strong influence on
the dynamics of the turbulence and on the associated transport in particular, as indicated in
numerical simulations /2/.
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BREAKING 0F WAVES INTO WAVE PACKETS OBSERVED IN A BEAM—PLASMA SYSTEM

Tadao Honzawa and Sanjay Singh

Department of Electric and Electronic Engineering,

Utsunomiya University, Utsunomiya 321, Japan

Breaking of slow ion—beam modes into wave packets in an ion—beam—

plasma system is experimentally studied. When pump waves of the mode with

a frequency around 200 kHz have amplitudes larger than a critical one, the

wave breaking into many packets is observed to start at an axial position

(x w 9 cm) and the packet amplitudes to rapidly grow with increasing x.

Here, resultant wave packets keep their forms for a long enough time and

are reproducible. Further, the damping of packets or the creation of new

packets during interaction between them is observable.

INTRODUCTION

Breaking of waves into many packets in plasmas may be caused by vari-

ous kinds of causes. In particular, the modulational instability1 is one of

the most important causes among them and attracts interest of many workers

in the field of plasma physics. Ikezi et al.2, studying the possibility of

the instability in ion acoustic waves, showed experimentally that the ion

acoustic waves could not be modulationally unstable. However, Honzawa et

al.3 found experimentally that the fast ion-beam modes in a beam—plasma

system were self—modulated above a threshold and this phenomenon could be

explained by the modulational instability. But, in the above experiment3 it

was very difficult to have a useful information on the evolving process of

individual wave packets or the interaction between packets. This is because

the waveforms of resultant wave packets were always restless and irregular.
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In this paper, we report experimental results on the breaking of the

slow ion—beam modes into many packets. Here, the waveforms of packets are

considerably settled and reproducible. Thus, the results obtained are ex-

pected to give a useful information on the interaction between packets.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS

Experiments were carried out using a double plasma (DP) device. In the

device two argon plasmas were independently produced by dc discharges. Ap-

plying a dc voltage VB to the 'driver' plasma chamber with respect to the

grounded 'target‘ plasma chamber, we could inject a steady-state ion-beam

into the target plasma and formed an ion-beam—plasma system there. In this

case, the average energy of an injected ion—beam was usually in a range of

l0—l7 eV, Thus, the beam velocity v adopted here was estimated to be seve-b
ral times larger than the ion acoustic one Cs’ so that the system used was

regarded to be linearly stable.

In order to excite waves in such a beam—plasma system, an rf voltage

Vrf with a frequency around 200 kHz was superimposed to the driver plasma

chamber and thereby the intensity of the injected ion-beam was modulated.

As a result, we could excite waves in the beam—plasma system. In such a

case, generally we can have some different kinds of modes in the system.

However, under our present experimental condition only the slow ion-beam

mode was observed at large axial distances (x a 4 cm). This fact was con-

firmed from the observed dispersion relation of excited waves and the de-

pendence of their velocities on the beam velocity vb, the latter of which

is shown in Fig.l.

when the rf voltage Vrf was increased, we could observe first the rap—

id increase in amplitude of the excited wave and then the occurrence of the

wave breaking into packets above a critical Vrf' Typical examples of the



rt
wave signals, observed at a fixed position (x 2 l0.8 cm) and at various

values of Vrf’ are shown in Fig.2. In each pair of traces in this figure,

the upper trace corresponds to the applied rf signal, which is externally

amplitude—modulated at a low frequency of about 700 Hz, and the lower to

the observed wave signal. He can see from these that one or more humps are

formed on the wave envelope at higher Vrf than a critical one and the num—

ber of humps increases with increasing Vrf' The result reveals that there

is a threshold in Vrf or wave amplitude for the wave breaking to occur.

Further, the evolution of the wave envelope during propagation was

also studied. Typical evolving forms of the envelopes are shown in Fig.3.

Here, the frequency of the carrier wave, which is smoothed out and is not

visible in Fig.3, is about ZlO kHz. In this figure the top trace corre—

sponds to the applied rf signal and the lower traces to the evolving wave

envelopes observed at various x. These indicate that the observed carrier

wave rapidly grows in amplitude at an early stage (x < 9 cm) and then

breaks into many wave packets at larger x. Moreover, we can see the evolv—

ing features of individual wave packets from such pictures. Based on simi-

lar data to Fig.3, the changing wave amplitudes are plotted in Fig.4 as a

function of x for three different values of VB’ which correspond to three

different Vb'
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ExPERlMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF THE DEFLECTION OF AN ELECTRON BEAM

DUE TO THE PONDEROMOTIVE FORCE OF A HF WAVE IN A WAVEGUIDE

Y. Hadjoudj. S. Heuraux. T. Pierre and G. Leclert

Lab. Physique des Milieux Ionisés, URA CNRS 835, Université de Nancy
1, BP 239. 54506 VANDCEUVRE CEDEX FRANCE

INTRODUCTION

A large—amplitude high-frequency wave induces on charged
particles an average (low—frequency] effect due to the so-called
ponderomotive force. Much theoretical work has been devoted to the

determination of the ponderomotive force in a magnetic field/U. In

particular, single particle/2/ and fluid/S/ methods have been used to

derive the expression of the ponderomotive force and the effects that it
produces on an ensemble of particles such a plasma or a particle beam.
So far, only one experiment has been done by Vaclavik et al./4/ to
check the predictions of theoretical models; the perturbation of an ion

beam by an azimuthal electric field was measured: the wave frequency
was of the order of the ion cyclotron frequency. The conclusion was that
the experimental results were in accordance with the predictions of
the fluid theory. However, the electric field structure at such low
frequencies is more or less well defined, and important parameters
such as the Debye length were kept constant. We present in the
following the results of an experiment on an electron beam. Due to the
higher frequency. a rectangular waveguide can be used, thus allowing
for an accurate knowledge of the wave field. Furthermore, the Debye

length and other physical quantities are varied over a large range, which
allows to check more carefully the theories. Our results confirm the
conclusions of Vaclavik et al./4/. In particular, it is shown that the
ponderomotive beam deviation exhibits a rather strong increase when
the Debye length becomes smaller than the beam radius, that is when
the fluid eifects become significant.

THEORY

In the fluid description, in the steady state case. the non-linear
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force acting on the electron beam can be written as

Fp=-V(D+BOXVXM (1)

80

where the ponderomotive potential (1) = 1(61k — 81k) EjEk . the RF

2., . .
induced magnetization M: 13n EfEk and ejk IS the d1electric tensm

/1,4/. In the case of a perpendicular force induced by an azimutal

electric field E9(r). it is easy to show from the momentum conservation
equation that the electron beam experiences an azimuthal deviation
with a velocity V9 given by

Efifl 3, IE |2. 2
4 mm (0)2— (1332 9 ( )me n: V9 :

Since the perpendicular components of the dielectric tensor involve
the quantity (ml—wczcl‘l. the magnetization part of the perpendicular

ponderomotive force becomes dominant in the vicinity of the cyclotron
frequency. Hence the beam deviation is always in the same direction,
regardless of the sign of m «on.

The RF induced magnetization occurs only if collective effects
come into play. In other words. the density of the electron beam must
be high enough so that the Debye length is smaller than the beam
diameter. From Eq.(1). it is easy to show that the RF induced
magnetization current can play a dominant role only in the case of the
perpendicular ponderomotive force.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS and DISCUSSION

The experimental setup is reported on Figure 1. The whole

system lies in a vacuum vessel (pressure 10'6 torr) immersed in an axial

magnetic field up to 800 gauss along the z—direction (see figure 1 for

the coordinates). Electron are emitted by a thin tantalum foil heated at

2300 K and accelerated by positively biased electrodes. The bEam then

goes through a rectangular waveguide cavity. The cavity is excited by a

generator with adjustable frequency and output power. The mode in the
cavity has a frequency of 1.75 GHz. with a TElo polarization,
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corresponding to an electric field Ey(x). This reproduces the situation
of the theoretical model. with Fp perpendicular to the magnetic field

XEEEEEE
¢

[1 Ta y

é heating
acceleration

4_Bo_
movable probe

waveguide x z

coils
Fig 1: Experimental set-up

and the expected deflection in the y-direction (for small deflection
angles, vy = ve to second order). The electron current escaping the
cavity is detected by an electrostatic probe, made of a wire. 3 cm long
and .1 mm in diameter. parallel to the x-direction and movable in the y-
direction. The beam has a density up to a few 106 cm‘3. its diameter is
roughly 1 cm, its energy of the order of 50 eV.
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L6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 1 r 10
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Fig 2: Beam deviation versus fce Fig 3: Beam deviation versus r/kDe
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Figure 2 shows the deviation amplitude of the beam as a fuflcfion
of the electron cyclotron frequency fee. In this figure, the width of the

dotted region accounts for the magnetic field inhomogeneity in the
cavity. The figure clearly shows that the deflection always occurs in the
same direction. regardless of the sign of (032-012,)‘1, as predicted by the
fluid theory. Figure 3 shows the influence of the Debye length km on
the deviation. The beam temperature necessary to evaluate kDe is

obtained by using the relationship between the beam energy Eb and its
initial energy dispersion AE, Tb/AE = AE/2Eb /5/. For r/XDg < 3, no
deflection is measured. whereas there is a fairly constant deflection fer
r/XDe > 3. This threshold illustrates the essential role of collectiVe
effects in the beam, in agreement with the fluid theory.

In conclusion. we have directly measured the deflection of an
electron beam under the action of the perpendicular ponderomotive
force. The evolution of the deflection with [(02—0)c agrees with the

results of Vaclavik et al./4/ and stresses the importance of the
ponderomotive magnetization current. Furthermore. we have explicitly
shown that there is a density threshold for the occurence of a
significant deflection. The totality of these results confirms the
existence of fluid effects in the action of the perpendicular
ponderomotive force.
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ERATION 0F ION CYCLOTRON WAVE IN AN ION BEAM
EN

G BY A PERIODIC MAGNETIC FIELD

T. Mieno*. R. Hatakeyama and N. Sato

Department of Electronic Engineering, 'l‘ohoku University. Sendai 980. Japan

“Department of Physics. Shizuoka University. Shizuoka 422, Japan

Basic investigation of charged particle beams in a periodic structure is important for the

stud)" of stability of plasmas and excitation of electromagnetic waves such as in the Ubitron

qnd the free electron lasers /l~3/. In previous experiments, an ion beam injected axially along a

multiple magnetic mirror field was observed to cause the spatial cyclotron resonance at a

nee condition Ml. This paper presents an observation of strong excitation of electrostatic
reson‘d
ion cyclotron waves near this resonance condition in the multiple mirror field. lt is considered

that the waves are not destabilized by a linear interaction between spiral ion beams and plasma

/5. 6/. but are caused by the explosive instability /7/ due to a periodic magnetic field.

When an ion beam with parallel velocity. V:Vbz is injected along a straight magnetic

field. 83801. the dispersion relation of electrostatic waves in the fluid theory is shown in

Fig.1. where the parameters are selected from the experimental condition ('l'ezTizODOQipb. Te~

electron temperature. Ti- ion temperature. lllb~ injection beam energy, nb:0.2ni. nb. beam

density. in. ion density. kizn/rb. kJ_~ wave number in perpendicular direction. rb, beam

radius), in addition. a new branch ((IJZO. k/(221r/LC) can be introduced when the magnetic field

is modulated with a period length. LC. which is

regarded as a stationary wave with Zero fre-

quency. Since there are negative-energy

waves and positiveenergy waves in the dis

persion relation. the explosive instability is

expected to occur. in Fig.1. the ion cyclotron

mode. ml ((0:0)1. k,/:k 1) and the slow beam

mode, in: ((0:0)2. k,;k2) and the periodic

structure 01' the magnetic field. 1113((1120. k”:
2n/L1.) can be coupled. resulting in a simul—

taneous growing of the former two waves.
The coupling conditions are

wartime)“. (1)
and Fig.1: Dispersion relation for ion bcam‘plasnia system.

k L 2 /] 2 The electrostatic ion cyclotron mode. I'll] (unweic'.
' :0 ' w Ir . . . (

1 ’ 2 ‘4 ) knwtl) and slow beam mode, n12 tomb)“, kUmZJr/IT)

where the perpendicular wave numbers [or and the periodic magnetic field. n13 (“)t kazlrr/Lt)
SilllSl) the coupling condition indicated by three allows.
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the ion cyclotron mode and the slow beam mode are assumed to be the same.

The experiment is carried out at Tohoku university using a Double-Plasma (DP) lype Q-

machine /8/ as shown schematically in Fig.2(a). Two plasmas produced by the mutant
ionization of potassium atoms at hot plates of 35mm in diameter. are confined by a uaifol-m
magnetic field. Bo:O.l—O.4Tes|a. Since plasmas are separated by a grid biased negatively.
cylindrical ion beams are continuously injected into the target plasma along the magnetic field
when a positive bias voltage is applied to the hot plate of the driver plasma (HPD) as shown in
Fig.2(b). The column of the target plasma is about 3111 long. The target plasma has densit
n:lO7-lOgcm3. TezTi:O.2eV. The beam density. alO7cmA3. the beam energy, ‘l’b=5‘y

lOOeV, the beam radius, q):l.lcm and

the total beam current. lbiiIOOttA. The HF; 4* EU HP
T

background pressure is about 1.3)(10-4 Fvuuuiflfl'fl—

Pa and collisionless condition is satisfied. a. 7 GR”) ”VON RWGS

A periodic magnetic structure [multiple T—
. . . . . F’OTENTHL Disrniauriov rmirror field) is produced by setting iron L Jr

. . . . . > lON AMrings With same intervals as shown in Fig. 8E

2(c). Usually. the number of the period.
N:6. the period length, L9210cm. the (c)

mirror ratio, Rm=1,3 at 80:0.27Tesla.

Lc:l0cm

By changing the shape of iron rings. the

parameters of the periodic magnetic field Isl End 3m am an. em Z
CELL

can be changed. The ion beam current and

fluctuation ofion current are measured Fig.2: (a) schematic of experimental setup, (b) potential
distnbulion along the axis and (c) measured magneticby a grid of Faraday-cup analyzer With field. 132 along the ms at [:0

3mm in diameter and a small asterlike
probe. to) (b)
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h'ch sqtisi'x' the coupling Conditions. These results are in good agreement With the theoretical
\\ i k .

I 91' the magnetic field, The frequency of the instability is almost same as the ion

li‘requeney, and the optimum condition 01‘ the instability generation is mtnciLC/e.

rcdiCllOfl- ‘ ‘ . ' .

P The 0i'owth of the instability along the beam flow through the periodic magnetic field is

mewsUFEd by a movable analyzer. Figure 4
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.l'he \vave gradually damps after the exit of the periodic field. From this measurement, it is

continued that the electrostatic wave with the ion cyclotron frequency is excited by the Pefiodic
structure of the magnetic field at the coupling condition. The measurement of radial PTOiile of
the fluctuation amplitude proves the wave observed not to be an ion cyclotron drift Wave_
According to the measurement of the amplitude of the wave vs. the injection beam energy the
condition of the maximum growth of the wave is different from the condition that the i0“
gyration energy becomes maximum. This rcstilt comes to a conclusion that the instability is not
linearly excited by an ion beam of high perpendicular energy. On the other hand. the Strong
modulation of the wave amplitude observed. which is independent of the modulation of the
beam current density, suggests that two waves with same frequency and different Wave
numbers are simultaneously excited. To get further characteristics. the axial variation of the
wave phase at a fixed time is measured by using a boxcar integrator. as shown in Figjm.
Thc.eloscd circles and open circles correspond to the top and the bottom of the excited Wave
form t I80“ different) at a fixed time. The phase change is not linear and has a piSriodic pattem‘
In order to explain the measured result, the spatial variation of amplitude and phase at a fixed
time is calculated for superposed two-waves. F:cos(u)tl+costtutrl<€/Z). as presented in Fig.5(b)_
The amplitude has strong spatial modulation and the phase has a periodicjump. both of Which
are in good agreement with the experimental result shown in Fig.5(a). Thus. it is considered
that the two waves are simultaneously excited and grow in the periodic magnetic field. The

frequency of the two waves is about ion cyclotron frequency and the wave numbers in the axial
direction are about 0 and 21t/LC. Our experimental results consist with the theoretical prediction
of the explosive instability by the periodic magnetic field.

ln conclusion, the electrostatic ion cyclotron wave and the slow beam mode are
simultaneously excited at the coupling condition in an ion beam passing through the periodic
magnetic field. We believe that this is the first observation of the electrostatic explosive
instability induced by the periodic magnetic field. This mechanism of the coupling is same as
that of the excitation of the Raman type free electron laser and various kinds ol~ periodic
structures in a coordinate system moving with the beam will give rise to this kind of instability.
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NoNfiLINEAR ION ACCELERATION IN ELECTROSTATIC WAVE

FIELDS

M.J. Alava and J.A. Heikkinen

Helsinki University of Technology, Department of Technical Physics,
SF-02150 Espoo, Finland

1. Introduction
The interaction of plasma. ions with large amplitude electrostatic (ES) waves propaA

gating perpendicularly to the background magnetic field shows a variety of amplitude
dependent features which are important in the physics of plasma heating and ion accel-
eration in rf—fields. This is a result of the interesting properties of the single particle
ion dynamics in the wave field. At a high enough field strength, stochastic ion heating
takes place with the exact mechanism depending on the w/Q ratio. These processes
have been invoked as possible ways of absorbing wave power in lower hybrid and ion
Bernstein wave (IBW) heating of hot fusion plasmas [1,2]. Experimentally, stochastic
heating has recently been observed in a single mode ES wave [3] and found to be a
probable candidate for fast heating of cold ions, caused by drift waves [4]. In addition
to these stochastic mechanisms, even at lower field strengths the ions are susceptible
to strong acceleration on a slow time scale, which may indicate hot ion generation in
modulated fields.

2. 0n Ions in Electrostatic Wave Fields
In-rf—hcating of fusion plasmas in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies some or all of the
power is coupled to electrostatic modes. The latter prevails in the case of lBW—heating,
while in the fast wave heating case parasitic coupling may lead to a fraction of the total
power being in the ES branch [5]. The launched power propagates through a low density
and temperature edge plasma in the vicinity of the antenna. In tokamaks, if we assume
a typical edge density of 1018 in”, a temperature of 50 eV and a parasitic coupling of
a few per cent of the total fast wave power flux of 1 MW/mz, the corresponding ES
wave field strength is of the order of 1000 V/cm. This estimate can be derived from a
1-D definition for the kinetic energy flux 5: : oE§dE,/d:r [6], where a is the thermal
correction to the dielectric tensor element 6” second order in Larmor radius and E1 is
the ES wave field in the radial, or perpendicular to the magnetic field, direction.

Given high enough field strengths, the dynamics of ions with kinetic energies typical
of such edge plasmas can be analyzed numerically by integrating the single particle
equation of motion

m;%z7= d(L7l(7?) + 17 X Elf”. in

Here 73' is the ion velocity, m,- is its mass, 2,6 is the charge and E’ and B are the ES
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wave electric field and the background magnetic field, respectively. We formulate the
problem by taking the magnetic field to lie in the z—direction and to be constant in Space
and restricting the electric field to the x—direction. The neglect oi a possible Parallel
electric field component is of no real concern as far as k; < kl holds for the parallel
and perpendicular wavevector components. This condition is usually valid in the Case
of ES waves arising due to parasitic coupling in FW experiments and in most lBW
experiments, as well.

Most studies on the waveparticle dynamics have assumed a single mode interacting with
the ions. We allow in the following the field to consist of several modes with different
wavenumbcrs kl, and the electric field is thus written as E : E E.- cos (kn-a; — wt + 0‘),
where for the relative phases 9; : 0 is used for mode—locked cases while random ones are
chosen for 0,- in the case of fully dephased modes. w is the angular frequency, commrm
for all the modes. For simplicity, equal amplitudes E,- : E are taken in the following,

3. Results
We concentrate in the following on the development. of the ion kinetic energy as a
function of time. The parameters of the calculations have been chosen to be appropriate
for E5 modes in the IBW heating or created through parasitic coupling in fast ae
heating. In such experiments, the creation of fast ions at the plasma boundary is of
great interest because of the sputtering of the wall structures. Accordingly, we take
w/Q : 0(1), B : 2.34 T and study the behaviour of D*' ions. The initial ion kinetic i
energy is 50 eV. .

Fig. 1 shows a case, in which a single deuteron is accelerated in an electrostatic field
with |E| = 1000 V/cm and w/Q : 1.88. The ion orbit has been integrated numerically
using an accurate adaptive ODE solver. Adiabatic oscillations of the particle energy
characteristic of a trapped particle with a conservative Hamiltonian [7] are clearly seen
in the Figure. The present field level is well below the stochastic limit, above which
irreversible heating takes place. Nevertheless, the maximum ion energy is much larger
in this example than the initial one.

To study the dependence of the ion energy on the electric. field, we consider an ensemble
of 100 ions distributed randomly at t : 0 in wave phase and direction of initial veloc-
ity. By increasing the field strength we see in Fig. 2 how after reaching a threshold
in lEl the original behaviour of oscillations around the original kinetic energy changes
to those with a long period depicted in Fig. 1. With still higher fields, the maximum
ion energy approaches the value of about 5 keV corresponding to the separatrix con-
dition J,.=2(kivy/Q) : 0 [2] Because of averaging, the mean energy of the ensemble
approaches a steady—state value depending on |E]. Unlike the field strength, the w to
S2 ratio has only a qualitative effect, as can be concluded on the basis of Fig. 3, where
similar calculations are shown for a few values of this ratio. These demonstrate a de-
pendence of the threshold seen in Fig. 2 on the w to Q ratio, while at higher field levels
the picture of long term oscillations holds still. The change in the ion dynamics due to a
multimode spectrum is unexpectedly large, as we show in Fig. 4. The modes have been
taken to be such that Isu- is distributed equally around kl : 800 with the spread Ak
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being 10. The amplitudes of the modes are normalized so that the total energy in the
spectrum remains approximately the same in every case, i.e. that contained in a single
1000 V/cm, kl : 800 mode. The mode phases have been chosen at random and the
article kinetic energies have been distributed according to a Maxwellian with T : 50

eV- The distribution of the original wave energy contained in a single mode to several
of equal strength does not affect the general picture of long term energy oscillations,
although the dynamics is more rapid. On the other hand, the structure of the phase
space becomes in the multimode cases such that the accessible range of kinetic energy
to the ions becomes wider.

4, Discussion
In this paper We have considered the case of electrostatic wave interacting with low
energy ions in a magnetized plasma. The numerical examples shown demonstrate that
an ion population with a low enough temperature is rapidly accelerated to high energies
assuming an undepleted electrostatic wave. From the point of view of heating of fusion
plasmas, such acceleration is of interest as a localized source of hot ions. As the ions
move with a velocity 12; along the magnetic field lines the field amplitude varies strongly
along their paths. The characteristic length of the localized field in front of the antenna
has a measure of the antenna width w, which gives an autocorrelation time it = w/nz
for the wave—particle interaction. If tc is at least of the order of the characteristic period
of the slow adiabatic oscillations in the field, ions with high perpendicular energy can
escape the field structure. This may result in plasma heating or sputtering of limiter
and walls structures connected by the field lines. For 7.0 : 20 cm and v2 : 105 m/s,
we have tC : 2 X 106 s, which is of the same order as the oscillation periods in Figs.
1 to 4. This suggests a heating mechansim in front of present ICRF antennas and can
be related to the observed problems in IBW heating experiments. One question not
answered by our numerical calculations is how a large amplitude ES wave propagates
in low density, cold plasmas. For this purpose, a selfeconsistent particle simulation is
needed.

I
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Abstract

A new type electron linear accelerator, based on I‘PXB acceleration mechanism

Observed originally in plasma, has been demonstrated in vacuum. in this scheme

a static magnetic field is applied vertically to the wave propagating direction and

the partiCleS are accelerated along the wave front at constant phase with respect

to the wave. The Linac consists of electron gun. magnetron [or a RF source. slow

waie structure and a pair of coil for an applied magnetic field. Energy gain of 12.8

keV is observed at. an initial energy of 66 keV when an external magnetic field of

2.5 G is applied. The energy gain is 30 “/0 higher than that of a conventional linac.

The output energy increment is proportional to the square of the applied magnetic

fiultl B. The comparisons between the experimental and theoretical values are given,

Recent interests of charged particle accelerators are locusr'd on generating a much

higllcl‘ acceleration gradient. In the last decade some of new acceleration schemes using a

longitudinal electric field of the. wave‘ including a plasma wake field accelerator [PWFA).

a plasma heat wave accelerator (PBWA) and a. np scheme (or a surlatron)‘ have been

ProposerlllHSl Some or the experimental results based on the above mentioned scheme

have been reported to give the higher acceleration gradient. The new schemes using

plasmas can be expected to generate much higher electric field. but it is also easy to predict

some difficulties of controlling plasma parameters. The ep acceleration phenomena

have been observed in the experiments of microwave-plasma interaction.[10l[lll In this !

scheme a static magnetic field is applied vertically to the wave propagating direction and I

the particles are accelerated along the wave front at constant phase with respect to the

warm“ and the acceleration continues until the trapping condition breaks.
tn the UPXB system a charged particle is trapped in an electromagnetic wave (TM

wave) with a phase velocity up propagating in the : direction immersed in a static magnetic

field B in the 1' direction (Fig. 1) The Lorentz force Fy : (11‘239 accelerates the particle

in the y direction, and the resulting velocity ny produces the Lorentz force in the -:

direction. If the wave electric field satisfies the following condition. the charged particle

is trapped in the. electric field in phase space. I

Em > 71,801!“ (1)

where Em, 7p, vy are the maximum electric field of the \vavc.‘ the relativistic factor defined ;

by 7,, : (l — ”yew—0.5 and the velocity component in the y direction. respectively. The
particle is continuously accelerated until the condition breaks.

Energy gain in steady state for a unit length is the same as that originally obtained

on the surlatron,
d1 : 79ml” (0)dy p C2 . -
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(l7 tug: 441332 If"_ = 7r, ‘2 1 + (‘2 (3)

where ‘, : [1 7 (c/cflfil/2 and cu: is the electron cyclotron frequency.
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram showing an electron beam gun, a slow wave structure

and an energy analyzer. The injected electron is initially accelerated by a high VOltage
power supply. with maximum energy and current of 100 ltcV and 1 mA, respectively_
A hairepin type cathode is made of a tungsten filament which is originally made for an
electron microscope. The accelerated electrons through the accelerator are detected by
an electron energy analyzer.

The pulsed electromagnetic wave is generated by a magnetron which is triggered by
the external timer with a typical pulse width of :3 [IS in repetition at 10 Hz. We used We
different power sources. one has a maximum power of 2.5 kW and the other has 10 kW, the
emitted frequencies of them were measured by comparing with the standard oscillator to
give ‘l65 GHz and 2.459 CHZ, respectively. Although both of the original specificatitms
are 2.»!5Cllz, the frequencies were upper—shifted due to too much of the applied cathode
voltages so as to obtain higher output power. The generated microwave is converted into
TM wave through the slow wave structure, and is absorbed by a non-reflection dummy
loarl.

The slow wave structure consists of parallel [in electrodes with 418 cm long in the
wave propagation direction. its propagation mode of the microwave is designed to be
2/7/13 mode and the phase velocity is 0.-‘16“lc (corresponding energy of 66 keV) at the RF
frequency of 2.4:} GHZ. The cross section of the structure is rectangular. In general the
circular type acceleration cavity is popularly used for the linear accelerator to generate
the maximum longitudinal electric field at the center of the cavity. In the 15903 scheme,
however. the electron orbit is parabolically bent by the external magnetic field. in other
words. the election is accelerated in two dimensional. Although the maximum electric
field strength is weaker in the present case, we can choose the structure with no obstacles
in the y direction. This is convenient to demonstrate the Up acceleration principal.
When it worlts in a relativistic regime. the particle orbit is strightly linear and the circu-
lar type slow wave structure could be employed so as to obtain a strongest field.

An example ol‘ experimental results with rt power of 2.5 kW is shown in Fig. 3.
The horizontal and vertical axes indicate the incident electron energy E and the energy
increment As, respectively. Symbols D. A, O and stand, respectively. for the value of the
external magnetic field of 0, 2 and 3 Gauss. When Bo : 0 G, the accelerator operates as
the conventional linac. Therefore one can easily compare the vp accelerator with the
conventional one in a same machine. The slow wave, structure strongly resonates with the
microwave around Eo : 118 and 57 lie-V. Data show that the energy incremEnt of the TJPXB
scheme is larger than that ol' the conventional one. at every incident electron energy. When
the incident beam energy is 48 keV, for example‘ the Observed electron energy is 56.0 keV
(A5 = 8.0 lteV) with a static magnetic field of 3 C, while in the conventional accelerator
the energy reaches 52.0 keV corresponding A5: 4.0 lieV. The expected energy increment
is calculated from Eqs.(2) and (3) For the case of Be : 3 G at E0: 48 and 56 keV. The
results are shown by the solid circles in Fig. 3. The. disagreement between the experiment
and the calculated value is explained as follow; The. Eqs.(2) and (3) are. valid only for the
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Plasma. Wave Whitefield Excited by Short Pulse htlicrowave

Y.Nishida. _’S‘.l\'usaka7 and N.Yugarni
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering

liltsunomiya University
llsunomiya. 'l‘ochigi 321, Japan

Abstract

The plasma \valteiield can be excited by using short, lllgltvWGI' microwave pulse
for demonstrating a laser wakefield accelerator principle (LVVFA). Although the
conditions of the experiments are different front those of the LWFA, the plasma
ware is excited. non»resonantly by a. short microwave pulse. Close to the resonant
density for the resonance absorption of the electromagnetic wave, new nonlinear
phenomena. tentatively interpreted as the electron wave soliton. have been observed.
The excitation of the plasma wave is due to the ponderomotive force (gradl‘lz) of
the short microwave pulse.

several electron acceleration schemes using plasma have been proposed."3 They
have an advantage of getting high field gradient tor electron acceleration. Specifically,
the 1;)“ B acceleration scheme has high acceleration rate with better efficiency compared
with other schemes. This, however. needs strong wave fields for achieving its best qualiv
ties. Laser waltefield accelerator (LVVFA) is one of the plasmaebased acceleration schemes,
and employs a short. highpower7 single frequency laser pulse.“ The LWFA has some ad
vantages. For example‘ it can get long acceleration distance. or it is not necessary to
adjust the plasma density very precisely to designed certain value. LWFA can work as
an accelerator as it stands. Moreover. it could be used for a driver wave for the Vpx B
accelerator. which could achieve much higher energy than the original LWFA scheme.

In this paper. lirst experimental results by a short microwave pulse, and some CXplae
nations for the excitation mechanism of the plasma wave are presented. This is essentially
the same method of the LWFA.

The ponderomotive force produced by the microwave acting on the plasma is given
by H a

Fpund: EV¢L(T,Z,t) (1)

where. 1:314 : emoczai/(‘Zlcll is ponderomotive potential and (IL : [chem/(mag) is the
normalized amplitude of vector potential radiation field. This field moves with the wave
group velocity. The radial ponderomotive force expcls electrons radially outward, while
the front (back) of the laser pulse exerts a forward (backward) force on the electron. As
the plasma electrons move around the microwave pulse, the. plasma waves can be gener~
atecl,

Experiments are performed in a cylindrical stainless steel chamber with multidipole
magnets on the outside of the wall, as shown in Fig.1. To demonstrate the excitation of the
Wakefield, a uniform plasma density and no reflection of the microwave are required. For
this purpose, the other end of the chamber from the antenna is covered with acrylic resin
plate7 through which the wave comes out of the chamber. The argon plasma is produced
by pulse discharge (discharge duration of 33 msec and 10 Hz repetition). Typical plasma
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parameters are a maximum plasma density 720 : '2 >1 10"cm’3. an electron lCmPt’ratui-e
T : ‘2 A3 eV. which are obtained by Langmuir probe method. The p~polarized mlCI‘OWave

with a frequency 2.86 (l (corresponding critical plasma-density is n! = l :4 10110172‘3_a

maximum power of 10 kW and typical pulse width 200 nsec is irradiated through a high

gain horn antenna installed with metal plate lens in front of it. The field strength in the

plasma are measured by a crystal detector or a spectrum analyzer. through a tiny Plate

probe ( lmm ‘x 1mm ) or a cylindrical probe ( 0.1mm (Ila. ‘~: lmm ].

Typical waveforms are shown in Fig.2. where bottom trace is the signal of the, in-
cident microwave. and top one is the plasma (lensi fluct nation detected through Probe

which is biased to \r : , '30 V at Z : 37.6 cm from the antenna edge. This positirm is
roughly 5 mm down the resonance absorption layer. The scale of the horizontal axis is
200 Its/div. 7there are several peaks in the plasma wave. When the pulse width of the
incident microwave becomes larger. these peaks go out. This instability has a threshold.

They seem to be \vakeh'eld. because it is nonlinearly excited after the incident microwave
power ‘hnl olT.

Figure 3 shows the spectrum observed close to the resonance absorption layer with

and without plasma. “"0 can see lower frequency wave which corresponds to Fig.2. F'

ures. ital and (b) show spectra of the plasma wave observed around 1 GHZ at Z = 14

43m and 15 cm respectively. As clearly seen. the plasma wave can also be excited With

frequencies of about 0.99 and 1.03 GHZ. When the detecting point moves up to higher
density layer {Z : 15 em). both frequencies become higher. If a plasma frequency is 1

(J'l‘lzi the corresponding plasma density is 1.2 .x: ltlwcm”. This value is in reasonable

agreement with 11L, : 1.3 >2 101%a which is measured by Langmuir probe method. The
propagation velocities (Z direction) of the nonlinear waves are also measured to show the
velocity ol. 1' : ‘1 -~ 3 :.: lUTcm/s. The larger peak has higher velocity. Since the electron
thermal velocity is estimated to be I'm : l :«t Nisan/s. the velocity of this nonlinear wave

is slighty slower than rm, The present pulses propagate out. of the resonance layer and

also lrom the layer with highest intensity of the electric field. When a resonance layer
exists within a chamber. a lanuliar Airy function type standing wave structure has been

observed. In this case, the plasma waves can be excited. typically. at two layers. one at the

resonance layer and the other at the first. highest peak position near the cut-oft layer as
an example is snowu in Fig.5. Here. the wave can be observed through the interferometer

method with the reference frequency of lo : 6 Gllz. so that other frequencies can not

be detected. The waves are excited at both sides. where the ponderomotive force. which

is proportional to grad E2 . is maximum.
To explain above experimental results. the original theory for LWFA should be mod-

ified. The following conditions are required; the electron temperature TF is nonezero, and

the group velocity 01. the driving wave is zero. because the short pulse. electromagnetic

wave forms a standing wave structure not to propagate. Still there exist areas of high

gradient of E2 . Therefore. even if the microwave pulse does not pass through the plasma,

the ponderomotiye force due to high gradient of E2 can exist: Therefore it, is possible

to consider that the ponderomotive force acts on electrons. and the plasma wave can be

excited. Under these assumptions, the excited plasma wave is expected to propagate will)

the velocity less than thermal velocity um. As mentioned above. the observed propaga-

tion velocity is slightly slower than the thermal velocity in reasonable agreement with the
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theoretical prediction. Near the. resonance layer. we have several possibilities for exciting
solitonfi 1) envelope soliton of electron plasma wave. 2) ion acoustic soliton, and 3) decay
. tabilit)‘ for exciting ion acoustic wave. The decay instability has finite growth time

mfs everal microseconds such as already shown in the previous works.5 with longer pulse
Striati‘m‘ and we could neglect this phenomenon at present. The ion plasma frequency

is estimated as [0 1'2 MHz. and 2nd possibility could survive. The first possibility is
also expected because the Caviton formation time is also order of ion plasma wave time

“1119- Anyhow, multiple “soliton” such as observed in the present experiments with short
ipulse duration have never been observed so far, and we. need more theoretical works for
interpretation.

In conclusion, the plasma wave (\vakefield) was non—resonantly excited by short mi,
Cl'OWflVE pnlSe. The method of excitation was slightly different from that of the original
Ll‘VFA theory. However. the key mechanism of the excitation can he explained by the

theory with slight. modification, New "soliton” phenomena have been observed near res,

onance absorption layer.
A present work is supported in part by a GranteineAid from a Ministry of Education.

Scit’nfi‘ and Culture. Japan.
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. (a) Electron density perturbations

l (b) incident microwave pulse
l

Fig.3. Typical example of the spectrum observed with and witout. plasma near the reso
nance layer.
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Direct Measurement of Velocity Space Transport
in a Fully Ionized Plasma

N. Flynn, J. Bowles, and Ft. McWilliams; University of California, twine

We report the direct measurement of velocity space transport coefficients
in the direction of the confining magnetic field, which may be interpreted as the
Fokker-Planck coefficients. The measurements were made using the
techniques of laser induced fluorescence [HF]1 and optical taggingz, which
allows ions to be followed in real and in phase space. in a plasma with nearly
thermal fluctuations only, the results agree well with test-particle calculations
made by N. Rostoker3. In the presence of larger amplitude drift waves,
however, there is a pronounced enhancement of the diffusion coefficient at a
velocity less than thermal speed. The measurements reported here are unique
in that they deal with the bulk of the velocity distribution, where most particles
reside. allowing direct comparison with theoretical calculations such as the
Fokker-Planck coefficients. A schematic of the experiment, which was
performed in the U.C.lrvine Q-Machine4, is shown in Fig.1.

‘ The barium plasma column
T” ”‘1 length was 1.3m and its diameter

Screen End Collector was 5 cm. Two laser beams
‘ were used: one, the tagging

. £93m 5PM“ beam, pumped the ground state
--——— —— ———~——-, Tag transition at 4934A and filled a

l Beam metastable state, and the other,

Lari ntuir
Pro 9

Hot Hale Search ‘
Plasma (‘olumn Beam at 5854A, de-excrted the

metastable transition and thus
“WW1 “em 9—— identified the tagged particles.1
Search Beam 3—“— The lWO beams were

Boxcar Window 1 5——l—l—— superimposed and directed
5—i— axially through the collector endno 1300mm om of the plasma column. The usual

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental arrangement and SOIid COld end plate was
liming sequences. The solid line in the inset indicates sequence replaced by a fine mesh grid that
t. [he dashed lines sequence ll. allowed the laser beams to pass

through with minimal attenuation.
The photon emission from the tagged particles was picked up by lens systems

which directed the the optical signal to photomultipliers [PMT], one for each
laser beam. The output of the lasers were pulsed by means of acousto-optical
modulators . The pulsing sequences are shown in the figure. The pulses were
10msec. long with a basic repetition rate of 769Hz [1.3msec period].

Selecting a laser wavelength, or frequency, corresponds to selecting a
plasma ion velocity. Sweeping the laser frequency amounts to scanning the
plasma ion velocity, which allows the determination of the ion velocity
distribution, from which the ion temperature and other information can be
determined. To take the measurements the laser output was pulsed as
described above except that the pump, or tagging laser was pulsed at half the
repetition rate of the search laser. This allowed alternate pulses of the search
laser to be used to subtract out background light. The first measurement was
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made using the sequence labelled "l“ in the Fig.1, which indicates that except
for alternate pulses both the tagging beam, which was set at a particular
frequency, or velocity, and the search beam were on simultaneously. The
frequency of the search beam was then swept. Since the sweep rate was so
much slower than the pulsing rate, the velocity distributions obtained were,
essentially, continuous distributions of the tagged particles averaged over
10msec intervals. Ten microseconds is long enough for significant diffusion in
velocity space to have taken place, but much shorter than the time required for
the tagged particles to equilibrate with the background. Hence this is,
essentially, a diffusion problem in which a source consisting of a single [ (1—
function] velocity continuously feeds a diffusing population. The search beam
picks up what has happened to the particles that were tagged at that particular
velocity overthe interval of 10msec. Thus as the laser scans over its frequenCy
range, the result from the search beam is a distribution that shows how many
particles that were originally at a specific velocity have diffused to other
velocities over an interval of up to 10msec.

In principal this should yield enough information to enable the calculation
of a velocity-space diffusion coefficient. However, it turns out to be simpler and
easier to understand if we use this as an initial distribution, since it includes all
the vagaries of pumping the metastable states etc., and then comparing it to a
distribution taken at a later time with the tagging beam turned off. This was
done with the pulsing sequence labelled "ii" in Fig.1. Here the tagging beam is
turned on for 10msec. and at the end of the pulse, as it is turned off, the search
beam is turned on for 10msec. Now the problem presented is that of an initial
tagged distribution that is the result of a d-function stimulus after diffusion during
a time that we take to be 10msec. The moments of each distribution were
calculated for many conditions and then compared with the calculation of the
Fokker-Planck coefficients as explained below.

The initial distribution of tagged particles can be represented to a good
approximation, by

2
fT (V,t : 0) : _nT_ exp (V‘VT) (1)

V 21:01]?! 20%

where T refers to the tagged particle, GT is the standard deviation of the initial
tagged particle distribution. The time evolution of eq.(1) is given by

arm)

at
The experimental results can be compared with the three-dimensional

theory for ion-ion collisions in a fully ionized plasma given by the Fokker-Planck
equation

arl _a 5,, Ht 1 32 [ swat/,- ]_ __- _ ,)+— — — f(v,t,) . (3)
at “’1‘ av (St) ( 2 $3“a < 5: >

+Vv.l:=0 (2)
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The first and second terms are interpreted as the convection and
fiviSVj. a

diffusion terms respectively. When ( EV?) and ( > are known the future of
the distribution is known to second order in dv.

Calculation of the Fokker-Planck coefficients for this case was done by N.
Rostoker3. The term for parallel convection is given by

($1.) = C =.EL_#4H 1nA List-fix) (7)

5t Z m? ,3 ax x
The diffusion of test ions in a quiet plasma along the magnetic field is

given by '

< 5V25Vz > : DV _ ~81tnc“ lnA 1 8 eff“) (8)
5t m? 4flxax X

where vth represents both parallel and perpendicular contributions to the
thermal energy, x = v/(VZ Vlh). and 2 represents the coordinate axis aligned
with the magnetic field The reSults are shown in Figs. 2~3, all shown in plasma
reference frame coordinates. The measurements were taken nearthe axis of
the plasma column so as to avoid complications arising from drift waves and
other phenomena associated with the steep density gradients at the edges.
The techniques for determining ion density and temperature are described in
ref. [1]. The data for the velocity space diffusion coefficient, svz, as a function of
plasma density in a "quiet" plasma for a typical value of vz show good
agreement with a linear variation with density. Additional measurements of the
diffusion coefficient taken with different values of V; yielded similar results,
indicating good agreement indicating classical diffusion theory.

10 Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the
2 g:_ variation of D versus the—Q#_dmy ‘Vs _

tagged veIOCIty, VT, normalized
to the thermal velocity, Vth,z- The
open circles were taken in the
quiet plasma condition and show
good agreement with Rostoker‘s

i: theory. The solid squares show
' data taken when the plasma
oo 0 density profile was altered to

o - - have a sufficiently large gradient
-2 -l 0 l 2 to destabilize drift waves with

V1Jvtlu dn/n z 6.0%. The dramatic
FIG. 2 Plot of the longitudinal velocity diffusion coefficient departure from theory is quite

as a function of the normalized lagged-ion velocity for a quiet apparent, the data indicating a
plasma (open circles) and on: in which drift waves are present peak in the axial diffusion
(solid squares). The solid line is the theory for quiet conditions
from Eq. (3).
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coefficient at a velocity about -O.7 Vth,z- At velocities higher than [ plasma
frame] zero, agreement with classical predictions seems to be restored. -
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the convective coefficient, CV2, with the
normalized velocity v/ Vth,z~ Within experimental error the mean value agrees
with theory in the quiet case. However. the errors bars are too large to draw firm

conclusions about agreement
a own...” with classical theory insofar as

a - ' “WW“ the variation with velocity is
. concerned. When fluctuations
’ . . are present, the scatter of points

does not allow any further
conclusions to be drawn. The
relatively large error bars are
due to the fact that the convectiVe
coefficient, being linear in v, is
very susceptible to the relative

- drift of the tagging and search
-7- -l 0 1 2 lasers, while the diffusion

8

i

a
"2

C
(1

08
cm

/
se

c?
)

V’ vth,z coefficient, being dependent on
FIG. 3 Plot of the longitudinal velocity convection coeffi- the Squall? 0f the VGIOCIlY. [8 net

cicnt us it function of the normiilited tugged ion velocity for :1 as SSDSIllVe. .
quiet plasma (opcn circles) and one in which drift waves are What conclusions can be
present (solid squares). The solid line is the theory {or a quiet drawn? First, when the plasma
P'flmuv 54- (2). is near equilibrium,
measurements agree well with classical predictions. Second, when fluctuations
significantly greater than thermal are present, classical collisional theory is
insufficient to predict results. Something very definite happens when
fluctuations are present. We are actively pursuing an explanation at this writing.
The dependence of the perpendicular diffusion coefficient on the magnitude of
density fluctuations has already been discussed by one of the authorse-

The authors wish to thank N. Rostoker who supplied us with the theory
and calculations, and C. Oberman and A. Ron, discussions with whom gave us
invaluable insights. The research reported in this letter was supported by the
National Science Foundation, Grant No. PHY¢9024667.
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Pfisn CONJUGATION VIA BRILLOUIN ENHANCED FOUR-WAVE
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INTRODUCTION:
Detailed studies of phase conjugation via Brillouin enhanced four-wave mixing

(BEFWM) of high power microwaves in a large, well diagnosed unmagnetized hydrogen
plasma have been performed. Both the transient and steady state behaviour are shown
to agree well with the predictions of two-fluid plasma theory for low power, low density
operation. Strong suppression of the BEFWM interaction is observed at an electron
density nC = tic/4, indicative of the two plasmon decay instability. High power, high
density operation is seen to deviate strongly from simple theoretical predictions;
evidence of the onset of ponderomotive whole—beam self-focusing is given.

BEFWM THEORY:
BEFWM, in its simplest form, can be modeled as a pair of simultaneous three-

wave mixing processes. In the first process, a strong pump wave E: of frequency “’0
mixes with a weak signal wavefisof frequency 035 = we + m to generate a density ”grating"
in the plasma. In the second process, another strong pump wave E1 of frequency coo
(antiparallel to the first) scatters off this grating to generate a phase conjugate wave fit
of frequency we = 0n“ a). As the pump intensities are increased, however, this simple
model breaks down as the grating formed by El and EC begins to interfere (either
constructively or destructively) with the primary grating formed by £2 and is.

As per Williams et (11.1, simple two-fluid theory suffices to calculate the low
frequency plasma response to the beating of two transverse electromagnetic waves. In
the limit of small m/M, the quasineutral steady-state density response is found to be

, (m /2M)k2\_11~y7= _ —~ 7 (1)
”n (o) —/£-Qi)(m —/i-L_1i—ivi) —k2c5'

where 1:53 [(yfl"C + yiTi)/M]VZ is the ion acoustic speed, L/i is the ion drift velocity, v,I
is the ion damping rate, and 3]. = efij/nzmj is the first order response to the external field
Q. The density response reaches a maximum when (co —fi~_[_]i)2 = kzcsz, at which

Iireg _ m cXI'X, . m kc (1 3‘=z_____ ”=1BE-E ,where 2— 5 ' 2no 2M vi 1 (“1—3) fl 2M vi (INQOCS) ( )
CS

The quasineutral pulse (step) temporal density response, at resonance, is found to be

LM r. MEI-£90 — e"i‘/2)sin(m [) (3)
n "

res
0
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parallel to each other (but perpendicular to the interaction plane), and where gratingr,
formed by ES and £2, is resonant. Note that this implies that grating 1'12, fOFmed b 1'
and £1, is also resonant. The density gratings 7'1 and r12 at resonance are: ygc

Ii, _
.4 = BEZESsmUcr 7 mt)
no
177 j (4)
—' = ,BElEcsmHk + Ak)r ~ wt]
n D

where Ak is the wavenumber mismatch between the waves. Making the usual slowl _
varying approximation for the fields (expressed in terms of their rms values) we Obtain-

6E1 g .
v = ,EC[E5ESexp(7tAkr) + EIEC]
8r 2 '
8/57 g

’ = wEJEZEg + ElEcexp(vt-iAkr)]
6r 2 ' ‘
6E5 g _ (5)
a EE2[E2ES + ElEcexp(+zAkr)]r
BEC
W

with boundary conditions ofE1(L) = E10, 132(0) = E20, E5(L) = E50, and EC(0) : 0_
This set of coupled equations is expressed here in the form utilized by Scott2 to explain
BEFWM in general, nonlinear media except that the SBS gain coefficient g is now

ll

= %E1[E2Esexp(eiAkr) + EIEC]

g = 30);) _ 1 nukeS rake
(6)Icoc2 4W 11.: Vi Me:

Equation (5) can be solved analytically assuming undepleted pump beams. Under
low gain conditions and a short interaction length limit (AkL << 1), the steady state
response is simply EC : l/nIEZESuL, The time response of the conjugate wave to the
abrupt turn—0n of the pump and/0r signal waves in this case is identical to that of the
primary grating formed by ES and E3, yielding

ECO) = I/:agE1E2EwL[1 7 e-rit/Z]
(7)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:
The experimental studies are performed in a cylindrical chamber3 in which

unmagnetized, low density H; plasmas are formed. Within the chamber are two large
microwave horns which launch antiparallel 3.24 GHz pump waves, and a smaller horn
which transmits (collects) the signal (conjugate) wave. Due to the :38“ tilt angle
between the pump and signal waves, both a large-k (formed byE1 and Es) and a small-k
(formed by E2 and ES) grating are created in the plasma. The conjugate wave thus
results from the scattering of E2 off the large-k grating, and ofE1 off the small—k grating.



lo’ifigure 1 displays the large-k ion wave (grating) amplitude, obtaiflIeEl [1331138 GHz
ing system aligned at a 19° tilt angle, and the conjugate wave amplitude as a

ction of the difference frequency Af between the signal and pump waves. The solid
fun lepresent least squares fits using Eq. (1), summed over 28° —48° for the scattering
1m: an 32° —76° for the conjugate wave data to account for the range of angles
damajned within the signal beam. The jump in the fitted responses at Af = 0 arises from
age nonstationary nature of the gratings, as ion waves observed at one location (and tilt
Ingle) were actually formed at another location (and tilt angle) within the plasma.
a The scattering data, taken at time t 2 25 usec after the onset of E, and E5, are
found to be consistent with c5 = 1.0><10"cm/sec and vi = 220 kHz. The conjugate data,
taken air = 14 usec under similar conditions, are consistent with C5 = LIXIO‘S cm/sec and
v, = 290 kHz. Provided in Fig. 2 are sample time-histories of the scattering and
Cénjugate wave signals, taken from the same data sets as Fig. 1. The data demonstrates

excellent agreement with Eqs. (3) and (7), as represented by the solid lines in Fig. 2.
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Figures3 and 4 present the scattering signal and conjugate wave power
dependence on input pump wave power, at two different times into the high power
microwave pulse. The signals show the expected linear dependence with pump power
up to a power level of z 5 kW. Figure 5 presents the conjugate wave density
dependence with P1: 10 kW, P2 = 7.5 kW and PS = 1.2 kW. The conjugate wave
amplitude is seen to deviate from linearity near 0.25 nc, disrupted possibly by the large
amplitude ion fluctuations often observed in the presence of the 2s)pc instability“, and
again at higher densities. The nonlinear effects, exhibited at high pump powers and high
plasma densities, are consistent with the onset of ponderomotive whole-beam self-
focusing. Although the power levels used here are low, they are sufficient to disrupt the
BEFWM interaction by dephasing the wavefronts of the electromagnetic waves as
plasma is pushed out of the BEFWM interaction region.
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High Frequency Modes of a Plasma Column
Loaded in a Sheath helix
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This paper investigates the high frequency ( w 2 w,., w:. ),

slow wave modes ( Van... < c l of a magnetized plasma
column loaded inside a sheath helix. The system geometry is
shown in Fig.1. All relevant quantities are illustrated in
the figure. Consider small amplitude waves ( varying as

Exp[vi(wtvkz+m¢')]; m: an integer) propagating in the system.
This problem has been treated in [l]. where the general

dispersion relation (DR), was derived in connection with the
Alfven wave modes of the system.

The high frequency slow wave solutions of the DR derived in
[1], are presented here for the m=o, : 1 modes (w > wn.).
The values of the different parameters are chosen as: helix
radius (rh) = 7.85 cm and 3.5 cm; helix pitch (p) = 2.5 cm
and 0.5 cm; argon plasma density (nnl = lo'l/cma wave

frequency (w/Zn) = 2.45 GH,, axial magnetic field (8,) in

the range 0.85 s wc./w s 1.35. (The wave frequency has been

chosen equal to the frequency of the microwave source in our

heating experiments.)

Numerical computations show that the DR yields slow wave
roots for: (1) Y1 - real, Yi - imaginary (Type I root); (ii)

Y1 and Ylboth imaginary (Type II root). Here Y1,Y} are the
two perpendicular wave numbers inside the plasma region (see

[11L

Dispersion curves (plots of VD"... versus w/wc.) for the
msO, :1 modes, for the parameters given above. are presented
in Fig.2. All the waves are slow waves. For large diameter
helices, the Type I and Type II roots have separate branches
with the Type I roots going to resonance at w=wc. and the
Type [I roots propagating upto low values of magnetic field.
For smaller r" some of the Type I roots may transform into
Type II roots for w 5 w.. (as seen for the m=O mode for r" =
8.5 cm). No dependence on the plasma radius is‘shown in
these plots, since the dispersion curves are found to be
highly insensitive to the plasma column radius.

The radial variations of the field amplitudes are shown in
Figs. Ba-Bc. The key feature revealed is that the Type I
waves are all body waves. The Type II waves are surface
waves at low Bn(w/w=.N1.i7) and transform into body waves at
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Sheath
helix

Fig, 1. Plasma column of radius rp siLuaLed coaxially inside
a sheath helix of radius rh in free space.‘\§/‘(=Cot"l Burn/pv
p: helix pitch) is the pitch angle. The different reg10ns
are also specified.
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Fig.2. Dispersion curves (Vphaee versus H/Hce) for the
m=O.i-1 modes of a plasma column loaded inside a sheath
helix. The plots are independent of rp. The vertical line on
the m=0 mode curve for 11123.5 cm shows the transition from
Type I to Type II root.
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higher values of Ba (w/w=.eO.BB). E2 is the largestfieldoomponent for all the modes; the other signifiCantcomponents are: For the Type I, m = ~1 mode, Hi, Hr and Erare seen to be the important components; EF and H, are see”to be significant for m = 0 while Er and H. are importantfor m = +1. For the Type II root at low magnetic fields (30e 750G), El and H. are the significant components for m : 11while E, and Hr are the important components for m : O. Forthe Type [I root at high magnetic fields (Bo R 10006), Eand H, are the significant components for m = i 1 while Eand H" are important for m s O.

The presence of surface waves at low magnetic fields [Typell root) may be exploited for plasma heating in a mirrormachine. by coupling to these waves from an external antennasituated at the mirror mid—plane. As the waves propagate tohigher B regions, they transform to body waves and theenergy in the wave is transported into the plasma interionAt the resonance region ( w%w[,), it is expected that modeconversion to a suitable mode will lead to significantplasma heating

Fig.3d shows the radial profiles of the index of
polarization 5 ( = IELI / iE“l; ELiEg ) : left (right) handcomponents) of the wave fields in the plasma. in the x<yplane for the Type l, Type II roots at values of B0corresponding to those used for the field profiles inFigs.Sa-3c. It is seen that the m : -1 modes are RHP (orclose to it), inside the plasma and are linearly polarized(LP) at the plasma edge and beyond it. The m=O modes areapproximately LP throughout, although the Type ll root at E= 1000 G shows a tendency towards RHP. (This feature isenhanced for small diameter helices.) The m=1 mode is LHPon axis and changes to RHP either inside the plasma, or justoutside it. These features of the waves will be ofimportance in coupling to them from outside the helix regionalong its axis.
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INTRODUCTION

The analysis of the propagation of plasma waves , could be

a useful way to estimate plasma parameters such as electron

temperature Te and density ne. The plasma dispersion

function, Z(q), which arises in the study of linearized

plasma wave propagation in Maxwellian, non-relativistic

plasmas with or without a magnetic field, contains inherently

two types of information which can be described as follows:

1) in the absence of non-linear phenomena, the frequency

spectrum of the wave contains a Lorentzian component which

provides information about the damping of the wave in the

plasma. This damping depends, in general, on Te and n6;

2) the frequency spectrum of the wave also contains a

Gaussian component which gives information about the thermal

motion of the plasma electrons. Those two components are

convolved with each other. The information contained in the

function Z(g), related to the electron temperature and

density of the plasma, can be extracted if one is able to

find the parameters that characterize this function. In this

work it is suggested that those parameters can be found by
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deconvolving the absorption part of 2(4).

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

In many spectroscopies, Lorentzian spectral lines

determined by the lifetime of the quantum excited states are

affected by external perturbations, such as instrumental

instabilities and thermal motions. If those perturbatiohs

have a random origin, then the absorption line is the

convolution of the Lorentzian profile with a Gaussian

distribution that represents the perturbing effects. This
convolution is proportional to the Voigt profile /l/:

92—d__(:
H(a,u)—e —J- ( )2 , (l)

‘9‘ U-m

where u = [2(w - wu)VIfi—§/FG] is the dimensionless frequency
variable, PG being the FWHM of the Gaussian distribution in

frequency units, and a = [FLVIE_§/FG] is Posener’s
parameter /2/ that measures the relative contributions of the

Gaussian distribution and the Lorentzian function to the

Voigt profile; FL is the FWHM of the Lorentzian.

On the other hand, it has been shown /3/ that the Voigt

profile (1) can be written in terms of the imaginary or

absorption part of the plasma dispersion function:

H(U.a) = 1 Im 2m, (2)rT!

where q = u + ia. As seen from the definitions of the

variable u and the parameter a, the function 2(4) inherently

contains both a Lorentzian contribution representing the line

shape of a spectral line of central frequency we, and the

perturbing Gaussian contribution that represents the thermal

motions in the emitting sample and/or instrumental

instabilities. Deconvolution of expression (2) yields the

Lorentzian and Gaussian contributions through the values of

FL and F6 /3/. For those cases in Which the Gaussian

contribution is small L.e. a>>1, deconvolution is performed
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by using an approximation method /4/.

APPLICATION TO THE DETERMINATION OF

Te and ne IN A PLASMA

In this section, a way to determine Te and ne by

deconvolving the frequency spectrum of a wave of frequency on

that probes a thermal plasma, is suggested. The wave

amplitude should be small enough to avoid non~linear

phenomena. In this application the Lorentzian contribution to

(1) and (2) represents the line shape of a linearized wave of

central frequency me that propagates in the plasma, and the

Gaussian contribution represents the Maxwellian velocity

distribution of the plasma electrons. Therefore the above

preliminary considerations, suggest a method to estimate

electron temperature Te and density ne of the plasma, based

on the deconvolution of expression (2) to find the values of

FL and PG. As will be seen below, these parameters can be

expressed in terms of Te and ne.

The complex variable 4 in the argument of the plasma

dispersion function for wave propagation can be written as:

(w — mo) + id
4 = —-——-——r4’—- , (3)

k V
th

where mg is the frequency of the wave and w is introduced to

allow for a frequency dispersion; a is the damping constant

of the wave in the medium, VU‘= (ZkflTe/mg‘)”2 is the

electron thermal velocity and k is the wave number. It is

easy to see that on] can be written as: V“): F;/ 2VI5_§ , i

where Fé is the FWHM of the Gaussian in velocity units.

Therefore (3) is rewritten as:
/‘

2(8) - w )\/1n 2‘ I‘W/ln'z'
“ u . L

@= + 1 . (4)
1" 1"

G G

where FL 2 2a, and [g = k F; now has frequency units.

According to the definitions of u and a, the variable (3)
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can then be written as q = u + ia, L. e. the argument or

2(4), has been explicitly written in terms of the Lorentzian

and Gaussian contributions to the detected line profile of

the probing wave.

Reported deconvolution methods /3,4/, can be applied to

the transmitted frequency spectrum of the signal of CEntral

frequency mo, to obtain the values of FL and PG. To complete

the analysis and finally obtain the values of Te and n8, what

remains to be done is to provide expressions for FL and r6

in terms of these parameters. An expression for F: was given

above in terms of the wave number k of the probing signal and

of the electron temperature. To provide an expression for F

in terms of T8 and De, let it be assumed that the amplitud;
of the wave, decays in such a way that. FL is the Landau

damping:

rL = 2a = 2wp¢(n/a)‘(kn/k)3exp(-3/2 ~ kE/Zkz) , k<<kD ,

(5)

where wp and KD are plasma frequency and Debye wave number

respectively; these are given in terms of Te and us. As

indicated in (5), this method is only valid if the wave

number of the probing waves, to be used in the experiment,

are in the interval k<<kD. Experiments to test this proposal

are planned to be performed at the Laboratorio de Fisica de

Plasmas, ININ, México.
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/4/ H. Jimenez-Dominguez and A. Cabral—Prieto, J. Magm
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Abstract

Evolution o[ a modulated electromagnetic plane wave in a collisionluss. neutral, nnmagnetized plasma
is investigated, Particles are assumed to move with relativistic speeds, corresponding to hot or fast. moving
plasmas. with macroscopic velocities slowly varying in spacnitimc.

:\ kinetic description of the system on the slow scale is constructed from a Hamilton variational princi-
plc connected with the oscillation center translormation. Expansion in a small parameter corresponding to
weak dispersion and weak nonlinearity is carried out. In the highest order a generalization of the nonlinear
Schrodinger equation is obtained. Modulational instability due to particles resonating with the group velocity
is analyzed.

The modulational instability results are compared with Hates and Kaup results [1] for the electromagnetic
waves in a relativistic. multispecirs fluid plasma.

Introduction

Recent. interest. in relativistic plasmas was our motivation to generalize Dewar’s description
(if an electrostatic wave in nonrclativistic plasma [‘2] on a covariant analysis of a full electrtr
magnetic wave and relativistic kinematics of plasma particles,

Canonical formulation of relativistic plasma theory [3] was a basis [or construction of a
systematic procedure eliminating fast oscillations.

The assumptions

A separation of spacetime scales takes place. FOIJI'W’ECtOF of the electromagnetic field poten-
tial Au as well as particle space-time positions 10 and [ourimomenta no can be devided into
slowly varying parts (x, 7r, A) and rapidly oscillating ones:

1'” : m+£(m,fi) (1)
no : n+D§ (2)
A0 : A+ A ‘ (3)

I Permanent address
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where (x3) are slowly Varying phase space coordinates of a fictitious oscillation center (to be
foundli D is the derivative along the oscillation center trajectory,

The wave is nearly monochromatic, with weak dispersion and weak nonlinearity;

A [r.-i“(er,62.r) + (2/112(€x) + €3A13(€I)]cl9 + £2A2((z)62‘0 + c.c. (4)

0 : k-l‘, k=const(z) (5)

The self‘consistent field A scales as: A : (2A(cz).
The goal is to determine evolution of the system on the slow scale, averaging out fast

oscillations.

Action principle for single particles and fields

The Hamilton action principle is formulated in 8 dimensional phase space of canonical coop
climates (r,p) [3]:

6.5' : 0, SH] : Z /[p~dr — h(r,p)d‘r] + [(14:15 (I (6)
particles 7

where T is a parameter along a particle trajectory 7 and [I is the free field Lagrangian density,
The S dim Hamiltonian 11 has a form

h(r p) : ifip— 5,40)2 + mzcgl (7)
7 2m 0

The variational principle has to include constraints, namely, the confinement ofa particle
motion to the mass shell:

h(1‘,p) = 0 (3)
and the Lorentz gauge for the components of A0.

Oscillation center transformation

The oscillation center (0C) transformation T [4]:

’1':(;ro,7ro) —(r,7r) (9)

is a Lie transform, consisting of subsequent infinitesimal canonical transformations. They are
determined by the requirement that the transformed 0C Hamiltonian H

4 4

T'" : Z (“11" = h a 11 = Zen?" (10)
:0 :0

is practically not oscillating (contribution from oscillations is of order £5). The form invariance
of Hamilton equations under 0C transformation gives the required result: transformed phase
space coordinates of particles (car) do not oscillate on the fast scale. These new coordinates
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determine the 'axeraged‘ particle positions in phase space. corresponding to positions of
fictitiOtlh oscillation centers.

Llinctromagnetic fields are not transformed in this approach.

Action principle for oscillation centers and fields

The interaction part of the averaged action is obtained through the 0C transformation and it
prE‘SDFVCi‘ the same form as in liq.(_6) , clue to the properties of the canonical transformations.
The field Lagrangian density [.f is picker] up to be a space-time averagel taken over the slow
\(alr‘, of the \'.'elleknown free lield action I,- from E(1.(6):

as : 0‘ 5n] = Z/[P - (1'11! — Hutmdr] +/r1"i-Ltf (11)
oct,

where 7 is [11“ 0C ll'fljectol‘y. Variations are taken with respect to OC trajectories and field
mnplitudes .41.. .‘lzml‘ i=1 3.2.3.

Statistical approach

The single oscillation renters approach is equivalent to the description in terms of one oscil-
lation center liliinontovicli distribution function f(lt,P).

The Klinn'mtovicli approach leads to the replacement

Z [1175(1t‘f’) —- Z film](1"Pf(1r,P)5(12,Pi (12)
or"; species

The Hamilton equations are replaced by the Ignatiev equation:

{f,11}:0 (13)
nith the 8 dimensimial phase space Poisson brackets.

The next step is to generalize f to be a smooth Viasov 0C distribution function. In this
way (13) becomes the Vlasov equation.

Consistently, f is expanded as f : f0 + (26], where f0 : f0(P) is the 'OC global equilib—
rium' distribution function,

This leads to the linearized Vlasov equation:

_P . 0mm.) 7 are mm, P)
m UH (71’ I OH

which can be formally solved for (if in terms of the field amplitude A”.

:0 (1‘1)

Evolution equations

We finally get a system of equations for the quantities A11(,(X1‘Xg).a : l,‘2,3.
The notation is:
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:lnazq-xln. Ea-k:(l. |eal: l,
- » a ,7 0 ’ t)

A] : (-1‘- -\z : C‘J'V til/“41111 2 Erin!“ snrltm = KAI” (15)

The mluatiuns are:

Dispersion relation: Dgslliq : 0
Propagation with a group velocity: 13‘0”.” : O
The highest order equation:

l :Dn 111u+znéltwllnau 4110+hntll6f141111+“11111111Zl “Eliiixl +111 11102 4in: * U (16)
i)

Explicit expressions for the coefficients are given in [.5].

Modulational instability

File (lotailod analysis of Eq.(1t§] is given in [5]. It leads to the conclusion that partirles
'esnnatini; with the group velocity cause a generic mmlulational instability. This result 15
1ew in cmnparisnn with Iiimlulational stability obtained by Rates and l\a11p[1] in their
'elativistic iluid plasma modPl.

The longitudinal and transverse waves are treated separately
For the longitudinal polarization to get a modulational dispersion relation the standard

jnurier analysis of A11 into coupled modes (the large carrier wave and two small sidehands)
s rarl‘ietl out: £11111 : A?“ J,— .—lfl+c.1'p(i[\' - X1) + /l(,_E.I'1)(~i]ti >_\'1]

For lhr> transverse polarization the four vector k is showed to he tintelilte. Thus ('10 in
Mt lti) is real. ”l‘herefore lllC fields in” 7 41min]; 1'40 ) and the Lq [16) can he simply
ttHl't‘tl around a constant solution (of linear or circular polarization). and next Fourier
ransformed to give the itimlulalional dispersion relation.
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EXPERIMENTAL EWDENCE 0F SELF—ORGANIZATION
AND CHAOS IN SOME PLASMA DEVICES

1!. Sanduloviciu. D. Alexandzméi, S. J. Talasnan, B. Ianopol

Department of Plasma Physics. 'A1.I.Cuza" University

JED—6600 Iasi, Panama

The presence of welHocalized globular luminous space charge structures (GLSS) and

their abilityto act as energy sources tor ordered and disordered phenomenon were already

discussed {1,2 I. Here we comparatively presem experimental results which were obtained on

three different plasma devices in which GLSs appear. The results suggest that the GLSs

(generated through a selforganization process) exist in all plasma devices where sell-sus-

tained time dependent phenomena could be observed.
First the old problem of the dc glow discharge property to generate periodical vari-

ations ot the dc current {1/ is resumed. We wantto show, that in reality the solution at this prob-

lem is possible only involving a salt-organization phenomenon while kinetic energy oi the ac

celerated electrons is transformed in energy stored

‘ o arson p-13PI (:A) Fig.1 Static l~V characteristic including the negative
(IVA) anode “flue-51“ branch (forming phase ollhe planarDL) and the suddenly

increase awompanying the transition to an unstable
globularDL

in the electric field localized in the 808 via quantum

processes. Because the GLS becomes movable
and disrupt when the potential drop VDL across
830 riches the ionization potential Vi of the gas, the

cumulated energy is released and could sustain time dependent phenomena in the eledrical
circuit including the GLS. Thus the periodical modulation of the glow

Fig. 2 Dynamical l-V dramderistic which evidences the transition from a stable
planar to an unstable globular DL

. discharge current known as anode instabilities observed under condi—
tions when its positive parts are oontraded in a GLS in reality is
produced by oscillations taking place in a proper oscillatory circuit/1,2
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A in which the GL8 act as a negative resistance (NR). The forming phase of the GLS Dan "01

be evidenced in the l—V characteristic of a dc discharge produced in a glass tube bemuse

these simultaneously appears in its tinal (unstable) state, with the discharge ignition. HWL

using a metal tube whose potential is changed with respect to the anode one obtains the

results shown in tigi. The negative branch -conesponds to the phase during which in trom m

the anode a planar one and then a stable GL8 (Fig.2) is tormed. The direct transition trom a
stable to an unstable GLS, whichtukes

cathode fe\1 negative 510? anode ltybt F. . . ,
———~——~—— 19. 3 Schematlcal dewce and equryajem

circuit Rd Rna- Rnw equivalent ohmic
resislances of the cathode fall, negative glow
and of the gaseous oondudor with respect to
the metal wall, Cwstray capacitance of the tube
wall with respect to the surroundings: Law and
Raw inductance and resistance between the
anode and the wall.

place when VDL = Vi [1,31‘is evidenced in

the dynamic l—V characteristic presented in

fig. 2 When VDL = V; the GLS disrupts after it has expanded and is periodically reionned

H.141. Because during the unstable state otthe spherical GLS tree charges are produced, the

do suddenly increases (fig.1). The parameters of the observed oscillation are mainly determi-

nated by the reactive and ohmic circuit elements of the proper oscillating circuit (2/. In figfit we

present the equivalent circuit which explains the oscillatory behaviour oi a dc glow discharge

Fig. 4 Scheme of the second experimental set-
up {RFPG - radiolrequency power generator,
MF—mstal. toil, DP — double probe. LWS - linear
variable voltage supply, BC - boxcar. PM -
photomultiplier)

_L '7 In certain conditions the structure at the GLS
becomes complex (multiple GLSs), a tact which is accompanied in the discharge cunent

profile by a route to chaos.

Another sell-organization phenomenon has been observed in a low pressure plasma

column produced by a plasma source PS (radio-{requency glow discharge). The so obtained

plasma ditfuses through a grounded grid G into a glass tube GT. forming a plasma column

(Fig.4). When a current collecting posifive biased planar elechode A is placed at the end of

the column, a quasi-stationary GLS appears at a certain distance from it The spacetime in-
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vestigetion olthis structure, reveals a space-time ordered phenomenon tor both the axial elecv

mcfield and the light emitted lrom this structure which proves thatthe GLS behaves in a pulsat—

ing state (Fig.5).

Fig.5 Space-time resolved axial distribution of the light

This phenomenon was accompanied by oscillations of both the

main current collected by the anode and the capacitive wall current.

For certain voltages (80 V) and pressure (10'3 Torr), it was pos-

sible to obtain even two spherical structures. In this case a period

doubling phenomenon could be observed in the current variations.

The static currenWoltage characteristics show three hysteresis

regions (Fig.5), each at them reterring to different states ot the (3L8.

The results prove thatthe GLS is sourroundect by a double layer (DL) which is respon-

Uw ,

sible tor its space-time evolution. This evolution is

essentially based on quantum processes such

like excitation and ionization.

Fig. 6 Current—voltage characteristics for diflerent U1
voltages

New experimental results about the

connections between the chaotic behavior of a plasma device and the self-organization

Fig 7 Scheme of the experimental set-up (K14 K2 plate
cathodes. A 1 A2 ring anodes. 50 cm apart

phenomena (DL structure) were obtained using

the experimental device presented in fig}, A

single DL or a multiple one, in stable or

[-798 Averaged I,2U12 currentsvoftage
characteristics for different I] values of the
K1A 1discharge

unstable state, is formed at the contact region

between the two negative glow plasmas, when
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between them a dc voltage is imposed [3].

In the l—V characteristic shown in lig.B different behaviours olthe device are pointed out
(ST-stable state; T. 2T. CH single period. double period and chaotic oscillations respectiv.
elly). The ltt) — |(t+z) phase plots lorthe ordered and disordered current variationstoghetherwnh
the corresponding amplitude lrequency characteristics are presented in Fig.8.[_____._.___.__...___..___.___ _. V, . _. .. . .

Fig.9 Trajectories in the [12(0-1 12(1+Z) Phase

placed in tour diflerent places in A1A2

l « . : 1 (toInn 5) run I) 1. am it plane and the corresponding fragile“),
a I 0.5“ spectra of I72 for different values or the [1

i 9 a mean current (/1=I2=4 mA. P=0.07 Torr, Ar
j 935)

.m . 1’31mm mm mm 3M run)
& The local temporal variations in thel . .5 TM 7M 7% chaotic state at the devrce representing
i l i I the potential of tour capacitive probeS
l o 5 mini ‘0 5 mm] o 5 «um
i
l
,.,.,7. , ,,ee,__,e__...,....... WW Hm region, are presented in (Figlfl), Th9

contact region between the two unstable [15 seems to be the localization of the "source” lur
such a chaotic behaviour. The period-doubling phenomenon is observed when the second DL
appears after the first one and has a correlated dynamics with it /5/.

i ‘1 Fig. 10 Simultaneous time-dependemz-s ol the signals from four
capacitive probes equidistant/y placed in the A 7A2 tanning-0L region
([72:35 mA. l1=l2=4 mA. F5007 Torr).

disruption processes of the two DLs are not correlated and are

controlled by aleatory processes. The portions of negative re-

l

l
l
l
I The chaotic behaviour appears when the formation and
l

l sistance on the I-V characteristics prove this.

/1/. MBandulovictu (1987) lnt.Conf.F’|asma Phys. Kiev, Proc. InvPapers, 293

[2]. MSanduloviciu, GPopa AnSt. Univ. lasi (1388)X><l 83
/3/. DAlexandroaei. MSanduloviciu (1987) PhysLett. A122, 173

[4/. Bin Song, ND'Angelo, RMerlino. J.Phys.D Appl.Phys.(1991)2fll789

[El DAlexandroaei, lGrosu, MSancluloviciu, (TEQUProc. of XX ICPIG Pisa Italy, ContrPap

Vol.176
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TOMOGRAPHIC TIME-RESOLVED RECONSTRUCTION OF THE THREE
DIMENSITONAL ELECTRON VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN A PARTIALLY

IONIZED RF PLASMA

K. Matsumoto, N. lwama and S. Ishii
Department ofEleCtmnics & Informatics, Tayama Prefectul‘al University.

[mizu—gim, Toyuma 939703. Japan

With a rotating plane probe immersed in a rf plasma, time variations ofthe electron ve-

locity distribution in three—dimensional velocity space have been studied. The angular rotation
ofaplane probe at a spatial point in a plasma may provide sufficient information for numerically

reconstructing the three—dimensional shapes of the functions by computerized tomography,

The knowledge of the velocity distribution functions of electron in gas discharges is im—

portant for fundamental understanding of plasma processes which are applied to make new ma-
terials and to fabricate microelectric devices in industry. Electrostatic probes(Langmuir probe)
and electrostatic energy analyzers(Faraday cup) are widely used as valuable diagnostic tools for
studying the properties of electrons and ions in plasma. Due to the lack of angular resolution,
however, it is difficult to directly measure the velocity distributions of charged particles as func-
tions of all three velocity-space coordinates. To overcome this difficulty. a technique of corri-
putcrized tomography(CT) has been proposed by Lehner /l/ and lwama er al. /2/. The angular
rotation ofa usual type ofanalyzer at a spatial point in plasma may provide sufficient informa»
tion for recovering the three-dimensional shapes ofthe functions with numerical processing

The electron current of a plane probe with bias voltage V is expressed in terms of the
projected (one dimensional) electron velocity distribution furictionf]D(u;n) in a spatial direc-
tion of n. as

[PUG = Se J- ul(u;n)du, (l) X

(29 V) /m( [30”)

where n is the unit normal to the probe surface. S the
probe area, e the electron charge and me the electron
maSs. Takingthe first derivative with respect to V, we ~
have I: V2

v ‘ 1/ I Lnn)
r ( ) "'8 dam y “‘ju;n = —¥7. (2)

”J Se2 dV 0 u

Here the function f1D(u; n) is defined as the Radon Fig.1 PlanarpmjectimiflD(u; ")2 the ill-
transform ofthe three dimensional velocity distribu- Iegmtion 0f f3D(V) 0V8" a "'Pla'le W’liCh
tion function f3D(v); is designated by u = n s v.



l(u;n) = Jf3D(v)5(u—n-v)dv (3)

with the Dirac delta function 5( ) and schematical—
ly shown in Fig. l. Iff1D(u; n) is obtained as a
function of velocity u in each of the directions of
normals n: nj 0:] ,2,...J), then the numerical re-
covering off3D(v) as a function v is analogously a
problem of CT /3,4/ in order to reconstruct the
three-dimensional object from its planar projec-
tions.

The experimental apparatus is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 2. Two parallel plate electrodes
(stain-less steel. 12cm diameter, 4cm spacing)
covered with Pyrex glass except for the discharge

' area are positioned in the center of the chamber
(Stain-less steel, 16cm inner diameter, 506m
length). A plane single probe (molybdenum, 3mm
diameter) which is rotational in the azimuthal di-
rection is inserted at the mid center of discharge
region. as shown in Fig. 3. The chamber is always
pumped out by using a 200 [Hers/s diffusion
pump. Argon gas is used whose flow rate is ar-
ranged so as to hold pressure at 0.4 Torr. Low fre-
quency pulsed rfpower whose frequency is 30kHz
, repetition frequency [kHz and duty ratio 1/1 is
applied to the electrodes. An unbalance—balance
transformer is used in order to reduce the potential
difference between the probe and the plasma;
plasma space potential is fluctuating with the dou-
bled frequency and its magnitude is nearly equal
to anode potential. Therefore, the rectified rf
voltage applied to electrodes is superposed on the
dc bias voltage of probe. To achieve a time-re—
solved probe diagnostics a sampling converter is
employed; the phase to sample data is manually
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram oft/16 experi-
mental setup; rectified potential,whiclz
varies in almost the same way as plasma
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Space potential. is superposed on the con-
ventional dc bias so that time resolved probe
characteristic may be measured.
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Fig. 3 Coordinate system in real space;
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plane disk probe is azimuthally rotational
about its axis.

set, whose gate pulse is synchronous with a reference signal of the rf generator. Probe charac-
teristics are digitized by using a 12 bits A/D converter and then recorded on a personal com-

puter. The first derivative with respect to dc bias voltage is obtained numerically by utilizing
smoothing technique of B-spline function.

til/0
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Waveforms of the discharge potential and cur-

rent of each rf electrode, and the probe current at dif-

ferenl dc bias voltage are shown in Fig. 4(a), (b) and
(a). respectively. The potential of each electrode is

symmetrically alternating. The discharge voltage is
equal to the potential difference between these elec-

trodCS- The phase difference between each discharge

current and applied rf potential is almost zero. This

indicates that the discharge characteristic is similar to

the dc discharge one in which loading impedance is
purely resistive. The probe current with dc bias ~10V

is corresponding to the ion saturation current and that
with +10V corresponding to the electron retarding

current. It is found that the superposed rf potential on
probe dc bias forces the probe potential to follow

well the time-varying local plasma space potential.

The experimental data analyzed below are obtained

at the phase t:t], t2 and t3.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the probe was rotated,
over the range of 0 S 6 S 27: in the ¢=0 plane. For
each ofthe 129-values of 6]. = (j— 1) 2n/12
(f:l,2...lZ), probe characteristics were measured
and numerically differentiated with respected to dc
probe bias voltage. Since ion current was estimated
to be very small and ion temperature to be very low,
differentiated characteristics were approximately re-
garded as one-dimensional electron velocity
distribution functions projected to 9 direction in the
three dimensional velocity space. Combining a pair
of the differentiated curves for 6 = 6]. and
9 = 65+} at the plasma potential. we getaf1D(u; nj)
curve in one polar direction of 0 = 9]. (j=1,...,6).
Consequently, we obtained 6 series of projection data
overtherange of OSBSn.

Reconstructed electron velocity distributions
by the ART (Algebraic Reconstruction Technique)
are shown in Fig. 5, and Fig. 6(a), (b) and (c). Con-
tour plot at the phase t=t1 during discharge current in-
creases is drawn in Fig. 5, where outward islands are
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Fig. 4 Discharge characteristics and
time varying probe current; waveforms
0f(a) potential and (b) current ofeach If
electrode, and (c) probe current at dc
bias -10V and 10V, 0.4T0rr(Ar), 30kHz.

Fig. 5 Contour plot of three—dimension-
al reconstruction ofthe electron velocity
distribution function by ART method.
Sampling phase is t=t1 when discharge
current is growing with time, as shown in

Fig. 4(b).



meaningless, reconstruction errors due to lack
of projection data. It is found that the electron
velocity distribution is not isotropic, extended
toward the inverse direction of the If electric
field. This distortion appears clearly only at the
phase during the rf discharge current increases,

The flow of electron beams move towards the
electrode with positive potential is interpreted as
that of primary electrons to cause ionization.
Here, the dip on the top is considered to indicate
that the plane probe can not collect the whole
electron current near the plasma space potential.

Time—resolved three dimensional draw—
ings by wire frame are shown in Fig. 6(a), (b)
and (c), where sampling phases are t:tl during
discharge current increases, t=t2 at the maxi-
mum current and (:13 during current decreases,
respectively. It is found that the electron veloc-

ity distribution function changes at the twice
frequency of the applied rf; in a half period, the

distribution starts from a non-isotropic function

and after reaching to an isotropic one relaxes
into a low—temperature isotropic profile.

The authors would like to thank Mr. T.
Takeda for his assistance in experiments and
Mr. H. lwasaki and Mr. M. Teranishi for their
help in data-processing. We also would like to

thank Mrs. M. Fukuda and M. Mori for their
technical assistance. The authors wishes to
thank Professor M. Sato for his continuous sup-
port.
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Polytechnique PMI 1186 (1982).
/2/ N. Iwama, T. Lehner, H. Noziri and M. Oka—

do, Japan J. Appl.-Phys. 27, 1732 (1988).

/3/ J. H. Williamson and M, E. Clarke, J.Plas-
ma Phys. 6,211 (1971).

/4/ S. R. Deans, The Radon Transform and
Some oflts Applications (John Wiley &
Sons, New York, 1983).
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(C) I=t3

Fig. 6 Reconstruction of three dimensional
electron velocity distributionfunction, by CT

on the basis ofART method. The profiles are

plotted in the two-dimensional velocity space

with coordinates vZ = lvl c038 and
v, = lvl sine. (a) t=t1 during discharge

current increases, (b) t=t2 at the maximum

and (c) t=t3 during decreases.
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LARGE AN‘IPLITUDE STRIATIONS IN AN RF DISCHARGE
Ternyuki Sate, Tatsuo Shoji. Yonichi Sakawa.

and hilitsuyoshi llori

Plasma Science Center. Nagoya University

Nagoya ltiletll, Japan

ll. T. Schneider and I). H. Handel have observed pairs of luminous disks separated by

a darkeg‘dp and emission of fast neutrons in a low»power radiolrequenq~ (RF) discharge

in deuterium at a pressure range of 0.1 — I 'l’orr /I/ The disks exist only in pairs. This

structure has been interpreted as a plasma caviton. induced by a resonance between

applied RI" field and the ion oscillation /l. 2/. It is interesting to investigate such a

plasma structure from the View point of particle trapping and acceleration.

In this paper. we present experimental data on paired luminous [miss (not disks)

observed in an RF discharge

2. Experimental Setup

Figure I shows the experimental selup. An RF voltage of Hap : i013 r ilf k\" is

applied to electrodes (100 mm in width) surrounding a 100 mm diameter of pyrex glass

tube containing hydrogen gas. The RF voltage is pulse-modulated with a variable pulse

length r (typically r 2 150 [Isl and a repetition frequency. The Ill" frequency range

is f : 0.8 — 5 MHz. In our experiments. the parameters are quite similar to Ref. I

expect for the higher pressure (p : I 7 50 Torr] and the smaller electrode separation (d

= ‘20 7100 mm).

3. Results and Discussions

When the pressure is increased. a pair of luminous rings (each of them is like Saturn's

ring) separated by a narrow dark-gap is produced at the middle of two electrodes (see

Fig.1). at a critical value of pressure p]. The dimensions of the rings observed l'>_\' a

scanning diode-array camera (SDAC) are as follows: the width of each ring is ~ 1 mm.

the outer diameter is ~ 80 min, the inner diameter is «I :30 mm. and the dark-gap \vidt h

of paired rings is ~ ‘2 mm. By increasing the pressure up to the next critical value p2.

two pairs of rings are adruptly produced. Photographs of l. 2 and 3 paired rings at p =

pl, 1): and p3. respectively, are shown in Fig. '2. The rings are axially symmetric with

respect to the midplane of two electrodes and produced only in pairs. Figure 3 shows the

pressure, dependence of the ring position which is observed by the SDAC, In the figure.

the appearance of n pairs of rings at critical pressures pH (71 : I. ‘2‘ 9) are shown.

Figure 4 shows a time evolution of the axial light intensity profiles when the pulse
length of the RF voltage 7 is changed from 10 to 55 #5 at p : pm the pressure at which

5 pairs of rings exist at T > 55 [15. No rings are observed at T < ~10 its [Fig -l-(a)]. Hy
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increasing T. two paired rings appear near the both electrods at T : 40 its lFig. 4(b )1-
Cl.

Finally. the fifth pair appears at the midplane at T : 55 tts [Fig 4(d)]. With furthelr

A: r : 4.") #3- another two paired rings appear inside the lirst two ring pairs [Fig 4i

increase in T. the number of pairs remains at 5. i.e.. the structure is in the stationary
state.

It is found from Fig. 3 that the distance from the electrode—edge (x : i 15 mm)
m the outmost ring. L. and the distance between neighboring pairs. I. are inversd‘.
proportional to the pressure p. The measured values of I. are very close to the calculateii
RF excursion length of electrons, Xf : éERp/ru,1/.nw‘ x liar/p. where EH1: is the RF
electric field strength and liq].— is the RF voltage applied to the electrodes. The measured
values of l are at the same order as the ionization mean-free~path of electrons, Ami“ :
l/nfiamn. 3c l/p. where on is the neutral gas density and 0mm is the ionization Cross.
section. These results show that the Rt“ excursion length and the ionization mean-free.
path might be important parameters in understanding the mechanism of the ltllninolls
ring formation.

\Vlien there are no rings. the probe characteristics give the plasma density n 3
109 — 101° cut—'3. the plasma electron temperature T! 2 6 eV and the floating potential
1} 2 e ‘20 V. Once the rings appear the floating potential becomes more negative. Axial
profiles of l} with and without rings are shown in Fig. 5. The 1} profile with a ring pair
(7 : .300 ps) shows a negative dip at the position of the darlvgap between paired rings.
Assuming that the 1} shown in Fig. 5 indicates the time-averaged plasma potential, the
calculated space charge density (11g 7 n.) at the dark-gap, where the potential profile
has a negative dip. and at the rings. where the potential has a positive peak. are at the
order of —108 cm‘3 (electron rich) and lo8 cnf3 (ion rich). respectively.

In our experiment no neutrons were observed This may be caused by the difference
in the pressure regions and the electrode separation from Ref. 1.
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Figure ('aptions
Fig. l: The experimental setup.
Fig. “.3: Photographs of l. 22 and 15 pairs of rings.
Fig. 3: The pressure dependence of the axial ring position (electrode separation d : 30
mm. f : 1.5 MHZ, VRF : i1.0 kV. 7' : 150 [1.3).
Fig. ‘1: The time evolution of the axial light intensity profiles (d = 30 mm. 1' = 1.5 MHz,
hm." : 11.0 kV. p : p5 : 7.5 Torr).
Fig. 5: Axial profiles of the floating potential with (T = 000 [15) and without (7' : 30
its) rings (d = 30 n1m.t= 1.5 MHZ. VRF : ill) kV. p 2 p1 = 6.15 Torr).
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IDNIZATIDN FRDNT STRUCTURE IN THE LATERAL SPREADINE OF A

D.C. DISCHARGE ALUNB CYLINDRICAL CDAXIAL ELECTRODES

C.Eavrilescu and E.Popa

Department of Physics, "91.1.Cu2a“ University

Iasi 6600, Romania

The lateral spreading of the breakdown ionization front

(IF) in glow discharge, along cylindrical coaxial elec-

trodes, was primarily studied by Steenbeck /1/ and later by

Emeleus and von Engel /2,3/. An edged field model was taken

into account to explain axial spread by axial drift of ions

in the stray edge fields. Mather et a1. /4/ extend such

experiments to large currents and voltages, where the (IF)

is comparable in axial extension with the main current

Sheet. Such structure might explain the rundown plasma stage

by j M E force in so called snow-plough model. However,

despite of large difference between the current intensities,

in the above experiments performed in similar geometries of

the electrodes and the same range of the gas pressure, the

(IF) propagates along the axial structure with comparable

velocity C104 m/sh. That’s why many reports pointed out that

a better spatial and temporal resolution would be necessary

to clarify the mechanism of lateral spreading.

Accordingly to this purpose Popa et a1. /5/ started a

set of experiments which have been lead to acquire an im~

provement on temporal and spatial resolution of the (IF)

speed—up and on the accuracy of velocity measurements. The

technique used to plot these results was the one proposed by

Stirand /6/ for ionization waves studies.

Following the same line, in this paper, experimental

results are presented, which have been obtained by electri—

cal and optical means, in order to study the space—time

structure of the (IF), to get detailed information about ac—

celeration mechanism.

For this purpose, a segmented cathode was used (40 seg—

ments of 10 mm length each) and the axial distribution of
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the discharge current with the above spatial resolution was

registered by a box car technique, at different time inter-

vals after the discharge ignition at one end of the struc.
ture.

Axial distribution of the light intensity was also mafi-
sured by a similar technique, during axial spreading, for
different gas pressures (0.1 7 2 mbar), discharge voltages
(300 ~ 400 V) and external resistances C10: - 104 Q).

The experimental set—up is

shown in fig.1 1 it consists

of two cylindrical CDaMial

stainless steel electrode;

(segmented cathode C n 10 mm

inner diameter and anode A — 4

mm external diameter, both of

400 mm length) placed in a
Fig.1. Experimental set-up. glass tube of 300 mm diameter.

A normal d.c. discharge is ignited by means of a trigger
pulse (TF3 at one end of the structure and spreads lateral
along the two cylinders with a speed of about 104 m/s. The
repetition time of the discharge ignition was around 10 ms.
Light emission from the discharge in visible range of spec—
trum had been observed through a narrow slit (1 mm broad)
using a photomultiplier (FM) which had been moved along
whole length of the cathode /5/. The current flowing through
each one D-ring cathode had been measured independently and
accordingly to the axial distance from the discharge igni—
tion place, fig.1.

The measurements performed using a bow car technique
Show a close connection between the spatial structure of the
(IF), the spatial distribution of the total discharge cur-
rent and the external working conditions. Two pattern of the
(IF) evolution have been established, with the upper limita—
tion of the total discharge current as a specification. A
spatial structure of both, current flowing in the (IF) and
light intensity have been observed.
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Figure 2 shows a

space-time diagram

of the current,

flowing through

each Bering cathode

at different time,

over whole discharge

(40 cm run out).

Total discharge cur~

l/c
irl

b
‘un

it—
v

rent was limited by

an external resistor

(U = 380 V, I less

than 0.5 A). This

Fig.2 current increases

linearly with axial spreading of the discharge (see Fig.3,

curve I) a fact that shows that the current of each ring re~

mains constant during lateral spreading of the discharge.

Fig.3 Fig.4

For this behaviour of the discharge the space—time de-

pendence of the (IF) spreading is indicated in Fig.4, curve

I. The spread velocity is a monotonically decreasing func-

tion on the axial distance from the discharge ignition

point. The (IF) exhibits a distinct spatial structure that

remains compact during the axial spreading and could be a

double layer. Figure 5 shows electrical (bottom trace) and

optical (upper trace) signals, registered by the above

mentioned technique at 15 cm from the discharge ignition

point. Their shape shows an identical time evolution with a
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Trigg‘sign: peak in the (IF) region. This

—‘\ peak increases considerably when

3 total discharge currennt

5:1: ‘ ”// increases, in comparison with

_ radial current flowing and light

' emission behind the (IF),

‘ I I igfl A I Whenever total current Was

limited both, by an external re—

Fig.5 sistor and the power supply (See

Fig.3, curve II), spatial structure of the (IF) was

considerably extended (see, Fig.6). Time dependence of the

M (IF) spreading in this

1 I ’Jmn‘ case is also changed

1 : (see Fig.4, curve II)_

j: I, a flflflWPHHIUHIHHHHWWUHMH Both spatial structure

E III! III , “0 of the (IF) and the
"E H“ range values where am—

£3 n BQfl ial velocity of the

H' D10 20? CIFL) lies (10* m/s) in
L‘_ 10 XX lateral s read' ro 20 30 P “9 -‘f
10d/cm._. glow discharge with

Fig.6 coaxial electrodes

(discharge current less than 1 A) , suggest that for such

like ewperiments but at very large discharge currents (e.g.

plasma focus, plasma guns) another mechanism than J x E, in

plasma spreading between coaxial electrodes, should be also

involved.
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Plasma heating in low pressure RF discharges

M.A.Skorik, N.St.J.Braithwaite', and J.E.Allen

DGPL of Engineering Science, University of Oxford, Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3P], UK.

' Material Discipline, The Open University, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA1 UK.

Introduction
In the present paper we consider the interaction of electrons with an oscillating sheath as a
possible mechanism for plasma heating in low pressure radiofrequeney discharges. The
heating rate is found to be considerable and exceeds the rate of the energy loss due to
electrons escaping across the sheath and recombining on the electrode surface.

Sheath model

We are interested in the range of discharge parameters where the field frequency u)“; is much
greater then the ion plasma frequency can and much less then the electron plasma frequency
wpe' The following assumptions are made about the particle behaviour in the one -
dimensional RF sheath:
1. The electrons have a Maxwellian velocity distribution characterized by a temperature

TE and they follow the instantaneous electric field;
2, The ions respond only to the time-average electric field and their motion within the
sheath is collisionless. It is assumed that as in the DC sheath model ions enter the sheath with
the Bohm speed u”: kTfl/M- , where M is the ion mass.
3. We neglect ionization in the sheath, bulk recombination and secondary emission from

the electrode.
In the calculation of the sheath potential we follow the work of Stekolnikov et al [1].

The potential waveform in the sheath is assumed to have the following form:

em) = is) +Cf>(x)sinwt (1)

The dimensionless variables n=ee®/l, and Ear/k0 are used for the potential and the
distance. Taking into account the equations of the flux and energy conservation for ions, and
also Poisson’s equation for the potential, we obtain (for details see reference [1]) the
following system of coupled differential equations for the nondimensional time-average and
oscillating parts of the sheath potential:

”’2‘? =(1+2fi)-*—exp<—fi)ID(—m
4233 <2)fi—é} =—2exp(—fi)1,(—m
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where 10(x) and 11(x) are the modified zero and first order Bessel functions respectively.
The numerical solution of the system (2) is obtained starting from the analytica]

solution in the limit t]<<l. The boundary values at the electrode surface have been chosgn 10

satisfy the condition of zero net current. The results for 1']: -50.0 are presented in Fig. 1_

Electron motion in the sheath
The electron motion in the time-dependent sheath potential is investigated by means of the

numerical solution of the electron motion equation:

(F's ) NULL!)
"1—: (var- ‘ 'm o

in the following potential:

r1)(x,r)= «Sum +<f>(.\‘)Sin(u)l + a) (4)

This equation has been solved for different values of the initial phase angle 9 and the initial

electron energy e=E/k'l‘c (it is used in the dimensionless form). E is the component of the

electron kinetic energy which is associated with motion perpendicular to the sheath edge.

The computations show that the result of the electron interaction with the RF-sheath

depends significantly upon the initial phase 6. Fig. 3 shows the trajectories of two electrons
with the same initial energy e=1 which penetrate the sheath with different phases (9=1.50n

and 0:045]: respectively). It can be easily seen that the time of the e—sheath interaction and

the depth of penetration in the sheath are very different for these two electrons. It is also clear

from the slopes of the trajectories that the first electron on leaving the sheath has almost the

same energy as it had before the interaction, while the second one gains significant energy.

Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the electron energy on leaving the sheath to that on entering (curve

1) and the e-sheath interaction time (curve 2), as a function of the phase 9 for electrons with

initial energy 8:1.0. The energy of an electron can rise rapidly if it penetrates the RF-sheath

at the moment when the retarding potential is very low. Such an electron spends a large time

inside the sheath and penetrates deeply into it. (curve 2 in Fig, 2; peak on the curve 2 in Fig.

3). The energy of those electrons that face a large retarding potential on entry changes very

little. and the time of the e-sheath interaction is short.
Finally, we have calculated the heating and cooling fluxes to estimate the energy balance

in an RF-shealh. The expression for the heat flux can be written as follows:

. (1:1)“ ‘ Nw(a)
= _—‘ — i — 5j}. meant)”: V[Ac 1 NOT) exp( e)da , ()

where As is the average over all 9 of the increase in the nondimensional energy of the
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electrons on returning to the plasma; nt is the electron concentration at the sheath-plasma
boundary; NW/N is an average over the phase angle of the ratio of the number of the electrons

that recombine on the wall to the total number of the electrons with energy a which enter the

sheath.

Some electrons have enough energy to reach the electrode surface and recombine on

it. The expression for the heat loss (cooling) flux due to these electrons has the following
form:

kT 3”- ” Nfrugal—1 %(e+1)exp(_g)a (6)

Fig. 4 represents the expressions under the integral signs for the heating (curve 1) and cooling
(curve 2) fluxes. It can be seen that the total heating flux is significantly larger than the
cooling flux in this parameter range. The input of energy to the ions is a different matter; it

also occurs via the sheath [5].

Discussion
The results obtained differ from those in [2] where the energy gained in the e-sheath

interaction is a small fraction of that lost by those electrons which escape across the sheath.
The reason for this discrepancy is that the sheath in [2] is assumed to be weakly modulated
like a sheath at a large grounded electrode, while the heating obtained here is associated with
a strongly modulated sheath such as that at a driven electrode. The final conclusion that c-
sheath interaction is an important electron heating mechanism agrees with the results obtained
by other authors [3,4]. However, an estimate of the heating flux due to the secondary
emission from the electrode surface shows that this mechanism can also be significant.
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1. Introduction

The energy of ions bombarding grounded surfaces in RF reactors is a critical parameter in many
plasma processing applications. Previous experiments which have been reported in the literature on
the structure of the ion energy distribution function (lEDl’) at the surface of an electrode have dealt

with a strongly RF modulated sheath with a large bias. In that case the large DC bias has allowed a

relatively easy resolution of the nrultiipeak IEDF structure associated with the RF modulation of the
sheath and the charge exchange collisions. The same effect (however, not so strong) is also present

at the relatively large grounded electrode with a weak sheath. but is more dilficult to resolve because

of the smaller ion energies. In this paper we present measurements of the IEDF obtained with a
retarding field ion energy analyzer mounted on the grounded electrode of an industrial eteher operating
at 13.56 MHZ frequency. The chamber has been filled with Argon at a pressure varying from 0.3 to
6 Pa. The experimental results are compared to the theoretical predictions based on the numerical
solution of the Boltzmann Kinetic Equation for ions in the electric field of a timeivarying sheath.

2. Experiment

The experiment has been carried out in an industrial] etcher (Nordiko). The vacuum chamber is a

cylindrical vessel made of a stainless steel (Fig. 1). The discharge is generated between two electrodes
19 cm. diameter spaced 7 cm apart. The powered electrode (lower) has a eup~likc shape which is
formed by inserting a copper cylinder of the same diameter as the electrodes and 5 cm height. The RF-
voltagc (13.56 MHz) is supplied to the electrode through a matching unit.

The grounded electrode (upper) is electrically connected to the chamber. The retarding field
ion energy analyzer [5| is mounted in the surface of this electrode. A driven Langmuir probe [6] has
access to the interclectrode gap through an orifice in the copper cylinder 3 cm above the powered
electrode. [1 provides information about the plasma parameters (electron temperature, density and
plasma potential)

3. Numerical model
To compare the experimental results with theoretical predictions we have calculated the ion transport
through the RFimodulatcd sheath. The one-dimensional sheath model is similar to that developed in
[I] and is subject to the following assumptions:
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1‘ rl‘he field frequency is much larger than the ion plasma frequency and much less than the gleam"
plasma frequency, So the ions respond otily to the timesaverage electric field and their motion Within
the sheath is collisionless. Ions enter the sheath with the Bolim speed [lbztt‘c/JW .
2. The electrons have a Maxwellian velocity distribution and they follow the instantaneous electric
field.

3, We neglect ionization in the sheath, bulk recombination and secondary emission from the electrode.
These assumptions are applied only to the calculation of the sheath waveform, not to the consideration
of the ion transport.

The sheath potential profile is obtained by a numerical solution of the system of the
conservation equations for ions and Poisson's equation (for details see [1]) and has the following form;

(1)03!) =<_D(.\') +(i)(.t‘)cosuit, (1)

the (30') and (Tax) profiles are presented in tig,2(the nondiniensional units n=~flTIi and E:K . .
are employed).

The ion transport through the RF-shealh with the potential waveform given by (I) has been
calculated from a numerical solution of the Boltzmann Kinetic Equation:

it it CE (7
$6“.f ”Tl“ ‘(f‘iIa-am- (2)

where f=f(.\',v,r) is the ion distribution function in phase space. The collision integral [Mm takes
into account elastic and chargeitranster collisions; the cross-section data were taken from [2] and [3].
In the case of the lower pressure (PslPa) the scattering is weak, the ion mean free path is much
larger than the sheath thickness, so it was assumed that ions undergo not more then one charge-transfer
collision on their transit through the sheath. The solution of the weak scattering - transport equation
is quite straightforward. When the pressure is higher and the ion mean free path is comparable to the
sheath thickness a convective scheme [4] has been used to solve the Boltzmann Kinetic Equation. A
major problem in the application of the convective scheme to the simulation of the low-pressure
discharge is an artificial scattering, Not very important at the higher pressures, it can introduce a
significant error when being used in the pressure range 2710 Pa, so a special technique has been
developed to suppress this effect and make it less than the elastic scattering. The calculations were
performed on the 300 by 400 mesh with a nonuniform step along the v~axis. The ion velocity
distribution on the sheath—plasma boundary is taken to be that calculated by Ingram and Braithwaitc
[5] (instead of the assumption that ions enter the sheath with the Bolim speed, which has been made
for the sheath potential calculation. see above),

4. Discussion

The ion energy distribution functions. measured and calculated for different pressures, are presented
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in Fig-5 3 . 5. It can be seen that there is a reasonable agreement between the experimental and

mcorelical result3, however some difference exists, especially at the higher pressures. The reason for

this discrepancy is probably that the ion energy distribution function at the electrode surface is a

sensitive function of the sheath potential profile, so a little variation in a sheath thickness (perhaps due

to an error in the plasma density or the electron temperature measurements) can cause a significant

shifl of the peaks in the tail of the ion distribution function (Fig. 5). Furthur work is required to find

the reason why the experimental results show that ions undergo more scattering than that predicted

by the numerical model (Fig. 5).
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OBSERVATION 0F COHERENT DRIFT STRUCTURES
IN THE TURBULENCE OFA DC DISCHARGE

U. Kauschke and H. Schlfiter
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D-4630 Bochum, Postfach 102148, GERMANY

The experiment is performed in a magnetized neon hot-cathode dc discharge /1,?J. Small
LangmUil' probes give central values of kBT‘ z(4—7JeV, nc=(7-10)-10'6m”. For the floating

Potential one has to take care of a frequency-dependentvoltage division through cable capacities
and sheath resistances /3/. The plasma potential is calculated from floating potential and
temperature /4/. Radial eleCtric fields are of the order of the ambipolar fields /1/. Digital signal

analysis with paired probes is performed on a PC as described in literature /5,6/. Drift waves
(0 4 k: ]« k ) are expected at (1) and flute-type modes (kl—O) at (2) and (3) /7/:

new —k2 r}) E, .2- kgTiMl- 2 _ kHT,M, ._ —kDT, K
=—-k ——————‘-— — —— - ,(I) (D \p EB(l+k2r,2) YB”! 8282 M; £232 V 63 n

kaTq. E, m 1 BRE
:— —’ 3 3k _ . =_

(2) (01 kY’B ’ ( ) 031 V 33 1"1B ’ " ( 3r 0’K7 T, 3r

In the regime B<40mT oscillations appear (5kHz<f<15kHz, short wavelenghts

kpr, =mr,/r > 1) close to (1). Harmonics are of a non-resonant forced type /2/. The phase

velocity - less than the electron diamagnetic Speed» is equal for all harmonics /2,8/. With

increasing B modes of short— and long-wavelengths establish a transition to turbulence /1,2/.

At B=48n1T we observe waves propagating into the electron diamagnetic direction at

frequencies of drift waves (1), potential (dashed lines) and density (solid lines) spectra being

in agreement (Fig la). The m=1 mode is found at kpr, < 1. higher mode numbers appear at
kvr, 2 1. We observe k2 = 6m”.
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Fig 1 Cross-power (a) BzdamT, (b) 8:5)m (density: solid lines, potential: dashed lines)
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A dominant mode is observed at ulv‘ 2: 0.3 with (1) predicting u/v'=0.5. The mdllctiml
of u = to/kp through nonlinearities was shown in former studies/2.8L Fig 221 gives k = kYim)
forB-48rnT. Inconu-ast to (1) waves at 10kHz<f<20kHz propagate with constant u. u/v' =3 0_ 12'
indicating a phase-locked behaviour /9/.

-1 l
K (m ) C U/V c

a ' 15n.

EE 1.2
“E

3:- 0.3
: 1

8 0.4

D . , O 00

$‘1llrtllulxllllriItlllllltlL: “0.40- 10 20

o 10 2o 30 50
f (RHZ) f (kHz)

Fig 2 Dispersion characteristics and coherency c:
(a) B=‘48mT,k=kP(m); (b) B=68mT, u =w/kp, 0<c<100°/a, l: flute modes, II: slow
soliton-type. Iii: last soliton—lype, solid lines: u from density, dashed lines: u irom potential

With E increased to 68mT (Fig 1b), the level of density fluctuation Bnln decreases by ~
50%,indicating areduction ofinstability. Low frequencymodes (<6kHz) are found propagating
into the electron diamagnetic direction as given by (2), (3) with differences in density and
potential expected /10/ and observed. Phase velocities u are given for density and potential,
(Fig 2b, coherency of density (+) and ofpotential (x)). Amplitudes in the regime oflinear drift
waves (lSkHz<f<22kl—Iz) are reduced. The new features compared to previous results/2! are
coherent contributions with anomalous dispersive behaviour. A 9.6kHz—peak belongs to waves
propagating into the ion diamagnetic direction with (3< [m ] <4) and u<0 (u/v":-—O.1i30%),
Fig 3b). Waves at 25kHz (mzl) propagate into the electron diamagnetic direction u>v*.
n/v*-=].3. Wave number spectra of density and potential do not agree (Fig 321). With signals
passed through a band pass filter (6kHZ - 31kliz), the spectra agree perfectly (Fig 3b). Most of
the disagreement in Fig 3a is produced by the low frequency components, which obviously are
not drift—, but flute-type waves.
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Results ofbicoherence analysis are different for both situations (Fig4). ForB-(48-54)mT

wave—wave-coupling processes occur between dn'ft waves and between drift waves and

flute-type modes, b2:(0.1-0.4) (Fig 4a,b). At B=68rnT no significant coupling occurs (Fig 4c).

”the frequency doubling peak (b7=0.15) only accounts for a non-sinusoidal shape of the

9.6kHz-wave.

o [irikufl 20 o rtom”) 20 o rtomb) 20
n -. -. b ' ' c

20 20 20 b 20 20 20

. 1? T: ’3

to . 10: 10 10_ 10 a 10“. s2 - D - a
°o 10 20 ° 00 (D to m [55' O 00 10 20 0

(a) B=48mT, b2<0.4 (b) B=54mT, b2<0.3 (c) B:68mT. b2<0.3
Fig 4 Square oi bicoherence: b2, density fluctuations. Contour lines are drawn ior b2 = 0.1 - 0.4,

step 0.05.
Detailed analysis ofsoliton includes the rotation ofthe ion—fluid v0 due to T; and E,/8,12/.

We consider hot Boltzmann-distributed electrons. ions in warm cross~field approximation, treat
waves moving in slab geometry perpendicular to E and (Kn , KT); /8,12/. The limit of no
periodicity gives the soliton solution (E : y —-t ,7 =r ,¢ = eolkBT, = Sn/no):

o)_ 3 A 21 __i v_' 5 u a
(4) (IJ__2. -.rech [2V {\(Ey llT)),A—— rf[l+u[1+T,]]’S~62kET,uKT

S
Two types ofsolitons appear, fast (u>vo+v') and slow (u<vo) ones, Taking E and Ti into account
we find the 9.6kHz—peak corresponding to u=-490m/s < v0 = +140m/s i80% and the ZSkHz-
peak to u>v.,+v':=4000m/s: We obtain coherent waves in the regimes (tl-Vo)/V- = ~O.l4i80%
and (u-v0)/v' =13 (Fig 2b). In a gas of solitons it depends on the average energy density
< E, > ~1KT/Kn | whether fast or slow solitons dominate ll ll. We have < E, >> 18 and should
expect ion diamagnetic, slow solitons most pronounced, in agreement with observations.
Maximum activity is expected at L1/v'=—0.096, which has to be compared with the observed
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m- z .01.: 30% , orincluding v0: (u-voyv': -O.l4i 80% close to theory/ 1 1/. whichmowe‘,er
only holds for non-interacting solitons in the "KDV-limit” (kph)2 <1: 1. The 9.6kl-lz-waves are
observed at (@7212 = 2 - 3. The KDV-lirnit is fulfilled for fast contributions (25ml)
(kpr,)2=o.13. ‘

Waves above (1)“- show a phase-locked behaviour as in Fig. 2a and weak bTOHdhand
coupling, too (Fig 5).

114‘ J m <m,,
1

1. “°‘ seas;. ”AM; -
0 l 4 28 ‘12 56 71 35 99

f ( l Hz)

31",“: 71 ' __
i 12.3. 2!! gNgé 3' Q;

344.5,? :425 ‘1 ~— ..
“sh; 25

J 14

Fig.5 w<m,, and co>m‘,.: (:1) Spectral power density S(l</kD,1/fo). lg,=22m-1, i=800Hz;
Contour-lines 010.02<b2<0.16 step 0.02.

In conclusion, we observe spectral contributions at velocities expected for solitons,
complementary to periodic waves. The ion diamapnetic propagation cannot be explained by a
reversedE X B —rotation ofthe column, since the E x B —rotntion is positive and cannot explain
shifts to negative velocities. Some azimuthal modes (ni=l—4) remain at positive 11. If the whole
plasma rotates into the ion diamagnetic direction so that a (3<m<4, f=9.6kHZ)-drift-mode occurs
at negative u, the other (in=3-4, f<9.6kl~lz)—drift modes should be reversed, too. This is not
observed. The very low frequency flute-type modes f<6kHz occur at positive u, indicating
positive E XE—rotation of the column, too. The low-frequency turbulence in a magnetized
DC discharge consists of four type of waves: Broad—band drift—, flute—type and waves above
to“ are found with finite coupling and coherent waves (u close to soliton-type) withoutcoupling.
Flute-type modes produce a disagreement in spectra of density and potential.

/1/ U. Kauschke, G. Oelerich-Hill, A. Piel, Phys. Fluids B 2, 38 [1990)
/2/ U. Kauschke, H. Schli'rter Plasma Phys. Contr. Fus. 32, 1149 (1990)
[3/ J. R. Roth, W. M. Krawczonek Rev. Scient. Instr. 42, 589 (1971)
/4/ F. F. Chen "Modern Uses oi Langmuir Probes" lPPJvReport No. 750, Nagoya, Japan (April 25 1985)
/5/J. M. Beall, Y. C. Kim, E. J. Powers J. Appl. Phys. 53, 3933 (1982)
lfil Y. C. Kim, E. J. Powers lEEE Trans. Plasma Science PS-7, 120 [1979)
[7/ W. Horton in Handbook oi Plasma Physics, eds; M. N, Rosenblulh, R. Z. Sagdeev R. 2., Vol. 2, eds:
A. A. Galeev, R. N. Sudan, North Holland, Amsterdam (1984)
/8/ U. Kauschke, H. Schliiter Plasma Phys. Contr. Fus 33, 1309 (1991)
/9/ B. D. Scott, H. Biglari, P. W. Tern], P. H. Diamond Phys. Fluids B 3, 51 (1991)
/10/ P. K. Shukla, M. Y. Yu, H. U. Rahman, K. H. Spatschek Phys. Rep. 105 (1984)
/11IJ. D. Meiss, and W. Horion Phys. Fluids 25, 1838 (1982)
I12] U. Kauschke, submitted 10 Plasma Phys. Contr. Fus., SFB—Report 92-A4-20 (1992)
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EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD ON A MAGNETRON DISCHARGE

fl.Mase, T.Tanabe, T.lkehata and N.Y.Sato

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,

Ibaraki University, Hitachi 316, Japan

Magnetron discharge is one of the crossed—field discharges in which

the efficient ionization occurs in relatively low pressure range and it is

widely used as the sputtering devices for thin film formation. In the

commel‘Cial devices. the magnetic field is applied by permanent magnets and

then the field pattern is distorted strongly. This fact seems it difficult to

clear the discharge mechanism in such devices. Description of the magne‘

tron operation is still incomplete, although there are a number of studies

/l.Z/-
In this paper, we describe the effect of magnetic field on the enhanced

ionization in a planar magnetron device. We also discuss the mechanism

for sustaining discharge and the field pattern required for the magnetron

operation.

Experiments are carried out by using a planar magnetron device whose

electrode separation and the magnetic field strength can be varied (see

Fig.1). The ring—shaped glowing plasma is produced in the region re—

stricted by the magnetic field. The gases used are He and H2 in the

pressure range from 2 to 0.15 Torr. The variation of the discharge

voltage with the magnetic field B is measured under the conditions of fixed

discharge current Id and various electrode separation dAK'

The typical results are demon—

strated in Fig.2. As the magnetic C mm
a e {A -

field is increasing, the discharge fliomm'smfln

voltage Vd rapidly falls at a critical

Value Bc of the field and the low

impedance discharge mode (magnetron Ewe);

discharge mode) occurs at the mag-

netic field beyond Bc' This effect

is distinguished in lower pressure

range. The critical field BC strong—

ly depends on the electrode separa- Fig 1’ Illustration 0f planar magne—
, tron device.

two and isslightlyaffected by the

w»

m. .) .;.‘_‘.i'c|m,g can ”Milli/{AER
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discharge current, the species and the pressure of gases.

ship between BC and dAK is shown in Fig.3.

BC varies inversely with dAK and then the product Bc‘dAK is Constant.

the large electrode separation (dAK>d*), however, BC is independent of d
and BC takes a minimum value B*.
It seems to be caused by the nonuni—

formity of the magnetic field.

In general. the cathode fall VC

for a fixed current is expressed as

the following formula obtained from

the plasma balance equations /3/,

VC = C(Vi/7 )F(net),
where C is the factor (21) associat-

ed with the plasma particle loss and

energy loss, Vi and 7 are the ioniza—

tion potential and the coefficient of

7 process.

(21)
trapped

F(net) means a factor

the electrons

(total

for primary

between electrodes

primary electron flux)/(trapped pri

/*/. If the
potential drop across the plasma is

mary electron flux)

small, Vc is nearly equal to Vd‘

In the low pressure diode dis—

field,charge without the magnetic

F(net) is much
In the

larger than unity.

magnetron discharge the

primary electrons are sufficiently

trapped by the magnetic field and

then F(net):1. field

Bc is the lower limit of the field

The critical

which satisfies the condition of suffi—

cient trapping of primary electrons.

If the magnetic field is uniform and

the discharge is dense glow mode

(cathode sheath thickness dc<<elec—-

tron cyclotron radius r the condi—Ce) 1

tion is given by rce=(mv/eB)gdAK,

III—1986

The relatioh‘
Curves in Fig.3 indicate that

In

‘- : SDmA ““30
H 015 Torr

Se
ha
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e
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lta
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V“

(V
)

01

Magnetic Flclol E (G)

Fig 2: Variation of discharge Volt_
age with magnetic field strength_
Magnetron discharge occurs when B )
Bc' B is measured on the cathode at
the center of magnet gap.
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Fig 3: Relationship between the
critical B—field and the electrode
separation.
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is electron velocity corre—
where V
pending to V0. We easily obtain

5
the relationship, BC.dAK=Const., from

’dAK’ In this situation the
rce‘ .
primary electrons drift by reflection

on the cathode sheath edge as shown

in “EA, The drift motion is differ—

ent from the EXB drift /4,5/I which

occurs .1: lower density discharge (dC>rce).

field jg discussed as follows.

For

cathode

Fig 4: Electron drift due to EXB and
reflection on sheath edge.

The effect of the nonuniform

simplicity, we consider the magnetic field due to a dipole array of

gap length 2a and the orbital motion of primary electron (accelerated up to

evC and start from 2:13) on the mid plane, where the field is given by

B(Z)=Bn/(l+ZZ/a2).

electron motion.

theedge to turning point

A=a/rcc0’ as shown in Fig.5, where rceo=mv/eBO.

does not. change with A very much and is found to be ZT:1'

of Ag 1, however, the turning point

decreases. The electrons are

trapped when ZT is smaller than

dAK/rCCO' The magnetron operation

will bi: obtained when the following

condilions are satisfied /6/.

7TZI‘EdAK/rce0 for dAK<a, (1)

0!‘

A=a/rceo_:;l for dAK>a' (2)

They are corresponding to

BC.dAK=const. for dAK<d* and BC=B*

for dAK>d*’ where (1* is related to a.

The calculated values are in good

agreement with the experimental

results. In this model the electron

drift is due to the reflection on the

cathode sheath and/or grad—B.

Further confinement of the primary

electrons does not discuss but the

electrons seen} to be confined by the

changes

From computer calculation we obtain the trajectory of

The distance, ZT=(7.T-b)/rceo, from the cathode sheath

field,

When A is large (A>l). ZT

with the effective magnetic

In the case

moves far away even if A slightly

15"

i D ,w V _ r
/

{a |‘ on; ‘

Xi) ‘ '1], l,".:

\ mi \
23 ‘ .

| i

5» iIIt 5. -‘ \
i l \(\A qfl\mNh'1_ :—.,.__$:§:5
l
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0 l 2 3 l. 5

A = a / rm

Fig 5: Variation of turning point
with the aspect of magnetic filed.
Electron (initial velocity
v=(2eVC/m) /2) starts a z=b, and
rceo=mv/eB(z=0).
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magnetic mirror. The ring—shaped glowing plasma is produced by the

bombertment of the trapped energetic electrons.

Equations (1) and (Z) or Fig.5 are useful to design the field Pattern

and the electrode arrangement in magnetron devices. Equation (2) 15 Same

as the result obtained from a computer simulation by Goree et a1. /7/_

Low impedance characteristics in the magnetron discharges is cansed

by efficient ionization due to the primary electrons which are accelerated

by the cathode fall and trapped magnetically between the electrodes. The

trapped electrons drift resulting in the reflection on the cathode ShEath

and/or grad—B and bounce between the mirror points.

/I/ Lan Gu,M.A.Lieberman, J.Vac.Sci.Technol. A6, 2960(1989)

/2/ S.M.Rossnagel,H.R.Kaufman, J.Vac.Sci.Technol. A6, 223(1989)

/3/ H.Mase,T.Tanabe,T.Ikehata, Proc.18th.ICPIG.(Swansea,1987) IV, p746

/4/ G.Francis. The glow discharge at low pressure in Handbuch der Physik

ed. by S.Flugge Bd.XXII(Springer—Verlag,1956), p167

/5/ B.Chapman, Glow discharge processes (John—WileyJQSO), p262

/6/ H.Mase,T.Tanabe,T.lkehata, Proc.7th.Sympo.Plasma Pi‘ocessing(T0kyo,1990),

p349

/7/ J.Goree,T.E.Sheridan. Appl.Phys.Lett. 59, 1052(l991)

/*/ In the simplest case, F(net) is given by the formulai

F(net)=(l—exp[—(BCdAK/Bl e)sin‘1(B/BC)])‘1 for BSBC,
where 2. e is m.f.p. of the primary electrons.
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THE LANGMUIR PROBE STUDY OF THE ELECTRON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION IN THE FLOWING AFTERGLOW PLASMA

J.Glosik, I.éermak, M.Sicha, M.Tichy, P.Zakouril

Department of Electronics and Vacuum Physics, Faculty of
Mathematics and Physics, Charles University,

v Holesovickach 2, 180 00 Praha 8, Czechoslovakia

The Flowing Afterglow Langmuir Probe (FALP, [1,2]) appara—
tuS, with microwave discharge (2.5 GHZ, 25 — 75 W) as a plasma
source, was used to study evolution of the Electron Energy
Distribution Function (EEDF) in the low pressure (50 to 85 Pa)
argon flowing afterglow plasma. The polyatomic molecular reac—
tants such as n~hexane and benzene were added to the argon
carrier gas in order to study their influence on the EEDF and its
relaxation. Some aspects of the determination of the plasma
parameters from the Langmuir probe measurements are discussed.

Introduction
The flowing afterglow technique was developed by Ferguson

and co-workers [3] and it has been used extensively to study
ion-molecule reactions. The FALP version was used to study
recombination, attachment and plasma relaxation processes
[2,4,5,6]. In most of the measurements He was used as a carrier
gas and as a common feature fast thermalization was observed. The
situation is different when Ar is used as a carrier gas; Ar has
higher atomic mass and the cross—section for the electron atom
collisions has pronounced. minimum just in the energy range
0.1 - 1 eV (Ramsauer effect)[7]. As a consequence an energy

transfer between electrons and Ar atoms is two orders of
magnitude less efficient as it is in the case of He atoms, so for
the investigation of the processes influencing the EEDF Ar is
more suitable as a carrier gas [8].

Experimental
The experimental data have been accumulated using the

flowing afterglow apparatus of the FALP type (for details see
[9]). The flow tube is l m long with inner diameter 0.06 m. The
velocity of the argon carrier gas was 50 ms”, corresponding
decay times (t) are up to 20ms. Plasma parameters have been
measured on the axis of the flow tube by means of an axially
movable cylindrical Langmuir probe (platinum, length 4 mm,
diameter 40 um). K

The probe current (Ip), as a function of probe potential
(VP), was measured. The EEDF (F(U)) was determined on the basis
of its relation to the second derivative of the electron part
(IE) of the probe current [9]:

F(U) =Const*V1/2*(dZIE/dvz)
where IE = IP — I+, V = VP — VFLASMA and U is the electron energy in
eV corresponding to V. The second derivative of IE (19 was
calculated from the probe current and correction to the second
derivative of the ion current was taken into account, for
details see [10]. The plasma potential was taken as a probe
potential at which the second derivative is changing its sign
(inflection point; Ié e 0 and I: = O).
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Typical examples of the measured probe characteristicS an
the calculated second derivatives of the electron current for the
different reactant gases are plotted in Fig.1a,b,c (abSOhme
value |Ip| and |IE| versus V in semi-logarithmic plot).
Fig.1.:
nu Fulcrum,“ 'I-I I'IMII Im ‘:JVI‘V1I1.‘.,,,WVV,___ 7'7“

rs) ib) ' c) v
‘ I-UJ:n r HF: I l=H Mr V HPa l'H.Mn P'EUI‘

"E 0.35% n-hexane "‘ 0.33% benzene ”“ pure Ar

:I.n:aw||xvm I v I |YIH qxuui|j-vTJ

Near the plasm potential (V=O) the measured probe characteristic
is influenced by processes on the surface of the probe and by
fluctuations of the plasma potential; as a consequence the
calculated second derivative is inaccurate for V up to ‘2de
and an extrapolation has to be used. In the presence of
molecular reactant gases the determination of the plasma
potential can be influenced by the plasma enhanced deposition on
the probe surface. To avoid this problem the high negatiVe
voltage has been applied to the probe in order to clean the probe
surface by ion bombardment. The high voltage was applied after
each change of the probe voltage prior to the measurements of the
probe current.

~If the EEDF is Maxwellian the semi—logarithmic plot of
dhf/dvz versus V is linear with a slope given by the electron
temperature TE (see Fig.1a). when the "body" of the EEDF is near
to Maxwellian there is a linear part of semi-logarithmic plot of
d§%/dV2 versus V (see Fig.1b) and "effective" (approximativd
electron temperature can be estimated. Semi-logarithmic plots of
1" versus V in pure Ar do not have in general a linear part (see
Fig.1c) and the effective temperature cannot be estimated. The
direct calculation of a mean energy of electrons from measured
EEDF is inaccurate due to the mentioned inaccuracy of the
obtained I; in the low energy region.

The shape of the EEDF has to be considered when determining
the plasma density. The probe theories usually suppose the
Maxwellian EEDF, so they should be used with care. Presented
electron concentrations are calculated, when possible, from the
probe current at plasma potential and temperature or effective
temperature is used.

Evolution of the EEDF in flowing afterglow
The evolution of the EEDF has been studied along the

flowtube in pure Ar and in Ar with small admixture of polyatomic
molecular reactant gas (benzene and n-hexane) introduced
downstream of the microwave discharge. N—hexane and benzene have
been used because of the effect of polymerization and effective
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osition in a plasma [12]. The preliminary analysis for benzene
degws that the rate of the deposition, refractive index and
sgectric conductivity of the deposited films depends on the
eosition in the flow tube.
p For the evaluation of deviation of the measured EEDF from
the Maxwellian one (Fm(U)) corresponding to the same temperature
it is useful to plot the ratio F(U)/Fm(U) as a function of U/kTE.
In Fig.2a,b IE and the ratio F(U)/Fm(U) are plotted for different
ositions along the flow tube in pure Ar (distance from the

reactant entry port is given in cm, 5 cm corresponds to i ms in
time scale). It is evident that the EEDF is not Maxwellian and
the deviation is increasing with increasing decay time; plasma
is not thermalized even after 8 ms. The electron gas is heated
mainly on the expenses of the energy of the metastable argon
atoms and by the dissociative recombination of Ar; ions. The
Druyvesteyn distribution is a good approximation for the measured
EEDF in pure argon. This is typical of Ar flowing afterglow [6,
13], For purpose of Fig.2b the effective temperature as a rough
approximation has been estimated from the IE Vs V semi—log plot.
Fig-Z- pure Ar, P=85Pa 0.35% n—hexane, P=71Pa 0.33% benzene, P=74Pa
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In Fig.2c,d the same dependences as in Fig.2a,b are ploted
the only difference being the admixture: 0.35% of n—hexane in the
flow tube. The corresponding evolutions of TE, NE and EEDF along
the flow tube are plotted in Fig.3. As it can be seen, in
presence of n-hexane, the plasma is thermalized rapidly and as
a consequence the diffusion losses are smaller and the
concentration changes slowly. Immediately after the entry port
the Ar+ ions are converted to molecular ions and then they are
removed by dissociative recombination. The estimated. recom-
bination rate coefficient is 4.7*10Jcm3s*.

The same dependences for admixture of 0.33% of benzene in
Ar are plotted in Fig.2e,f. The deviation from the Maxwellian
distribution due to the production of the energetic electrons in
the Penning ionization of benzene in energy range 1.0 - 1.5 eV
is evident. It is also seen from Fig.2f that this group vanishes
with increasing afterglow time.
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Fig.3. 0.35% n—hexane, Ar pressure 71 Pa
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Conclusion
The evolution of the EEDF in the flowing afterglow has been

studied. It was possible to show how the EEDF, electron density
and effective temperature in an Ar afterglow are influenced by
the addition of benzene and n—hexane.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF RF DISCHARGES AND

COMPARISON WITH LABORATORY RESULTS

V. Vahedi. M. Surendra, G. DiPeso,
P. Minashidi. and C. K. Birdsall

University of Califoniia, Berkeley
Berkeley. CA 94720

RF glow discharges and other processing plasmas are used extensively in the micro-

electronics industry. Selficonsistent fluid equations have been used recently to study the

structural features of RF and DC glows”. However, since these discharges are inherently

complex and the particle distributions are non-Maxwellian, there has been a considerable effort
in developing self-consistent kinetic models without making any assumptions on the distri-

bution functions”.

In order to use particle-in-cell simulation codes for modeling collisional plasmas and
self—sustained discharges it is necessary to include interactions between charged and neutral

particles. Monte Carlo methods have been used extensively in swarm sitttulatiotis7'”. In many
Monte Carlo schemes, the time (or distance) between collisions for each particle is calculated

from a random number. This allows for efficient algorithms. especially when the null collision
method is used”. This technique is however, not compatible with PIC simulations. since all
particle trajectories are integrated simultaneously in time. Hence, the collision probability for
the ith charged particle is calculated from

P, : 1 —exp(—VAt)

Wherev : n 61(E‘-)V,-. GT is the total collision cross section. EE is the kinetic energy ofthe particles

and n is the neutral density. A collision takes place if a uniformly distributed random number
on the interval [0, l] is less than P‘. The null collision method can be incorporated into the
collision model by picking a constant collision frequency v’ such that.

v’ 2 (n my)nm

which greatly reduces the computational cost, by not evaluating GAE!) for each particle. The

fraction of the total number of particles (chosen at random) in the simulation that experience
collisions is given by

P 2 1, exp(—v’At)

The collisions are assumed to take place at the current positions of the particles. It should be
noted that the choice of At will affect the accuracy of the collision model. For instance, viAr
should not be much larger than simulation length scales of interest (eg. grid spacing, km) and
AscflEJn should be about0.1 or less”, which means that less than 10% ofthe charged particles
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collide in one time step. Once a collision occurs, the type of collision, the energy of the elated

randomnumbers. Thcsc quantities are related back to the system coordinate axes. The pl’OCcdul-e fer
electron~neutral collisions is describe in detail by Boeut' and Marode7. and by Thnmpmn €1.01
(1988) l‘orioirncutral collisions. Expressions fordit'l‘erential cross sections that are analytic“!
integrable are useful. as then the computational costofdetennining scattering angles and cnergy
redistribution in ionizing collisions is minimized" 7'” 12.

electron (for an ionizing collision) and the directionts) are determined with new

A Monte Carlo collision handler as described above‘ including the null collision method
has been developed as an addition [0 the PIC scheme as shown in Fig. l. The full thrge:
dimensional character of a collision is modeled with three velocity components The "Clltrals
are assumed to be uniformly distributed between the boundaries with a constant tlcllsity and a
Maxwellian profile. The model is still valid ifthe neutral density is a weak function ot'positiort
and time (small variations across the mean free path and collision times), This scheme Can
also be extended to model Coulomb collisions between Charged particles.

inn-gratin" oi oqucttcns PiHlCl-E lossr
oln‘otron :uuvmq p‘HilEieS at (ht bound

(emission .‘hSOIDliun ME) "

\Vulghltllg
(E Bl+ F.

Frgpvl'i—xv

integration ullle‘tl
equations on 9nd

l pt J): 4" (El all

w: ghllng
(1. V).* l n. Jii

FIG 1. The flow chart for an explicit bounded PIC scheme with the addition of the collision
handler, called PlC-MCC“.

RF discharge modeling displays many physical time scales, eg. (t)x < (0” << (I),,.. With a
PIC model including an electrostatic response, the highest frequency that must be resolved by
the explicit numerical methods used to solve the particle and field equations is (ON. It to], At > 2,
numerical instabilities can occur for explicit methods”. To observe most of the physics of
interest. one needs to resolve the RF timescale only. and therefore much computing time is
wasted resolving the elcch‘on plasma oscillation time scale.

Implicit particle sitrtulationH has been developed to relax the numerical stability con-
straint. Implicit particle movers advance the postion of the ith super particle by the equation

"kn ii 1 : a'E"H(.1',-" +1) +.\Tn+l
l t
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vhere {- is the portion of the position advanced, dependent on quantities known at present and

V ' . . . . .
reviOUS timc levels, of = BAt/m, and Bdcpends on the particular imphcn scheme. Line

5111n the locations A?” about the locations ,ff‘“ in the superparticle—tovgrid weighting

equations gives the numerically implicit Poisson equation

3_,l1+ ufinarl] arty/1 +1: _l:)n+1/Eu

/
where a : (1/90.

Simple boundary conditions for the RF discharge are a zero potential at the left wall and

an RF source voltage at the right wall. The electric field, at the left wall is then derived by

[mug a Gaussian pill box about the wall.

t(1 — amisij : m : (Sn/en + [BUAWZED

A similar proceedttre is used for the right wall. The equations may be generalized to included
more complicated boundary conditions including external circuit elements.

Matty accuracy constraints still remain. One importantconstraintis that the fastestparticle

species should resolve spatial gradients in the field. i.e., vnmAt/s < l where s is the gradient .

length. Another important constraint is that all particles should sample the field on the grid in ‘

acontinuous manner overasingle time step. This gives \‘nmAt/Ar < 1. A problem with implicit i

methods is excessive numerical cooling which is due to poor sampling of fast particles in

simulations with large time steps. Resolving fast particles is particulzu'ly important in RF

discharges because it is the fast electrons which maintain the discharge through ionization

collisions with the neutrals. A possible way outofthis problem is to do multi-scale15 simulations.

Thatis, the few fast electrons that maintain the discharge may be pushed with a small time step

while the remaining slow particles. essentially residing in the bulk plasma, may be pushed with l

alarge implicit time step. Based on these algorithms, which have been implemented in PDPl,

we have been able to speed up our bounded PIC—MCC code by factors of 5—20 times, when

simulating RF Discharges with laboratory parameters.

We will present comparisons of results obtained from simulation with those published

by Godyak er. al.'“' 17. Our simulation results show that the electrons have a two—temperature
distribution in a 2 cm gap argon RF discharge as measured by Godyak et. 01.”. The Figure on

the next page shows an instantaneous electron velocity distribution in the system as a function

of position.
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ON MODELLING OF STEADY STATES IN TOROIDAL MACHfNES FOR BASIC
PLASMA PHYSICS

Alf H. Qien
Department of Applied Mathematics, University ofBergen, Allégt. 55, 5007 Bergen, Norway

Introduction. Toroidal machines like ACT—I (l), BLAAMANN (2) and TORELLO (3) have a
strong toroidal magnetic field, and may under steady state operation produce a plasma
continously for instance between a hot filament and an anode placed diametrically Opposite in
the toroidal direction. Charged particles; spiral in the toroidal direction, collide in between
themselves and with the background gas and drift and diffuse normal to and along the magnetic

field giving rise to particular density, temperature and electric potential profiles over the circular
cross section. Details of measured global plasma behaviour, (2), are of interest because they
reflect fundamental transport mechanisms that are important in these machines. Some typical
parameters of the plasma in BLAAMANN are: Major radius, R0z60cm, minor radius a215cm,

toroidal magnetic field, B¢=0,l Tesla, electron and ion densities, nc’ilg- ION/cud, neutral

particle density, N0=1012/cm3, electron temperatureTczl-lOeV, ion temperature, T,, typically
10% of T“. For an argon-plasma this gives the for the electrorr and ion cyclotron Frequencies
95:1.8 101% and 992.4 105/5, and corresponding Larmor radii, rc:8 lO'3cm and r,:0.6
cm, for electron—ion collision frequency, vei=l.4 103/5, for electrorratom collision frequency,
vea22 104/s and for ion-atom collision frequency, Via=8 102/5. The BLAAMANN machine has
been equipped with additional coils for producing small components of magnetic field in the
vertical and /or major radial directions (of order 1 % of 13¢). In particular some effects of small

magnetic field components on the plasma behaviour are discussed in this paper. Classical
transport theory is assumed valid, (4), (5).

Transverse versus longitudinal B particle transport. Transverse a strong magnetic
field, ions diffuse freely faster than electrons, while along the field electrons diffuse freely
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taster than Ions. This means that in ambtpolar transport ot the plasma the ions are hlndered by

the electrons in transverse B movement, while along the field the electrons are hindered by the
ions. Adding small components ofB in the 7 and/or the R7directions give rise to some
pecultirities: With gradients in the z and R directions. and with 21 small component of magnetic
field in the z direction, cf. Fig.1,we have typically fordthe free electron diffusion along (H) the

_. pmfi_ an__n a_n __ _ _B_Ai"~ .- ,held, 1:” — "“a_1.. — Mnm where an. SinesJ naaz‘ this diitus1on hasttcomponent'1. j». ‘- mA_Hz X15111 ,‘ 4 tn ' -' .. -111 Ill 2 direction, 1"“ — (73°) mm” a;' For the ion transverse (l) diffusion we have Lyplcally

12"“: 7 [L $311 = 7 7‘ and with '?7 = 00563077 x 1‘ the 2 component of this diffusicm

.v 1942‘ _ V13“ 0becomes F, ' “ — 2m “26:. Between these free dilltision components in the 7. direction we have
1; 9,211in the actual partuneter retrinie the relationr717;; 2(37’ ) (f :72“ v v = ‘if10m(;z)'ThiS

shows that even for a very small component of magnetic field in the z»direction the electron free
diffusion component in the z direction, almost perpendicular to the magnetic field, dominates

over the ion tree diffusion. In turn this will influence ambipolttr transport.
Particle transport equations. Equations transverse and along the magnetic field are for ions
(single ionized) and electrons

e 1 B 11
eEi+7(uiHEW—7.7;“KT.711iflv,.tr.iMarni—(219i7n,3):!)

1: ”‘e In

a l r?
79151 — 7(uL, xB)— 7 I1 KT—7/,twtrgaugi 7m” v“ (14.; —I¢1i)= 0

c Brrt
7 1 ') ne6111177—21KT.7/.1mviau,“Hiram—(um711;“): 0

“9’11 ”1‘
V I c)

—eb.. — 7711.: AT: flit-.1 want-n eme Va; (Inn 7111'“): 0’1‘, 9r”

The it‘s are reduced masses. Accelleration tetrns have been neglected. Gradients are over the

cross-section. Toroidttl symmetry is assumed. B = C0 BcosEcosn + ezBsine+cRBcosssinn

where e and n are small angles between B and its horizontal projection and between the

horizontal projection and the toroidal direction, respectively.

We neglect electmnAion collisions in the following. For particle fluxes F(a)=naua in a cross

section plane, 0t:(e)lectrons, (Dons, we obtain

I”) = _E[(Cos ")2 Q J (a) _ L ((cosesin 7})2 cos csin ssin 7] _ (a)
(273 O (coszz)2 Vcm eosesinesinn (sine)2

] E (] 7cosecosnsgn(qa))l (1(a)
—Q—a cosEcosnsgnU/a) O
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}[erc d“): :irnu kTcl +¥”ml“ ‘98rd) when E: 7557(1). Generally, these fluxes are substituted into

thc mass- and energy conservation equations for electrons and ions, which again are coupled to

Poisson's equation in an electrostatic approximation.

Instead we specialize and assume quasincutrality in the main plasma volume, nu=ni=n, and

mnbipolar particle transpon, TREE”. The electric field is then also ambipolnr. Due to lack of

space it is omitted in the following. We mention a few special cases:

and ‘1 both << ‘3‘ (<<QL << 1'?) Recall that?“’ ~ 10 h in the actual parameter

e. we operate Then the effects of E and 1] are negligible, and the limits C—>0, 11—)0, arercg’lln

appropriate. The expressions for particle flux are a special case of,

[ 1W
Ql<e_-?_,: n=0, w ' " :2“ z '5- 10’3. The particle transport then becomes

9 11 E)— _’”1:fl_____ _"h—:_FR—i if ()tK( T +Ti ))— 1+5if£2;‘"93 (1111(1‘. +'l- ))

] I) miz 8n=— ” c g w—l—ilnh‘ T. +T)
miviuaz‘ ’ 1.1.941" 3R ( )

\‘Mv

The equations for Case I are obtained by letting E—>O.

Cns_e 3: E: f) whilen<<““. Then
1

I ) ”,1; E}
F :.- mr(T +T ) +77tlzKCTC+T1

R mittId 19R( ) 1+fir): D

l
l

[in V7 f)
I" Q ) '

I‘ :_;_ ,- T. Ti ______ 7' “71

" Hmagm‘fi “'1 5,S,,,_a—R(ni( 1 ))
"ca"m ,mvh

4: 31 <<(botheand n7) << E' Then
l -. r) l E)

F :---— I +77“ —(11K(TC+T,) ——(tz~ +3703; #011117} +7:11 D(<11 7 l-)()R ) D .1 l )8: )l

1‘ 1(1 +331 )gtmr tr» 1(a ma ) 8min +T)):——l lW—'u'1+—:‘ 11"\c1D ” 1“ a; ‘ D ' 8R
+51%“(E'4- Tl )J, El11 — #13:. 111: 2 r—n,\r:n513 : ‘12:, 1131 : (El—'1)“ m—llgl‘

where (3—7)“ is theln steady state the mass conservation equation becomes \7 F: ('j" )6

plasma generation/plasma recombination tenn When in particular electron and ion temperatures

may be set constant we have typically in cases (1)7(4) for particle density the equation
(7211 (7212 0312 ‘w+23 +C 7:—j(x.2)ox- «9102 r):-

We have simplified the geometry and neglected some effects using cartesian coordinates.
1

f(x 2): i1n+n)(a_i) In case(1)B 0 A:C: in case (2) 13:0. A:% (24,111

A

m,l\'; 1’ mlvi,
V:- ‘1:
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l

case(3)B:O.A=+h-,C: ”W" incasetzt)A=lfi(aH+7114”), 13:31.2, C=§j(a,! +82%)
mg 1 Damn? D

where D, given above. also depends on e and t].

We demonstrate in Figs.(2)~(4 ) some effects of e and t] on solutions of 11 over a quadratic CFOS5
section, iaSox'Sa, USZSZa (a:15), in the cases (1)7(3)t Shown are level Curves ol‘ nan", Where

“0 is the same constant, unspecified density on the boundary ('otttside' a boundary sheath) The

same plasma production term (%Il_)c’ proportional to 5(x + %)(sin 2% , %sin¥), has been Used ,

2 Fig.2: 5:1]:0 Fig, 3: E=3 '10’{
11:0

LA U!
a w

L» O
3—

-
,}:

Ut
w

e
're

)
O

and the same numbering indicates the relative density distributions.
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A ONE-DIMENSIONAL Q—MACHINE MODEL TAKING INTO ACCOUNT
CHARGEeEXCHANGE COLLISIONS

H. Maier and S. Kuhn

PlaSma and Energy Physics Group, Institute for Theoretical Physics,
University of Innsbruck, Austria

1_ Introduction and model. The Q—machine"2 is a nontrivial bounded plasma system

which is excellently suited not only for fundamental plasma physics investigations but
also for the development and testing of new theoretical methods for modeling such
systems. However, although Q—machines have now been around for over thirty years,
it appears that there exist no comprehensive theoretical models taking into account
their considerable geometrical and physical complem‘ty with a reasonable degree of
self—consistency. In the present context we are concerned with the low—density, sin—
gle~emitter Q—machine, for which the mostrwidely used model is probably the (onefili—
mensional) ”collisionless plane—diode model“,M which has originally been developed
for thermionic diodes.5'7 Although the validity of this model is restricted to certain
"Mal" phenomena, we consider it a suitable starting point for extensions of various
kinds. While a generalization to two—dimensional geometry (with still collisionless
plasma) is is being reported elsewhere,B the present work represents a first extension to
collisional plasma (with still one—dimensional geometry).

The model geometry is shown in Fig. 1. Both ions and electrons leave the emitter
("hot plate", located at x = 0 and assigned potential V = 0) with half Maxwellian
distribution functions corresponding to the emitter temperature T. All particles reach—
ing either the emitter or the collector ("cold plate", located at x = L and biased
against the hot plate with potential Vc) are absorbed. Since this work represents but a
first step toward the sell—consistent kinetic modeling of collisional bounded plasma
systems, the ions are assumed to undergo symmetric charge—exchange collisions with
the neutral background gas,9"° whereas the electrons are still treated as collisionless.
Moreover, we restrict ourselves to dc states with monotonically decreasing potential
distributions, so as to avoid the occurrence of trapped particles.

In Sec, 3, our iterative analytic—numerical method for calculating self—consistent
dc states of the above configuration is briefly outlined, and some typical numerical
results on the effect of charge—exchange collisions are presented in Sec. 3. Full details
are given in Ref. 11.

2. Outline of the method. Starting from a suitable first guess V0(x) for the potential
distribution V(x) (with V0 best taken £rom one—dimensional theoryal, the velocity
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distribution functions must be found by solving the Vlasov equation for the electrofis
6 i 6 de[v-E+ %[E(x)+v] 7);] fe(x,v) E affabbv) : O (1)

and an the appropriate linearized Boltzmann equation for the ions, 10 ,

[if-g; + 1%:[E(x)+vx}3] 267$] f1(x,v) E gfifibmr) : ‘o‘i(x,v) (2)

as described below. For the ion—neutral collision term 2:31 we use the linearized term

‘6}(x,v;[i) E P(x,v;fi) — z/(x,v)fi(x,v) , (3)
where

P(x,v;fi) E Jd3VJd2§l fi(x,v’)F(X,V’)v,elod (4)

is the gain term and —ufi is the loss term, with

u(x,v) a Jaw F(X,V)Vrelf7d (5)
the ion collision frequency, For the differential and total cross—cross sections we Choose
the well—known analytic approximations.9’ID

Udh’reifl) : (757”: 45(1+cos()), (6a)
'1

Utot(vrel) : [it—bl()g(vre])]

The distribution functions fe(x,v) and fi(x,v) are determined via integration of Eqs. (1)
and (2), respectively, with da/dt denoting the Lagrangian time derivative along the
species—a trajectory (a = e,i) in the given dc potential. For the one—dimensional situa—
tion considered here, the trajectory integral of Eq. (1) is simply

[8(x,v) : {9(0,v0) = Aeexp[— mev02/2lcT] U(\') (7)

with muvoz/Q : me(vx?+vn5’)/2 veV(x) the electron’s energy at the emitter and U(v)
the unit step function Analogous formal integration of Eq. (2) would lead to an inte-
gral equation for fi, but in practice we solve that equation by direct numerical integra—
tion on a discrete spatial grid:

f. : fi)k[1—%Atk(vk+Vk+1)] +iAtk(Pk+Pk»1) (8)nkii 1+ %Atk(Vk+Vki i) ’
where the subscript kindicates quantities at the km gridpoint and Atk is the ion’s time
of flight between gridpoints k and k+1. In so doing, two types of ion trajectories must
be distinguished, namely (i) those originating at the emitter with positive via—values
(for which the initial condition is the half Maxwellian emission distribution), and (ii)
those originating at the collector at negative vx—values (for which the initial f; equals
zero).

With the velocity distributions at a given position it thus determined, we calculate
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the electron and ion number densities and, from them, the space—charge density ac~

cording to
as): ebnoienixn : ewrrxwi~jdwrimvn to

“hem the velocity—space integration is performed analytically for the electrons and

numerically for the ions. With this chargefiiensity distribution, Poisson’s equation,

rwo)=*Mflho no
is solved approximately by means of a well—known relaxation scheme,” the result be—

ing an improved potential distribution Vl(x).
This improved potential distribution is now used for calculating new distribution

functions, new particle densities, at new spacewharge distribution and, from it, a new

potential distribution Vg(x), et., until a sufficiently accurate and selffitonsistent
l'finfill' potential distribution V(x) is obtained.

3, Results and discussion. In Figs, 2(a—d) we show some representative macroscopic

quantities for a Q—machine (or thermionic diode) with length L = 5 mm at two differ—

ent background (K) densities lib (”low": 1(113m’3, marked by "1", and ”intermediate”:
101%“, marked by "2”). The other parameters characterizing the system are: VG :

——2V) T : 2100K, Tb : 500K, electron emission density 113,0 : 1.5x1015m‘3, and neutrar

fixation parameter a E ntg/néo : ().ll1.This system is "short” in the sense that there is

no significant quasinentral plasma region between the emitter and collector sheaths, (it
has been found that "long" systems are prone to numerical instability, and proper
treatment of these will require further development of the method presented here.)

While Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) show the potential and space—charge distributions, Figs.
2(b) and 2(d) show their differences against the collisionlcss case. According to these
results, charge—exchange collisions have the following basic effects on the system: They

tend to lower the ion average velocity and, hence, to raise the ion density. Hence, the

region of positive space charge is widened, and the "plasma. point" (defined by exact
space—charge neutrality, marked by a small open circle) is shifted to the left, These

tendencies become stronger with increasing background density
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DETERMINATION OF COMPOSITION AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PARTIALLY
IONIZED PLASMAS IN THE FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

B.Zaporowski
Technical University of Poznan, 60—965 Poznan, P.O.Box 1, Poland

1. INTRODUCTION
The investigations of various kinds of partially ionized plasma were

conducted for the pressure of 0,1 MPa and in the range of temperature of
298.15 K to 24000 K, The physical properties of various kinds of
partially ionized plasma depend mainly of their composition and
temperature. The composition of particular kinds of partially ionized
plasmas varies also in the function of temperature. Simultaneous going on
of physical and Chemical processes in plasma is the reason of difficulties
in the calculations of plasma’s physical properties. The use of the laws
of macroscopic thermodynamics for to calculations of physical properties
of partially ionized plasma is impossible. There are enough exact methods
for measuring of physical properties of partially ionized plasma. For
these reasons the theoretical method using the base of statistic physics
was used to calculate the composition and physical properties of various
kinds of partially ionized plasma

2. PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD
The composition of partially ionized plasma, in the state of local

thermodynamic equilibrium [LTE], in the elaborated method, is determined
by solving a corresponding system of nonlinear algebraic equations. The
number of the equations in this system is equal to the number of assumed
components of plasma. For the assumed n components of plasma, that is made
up of k elements, the system of equations is composed of n equations

n-[k+1) equations of equilibrium constants of dissociation,
ionization and formation of negative ions reactions in
plasma,

k-l equations of the balance of elements,
1 equation of the balance of partial pressures of particular

components of plasma,
1 equation of the balance of electric charges

The equilibrium constants of chemical reactions in plasma were defined
by the relation

1 b J ami inn 1) [—A—EJKP [ 1 (QBi/N) / 1 (QAi/N) exp kT (1)

where
QA , QB — temperature functions of the sums of states of the plasma

i i
components Ai’ By

ai, b1 7 number of molecules, atoms, ions or electrons taking part
in the given chemical reaction,

N - Avogadro’s constant
k — Boltzmann's constant.
Ae — energy of activation of the chemical reaction at the

temperature 0 K,
T - temperature of the plasma.

The relations, describing the temperature functions of the sums of
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states of particular components of the plasma. are given below:

- Atoms, oneeatom ions and electrons

3 5,
2 E 2 j=j[l) at.

ZEN. lJQ — N( l) k T Z q.VeXp[‘ H J [2)1(T) hZN j=0 1J kl

- Linear polyatomic molecules and ions

9 _ S.

Q =lnMiJflS—l Ls1m 2 ‘j=j(m) 1).. 0.8. (3)n [Mien H. , 'Ap kT
J:l

~ Nonlinear polyatomic molecules and ions

5 § 5,
, 2 2 27 arm] ,. 1 1 now)

Q-i(T)“N[ 21 k Ij=jlml 1).. °F. [BC (4)M mired—2111 H. ’3 kTH
where

M. 7 mass of the "1” component of gas,

h — Planck’s constant

cij — ”j” electronic energy level of the "i” gas component,

qig * statistic weight of the "j" electronic energy leveL

Vij — frequency (energy) of fundamental vibration of i—th molecule

or ion,
A1. Bi’ Ci — constants connected with the moments of molecule

or ion inertia,
0i ~ coefficient of molecule or ion symmetry,

m — number of atoms in molecule or ion.

Molecules or ions
Linear Nonlinear

m 2 y 3 3 | 4 1 5H
ljlm) il/i 3l6l9h

On the basis of determined composition of plasma physical properiies of
plasma were defined, The relations, describing the physical properties of
plasma components, in the function of temperature, were determined by
their sums of states. V

The total enthalpy of plasma is the sum of its physical enthalpy and
chemical energy and was calculated according to the relation
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1 i=n ,

h = ”YEE”A".Z pi[AHi(T ,T J + AflitT )1 (5)
1:1 0 p o

X Hipi '
i=1

where
H, - mass of l kmol of ”1" plasma component

1
p, — partial pressure of "i” plasma componenL

1
11 A number of plasma component,
AHi(T T ) — physical molar enthalpy increment of ”1" plasma

0 p component between the reference temperature (To) and

the plasma temperature (Tp) determined in Section 3,

AH1(T ) — chemical energy of ”i" plasma component in the
0 reference temperature (T6=298‘15 K).

The increment of the physical enthalpy of the particular components
of plasma (AHi(T T )) have been determined from relation

0’ p
da. da.2 1 2 1AH1(T ’T ) = R[T [’_ET“] — To[”ETl]T=T ] (6)

o p o
where

Qi — sum of states of the “i“ plasma component (relations 2,3 and 4)

The mean specific heat of plasma in the function of temperature, can
not be determined as an averaged function of the temperature functions of
specific heats of the particular components of plasma. It is due to
simultaneous proceeding of physical and chemical processes in plasmar
Elaborated method takes into account variation of composition and chemical
enthalpy of plasma in the function of temperature. Taking all this into
account mean specific heat should be determined with the help of following
formula

1 i=n 1 1 i—n

Cpm ' i=n .§ picpi + EXT i=n .2 (p11' PiZJAHi(T ) (7)
1-1 i=1 0

Z Mipi Mipi
i=1 i=1 .

where
Mi — mass of 1 mole of the ”1” component of plasma,
n — number of plasma components,
pi — partial pressure of ”1" component of plasma in temperature T,
pi1 — partial pressure of "1“ component of plasma in temperature

T+AT; in the calculations assumed AT = 3 K,
p12 — partial pressure of "i” component of plasma in temperature

T—AT,
c . — molar specific heat of "i“ component of plasma in

p1 temperature T as a function of sum of states,
AH1(T )— molar chemical enthalpy of ”i" component of plasma in the

0 reference temperature To.

The mean molar mass, isentropic exponent, density and gas constant for
Various kinds of partially ionized plasmas were calculated with the help
of relations valid for gaseous mixture.

Concentrations of electrons in plasma was calculated with the help of
equation
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._ pe

ne ' kT (8)
where pe - partial pressure of electrons in plasma (calculated).

The formula for electrical conductivity of partially ionized plasma was
presented in [1]. The other electrical properties of partially 10n12ed
plasma were calculated with the help of electron concentration in plasma(He) and collision cross—sections for electrons.

3. CALCULATIONS
Calculations were carried out with the help of computer programme

elaborated on the basis of the mathematical model of physical and chemiCalproceeding in plasma. Some results of calculations are shown of the
function of temperature in figure 1 and figure 2.
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Abstract

We present a free energy model for partially ionized pJasmas

heavier elements, which is e
ical approximation (NSA) and the reducedivolume hypothesiQ,

of
Sentially based on the mean spher—

and
djbcnsg its limiting buha\ior and numeriwal examples for xenon.

Frpe energy model

our total Helmholtz free energy density of the plasma,

F i , k i A
f E l : t + f. + l ‘\ B rn HSA h: xg le

CUHblSCS of the UbUBl Bollnmann purl [or aloms and IONS, of
Fermi—Dirac part for from cltulrons in t reduced volume /
and of SEVEIHl jnteraotion contributions which are explained

(I)

the
1/:
in

the following. MSA labels tho excess contribution of the inter—
action among lhr- hoa\V pailjr-Ies /‘/, relative to the contribu—
tion of unchalged hard Sphrr5:5 /3 /. By using the averaged value
(?(z)) : n Zn n l), n I 20 n2, we may etC in compact form

. K3 , 2:
‘ — _‘ _ _ lie

bfl‘lSA A an [kl n<1 + ll izcl > hi] 1 _ «17c '

2d ,7, l 2 — [rd 3 (A)
‘i l (.4 I Z' : —, l 2 — + - ~—*—~—.

E “< l + h 4:1 > ' V H 3 n< l + [rd dz >
I Z 1 Z

The inverse toscreening length hr of the heavy particLles has
be obtained a5

2 _ 3 d2 2
,2 \v z“i -- "l “< 1—+li_l >

1 Z

The exchange-correlation contribution of free electrons in

. . l l l
Lhe iteratlve solution of the nonlinear equation

(3)

the
reduced volume is an analytic formula, derived from a Padé—type
fit to numerical results for the internal energy in the Singwi-
Tosi-hand—Sjolander scheme /4/ and then sealed according to

‘k -v x x_n ,_£ _3
fxc(n9,n) _ txfilnpl , n(E _ 17” , n _ G n<dz> .
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] H
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Lutal -1'::::ning length K according [uhr: 1,l L-L‘, :A\IHT'lljs‘b

/ fun I My; a‘wh n mr m” the» (HI/Inmh (>017? rib”? inns

L“ [W W of a dilute plasma, 1) —‘ U, with (zlassival (“luL‘Il‘t'IHS
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Hui irp~ Hwy-4‘}. In $7.]. 4‘11 Iwwxrw Hw [wimp value» an “mt

1‘.. I A i A, /( I,”

”Ki-WM T17, , Lye; ‘—' ~12", a — 4HI[1|\4 e +11“) . (b)
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(
‘{ I' (3)x kl
l l:H‘ — — A + __ >[’MHA ’ 11:" 4 z

In Lht: «.apssj‘te page of a ulmme plasma, r] ~t 1, with dee‘eywl'aie
,M':>1|H,I.hw atoms and, iuns cannot contribute to [he 35‘; 'IJUHinE

an) longer, K —v I), and haw-e |\ —~ K and f ——> 0. Further,I w m

1/3 1/3, 1 I __ 15 . 7 4 ,
h» _’ r 1/: ’ ’9 ‘ x 3 ’ (1 — [W] ’,3 (mm ) »11m 3o t o 0

,, (10)
x“ . I)

{if —~a — ~— for d :5 d and (2)“ r3 (2’? .MBA 11c 4

Nuke that the mantra]. amnns, Lhuugh generally present in the
MSA. du um. {mike-(11‘ in “wither 0|? the limjLs. Eqs. (9) and (10)-
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{ppljcflfion To parlially ionired xenon plasma

Motivated by the permanent interest in the equilibrium proper—
{lei of heavy noble gas plasmas /7/, we applied the free energy
model ns outlined in hos. (1)7(7) to fluid xenon up to 5(J, 000 h
n\ur 3 bread density range in the region of partial ionization.
Why hfird—sphere diameters of the he , partiwles were estimated
tn the simple sealing relation dd b 23 tL/VI /e\ /8/, where [Z
iw the unperturbed ionization energy. for 130k oi more reliable
\Hlues especially for the higher Charged ions.

The limiting behavior of the inverse s 'eoning lengths (Fig.
1) And the rele\ancc of the Various contributions to the chemi—
c¢l potentials (Fig. 2) of the atoms and ions, [2 : df/dnz, and
vi ihe free electrons, H“ : dl/dn , are conteniently studied by
asauming an arbitrarily ’fiV d plasma (somposition, forlwhich we
ghufiP tho—fold charged ions with the densitv n _ n r n . The
suniial extension of the ions leads to a substantial adeerease
0f ihclr in\erse serwening length eompaied to the Debye value,
“r. Eq. (H). in the dense fluid range h, exhibits a maximum and
[hr lnxe e sereening length of the free eleetrons reaches the
Thomasetermi \nlue, Eq. (10). The hehaxior at Hilll higher deni

vnnnut be adequately dCSuIibGd due to the limitation of
lhy N to the fluid hard—sphere stem. The \unishing of h
huh tonsequently, of the ion—electron interaction contribui
lions [U the free energy, f7 , and to the chemical potentials,

‘3

git lei—w

, , IP .In /dr and Ml ./Hn , onlx ”yours very Close to the unphySieal,i‘ l e . V Hlimit I and, lhtPIlHIP, has no Signifieanee. Moreover, the
jimple COHE‘EUULLU‘H ul tq. in) actually gi\es the Uebye value,
Eu. (5), bul dt not proxiJc an appropriate trealment of the
inniclwrlron interaclion up to u > U , Above H certain density
it starts to yield qualitatively wrong results what is indica—
lyd by the Change of sign in dfle/anl; see wurve ie in Fig. 2.

, —hs.jW T 7(1lllll] l /
{5/q .7 Off:

2-2, T»7U,(l00t\'

W 18 15 20 l
[gin/Err? lglri/cni']

Flg. 1 (left): The inVerse screening lengths and some of their
limits i - ionic Contribution from Eq, (3i; e — tree—electron
contribution, Eq. (Bl, and its degenerate limit, sec Eq. (10);
inverse total screening length, Eq. (7), and its Debye limit.
Fig. 2 (right): The Chemical potentials of the ions (i) and of
the free electrons (e) and the ionic congributions afB/anz,
dtHSA/dnz, dt/dnz, diie/dnz, lU/dnz, and dfxc/mlfi

Both figures are calculated for a fixed plasma composition (see
text) at one temperature versus ion density. The bar at n : 0.5
should roughly mark the upper bound to the fluid range of hard
snheres, where the mean spherical approximation is applicable.
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Fig. 3 (left): The detailed plasma CDmpUtlDH at one tempera—
lurp in Lerms of thy relative fiadHHCPR my : n7/n of atoms and
lama, ; 2 0,1,Z,3,..., \ersus tolal heavy—fiartiéle density n_
Fig. 4 (right): Thermal equnLion of state: Pressure isotherms
(Versus (“ml heu‘v)—()H[‘1Ii(_‘ll—E r'aSiL)’ f'nr thrut: Ijmnlyel‘aLLll'cs.

Then we dulermined (hp ionization equilibrium (Fig. 3) and the
fhermul equation n1 statu (Pig. 1) /7/. As in /9/, the pressure
iaulhwrma do nut Show unstable brannhes above a 8.800 h so that
refiwnt estimnrws /1U/ uf (he urififial Lemperafure of the plasma
phase transitjnn /11/ seem to be far Lou high. However, this
finding is atrungl) influynced by (he inn—electron inLoractimh
fur a formur whmicc nf F /5/ shifts our T. towards 14,200 E.
Whig i|1ublratga (hp “KHAvF furfher imprmiements nf (he mudel
hela a t phu~e diagram (or [lLHJi xenon wan be calculated.

(rgnunjedqpmpnry. K0 are very gruLeFul to Prufeseor W. Ebelhg
and Ur, A. Ffirster (LuLh Humboldt University. Berlin) for sug—
: sling Lhw nppliualion of the N51 to non—ideal plaamas and for
aeveral useful disuusfiions during fhw preparation of this papen
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DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 0F WEAKLY-IONIZED HAGNETIZED
PLASMAS

Zh. Kiss’ovski, A. Pironkova and A. Shivarova

Faculty of Phisics, Sofia University,

86-1126 Sofia, Bulgaria

Independently of the very large activity in the field of

the low-frequency instabilities and turbulent state of
magnetized plasmas /1,2/ and the current direction to

investigating nonlinear phenomena in weakly-ionized plasmas
/3,4/, the complicate situation in 'the experiments in the
gas—discharge plasmas submits many questions concerning the

identification of the observed instabilities. One of the
reasons for these complications is the anomalous behaviour of

the ambipolar electric field in the range at 2 pt’ pa 2 R

where the so—called low—frequency drift—wave instability
associated with the finiteness of the ion gyroradius p.l /S—7/
esists. (Here 01 is the ion gyrofrequency, v_L is the ion—
neutral collision frequency and R is the plasma column
radius.) The impossibility for explaning our recent experi—
mental results /8/ in terms of the dispersion relation of
the low-frequency drift wave instability /b/ has stimulated a
discussion on the dielectric function of weakly-ionized
inhomogeneuous strongly—collisional plasma in crossed
magnetic and electric fields. The result we present here for
the plasma dielectric function rectifies that given in /6/
and appears as a next stage which generalizes the previous
derivations of the permittivity tensor presented in /9/.

In the equilibrium state we have in mind a d.c. gas
discharge plasma imposed in a steady-state magnetic field
n°=(0, 0, HD) with density inhomogeneity in transverse
direction n(x) and steady~state electric fields
E°=(o, O, Eoz), i.e. an ambipolar field and a field
sustaining the discharge. For describing the plasma behaviour
we start from the Boltzman equation for the particle distri—
bution function fa (a = e, i) with a collision integral
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which accounts for the collisions of the charged partiCIEs

with the neutrals in EEK—approximation /9/:

St (f) = —Va(+ — n we ) (1)
o

where ¢ = (m / 2nT )”2 exp(- m v2 / 2T ).
(NO a a Ola 0|

The effect of the collisions (Va) is taken into aCCDunt
not only in the equilibrium state (as it is done in /9/) but

in the equilibrium state, as well. The ambipolar field (E )

leads to a E x B —drift (u = —cv/Ho) and the influence Qt;
the Eoz—field can be taken into account in the final regult
for the electron contribution through a Doppler shift k U of

the frequency (UE = —eEGz/meue). The equation describing .the

distribution function {ed in the equilibrium state is:

00. a“: 001+ na(vy- u) v Davx _ — f
&x 6vx 0v

y
and it is solved after consecutive transformations to

oatv) + van°5d0(v)(2)

frames- vx = vKc e VAEOSp, vy— u = vyc s Vlnp, v2 = v:. The

set of the characteristic equations of eq. (2) give the

integral:

0 x + v = const. (3)
01 c

and the following result for fa :
O

f = n (x)f [1 + av — DV 3 (4)col 0 cool yc X:

where f = (m / 2nT )3/2 eE- m (v2 + vz)/ 2T J,0001 a 0! ‘ 01 .Lot 2 Cl

2Dan mauva wax mau 0a
a = —7;—————- [1 — —————————l, b = ———————7;-E1 + —————————J,n + p2 uT n 02 + v %TOi 01 0| Ol 01 01 0‘

n = e H /m c and n = (l/n )(dn Idx)n The last two terms in
01 cl o 0! o 0

expression (4) describe the contributions of the plasma

inhomogeneity, of the collisions and of the particle drift in

the ambipolar electric field. The characteristic equations of

the first order approximation of the Boltzman equation:

a di 00!+ (v.3)+ + .1a m m aat a a; a &v

e E 6f e E 5f+ a 0 5a10!
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e -¢ M101{r [vi-’11.. =~p<~5 —n¢) (5)
£93 a s 1 0

used for describing quasi-static pertubations E2: —6g)1 of the

type 7.51 a f1(:<)exp[-iwt + ikyy + ikzz) lead to the integral

(3) and to:

dfga i
+ 0 [Lo + iva - k (v + u) — k vnlfia

dp m )1 yC 2 u

1 ma 2z _ ___ , _ _____ +. ,
Q foo{votni expE 2T (u 2uvyc) II (o)

a a
ea ma -

—i —n (x)p [k —-——V (l + av - bv )— k a
m o i y Ta ya ya xc y

ma+k —v ( 1 + av - bv )1}.
2 Ta 2 ye >m

Leughly calculations performed according to the method of

integration over p /9/ gives a enlutinn D—F eq. (6) of the form:

Ev‘°‘B=— +c> (7)
n a T a a

D a

which results into the following expreesinn for the

longitudinal plasma permittivity:

a A + c* w a a aa = 1 + g S 2 — (a)
k V B

TO‘ 0‘

2 /2
where VT“: (TM/m ) cop a=€4ne nD Imol ) and

“A" (2 01)
A“ I‘— 1 - (L0 — kyav::30) w _———n—ao J+('Gna)

n=— a

m A (z (1——:‘:)"2) 1— [31 a
B = — ' n — n

u 1 Iva w'—“no J+(fina)( 1 + B. )m 1
n=ww

C 1300l co Al"(zo‘)
- 1; ~‘ —_ I— ' ___——a 1 k {m 12)“) 22“ w— n0“ J+(]?na)

y n=vm
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v w' a w nAn (2cl ). a+ [i (1 — ~—-) - 11011 —;_—J ((3 )}
02 u b E w on“ + nu

a a n=-w
. . 2 2 2

with m’= w + 1v — k u, 3.: un /k v , z = k p ,
01 y 1 01 y'l‘ol O! yol

8nd =(m’- nOa)/Ikz(v , An(za) = exp(*za) In(za),
T01

J+(x) = x exp(-x2/2)I}exp(72/2)d'r.
1m

In the results (7) and (8), Ba accounts for the effect

of the collisions when the collision integral is included

only in the equation for {1“ whereas Ad with the first term

in a (expression (5)) accounts for the net effect of the

inhomogeneity. The contribution to an given by the second

term in a together with Ca are the new terms (in comparison

with /9/) which are due to the combined effect of the

collisions, of the ambipolar field and the inhomogeneity on

the distribution function in the stationary state. These

terms differ from those obtained in I6/ where a relation

which should correlate to (7) is obtained by using the method

of integration over the trajectories. The calculations we

have made by using the same method confirm the our result (7).

This work was supported by projects no 123 and F 27.
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ION BERNSTEIN WAVES IN A TOROIDAL
STEADY-STATE DEVICE

D.Batani, M.Fontanesi, A.Galassi, Ward) and E.Sindoni
Dipartimento di Fisica, Via Celoria 16, 20183 Milano, Italy

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the Ion Bernstein Waves Heating (IBWH) has been
subject of great interest, as it allows a direct heating of the bulk ions
of tokamak plasmas.
lBWs can be indirectly excited via Electron Plasma Waves (EPW) mode
transformation or directly launched into the plasma In this paper we
present some experimental results on lBW propagation in a steady-
state magnetized plasma. The aim of the experiment is the study of
the basic phenomena involved in the lBW propagation characteristics.
Moreover the dispersion relation of lBWs is strongly dependent on the
ion temperature Ti and hence it offers the possibility of an indirect
diagnostic of this plasma parameter. This method was already used in
a previous work /1/ where the dispersion relation of Neutralized Ion
Bernstein Waves (NlBWs) was experimentally reconstructed. The use of
lBWs should confirm the validity of this diagnostic method.

EQUIPMENT SET-UP

The experiment was performed on the Thorello device, which has the
following main characteristics: major radius R = 40 cm, minor
radius r = 9 cm, on-axis magnetic toroidal field B = 2.3 kG /2/.
The steady-state magnetized plasma was produced in hydrogen neutral
gas by means of hot-filament electron emission and voltage-induced
acceleration. The electron density and temperature were measured
with electrostatic Langmuir probes.

/1/ S.Alba, G.Carbone, M.Fontanesi, A.Galassi, C.Riccardi and E.Sindoni
Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion, .vol.34, N.1, 1987.

/2/ G.Agosti, L.Ferrucci, M.Fontanesi, A.Galassi, E.Sindoni. ll Nuovo
Cimento D, vol.9, N2, 1992.
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Typical parameters of the plasma are as follows: density he = (103_
1010) cm3, electron temperature Te 2 1eV, ion temperature Titola
eV, neutral gas pressure P=( 10'5~ 10-4) mbar. The capability of
operating in different discharge regimes makes the weakly ionized
plasma of Thorello particularly suitable to study plasma-waves
interaction phenomena. In particular lon Bernstein Waves are analy29d
at the second harmonic of the ion cyclotron frequency, typically f=(3_
6) MHz.
The as. waves are excited by means of a launching system located at
the plasma edge, in the low field side. The antenna consists of four
thin metallic blades lying in a vertical plane, along the direction of B
and fed with a relative phase of 90°. in this configuration the antenna
system excites waves with k” S 0.1 cm‘i; the wavevector component
perpendicular to B, kl was measured by means of an interferometric
system.
The signal propagating in the plasma is detected by means of a double
r.f. probe moving radially in the plasma: it is compared to the input
signal with a mixer The interferometric trace, proportional to the
wave electric field, obtained by filtering the mixer output, in order to
suppress time-dependent terms, is sent to the Y—channel of a digital
oscilloscope.

EXPERlMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results were compared with the numerically solved
full electrostatic dispersion relation in the range of the ion cyclotron
frequency /3/.
The IBW are indirectly excited via EPW mode transformation in the
range of the second ion cyclotron harmonic frequencies f z 2 ti = 6 MHz.
The EPW is coupled to the plasma edge by means of a slow—wave
antenna, with a good efficiency S 50% at low power level (S 1 W). The
EPW to lBW transformation process is located in the resonant region
where the injection frequency is equal to the Lower Hybrid frequency
(w = t= wpi ).
The experimental interferogram shown in Fig. 1 , gives the
dependence of the wave electric field versus the probe distance from

/3/ Petrlllo V., Maroli 0,, Fasoli A., Galassi A. and Longeri 0, ll Nuovo
Cimento 11D, 1337 (1988).
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the antenna system, obtained in Hydrogen plasma at the frequency f =
1.85 f;, (t; ion cyclotron frequency). The wave signal has been detected
with an r.f. probe located at a toroidal angle of 100° with respect to
the antenna system. .
The lower hybrid resonance region is very close to the antenna surface
and the conversion process is located at few millimeters from the
antenna; therefore the only lBW appears in the interferometric trace.
By varying the transmitted frequency and measuring at a fixed radial
position the wavelength, the dispersion relation can then be
experimentally reconstructed
In Fig. 2 the experimental values of the kl real component, obtained in
the range of the frequencies between 1.8 ti and 2.0 fi, at 3 cm from the
antenna, have been compared with the theoretical dispersion relation.
The 10% experimental systematic error at lower and higher
frequencies is due to the plasma disomogeneities along a wavelength
distance
The strong dependence of the backward branch wavelength with
respect to the ion temperature makes possible to obtain an estimate of
the local ion temperature. In the case of figure 2, the estimated ion
temperature is 0.8 eV.

CONCLUSIONS

The propagation of IBW has been experimentally investigated in
hydrogen plasmas produced in a steady-state toroidal device Thorello.
It results that a slow-wave antenna efficiently launches the EPW,
which propagates along the magnetic field and then is converted in
IBW. The experimental reconstruction of the dispersion relation has
been obtained by means of an interferometric system. Comparing the
experimental relation dispersion with the theoretical one, it has been
possible to perform an indirect diagnostic of the ion temperature.
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Study of Low Frequency Flute Type Oscillations and their nonlinear
Interaction in Toroidal Plasma

G. Prasad, D. Bora, Y. C. Saxena and G. C. Sethia
Institute for Plasma Research, Gandliinagar 382 424, INDIA

Magnetically confined lowe/i plasma is subjected to basically two types oflow~frequen-
cy (u; << (2;, where a; is the observed frequency ofthe wave and fl.- is the ion gyrofrequency)
flute (k-B = 0) instabilities viz,, Kelvin A Helmholtz instability driven by velocity shear
and curvature induced Rayleigh 7 Taylor instability (Ft—T). A number of experimental
investigations pertaining to such instabilities have been carried out in different magnetic
field geometries (Sugai et al.,1977; Komori et al.,1978; Bora 1989 and references therein).
In all the above experiments the study of instability is confined to identification of the
self excited modes and comparision with theoretical dispersion relations. In this paper we
report a detailed study of the curvature induced R—T instability in a plasma confined by a
pure toroidal magnetic field with its evolution from a coherent state to a turbulent state.
The expriments have been carried out in toroidal device BETA and diagnostics and data
acqujstiorl system is described in detail by Prasad et al.(1992). The data is analysed using
standard FFT technique as outlined by Smith et £11., (1974) in order to obtain information
of the cross power, mode number and coherence spectrum of the fluctuations.

The plasma density and floating potential profiles at 200 gauss of toroidal magnetic
field is shown in figure 1. The density and potential profiles exhibit sharp gradients
between radial locations from U to i 3 cm and the rest of the regions have weak gradients.
The density gradient scale length (I," : [l/nfln/Drl‘l) as calculated from figure 1

l 7.u I
,. 3
E s s 2

"PE :
Q _I<29 4.2 :—
" 2

DJE 2.5 E
(I)
Z (D
g 1.4 g

d
O
J
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Minor Rad1us(cm)

Figure 1: Radial profiles of the Density and Potential in BETA

between radial locations 0 to i 3 cm is z 6 cm and between radial locations 13 to i9 2
10 cm. The electric field between radial locations 0 to :t 3 cm is r: 63 V/cm and between
radial locations 3:3 to i9 cm is 2 0.5 V/cm, The electron temperature varies from 13 to
18 eV between radial locations 0 to i- 3 cm and has a value between 5 to 9 eV at other
radial locations. Plasma has magnetised electrons (lam/IL << 1) and ions (l/gn/Q,‘ << 1).

The instability results presented here are obtained from measurements made in the
regions away from the sharp density and electric field gradient locations. The measured
value of flew/71., at,200 gauss of toroidal magnetic field varies from 10 to 50%. The
fluctuations have 771/714, 2 («ii/T" at all radial locations. The curvature of the applied
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Figure ‘2: Cross Power spectra for density fluctuations at different magnetic fields. The
vertical scale for each trace is shifted to clarity.

magnetic field represents by effective gravity 9 : Cf/R where C, is the ion—sound speed
and R is the major radius. The plasma in bad curvature regiOn is subjected to R ~ T
instability. In our experiment electric field varies nonuniformly with the radial locations
(E(r) as shown in figure 1). This gives rise to a velocity shear l to B, creating a possi-
bility of exciting velocity shear instability. Due to curvature effects in curved magnetic
fields, velocity shear instability tends to localise in the bad curvature region (Sugai et
al.,1977). However, Guzdar et al.(1984) investigated the influence of velocity shear on
R~T instability and arrived at a conclusion that the presence of velocity shear increases
the growth rate of long wavelength portion of the R—T instability and reduces the growth
rate of short wavelength portion of the ll—T instability.

At low toroidal magnetic fields (g 200 gauss) the fluctuations observed in floating
potential and density are coherent. Cross power spectra of the oscillations picked up in
bad curvature region of the plasma for various magnetic fields are shown in figure 2. The
spectrum at 200 Gauss exhibits oscillations at frequency 2.8 :l: 0.3 kHz together with
peaks at integer multiples of this frequency with mode number m : 1, 2, 3, 4. The
frequencies of these [nodes are less than 0;. The phase spectrum of these fluctuations
indicates that the waves travel in azimuthal direction with a phase velocity : 2.4 X 105
cm/sec. The coherence spectrum (712(f)) of fluctuations picked by two probes one of
which was located in the good curvature region and other in the bad curvature region
at a radial location 8 cm on the equatorial plane exhibits 712 m 0.9 for the frequencies
where the cross power peaks. This indicates that the same fluctuations are ObSeI'VEd
in both the regions The phase difference between the density and floating potential
fluctuations as measured by two probes separated by 5 mm exhibits a phase diiference of
165” up to frequency 15 kHz which suggest that the observed modes are of flute type. The
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measurement ofradial and parallel wave numbers indicate that A” > A,. The localisation

condition [~1a : 1 is [marginally satisfied .
In this geometry we may have basically two types of flute instabilities viz., velocity

shear instability, due to VEfl') : E(r)/B where r is minor radius, and curvature induced

instabilities. In a curved magnetic field the instabilities excited due to velocity shear

and due to curvature of the magnetic field are coupled and modify one another. The

Velocity shear instability (Suagai et al.,1977) due to the curvature effects is localised

in bad curvature region, which is also the favourable region for excitation of curvature

induced Rayleigh—Taylor instability. The velocity shear scale length in our experiment

is smaller than the azimuthal wave length, the radius of plasma and is nearly equal

to the density scale length. The empirical value of the observed frequency for velocity

shear instability fOr mode number m, as given by Perkins et at, (1971), is z 0.2 to 0.5

times the maximum value of ME. Here f5 : InE/(eBr). In our experiment for m :

1, 1‘ : 8 cm, and E/B z 3 x 105 cm/sec, f5 «3 13 kHz to 32 kHz which is very large

compared with the observed frequency. The real part of the frequency calculated using

the dispersion relation given by Sugai et a]. (1977) for velocity shear instability gives fa

50 kHz for m:l mode, which is again very large compared with the observed frequency.

The real part of the frequency for R—T instability (Komari et a1. 1979) has dominant

contribution from kfiE/B. In our experiment it is z 11.7 kHz. adar et a1. (1984) have

discussed in detail the effect of velocity shear on the R-T instability. They suggest that

pure ReT instability favours the excitation of Isl Ln > l modes while pure Kelvin—

Helmholtz instability driven by velocity shear favours the excitation of by Ln < 1 modes.

For generalized RayleighiTaylor instability, in which both these instabilities coexist, the

velocity shear preferentially excites the long wave length modes of R—T instability. All

these arguments indicate that the observed peak at 3 kHz with m : 1, may be due to

the curvature induced R—T instability favoured by the presence of velocity shear. The

observation of similar fluctuations in the good curvature region in our experiment cannot

be explained by Linear theories. The reason may be that the large E X fi motion of

the plasma might carry these flucutuations, from the bad curature region where they

are generated, to the good curvature region. It is seen from figure 2 that the coherent

fluctuations gradually disappear as the magnetic field is increased and the spectrum

becomes turbulent beyond 600 Gauss.
The coherent modes observed at low magnetic field of 200 Gauss, besides being har'

monies of the fundamental frwuency at 3 kHz, also satisfy the resonance conditions on w

and k viz. (on : mg + L111 and £13 : k2 + k1. Bispectral analysis ( Kim and Powers, 1979

) is used to identify the spontaneously excited modes and noniinearly coupled modes in

self excited oscillations. Bicoherence is a measure of degree of phase coherence between

the waves which is defined as follows:

IBWLWH
WW“) mh2(w1.m2) :

where P(w) is autopower spectrum. If h2 : 0 the three spectral components are com-

pletely independent and randondy phase mixed The power at can then has source other

than the coupling between ml and log. flz : 1 will indicate a high degree of phase (:0—

herence, in which case the wave at (1):} will be produced by efficient coupling between the

waves at an and mg. The variance on bicoherence is estimated by

(In W392»var(!)) = M i (2)
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Figure 3: (a) Bispcctrum of density fluctuations at 200 Gauss field. (h) Countour plot of
the bicohrence spectrum of figure 3(a).

The strength of the coupling for the interaction is estimated by coupling Coefficient which
is defined as follows

D-(WLWL‘)4.2 = ''''' (3)
The bicoherence Spectrum for the case of fluctuations at 200 Gauss is shown in figure 3a
and the contour plot of the same is shown in figure 3b. The bispectrum has one prominent
peak at (12.12,) with bicohrence of ~08 indicating that ff, is first harmonic of fa. The
bicoherence spectrum has a small preak with bichorence of 0.45 indicating that half the
power is contributed by the nonhnear interaction of waves at (12.2fm). There are strong
peaks at interaction frequencies (f.,.3f..) and (fm4fu) with a bichorence of 0.7 which
cannot be analysed by using bispectral analysis.

To summarise, an experimental investigation of {lute type electrostatic fluctuations
in toroidal low—fl plasma is reported. The transition from coherent state to turbulent
state as a function of toroidal magnetic field strength is described. The fluctuations
are coherent at low toroidal magnetic field values (3 200 genes). The coherent mode
with mode number m : 1 and f x 3 kHz is identified as due to curvature induced R—T
instability favoured by velocity shear. When the toroidal field is increased the fluctuations
become turbulent
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BEHAVIOUR OF CHARGED PARTICLE MOTION ALONG AN INIIOMO-
GENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELD AND A RETARDING ELECTRIC FIELD -

EVIDENCE FOR THE EXISTENCE OF DISCRETE ENERGY STATES

R‘K.Vartiia and 1A\tl\/I.Punithaveltt

Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad»38()009. India

We report here rather astonishing observations in the motion of charged

particles (elcctrorts) in an (in general) inhomogeneous magnetic field in the

presence of a retarding electrostatic potential. The motivation for this study

15 a theoretical prediction3 made for this system, based on a formalism

developed by Varmal. The comparison of the experimental results with theory is

presented iii the later part of the paper, (—

To study the above motion electrons from an electron gun are injected from

one end of an SS vacuum chamber (3m long and 27cm dia) permeated by an axial

magnetic field. with a small pitch angle t<5"‘i to it. At the other end of the

chamber is a Faraday cup detector which can be moved along the axis of the

chamber so as to vary its distance from the gun. The Faraday cup itself

consists of a grounded collector plate with a grid~ at 10mm in front of it

which can he raised to any desired potential. The electron gttn.‘ capable of

producing a beam in the energy range zero and KKCV, gives an electron beam

which gets foctisscd to a fine spot 1: 2mm dia) in the presence oli a magnetic

field, at points along the magnetic field at distances, L :- 27rnUH/Q , away

from the gun to” 2 parallel velocity component and Q = ell/me. thc

gyrofrcquency), The magnetic field in the chamber is produced by a set of 35

‘cttrrent carrying coils equally spaced at a distance of 8:3c The system is

shown as a scale drawing in Fig l.

RETARDING POTENTIAL
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The experiment is carried out by first fixing a certain distance L ( II300m), between the gun and the detector and choosing an electron energy E (_ :6UOeV ), and a spatially averaged magnetic field H ( = l70gauss ). The detecmr.grid is then raised to a negative potential <1)m > ( G/e i All the beamelectrons are thus stopped by the retarding potetttial and the plate current isthen recorded as the grid voltage is allowed to drop from -(Dm to zero. Therecord of the plate current as a function of the applied negative gridpotential actually obtained in the experiment is shown in Fig 2a. The plat isclearly far from monotonic and indeed exhibits a number of maxima and Ii'siilimuwhose separation decreases monotonically with the retarding potential (11Moreover, the envelope ol‘ the oscillations also exhibits a modulation with thepotential.
However. before we discuss the various conventional possibilities that mayconceivably lead to these effects we shall first see whether the allotted,‘Obscrvctl energy peaks in Fig 2a can be fitted into the t‘elationtl) given beloW. . t . t:winch is supposed to describe these peaks according to the theory

A 3 . .““2 ‘ , ’30 El = é m ELL] /n + 1/4 » o/zm‘; (1)
-O,|

70.2 where E is the energy corresponding toJ
43-: an integer j labelling the peak, (i is
OI an analogue of a quantum number). L is
00 the distance between the electron gun
0| and the detector. and (p

undetenninncd phase.
is an

40.2
03 We Choose for simplicity every
0'2 third peak starting from a peak labelled
0.t , .as a in the figure. The energies E

l0'0 corresponding to these peaks and the
'——'0" values of (j 1/4 — (ii/2n) as calculated

e02 from (I) and the j (integer) values so
-03 "l " rim ' ‘ “Fun

0 200 400 600 identified are gum in the tollo t C,
Table.RETARDING POTENTIAL
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peaks Energy E} (03/) j + 1/4 — ¢/21t j .

plot 2b plot 26 plot 2b plot 2c plot 2b plot 2c

a 3 67 368 36+0 . 0 45 -O. 7 '36 45

b 308 317 39+0.2 48—0.2 39 48

c 262 278 42+0.6 51+0.0 42 51

d 227 245 45+O.7 54+0. 4 45 54

e 198 217 48+O.9 57+0.8 48 57

It is found that within the accuracy of tlte determination of the average

magnetic field, the integers j do differ from each other by greg in surprising

conformity with tlte choices made. Lest it should be regarded as accidental, we

have found such integer identifications for energy peaks with other values of

the magnetic field and length L. Of course, the j values for a particular

neighbourhood of an energy value would be smaller or larger depending on the

smaller or the larger value of (QL). The important point, however, is that

they do differ by ttnity for consecutive peaks; this is particularly significant

WllCll large j values (~ 35‘50)are identified. It is, of course clear that the

lower values of j would correspond to higher energies, for a given value of Q

and L, so that a higher energy beam is required to explore lower ‘qttantttm

numbers’. This has also been verified to be the case.

Since the observed behaviour is so unexpected a la the standard paradigm,

it is desirable to try to rule out various conventional possibilities as its

explanation. The first of these is the question whether the periodic structure

of the grid may be playing a role. This was ruled out, both by measuring the

grid current (besides the plate current) as well as by removing the grid and

applying the bias to the plate itself as we measure the plate current. The

observed effect persists in the latter case, while the grid currettt also (Fig

2b) shows a behaviottr in phase with the plate current. Thus grid could not be

playing any role in causing this effect. The grid current profile obtained for

a different value of magnetic field B (= 210 gauss) is shown itt Fig 2c.

Another possibility is to argue that the dips in the transmitted current

may be caused by the scattering of the beam electrons by electrostatic

llttctttations generated by some beam instability. However with the beam current

as low as ~ 0.1ttA, and a vacuum of ~ 510‘7 torr, the beam number density n ~

104-105 cm’3, falls far too short for the beam instability condition to be

satisfied
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it should finally be mentioned that perhaps, the most striking feature of
the observed result, as indeed of the relation (1), is tlte dependence of the

allowed energy peaks on the length L of the box - the distance between the EM

and the detector. Such a dependence signifies a waveelike nonlocality which is
contained in the formalism of Ref 1, attd hence the relation (l), but which is
difficult to understand in terms of the standard initial value paradigm of
classical mechanics

In summary it is important to highlight again the following facts that We
have demonstrated:

(i) That the discrete allowed states of motion do exist in the domain of

parameters where one would use classical mechanical equation of motion to
determine the motion.

(it) That the energies of these allowed states are well represented by the

relation (I) which in fact. formed the basis 01‘ the prediction. This
relation is obviously non quantal, as there is no Planck quantum ti itt ii.

(iii) That the allowed states F2] , form a hydrogcnelikc sequence for which

‘quantum numbers' j and the phases (to can be identified as shown in the

Table.

tivl That the allowed energy values E and the associated quantum numbers j
depend in a continuous manner onJ the length L of the ‘box’. This is a
manifestation of wave-like ttottlocality which is not known to be a
characteristic of the standard initial value paradigm of classical
mechanics.

Finally, astonishing as it may sound, it is clear that became of the above

mentioned Characteristics of the observed effect. nonlocality in ptuticultu, the

solution of the classical mechanical Lorentz equation of motion with appropriate

initial conditions would not be able to reproduce the observed behaviour.

References:

lt Varma R.K. 1985 Phys Rev. A3]. 3951.
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UNSTABLE BEHAVIOUR OF GLDBULAR ANDDE STRUCTURES

L.Biborosch, M.Toma and M.Sanduloviciu

Faculty of Physics, "Al.I.Cuza" University

R-GSOO Iasi, Romania

It was shown that using a small and narrow transverse

magnetic field applied near the hollow cathode of a d.c. glow

discharge in He, different states of nearly globular luminous

spaCE charge structures (ELSsl formed in front of the anode can

be obtained /1/. Depending on the intensity (Bi) and axial

pggitlflfl CdEl) of this magnetic field from the cathode (see

also fig.1), the spatial dimensions and the transition from a

regular to the chaotic behaviour of the GLSs can be determined.

The EKPEYlmEntal device shown in fig.1 was used with regard to

the influence of secondary electron emission at the discharge

tube wall on the GLS stability /2/. Therefore, a small hollow

anode A; was connected through the variable resistor RV with a

stainless steel mesh grid A: , which covers the inner surface

I ’ 2 I 3 f(kHfl of the glass tube wall

"I81 1 I I ‘ I 4,2 and acts as a second

h MmA E anode /3/. E

w2JTmr i g —.: Thus, without

Bf1fi(k \ g 16 changing the discharge

' current I, the current“

voltage 11—U12 charac-

teristic of the circuit

between the small anode

m0 and the large one, can

50 be plotted as in fig.1.

20 It is seen that,

10 almost independent on

the discharge current

I, the lleulz charac—

teristics are showing
Fig. 1

two different branches

with negative slopesN
RA

ND
m

(indicated bv the
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dotted segments). The first one is started at very Small

currents I; through the small anode and potential diffEVEnces
to the large one of about U1; = 30 V, when a small but Stable

GL3 is also pelling off from the small anode cavity. For a“

increase of the variable resistance with approx. 50 X em its

initial value of RV = E k9, this first negative Slfipe
disappears at currents of II = 2 mA and potential differenCBS

of at least U12 E 24 V. By the further increase of the

resistance EV to about ~'1O hfl, the spatial dimensions of a

general unstable GL5 are gradually increased up to the

conditions when the second negative slope on the same I1_U12

characteristic is set in. These slopes are obtained hm

currents I1 which are approx. 75% of the discharge currEnt l

and potential differences which are not exceeding Ul2 5 40 v_

During of the run through this second negative slope, the

spatial dimensions and structure of the GLSs are suddenly

changed together with their temporal behaviour. Finally, the

maximum 1,— U1: values are obtained for RV 5 100 RH when the

large anode returns to its usual floating potential. Obviously,

the value of the negative resistances, which correspond ta

these two negative slopes, are also differing by an order of

magnitude.

In the same figure the values of the fundamental frequency

for the current and potential fluctuations in the anode circuit

are indicated by dots. Those amplitudes can attain up to 20 Z

of their d.c. values, but the fundamental frequencies remain

nearly constant over the 11 A U12 domain situated above the

second negative slope.

Therefore, to obtain a better insight into the correlation

between the features of the I; 7 U1: characteristics and the

unstable behaviour of the GLSs, we have analyzed the frequency

spectra of these current and potential fluctuations for

different He pressures and transverse magnetic fields. Thus,

for an increasing He pressure Cfig.2) and magnetic field

intensity near the cathode Cfig.3) or the ELS (fig.43, the

chaotic behaviour of the unstable GLSs and also the second

negative slope on the I; - U12 characteristics become more

evidentlv. This is true under the conditions corresponding to
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the 11—U12 values situated

above the second negative

slope and also to the

floating anode A2. The

unstable ELSs with a rather

regular behaviour are

obtained for lower gas

pressures and magnetic

field intensities,

U12

usually

values which

the

for lx —

are situated below

second negative slope.

As is also seen in the

figs.2, 3 and 4, for these

last conditions the initial

negative slope is gradually

changing into a positive

one in spite of the regular

instability of the ELSs.

This can be due to the

decrease of the negative

resistance value below

those of the RV ones with

decreasing He pressures

or/and magnetic field

intensities. It must be

noted that under our

experimental conditions the

regular behaviour of the

mmnfi unstable GLSs is rather an

exception. Only by using

Fig. 3 the proposed anode circuit

we can enlarge the He

pressures and magnetic field domain where this regular

behaviour of ELSs can be obtained. As a limit situation, at

very small currents I, 4 1 m9 typical relaxation oscillations

with a very low frequency C «'1 kHz) are found for higher

maunetic fields nearly independently of the He pressure (the
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frequency spectra from the
left in the bottom pf fig-3

and 4). These are rather

similarly with the Unstable
anode spots studied in ’4L

In conclusion, the

presented data prove that:

i) the deviation of the

fast electrons originating
from the cathode by the

—*
I,(

m
A)

help of a transveyse
magnetic field allows us to5
control the ELSs appearange

2 and ii) the currents
collected by an usual anode

50 and a very large one placEd

at the discharge tube wa11

are able to control the
reciprocal dynamics of the

double layers fDLl which are involved in the GLSs instability
in order to be correlated"

In this manner it was possible to determine the transition
from an ordered to a disordered £chaotic) behaviour of this
d.c. glow discharge at higher pressures and to emphasize that
the same processes which are implied in the generation and
disruption of the GLSs stand also at the origin of the spatio—
temporal structures (oscillations, noise and chaos) which are
observed as a rule in several plasma devices.

/1/ L.Bib0rosch and M.Sanduloviciu, XXth ICPIG, Pisa 1991,
Contr.Pap., vol.2, p.460

/2/ M.Sandu10viciu, ZnPhysik, 22:, 24B (1969); Z. angew. Phys.,
gg, 319 (1969)

/3/ R.Arndt, Beitr.P1asmaphys., lg, 145 (1976)

/4/ Bin Song, N.D'Angelo and R.L.Merlino, J.Phys.D :

Appl.Phys., 23, 1789 (1991)
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ON THE ELECTRODYNAh/IIC EXPLANATION OF
THE RETROGRADE IVIOTION OF THE ELECTRIC ARC

J.S.Hong and J.E.Allen
Department of Engineering Saicncc, University of Oxford,

Parks Rd, Oxford, OX1 3PJ. UK

1 Introduction
The retrograde motion of the cathode spot in a transverse magnetic field is one of the more intriguing
phenomena of the electric arc, Although the phenomenon has been known for nearly ninety years since
its discovery by Stark [l] and has stimulated numerous investigations which result in many models giving
explanation from different points of View, there is still no theory that can account both qualitatively
and quantitatively for all the observations.

Most of the explanations oftlrc retrograde motion involve the study of cathode processes to give the
preferential formation of new cnthodc spots along the retrograde direction [2}. One line of explanation,
which is rather different front the others‘ is based on eleclrodynamics [3,4]. In this approach the
retrograde motion is treated as an electrodynamic event.

The present paper develops the theory suggested by Robson and von Engel [3,4]. A more. complete
model is proposed and studied in detail by means 0f electromagnetic field theory. The results obtained
not only show that the retrograde motion can be explained by the Electrodynamics, but also confirm
that the average current density on the cathode spot must be around the order of IOWA/1717. Recent
studies of spot current density have shown values of this order [6]

2 The Model

The physical model to be investigated is shown in Fig.1, which is based on the following facts (i) that the
radius of the cathode spot, which is no greater than 10‘3cm [6,7‘8l , is much smaller than the dimensions
of the cathode; (ii) that the distance from the anode to the cathode is much larger than the radius of
the cathode spot and (iii) that the arc column is deflected in the Lorentzian direction [3,9‘ll,20].

According to Robson and von Engel [3,4] that the magnetic field acting upon the cathode spot is
the sum of the applied field [LI and a self—held , [LOT/R, where I is the are current and H an effective
radius of curvature of the arc column where it. joins the spot (see Fig.1). The direction of motion is
then determined by the direction of the field E, given by

B : Ba , HUI/R t1)
Retrograde motion occurs if the SelHield exceeds the applied field.

Smith [11] has criticised this model on the grounds that the self-field is unable to exceed the applied
field according to his calculations However, Guile and Seeker [l-‘ll pointed out that the magnetic field
values deduced by Smith are open to doubt inasmuch as the current density in a discharge varies
considerably over the cross section so that the calculation of the forces is somewhat complicated and
the fields cannot be determined in the simple way employed by Smith.

We believe as Robson and von Engel, that the retrograde motion can be understood in terms of
electrodynamics, but we do not agree with their criterion for occurence of the retrograde motion because
the cathode spot in reality is not just a point and over it the fields change from point to point, so do
the forces. Therefore the retrograde motion cannot be judged by the field given by Eqn.( 1).

Following the above arguments, we suggest that the direction of motion is determined by

FR 1 FL 7 // f(r)~n; d5 (2)
- ~lpot

where {(1') is the clectrodynamic force density; 1); is the unit vector parallel to the spot surface but
pcrpendicar to the applied magnetic field; FR and FL represent the resultant forces per unit length
exerted on the spot in the retrograde and the Lorentzinn directions respectively. If al > lFLl:
retrograde motion occurs,
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3 Theory
The model used here is a steadyistate one employing Ohin’s law, J(r) : aEtr), so that

vzirm : a where so) : 7 cm)
The magnetic induction is given by

10 J I ,B(r) .7 V .« Ate) urhere Atr) , i; /’ ”(711' dv (4)

when: r' is the source position Vector. Hence the magnetic force per unit volume. can be calculated

fir) : Jtr) x (B(r) -‘— Bu) (5)
where Ba is the known constant magnetic induction applicd, Eqn. (3) is the {amilh Explores equationIt is obvious that ifthe scalar potential is known the othcr field quantities Ol‘intcrcst can be determined

The solution of alace‘s equnlion can be found in terms of the integration equation

. 1 ,01’ nor, " ‘Mrtzc f/rtcuswn _ 1 ‘ 2"”)(11 (6)
where c : lil‘r is inside the homogenous region (2 L‘nCluserl by the boundary T and G(r, r') is the CHE"function. The boundary element method (DEM) is employed to solve Eqn. (6) for various shape; Oflliearc column. The details of the solution will be the subject of another paper and will not hr discussedfurther here.

4 Results and Discussion
For our investigation, the plasma column is bent step by step as Fig.2 shown. The field cru’tporienls inwhich we are interested are. computed and ploted in Fig.3, where the normalized current. dcnsity is givenby j: /j,i with jl1 : ID/nrg, the average current density of the cathode spot; the normalized magneticinduction is defined by fix/[LOVE and the normalized (rircc density results from the multiplicationof the normalized current density and the normalized magnetic induction. It should be notrd that theapplied magnetic field is not involved in Fig.3.

One can see from Fig.3 that the numerical results for nrc 1 (refer to Fig.2) are in good ngrf—Tnentwith the analytical one denoted by the dott lines. As the plasma column becomes more bent, thenumerical results for the bent arcs change smoothly in the direction indicated by the arrous. It turns
out that as the plasma column is bent in the Lorcntzinn direction due to the applied magnetic field‘the current density over the cathode spot is no longer uniform and becomes stronger on tl-r Lorentzianside while weaker on the retrograde side. The similar tendency for changing the distributions of the
self magnetic induction and the force density due to the self—field is obtained. These distributions for
a typical bent arc can be clearer seen in Fig.4.

It is obvious that in the absence of the applied magnetic field, the cathode spot of th: bent arc
would always move in the retrograde direction. Hou'cver, it should be kept in mind that the bending of
the plasma column is attributed to the applied field which is in favour of the motion in the lynrentzian
direction, According to our model, therefore, there exist thc two opposite. motion tendencies within the
cathode spot region and the spot will move as a whole in the direction in which the force is dominant.

To demonstrate our model, We chose a set of experimental data from dill'erent sources and inserted
them into our theory. Because of the limitation on space only one set of results is tubulnted in Tnble
1. One can first see that the retrograde motion can indeed he predicted by our model if the average
current density jn is ol‘the order of Matting, which is in agreement with the values suggested by recrnt
studies of spot current density (6,8.15l. A number of the reported features of the retrogrnde motion
can be explained by our model as below.

o The retrograde inn/mu i5 fcmpgmturts dcpendent. ll'ith inrr‘cnsmg cathode trmpcmim‘e, the hi-
”WIMP ”Clarity decreases [15]; and the retrograde motion can he reversed if the tempcrntnrn iq
sufficiently high [1.7]. As the cathode temperature. is increased, the spot current density is ob?
served to decrensc [18]. in our model the ratio of Urn/Ftl decreases with decreasing spot current
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density; thus the retrograde velocity decreases with increasing cathode temperature. If the Oath.ode is heated to a sufficiently high temperature, which can vary with the cathode material‘ thespot current density can be so low that JFK/FL] < l and the motion is reversed.
Lou/er background gas pressures favour the retrograde motion and the motion can be reversed iflhegas pressure rises above a critical value, The bending of the are also depends on the backgroundgas pressure. The lcr the pressure, the more bent is the arc column, A5 a result, the ratio 01-IFR/FLl increases and so does the retrograde velocity. On the contrary, ifthe pressure is intreased,the arc column becomes straight and the ratio of |FR/FL| decreases and can be smaller than oneabove a certain pressure so that the direction of motion changes to the Lorentziau directi0n_
The retrograde velocity is generally found to increase with an increase in the magnitude of theapplied magnetic field. However, reversal of the motion occurs with a very strong field. The mUdelproposed clearly shows that the two simultaneous effects of the applied magnetic field, namely(a) bending the arc column in the Lorentzian direction; (b) enhancing the force component FL.Because the first effect is in favour of the retrograde motion and is opposite to the second onethe resultant efl‘ect of increasing the applied magnetic field will depend on the dominant one atthe two effects, As the applied magnetic field is increased from a lower level, the arc column isexpected to be bent at first rapidly and then less so due to a limit of the bending. Hence, thefirst effect is dominant and the' retrograde velocity increases before this limit is reached. Then,the second effect becomes dominant and the motion will be reversed when [FLl > lFR|.

o The critical pressure increases with an increase of the applied magnetic field. As previously startedan increase ill the applied magnetic field will cause the arc column to bent before reaching a limit.On the other hand, an ineiease in the background gas pressure makes the are column straighter,At a reversal position of the are column, the effects of the increase ill the two quantities caneaneell each other out which directly leads to the observed result.

0 In vacuum or low pressure the retrograde velocity was found to increase with an increase in arccurrent [16,17,151]. According to the proposed model it can be shown that the ratio of [FR/Fmincreases with an increase ill arc current, so does the retrograde velocity.
The retrograde motion depends on the material and surface condition oflhe cathode [14,22]. Theconnection of the present model to this feature is twofold. First, the cathode current density isfound to be nintcriahsensitive, so is the force predicted by the modeli Secondly, the spot is aplasma source of dense metal vapour evaporated from the cathode material so that the plasmamass density of the spot will also affect the spot motion.
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NONEQUILIERIUM TRANSPORT PHENOMENA OF A PLASMA
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Dipartimento di Ingegneria Elettrica, Universita’ di Genova (Italy)

. Laboratorio di Ingegneria Nucleare, Universita’ di Bologna (Italy)

It is well known that the charged particles of a weakly ionized

plasma in their random thermal motion from one region of the gas to

another tend to transport with them the properties of the region from they

come. In particular if these macroscopic properties are nonuniform, the

particles become themselves out of equilibrium with properties where they

arrive. In this context we analyze, in cylindrical coordinates, these

transport phenomena in the presence of nonuniforn static electric field

generated between a cylindrical conductor, considered as point form, and a

planar conducting wall (this field is known as corona or also marconian

dipole field], A strong steep temperature gradient is considered present

between the~hol charged conductor and the cold wall. _ ..,. H

The analysis method applied here is based on the integral form of the

Boltzmann equation of the test particles, especially electrons, linearized

and with the effects of the boundaries taken into full account. This

formulation may be considered valid for any arbitrary ratio of the scale

length to the mean free path /l/, It is known that this integral Boltzmann

equation may be reduced to an inhomogeneous system of differential

equations by choosing a proper degenerate (elementary) scattering kernel

/1/. The associate homogeneous system may give a dispersion determinantal

equation for diffusion waves along with the stability and resonance

conditions for the wave propagation.

In particular as a first approach, a BGK model is presented, analyzed

and harmonic eigenmodes Calculated. An experimental test based on the

measurements of the electron density and current distributions in a low

density and temperature plasma is here proposed.

We consider the linearized integral Boltzmann equation with a

scattering kernel of elementary type as follows

N
KKy’ay) = {I ¢!(y‘) W1(y)

1
where Q1(y') and Wl(yl are two proper sets of functions convergent in
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v—space and with the moment of the distribution function

a (y) : m .1") =J‘ ch (3') fly’) dav’.
l l m l

3
Then we may write the Boltzmann equation for test particles of mass m in

t
the following integral form

n N am, dg1
[1) f 2 h + K1 El WIEI _ K2 El [(L/mtj 54E £1 + mi dt_]’
where

h = f(§(L),y(LJ,t-L) exp[7ILvdr] + n(§(T).y(I).t—t) exp[~[Lvdr’] at
o o o

g and E are the external source term and force respectively,

d 6_:_+VL
dt 6t - ag'

v is the collision frequency generally considered velocity dependent, L is
the boundary phase of the temporal solution to the characteristic equation

1 E 2
[2] ZTt—!L+§=0

6

where (5,1) is a point of the phase space,

T T
K1 = Jlexp[*J vdT'] dT, K2 = JLT exp[vJ vdI‘] dT,

o oo 0
are two collisional moments dependent on the phase (3,1,L). By operating a
scalar product in VASpaCE, eq. (1) may be reduced to a linear system of
differential equations, as follows

u d N E 6 N‘2] [¢j.K2\l/i a‘vlgi + Z‘ 7“: (41>i a? we — 2‘ (ailing! + g} = (43,11)
(3) j = 1,2,...,N.

The BGK solution for electron dynamicsl In this case. we assume the
collision frequency v = const, N = 1 in (3), W1(v]=v(F/n)3/2explerv2(1)]
where Fzm /(2T ) and ¢l=1. The external force in cylindrical coordinatesc c
has the following polar components

212 212
q cosfi, Ffl(r,fl) = q
r r

of an electric dipole where, as shown in Fig.1A, q=—Ze is the electric

sinfll-‘rlr,l9) =

charge located in (1/2,0] of the cylindrical conductor (point form]
generating the electric field with respect to the line G(O,tn/2) which
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15 supposed to zero potential. The

poi nL charge q and the line G

represent, in the (r,19) plane,

respectively the section of a line

and a plane both perpendicular to

the (rm?) meridian plane and

parallel to the z-axis (Fig. 18).

For a steady state equilibrium

(fii/Bt=0) the linear system (3) is

reduced to the following linear

differential equation,

Fr 6‘? F 6‘91
+(1,Kv \ll )7 ~(1,K1\111)E + {(1,1(2 ~71.) + —(1,K EV—g) + E =(1,K2v q: Jag 6Er15 2r1r619

(4)
: (1,h), g= (1,f)=n

that may be given in the synthetic form

5E 55 _
A‘E+A2 rat) A3§_C

B taking Eff,1‘}) 5 1r) E (191,, the solutions to thilsheuatipnnare they 1 2 ‘1.

a = expl—nr'] {J’[w[-J?"dplle we}0
7 _ 2 N?

E — 52(0) exp[ m A2 ]

following,

2

where m2 is the separation constant, dependent from boundaries, fPtrn?) =

(A2+ mzl/A‘, Q(r,o) = (egg/Ar The solution may be easily expressed in

terms of series of hyperbolic Bessel functions by taking
r

In n *2 >21 _. = . + .exp[tJ1)Pdr ] I“ X“ (:1) (1) In(p2r )Im(p3r ) exp(_p1r+1(m+n)o)

where

_ (LEI—(ifi—l‘ _ Fr(1,K26\111/6vr) = Ffl(1,K2d\¥1/dvfl)

pz‘ (muff ' pe' 2m(1,Kv‘¥) ' p3 2m (1,1677) '
2 r i e 2 r l e 2 r 1

The source term htx,v] is composed by two sources of electrons:

1) the charged conductor of density n1 and at temperature T1,

2) the surface G at temperature Tc and density n2. It is written as,

l"1 3/2 2 1"2 3/2 2
ML!) = n1["——] glexp[—l"1v (5)] - 11(11) + 114;] 32 exp[-l‘2v (5)] - 12(12)

The weights gl(11.ta,L) and 32(11,12.L) are calculated considering the
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boundary conditions on the temporal solutions of the Characteristic
equation (2) where L that may be 1:1 or 12, is the phase t of the Point
(5,3,t) respectively from the boundary sources 1) or 2) and L=t from a
point inside the medium (§,y,t) /1/.

The EGK eigenmodes are determined by solving the determinantal
equation of the associate homogeneous equation to (4), considered as
timeadependent equation with a solution

6 = 50 + £1 exp[i(l_<r>_< — wt)]. El« 50,
where g §=kr cos 6. In particular the condition for the CherenkOV
resonance is considered. The determinantal equation to solve is the
following

i[(1,K v W )k cos 6 - (l,K.v W )k sin 9 - w(1,K,W )] + (1,K W ) ~2 r 1 a 0 1 a 1 1 1
F F— mi “rear/avg — E113 (1.xzaxpl/avo) =1

which, in this approximation,cis linear and of Che type

m = F(6) k + A0 ,
in general complex. which, in principle, implies also backward modes.

In order to verify the approximation of this simple BGK”WWdei we
consider an experiment in which the diffusion plasma is generated by a DC
discharge between an hot filament (cathode) and a planar conductor (anode)
where it is possible to measure the electron density and the electron
current density distribution and, as well as, the electron temperature
For this test we write the linearized BGK Boltzmann equation (1) in the
suitable form

f = h + [K1n — KEV cos a [ %E — [Vn] J] v (Fe/n)3/2 exptsrcvzl
In particular, in the case of plasma at low temperature and density with a
low degree of ionization by detecting, experimentally via Langmuir
probe. the first and second derivatives of the Langmuir l/V characteristic
it is possible to derive the experimental electron distribution function.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE AXIAL STRUCTURE OF AN ARGON PLASMA COLUMN
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A typical feature of the plasma columns sustained by travelling

azimuthally-symmetric electromagnetic waves is their axial inhomogeneity,

An imposed magnetic field decreases the axial gradient /1,2/. The goal of

this study is to measure the axial density profiles at different discharge

conditions and compare them with the theory

The experimental equipment used is shown in Fig. 1‘ It consists of a

g magnetic field coils

DDDDDDDD
surfatron metal enclosure
E::::::::1

gas —+ \\\\\\\\\ plasma column \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ —> to pump
2.! antenna_,

oooodooo
phase reference
—40dB

coupler Vector
__r————}:1_ voltmeter

HF power HF
meter generator

Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup
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glass tube of radius R, thickness d and permittivity c surrounded by a
metal enclosure, 3 HF generator of frequency w/Zn = 510 MHz, a HF POHer
meter, a wave launcher of type “surfatron”, eight Helmholtz Coils creat-mK
the external axially homogeneous magnetic field, a coupler giving the
reference signal for the vector milivoltmeter and a movable along the Z‘axis
antenna.

The relevant experimental procedure is as follows: The vector milivoltn
meter measures the phase difference p between the reference signal and the
signal from the movable antenna as a function of the axial Coordinate Z
Next, the wave number k(z) is obtained as k = dp/dz. Then the phase diagram
gives the plasma density n as a function of k. It is convenient for easier
comparing with the theory to introduce the following dimensionlesS
.quantities: axial coordinate C = vz/wR (v being the collision frequency for
momentum transfer), wave number X = kR and electron number density N = n/n,
where no is the cut—off plasma density, nC = mo2/4nez. Since the derivatise
do/dz has been used, small fluctuations in the raw experimental data give
great deviations of N. That is why the o(z) curves must be fitted with
smooth ones

The experiment has been Carried out in argon in two tubes with radii of
0.82 cm and 2.05 cm (identified by the numerical parameter a E wR/C = 0.088
and 0 219 respectively), at pressures of 20, SO, and 100 mTorr and magnetic
field inductions of 146 G and 218 G corresponding to mc/w = 0.8 (weak
magnetic field) and wc/w = 1.2 (strong magnetic field) /2/. The wave power
ranges from 10 to 70 w. In order to be able to compare the experimental
data with the theory we have to set the power level in such a way that the
end of the plasma column does not reach the end of the tube: Otherwise the
propagation of reflected waves is quite possible. It is worth noting also
that in contrast to the case of an isotropic ionized medium (when the column
ends relatively sharply), the end of a magnetized wave produced plasma
column tapers off, resembling the tip of a well sharpened pencil. With
further increasing of the magnetic field the plasma column shrinks and
reduces to a thin plasma wire along the tube axis and the theoretical
models /1,2/ are not applicable. Also the lower the pressure, the smaller
the contraction magnetic field.

By using this method the plasma density can be measured at arbitrary
number of points. In our opinion 15 to 20 points are enough. Figures 2 to 5
show the experimental data compared with the corresponding theoretical
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profiles- These profiles are derived from an improved numerical code of /2/

taking into account the presence of the dielectric tube and the metal enclo-

sure.

Fig. 2. Theoretical axial plasma density profile and experimental

points {or 920.5, 0:0.088 and pressure p=50 mTorx‘

50
45
4o
35
30

N 25

Fig. 3. Theoretical axial plasma density profile and experimental

points for 921.2, D‘=0.DBB and pressure 122100 mTorr

The experimental error can reach 30 % mainly because for large N the

phase diagrams are very steep and a small deviation of the measured wave—

number cause large deviation of the obtained plasma density. We think that

the agreement between theory and experiment is acceptable.
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Fig. 4. Theoretical axial plasma density profile and experlmental

points for Q=D.8, 0:0.219 and pressure p=20 mTurr

Fig. 5. Theoretical axlal plasma density profile and experimental

points for 9:1.2, 0:0.219 and pressure p:100 mTorr
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Electromagnetic Surface Waves for Large—Area RF Plasma Productions

between Large—Area Planar Electrodes

Shigehiko NONAKA

Toyota Technological Institute,
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Recently, large-area plasma production has been tested by means of a 13.56

MHz radio-frequency (RF) discharge between a pair of large—area planar elec~

trodes, approximately 0.5 m x 1.4 m, as one of the semiconductor technologies

for fabrication of large—area amorphous silicon solar cells in the ”Sunshine

project" of the Agency of Industrial Science and Technology in Japan/U. We

also confirmed long plasma production between a pair of long electrodes/2/.

In this paper, normal electromagnetic (EM) waves propagating in a region

between a planar waveguide with one plasma and two dielectric layers are an—

alyzed in order to study the feasibility of large—area plasma productions by

EM wave-discharges between a pair of large—area RF electrodes larger than

the half—wavelength of RF wave. In conclusion, plasmas higher than an eleCe

tron plasma frequency will be produced by an odd TMoo surface mode.

$ 1. Normal Mode Analysis

In this analysis, as shown by an one—dimensional waveguide model in

cartesian coordinates (X,y,z) in Fig. 3 (b), the plasma layer (—aéxéa) is sepa—

rated from the metal electrodes by dielectric layers with thickness d (: b—a)

and dielectric constant Kg so as to support surface waves. The EM waves are

assumed to propagate in the Z‘direction in the form of expj(wt—Bz), and the

wave fields are uniform in the y—direction (d/dy = 0). where u) and ,8 are

wave frequency and wave number, respectively. The metals (hélxl) and the

plasma (—aéxéa) are assumed cold, lossless and uniform, as expressed by
E

equivalent dielectric constants Km and Kp, respectively: Km = 1 - (win/m) and

Kp = 1 — (mp/mF. where com =m mp =m, Nm and Np are

electron density numbers in metal and in plasma, respectively, and the other

notations are standard.

We employed standard procedures to solve Maxwell’s equations. The re—

sults are summarized as follows; (I) the EM wave usually separates into two

independent TM and TE waves/(V. (2) Each of the TE and TM waves splits into
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two modes, even and odd modes. (3) Each even

or odd mode splits further into three modes:

(1) surface wave mode, (II) EM mode in di-
electrics and (Ill) EM mode in plasma. All

the fields are represented by either a hyper-
—b -u 0 u b

bolic or sinusoidal function in each layer, as Fig. 1 ; Profile of Ele—
ctric field E2 for an
odd Tlloo mode.

Boundary conditions for wave fields at two surfaces x = ia and it) gives

shown in Fig. 1 for an odd TM surface mode.

dispersion equations, for examples, for odd TMln modes as follows:

Dm - Dp = l(K1>/Up)-(Kg/UgltanhlUpa)}((Km/Uml-(Kg/Ugllexpl-ZUsd) ,(1)

where Dm = (Km/Um) + (Kg/Ug), Dp = (KP/UP) + (Kg/Ug)tanh(Upa),
Um2 = BE-Bmz E BE-ROEKm, Up2 = 132431)? E 32-koEKp,
UgP : ,GZ—Egz E EE-lioEKg, RUE = wzeoyo,

Um,p,g are wave numbers in the x—direction, in the metal, in the plasma and in
the dielectric, respectively. Subscripts l and n denote mode numbers in

plasma and in dielectric regions, respectively.

Thus, we have ten normal modes in total because the TE wave has no sur—

face wave solutions. However, the most efficient mode for plasma production is
an odd TMoo surface mode/4A so that we omit here all the other normal modes.

8; 2. Dispersion Characteristics

Equation (1) contains two dispersion relations for surface waves propa—

gating along the plasma and metal surfaces x = ia and ib. Thus, eq. (1)

expresses the coupled dispersion equation of the two odd surface waves.

When the plasma thickness 2a becomes zero, dispersion relation for an odd

metal surface wave lMSo) along x = ib is derived from eq. (1) as follows:

(Km/Um) + (Kg/Ug)ooi.h(Ugb) = 0 (for odd MSo) , (2)

Whereas, when the metals are perfect Conductors, another dispersion relation

for an odd plasma surface mode (PSo) along x =i'a is derived from eq. (1) as:

(Kp/Up)coth(Upa) + (Kg/Ug)cotli(Uga) = O (for odd PSo) . (3)
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Dispersion Characteristics for MSo and P50 modes are obtained qualita-

tivel." from graphical inspections oi" eqs. (2) and (3), as shown in Figs. 2 and 3,

1.emaectively, where l and Ag are wavelengths corresponding to ,8 and fig.

The results are summarized as follows: (I) both surface waves have slow phase

velocities (Ag/lfiei, and (II) the density Nm and Np go to infinity when

(lg/,1)E approaches 1, and (111) go to 1 + Kg when (lg/x1)2 approaches

infinity.

“-20—. (Tg)2(= flZ/Ezg) <——2—ee—n=l~>‘L0—> (Tg)2(: [32/1823)
:(Lgb _i'_: (Mi)?

(Ab) (hf
. (4d)

Fig. 2: DiSPeiDn relationshlps for metal
surface (NS) modes (3), and sideview of one fig. 3: D151331510“ relationships for plasma
dimensional model of the waveguide (b). surface (PS) modes (3), and sideview of one

Milo: odd mode. MSe: even mode. dimensional model of the waveguide (b).
PSo: odd mode. PSe: even mode.

Next, we take into account lossy plasmas in dielectric constant Kp: Kp = 1 -

(wP/wlz/(H‘IIZ) — jT/(wP/wF/(Hve), where 77 Zvc/w and ye is an
electron—gas collision frequency for momentum transfer. The dispersion

curves in Fig. 3 are modified to some extent, depending on the value 77, to

shift toward the upper side of (mp/u) )2 and/or to shift toward the larger side

of (lg /l)2, as is known from eq. (3). Furthermore, when the P80 mode is

coupled with the M50 mode as in eq. (1), the dispersion curve in Fig. 3 will also

go down somewhat to the bottom side, but the Value (Lap/w)? is more than 1.

$ 3. Theory for Plasma Productions and Discussions

For this purpose, we begin with the case when a ready-made DC plasma is

set up for the plasma layer. RF voltage Vexp(jwt) is then applied to the metal

electrodes at an arbitrary point defined as z = 0, using a coaxial cable as is the

standard procedure.

First, in order to simplify the theory, eq. (1) is rewritten, using a
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quasistntic approximation (B—flarge), as follows:

(Kp + tanlfifiallflim + Kg} = {lip — tanMflalliKm ~ Kg)exp(—2£d) ,(4)

whereas, the profile of the wave potential is the same as E2 in Fig. 1. Thus, One
can define an RF wave voltage V between metals; that is, V = 0 for even TMoo
mode, and V at O for odd TMoo mode. Therefore, this odd mode is directly
coupled with an applied RF Voltage \‘ at z = 0. Then, this odd TMoo mode Can
propagate inducing the RF voltage in the form of V = VexpjimL-fiZ). These re~
sults also shows that the odd MSo mode will play a role of modifying the Odd
PSo mode and exciting it at the position far away from the z = 0. When we take
into account finite dimension of electrodes, standing wave resonances Will
occur within the electrode area.

Next. we change the focus of our interest to RF plasma production. Even in
such circumstances, all the concepts and results are basically the same as in
the above case of DC, as long as we use coaxial cables. Thus, the most efficiem;
mode for plasma productions is identified an odd ’l‘Moo surface mode.

The present theory suggests the feasibility of large-area or long plasma
productions that may he required for mass production of large-area silicon
solar cells at the ground level/l/ or in a space factory in the near future. The
remaining problems in terms of these purposes are now being prepared for
i‘vublicaLions.

$ 4. Conclusions
When we use coaxial cables for the generation of large-area plasma

between a pair of largeAarea planar electrodes larger than the half—wave—
length of the TliTM wave Ag/Z. (I) the RF plasmas are produced by an odd metal
and plasma surface mode TMoo with the wavelength range A<lg, and (II) then
the produced plasma density is higher than the critical value of an electron
plasma oscillation (w p2 g u) E‘).
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COz—TE LASER PRODUCED CADMIUM PLASMA IN VACUUM

EXPERIMENT AND KINETICS

I. Apostol, B. Bahrim, C. Bahrim, C. Vasilescu

Institute of Atomic Physics, Laser Department

P. O. Box MG—G, RO—76900, Bucharest—Magurele, Romania

The rapidly transient character of the plasmas generated

under the action of pulsed, high—intensity laser radiation

may lead especially through relaxation processes to important

deviations from the thermodynamic equilibrium distributions

and sometimes to population inversions and laSing action.

Related to the investigatiCWn of lasing action in the

visible region, our results on laser emission at X = 5378 A

recombination line in COz-TE laser produced cadmium plasma in

vacuum, were preViously reported /l/,

A detailed further study of the visible emission spectrum

and the related parameters of the laser produced cadmium

plasma are now presented. For the plasma production we have

used a CozeTE laser with a typical pulse shape (a peak of 200

nsec. and a tail of 2 psec.3,

The analysis of the emission spectrum has put

into evidence lines belonging to Cd I and Cd II species, but

the presence of the recombination lines of Cd II ions

indicates also the existence of Cd III ions in plasma, in its

early evolution stages at least. These lines were not

directly detected because Cd III ions have not emission lines

in the visible region.

The plasma electron temperature was obtained using the

ratio of the relative line intensities of subsequent

ionisation stages, /2/ taking into account that for times

between 0.2 and 1 psec. in its evolution, plasma can be

considered in local thermodynamic equilibrium.

The electron density was not directly measured, This is

the reason why the electron temperature calculations were

considered for two electron densities: 1C¢7cm_a and lomcI
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For a moment situated at 0.2 psec. after the plasma ignitioh‘
the corresponding temperature values are 1‘4 eV and 1,7 eV;
after 0.7 psec. the temperature decreases slowly to 1_3 eV
and respectively' 1.5 eV. The determined temperatures are
averaged over the plasma length at the considered times,

The theoretical values for temperature, were calculated
using a hydrodynamic model /3/. The parameter Ct from this
treatment takes into account the two limitting cases for the
ion temperature: a = 1 for an ionic temperature equated to
zero and a = C2 +lD/z for an equal temperature of the ions
and electrons (z is the plasma charge). In the case of a = 1,
the results give a value of 37.72 eV for the maximUm
electrons temperature and a corresponding electron density
value of 6.37 lOlEcm_a. The calculated values for temperatupe
as a function of the distance from the target surface, which
correspond to different moments in plasma evolution, are
greater than the spectral estimated temperatures for a region
Situated near the target, becaming lower for greater
distances. The corresponding values for temperature and
density at 5 mm in front of the target are 1.30 eV and
respectively 4 loiflmra.

Taking into account that the interaction time of the
laser pulse is about 2 psec., we have considered useful to do
some considerations about the absorption coefficient C K 3 in
plasma /4/. With the same hydrodynamic model we obtained a
value of K = 17 cm” in the period of plasma formation, after
which the value decreases rapidly at K = 0.064 cm—1 at 5 mm
from the target surface, indicating that the tail of the
laser pulse is weakly absorbed in the expanded plasmav

The number of heavy particles in plasma produced by laser
ablation, considering that the process is most powerful under
the action of the laser peak, is 4 lOisparticles for a value
of a 108 W cnfz for the laser intensityt This indicates an
ionisation coefficient for the maximum calculated electron
density of 28 %, considering that the number of ions is equal
to the number of electrons. In the real case Ca medium charge
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in the plasma of about 2 = 23, the number of ions represent

approximately 14 °/.

In order to analyse kinetics of the laser-produced
Plasma, the collisional excitation and — using the detailed

equilibrium principle — tie-excitation rate coefficients were

calculated at different temperatures, taking into account two

lines: A e 5378 A laser recombination line and another line,

which has not a recombination character, X = 4415 A line. The

Calculated values of the rate coefficients put. into evidence

that they are much greater for A = 5378 A line, than for A =

44l5 A line.

The results were obtained using Bates—Damgaard

approximation ”5/ Cfor the first line) and Van Regemorter

semi empi ri cal for mul a ”3/ C for t he second 1 1 ne:| , t he

temperatures involved in the calculations being of interest

for the "hot" period of the plasma evolution. The values are

presented in table I.

Tabl e l

T = 4 9V T : 8 eV
A (A)

L Ccmasl 3‘ ‘ I" Ccmas—ll F. (01133“) ; K Ccmgs Dex dex x dex

4415‘ 83 9,88C—Q) ‘l . 10C *8)

2 QQF- 3 2 34C ~83

5378, 1 3 2. 54C —53 E. BBC A5)

‘3 58C —5') 90C ~53

We mention that the transitions analysis was made in the case
of a single electron involved in the transition.
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MEASURED AND CALCULATED CHARGE DENSITY IN Ce and Cu

VAPOR PRODUCED BY AN ELECTRON GUN

L. Blumenfeld, C. Gonella and M. Morin

SPEA, CE SACLAY, 91191 GIF SUR YVETTE CEDEX,France

abstract
A measure of electron density by Langmuir probe is

reported and compared with a calculation taking into

account electron—atom collisions.

1. Introduction
The charge rates of cerium and copper vapor, created by

an electron gun, were measured. A Langmuir probe measured

the charge density ne and a quartz crystal measured the

flux of atoms. The atomic density nat is deduced, by the

knowledge of the atomic velocity along the vertical axis

/1/.
To interprete this experimental charge rate Ti=ne/nat'

we solve the rate equations for each class of electrons

present in the vapor, taking intO'account electron impact

ionisation, excitation, deexcitation processes and

radiative decay.
2. Experimental Bet—Up

Evaporation was produced using a commercial electron

gun of 11 kV and power P varying between 500 W and 5 kw

(see fig(1)). The beam, deflected by 270°, heated a metal

contained in a water cooled copper crucible, which can move

along the vertical axis. The vapor, generated at the source

(S), is collimated in A. The Langmuir probe is located 50mm

above (S) for Ce and 80mm for Cu, out of the electron beam.

The flux of atoms is mesured with a quartz crystal above A.

3.E1ectronic population
A proportion of the incident electrons is backscattered

(see fig. 2). Their energy is slightly smaller than the

beam energy. The backscattering coefficient is 0.28 for Cu

and 0.40 for Ce /2/. Energetic electrons create "vapor

electrons" in the vapor, along the beam direction.

According to /3/ and /4/, we estimate that the energy

distribution of the "vapor electrons" is initially
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maxwellian, with a temperature Ti equal to 22eV and 429V
for Ce and Cu.

In addition, secondary processes between beam and metal
produce secondary electrons with a mean energy of a few ev.
Due to the high temperature T8 of the source (zzsooK),
thermoionic electrons can be present at the point of beam
impact.
4.Mode1

We describe the states of copper by 7 levels /5/, and
the states of cerium by 9 levels (2 states and 7 pseudo—
states).

We solve the stationary rate equation for ion density
versus the altitude h above the source:

v . dni/dh = Loss + Gain (a)

where v is the mean velocity of the atoms
ni is the population of the state i

and Loss and Gain terms are the contributions of
radiative decay, excitation, desexcitation and ionisation
by electron impact.

For the ionization cross section, we use the Drawin
semi—empirical formula /6/, which reproduce well the cross
section data of /7/ and /8/, if we adjust the parameter “D
(see Fig 3).

We first solve equation (a) for energetic electrons.
The reduction of their energy (mllkeV) by collision with
the vapor atoms is negligible. These electrons create 60%
and 38% of multicharged An+ ions for Ce and Cu
respectively.

Then, to calculate the contribution of “vapor
electrons", we solve equations (a) and (b):

d(ne . 5/21"e ) / dh = L + G (see /9/) (b)

where L and G energy loss and gain terms due to the same
sort of collisional processes than in equation (a).
The h variation temperature Te shows a decrease from Ti to
less then 1eV in few micrometers.

Secondary electrons contribution is negligible, since
they are very cold. The thermoionic charge density
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Calculated by the Saha equation is too high (0.08%) to

yield a good agreement with the Ce experimental rate. We

don't take it into account.

5. Results and conclusion

In order to perform a more realistic calculation of

charge rate versus power, it would be necessary to know the

evolution of the surface S (impact of the beam on the

source with power). We estimate the radius R5 of S at

approximatively 0.3cm.
We checked two simple situations, following the model

described in part 4: one where P/S is constant, and one

where S is constant.
Fig. 4 shows the experimental (see part 2) and

calculated charge rate. In the case of Ce, the agreement

between experiment and calculation is good enough if S=Cte,

except for lowest beam power. For Cu, the calculation

reproduce experiment, but the fluctuations of the rates are

too small to see a difference between the two calculations.

With this very simple model, we reproduce the order of

magnitude of charge density in terms of gun power for

different elements, wherefore we conclude that the main

processes are taken into account with right order of

magnitude of rate coefficients.

‘ u Backscattered
\mzur \ \ l Incident electronsr_ _ _| E F, \ ,

i mm \ ‘ electrons 311““\x‘
, ~( E=11keV
' \\\

‘, wauum mus

um rz cmm

Secondary
electrons
E<508V

‘ air-mm new

Thermoiunic
—l X rays electrons

E=Ts

m mm 1 “gmcaucus 0
source

Fig 1: Experimental Set Up Fig 2: Electronic
Populations (See/10/)
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Stokes Parameters for Compton Scattering in a Strong Magnetic Field

CHIH-KANG CHOU and HUI-HWA CHEN
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Chung-Li, Taiwan 32054‘ Republic of China.

1 . Introduction

The role played by superstrong magnetic fields in astrophysical plasmas has
attracted considerable attention. It is generally believed that enormously strong
magnetic fields seem to be characteristic of collapsed stars. Exterior fields of 1012C
or even greater are required by models which try to relate pulsar observations to
rotating neutron stars /1/. On the other hand1 the observation of polarized light.
and Xerays from white dwarfs suggests that such stars also possess huge surface
magnetic fields in excess of 1036' /2/. Moreover, the discovery of X‘ray cyclotron
emission from Her X-l by Trnmper et al. /3/ provides further direct evidence
for strong magnetic fields of 10120 More recently‘ the detection of effects due
to electron cyclotron resonance, in the spectrum of mass-accreting X-ray pulsars
from Ginga satellite provides further direct and accurate measurements for the
surface magnetic fields of strength (1 ~ 4) X 1012C /4/. Such huge magnetic fields
can greatly affect the motion of electrons in the outer parts of the star by tending
to confine their motion perpendicular to the magnetic field The interaction of
photons with electrons will be greatly altered whenever the magnetic field is suffi~
cicntly strong to restrict the electron motion to orbits parallel to the field. Thus7
the magnetic field may possibly greatly reduce the opacity in such stars so that
they may cool much more rapidly than is indicated by those calculations which
ignore it.

In recent years, several theoretical investigations have been focused to study
the dynamics of resonant and nonresonant scattering of photons by electrons in
a plasma permeated by a superstrong magnetic field /5,6,7/, The most distin-
guishing features is the fact that the superstrong magnetic field greatly affects
the Compton scattering process, resulting in resonances in the scattering cross-
section /S,9,10/. The. important consequences of these cyclotron resonances are
the increase in the photon mean free path in the. Scattering regions, and greatly
increased electron energy—loss rates /11/, strongly afflicting the, angular distribtr
tion, and polarization properties of the scattered photons /12/. More recently,
analytical expression for the Compton scattering cross-section in an intense mag
netic field has been presented by several authors /9‘ 13/. In particular, Lieu
derived simpler and more usable expressions for the tolal cross—section which
reduce to the magnetic Thomson crossesection in the low frequency and weak
field limit (i.e., hw << mcz,B << Ba where m is the mass of the electron and
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13,, E "(gel/ch = 4.414 x IOHG ). This limiting cross~section obtained by Lieu
is essentially the same as the one previously given by Canuto et :11. Who deriwad
it in the low density and weak field limit ( to >> tonne >> cur where up and We
denote respectively the plasma frequency and cyclotron frequency of the electrons
). The indices of refraction for photons propagating in such huge magnetic fit-1d5
was determined by Adler /l4/ who showed that except for propagation along the
external field direction, the vacuum polarized by an external constant Illagiletic
field is birefringent. In 1079. lacopini and Zavattini /15/ proposed to measure
this birefringence in the laboratory by a precision determination of the inducod
ellipticity on a laser bezun down to 10—”, More recently, Ni ct al. /16/ even pro»
posed schemes to detect the change of index of refraction in ultra—high sensitiVe
interferometers.

Despite the possible significant laboratory and astrophysical applications of
the scattering of photons by electrons in a strongly magnetized electron gas in
connection with precision measurement in the laboratory, Xeray or '7' -ra_V source
and neutron star cooling. it appears that magnetic Compton scattering has not
been treated thoroughly. In this paper we present a detailed analysis of the Stokess
parameters for Compton scattering in a superstrong magnetic field by the method
of relativistic quantum field theory. The Stokes‘s parameters for the scattered
photons are computed explicitly in terms of the state of polarization of the incident
wave. the electron—cyclotron frequency the angle of incidence and the angle of
scattering. Various appropriate limits will be considered. Specific application to
high energy astrophysics such as neutron star cooling and models for compact 7
vi'ay source will be briefly discussed.

2. Results and Discussion
“7e consider the scattering of a photon by an electron located at the origin of a

Cartesian coordinate system, in a uniform magnetic field E? : BE where 3 denotes
the unit vector and B represents the constant, field strength. The propagation
vector I of the incident photon makes an angle 9 with the static magnetic field.
Vie shall only be concerned with the zero-order approximation, which consists of
the two graphs ( Figure 1 ). We note that the effects of the magnetic field on the
photon via vacuum polarization is at least of first order and can be ignored. For
applications to compact stellar objects ( such as in the Vicinity of neutron stars
) the radiation energy density is much less than the magnetic energy density for
field strength of 10” Gauss /17/. Using the standard prescription of relativistic
quantum field theory. the formal expression for the Sematrix for magnetic Compton
scattering may be written in natural units ('71 : c : 1) as

5], : éicz fir’if(:r')/l(lc’,.r')i5p(.r' e ‘1'),/l(l'..1?)I/';(.r)dl.r:l'11' +( cross term )

—i . . . . . a _.where (1' r : (Fr/(271'), f denotes final‘ ‘1 initial, and :1: : (1.y,:,t) and .‘r' =
(.r’,y', :'.t’) are 4~vectors. A : 7‘“.-l“ where 7 are Dirac matrices and Auflc, :17) =
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6,164,}; for absorbed photon7 AMER?) : 6,1'e+iEl'f' for emitted photon; Fl, :

CH/x/V'w, a” are polarization vectors of the photons and Is“ : (law) etc.

Using the standard method of quantum Clectrodynamics and the density ma-
trix Pij E 6,- - E; : pjf, the Stokes’s polarization parameters may he defined
as 5,, E (50,51,52,53) for the incident photon where 50 = p11 + [722,51 :

p11 # p22, 52 : P12 + p21. 53 : Hp” — p21). Expressions for the scattered photons
may be. similarly defined as Sn' E (50',51'.52',53’) etc. The first Stolces‘s pa.-
rameter 50' represents the scattered radiation intensity and is proportional to the

difierential Scattering cross section as follows :5, = 2—2112 where R is the distance
between the scattering region and the point. of observation and So refers to the
incident photon. The other Stokes‘s parameters 5", 52' and 53' describe the state
ofpolarization for the scattered photon. W'ithout giving the details of the straight-
forward but rather tedious calculation we now write the Stokesi‘s parameters 5",
after scattering in terms of the state of polarization of the incident photon w, the
electron-cyclotron frequency Lug. the angle of incidence ( (it; ) and the angle of
scattering ( 9',Lp’ ).

S , (.450 2177 +w *w’ w’ U
: . . i" .

n R2 2m m + w(1 7 costlcosfi’) 7 w’smlfl’ "

The matrix 1U" 71 = 0,1.2 3' is a verv com )licated ex ression and will not hea _ I P
given here /18/.

In the nonrelativistic limit ( u} << IHJUI» << 711 ). our results for the tolal cross
section reduce to the well known form for magnetic Thomson scattering . namely

1 + c0529 u.‘ '-7 w 9
Hi) i}‘2 [‘w+w,: ice—w.»

(T : arr{si7'129 +

where (17' is the canonical Thomson cross section /7.9/. The total cross section
derived from SO, in this case 111ay be ‘ast in the form rI(B) : (fifam) where
(1(3) and 0(0) respectively denote the Thomson cross section with and without
the presence of the magnetic field, wt represents the classical gyrofrcqucncy for the
electrons and w is the frequency of the incident wave. It is clear that the criterion
for the magnetic field to suhstnntially affect the Stokcs’s parameters is that the
photon frequency be less than the electronvcyclotron frequency, for instance, the
Thomson cross section is significantly reduced and the photon mean free path is
greatly enhanced for photons with w < wt. On the other hand. in the absence
of the external magnetic field, the differential cross section ( derived from Sn’ )
becomes the famous KleinvNishina formula. To conclude our discussion we note
that. although the nonrelativistic cross section shows only one resonance at to = WE,
the relativistic cross section exhihits a series of resonances as shown in Figure ‘2.
Specific. applications to high energy astrophysics in connection with neutron star
cooling and models for Tray source are currently in progress and will he published
elsewhere.
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Figure 2. Total cross sections in unit ”((091%)
v.5. frequency w in unit of at (0| :1 nmgnx-Lic fivrm
strength Bu : 4 >4 10"! Gauss and if" : ; ,trv 01
and 0C are the cruscctions {m )nagnctiv Thomson
and Compton scattering, (my is (he KleinvNishina
vmssrscctinn.

Figun’ 1. Lowest ordrr Feynman diagrmns 1m
('mngvmn Sralle'rinp in strong magnetic ficlrk Don»
l~]r- hnv» “qursnnr p1m'1mns in Lnnrlan sums.
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CTMC STUDY OF COLLISIONS OF CARBON IONS WITH H AND HE, RELEVANT
TO MAGNETICALLY CONFINED FUSION PLASMAS

K. Katsonis, G. Maynard
Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas, UA 073,

Bat. 212, Université Paris XII, 91405 Orsay CEDEX, France

At the beginning of the last decennium it was well understood that the balance of the
impurity content of a magnetically confined plasma is dominated by interaction between
plasma particles and the material walls /1/. Accordingly, a systematic effort was oriented
towards the study of the plasma<surface interaction and of the relevant atomic processes of
ion—atom collisions. Atomic processes involving hydrogen, helium, carbon, oxygen and
metallic impurities were of first priority in this domain. Systematic evaluation and compilation
of cross sections relevant to fusion was already initiated by C.F. Barnett, founder of the
()RNL Controlled Fusion Atomic Data Centre /2/. The status of the atomic data base for
reactions occurring mostly in the plasma core or concerning mainly the plasma heating by
energetic ion beams has been reviewed elsewhere /3/. Studies of H and He collisions
involving metallic impurities /4,5/ or oxygen /6/ have been recently made available. The
status of such data was recently reviewed in l7/ and /8/. Here we concentrate to our cal—
culations in progress of collision cross sections for the carbon ions colliding with hydrogen
and helium.
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Figure 1 Our CTMC results. Plain Flgure 2 Same 3‘3 Figure 1
curves: Experimental data from /10,1-
1/

The CTMC method was used for calculat»
ing total ionisation and one electron capture cross sections for H - C‘1+ collisions in the energy
region of 10 to 5000 and of l to 1000 keV/u correspondingly.
Three different potentials for the ions have been lately used with this method: An empirical



potential which has been used previously for study- 070 ,7 ‘ 7?,
ing hydrogen collisions with medium— and high-Z x
plasma impurity ions as in /4/, a modified version 't'
of it incorporating a detailed Thomas-Fermi radius 0'50 '
and a Coulomb potential. As expected, in compari- Minn E=25kev/amu
son with existing experimental and theoretical data, 0.50 . 9mm E:ZOOkEV/MnuQ3999 E=4UOk V .the results show that among them, only the 6 Am“
Coulomb potential is giving acceptable cross sec— o. 0tion values; it is to be noted that this is the case for 2 4
all low-Z ions colliding with hydrogen. This, 3:

better understanding of the model potential influ-
ence on the CTMC calculations for all the species
of relevance to fusion research. For light atom ~
ion collisions, specific model—potentials taking into

. . . . , 6 +. our) ‘ : 1together With prev1ous high Z results, allows for a .3 (C iii .

account their atomic structure were also developed firs}
/9/; use of these potentials is in principle giving the a ' Kart,
possibility to improve the CTMC results, although - , TEL We
the computation time increases drastically. Espc- Q‘mmm number n
cially for H - C‘1+ collisions, preliminary calcula— Figure 3 probability for Partial
tions are not showing a substantial improvement of recombination on each Principalthe results. quantum level n

A glimpse of the obtained results is given in Figs. 1 and 2.
For clarity reasons only our results obtained with Coulomb potentials are given, together

with a set of pertinent experimental results /lO,11/. Although the obtained results are quite
satisfactory, mainly in the restricted validity area of the CTMC method, it appears that an
extension of the method has to be devised in order to obtain confident results in the entireenergy region from 10 eV/u to 5 MeV/u which are potentially of interest to magnetic fusion
research.

n-rcsolved partial cross sections for one electron capture into the various ions levels have
also been computed. As an example, we are presenting in Fig. 3 the results for H — C“r colli-
sions.

In CTMC calculations for collisions with helium atoms more assumptions than in the
hydrogen case are necessary. First the independent electron model has been used: each of the
two helium electrons moves independently of the other in an effective potential V,f(r) which
has still to be determined. Next a statistical average of the correlated electrons is needed for
processes involving two electrons : double charge transfer, double ionisation and transfer
ionisation. In our group at Orsay, we have made a systematic study of the various parameters
entering CTMC calculations namely the influence of the effective potential and the different
approximations to take correlations into account. Some of our results are presented here.

Looking the well known Binary Encounter Approximation we can see that in the case
of a bare incident projectile all the different cross sections depend only on the ionisation
energy and on the velocity distribution of the target electron. For helium atom ionisation
energy is O.9a.u. and the mean kinetic energy is 1.43a.u.. When using hydrogenic
approximation for Vef with an effective charge ZCr = 1.69 (1.692/2 = L43) one can either
have the good ionisation energy or the good kinetic energy. Our calculations show that the
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[W0 approximations give quite different results for projectile charges larger to three and then
one needs a more appropriate potential. From the analytical effective potentials proposed
M /12/ we used either the potential of /1/ or the one given by the simpler formula.
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Flgure 4 Our CTMC results compared

With ‘ ‘ ”3/" /15/ and o ”4/ Using the last one, we have calculated
the total charge transfer cross section a”, for the reactions Cq + He -> C‘q'l” + He“, and
the ionisation cross section cti for the reactions C‘l+ + He —> Cq+ + He* + e', q=6,4 which
are shown on Figure 4 and 5 together with some published results/13/,/14/,/15/.

The influence of the statistical correlation can be quantified using the values of o‘tot
reported in Figures 4 and 5. As an example the ionisation cross section ai is calculated
summing on the impact parameter twice the probability that one electron is ionised and one
electron is excited, whereas aitot is calculated summing only twice the probability that one
electron is ionised. The results show that the correlation greatly reduces the one electron
cross section except for the total charge transfer cross section at high energy.
Comparisons with experiment show that cross section for the two electrons reaction is too
large. For example the ratio of the cross section for transfer ionisation to the cross section
for single charge transfer is nearly ten times the experimental results given in /lS/. This
is not due to the CTMC calculation but mainly to the independent electron approximation.
The same results were obtained in /12/ using a quantal calculation. One solution proposed in
/2/ is to use different effective potential for the double electrons reaction and the best way
is to suppose a two steps mechanism : The projectile interacts first with one electron and then
with the second one which is bound to a hydrogenic potential with a charge A; = 2. The
results for C‘5+ where the influence of correlation is the most important, reported in Figure
6, are satisfactory; it remains now to compare the two steps approximation with a full
dynamic two electrons CTMC. code. Work in this direction is under way in our group.
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Investigation on the metastable fragmentation of mixed argon-oxygen and argon-
krypton cluster ions: The observation of two new fragmentation decay channels -
evidence for the existence of metastable excited dimer ions Ar0+* and ArKr+*

M. Foltin, P. Luka‘c'l’ and TD. Mark
Institut for Ionenphysik. Leopold Fran/ens Universital, chnikerstra§c 25, A-6()20 Innsbruck, Austria

Introduction
Recently we have discovered a new metastable fragmentation reaction channel of Ar“+

and Nen+ cluster ions, initiated by the radiative decay and subsequent dissociation of an
AIZ*(3ZU+) or Nez*(32u+) excimer, respectively, embedded within the cluster [1,2]. This
observation provided clear evidence for a possible coexistence of an ionized "chromophorc"
(cg. Arz+ or Nef) and a localized long-living electronically excited state (Ar2*(32u+) or
Nerf-(32f) ) inside the cluster. The interesting question which still remains open is the type
of bonding (or the type of interaction) between the ionized chromophore and the excited state.

In order to explain the red spectral shift between a new observed emission continuum
attributed to the emission of an Rgzi‘ cxcimer embedded within the RgnJr cluster ion and the
well known "main" continuum observed in free excimers and excimers embedded in neutral
dusters, Bondarcnko and coworkers [3] have recently developed a simple model based on the
polarization interaction between the Rgz’r ionic chromophore and the Rg2* excimer. Using
this model. our preliminary molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on Arn+* cluster ions [4]
have shown good agreement with the experimantal values of the number p of evaporated
monomers for cluster sizes n>20, i.e for the case when the first icosahedral shell of the
parent ion Arn+* is filled completely and the second shell is filled at least partially. For
smaller cluster sizes (n<20), however, agreement between the MD simulations and the
experiment is poor, Le. the number of evaporated monomers predicted by the MD simulation
is too small This disagreement indicates that it is important to examine the possibility of
stronger (covalent) bonding between the Arzyk excimer and the ionic chromophore of the
cluster ion, allowing the formation of an Ar4+* complex in the centre of the cluster ion,
surrounded by the first shell of neutral Ar atoms, which might be boiled OK when the
complex dissociates. It is important to note that the ion core of the Ar2*(32u+) excinier is
equivalent to the Ar2+ (2211+) ion, i.e. the resonant electron exchange between the Arzl
cxcimer and the Arz‘r ionic chromophore in the cluster ion: Ar? + Arz+ —> Arz+ + Arz>k
might promote formation ofsttch a complex.

To give more insight into this phenomenon, we have studied in this work the metastable
fragmentation in systems where the ionic chromophore of the cluster ion is different from the
ion core of the excimer and where the above mentioned resonant electron exchange would be
impossible 'a

” Dept. of Plasmaphysrk, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics. Comenius University, CS-842 15 Bratislava.
CSFR
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The metastable fragmentation of the stoichiometric and the nonstorclwm
oxyuen cluster ions

Electron impact ionization of Arm(Ol)r clusters leads in production of both the
stoichiomelric Arn(02)q+ and the nonstoicltiometric /\rn(03)q_10+ cluster ions. Whereas all
of those ions decay via the usual single monomer evaporation, only ArnO‘L cluster ions are
showing evaporation of more than one monomer in the metastable time regime. Fig. l shew;
the dependence of the metastable fraction (which is the ratio between the traginent ion currgm
and the parent ion current measured at an electron energy of 7t) cV) on the numb“ of
evaporated monomers p for ArgO‘L and ArmOJr cluster ions decaying in the iirst field
region of our mass spectrometer via the decay reaction

ArnO’r —> Arn,p0+ + prAr (p>l). it)
For comparison, the same dependence is shown in Fig 2 for the metastable fragmentation of

~tree

Arg+ and Ar11+ cluster ions, decaying by excimeriinduced fragmentation. In both cases the
average number of evaporated monomers from the parent ions of comparable size is similar,
indicating that the excess energy which has to be released front intramolccular to
intermolecular modes prior to the fragmentation is also similar (appt'. 1 eV, see eg. [1]).
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Number of evaporated r'nonornern 9 Number cl evaporated nionomcrs p

tl ArnO" -> Arn_pO"‘ + pAr H 7.2. Arn‘r a r‘u‘nvp+ + pAr
In the case of pure Ar cluster ions the strongest evidence pointing to Argx as the origin

of the metastable fragmentation was provided by the electron energy dependence of the
fragment ion current, which is starting to appear at a threshold electron energy shifted by
approx. 12 eV to higher energies with respect to the appearance energy of the Arn‘ parent
ions Since there exists no metastable excited state of the Ar+ ion at these energies, it was
concluded that a neutral excited state (Ar*(lv3P)) is formed within the cluster, giving rise to
production of the Ar21(3ZU+) excimcr [1,2]. In this work the electron energy dependence
was measured for both the parent and the fragment ion currents of the nietasuihle decay
reaction channel At'100+ —> Ar50+ + 5.Ar (see Fig.3) For comparision, the electron energy
dependence of the excimer-induced fragmentation Arm+ —> Ar5+ + 5.Ar is also shown (Fig.
4).
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Fig.3. Dependence of the ion current on the Fig.4. Dependence of the ion current on the
electron energy for the parent (0) and the fragment electron energy for the parent (0) and the fragment
(A) cluster ions for the metastable decay reaction (A) cluster ions for the metastable decay reaction
N100)“ .> Ar50+ + 5.Ar Arlo'l' —> Ar5+ + 5.Ar

Interestingly, the appearance energy (AP) of the metastable fragmentation ArmO’r —>

Ar5O+ + 5.Ar (appr. 28 eV, see Fig. 3) is very similar to the AP of the excimer-induced
fragmentation Ar10+ —> Ar5+ + 5.Ar (which is appr. 27 eV, see Fig. 4). Since the AP of the
ground state 0+ is around 19 eV, one would expect that an excimer-indueed fragmentation in
the Ar100+ cluster ion should start at around 30 to 31 eV, but this value could be lowered

somewhat due to the solvation (see the parent ion signal of Ar100+, which starts to appear at
[7 eV instead of 19 eV, Fig. 3). However, in contrast to the pure argon, there exist ionic

metastable excited states O+t(2D) and O+*(2P) which are populated by the dissociative

ionization of Oz molecules just in the energy region of 22 to 30 eV. The fact

that these states are populated with a high probability also in ArloOJr cluster ions is proved

by the electron energy dependence of the parent ion current.

This leads to the conclusion that the metastable fragmentation (I) is not an excimcr—

induced decay. but (as follows from the electron energy dependence, Fig. 3) the metastable
ions O+*(2D) and O+*(2P) are involved in the fragmentation. The fact that this
fragmentation is not observed for Arn(02)q0+ (q>0) cluster ions can be explained by the
quenching of the metastable 0+ ions in the fast charge— transfer reaction 0“ + 02--> 02+ +

O which 15 observable in the gas phase with a reaction rate of more than 5 10 10 cm3 s 1

It is known that the radiative lifetime of the 0* (2D) and 0+ (2P) ions is several seconds.
In the gas phase under thermal conditions these ions can react with argon by the charge-

transfer reaction O+* + Ar —> O + Arf The fact that
during the metastable fragmentation (1) the oxygen atom (or atomic ion) remains within the
cluster indicates that (in contrast to the Ar? excimer-induced decay) the fragmentation is
initiated by a bound-bound transition, followed (most presumably) by quenching of the
vibrational excitation of the lower electronic state populated in this very transition.- Thus we
propose that a metastable dimer AIO+* (corresponding to O+*(2D,2P) ion bound with the
neighbouring Ar atom) is formed after the ionization within the cluster, which decays
(radiatively or via curve-crossing) in the metastable us time regime to a vibrationally excited
lower bound state Ar+O or ArO+, which is then vibrationally quenched a
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The metastable fragmentation of argon-krypton cluster ions
We found that in case of mixed Arnq+ cluster ions (n<41, q<4) the rare gas excime[_

induced metastable fragmentation channel is completely quenched. Since there is 3 Spectral
overlap between the Ar; emission and the Kr absorption, this effect can be explained by a
fast energy transfer from the Ar; excimer to the Kr impurity, proceeding either via the
Forster-Dexter long-range electronic energy transfer mechanism (known in Solids ) or by
direct energy transfer during bimolecular collision of Kr and Ar; inSide the cluster.Surprisingly, when only one Kr atom is present in an argon cluster ion, a new metastab|e
fragmentation channel is appearing, very much different from the CXCilTICFinCluced
fragmentation (both in the appearance energy, the time dependence and the number of
evaporated monomers) and not observed up to now.

The number of evaporated monomers p in this new decay channel increases from p=2.3
for 11:11 to p:4~6 for n:40, For n<11 this fragmentation channel cannot be resolved from the
usual single-monomer evaporation. For n>24 the number ofevaporated monomers is reachingan assymptotic value of Pmax:4‘(‘~ When comparing this value with the number of
monomers evaporated during the photofragmentation of argon cluster ions , it is possible
to estimate the energy needed for this evaporation to be approx. 0.45 to 0.55 eV.

The electron energy dependence of the fragment ion current for this metastable decay
reaction of‘ArnKrJr cluster ions follows the electron energy dependence of the parent ion
current and the difference in appearance energies is smaller than 1 eV. It was found that this
metastable decay reaction is much slower than both the excimer-induced fragmentation ofpure ArniL cluster ions and the new metastable fragmentation (1) of ArnOJr cluster ions.

This new metastable fragmentation channel is quenched when two Kr atoms are presentin the cluster. This fact and the appearance energy indicate that a metastable state of the
ArKr+ chromophore (e.g. a Ar(180)+Kr+(2P1/2) or Ar+(2P1/2,3/2)+Kr(180) bound state) is
responsible for this fragmentation. When more than one Kr atoms are present inside the
cluster, this state is apparently quenched by a ArKr++Kr —> Ar+Kr2+ switching reaction.
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ION ATTACHMENT TO VAN DER WAALS CLUSTERS:
REACTIONS OF :40“ WITH Arm

M. Lezius, P. Scheier and T.D. Mark

Institut ffir Ionenphysik, Leopold Franzens Universitat,
Technikerstr. 25, A 6020 Innsbruck, Austria

1, Introduction

Besides electron impact ionization /l/ as the major tool

in producing cluster ions from expanded cluster jets, photon

ionization /2/, Penning and associative ionization /2,3/ and

electron attachment /4/ have been used to prepare in many ways

and to study in detail atomic and molecular cluster ions /5/.

In the present communication we present for the first time

(see also Ref. /6/) an alternative ionization method based on

the interaction of ions with neutral van der Waals clusters,

i.e. the attachment of NO+ ions to Arm clusters.

2. Experimental technique

The supersonic expansion type cluster source, the

electron impact ion source and the double focussing sector

field mass spectrometer analyzer used in the present studies

have been described in detail previously /1 /. The present use

of this apparatus differs from this earlier configuration in

that a second reagant port has been added to the ion source

and the operating conditions of the ion source have been

changed. In operation, a neutral argon cluster beam is

produced by expanding pure Ar gas at a constant temperature

(typically — 160°C) and a constant pressure (typically 1.5

bar) through a 20 pm nozzle into vacuum. The ensuing

supersonic beam proceeds through a skimmer into a

differentially pumped flier type ion source. In this ion source

stagnant N0 gas (introduced into the ion source via a

supplementary gas port) is ionized by an electron beam

(directed at right angles to the cluster beam) of variable

energy thereby producing thermal NO+ ions: Primary NO+ ions
and N0+ ions reacted with Arm clusters (yielding associates of

5%
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the form Arn.NO+) are then (i) extracted at right angles frOm
this ion reactor, (ii) accelerated by an acceleration Voltage
U (up to 3 keV), (iii) analyzed in a 48.50 magnetic SECtor
field (with a radius of 60 cm) followed by a 90” electric
sector field (with a radius of 21 cm), and (iv) deteCted after
postacceleration with a Faraday cup or an electron multiplier_
This two sector configuration has several uses. Its combinedaction permits mass analysis with high resolution and
sensitivity, whereas separate use allows quantitative stUdies
on metastable decay reactions.

Because the reacting NO+ ions are produced by electrOn
impact ionization at the very pesition where the Arm Clusters
are to react with the NO+ ions, it would appear impossible todistinguish Arn.NO+ ions produced by NO+ ion attachment to Arm
clusters from other growth processes, such as a possible twO
step process where the Arm cluster are first ionized by the
electron beam and the Arm+ cluster ions formed are then
reacting with the stagnant NO gas. Using however, electrons
with energies below the appearance energies of argon and
argon cluster ions (i.e. 15.8 ev and 14.6 eV, respectively
/1 /), it is possible to only ionize N0 molecules. Varying the
electron energy and the N0 gas pressure, we are able to
demonstrate that these experimental conditions actually do
allow the NO+ attachment reactivity to be readily isolated
from other processes.

3. Results and Discussion
Fig. 1a shows a mass spectrum of an argon cluster beam

obtained by NO+ attachment. The resulting mixed cluster ions(Arn_l.No)1L show strong peaks at cluster sizes 13,19,23, 26,
29, 49 and 55 (where for instance cluster size 13 corresponds
to 12 Ar plus one No constituent). It is interesting to
compare these results with those found for direct electron
impact ionization of neutral Arm or Arm.NO clusters produced
by jet expansion. Whereas the mass spectrum for the mixedclusters Arm.NO is rather similar to the one'shown in Fig. la,
the mass spectrum for pure Arm clusters (see Fig. 1b) is
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significantly different in general shape and in the sequence
of maxima (i.e. strong peaks at 14, 16, 19, 21 and 27).

From previous investigations on the electron impact
ionization of vdw clusters /1,5/ it can be concluded that the

different shape (i.e. shift of the maximum of the distribution

and the center of gravity of the distribution to lower n in

case of electron ionization) is due to stronger fragmentation

during the ionization events. That is, NO+ attachment is a

softer ionization technique preserving more of the neutral

distribution than electron impact ionization. Similar effects

have been observed when comparing electron impact ionization

with electron attachment spectra /4/.

This point also leads to an interpretation of the
difference in the structure of the well defined anomalies

(magic numbers). Very likely, in case of electron impact

ionization, in addition to structure in the spectrum arising

from the initial neutral cluster distribution, additional
anomalies may be introduced by a size dependent ionization and

fragmentation cross section, by size dependent energy
deposition and disposal, and by variation in the stability of
the resulting charged clusters.
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Fig. 1. Mass spectra of an argon cluster beamexpansion.
Upper part: NO+ attachment ionizationLower part: Electron impact ionization (electron energy 17 eV)

produced by nozzle
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On the Interaction of Low Energy Electrons with vdW-Clusters :
Electron Attachment Reactions and Auto‘Seavenging

TiRauth M.Lezius, M.Foltin, V.Grill, T.D.Mark
Institut ftir Ioncnphysik. Leopold Franzens Universitiii TeehnikerstraBe 25. A6020 Innsbruck. Austria

1. Introduction :

Besides investigations on electron impact ionization, studies on electron attachment

reactions and on electron scavenging helps to elucidate elementary processes occurring in
various plasmas. In this respect it is not only interesting to study interactions with atoms or
molecules, but also with clusters due to their unique properties and the possibility to study
ions not being easily accessed otherwise, e.g. C02. or SF7’.

We are presenting here relative electron attachment cross sections, called electron attachment
spectra (EAS), of (i) the non-stoichiometric cluster anions (COZ)n-O‘, (C02)n-OZ'.
(SFfi)n‘SF5', (SF6)n-S ‘4‘, (SF6)n-SF3', and the superhalogenic (SF6)n~SF77 formed by direct
and indirect electron attachment processes and of (ii) mixed rare gas/molecule cluster anions,
i.e. Xe~SF6', Ar-Od‘, and AI-O3', giving clear evidence on sequential inelastic scattering
processes of the incoming electron within these clusters ( auto~scavenging ).

The interaction of low energy electrons ( with energies below the ionization
potential ) with neutral clusters produces negatively charged cluster ions according to the
following three schemes :

(1) direct attachment processes ( assoziative and dissoziative ) [1]
(2) indirect mechanisms ( ion molecule and charge transfer reactions within clusters,

quenching of dissoziative attachment channels)
(3) scavenging processes ( within clusters we term them "auto—scavenging" )

2. CO7 cluster anions:

The interaction of near thermal electrons with clusters gives rise to the well known
zero-resonance in almost all systems [2]. It is therefore possible to produce the CO2 anion and
higher homologues via the interaction of thermal electrons with a C02 cluster beam despite
the fact that CO2 has a negative electron affinity of EA 2 -0.6 eV.
Rising the energy of the electrons interacting with the CO2 cluster beam we are also able to
detect non-stoichiometric compounds (COfln-O' and, for the first time, (COfln-OZ'. Both
complexes are formed above an electron energy of 8 eV by direct dissoziative electron
attachment (1). The (C02)n-02’ compounds can also be produced via a second, indirect
process (2) : i.e., by an ion molecule reaction of a primary 0' ion with a neighbouring C02
molecule within the cluster in the following steps :
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(com1 + c' ..> (cognvpslo + co’ +11'~COl
tu> (C02)n_P._P-oz‘ + C0 + p-Co3

The second step of the reaction has an exothermieity of about 1.35 eV. The resulting 02'
molecule will probably be stabilized into a C04. molecule in a reaction, which is found to be
very fast in the gas phase {3]. Fig.1 shows the EAS (a) of (COfln-O‘ ( n : 2. 10 ) peaking at
appr. 4, 9, and 12 eV and (b) of ((302)10'02' peaking at about 13 CV and Of ((302)5‘ peaking
at appr. 3, 9, and 12 eV ( for more details see [4] ).

Kfiwfififl‘_ E—T‘f—fixmA t 7/; n.3 .324 (a) 1 E06 (b) ‘g I \ 3 an n
D

A‘ L-a l L i 304 n I -E b t l E, xio‘: .g I“; 1‘1 1 ‘3 W37. 23 . I uoz D of 3"???) _,.~_. . 1a I, ,- 0.8 £5.11}; “(1* A E $1 12%;»...‘Efia ‘ l_ ""399" \ .V“ 3%us _ . _r L .B 16 20 000 7“ a 12 16 20Electron energy (EV) Eleclron energy [eVl

Fig.1: (a) EAS of (COflz-O' ( A ) and (COZ)10-O' ( A )
(l3) HAS ONCOzb' (D) and (cozho‘oi ( O)

3.813( cluster anions:
In the case of SF6 cluster anions the situation is totally different. Besides the well

known zero—resonance of SF6 clusters there are no other resonant structures in the EAS and it
was well accepted, that nonvstoichiometric $176 cluster anions do not exist in the mass
spectrum of SF“ clusters, The formation of tag (SF6)n~SF5‘ via direct dissoziative electron
attachment was reported to be effectively quenched within the cluster [5]. Expanding our
electron energy scale up to 20 eV we have for the first time been able to detect anions of thestructure (81:6),1’8135' ( 5.5 and 10 eV ), (SF6)n-SF4’ ( 6 and 13 eV ), (SF6)n-SF3‘ ( 14.5 eV ),
and of the superhalogenic structure (SF6)n-SF7' ( 6 and 13 eV ) - in brackets are given the
peak positions of the resonances shown in the EAS of Fig.2 . Comparing the positions of the
observed resonance maxima of the cluster beam with those of the various fragments of gasphase molecules [6] it is clear, that the non—stoichiometric SFG cluster anions cannot be
produced via direct (1) but must be generated via indirect processes (2).
Considering the energetics of reactions between primary fragments with a neighbouring
cluster constituent we have to conclude, that this kind of indirect anion production is
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fmdolhermic in almost all cases, Nevertheless the position of the resonance peaks in the EAS

of the various complexes gives clear hints as to the energetics 01’ possible primary fragment
ionS- Taking into account this information we propose that non-stoichiometric SF6 cluster

ions are produced via a two step mechanism, where a primary fragment ion reacts with one of

its neutral counterparts caged inside the Cluster ( and not with a neighbouring molecule).

7 00— ’ ’— ' 11.00—

A moa- (b) V—' SF SF‘
" 00 3 7 _

g 5 E "°° “a SF SF
3 500* a 500 -‘. yr

n e 700- :-. 1
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2 : (a) EAS of SFG-SFS' and sr7' ; (b) EAS orSFé-sm‘ and St‘gn'

One example is the production of (SF6)n-SF4‘ at about 12 eV:

SF5 + e' --> SFZ' + F2 + F2 .......... in the isolated molecule

i.e. within the cluster complex
($36)“ + e’ -»> (SF6)nvpv_l-[SF2'+F7_] + F2 + p'-SFG

l—-> (SF6)n_P,_p_1'SF4‘ + p-SF6

It is interesting to note that we have some experimental evidence, these caging reactions give

rise to more excess energy in the energy region below 8 eV than in the region above 8 eV

(see [7] ).

4_.A_ut_oscavenging:
SFO is widely used in high voltage devices and in plasma etching processes due to its

unique scavenging property . We tried successfully to use this specific property to monitor

excited states of the neutral Xe atom in mass spectrometric investigations studying the EAS
of mixed Xe/SF6 cluster anions shown in Fig. 3(a) [8]. The first maximum corresponds to the

zeroqesonance of SF6 ( the only one in the EAS of neat SF6 cluster anions ); the second

resonance rises at about 8.5 eV and shows two maxima appr. 1 eV apart. We attribute the
second structure to the first metastable ( 8.315 and 9.447 eV ) and the first radiative ( 8.44,
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9.57, and 10.03 CV ) states of the Xe atom [9], respectively. These states are populated Via an
inelastically scattered electron exciting the Xe atom. loosing all of its energy, and attaching [0the SFG molecule (3).

ls this third class of anion production mechanisms also ob5ervable in other systemsnot known as scavenger-gas '7 Yes‘ it is. Producing mixed Ar/Oz Cluster anions the .EAé
shows two additional structures compared to neat 02 cluster anions. In Fig. 3(1)) the EAS of
Ar-O‘I is compared with that of 047(03)“. The resonant structure at 11.5 eV may be ascribed
to excitation of the first excited states of the neutral Ar atom within the mixed cluster prior [0zero energy attachment to an Oz compound. For more details see Ref. 10.
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Particle Exchange Reactions at Low Kinetic Energies

C. Praxmarer, W. Freysinger, A. Hansel and W. Lindinger

Insti tut fi'lr lonenphysik, Universitat lnnsbruck, Technikerstr. 25, A 6020 Innsbruck,
Austria

A Selected Ion Flow Drift Tube (SIFDT)1 was used to investigate particle
exchange reactions of N4+, Ar2+, Kr?“L and Aer dimer or dimer like ions colliding
with various neutrals at mean center of mass energies, KEcmr ranging from 0.05 to

about 2 eV. The KEcm is Changed by variation of E/N (E is the axial electric field
strength and N the buffer gas density) and is calculated in the usual way2 using the
relation

M
KE = ——— (KEion — 3/2 k) + 3/2 k,cm

m+M

where KEion is the mean kinetic lab energy of the reactant ions according to
Wannier ,

KEion = 3/2 W + 1/2 mvd2 + 1/2 MvdZ.

Here, Vd is the drift velocity of the reactant ions, T is the buffer gas temperature, kb is
the Boltzmann constant and m,M and Mion are the masses of the buffer gas, the

reactant gas and the ions, respectively. As helium was used as a buffer gas, the
relative kinetic energy between the ions and neutral reactants (all having much larger
masses than the buffer gas atoms) is always larger at elevated E/N than the relative
energy between the ions and the buffer gas atoms. The latter one determines the
internal excitation of the ions/1‘, therefore any changes observed (as dependent on
E/N) in the rate coefficients or product channels are mainly due to the variation in

KEcn
excitation) of the ions. The present results indicate, that particle exchange (switching)

1 and do not primarily reflect an influence of the internal energy (vibrational

is competing with charge transfer, but is usually not dominant, when the
recombination energy RE(I) of the dimer ions is larger or at least close to the
ionization potential IP(R) of the neutral reactant. Switching is the only possible
reaction mechanism if charge transfer is endothermic. The overall rate coefficients
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observed are close to the collisional or Langevin limit in most cases and
independent of KEcm (see Fig.1), whereas the product channels resulting in particle
exchange decline at elevated KEcm (see e.g. Fig. 2). As Fig. 2 shows, there is a
qualitative correlation between the bond strengths of the product ions and the KEcm
values, where a significant decline of the fraction of the switching Channel occurs.

Several reactions of NZAr+ ions show additionally interesting details. The main
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Energy dependencies for the reactions of NZM+ with H2.

products in the reaction with H2 are ArH+ and Ae+ (Fig.3), while hardly any
NEH+ (or N21’12+) is observed. This infers, that the charge in the N2Ar+ ion is
connected with the Ar—atom rather than with the N2 molecule, despite of the slightly

larger ionization potential of Ar as compared to the one of N2. Probably the
internuclear distance R in the N2, bound within the NZAr+ ion is slightly shifted

with respect to RO of the isolated neutral N2, so that the position of the charge on the
Ar—atom is energetically favoured. This is also supported by recent calculations of K.

Hiraoka et.a16. Additional support for that arises from data on the reaction

NZAH with Kr, where ArKr+ is the only switching product observed.
ll I l
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No charge transfer product H24“ was observed as the recombination Enrgy ofNZAH (RE: 14.5eV) is smaller than the ionisation potential of H2 (11’: 15.43eV)_ Atelevated KEcm the loosely bound An+ ion becomes unstable and presumably asuccessive proton transfer H2+ + Ar --> ArH‘L + H occurs before the H2+ could leavethe (Ar 112+) collision complex.
In the case of NzAr+ colliding with Ar an increase of the overall rate coefficient

from k : VxlO'n cm35ec‘1 at KEcm : 0.04 eV to k ~ 5 x lO‘lOcm3sec'1 at 1.2 eV is
observed (Fig.4). At low energies obviously an exchange of Ar-AI‘ is favoured due tothe better mass~match as compared to the Ar~N2 exchange. The Ar-Ar exchangehowever cannot be seen as long as no isotopically labelled Ar is used, thus theobserved rate coefficient reflects only the ion-mass changing Ar—NZ exchange
channel, resulting in the product Ar2+. Also an increase of k is observed in the
analogous reaction of l\l3/\rJr with N2, where only the exchange Ar-NZ results in aproduct ion of different mass (NJ) but not the Nz-Nz exchange, which again due to
the better mass-match is favoured at low collision-energies.

This work was supported by the Fonds zur FOrderung der Wissenschaftliden
Forschung.
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INTRODUCTION
ZStatic drilt tubes and flow drift tubes have been used for many years to stud t ion -
molecule reactions in the ener y re ime from thermal to a few electron volts [1].
Thus the rate coefficient, k, an pro uct ions have been determined for many ion -
molecule reactions, and it has been the usual procedure to present the data as plots
of k versus Er (the reactant ion/reactant neutral center—of—mass energy) and to
describe the variation of k with Er as due to the variation of kinetic energy of the
reactants, When the reactant ions are atomic this is clearly a sensible procedure,
since no significant internal (electronic) excitation of the ions can occur in collisions
with the buffer (or reactant) as atoms at the ion energies involved. Obviously this
is not the case when molecu ar ions are involved, because of the high probability
that rotational/vibrational excitation will occur, and which can immediately
influence the reactivity of the ion. Several drift tube studies of this phenomena
have been reported and it is with this that this paper is largely concerned. Clearly
in this case the relevant energy to consider is the reactant ion/carrier gas atom
center—of-mass energy which here we desi ate as E . Both internal excitation and
derexcitation will occur in’ collisions of he ion Mlllcl) the carrier gas, and under
steady state conditions (ie. excitation rate = derexcitation rate) then the internal
energy state distribution of the ion will be characterised by EC. This has been
demonstrated by Lindinger and his collea ues for the vibrational excitation of Nzl
and 02+ in helium carrier gas in a selecle ion flow drift tube (SIFDT) experiment,
who have also shown how vibrational excitation (and kinetic excitation) influences
the course of ion/molecule reactions in SIFDT ex 7eriments in He and Ar carrier
gases (these studies have been summarised by indinger [2]). The data are in
agreement with theoretical calculations of Viehland et al. [3] redicting that
molecular ions drifting in an atomic buffer gas will reach an edgective internal
temperature, Teffr given by

3/2kbi‘df : [1+ (Mb/Mpefl x (3/2k + 1/2Mbvd3) x (1+3),
where k) is Boltzmann's constant, Mb and M’ are the masses of the buffer gas atom
and the ion, E is a dimensionless ratio of collision integrals that characterizes the
fractional energy loss due to inelastic collisions, T is the Temperature of the buffer
gas, Vd is the drift velocity and B is a minor correction term.

n the addition of a reactant gas to the drift tube (which almost invariably has a
larger atomic (molecular) mass than the carrier as which usually is helium) then
reactant ions which are already vibrationally exc1ted (accordin to EC) collide with
the reactant gas, the relevant collisional energy then bein r' The total energy
brought into the reaction is then in some way determined Ey both EC and Er and
not by E alone. In order to gain further understanding of the relative influence of
EC and IE}. we have chosen to study perhaps the simplest of reactive s stems
involving molecular ions which is the collisional induced dissociation (CYID) of
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some molecular ions, specifically Krf, \l4+, (CO)2+, and Nzl’tr“L dimer and
dimer—like ions, firstly in ure helium carrier gas to properly ap wrajge the
dependence of the dissociation rates on EC, alone and then secondly by adding
chemically inert 'heav ' gases (i.e. variously Ne, Ar and NZ) to investigate how the
combination of EC andyE]. influences the dissociation rates of these ions.

EXPERIMENTAL
The experiments were carried out using the Innsbruck SIFDT [4]. The experimental
approach used to the stud of the collisional dissociation has been described
previously by Smith et a1 [5 . The mobilities of Kr2+Aand (CO)»>‘r were determinedin our laboratory using the SIFDT; the mobilities of N4+ aiicrN2A1‘+ were taken
from [6].
In order to determine k values for the dissociation Of these ions in Collisions with
other gases, conventional SIFDT ex ieriments were carried out in which the length
of the drift field is fixed and the ow of the "reactant gas" is varied. Thus k is
obtained as a function of Er (remembering that Ec also varies with E/N). It is
important to note that no variations of k were observed with helium pressure over
the limited range over which meaningful measurements could be made (i.e. 0.13 to
0.23 torr).

lO'D l i l - i . l ‘ ii—ci‘i
E 0 NJ + He ‘:

. L l KiKre- +He 1
W"? a 0000+ Hie c

'_ o NZAR+ +t'e j
in lO‘” 7. .
E ‘V j
i “viz L V

il 0"” ~
i" 1fl: 3

l0" . Vi

[J
—

1/E... lfeV"']
Arrheniusftype ploEs for the rate coefficients gov the
dlSSOClatn of Kr2 , (CO)2+, N4+ and N2Ar+ drifting in pure
Helium.

Fig.1:

RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Typical data are presented in Fi .1 as plots of k versus EC']. The good linearity of
these plots indicates that k is re atecl to E according to an expression of the form
k: A»ex (—3E /2EC). This is of the form 0 the well‘lcnown Arrhenius equation (k:
Asexp(- a“(lab in which Ea is equated to an "activation ener y" for the reaction (in
this case the reaction is dissociation. Note: The 2/3 is intro uced since E can be
equated to 3/2kT). The constantA can be related (with caution !) to the collisional
rate coefficient, kl/ for the reactant ion/He atom collisions. Thus, values of E and
A have been obtained for the reactions studied and they are given in Table 1
together with the experimentall ~determined dissociation energies of the ions,
D,and the calculated < values. e similarity of the Ea and D values is striking
and indicates that, at east, for these ions the nonthermal drift tube experiment
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approximates to a thermal system. It also indicates that the Viehland expression
mentioned above describes quite well the internal excitation of the ions and that
the factor including E represents only a minor correction.

Table 1 Ion Ea(eV) D(eV) A(*109cm3s‘1) kL(*lO9cm3s‘1)

Kr2+ 1,1 1.1— 1.53 0.2 0.54
(C0)2+ 1.0— 1.3 0.97— 1.2113 1.0 0.55
N4+ 0.9 0.9— 1.05C 2.0 0.55
meager”r 0.9 0.94— 1.09d 5.0 0.55

a see ref. [7], b see ref. [8], C see ref. [9], d see ref. [6]

The derived values of A are within a factor of four of the kL values, Intuitively, it is
expected that the A value should relate to the efficiency of the reaction, (i.e. the
probability that dissociation will occur above the threshold energy for
dissociation). Thus for efficient reactions A should approximate to kL as is
observed. However, it is difficult to see why A should exceed kL. Clearly, much
more work is required before a complete understanding of this is obtained. Fig.2
shows additional data on the dissociation of NZAr+ due to collisions with Ne and
N2.

I ' I I I I I I I

10-95 a) ‘ 10-‘0r 1‘b)
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(PIC—"r A III + O. 1,10—I2, I 1

E A D + ’H.‘ l
olO“”r . 110"“ .I 1

l o N2Ar+ +Ne E= Ec+Er/E I
.31] 0.115 r O N2Ar+ +N2 E: Ec+Er/4 ll ~ 10—14 , El N2Ar+ +Ne E: Ee+Er/6

V + NZAr+ +N2 c: Ems/3 I + N2Ar+ +Nc E= Ema/4 3
10'” r EI N2Ar+ +Nz E: Ec+Er/2 1045, r U N2Ar+ +Ne = Ec+Er/2 1

T A N2Ar+ +N2 E: Ec+ Er ‘ A N2Ar+ +Ne E= Ems
I N2Ar+ +He JE= EC I I I N2f\r+ l+Hel Efi Ecl I l

2 4 6 8 2 4 6 8 10

. 1 E eV“ ' 1 E eV"Fl .2... b: / ...[ 1 / .,.I l
Arrhenius—type plots for the dissociation rate coefficients
of N2Ar+ drifting in pure Helium and similar plots for the
dissoc1ation of this ion in collisions with a) N2 and b) Ne,
added in small amounts to the helium buffer gas. The numbers
in the figures correspond to different f;- factors.

On the addition of 'reactant as'to the SIFDT, the drifting ions, with internal energy
characterised by EC establisfied by multiple collisions with the helium buffer gas,
undergo collisions with the reactant gas atoms or molecules, the center-of—mass
energy being Er Such collisions are relatively infrequent, the collision frequency
obviously dependin on the amount of reactant gas introduced into the helium. In
effect, these are sing e collisions, the total ener in the collision being EC+ Er- This
results in an increase of the internal energy ofgthe ion and hence an increase in the
probability of and the rate coefficient for dissociation. Obviously in these 'single'
collisions the internal energy state distribution cannot be equalibrated to Er (as It is
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to EC), and thus to use Er alone in an Arrhenius-type plot with the expectatiOn of
deriving E values for dissociation is unsound. As can be seen in Fig? the plots
involvin E alone result both in in a large displacement along the '1axis (and
hence to 'gh E) from the equilibrium plots involvin EC alone and non-linear plots
from which 'Ea' values cannot be obtained Clearl r alone is not the appoprjate
ener to characterise the dissociation rate; the gllowing is a more appropriate
(albeit crude) descri tion of the interaction.
Immediate] followmg the collision with the impurity gas (i.e. Ne, Ar or N a
fraction of is converted into internal energy of the ion. Assume that all the E), is
converted to vibrational energy of the ion (i.e. rotational and translatiohalexcitation are relatively unimportant). However, at the Er involved it is unlike}
that all the modes of vibration of theLpolyatomic ions are accessible. Now assumethat t' modes are accessible and the 4r is shared equally amongst them in somequasi—equilibrium fashion. Then a more appropriate characteristic energy 1 the
interaction is (EC + Er/f). Thus Arrhenius—type plots involving (EC + E /f)‘ for
various fare included in Fig.2. As one might expect, a hi her fraction Of the kineticenergy is converted into "dissociating energy" for Elz than for Ne. In the
combination of N Ar+-N2 more modes for energy storage are accessible thanthe in NZAr+- e-complex.
The above represents only a first attempt to explain the respective importance of E
and Er in drift tube studies. The phenomenon of collisional dissociation offers the
opportunity to gain some understandin on this, but these considerations must beapplied also to the study of ion-molecu e reactions, for the study of which SIFDT
experiments are widely used.
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Introduction

Rigorous theoretical studies of vibrational relaxation of diatomic ions in collisions with

neutrals are. in contrast to to their neutralrneutral analogues, relatively scarce. At the same time

[he vibrationally inelastic scattering processes in ion—neutral collision systems are of great

interest for dynamical investigations in connection with their pronounced long-range electrostatic

interaction potential (see for details. see Ref. I). A number of recent experimental studies in this

field (for a review see /1—3/) [mm a sound experimental background to begin with systematic

theoretical investigations.

In this contribution we present the theoretical studies of vibrational relaxation of

N3+(v:l) in collision with He atoms, a process which was investigated experimentally in our

laboratory /4/ using the SIFDT—technique in the mean kinetic eentre-ot'—mass energy (KEHH)

range from thermal of 0.8 cV. The semiclassical (SC) method /5/. which has proven to give

adequate descriptions of vibrationally inelastic processes for a number of neutral and charged

collision systems. was used to perform dynamical calculations. 1

Modelling the ab initio potential energy surface

The analytic potential energy surfaces (PES) used in the framework of the SC model

were obtained as fits to recent 2D quantum-Chemical data /6/. The missing vibrational coordinate

dependence in the ab initin data /6/ was modelled using the following dunibibellilike

expressions:
P . 3 2 ~14" ‘i‘ i'

V\=e—V—,+Ae'm‘+2Dl[e ML Id—Ze’w' "I
R I=| (1)

V = l {C e ”"i' "(LIV|n %IL I r I ] (2)

P 3 2Vic—FE.” 1'
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where R is the distance between the He atom and the centreioflmass of the Ng“ ion. Ri are the
distances between the He atom and the i~th atom of the N3+ ion. The values of parameters in all
three forms (1) - (3) were obtained using a non-linear constrained minimization algorithm /7/
The following minimization function (weighted nnsifitting) was adopted:

l»/] r;
G: Ramitv. —Ei)

(4)
where N is the number of ab initio points (N: 39), E1 7 (1/7 initin energies. V| — values of the
analytic PBS. (0'1 weighting coefficients. Different weighting conditions. more or less
emphasizing the uh infriu points in the vicinity ofthe potential well. were analyzed.

Results and discussion
The sets of potential parameters for A7 and B, type of the interaction potential and

different weighting conditions are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, The dynamical results
obtained using the abovemcntioned analytic PES are shown in Hg. 1. Similar results are
obtained for :1 PES of the C-type teq. (3)). It is to see that the dynamical results satisfactorily

reproduce the experimental data /4/ in the high and intermediate energy/temperature range_ A

somewhat poorer agreement is achieved in the nearrthermal range (3007500 K). Two reasons
can be given to explain the observed difference.

First. though our analytic PES are the fits to the 2D (I!) inifiu data, the vibrational

coordinate dependence ~ a feature of crucial importance in the vibrational energy exchange
processes 7 is a model construction in the present study. It is not possible to exclude that for this
particular inneneutral interaction potential the dumb~bell~like fitting forms used are not capable to
predict the vibrational coordinate dependence accurately. A more detailed discussion of this

subject is given in /8/.

Secondly, in spite of the large basis set and the powerful MCSCF—Cl method used, the

quantumvchemical data /6/ probabily. as it is sometimes the case for other systems. to some

extent underestimate the dispersion contribution and, accordingly, the potential well depth. But

just this feature of the interaction potential strongly influences the lowrtemperature reaction

attributes, as it was discussed earlier /9/.

Thus. it seems that the observed difference between experimental and theoretical results

in the near-thermal range is mainly caused by probably not quite adequate vibrational coordinate

dependence in the dumb-bell potential representation. though also some influence ofthe possible

underestimation of the potential well depth in the ab initio data /6/ can not be exluded.

From the experimental point of view, more complex reaction mechanisms like clustering

processes can eventually take place to some extent in the nearithermal range and thus influence

the experimental results. These processes cenainly can not be taken into account in terms of the

direct, adiabatic binary collision reaction mechanism. assumed in the present theoretical

investigation.
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Figure l

Landau-Teller Plot of Experimental and Theoretical
Quenching Rate Coefficients
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Thus. to explore more completely the dynamics of vibrational relaxation in collisions

between Ng+ and He. additional theoretical and experimental work is needed. Such

investigations are under way.

Table l: Potential parameter sets l‘or different weighting conditions for the A—type potential

eqt l ).

Parameter A] A2 A3
P leVA4] 1.494 1.494 1.494
A leVI 89.80 85.7 159.9
B [A41 2985 4.277 3292
D1 IeVi 0.00715 0.00233 0.00559
Bi [A711 1732 1.703 1.765
Ri‘k W 2.921 3.242 2.955
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Table 2: Potential parameter sets for different weighting conditions for Bitypc POatia]
CL]. (2).

Parameter B 1 32 B3ui {av/t4} 0.7468 0.7468 0.7468
G law 1819 256.7 389.2at [A41 3.397 3.646 3.921
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In this paper. we consider the nonequilibrium properties of nonideal plasmas which are ofinter-
est from the theoretical point of view as well as from that of experimental investigations e.g. in

shock ae or laser compression. Especially we are interested in the influence of nonidoality ef—
ferts on the ionization kinetics and on diffusion. The behaviour and the properties of a nonideal
magma are determined by the Coulomb interaction and degeneracy. The Coulomb interaction

is important in the "corner of correlation” which is enclosed in the density—temriei‘aturrplarie
by the parameter lines

71513 = 1 r5 : 1

Here I = 62/0551“) is the Landau length and r5 : (”(15 is the Brucckner parameter. in

this area, Inanyeparticle effects are important, such as dynamical screening of the Coulomb
interaction, dynamical self energy, Pauli blocking, formation of bound states and pressure

ionization (Mott-effect) [1]
Reaction diffusion processes are described phenomenologically by coupled reaction—diffusion

equations: .
(77151
at

with jg = - Davea being the diffusion current and l'l’n(rtl,...,nj) the source function describ-

ing the ionization kinetics. An essential problem is the foundation of such reaction-diffusion
equations from the fundamental equations of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics.

-|- a = l’f’u(n1w.,nf), (l : 1,2,...f (1]

In order to describe the nonequilibrium properties of nonideal plasmas we have to start
from generalized kinetic equations. Then, reaction»(lif'fusion equations can be derived with
generalized expressions for the reaction rate and diffusion coefficients which become density—
dependent in a complicated nonlinear way due to the nonideality. Therefore, nonlinear macro?
scopic phenomena like ionization fronts7 phase separation etc. can be expected.

Kinetic equations for nonideal reactive systems in which manyibody effects must be taken 7'
into account were derived in [7] using the method of nonequljhrium real~time Green’s functions
with the following result for the Wigner distribution function fa of the free quasiparticles of
species a

a as" a as“ a _ _ . .
{a + d—pa; - W071}fu(1"tl 7 gallant) + ; Indium) (2)

The. single-particle energies on the l.h.s. are given by the dispersion relation

‘2J27m +R€Ef(1mt)lm=s.(przi (3)Eu(prt) :

Where Effiwrt) is the retarded selfenergy function. ‘
On the r.h.s. of the kinetic equation (2) the collisions between quasiparticles are taken into

account. The integrals [aim contain all the possible three‘body scattering processes with free

and bound particles. Especially, break-up and formation reactions are taken into account. The
dynamics of the scattering processes enter the collision integrals via two, and three-particle
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'1‘7matrices. Additionally to the kinetic equation (‘2). a similar equation for the distributim]functions 1'] of the bound particles can be derived [2].
In the following we consider a plasma consisting of electrons, oneefold Charged ions and

atoms in the state |j >, where j denotes the set of internal quantum numbers. The number
densities are. nu, n. and nj, respectively.
There, are different many—particle effects which have to be taken into account:
i.lt is well7known that the properties of strongly coupled plasmas are essentially determined
by the screening of the longiranged Coulomb interaction. i.e. the ("oulomb potential has to
be replaced by a screened one.
‘2.The quasiparticle approximation leads to momentum dependent energy shifts to work with
is rather difficult. instead. we used the "rigid shift" approximation [3] in which the energy
shift is replaced by a moInenturn—independent shift reproducing the correct normalization (the
correct density m). It can be shown that the thermally averaged shift is related to the chemical
potential by

it. : ufj‘ + As (4)
3. The twrrparticle bound states have to be determined from an effective wave equation whirh
was determined on the basis of Green's function techniques [1]

(sup. ) + arm + Aii’ (Papal) 7 5)‘1’(Pullbl
7 (17 rant) 7 ftipbll/lrffjipapbqil‘l’lpa + w 7 “.13., = 0 (5)

in comparison to the Schrodinger equation of an isolated pair of particles there are some differ»
ences arising from the self energy corrections A5”, Pauliibloclring and the effective potential.
Dynamical self energy and effective potential are not independent: thus there is a compensa7
tion between self energy and Pauli-blocking effects for bound states whereas the continuum
edge is determined by the sellenergies only . This results in a lowering of the. ionization energy
with increasing plasma density. The cross over of the continuum edge and the. ground state
energy defines the so—cailed Mott. density. Above this density, bound states do not exist.

Equations governing the evolution of the number densities in space and time can be ob»
tained by integrating the kinetic equations with respect to the corresponding momentum. The
result is an equation similar to (l), The explicit form of the source function W, follows from
the r.h.s. of the kinetic equations. especially from the reaction terms in the three-particle
collision integrals. If in the equation for the electron density the source function is written in
the form V

Ii; : Z :(ainc‘n‘, — flfl 7151257”) (76)
c:(,, j

defining the coefficients ofimpact ionization and three body recombination of the atomic level _i,
these rate coefficients are given in terms of scattering quantities (T—matrices) and distribution
functions [5]. The calculation of the rate coefficients is considerably simplificated if we take into
account that there are different time scales during the approach to thermodynamic equilibrium.
in the following we will assume that with respect to the translational degrees of freedom local
equilibrium has been reached already. Titus the distribution functions are Maxwellian.

In this approximation‘ the following simple relation between the rats: coefficients holds

iaj- : oJAgeeflfn/eT), 1;“ = |Ej| — (as + A; 7 an (7)
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The jonjzation coefficient for electron impact can be written in the form

8am €_, 112‘ 9 (15 E ion( 1?: . : 8
C112(27rm3/71c13T) / a l E ‘c ‘ ( )

I!!!

Here 0”" is the impact ionization cross section from the atomic state lj > which in statically
screened first Born approximation reads

(pi—Imam)"2 gm
ion 87’“ "2 5!! a +aj : w dpp (19,; qdqlin (11)] d wig rm:no )pt (9)

Po“); 0
‘Inun

The two~particle wave functions \I'Jl r) for the atomic bound states and \Illflr) for the scattering
states were determined from the efi'ective wave equation (5) in static approximation .
Results for the ionization coefficient from the ground state and the respective recombination
coefficient are given in Figs. 1 and '2 [‘2] The most important feature is the strong nonlinear
density dependence of the ionization coefficient which is mainly caused by the lowering of the
ionization energy. The results are compared with the simple formula (1 : r)”£:rp[(A1 7 AL. —

pl/L‘ETl (dashed lines) given in [5]

[3/
J3

ic'
eo

l

. 13 19 20 2'1 22 23
18 19 20 21 22 _ 23 Log(ri/mi3l

loglne / cm
Fig.2: Recombination coefficient versus

Figtl: Ionization coefficient versus free free electron density. Curves are shown
electron density (T = 10.000!\' (1), 131000 for the cases where degeneracy was taken
K (‘2), 20.000 K (3) and 30,000 K (11)). into account (solid lines) and where not

(dashed).
An expression for the diffusion current density can he obtained from the equation of motion

for the mean velocity [8, 6]. Results shall be given here for the case of the ambipolar diffusion
Stage with ng(r,t) : ugh-,1) and jED(r,t) = j|-D(r,l) Then, the system of reaction-diffusion
equations reduces to only one equation. The electron diffusion current density can be written
as

-D _ , _ _ D L i i .J.: 7 DAMBVne — DAME kBT (Bug + 571;)010 + N-lvnn (10)
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where DiiMB is the usual ambipolar dill'usion coefficient. Results for the nonideal ambipolardiffusion coefiieient are given for hydrogen (Fig.3).The classical result BAA-{B = 2DpH 0cm“only for electron densities below 10156m‘3. For higher densities the many—body effects Cause aminimum and below T217000K even negative values of DAME being a direct C‘ms‘lquence ofthe "Vanwler-Waalseloop” in the plasma chemical potential (for which Padéatpproximationswere used including the llartreeiFock and Montroll—Ward contributions [4]) and indicatingmechanical instability and a phase transition. Obviously, the diffusion of particles in a regionof high electron density will differ from that at low concentration.
1.5

.2“ c
r'Vm

55 10-‘3
b
5;: Cl
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0 _
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Fig.3: Ambipolar diffusion coefficient for hydrogen versus the degree of ionization forthe temperatures T : 10.000 K (a), 14.000 K (it) und 18000 K (C). The total density isn 25-1023em‘3.

Due to the nonideality, the source function in the reaction-diffusion equation depends onthe density in a complicated nonlinear way. A numerical analysis of the r.d.e shows thepossibility of ionization fronts, uonequilibrium phase separation and droplet growth in such adense nouidea] plasma.
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iNTRODUCTlON

The data of total and partial electron impact ionization cross sections of

molecules are of great interest in different fields of applied physics, like

plasma etching or mass spectrometry. But the experimental determination

of these cross sections is rather difficult, especially for polyatomic mole~

cules, as their fragment ions suffer discrimination during extraction from

the ion source and fligth through the mass spectrometer, This discriminati~

on is due to the excessive kinetic energy of the ions, and therefore the

discrimination effects are biggest for high-energetic fragment ions. in the

following a method will be presented, which enables to correct the measu~

red partial cross sections by taking into account these effects.

Moreover, to be able to predict absolute cross sections for atoms and mo~

lecules theoretically. we have developed a semiclassical formula.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A detailed description of the apparatus, the experimental procedure and the

method of detecting ions with high translational kinetic energies has been

given previously /i/. Briefly the experimental set-up used consists of a

conventional three-electrode type electron impact ion source, and a high-
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resolution double focussing (reversed geometry) sector field mass spectre~meter. The properties of the ion source and the mass spectrometer havebeen studied in detail previously and essential improvements in the perfor...mance could be achieved /2/. With the help of these improved operatingconditions, like penetrating field extraction or the ion-beam deflection me~thod /1/, it was possible to measure with high accuracy absolute Partialionization cross sections for atomic or molecular parent ions. But it wasfound that smaller fragment ions of polyatomic molecules, which have largerexcess kinetic energies, are not extracted from the ion source with the 53»me efficiency as the larger fragment ions. In order to account for thisdiscrimination an additional correction procedure has been developed in ourlaboratory.

CORRECTION PROCEDURE

This correction procedure is based on a study of the discrimination in ourion source and mass spectrometer by means of computer simulations of theelectric field distribution and the corresponding ion trajectories. With thehelp of these simulations we were able to determine a discrimination factorD as a function of the kinetic energies of the ions. This relationship allowsto correct fragment ion currents to the same extraction efficiency as theparent ion.

in order to apply this correction procedure the respective kinetic energiesof the fragment ions under study must be known. A simple method to de~termine these properties using the same experimental setup has beendescribed previously /3/. According to this work and references therein thekinetic energies can be determined from the relation

_. ‘3, 2i:kin _ iO UziHWFM) ,
where UziHWFM) is the half width at full maximum of the measured ionbeam profile in z-direction (direction of the entrance slit of the mass spec~
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trometerli The agreement of the kinetic energies calculated with previously
reported values /4/ was satisfactory
We have applied and tested this correction method to several gases, like
CFa- SFG, C3H8, CZHG, H2, N2 and CEHSOH, and have found good agreement

with cross section data of other groups. For example the absolute cross
section for propane as shown in the following figure in comparison with the

data of Kurepa et al. /5/ and those of Schram et al. /6/ has been obtained

with the described correction methodi

(1
0

4
0

m
2)

(ol

. 1 | l . 1
200 400 600 800 1000

Electron energy (eV)

FIG.7 Total ionisation cross section for propane: our results (solid line) in
comparison with the absolute data of Kurepa et al. /5/ (O) and Schram er
al. /5/ (O).

THEORETICAL WORK

For the prediction of absolute electron ionization cross section functions we

have developed /1/ a semlclassical formula. This formul‘a consists of an
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energy dependent part (classical binary encounter approximation) and an
additional factor equal to the weighted sum of the squared electron radii
(Born-Bethe approximation).

OIZQHI'Wrnlz'Enl'ui"[fi%]i]1'5' {11‘5”(1'31)""(2'7+(U‘1)0'5 Hn,

with g n. = weigthing factors (see also Bethe /7/, who calculated theSQ
lonisierungsfaktoren as a function of the quantum numbers
n and | by using hydrogen wave functions). Here these factors
were determined via a fitting procedure;

rm? : mean square radius of the n| shell;
En, = number of electrons in the nl subshell; ‘
E : energy of the incident electron;
Em = ionization energy in the n—th subshell;

u _ gin
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/, Introduction

In several experiments of determining the coefficient of

dissociative recombination a , there have been wide—spreading values

ranging from 3Xl0'7 to l.l)(lf)'G cmas". These discrepancies may be due to

the ignorance of microwave power dissipation throughout the glass

discharge tube immerged in the microwave cavity. Therefore, this study is

to take into account the power dissipation in addition to the other loss

and the form factor and to calibrate the cavity.

Using a calibrated cavity taken into consideration electric field

loss from the end holes and the presence of a glass discharge tube, we

have determined the value of a of molecular ion of argon at 300 K by

means of the computer fitting of the rate equation of electrons to the

measured decay of electron density.

2. fizljbration of [he cafiy technique

The electron density on the axis 710(0) is deduced from the equation

given by reference/ll as

C .lriasmaEs

”40) Z 76." l..'_“—m.g(y>gzdv f'Af. (1)

where Ka=fpi.sm.EZdv/(2 J‘CaVilyEs); C= (47r7m50)/cz; f,fo

are the resonant frequencies of the cavity with and without the plasma;

A f =f'—f n; e , n1, n are electron charge, mass and density,

respectively; E is the electric field strength; 9 (r ) is radial

distribution of electrons; E 0 is the permittivity of free space. In

order to determine absolute electron density, d, E‘2 and y (r ) have to

be measured.

A TMOlu— mode cavity was used. The resonant frequency of the cavity

with the empty discharge tube is 2.7253 GHz. When the inside of the

discharge tube is filled with a uniform dielectric rod, frequency shift is

given by/Z/

Afd/f=—(Er ’1)Kd. ‘ (2)
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where 5 , is the relative permittivity of the rod. We have measured the
frequency shifts A f a by immersing rods of different 5. ranging from
1.029 to 2.9. The value of A f d/f' is plotted against *>(£ , n 1) in
Fig.1. From the slope of the line Ifd=0.140 is determined.

A small probing dielectric ball(£ r= b.5, 2.0) with radius a :1 mm
was used and moved in radial and axial direction inside the empty
discharge tube. Since the frequency shift A fit by the presence of the
ball is proportional to E'z/3/ we have determined the spatial distribution
of 132 at f 0:2.7253 GHZ by measuring the change of A f'a. The result is
shown in Fig.2.

The profile of g (r ) was measured with a movable Langmuir probe in
do argon discharges. Substituting values of [(d. E‘2 and g (r ) into
equation (I), we have calculated ne(0). Values of na(0) Obtained abovg
were compared with data obtained by Langmuir probe technique.

0.0as a.“
D v-Olmml ,

o AininanA g

I w —While:Pyrex glass
(9:45)

_Black :Tallon .(;:20) 00 an nnmm) 2A:

'3? mu» :1 a“ “Salmon. ._ a: ug . mu mum] ””8
E E w— an 3Z t i In

3 D“ ”aa so - GA A
_' Ua '5 9_ w 9‘° 5’” n

D.

an — cor cana n9232335 .35..
on 20 40 on so ' Ian

_(;,_1 ) Axlnl position z[mm]

Fig.1:A f d/f against —-(5 r A 1) Fig.2:Spatial distribution of E7
inside the discharge tube

3. Determination of the coefficient of dissociatire recombination of
molecular ions of argon

Taking into consideration the ionization as the result of Collisions
between two metastable atoms, we have

6M/6t=DmV2M* (0<u>n2+7ng2) M’BMZ. (3)
3711/6t=D..V2n1*knga—l-BMZ. (4)
6712/6t=D.2V2n2+knz2nz~anenz. (5)
Here, no distinction is made between sari and 63PD metastable atoms; Al,
n1, n;, n g and n 9 denote the densities of metastable atoms, atomic
ions, molecular ions, ground—state atoms of argon and electrons which are
functions of space and time; I)“, [3.1 and [)32 are the diffusion
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Coefficient of the metastable atoms and the ambipolar diffusion

coefficients of atomic ions and molecular ions, respectively; a and y

are the deeexcitation cross section of two—body and the de—excitation

coefficient of three-body of metastable atoms; (1)) is the mean relative

speed of the colliding atoms; k is the rate coefficient of conversion of

atomic ions into molecular ions; fl is the rate coefficient of ionizing

collisions between two metastable atoms.

Assuming quasi—neutrality, we put electrons as n .=72;+n 2. Since the

electron temperature dependence of a was introduced to be proportional to

TKO-U14, we put a(Tc)=a0(Tn/300)'°‘5, where Tc and a0 denote
electron temperature and the value of a at 300 K, respectively.

Experiments were carried out in a Pyrex glass discharge tube with

3.1 cm in inner diameter and 56 cm in electrode separation. The discharge

current was conducted in do pulse operation of time interval of 9 ms,

duration of I ms and peak current of 0.35 A. The operating pressure was 5

Torr. The discharge tube was baked out at 200 T for several days before

the experiments were carried out. The ultimate vacuum attained was 2X10'7

Torr. The purity of 99.999 Z of argon gas was used. Electron temperature

decay was measured with a time—resolving 2.8 GHz radiometer with the time

resolution of 5 u s/5/. Probing microwave power into the cavity was

adjusted below several a W.

The frequency shifts at moments of the 'afterglow period were

measured. The radial distributions of electrons were also measured with an

asymmetric double probe. By substituting these data into equation (I)

n c(0),; was obtained. On the other hand, by solving equations (3),(A) and

(5) we have calculated n.(0)1. Coefficients and initial values used are

listed in Table I.

Table I:Parameters and initial values.

Items Parameters References

Ar+ l).172¢=2.34X1018 cm"s’l /5/ (a)
k=2.26)(l0’31cm‘is'l /5/ (a)

Ar2* l).272z=2.28X10'5 cm'ls‘I /3/ (a)

Metastable [Jm11g:l.77xl0'3 cm'ls'l /9/ (a)

Atoms o’=]0Xl0‘2° cm2 /9/ (a)

7:1.14xw” cmss‘l /9/ (a)
n u(D,0)=3.A2X10ll cm'3 present (b)

Initial n 1(0,0)=2.8X10" om‘3 present (b)

Values n 2(0,0)=b.2X10'° cm'3 present (b)
Ill(0.0)=l.5bXIO'Z cm‘a present (c)

(a):room temperature, (b):measurement,
(c): calculated followed the same manner as reference/lO/
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The values of a0 and B were determined so that nc(0)1- fitted welln .(0)E. We have consequently determined a 0:(8.2i0.5)X|0‘7 cm35»1 andB =(l.5i0.l)XIO'9 cmas“. The calculated values of temporal behaviOrs ofelectrons, atomic and molecular ions and metastable atoms of argon areshown in figure 3. The present value of a 0 is compared well withprevious values of (8.51’0.8)XIO'7 cmas"/6/ and (9.!i0.9)Xl0'7 cmfissl/7/at 300 K. No comparison of the value of B is made because other data arenot available as far as we know.
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Fig.3:TemporaJ behaviors of electrons, atomic and molecular ions andmetastable atoms of argon.
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Abstract:
The pmimhility distrilvutimi i3! .1 twnvlm‘nl inn trapped in an u<(illnling potential well is calculated The ion absorbs

Pilgrims from an lnridrnl laser Imam and relaxes lurk to tho gruunrl state lay Either Induced or spontaneous emissions The

luv—flit cnlculalions rv'lvrorliirv Hm qmninm res-ills tor hmvy [minim in 4mm Imps‘ and the clasnrat [union [or [milinrlrcqurnry

(willining well»:

1. Introduction

The dowlopmrut ol lw'hniquvs to confine clusters of a small number of ions [l], and even individual

inns [‘2]. has largely improved the understanding of the intr'raction of atoms and light. Ion clusters may

now he confined combining statir' and oscillating potential wells, or traps. and cooled to milidc-grec Kelvin

I‘vmpr‘rnturvs with a light, resonanr‘e technique termed laser cooling [3H4].

The cooling is pror‘lucrwl by a laser beam with a frequency slightly lower than the resonance lrequency

of an atomic transition of tho ion, When the inn moves towards the laser beam, the freqrwncy ol' the lascr

is Doppler shifted towards resonance with a resulting increasr: in the photon absorption rati». The opposite

filtr'ct takes place when the: ion moves away from the laser beam. When the ion absorbs a. photon, it goes into

an excited state with a change ol momentum full The transition back to the ground state can happen either

through induced emission, in which case the ion looses the momentum gained during the photon absorption,

ion. During an spontaneous omission, the ion emits a photon nltotal riinmentum
or through spontanoous cmi:
hq but in a randomly 'listriltrulml dint-tie“, thus the conihination of an absorption followed by an spontaneous

emission results in a, total momentum loss [4].

The ion confinement annl cooling in oscillating traps is clinracterized by parametric instahilitics resulting

lrorn the time dependence of the trapping potential: inns ran only he conlinenl it the". voltage ol the trap is

rv-strictcd to stable. regions [5]

2. tons driven by laser beams

in this work we present a one dimensional model for the confinement of ions in a Paul trap. We describe

the dynamics of the trapped ion in terms of a system of stochastic differential equations accounting for the

main features of the laser cooling process. We analyze the laser cooling of ions in static potential traps and in

radio-frequency traps
The alisorption aurl emission times of photons are assumed to be randomly distributed according to

Poisson statistics. For simplicity here we assume that the absorption is immediately followed by an spontaneous

emission, resulting in a maximum ion velocity Change I: : QEq/iu, where q is the \vavennmber Ol the laser and

m the ion mass The Doppler shift effect responsible for the «tooling results in a velocity dependent rate [or

1
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thc distrilrulicn of the alrsnrption/cmissi0n Fronts:

{(70:41:01) , when? 7110:14.‘ 2r(ui+7' 4(A—qu)2+7‘3/4 (l)
llvre u : rl.r/d{ i1: the“— ion Wlocity and 7 is the spoutanmus cmission mtu‘ which sets up thn linpmdth I'oi

atfiniir ‘rallfiitionlrc‘qnency, and \. tlw coupling nonstant brtween the light imam and the ion [3H4]. Note that in this mode]qunntum PIT-EELS ar» aniy taken into account in the disrrcte naturr‘ of the applicd radiation livid,

lhr: Hpm‘tml line. Other pnrmncters: A‘ the delunning lwtween the laser frequency and the

Thr- cnnfining potenlinl is nssnmerl harmnnic: “HT. 1) : 111(n — 217 COS[2Wll)W2TFg/2v “NWT" II and I; an.illtl'I'tlflr‘llt [mrnmr‘torx dr‘svirihing the potentinlt Tim equation rd motions rc‘sult in
P .

37§+m2u 72/, common: t-Zflt—rflmn, (2)
v.

“-1e thv: noise is npplivrl at times In distributr'r‘l according to Poisson statistics with rate given lay Erin“),H" i§ :L ranrlnm numbér unifurmly distributed in thr- interval [011]. This is the one dimensional prDjng-t‘innat the rr‘sulting Phangr‘ in velocity of thc fully three dinwnsional laser cooling prOCH a. Discussions on thelimitations rd this simplifirntion as well as I‘Pfilllts fur the statiw trap may [mind in [4].The intr‘rnv:tinn l>etwrvr<n the light lxcnm and tlm ion is characterized hy two Very dilic-rrnt linleist‘qlnq;Ilv‘ lift-time nf tho cxrilml suite and the: timv sfal" nl' thr- Fooling prm‘css. The? Iifctimc of thin exritetl state isrlPh-rminwl lay thr' Spfll‘ltttlll‘iirllfl vmission ire-Fluency 7‘ whilv the“ ('vwnling is given by the rate of Change in LI”.3 n'infanvous cmission: t' at n rill. Th:h timfl scale rut the ia Frmlin , indnt‘ed l: the laser beam is war q m,, yr \.—lt'nlIIPEU‘F‘Vl Iv: We I‘F‘Strlt‘t the present analysis to the limiting Sitnntion wnv", will/J <\ 7, enyd thehvnvy pnrtirxlr limit homuw the ion valncily z‘hnnges slowly during thv nlisnrptiun—(‘mission pl'rlt‘PESHs [SuitAn urination for thv ]'>rnlutl)ility de>nnity [7(1, 1:, t) may he found by studying the changes in \', ocity andpfisitinn m'v’r a, small thin intr‘rval Al. if X and l" are thv‘ position and vr'locity after the lime intFrval A1;wt- have that

(X ~ .r : MAI, (U710 = (~wz(n w 2?: r'rjs(2wt)).r'-t~ f: (11.)) A!2
((.\‘ 7 rig} : (HM), ((X —.T](U 7 11)) : ()(AF), {3)

u , itulfl n(fr/Ha), "+1Ai, 22,
In tin: lr‘uding orrlrir in Al, HV‘IF‘ < Q > is thP expeclvd valur-s mt any of the considered quantitir—si Thus;

[71' (71” 7 r (7P TW -l~ 71}: — Lu ((17 2/7 C(15(2w[)):r;17 7 :1
4.“ 9" 7(hfifimnm (4)

Expanding this qlution In cu‘rlvr UM") yields the l"0kker—Plaiir'k equation derived in [1].Since? thr: Changv in mnmr‘ntnm is sinnll comparred to n lypivnl momentum of the ion, the probabilitydistribution should he pr‘alml around the rlv‘trzrlninistif' limit, i.r:‘. k : 0‘ Thus, we introdufr tiw [ollnwingsingular t-Xnansinu lmnvd on the smallncss oi the driving Hols!“ amplitude:

I’M, 11‘ Ir T) «2 e'Mr'lm‘Tl/ktznh', H. I, r] -l- C7(I.')), T = kt, (5)
whirh cmnljinorl with Equitfl) rvsnlts in

'LJ : u, (ll = >wzfu — 2h ('os(‘2w{)).r«I! (H
(6)n -0 d — (ti—Mm *1 fl: w(H — i (H — 7 ‘ n.5,, (3T ‘0'
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TM" n, I 1
.r : ,4 MA(1)+ 8 Man), u: :l%.:'/1(I)+ B’ £15m (7)

\tre thF functiflns A!“ I] and A15“) are two in<lepcntlenl salutions of tho Matllicu Oscillator Eqn.((i) given

ln'
' l 7 \,

A1,, 75(1114‘ + M’); MAUI) : 1, 1‘7‘;'r‘(0):n

1 ' mun "fl
Mfl—A*7M‘- \Iu:n g-l: ,2, _,n 2’.( I 1. 1 m 1 , ,1, (u u t u L; m m

m 3:
M+ : W" Z (:21: Elm“ V M’ : r_‘“’ E (‘7’: E—‘ql'l-

Av:—x~ kz—Ix‘

The ror‘llir‘ic‘nts 62;: Satisfy n tltri‘f‘ [mint rerursion formula and n is r'ullL-(l the Floquet Cx’imncnt [G]. The!

Emular [requr‘nr‘y (vi the ion in the trap corrvsponrls to HIV Floquf‘t expnnent 11,

Solutinn to Eqn. (6] for in must lw bouurlpd if the? inn is “QSHIIIE'tl tn be confined, thus

. 1 T i + — I at__V ' —7 . # :t 0/

713‘; '1‘ [fl ill") 4.“ ' fir}dl " ("l

whmw

1 it; at 4 M13 4111,, mug
A: Amr— — r ‘2 1— —7— :»—’n_ .I‘n W( [mm Ma an! n um {H u) 4, («mm d, t u m

Atty-r thv dynamiral initial stage, thr: inn \r-jlm'ity lwimnos (unallnr than the msrmant vnlur- AM and plwtr-n

absorption is largsly I'C‘I’lur‘fwl. At this stage- we may assulnc lhr approximation

\1'7‘ 8&1]
43(71) : in“ 7 /?v,+,..) where :e = “it I}: >WA3 +7? (”ll

whirl: rrylucps hiqns. (Fl) In

M , M - M M 2W” (M) M 7
n,— ’12{3‘3(’hm+ Halt) + W? [M ' an ‘ (”l

#_ _ w ,1,

um i full-:1”? : M’- : i um wt , MA ME : n, anrl M = lim I/T MUHL
A U 2n 0 7‘#m n

Thr shift at the ion in thv trap. :0, ran lw lounnl from Eqnsv (ti) anrl (ll)

. 7 .V
. _ 7'0 , 1'": (9i 0

log[.n] W 2W A (“IMHO/17AM”)OH «Is, (1“)

Assuming an initial distribution “A, H. 1') : —(/l2 + BEVU'I and an initial uncrrtainty Wu Ft Pll‘rliCUlfll'

solution to Eqn. (It) is;
AHMH) 751;," IIIIMIIW: 7.,__ E t—* , mu ) (In W” MW.) ( )

leading to a cooling time srnle tr : Z/infik‘ and final vurianr'us of the probalnlity distributinn ((A~ < A >)?)

= ((B— < H >)?) : thumn/afiw?
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III~2106The varianws of Hie- probability diglrllmtinn of the rlyunmical \‘iLrlf‘llJlF‘S .T and 11 Can he Obtained U‘iHit:- I'llilllgff of \'al’lr’ll"ll,‘3 (T) nnrl tllv result prm'irlvrl in Eqn. (13). \\'l1i<'li yields ‘ "g

-47«——~4~———7 dinnlu! 7——>4~«—‘47— QAHAIH in!(.r- < .1‘ >)'7 r. —.&~ and (Hi <11) 3' : V‘ ‘< ) gnu” ( )) saw2 Mr HM\'.’lIFrP
7 i

4M _dM12_«M07_w/Vwflfllnd1 " in ‘ in ‘ Zn H ({t ' ’ (15)
4. Discussion

Tllr" almve Hun [III], :igi'rc-s with llic quantum cnl-rulnlirrns ilwrivvtl liy JflA'ZLIIELlnCll anrl Slonlmlm {M iv”?alums v’onfinévl in stall:liELl'mflniclru1,~s(n : l, lr = 0] [3“4]. 7 lw Ir-wr-sl. energy lL van be arllipveil using lasvrwirlth. \Vlllr‘ll is ”I”I‘nPrgy Iinccl'lainly ml Ilir vmiln‘crl radiation [3H4] The final «'nwgy is invloprmdenl of Llw phofprf'lvillfd fizz]! m ’< 117.

r'rmlin l.l'CllIIl"1l!‘ is Cil‘cvrrlvflr 75", and is brwicullv limilr-rl lw llw s vrmlnnmus emission lino
3 l I v v

“'1 1mmf‘ntumOur analysis invlit'nlws ”I" EXlSL-Thr‘v.‘ nf slnljlr‘ and unslnl'ln inn ronlinemenl resulting from flm l'nllwelwfl‘n Ll]? pualr‘ntial prunnn-lm's a and ll [7]. A geimrril tlisrussinn nlmul. Matthieu oscillatbra founvl clsru
Minn

m' instabililins "FinDr» [6”7]. 'l‘lm rurrcnl, rx‘sulls arr‘ in agrnmnvnl will: llmse piv-viuusly elm-ivml l'ill tt-rms of cu-nlinnml [radians f-xlmnsirvns: if m" assumv- ill" limil of imgligihlo zmall dam]my
vy Blafl r'l al.

IinLr in their Naults
\‘VrJ strrss llml PS"!IIlI‘]H)lC’U1lal mr-rlr‘ls [4L usually :Lstuinml in rlr‘scriim imi rraps. fail lo pruliri L)”. Mm,“last-r cooling (lyuaniirs rlrnsw to II intrunielriz' inslnlwilily of llll‘ rm]io-lrt‘rllwnry Imp.
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ONE—DIMENSIONAL MODELING FOR MAGNETO-MICROWAVE PLASMA
USING THE MONTE CARLO METHOD

Masato Ikcgawa, Yutaka Kakehi, and Junichi Kobayashii‘
Mech. Eng. Res. Lab, Hitachi Ltd., 502 Kandatsumaehi Tsuchiura-shi, Ibaraki 300 JAPAN

* R&D Promotion Office, Hitachi Ltd., 1-5—1 Marunouchi, Chiyodaku. Tokyo 100 JAPAN

mm
[ntcgratcd circuit (IC) chips are advancing towards high integration and small features, and

the most recent development is VLSI (very large scale integration). VLSI devices have at least

105 components per chip and their minimum device dimensions are scaled down to submicron
dimensions. Magneto-microwave plasma, or ECR (electron cyclotron resonance) plasma, is

often used in etching processes for VLSI fabrication /1//f’./. This is because this plasma reactor

has several advantages compared with conventional RF plasma reactors, such as anisotropic

etching (due to a low working gas pressure) and less contamination (due to the absence of
electrodes). However, our understanding of the magneto-microwave plasma production
mechanism used for the etching process is far from complete. A self-consistent plasma
simulator has to be built to analyze the plasma distribution in the reactor. Fewer simulations have

been reported for the magneto-microwave plasma process than for RF or DC plasma processes.

Such simulators have recently been reported /3//4//5/. However, these do not seem to be

sufficient for modeling the ECR phenomenon.
We have developed a one~dimensional plasma simulator which combines a particle plasma

model and a microwave damping model based on a "cold plasma" approximation. This paper
demonstrates this model and some approximate results obtained from it. in particular. the effects

of gas pressure on the plasma distribution in the direction of microwave propagation are

described.

lmdeling7
In this simulator, the microwave and the plasma are solved in different ways. The plasma is

simulated using the Monte Carlo particle model, while the microwave is simulated using a

dispersion equation based on a wave equation and a fluid (cold) plasma model. Figure 2.l
shows a schematic view of these two models combined. A discharge occurs in the space
between two infinite parallel plates (solid walls). The X, y axes are set on the left wall. The 2
axis is set perpendicular to the wall. The magnetic field is formed in the -z direction. The
intensity of this field increases linearly in the z direction and has a strength of 0.0875 T (875

Gauss), corresponding to the ECR condition, at the mid-point between the two walls. The
microwave (transverse electromagnetic wave, 2.45 GHZ) propagates in the same direction as the
magnetic field (from the higher magnetic field). The discharge space is divided into many cells
for the Monte Carlo particle plasma method.
2.1 Plasma analysis

Several particle plasma models have been reported to date /()//7//8//9/. Our particle plasma
simulator was derived from a rarefied gas flow simulator that had been developed using the
DSMC method /lO/. The weakly ionized plasma used in the semiconductor manufacturing
processes consists of an overwhelmingly large amount of neutral species and a very small
amount (about 0.01%) of charged species. Consequently, in the simulation, only the motion of
charged particles (ions and electrons) is calculated in the group of neutral molecules having a
Maxwellian velocity distribution. The plasma is calculated in this particle simulation with
Poisson’s equation :

V-E=,0/en (2-1)
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where E is the electric field intensity, ,0 is the charge density and 5 0 is the dldectric
permittivity of free space.

Figure 2.2 shows the calculation sequence for our simulator in time Step A t. The flightpaths and collisions of molecules, charge density p , electric field intensity of Charged ParticlesEl. and the microwave electric field intensity Ex, Ey are calculated in order during this limestcp
The timestcp is 1.02x10-11 5 in this paper. The equation of motion is integrated using theleapfrog scheme with the frequency correction factor /9/. The collisions are calculated using asimplified time—counter method that has been modified from Bird's method /l 1/ as a multi—testparticle method. Elastic collisions and ionization collisions are calculated for electrons. Hence,one electron and one ion is produced ifionization occurs during the electron—neutral mOlCCUlCcollisions. Only elastic collisions are considered for ions. A model gas like argon is used in thissimulation. The collision frequencies for electron (0.67 Pa) are given by y cn=148x 108 (5.1)
(elastic), v 1.: u i()-exp[-( e ~E'.)/100] (s‘l) (ionization). pm=l.1><107 (5‘1). (1/ i: t] if 5 <5"),
where 5 (eV) is the electron energy, El.(=15.8 eV) is the ionization potential. The collision
frequency for ion (0.67 Pa) is given by ”in=1'6x 105 (s' ]) (elastic).

Charged particles bombarding the solid walls are assumed to be absorbed by the walls,Secondary emmisive electrons, with probability 7020.046, are produced by the ion
bombardment on the walls.

The Poisson‘s equation is integrated using the following equation /8/:
1 H 1 H

E,= — — J' p(Z)dZ+— p(Z)dZ (3-3)
6 I, Z ,5 0H 0

where H is the distance between the two parallel walls.
2.2 Microwave analysis

The microwave propagating in the -z direction is assumed to be given by the following planewave equation:
E=Eg'cxP E 72+J'wf):Eu-<=XP [a2] exp 0062+ w ()1 . 7 7* (1+t (2-3)where Eis the electric field intensity, a)(=27r f) is the angular frequency (f=2.45 GHz), 7 is thepropagation constant, a is the attenuation constant, and m is the wave number.

The microwave dispersion equation with the "cold plasma" model, including electron andneutral molecule collisions, is given by the following equation /12/.
(I 1‘ j t] 3.

7 :i K: K 0 l1 7 j—(li ¥)] 0'5 )IC 0E 0)( ‘5 out; 0.5 (2-4)
m E u (I 1'

_ .2 . _ . . .- . . . . . : 2 2”fine” /mc, (71 7. 00 01,02 7 00 03, (I3 7 On 03, (I0 -00/(01+U:),
alzjafi u an, (72: may (r3;(013+033)/01
where 01', a 2*, and 0 3' are components of the conductivity tensor 0 , 0):: (:CBca/me) is the
electron cyclotron frequency, 11‘3 is the electron density, 6 is the charge of electron, me is the
mass of electron and H0 is the permeability of free space. The + sign represents a left-hand
circularly polarized wave (L wave) and the - sign represents a right-hand circularly polarized
wave (R wave). Thus, the propagation constant 7 in each cell is calculated using the electron
density distribution ”t- obtained by plasma particle simulation. lf wave reflection is disregarded,
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the R wave is given by g
EX = Eg-exp( a z)cos( m 2+ 0) 1‘) (2-5)
Ey = — Eo-exp( a z)sin(/c 2+ 0) 1'). (2-6)

The whole curve in the discharge space can be obtained for the microwave electric field by
Connecting the amplitudes and the phases at the cell boundaries from the right wall. The wave
numbers at arbitrary positions in the cell are obtained by 3 Cubic spline function. Numerical
parameters for the following calculations are shown in Table 1.

3. Results and discussion
3,1 Characteristics of microwave damping with constant plasma density

First, the characteristics of microwave damping with constant plasma density has to be
clarified. Figure 3.1 shows the numerical results for the electric field amplitude damping of an R
wave in the zdirection using the dispersion relation Eq. (2-4). The damping of the Lwave at the
left wall was very small ( about 1 % of the input electric field amplitude at the right wall).
Therefore, the L wave is not considered in the following simulations because it seems that it is
not important for plasma production. Figure 3.1a shows the R wave damping curves at different
gas pressures in the plasma with a density of 1X1017 m'3. The R wave at the lower gas
pressure is dampened near the ECR point due to resonance damping, while that at the higher
gas pressure is dampened earlier due to the effect of collision damping. Figure 3.1b shows the
R wave damping curves with different plasma densities at a gas pressure of 0.67 Pa. The R
wave with the higher plasma density is dampened more sharply than that with the lower one.
3.2 Interaction of plasma and microwave

Figure 3.2 shows the simulation results when combining a particle model and a microwave
damping model for the plasma density and the microwave damping distribution, where the gas
pressure was changed to 0.13, 0.67, 9.3 Pa. As‘the plasma density is not constant, the
microwave damping curve of the simulation differs from the results (Fig. 3.1b) obtained when
density remained constant. The plasma density distribution shows very different curves for each
pressure. The maximum moves towards the right side (upstream of the microwave) from the
ECR point as the gas pressure increases. The plasma distribution for lower gas pressures
becomes symmetrical about the center line. This is due to the higher diffusion coefficient and the
sharper absorption of microwaves near the ECR point which is set as the center line.
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ECR PLASMA SOURCE IN ICR ISOTOPE SEPARATION DEVICE.

C. Meis, A. Compant La Fontaine, P, Louver and R.L. Meyer*.

Centre d’Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay - 91191 Gif<sur-Yvette.

* Université de Nancy I, 54506 Vandoeuvre Les Nancy. France.

Abstract.
We have used a ray tracing method in order to describe the

Propagation and absorption of the ordinary and the extraordinary modes, of

an electromagnetic wave, from an emission point outside the plasma, till the

electron cyclotron zone, for several angles of incidence. The plasma is

confined in a flaring magnetic field. The electronic temperature is 1-5 eV

and the density 1011- 1012cm'3. Temperature effects and electron - neutral

collisions have been taken into account in the dielectric tensor.

Introduction.
In recent years, plasma heating by Electron Cyclotron Resonance

(ECRH) has found a wide field of applications. The plasma source of ERIC, a

device for stable isotopes separation by ion cyclotron resonance [1], is

also based on this principle. The ERIC apparatus consists of the microwave

ECRH plasma source, the ion cyclotron resonance excitation zone and finally

the isotope collector (Fig.1).
SOURCE EXCTUUDN COLLECHON

J\ J

Antenna wci Enrichzd plates
Microwave
anmnna ace

Wostz
Mow

Plate of
meml—/’///I

_V
V

Sputterzd atoms Superconducting magnet

| 1
Fig. 1. Scheme of the components of ERIC stable isotope separation device.

The source region has a cylindrical shape of a 30 cm diameter and about 60

cm length, situated in the flaring magnetic field zone. Plasma ignition

takes place by ECRH in Argon (or Krypton) atmosphere at lO'kTorr using cw

1.5 kW klystrons at 10, 18 or 29 GHz. A horn type microwave antenna couples

the electromagnetic wave to the plasma. The rare gas ions initialize

sputtering on a metal plate biased to -2 kV and containing the isotopes to

be separated. The plasma is thus composed of metal and gas atoms, electrons,
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metal and gas ions. Using experimental values of the electronic density and
temperature spatial distributions, we study here the absorption of different
rays penetrating the plasma at various angles with respect to the magnetic
field direction.

Ray tracing calculation.
The cold dispersion relation for the extraordinary and ogdinary modes

of an electromagnetic wave with frequency w/Zv and wave vector k Propagating
in a plasma with electronic density ne and refractive indEX N, confined in a
magnetic field E, writes [2]:

XY [ (1»N})2Y3+ 4N3/(i—X) : Y(i+N5/))
D:Ni+N§/-1+x: 2 :0 (1)

2(l-X-Y )

F%\ . IeIBwhere: the plasma frequency and Y=L——j Wlth or: ——__w me

*2 2 2 I412c2 34the electron cyclotron frequency. Also, INI = Ni+ Ny : -————— and N? = -:—-N
IBIUsing (1), the ray trajectories are determined by [3,4]:a

dr —4 aD/ak dk aD/ar
__ = V 2 ' ‘_“—‘ “"2 (2)g aDBwdt 8D/Bm d ‘ _In our case, the components of the flaring magnetic field can be expressed

analytically in cylindrical coordinates (r,8,z) as follows:
Zeg

Br= 3 Bo, Be= O, r(cm)
2(r0+(22/ 2)) 15 ...............

2In ' .
Bz= BO (3) 0 Microwave emiSSion paint

1 _
2 .

(r0+ (22/ 2)) i
2 being the axis of the magnetic
coil and EU the homogeneous zone 5 _
magnetic field whose maximum

B0: 2 T
0_Te=5eV

ne= 5-1011cm'3

intensity is 3 Tesla. Z = 340 cm,
r0= 15 cm, r and z in centimeters. CE
The radial profile of the electronic
density and temperature has been
determined experimentally using
Langmuir probes: Plasmahmlt

If 2em 2 [1— [E] ]3/2o(0) (4) —10 _
where G a Te or me, a = 7.8 cm and r
in cm. A ray trajectories example at _15 I 1 I |
l0”, 20° and 25° degrees emission ‘ 0 lid 20 30 40 50
angles with respect to the magnetic
field direction, for m/Zn = 29 GHz Fig.2 Ray trajectories at 10’, 20°
Te(0) = 5 eV, “2(0) 2 5-1011cm‘3and and 25° degrees emission angles.
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B 5 2 T is shown in Fig‘ 2. The ordinary mode absorption is extremely low.

The relationship between the wave polarization and the extraordinary mode

has been discussed elsewhere [5]. At a given point 5 of the trajectory, the

power absorption is given by:

P(s) = Poexp(-2 f31mag(ki)ds’) (5)
The quantity Imag(ki) is determined by resolving the worm dispersion

relation expressed in terms of the dielectric tensor components eij assuming

a maxwellien electron distribution function [2,6]:

Nl(€11(1 ' X33) + X13<2N¢ + 9‘13) + N5/7‘33)' N3/ X
(€§2(1-X 33>+(€11'Nax)x((€11‘N;/>(1'X33)+€33+X i3+(N¢+X13)2)'21612X13(N4+X13))

+ €g3((€11'N2é)2+ at) = 0 (6)
with €13= Nix13 and 633: e§3+ Nix”, where [6]:

XL1 0
€g3= l-X, €11: 1 + E'X§n(z(i1) + 2(Q-1))' 612: ‘i 2 (2(Q1) ' Z(C-1)) and

X e X 6‘; r
X13: Z—Y T Cou- + c,1Z(C1))a X33: ; :J C0C1(1+C1£(C1)) (7)

2Te(r)
ve= ——;——— being the electron mean velocity and Z(LP) the Fried and Conte

e
2

function: Z(tp) = exp(—;£)[ .2 J29 et at + idhj with p = O,il (8)

In fact, the electrons move within a neutral gas of density n“: 1012 to 1013

cm'3. In order to study the influence of electron . neutral elastic

collisions we have used in (8) ( functions.with imaginary arguments [7]:

c 1 Y ll’e-n (9)
= - +

CD Né Ve P u)

Of course, ve_n= ofiinnn vE is l r n . ,

the electron - neutral elastic Normalised '

collision frequency and 02E”: absorption 20 E 25 '

10'15cm2 [B] the corresponding 0.8 _ : ‘

cross section. In fact, in our 1

experimental conditions ve_nis ve'"
. .1 ° 2 3-1065“

typically of the order 1053 . o_57> ‘ 5 _1

The neutral gas influence X 2'3-1045
a 2.3-10 5‘1

upon the power absorption of

the extraordinary mode along 0.4

the ray trajectory abscissa
until the electron cyclotron
zone (w

Fig.3.
An increase of the thickness

ce) is presented in 2

__,_JL__.——/j:;£,_llae£ Jof the absorption region is 0 5

observed. As a conclusion, we 35 36 37 38 39 40 4
s(cm)

can calculate the microwave
power absorption distribution Fig. 3. Influence of the electron - neutral

near the electron cyclotron elastic collisions on the ray absorption.
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zone in a flaring magnetic field at low electronic temperatures The
electron - neutral elastic collisions have no significant influence EXcept a
slight increase of the thickness of the absorption zone.
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There is growing interest in high pressure discharges in ablative capillaries which are also

essential components of Electrothermal Launchers.1‘5 In these devices, the out flow of the

plasma through the hollow electrode is balanced by the ablation of the tube walls that are made

of low atomic weight material, such as polyethylene. This ablation is caused by energy losses

(especially radiative ones) from the plasma to the wall and can yield steady state operation

conditions.

In this work we investigate theoretically the current and geometry dependence of the mass

and energy fluxes in the capillary ablative discharges described above. For this, we solve

numerically radius-averaged one—dimensional steady state continuity, momentum and energy

equations for a cylindrical ablative capillary discharge plasma. The following main features of

the work should be mentioned

1. The spatial (z) dependence of the ionization degree of the plasma, 2 as well as of the

correction factor to the Spitzer conductivity, [9, are taken into account by using for Z2) and

[9(2) best fits to numerical results obtained in a separate, parametric ionization study providing,

25,7) and 1607,77 (E and Tare the nOrmalized mass density and temperature, respectively).

2. A nonrideal equation of state is used to calculate the thermodynamical quantities entering

the problem. Thus, from the SESAME-L05 Alamos library5 one extracts discrete numerical

values and subsequently, by best fit techniques one obtains continuous functions for the

pressure and internal energy required by the integration method of the equations.

3. Self-consistent boundary conditions are obtained and used for the solution. This is of major

importance since we are faced with a closed physical system whose parameters (current, radius,

length) are kept fixed during the experiment; the axial profiles of the plasma characteristics

(mass density, temperature, pressure and flow velocity), including their values at the ends of the

capillary are determined in a self consistent manner by the physical processes involved.

BASIC EQUATIONS.

The radius—averaged steady state fluid equations for a viscous conductive and radiative one-

dimensional flow in a cylindrical capillary can be written.1a2
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dvz dp
d+VzE=pa, (1)
d dP 4 d d

s dz+d—Z_§Endz ' (2)
2

av, de 4 d d
P dz + ”a a? 5" F * Ema,“

dT
1‘ Kcond,n) 31+ LJ- (3)

ln eqs. (l)—(3), p, V7.1 T, P and e are the mass density, axial velocity, temperature, pressure and
the internal energy respectively; 17, Km” and Kcnnd,z are respectively, the viscosity, radiatiVe
heat conduction and thermal heat conduction coefficients; 1"; and LJ represent, respectively, the
ablation and Joule heating terms.1‘3

For convenience, we here use the normalizations:

y: Z/Fovg: P/Puwv: vz/vflt

T: T/T0 ,1") = P/P0 , E: 5/50. (4)
For length, mass density and temperature we chose the following reference values

(’0 = 24cm, p0 = 1.36x10‘3 g/cm3 , T0 = 4eV. (S)
For pressure and internal energy we use as reference the corresponding expressions holding for
ideal gases, namely

P0: k[l + 2,] Tflpo/Fn; ea: 1([1 + Z]TD/r_n('7 - l). (6)
Here, 1 is the adiabatic coefficient, ni~the average—mass, k~Boltzmann’s constant and 21 , the
average ion charge in the uniform plasma case. For the polyethylene considered here, we take
n“; 5mp (mp being the proton mass) and Z: 1.

For the flow velocity we take as reference value the sound speed, namely

v0: [whit ZJTn/fll/h l.47x toficrm-L (7)
To eqs. (l)-(7) we add the (normalized) expressions for the mass flux, Fm, energy density,

E and energy flux, FE, namely

Fm= Ev, FE: FmE
E= F/fii + eN/1('1—l) + 0.5 V2. (8)

SOLUTION METHOD AND RESULTS
A. For a fixed set of physical parameters (namely current I and capillary radius, a) one solves
eqs. (l)-(3) for different sets of arbitrarily chosen boundary conditions fly: 0) and TU: 0); in

l7
."
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all cases, one uses the obvious condition V(y= 0). For each set of b.c. one finds specific axial

profiles 3, T, V and F as well as a corresponding critical (optimal) axial distance, yopt, at which

the flow velocity reaches the local sound velocity. The analysis of these results reveals the

following important features (see Fig.1 )2 l, The critical flow characteristics Eminwopt),

Tmin(yopt)v Vm(y= 0) and T’minwopt) as well as axlyzuu'opt) are almost linear functions of

yum; 2. To a particular yopt —value always correspond the same values Ryupt) ..... lyflwopt)

independent of the pair of boundary values fly: 0) and T(y= O).

B. From the results given in Fig.1. (which are based on arbitrary be. at y= 0) it is now possible

to obtain consistent boundary conditions.

Thus, consider a capillary length 1i (Ii/102 Yr); from the

1.
80

0

results given in Fig.1, obtain the maximum pressure

corresponding to Yam: yi, namely Pmly:0(yopc= Yi)- Now,

2V5
33

33

solution of eqs.(1)—(3) at y=0 together with the best fit

values for 2 fi, T’ and 2 indicated above, as well as the

ly:0—value indicated by Fig.1 determine the values of E

and T at y: 0; these, together with the natural condition

0.
50

00
0

1.
25

55
7

0.4 m 1.5 V(y= 0)= 0 represent the consistent boundary conditions for

7‘11 TDP‘ the intepration of the eqs.(1)—(3).

Using this method we carried out a systematic investigation of the effect which various

parameters — such as. electrical current, I, capillary radius, a, and capillary length, l, have on

the plasma characteristics, namely energy flux, FE and mass flux, Fm. The results are

presented in Fig. 2 and table 1.
Thus, Figs. 2a, 2b and 20
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the ablation contribution, Lp. Thus, within the parameter range considered here, the
critical (exit mass and energy fluxes Fm and FE) increase almost linearily with the
increase of the current (1) and capillary length (1); they decrease with increasing
capillary radius (a). This is so because increasing I means increasing the energy supply
to the discharge, which affects Fm as well as the ablation rate; as a result, FE, is
enhanced. Next, since the total ablated mass depends on the capillary length, also the
l—dependence is simply understood. Finally, the decrease (for constant current) of Fm
and FE with increasing radius is a result of the decrease of the energy supplied to the
unit volume of plasma and its consequences.

Tablel. Dependence of the exit values of Fm, FE and Zen 1.

[1": 1/10, 10: 9000A; a: 0.2cm, 1: 24cm]

1‘ 13m= Fm(I)/Fm(10) FE: FE(l)/FE(IO) ‘2: 2(1)
1000 1.000 I 0.886
1.111 1.122 1.200 1.012x 0.886
1.255 1.237 1.416 1.023x 0.886
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Fig 1: Dependence of mass density velocity, temperature and pressure values at
y: yopt as well as of the pressure at y: 0 on yOpt (where chocking occurs), as
obtained by solving eqs. (l)—(3) for a large number of pairs of E and T—values used
as boundary conditions at y= 0. In all cases, V(y= 0)= 0 i 751. F2 and 153 corres—
pond m i=1/10= 1.000 , 1.111 and 1.255 ,10=9000A, a: Man; $4.018“...
Fig 2: Results of integration of eqs. (1)-(3), upon consistent boundary conditions
at y: 0, the E and T values obtained by the method described above.
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New Method of Ion Extraction from Plasma by Using Radio-frequency Electric
Field

T. Matsui, K. Tuchida, R. Nishio, K. Suzuki and T. Shoji*

Energy Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd.,ll68 Moriyama, Hitachi, Ibaraki
316 Japan

*Plasma Science Center, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464—01 Japan

1. Introduction
Ion extraction from plasmas has become of considerable importance for

such applications as plasma processing, an ion source or atomic vapor laser
isotope separation (AVLIS). A conventional ion extraction is carried out

with an electrostatic field. Ion flux, extracted by the electrostatic field,

however, is limited to the space charge limited current at the ion sheath

according to the Child-Langmuir law, because the electric field cannot
penetrate the plasma due to its shielding effectl). Although the ion flux
increases with the applied voltage, the voltage is limited by an electric

discharge or breakdown ’
A new ion extraction method has been developed with the use of a radio-

frequency (RF) electric field. In it, the frequencies of the RF field are
chosen to excite eigen modes of the plasma in a low magnetic field. The RF
field in the plasma makes ions drift to the electrodes. This paper presents
the principle of the method and the results of its experimental proof.

2. Principle
Figure 1 shows a simple model for a plasma and RF electrodes system.

A uniform slab plasma is sandwiched by a pair of parallel plate electrodes
and the magnetic field B is applied perpendicular to the electrodes. The
impedance of the electrodes is written by

Z=i( 1 + 1 ). (1)
(00,, may

Where! 805' C soaps
C E . E ,

and :0, hp, S, d and p are the dielectric permittivity of vacuum, the plasma
permittivity, the electrode area, the distance between the electrodes, and
the plasma thickness, respectively ). If the resistance of the plasma is
negligible, 3 series resonance appears in the circuit where Z = 0. The RF
field in the plasma is expected to become a maximum at the resonance. When
the resistance is taken into account, the Q value of the resonance becomes

low and the RF field in the plasma becomes small. The plasma permittivity

which satisfies the resonance condition is obtained by Eq. 1 as
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__ PEp— E . (2)

Here we analyze a low magnetic field case. where Larmor radii Pi, pa and dsatisfy Pi > d, F"e < d. The frequency dependence of 5p under theseconditions was calculated by using a dielectric permittivity for electrostat-ic waves for an infinite uniform plasma4’ 5). An example of {p in the
frequency range of mci < m < woe is shown in Fig. 2. Parameters used are
listed in the figure caption. Resonances, where Re(gp) satisfies Eq. 2,exist at 2.6 MHz and 12.0 MHz. At these resonant frequencies, the largeelectric field is expected to be excited in the plasma. Then, ions areoscillated and they drift away to the electrodes with the drift velocitydepending on the initial phase between ions and the RF field.

3. Experimental Setup
To prove the existence of the predicted resonances, a preliminary ionextraction experiment has been carried out by using Xe plasma in low B field(910'3 T). An experimental apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 3. TheXe plasma is generated by the RF electric discharge. The RF frequency andthe power for the plasma generation are 13.56 MHz and about 700 W, respec-tively. The Xe gas pressure in the plasma generation region is l '2 Torr.The plasma is transferred along the B field to the extraction test region.The electron density and electron temperature there are 5X1015 m'3 and 7.5eV, respectively, as measured by a double probe method. The test region isconstructed by the parallel plate electrode (length: 300 mm or 150 mm, gap

10 15. 20 25RF source RF source Frequency (MHz)

a) The RF system b) The equivalent Fig. 2 Frequency dependence of 5p.circuit Ne=5><1015 m‘3; Te=7.5 eV; Ti=0.5 eV;= x -3 . = . =Fig. l The RF electrodes and B 5 10 T, d 42 mm, p 37.5 mm.oscillator system and the
system equivalent circuit.
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distance: 42 mm) and the RF circuits. The RF field frequency is swept in the
range from 1 MBZ to 30 MHz. The RF voltage and the RF current at the
electrode are measured by the voltage and current probe. The electric field
strength perpendicular to the B field is obtained by measuring the difference
of floating potential at two points in the plasma using a differential FET
probe. The ion flux is measured by a Faraday cup with two grids, which is
set behind the electrode.

4. Results and Discussion
The frequency dependencies of the electric field strength in the plasma

and the ion flux are measured when the RF power is constant (about 1 W). The

results (electrode length: 300 mm) are shown in Fig. 4. The electron density

and temperature are almost constant in Fig. 4. The electric field strength
in Fig. 4 is the ratio of the measured electric field strength to the RF
voltage applied on the electrodes. It is shown that the electric field
strength has a sharp peak at 4.2 MHZ and a broad peak at 12 MHz, and the ion

flux also has two peaks near these frequencies. The calculated resonant
frequencies are 2.6 MHZ and 12 MHZ for this experimental condition and these
are well agree with the experimental values.

When the electrode length is 150 mm (half of that in Fig. 4), the

experimental resonant frequencies are found to be 5 MHz and 15 MHz. On the
other hand, the calculated values are 5 MHZ and 24 MHz. Although there is

the quantitative discrepancy between the experiment and the calculation for
the higher resonant frequencies, the tendency for the resonant frequency to
increase with decreasing electrode length is the same for both.

The RF voltage dependencies of the electric field strength and the ion
flux at the resonant frequency are studied (Fig. 5). The electric field

strength is observed to be proportional to the RF voltage. The ion flux is

also proportional to the RF voltage beyond about 8 V. The results indicate
that the ion extraction efficiency increases with the RF voltage.

4. Conclusion
A new method to extract ions from the plasma, by using the RF field,

has been developed and tested experimentally. It is shown in the experiments
that the electric field in the plasma becomes resonantly large at the
frequencies, which are predicted by the calculation, and the resonant ion
flux to the electrodes is observed around the resonant frequencies.

Reference
1) F. F. Chen, "Introduction to Plasma Physics", (Plenum, New York, 1974),

Sec. 8.2.
'2) K. Yamada, T. Tetsuka and Y. Deguchi, J. Appl. Phys., 67, 6734 (1990)

3) K. Yamada, T. Tetsuka and Y. Deguchi, J. Appl. Phys., 69, 6962 (1991)

4) T. Shoji, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn., 49, 327 (1980)
5) S. Ichimaru, "Basic Principles of Plasma Physics", (W. A. Benjamin, Inc.,

Massachusetts, 1973), Secs. 4 and S.
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DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS BY LASER
ABSORPTION DIAGNOSTIC ON A MAGNETIZED PLASMA

A. COMPANT LA FONTAINE, P. LE GOURRIEREC and P. LOUVET
DPE/SPEA, CEA-CEN Saclay — 91191 Gif/Yvette

Cedex - FRANCE

The ion cyclotron resonance process (ICR) designed to separate
isotopes has been studied at Saclay on the ERIC device which has been
described elsewere /1~3/. In order to achieve the separation infla
cylindrical plasma column confined by an homogeneous magnetic Field (8)
of about 1 Tesla, an external helicoidal antenna generates an
electromagnetic field with a frequency matched to the ion cyclotron
frequency of a selected isotope which is progressively heated (up to a
few hundred eV). On the contrary the other non—resonant isotopes are only
slightly heated (up to a few eV, i.e. a few times their initial
temperature). The separation itself is done geometrically at the end of
the plasma column : the resonant species with a greater Larmor radios are
collected on parallel blades (with respect to B ), while the other
non—resonant species are collected on an end plate.

The separation factor a is very sensitive to the plasma source
parameters as the transverse ionic temperature that must be
minimized /1/. So, in order to optimise a, a laser absorption diagnostic
has been developed and tested on the ERIC device with a barium plasma.
The barium atoms produced by a Joule oven are ionized by the electrons
heated by microwaves at their cyclotron frequency, namely 10 GHz.

Theory :

The intensity of a parallel beam transmitted at the frequency w
through an homogeneous absorption cell of length l can be written
according the well known relation /4/ :

1,=1 e' (1)

where k“ is the absorption coefficient and I0 the incident intensity.
Following the Einstein theory of radiation, ones gets :

Z 2
e 444,“ ’ Vak? _ 2\Hln2.m.N1 f12/exp[2\]ln2. ADD ] (2)

where Ayn = 2v0(2ln2 Ti/miczg‘ is the Doppler width. Ti beeing the
temperature of the ions wit mass mi, r the frequency at the center of
the line, f]? the absorption oscillator strength of the transition 2 ,, 1
from the level with density NZ to the level with density N1, providing
that : N2 « N1.

When a magnetic field is present, the degeneracy of the levels is
revealed by a Zeeman structure on the absorption profile (fig.1). The
density of the lower level can be written as follows :
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4 f?’2 91 AL’D 1 In
- .——;—————————.n

da 92 AZ. A: 1 Ti Ivil (3)

where vi is the ratio of the intensity of a component i of the multiplet
relative to its total intensity /5/, Iv. is the intensity at the center

0

of the component i, g1 and 92 are the degeneracy of the lower and upper
levels respectively and A21 the transition probability between theSe
levels.

Experimental set—up

The different parts of the laser absorption diagnostic are represented
on the fig.2. We use a 3800 SPECTRAePHYSICS dye laser (Rh 60) pumped by a
164 SPECTRA—PHYSICS A; laser (4 Watts). The laser is monomode and
frequency stabilized, its line—width is 1-2 MHz, the band—width is
about 54 nm, the frequency sweeping for each record is about 30 GHz and
the output power is laying between 30 and 200 mw. The control in
wavelength is made by a 0.6 m JOBIN—YVON spectrometer, within 90 GHZ with
an iode lamp. The detection is done with photodiodes. The parasite
emission due to the laser and t0 the plasma is suppressed by using a
synchronous detector analyser ATNE ADSZ.

Note that this diagnostic currently used in non—magnetized plasmas [6/
is utilized here for the first time to our knowledge in a plasma confined
by a strong magnetic field.

§_perimental results

The laser beam is directed transversally to the magnetic field so that
both the H and 0 components of the Zeeman structure appear. The selected
line is Ba 11 6141.72 fi(2d ZDS/2 — 6p ZPg/E) and its lower metastable
level has an energy equal to 5675 cm". Its experimental record of
the H components of the Zeeman structure is represented on the fig.3,
while the theoretical structure is shown on the fig.4.

For this case, the density of the metastable level at 5675 cm‘1 is
found to be equal to 1.2 t 0.6 x 10H cm'3, while the transverse ionic
temperature is Ti = 0.38 : 0.01 eV.

As it is found that the optimum operating condition for the isotopic
separation corresponds to the higher temperature of the Joule oven, 750°C
(Ti minimal and Ni maximal), a separation experiment of 132Ba has been
performed with these conditions /3/. The effect of the
radio—frequency (RF) heating (at the ion cyclotron frequency) on the
ionic temperatures at the collector side is represented on the fig.5.

The rather high separation factor a : 8.5 for ‘3zBa, justifies the
efficiency of the absorption diagnostic used here to optimize the ICR
process.

fir
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THE PLASHACHEMICAL REACTIONS IN NEGATIVE CORONA DISCHARGES

J.Di Skalny, P. Lukac and R. Gabris

Department of Plasma Physics, Comenius University

Mlynska dolina Fez, 842 15 Bratislava, Czecho—Slovakia

1. INRODUCTION

The sulfur hexafluoride SFS’ either pure or mixed with other

gases, is widely used as an insulator gas in high voltage

equipment or as a reactive gas for dry etching of materials

used for VLSI integrated technologies‘ The SF6 gas is known to

be chemically inert gas under the normal conditions. Howeven

in gas discharges the decomposition of SF6 was observed /1/. If

pure oxygen or oxygen containing compounds are added into the

SFe the decomposition of gaseous SF6 by negative corona

discharge leads to formation of oxyfluorides, predominantly to

thionyl tetrafluoride SOF4 /1/, The concentration of neutral

by~products formed by corona discharge has a back effect on the

properties of discharge /2/. The oxyfluorides have a similar

influence like ozone produced by negative corona in oxygen

containing gas mixtures /3/. All these species Cause the

formation of new ions different from the primary ions. Because

the processes of 03 and SOF4 generation are initiated by atomic

oxygen, the activities of mentioned species will be dependent

on the amount of oxygen in the mixturev The purpose of this

work is to study the generation of ozone by negative corona

discharge in mixtures of oxygen with sulfur hexafluoride,

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The mixture of oxygen with SF6 flew down the cylindrical

discharge tube at constant flow rate 1 cm.s—1 what corresponds

to the retention time 100 sec‘ The tube contains a central wire

electrode and is divided to five insulated parts allowing the

parallel measurements of currents in each individual part of

discharge tube. The mixture of gases leaving the discharge tube

passed through the cell of UV spectrometer. From measured

transparency of gas mixture the concentration of ozone in the

mixture was estimated‘ The temperature and the pressure of gas

mixture were equal to ambient values.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISSCUSION
The dependence of ozone concentration in the mixture of

gases leaving the discharge tube on the mean energy n Consumed
by discharge is shown in fig. 1. The mean energy n is defined
like a ratio of discharge power P = U.I [W] and the flow rate Q
[cm3.s_1]. The decrease of ozone concentration at constant
value of n which is evidently caused by the increase of SF
concentration can be explained in the following way. 6

in the pure oxygen an electron—impact dissociation
e + 02 ————rr———> 0 + O + e (ll
is a very effective source of oxygen atoms needed for
generation of ozone. If molecules of sulfur hexafluoride are
added into the oxygen, they can be also dissociated very
effectively by electron impact
e + SF6 ________a> F + SF5 + e (2)
The intermediate by—products O and SFS can react between
themselves or with the other components of mixture
0 + 02 + M r~——————-> 03 + M (3)

—~4~————vO + SF5 F + SOF4 (4)
The electrons which are generated in the ionization region in
the vicinity of thin wire electrode undergo also the collisions
in which they are attached both with oxygen and sulfur
hexafiuoride molecules. Because the detachment of electrons
from negative ions is very slow process in investigated gas
mixtures, thus this can be neglected. The removal of free
electrons from a gas under electrical stress by formation of
negative ions can be formaly expressed by equation
e + X > X + energy (5)
The equation includes all attachment processes of electrons
i.e. dissociative and three—body attachment. Because the
electron—impact dissociation processes (1) and (2) belong to
the reactions having rather high energy thresholds, the main
part of collisions resulting to dissociation of 02 and SF6
molecules is realized in the region of high electric field near
the wire electrode. Thus in the equation (5) predominantly the
dissociative attachment of electrons is active.

The system of equations characterizing the main processes in
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the ionizing region of negative corona discharge in mixture of

oxygen with sulfur hexafluoride, was used for estimation of the

relationship between the production of ozone and production of

oxyfluoride SOF The gas mixture 0 + SF6 was considered at
4' 2

normal pressure 101.3 kPa and normal temperature 273.15 K. The

reaction of electrons with oxygen and sulfur hexafluoride and

consequent reactions of of by-products were simulated by

solving of system of differential equations

dt = 2k1[e][02] * k3[0][02] — k4[O][SF5] (I)

J l i _ _dt 2 — k1[e][02] k3[O][OZ] (II)

d_[2l _dt 3 — k3[01[02] (III)

d[SOF L A _
dt 4 — k4[Ol[SF5] (IV)

d[SF l _ . _
dt 5 — k2[e][SF6] k4[O][SF51 (V)

d[SF l _ _ _dt 6 — (k2 + k5)[e][sr61 (v1)

(:1 sr_]_ _t 5 — k5[e1[SF6] (VII)

[6] _ _ -dt — k5[e1[SF6] (VIII)

The system was solved for following parameters:

k1 = 6.2E(-9). k2 = 3.1EK—8), k3 = Z.8E(—14), k4= 2.0E(-12L

k5 = 3.1EI—10). The unit for all rate constants is cm3.s_1. The

initial value of electron density [e] = 1.0 E(i4) cm‘3 is

convenient value in ionization region of negative corona

discharge. The dependence of calculated equilibrium values

[SOF4l/[O3] on the initial concentration of SF6 in the mixture

is shown in fig. 2. From this the negligible effect of reaction

(4) on the ozone formation is evidently clear if the

concentration of SF6 is below 1%.
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Plasma parameter profiles and fluctuation properties of an ECR process plasma source
for Si etching at LN2 temperatures.
SHE, C.W. Park, S. Cho, E.H. Choi, ].K. Kwak‘, J.K. Park‘, C, Rhee,

Plasma Laboratory, Korea Research Inst. of Standards and Science (KRISS)

Daedok Science Tot/n, Daejon, Korea.

* Dept. of Nuclear Engineering, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea

Recently ECR plasma is being utilized for various types of process devices in the

ULSI semiconductor development and production lines such as 16 and 64 mega D-RAM's

due to its high ionization eft‘eiciency and resultant low pressure operation capability with

higher plasma density and lower space potential compared to RF discharges. However,

problems like unstable microwave coupling to the plasma, inhomogeneity and fluctuations

in the plasma properties at the position of the sample remain as obstacles to overcome for

semiconductor fabrication and other applications.

We designed and constructed an ECR plasma source operating at 2.45 GHz with

emphasis on plasma diagnostics and parameter control to investigate these problems.

initially operational diagnostics include Langmuir probes and gridded ion energy analyzers,

and measurements of basic plasma parameters such as plasma density and plasma potential

in argon plasma have been performed. Additional diagnostics being prepared are: 70GH2

microwave interferometer/scattering system for plasma density and fluctuation measurement

rid a laser induced fluorescence (LIF) measurement system. The LIF measurement is to

monitor behaviours of radicals and products such as Si from SFs/Ar ,etching of

polysilicon, and to investigate possibilities of end-point detection from the measurement

. results. There are reports of observations [1] of Si and similar radicals in CFa/OZ

plasma, but no reports from SF6 or SFs/Ar plasma as far as we know. Probe beam

utilizes 220 nrn UV radiation from BBO second harmonic generator which is pumped by

440 nm radiation from Coumarine 450 pulsed dye laser (50 nsec, 100ml, lA linewidth

tuned with a birefringent tuner). Fluorescence emission is observed with lm

monochromator and detected by a PM tube and a 1024 element gated photodiode array

conncccted to an OMA, in addition a CARS spectrometer will join the measurement from

flame/combustion research group at KRISS.

The machine has three coils for the magnetic field, two of which produce ECR

field of 875 gauss. Current in each coil can ”be adjusted independently to change the

resonance layer. The third coil is located in the downstream area at the position of the

substrate holder, to change the magnetic field line shape and to investigate its effect on

plasma and the etching process (Figure l), Substrate mount for maximum 8“ diameter

wafer has been designed, constructed and tested for vacuum and cooling performances.

With all the diagnostics and the holder installed, the base pressure is 4 x 108 mbarr

(with LNz circulating). Mounting surface was measured with Pt resistance thermometer to

be cooled down to —100°C in 30 minutes, and to 480°C in 90 minutes. Space potential

in the vicinity of the wafer can be adjusted by producing an RF plasma layer from 13.56
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MHz, 1 kW RF generator connected to the mount. Test etching of ”linvand—space”
patterned polysilicon wafer at liquid nitrogen temperature (-100-7140 0C) in the 31:5
plasma is planned during May-June, and the initial result will be presented during the
conference. In addition, as a supporting experiment, a double plasma[2] source is being
equipped with a magnetron to investigate ECR plasma production scheme with surface
fieldi3]. This DP machine will soon be expanded to a magnetized triple plasma source
where microwaveepl‘dsma interaction and other wave-plasma interactions will be
investigated.

Some of the measured profiles of the ECR plasma and their dependence on
external parameters such as pressure and magnetic field shape at the substrate holder
position are shown in figure 2. Te(r) profiles is very irregular, due to noisy probe
signal. However, at all positions and field shapes, Te decreases with increasing pressure.
Space potential data from ion analyzer is cleaner, and the profile becomes flatter when the
3rd magnet is turned on to make the field line parallel at the substrate holder position.
Like To, V}: decreases with increasing gas pressure, but when parallel field line is
produced by the 3rd magnet, the decrease is much weaker. Ion temperature show much

less dependence on pressure, with sudden increase around pressure value of ~ 4x103
mbarr, the reason of which is not understood yet but being investigated in relation to
density fluctuation properties described in the next paragraph.

Fluctuations in plasma density was measured from electron saturation current of
Langmuir probe and ion analyzer collector current. Fluctuation signals were compared
with microwave reflected power level behaviour from crystal detector which consistently
showed coherent fluctuation of 2 - 10 kHz when the magnetic field by the 3rd coil is
weak and the field line is somewhat diverging. During normal operation conditions
(Pargon = 4 x 10"1 mbarr. 200W microwave in, la: 50 Amperes to make B parallel and

1p
along the field line showed periodic sawtooth—like modulation in the fluctuation (figure 3).
normal to the substrate holder), ion analyzer located on axis (r : 0 cm) and facing .—

This modulation becomes irregular in poeriod and weaker in amplitude as the analyzer is
pulled out. At the plasma boundary ( r ~ 14 cm), modulation disappears and looks similar
to random fluctuation of crystal signal. When facing down along the field line ion current
shows no modulation at all radial position. However, the analyzer 1»V characteristics (i.e.
ion distribution) does not reveal any gross difference between the two directions.
Furthermore, the fluctuation level increases suddenly as the gas pressure crosses 3 ~ 4 x
10'3 mbarr from below, and dependence on analyzer direction and location is more
complicated than lower gas pressure case. To further investigate properties of this
fluctuation such as relation to possible ion drift and to microwave coupling to the plasma,
a correlation measurement with two ion analyzer is being performed, and a 7OGHz
heterodyne collective scattering system is being assembled and tested on bench.
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Figure 3. (a,b) Ion analyzer collector current fluctuation signal compared to reflected
microwave power fluctuation. (a) analyzer at r : 0 cm facing toward and away from
the field line, (b) at r : 12 cm. (0) I-V curves at r = 6 cm.
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MAGNET PLASMA DYNAMIC ACCELERATOR WITH ULTRA HIGH

FREQUENCY RESONATOR

Kubarev J.V., Tashaev J.N., Safronov V.P., Kholin N.N.

Moscow Instrument—Making Institute

20 Stromynka str., Moscow,107076, Russia

With the purpose of service time increasing and plasma

flow admixture decreasing, an experimental model accelerator

with ultra high frequency (UHF) discharge is created. In gi—

ven installation (Fig.1) in distinction from Magnet Plasma

Dynamic (MED) accelerator [1,2], thermionic emitter cathode

is absent, the discharge appearing at UHF power feeding into

the cavity resonator from the magnetronlrunning at quasi

pulse mode. The resonator is placed in axisymmetric magnetic

field and has coaxial anode in the form of convergenudiver—

gent nozzle for plasma streaming into outer space.

Working

medium

\

UHF-signal

1 — solenoid

2 — anode

3 — wave—guide

Fig.1

Anode hole diameter is chosen in the absence output con-

dition of UHF radiation into outer space, that is, the anode

is a piece of an unlimited wave—guide[’3].

To define the cutoff root mean square (RMS) of high fre—

quency electric force (HFEF) and magnetron power of UHF ge-
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nerator necessary for plasma creation, the electron movement
,

in crossed E and B fields at its collisions with atoms and
molecules, is examined. In the region of "throat" of the mag-
netic nozzle, where a discharge arises, a magnetic field
created by solenoid is homogeneous and is directed along the
symmetry axis of the accelerator, and HFEF also being homo—
geneous, is directed on the radius. The electron movement in
the plane, perpendicular to the magnetic field, may be d1-
vided into cyclotron rotation and drift movement represen—
ting rotation on elliptical orbit with the frequency of high
frequency field.

While evaluating the magnetic movement due to electron
rotation on elliptical orbit, its initial movement condi—
tions were chosen in such a way to that cyclotron rotation
be absent. The electron movement equation solving, in the
supposition of electric field harmonic dependence upon time
EEE cos(wt+%0 enabled to find electron coordinates as time
functions

qE i Ie? (1+ tan”? ‘3‘ “WW-t #2) <1)
‘ SI

qE WA 1 97y: .__ _—_ cos(wt+ —' +
- )

m w Ti? \f 1% 2
where E is directed along X axis, 3 along Z-axis, q,m —
charge and mass of the electron, M,‘ electron cyclotron
frequency, gfw electron elasticity collision frequency,
w -frequency high frequency field,

721 = arctg[-2ww)m /(w§ + V2 w2)] ,m-

Y2 arctg (Vm /w), Sl=kwf + V; — w2)2+4LV2-Vm2] 1/4
to-ofl

Expressions (1 )present a written parametricvellipse
equation, the axes of which are turned relative to coordi-
nate axes to the angle

64: 0.5 arctg[:2-Vm-WL /(w§ — w2 — Vi )]

Magnetic current moment, carried by revolving electron on
elliptical orbit, is directed against solenoid magnetic
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field and equals

1* = ————————— B
2m33fi

Similar consideration of ion movement along with given data,

results in the conclusion that in described system, high

frequency electric field, perpendicular to the magnetic one,

increases plasma diamagnetizm, which in high frequency field

absence is due to just a cyclotron revolution of charged

particles.

Average high frequency field work in a period, done in

time unit above the electron against friction force, de-

fines average speed of increasing heat electron energy.

___ _____-_____

dt m SK

where£¢6a+ electron energy, ‘Eaver. = E/ {5- —

“‘9 = QEEEEXEE- u W2 + 31 +W2
m

RMS of HFEE
The electron will take the energy needed for exciting

working medium atom I“k 1, during ti: I*'/ 5: if, certain-

ly, it does not leave discharge region during this time due

to diffusion. Break down possibility is defined by ‘1,"i=R2/D-L

condition, from which threshold RMS of HFEF is found

Eaver_ =[i*-93.Q;m(q 2 R2°L&'(W?+Vi mg)“1 11/2
Here Di - electron diffusion coefficient across1ghe1magnetic

field, in the investigated installation WL=2 10 c ,

Um110 c_1, w=2 1010 0-1, Rx30m - the radius of critical

section of discharged chamber and the working medium ~argon.

The power of the energy necessary for discharge combus—

tion_is defined by the extracting speed of Joule heat

J€ Ny: ___ . ne 50 Vt,
whergtvk - discharge chamber volume, 116 - electron concent—

ration, the peak value of which (ngeakA‘1O17 m73) is calcu-

lated usingelectromagnetcwave reflex‘ condition from

ionized gas region, where neiafo-mw q2.

In experiments use was made of 500 VT magnetron, opera—
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ting in quasi momentum regime, which created electrical
field in the resonator of 3-104 V/m. intensity.

Local parameters of plasma flow ne, T directed ion7

speed Vi and plasma potential V were defiged by directed
probes[ 2], which were placed on the axis of source directly
behind the anode nozzle and at a distance of 20 cm from it,
The effective operation of the described installation was
watched both at constant positive voltage absence on the
anode and at potential difference availability between the
anode and the cathode. Average electron concentration behind
the nozZle cut, in both cases, roughly was «11017173:-3 and de—
creased to 10mm"3 at3 20cm distance. The directed jet speed
was Vi :(5 - 10) 103m/s.

Note, that the measured value of plasma jet directed
speed is in agreement with the speed, obtained from the exa—
mination evaluation of elementary diamagnetic acceleration
in divergent magnetic field. In the region of "throat" of the
magnetic nozzle, where the magnetic field intensity is a ma—
ximum, the plasma with cyclotron resonance heating is being
created. At plasma jet movement in the direction of mag—
netic field decreasing, the energy transformation of crossed
movement of charged particles takes place into the directed
movement energyalong the axis of the system. The strength of
high frequency pressure, arising while electromagnetic wave
reflection from the plasma occupied region, does not greatly
contribute into the jet acceleration due to negligible value
of electric field intensity.

At positive voltage feeding on the anode, plasma jet in-
tensity increasing was registrated due to the jet speed inc-
rease.
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ION IRRADITIOH STUDIES FROM DENSE PLASMA FOCUS FOR CELEB OF PHASE OF

THIN FILM OF CdS

Ratna Sagarz M.P. Srivastava and R.S. Rawat

Department of Physics and Astrophysics, University of Delhi

Delhi - 110 007, INDIA

There has been a growing interest in the structural transformations

in non—metallic solids induced by energetic ions. Structural transforma-

tions take the form of amorphization, crystallization and stoichiometric

changes. Naguib and Kelly/ll have reported the criteria for bombardment-

induced structural changes in such solids. Tell and Gibson/N studied

the Bi and Xe implanted CdS and observed that the chemical properties

are obscured by the radiation damage effects. Their measurements were

restricted to optical effects. Therefore, an extensive investigation

was undertaken on Bi-ion implanted CdS. Eldridge et a1./3/ found gross

structural changes on the surface with the help of Reflection Electron

Diffraction (RED). However, their studies were not sensitive enough to

indicate the type and extent of radiation damage in CdS specimen. Subse—

quently, Govind and Fraikor/é/ studied radiation damage of Bi—ion implanted

CdS single crystal qualitatively with the help of transmission electron

microscopy. They observed black spots and interpreted them to be inter-

stitial clusters. However, they did not observe amorphization of CdS

crystals. The study of CdS thin film is of interest because of its appli-

. cations as solar cells/S/ piezo electric transducers/M and photo activated

light valves .

Due to above mentioned applications, we have investigated in the

present paper, the change of phase of Argon-ion implanted amorphous and

crystalline thin films of CdS having thickness ’-" .fwm. The film is

as—grown by vaccum evaporation technique and irradiated by the energetic

Argon-ions of Dense Plasma Focus (DPF). The energetic ions from DPF have

already been used by Rawat et al./7/ for the crystallization of amorphous

thin film of Lead Zirconate Titanate. The thin films of CdS have been

analysed before and after irradiation with the help of X-ray diffractometer

(Rigaku Rotaflex), UV—visible spectrophotometer (Shimadzu-ZGO), and Scanning

electron microscope (Shimadzu — JSM 840).

Mather type DPF device of 3.3 U energy as shown in fig.1 is used
25_ 26

to produce plasma of very high densities ( 3 10 10 m_3) and having
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temperature in the
Fressur? gauge 7‘\Argon gas ln|e| range Of 1‘2 KEV.

D is
To Romy 1 PF a source ofpLHnP

X-rays ener312::t ’ getic_
ions/S/andelectrons/Q/ca; lilm

..- The sub—systems ofShuuer—
_ DPF are shown in fig.1Glasds

’
Vv'wm o

L The sample is beingCalhOdE‘
placed on a mount:1 ~— .MO 9 ¢Plasmachamber which moves verticallyf1 1] 'Class :, -»- 3-:

'lhsulator " along the ans of
,

the chamber from theNVSCR LVSCF?. (—550v) (ml) ti of the anod,
Spawaaw [Amt tj—lj—CJ P e

flflgolanng Lvr In this way, the ener-" Canarilor lranslotmer_ ri _ I “”0“" ”J M) getic ions can be
H<V~ ' ‘ Caoacllor Bank

:L (Butifflfikv) bombarded on the sample
at different distances

from the anode. AtFig.1 Schematic of the Experimental Set-up first, the amorphous

film of CdS is analysed by X-ray diffractometer and then irradiated by
Ar-ions present in DPF. The irradiated film is again analysed with the
help of X-ray diffractometer. The parent sample and the irradiated sample
are also studied with the help of UV-visible spectrophotometer and Scanning
electron microscope. In the similar manner, the crystalline thin film
of CdS is irradiated and studied.
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' _ Fig.3 X-ray diffraction spectrum ofFig-2 X-ray diffraction spectrum as-grown amorphous film of CdSof as-grown amorphous film of CdS after irradiation.
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X-ray diffraction spectrum for initially amorphous and crystalline

CdS films as well as irradiated by energetic ions of DPF are shown in

fig.2 - fig.5. Fig.2 shows the pattern for amorphous CdS film. When

this film is irradiated by Ar-ions, a peak is recorded in the X-ray diffra—

ction pattern as shown in fig.3. This peak indicates the change in phase

of the CdS film. 0n the other hand, for the as - grown crystalline CdS

film the spectrum is as shown in fig.4.
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Fig.4 X—ray diffraction spectrum of Fig.5 X-ray diffraction spectrum of

as-grown crystalline film of as—grown crystalline film of

CdS. ' CdS after irradiation.

This film is then irradiated by Ar—ions of DPF and the pay diffraction

pattern of such a film is shown in fig.5. This figure exhibits the amor-

phization of the CdS film.

These results lead us to conclude that Ar-ion bombardment is respon-

sible for the change of phase of CdS films. Structural changes have also

been observed in the scanning electron micrographs, taken for the irradiated

thin films of CdS. The transmission and absorption characteristics are

also found to change due to irradiation.
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Influence of Metastable Atoms on the Characteristics

of Surface Wave Produced Plasmas

U.Kortshagen and H.Schliiter

lnstitut fiir Experimentalphysik II, Ruhre Universitat Bochum,

D74630 Bochum, Postfach 102148, GERMANY

Plasmas generated by surface Waves (Lu/2W : 60 MHZJZAS GHz) in many cases

exhibit a rather homogeneous structure of electric rf field strength /1/, simplifying

modelling. Dominance of the axial component of the electric field IEzl and its radial

homogeneity are assured when the "thin cylinder approximation” is fulfilled1 whereas

axial constancy of [E1] is achieved when dominant diffusion losses (m ’"eDEIf/AZH)

are balanced by ionization purely from the ground state (mi/w,— HE, )); the continuity

equation enforces |E_l as well as (non *Maxwellian /1/) electron energy distribution

functions ("temperature“) to be constant axially in spite of axially decreasing n,2 ("dif

fusion regime“).
However, ionization via excited states (Tte 24m) complicates and slightly modifies this

regime, since the population density of excited states Nm is generally itself dependent

on the electron density nfi: Balancing processes such as collisional excitation from

the ground state, depopulation by superelastic collisions (and by ionization), all linear

in nu, compete with radiative depopulation not dependent on 115 (corona situation).

The importance of radiative losses may be reduced — and simultaneously that of stepe

ionization increased 7 by optical thickness (effectively lengthening the lifetime of excited

states) and in particular by metastability; in the latter case the lifetime7 however, is

limited by diffusion of metastables. Thus N," should generally be assumed to depend

on 715. though tending to saturation at large 71.2- Now the continuity equation reads:

nflDe__fi 3,18) (1)

Af
With axial decreasing n,‘Z according to (1) inevitably [Ezl has to increase slightly and

: ”cl/igr (lEzI) ‘l‘ Rel/I'm (IE:

the electron energy distribution function has to change.

This can be supported by numerically solving simultaneously the electron and ion

continuity and momentum equations with the Boltzmann equation (including electron -

electron and electroniion collisions /2/), coupled with a collisonaliradiative model

describing processes of excited states; the solutions have to satisfy Bohm’s boundary

criterion. In this treatment radial variations are accounted for in more detail. SelfA

consistent numerical results are presented for a simple He model including all states of

main quantum number 11:2 and their interactions and two n:4 states.
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Fig.1 Self—consistent u;m(|L‘x|,nE)/u;g,(|E;]) Fig.2 Self—consistent |Ez| versus nci
versus H“ including Penning efiects (He).

As to be expected the total ionization frequency mgr + 11,-,” tends to stay reason—
ably constant with (axially decreasing) n,“ whereas Vim (,lEzl ,ne) /1/,g, (lE:ll in Fig.1
changes substantially. Penning effects are included which mitigate the changes up to
a factor of 2. In Fig.2 the predicted change of the self consistent |Ez| is depicted. A
variation of, for instance, 10 % when m (averaged over the discharge cross section)
changes a factor 10 axially, is of modest size and may seem almost imperceptible, but it
suffices to regulate the large variation of inelastic processes. Therefore the point is not
so much the quantitative deviation from |E_| = const, rather than the resultant conse—
quences for ionization and excitation rates and spectroscopic observations, influenced

by ne directly and indirectly through varying |E_|.

To transform dependencies on 72.3 into those on the axial coordinate 3, Maxwell’s

equations have to be involved which ensure a. self consistent power flow. Only a minor
adjustment due to metastables is necessary as compared to the regime [Ell : const.
This can easily be seen from the simple relation /3/:

din _ 1 am 60mg 1_ ~ : 2dz 2+§ a 62 f ()
The usual notations are used, with u the elastic collision frequency and a the plasma

radius; 7 is a slowly varying function essentially due to the cylindrical geometry , in

thin cylinder approximation : 0.16 in the range w/e)‘D a 0.1 7 0.3 and u/u) < 1, slightly
smaller in the presence of glass tubes and decreasing for smaller w/wp. s stems from
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1.2E+12 . l x a the relation: n5 oz |E; 2". Here 3 is

Frequency = 130 MHZ negative and Isl about 10, e.g., when
Pressure = 800 mTorr
1’=/‘-’ = 1-523 the above mentioned large ne-drop
He . . . .

8.0E+11 _ _ is accompanied by a minor increase

E of IE_[. Thus basically a steepening

: ‘ of the slope of 776(3) can be con—

C- eluded, but the factor 70.5 almost

4'0“” - «imam de/dn' - imperceptibly changes to 41.53, for

Wm, de/dn. instance. This can also be ascee

tained by integrating an alternative

_ + . 1 I I ex ression 4.5 :
00E 00 50 100 150 200 250 P / /

Z / cm dnc 272:0

. > d- h‘ 1 E: (for £1 (19 (3)
Fig.3 '14:) integrated from (3) (He). ‘3 i a due + (-J the

(1' is the absorption coefficient of the dispersion relation /6/, O the energy absorbed

per electron (from selfeeonsistent |E_l and distribution functions). Since dO/dm gives

small negative contributionsrgain basically a steepening as well as an usually immeasur-

able effect on ne (3) can be concluded. This is demonstrated in Fig.3 by an example.

When electroneelctron collisions are included the effect is almost imperceptibly inv

creased. The e virtually unchanged 7 and almost linear profiles predicted by (2) and

(3) and Fig.3 are consistent with observed ones to be reported elsewhere.

The effect of metastables and stepeprocesses really shows up in excitation rates

and observed line intensities, for instance in the intensity ratio of the He singulet 504.7

nm line to the triplet 471.3 nm line, often referred to as a measure of temperature.

The results of Fig.4 give witness to the influence of axially varying ne, directly en—

tering the collisonal~radiative model as well as causing changes in IE; (716)] and thus

a changing distribution function (”temperature"). In this sense the results testify ._

only to a smaller extent — to an axially changing ”electron temperature”, caused origv

inally also by changing me. It should also be emphasized that the trends such as in

Fig.4 can be understood properly only if the correct selfeconsistent noneMaxwellian

distribution functions (with ”depressed" tail in the energy range of inelastic processes)

are used /7/. The remaining differences between calculations and observations can

easily be accounted for by uncertainties of cross-sections. Moreover the collisional~

radiative model used is incomplete. Also errors in the needetermination give rise to

small horizontal displacements, and the interferrometrically determined T9“ carries
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some inaccuracies. Analysis of all these effects leaves essentially untouched the trends
showing up in calculations as Well as in observations.
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Fig.4 Singulet/triplet line intensity ratio. Fig.5 Population density of He 235 state,

Finally as an obvious check on the model used, in Fig.5 calculated and observed

(via absorption measurements) population densities of the 235 state for 200 111Torr are
compared, yielding agreement actually better than to be expected. It should be noted
that the Tie—dependence for higher pressures is weaker, but then the contributions of

the resonance states (231) in particular) to Vim become more noticeable.

In summary it may be concluded that the influence of metastables leads to inter-

esting, but seemingly small modifications in the characteristics of the diffusion regime,

ire. small changes of the constancy of |E;| with only imperceptible steeping of ne (2).

The resultant influence on inelastic collision rates, however, may be large and has to

be taken into account in order to properly understand spectroscopic data. In doing so

the use of noneMaxwellian distribution functions is essential
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Use of Cold Plasmas in Film Deposition and Structuring

J. Edlinger*, 1-1.5, Pnlger’k, E. Rille**, G.W. Vogl
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Switzerland
lnstitut fiir Experimentalphysik Universitat Innsbruck, A-6020 Innsbruck, Austria
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In general chemical compounds decompose during evaporation and sputtering. The

highly volatile reactive components oxygen and nitrogen, disappear rapidly within the

pumping system and compound films formed on the substrates are therefore often non—

stoichiometric. Direct evaporation as well as direct sputtering of A1203 results in oxygen

deficient films [1] and the same occurs with Ti02 and other compounds. To overcome this

difficulty, Auwarter [2] and Brinsmaid [3] suggested that the deposition should be carried out

in the presence of oxygen or generally, depending on the compound processed. of other

reactive gases. In the meanwhile reactive deposition has developed into a powerful

technology.
In recent developments considerable attention has been paid to techniques to improve

all optical and mechanical film properties besides stoichiometry and residual absorption.

These techniques avoid high substrate temperatures and supply the required energy to

achieve proper optical, chemical and mechanical film characteristics by the use of high

energy of coating material atoms and working or reactive gas atoms. The increase of the

average particle-energy in the growing film by energetic ion processes appears to be

beneficial. Ion—assisted reactive evaporation is therefore a very effective technology, along

with reactive sputtering variants and reactive ion plating.

Sputter etching is often included in sputtering systems and used mainly to clean

substrate surfaces (prior to film growth) to promote adhesion and to structure substrate—

surface or films.

2 REACTIVE AND ACTIVATED REACI IVE EVAPORATION

The properties of thin films deposited on various substrates by conventional

evaporation are generally found to be different from those of the corresponding bulk

materials.
Oxygen loose, which usually occurs during evaporation of many oxides may cause

optical absorption in the films. The effect could be appreciably corrected in the reactive

deposition process [2] by adding oxygen to the residual gas. For all that, however, oxide

coatings produced in this way are often still partially non—stoichiometric and slightly

absorbing.
Heating the substrates to about 300 ‘2C during reactive evaporation improved a

number of film properties including stoichiometry, purity, density, refractive index and

adhesion. Therefore substrate heating became the standard procedure in this process although

it favours generally undesirable coarser film micrcstructure and surface roughness.

Reactive evaporations performed under standard conditions, but with additional

activation and partial ionisation of the reactive gas, further improved film quality [4]. Better

stoichiometry and rather low absorption values have been obtained when films were prepared

by activated reactive evaporation (ARE) [5]. These coating experiments with ions and

excited molecules clearly showed that chemical reactivity is enhanced in the presence of a
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gas-discharge plasma. To activate oxygen for ARE cold glow discharge ion sources with a
hollow cathode inside a quartz tube are used [5].

i. IQN ASSISTED DEF ITI N

Most properties of evaporated films are highly determined by the lack of mobility of
the condensing atoms and molecules due to their low thermal energies of about 0.1 eV.
Controlled bombardment of a growing film by argon or/and oxygen ions with energies up to
several hundred electron volts has been shown to improve density and stoichiometrymjl‘
Adding energy to the film growth process appears [0 improve also adhesion [8] and to
modify stress [9]. Ion beam techniques can be applied, however, also before and after film
deposition. Substrates can be ion beam cleaned with inert or reactive gas ions, depending
upon substrate materials involved, and freshly deposited films can be bombarded by long for
further improvement of their properties.

Hot~cathode Kaufman—type [10] ion guns are used usually in ion beam assisted
deposition processes (IBAD), but also other installations have been applied. It is imposmble
to discuss and compare here all the variants of this technique. Considerable efforts have been
directed to the analysis of plasma conditions and their correlation With deposited film
properties. The mechanism responsible for densification seems to be momentum transfer as
was shown recently by molecularrdynamics calculation [1 l].

4 A DI HAR EANDI NBEAM "P TTE

During sputtering atoms or molecules are ejected from a target by momentum transfer
processes caused by noble gas ions, e.g. Ar+ bombardment. The coating material atoms with
energies between i and 40 eV pass through the gas phase, loose energy by colliswns and
condense on substrates which, in case of gas discharge sputtering, are arranged opposite the
target at a small distance.

7 Ions stem from a do or rf gas discharge or from special ion guns. In the first case the
typical working gas pressure is in the 10'2 to 10'3 mbar range whereas in ion beam
sputtering lower background pressures and therefore larger target to substrate distances can
be applied With all variants [12] of sputter processes reactive gas procedures can be
performed. but conventional gas discharge sputtering is a rather slow process. The deposition
rate is increased by magnetrons, in which in addition to the electric field a magnetic field
encreases the number of ionising collisions by keeping the electrons in trajectories close
above the target surface. These procedures are used for film deposition on large flat
substrates, eg. architectural glass and plastic foils [13,14].

in ion beam sputtering (IBS) the target erosion is caused by a mono-energetic argon
Ion beam. This beam is usually produced by a Kaufman-type ion gun but also high frequency
ion sources should be considered [15]. in dual ion beam sputtering a second ion gun is used,
whose beam aims directly towards the growing film similar to ion assisted deposition [16].
With the IBS techniques dense, well adherent and sroichiometric films of low optical
absorption can be obtained. In all variants care must be taken to avoid unwanted sputtering of
plant installations by high energetic neutral atoms which causes film contamination.

5, STREJQTURINQ BY SPU lER—ETCHINQ AND REAS; I IVE {Qty-ElnNgi

Although it is not common, sputter etching can be used to etch patterns into thin
films (or into the substrates themselves) first covered by a pattern-defining mask. The
patterning mask may be either mechanical or an developed photoresist mask as used in

‘r
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exhibits a monotonical increase. On the other hand for 2.7 Pa 02

where the plasma density is lower. it is notified that EA exhibits a

peak at discharge time of 100 s (P).
The results of Fig.3 and Fig. 4 show that oxygen pressure change

leads to the plasma density change and affects the time evolution of

relative phase shift. 6A is a function of a refractive index and a film

thickness /6/. On the ignition of the plasma. the film thickness starts
to increase and at the same time the refractive index decreases

‘ rapidly. The time evolution of 5A can be determined by a competition

between the refractive index and the film thickness. Very rapid
decrease in the refractive index accompanying film growth leads to

the peak in the 6A versus discharge time /5/. For the plasma

oxidation at 2.0 Pa 02 the peak was not observed (Fig. 3). This is
because the growth rate of the silicon oxide is high because of high
plasma density at this pressure ( a weak shoulder seen at around 50 s
( S in Fig. 4 ) may be related to the rapid decrease of the refractive
index for the higher plasma density).

In conclusion. the change rate of 6A was observed by ISDP RE

immediately after starting the RF discharge as being strongly

dependent on 03* density. In the thin oxide film region. the oxidant

species of of and/or 0 atoms were suggested to readily react on

silicon surface. and the time evolution of 6A was sensitive to the

plasma density.
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Fig. 3. RF power dependence of
emission intensities of 02+ ions at an
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0n the plasma density. To
observe chemical species in
oxygen plasma. the CBS
measurements were
performed. Very sharp lines
of O atoms were observed at
436.8 nm (“D—>380), 532.9
nm (5D0—*5P),

PDQ—>513). and 777.5 nm
(5P—*5S°) /3.7/. Somewhat
broader lines from molecular
oxygen ions ( 02+ ) at 525.1,
559.7. 597.3. and 635.1 nm
were also observed. All lines
are assigned to the b4zg-
—>a‘lllll transition /3,8/.
Figure 3 shows that the sum
of the 03+ ions
spectrum intensity

emission

increases quite linearly as RF power increases. The O atoms emission
intensity also increased with respect to the RF power. Furthermore,
plasma potential (VI,) was larger by 13—16 (N than floating potential
(Vf). therefore suggesting that negative ions generated in the plasma
does not dominate plasma oxidation directly. The present results
indicate that positive ions and/or 0 atoms predominate in the plasma
oxidation
after

immediately
starting the

plasma discharge.
Further investigation on
the sheath area is
n e e d e d to r
understanding more
detailed reaction
mechanism.

Figure 4 shows
6A versus discharge time
at RF power of 300 W at
an 02 pressure of 2.7 Pa
and 2.0 Pa. The change
in 6A at 2.0 Pa 02 is
larger than that at 2.7
Pa 02. For 2.0 Pa 02_6A
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Fig. 4. Relative phase shift change
6A versus time at RF power of 300 W
at an oxygen gas pressure of a) 2.0
Pa and b) 2.7 Pa.

615.8 nm.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Change in ‘11 was very
small. Figure 1 shows the
relative change in A , 6A=A0—A ('
A0 is a value of A at starting the
discharge ). monitored by ISDP
RE as a function of discharge
time at RF power of 200 W, 300
W. and 500 W at an 02
pressure of 2.0 Pa. 5A exhibits
an increase with a high Speed
for a short time and a slow
speed for a long time.

The change rate of 6A (6A'
5 (EA/at) immediately after
starting the RF discharge was
determined as 1.1x10’1.
l.7xlO“'. and 2.0)(10‘1 degree/s
for respective RF powers of
200, 300. and 500 W. In
contrast, there was not such a
strong correlation between 613'
and RF power 1.0x104 5 after
starting the discharge. The
main process in this stage may
be the drift motion of oxygen
ions across the oxide film /l/.

With the exception of the
plasma density, which
increased with respect to RF
power increase, the plasma
parameters are independent of
RF power. Figure 2 shows the
relation of 6A' immediately
after starting the RF discharge
and the plasma density. 613‘
linearly increases as the plasma
density increases between
6.4x107 and 2.2x108 cm‘3. This
shows the initial oxidation rate
strongly depends

5A
(d

eg
re

e)
(d

eg
re

e/
s]
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Fig. 1. Time dependence of relative
change in A measured by in—situ
during process rapid ellipso-metry
at an 02 gas pressure of 2.0 Pa and RF
power of a) 200 W. b) 300 W, and c)
500 W, respectively. The film
thickness was estimated to be about
1.4 nm after a plasma oxidation for
16000 s at 2.0 Pa 02 and 300 W RF
power /5/.

Plasma Density (105 cm—3)

Fig. 2. Change rate (bA') immedi-
ately after starting the RF discharge
versus plasma density obtained by
the Langmuir probe method at an 02
gas pressure of 2.0 Pa. Solid line
shows least squares curve fitting.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF PLASMA EFFECT ON
OXIDATION OF SOLID SURFACE

M. Kitaiimal, H. Kurokim, H. Shinno]. and T. Kawabe2

1National Research Institute for Metals. Tsukuba—shi. lbaraki. Japan
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1. INTRODUCTION

Characterization of plasma is one of the most important issues
for understanding mechanism of plasma~surface interaction and also
the plasma processing for semiconductor. The plasma oxidation is a
current technique being used for growing insulator films on
semiconductor surfaces at lower temperatures than when using
thermal oxidation/1-3l. However. there is no conclusive interpretation
for the oxidation mechanism. and little research has been performed
on effects of plasma on the oxidation rate. This paper reports detailed
experimental study on the oxidation of silicon surface in thin film
region in an oxygen plasma. We measured parameters and chemical
species of the plasma using a Langmuir probe ( LP ) and optical
emission spectroscopy ( OES ), and compared the results with those of
in situ during process ( ISDP ) rapid ellipsometry ( RE ) to investigate
effect of plasma on oxidation reaction kinetics on solid surface.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Samples used were p—Si(100) with resistivity of 1x10’4-3x10“4
(2m. It was immersed in an HF solution for 5 min, rinsed with water.
and annealed at 873 K in vacuum of about 10'7 Pa. The plasma
oxidation of silicon was performed in a UHV chamber of 0.15 m in a
diameter and 1.5 m in a length. An oxygen plasma was generated by
RF discharge at 13.56 MHZ. with its power of 100 to 600 W. The
electrically isolated substrate was set up 1 m apart from the RF coil.
Oxygen pressure ranged 1 to 3 Pa.

Electron temperature, plasma density. and other plasma
parameters were measured by the LP method. The probe was placed 3
2 cm from the substrate, which is over 100 times greater than the
Debye length ( = 0.1 cm) /4/. The growth of silicon oxide films was
monitored by ISDP RE ( ls resolution ). Ellipsometric parameters (A)
and (‘11) were measured in situ by a photo elastic modulator dual lock—
in method ellipsometer (JASCO PME-SOp) using He—Ne laser‘ (632.8
nm), having a 0.1 5 minimum resolution and interval /3/.
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with many applications.
It is impossible to discuss and compare all the ion and plasma techniques currently

used for optical film deposition. In this paper all reactive PVD techniques were mentioned
but plasma assisted CVD, plasma polymerisation and plasma etching and the non-reactive
energetic PVD techniques have been omitted intentionally. Because of their importance it
should be mentioned here that some fluorides, particularly A1F3 , CeF3 and LaFB, have also
been successfully deposited by ion assisted deposition and low-voltage ion plating. Many
rare earth metal fluorides as those of Sm, Gd, Tb, Ho, Er and Y have been successfully
processed by [BAD [21]. Deposition of Mn is more critical because of slight impact
dissociation. Only few results are available on plated sulphide films. ZnS-films on Ge
substrates deposited by dc ion plating [22,23] improved considerably humidity resistance and
adhesion compared to films obtained by conventional evaporation, but Clearly .further work
is required on this topic.
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7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The possibilities to improve film performance in conventional reactive and even in
activated reactive evaporation is rather limited. However, the process is effective. special
with recently developed ion processes with higher particle energies as ion assisted deposition,
sputtering, ion beam sputtering and reactive low voltage ion plating. Many of the property
modifications observed using concurrent ion bombardment during film deposition are a
combination of physical and structural changes as well as chemical changes in the film.

Important features of coatings made by these techniques are: dense homogeneous
micro structure resulting in relatively high refractive indices‘ low optical losses, insensitivity
to changes in humidity, high hardness and abrasion resistance and stability at high

temperatures.
Bombardment of growing films with noble or reactive gas ions in ion assisted

deposition and generation of coating material atoms with high energies in ion beam
sputtering are powerful tools for basic parameter investigations in ion process developments
and optimisation studies. The techniques are very effective for the deposition of low—loss
dielectric films on small to medium size substrates.

Up scaling of directed ion beam processes for production purposes is difficult and
requires for lBAD and IBS large size ion guns and highly efficient pumping systems. In film
production the deposition time is important. Particularly with ion beam sputtering the low
deposition rate of 15-20 minutes for a quarter wave thick film (visible range) is extremely
time consuming in multilayer depositions. The new low-voltage reactive ion plating
technology is an optimised and fast process for high volume production and it seems that
RLVIP becomes an extremely useful production technique for high quality optical coatings
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semiconductor and integrated device fabrication.
Then sputter etching proceeds to bombard the substrate surface removing both

substrate and the resist mask (there is no preferential etching of the substrate compared to the
mask as in chemical etching for sputtering is a physical process). Therefore the resist must be
thick enough to last long enough till the substrate is etched to the desired depth.

The key advantage of Sputter etching compared to chemical etching is that there is
extremely little undercutting and the exact pattern of the resist mask can be maintained in the
substrate. This is vital for very high resolution Very Large Scale Integration circuitry with
patterns of under 3n dimensions. Etch rates are also well controlled and there are no
chemical residues. Unfortunately the sputter etching process is slow compared to chemical
etching and the polymeric photoresist materials are burned by high energy sputter etching.

The answer to occun’ing problems is the reactive ion etching (RIE) which is a form of
the rather new plasma etching. ln RLE gas is introduced into the system which produces
chemically reactive etching species in the plasma. Combined with the sputter etching process
this provides higher etch rates, but still relatively vertical etching walls. Plasma etching and
RIE are actively pursued for fine line lithography .

Q REAgzilVE lQN PLATINQ

1n the ion plating process [17] evaporation is performed in the presence of an argon
gas discharge. In collisions and electron impact reactions ions of coating material are formed
and accelerated in the electric field of biased substrates, so that condensation and film
formation take place under the influence of ion bombardment . The bombardment involves
ions of the working gas, of the 1" film material vapour or of a mixture of both. In addition.
neutral atoms of vapour and gas with a higher average energy are important for the
deposition process too. This complex action is typical for ion plating. A large number of
process variants is possible and different components can be combined to more complex
triode and tetrode ion plating systems. It is furthermore remarkable that also high-speed
sputtering cathodes are used as vapour sources in special ion plating arrangements. Bias
sputtering and some types of plasma CVD also fulfil the definition of ion plating. In
conventional ion plating the degree of ionisation is low and the accelerating voltage must be
rather high, in general between 3 and 5 keV, to supply the necessary energy for the formation
of well adherent and dense films. The small number of ions is also disadvantageous for a
reactive gas process. To overcome this problems a new form of reactive ion plating has been
developed [18].

The new reactive low voltage ion plating process (RLVIP) [19] can be used for the
deposition of single and multilayer dielectric coatings on unheated substrates. Evaporations
are made by two special 270°-type electron beam evaporators. The starting materials form
electrically conducting melts. Very effective ionisation and activation of the evaporating
coating material atoms and the admitted reactive gas molecules occur by a low—voltage high-
current argon plasma beam (hot cathode type) directed to the crucibles (anode). The substrate
holder is electrically insulated. In contact with the formed plasma cloud the substrates receive
a relatively high negative self—biasing potential of 15 - 20 V with respect to the plasma,
which acts as accelerating voltage for positive ions. The total pressure in the plant is in the
low 10‘3 mbar range. The film deposition is started and stopped by opening or closing the
shutters in front of the electron beam evaporates/Deposition rate is controlled by an
oscillating quartz crystal monitor [20], and the film thickness is determined by a quartz
crystal monitor or by optical thickness monitoring. The RLVIP-system can be tooled for both
reactive ion plating and conventional reactive evaporation allowing alternating processes
without requiring any changes in the plant.
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LANGEVIN-EQUATION FOR CHARGED PARTICLES
IN MICROTURBULENT PLASMA

C.»V. Meister
Max-Planck—Institut fiir extraterrestrische Physik , Aufienstelle Berlin

Microinstabilities seem to be rather important for momentum and energy trans—

port in nearly collision—free plasmas. They play a role in anomalous particle difiusion,

heating or acceleration. Driving forces of microinstabilities are usually strong cur-

rents and drifts, but also magnetic stresses and plasma anisotropy. Microinstabilities

generate turbulent field fluctuations interacting in turn with the plasma particles, so

that the free energy causing the instability will be reduced.

A special problem is the relation of microturbulence to magnetic reconnection,

the restructuring of magnetic field lines, which can be connected with a transformer

tion of large amounts of magnetic energy into kinetic and thermal energy [1]. Here

one question is, whether reconnection may be caused by microturbulence even before

the magnetic field is compressed strong enough, so that electrons move chaotically.

Although the most favoured for reconnection electrostatic instabilities seem to gen—

erate too narrow diffusion regions or are saturated in the actual reconnection region

with its high plasmarfi, the idea of remote scattering [2] and the observation of mag

netic noise bursts in the rather high—{3 region of the Earth‘s magnetotail [3] give some

hints, that microturbulence seems to contribute to reconnection in some cases.

The motion of the plasma particles (of type a) in a microturbulent system can be

described by the Langevin—equation, which is found adding in the equation of motion

of the particles the time-dependent force of the waves

(IF d1? 4 e _. a _. a _. _.
— 2 17, mu— 2 qa (E007) + [17 X 30(1')])+ F,1(1‘,t), {r} : {1‘,v} (1)

(EA?) — external electric field, H007) : BAH/pa , external magnetic field). This

wave—force
Fa(57t):( a(5))+5 Mat) (2)

is as usual divided in the ensemble average (132(5)) and a. stochastic force 5§a(i,t)

with vanishing mean value (6Fa(f,t)) : 0.

Assuming Gaussian stochastic processes with a stochasticeforce distribution

mama) : exp {—(6Fa)2 p.12} M30 (3)

all correlation functions of the stochastic force of odd order are zero, correlation

functions of even order can be expressed by functions of order n = 2,

(6Fai(f,t1)lsFaj(f,t2)) = 2651601 — tflDafiE). (4)
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Components of the stochastic force in different directions and at different instants of
time are uncorrelated Usually the mean force (Fm) is expressed by a friction term
—73(f)vi. But here, according to an idea of [4], a second yet unknown term is added,

(Faiifll = -"ra(f)vi++8_1;_‘-‘vtf) (5)
Instead of solving the Langevirrequation (1) for given initial conditions {In : 7760),
F0 2 FUD) and to determine the probabilities of all its solutions it is also possible to
find an equation of motion for the onepartiele distribution function jaw—5,73). Thus,
now 8Rfi(f)/80, will be found regarding consistency between the Langevin—equation
(1) and the Foltkeriljlancleform of a corresponding kinetic equation.

Suggesting that some inverse effective wave—particle collision frequencies l/ueff
are much smaller than the dissipation time of the plasma process 25,], 1/cf << tdy
this process can be considered as Markovian during time intervalls 1/141]; < At <
154 ~ 1/7“, (7“,- growth rate of the wave generated by the instability). That means,
the distribution function at time t. fatit), can be found knowing the distribution
f”(1:’,t") and the transition probability ])(.i",t l 13,1”) from the State 1'4" at t" to f at
f : t‘ + At, At —& 0. Than the lV‘laster—equation yields,

a i /—J"(r,t) = [w(1",t | ;13,t)f(,(13‘t)—uv(;17*,t l ;r,r)fa(5,t)]d£*. (6)at f

“t 1 *t 01' 1("t*+At|—:‘t* 7)3 ;T _ 7( : f < ,.u(l, ll 7) u(‘a II, AiEOAtPJ’ .L, ) (j

is the transition rate. For Gaussian processes [5] with

p(f,t [Pat’fl : (27rconst1AtYI/26rp (7(14‘ 7 .13 7 C(Jiist.gAt)2/2const1Af) (8)

only the first two moments of the transition rate

afi‘im = je: — .1»)q im‘itidz‘, <9)
oéi’j)(f,t) = [(If —- .1‘,)(.17: — 3:)1n( a, 1‘ l r ,t)d17fl*

are non—vanishing. Expanding in (G) _f,.(_F, t) at f in a Taylor-series (liramers-Moyal-
series) one obtains

gnaw —Z_b%[a§”orm (rr>1+728161crt'1'<1’ when] (10)

s a Q 3 A E) , s A em:(E0(r)++[U X BOON) fiffiflht) + ifit'ruimlvfaffitll= #:ai t)-
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(9 L9 0 D5 f R‘t 5+77% 2 massages) + Z game—m (719 — 732—9).
From (10) it is clear that Dfi-(i) should be equal to mflR‘fifli“) to develop from (1) a
kinetic equation in usual form. In [4] it was found muR?i(a':‘) = D?i(i')/2 obtaining
the FoklcenPlanck—equation by Stratonovich—method. But there the mean stochastic
force was (aDl-‘l-(CE‘Va/Z.

If one generalizes the kinetic equation for microturbulent isotropic plasma in po-

larization approximation [6] to anisotropic plasmas with electromagnetic wave fields

615, (SE (taking into account also the influence of the magnetic field 6B of the waves
on the density fluctuations) and compares the result with (10)1 the friction coefficient

vaImeop krvr + ksvs(1— w )(11)2(I 3 “A
a : a 6 _ a

7 W 21r2 fa) (w lv)(‘ 91250;; e c2136.“; + czkakfi [2

+ vgkfiImeM + vfkglmem
Lu‘ |w2em # c2l726m + clkak, I2 w I uflem. # 02196!” + cgkakr |2

)dwd}:

can be expressed by the tensor of the dielectric function 505(w, 1:), and the velocity—

difi'usion tensor (1' 5:4 5,0 74 r 7é [3, {agfi} = {1;y;2})

3 _, _. Di: Dig D22

D“ ‘1“ /6(w—kfi)(6F;6F5)wEdwd/l~= Dgy D“ 0;, (12)
at} : 167‘"? Du Dhy Da

:2 y: z:

ki‘ T kg S - Ski! TA:5F; = 6Ea(17u) + 013,” + 6E.” "
w. w Lu

by the spacetime spectral density of the energy of the waves ({7;6} = {m; y; 2})

161r2w2 Zn qzng27r fv7v66(w — Efi)fu(f,t) d"
6Ea6E < = .

( “wk (mew — amt,“ + elm-{,xwzsgfi — swam + cum) (13)

As a consequence of the fact that stochastic forces in difierent directions are uncor»
related (eq.(4)) in (10) only diagonal components of the diffusion tensor appear. But
according to (12—13) the velocity-difiusion tensor in polarization approximation D35
is also a symmetric tensor in the case of inhomogeneous plasma. Thus it is always
possible to find a corresponding diagonal tensor

b1] 1712 blfl bu 1721 ba]
DiliagonaI: 1721 I722 523 D“ 1712 l>22 532 , (14)

531 532 baa bis 2123 1733

E, = 51/ | 52', |, 52 = (52 —(5251)E1)/l52 —(5251)51|,
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a=wy4aafir4n&%V|Q—mmqfimm|

id] = 1; ‘2; 3} is the eigenvector of the matrix of the diffusion tensor Dj'j belonging to
the zero d1 of the characteristic polynomial of Df-‘j. The coordinates of 51{Iu, $12, 5513}
are the non—trivial solutions of the homogeneous, linear system of equations

(D:I — d{)TI] + Dgym + Dflzmia : 0, (15)

Diystu + (D3, — d1)1‘12 + D‘yfim = 0,

1):;‘1711‘1' DEA?” + (Dz; - ((1)113 = O,

d1:ll+v—%, (12:5111—1—52v—g' d3:5211+511’*%, (16)

1 3 1/3 ' 1/3
51,2:‘3i1JT—yll:<—%+\/E) ,U:(——:];—\/§) ,

3 2 2 0.3 ..J? ‘L , .,r_ ,:_7:H—§§+4,p—: 3.4—2? 3'Hm

* = ”in - 0;, - Div 8 = 193.03., + 132.02: + 175,172.. — D2: — Dzz — 0:3,
“y : DizDSE +DgyDfi + DlzlzDgi _ DzrDZyDS: _ 2D:yD::D;::

1n the simple case of the ion—sound instability Di: : Div = Dgy, D; = D?” so
that

2D; + 1" 0
Dgiagonnl = < 0 DE: _ y)» (17)

Y = 317:2:(29 ” QDL — Bil/((9 — Dgzlz + 203%
DE

9:D:z+#+ D;‘§+D;5‘§/47Dg,D§,+2Dg'§.

Now the Gaussian-distributed stochastic force 6E,,(f, t) can be estimated by its in
tensity cr : (2D3mgonalvfi)1/2.
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